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Chapter 3 

Antioch: Vision and Revision 
Kerrie Naylor 2 

Horace Mann, the great abolitionist and champion of universal education, told Antioch students at the 
1859 commencement exercises, “Be ashamed to die until you have won some victory for humanity”(Morgan, 
1938:389). Similarly, Arthur Morgan, Antioch’s president in 1920, desired to transform American life by 
accelerating the process of social evolution through the education of the whole person (Henderson and Hall, 
1946). Thus, the tradition of social-mindedness became the heart of Antioch College. 

Both Horace Mann and Arthur Morgan believed that education should be concerned with promoting 
democratic principles for the improvement of society. “Education for life,” the empowering of students to 
make a worthwhile difference, was and remains the paramount tradition at Antioch College. 

How did this heritage begin at experimental Antioch College? Some contend that the college’s current 
legacy is attributable to the ideals and foresight of Arthur Morgan who saved Antioch in 1920 from 
bankruptcy and, with new vision, transformed it into what it is today (Clark, 1970). Others would say 
that Antioch’s heritage is but a continuous progression of vision and beliefs inspired by the leadership of 
not one man, but many. Furthermore, those who succeeded Mann and Morgan were driven by the dreams 
of their forerunners. 

Whatever conclusion one draws, it is indisputable that the institution known as Antioch College has 
survived and that it has influenced other institutions of higher learning for nearly 140 years. 

What has been the impetus for such survival? What has Antioch contributed to the catalogues of other 
higher education institutions that has made it distinct and worthy of imitation? These questions will be 
explored in the following pages. Antioch’s history, philosophy, and evolution will be examined to identify 
distinguishing characteristics that will enable us to understand why the Antioch of today continues to 
survive as a distinctive liberal arts college. 

History of Antioch 

Since its founding in 1852, Antioch’s history represents a continuing commitment to the development 
of individuals who are motivated to seek out truth and knowledge and have an impact on society. 

Horace Mann, the first president of Antioch, arrived in Yellow Springs, Ohio in 1853 to dedicate the 
new college and address over three thousand spectators, many of whom had come the day before and had 
slept in carriages overnight (Morgan, 1938). Mann was, after all, a man of great notoriety; he had served 4 
years in the United States Congress fighting for the abolition of slavery. And he was the principle architect 
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of the American public school system. His inaugural address, tuned to the grand key of “God, Duty, and 
Humanity,” dedicated the buildings to the “glory of God and the service of man” (Morgan 1938:187). It 
was a tremendous event. The hope of building a “little Harvard of the West” loomed large in the minds of 
those in attendance (Henderson and Hall, 1946). 

The location of the college was of great importance to Mann. He saw the growth and expansion of 
the west as a challenge and opportunity to do new things for education in new ways; the growth in the 
Mississippi Valley, sometimes called the valley of democracy (Morgan, 1938), was seen by Mann as the 
appropriate place to start a college dedicated to the principles of democracy. 

For Mann, the founding of the college represented a dream of exalting education as the foundation 
of democracy and the support of beneficent religion. The new college was to admit students without 
discrimination as to race, sex, religion, or wealth, and it was to set the highest standard of scholarship and 
character. 

The distinctiveness of the liberal Antioch of 1853 even exceeded Oberlin College, a northerly neighbor 
in Ohio, that opened its doors to both male and female students and placed women faculty and students 
on an equal basis with men (Morgan, 1938). True to his ideals, Mann believed that the education of young 
people was vital to the well-being of a democratic society, and he designed the Antioch curriculum to de
velop individual potential in a noncompetitive environment. He introduced coeducation, nonsectarianism, 
and nonsegregation in order to educate “minds free from prejudice and yearning for truth” (Antioch College 
Catalog, 1990-91). Mann’s dream for Antioch was that it would provide a new direction for higher edu
cation, concerned with the education of all people in all things that make for good living. He emphasized 
a progressive approach to teaching science which featured class discussion in contrast to the then current 
recitation method. He saw higher education as the foundation for the “good life itself,” and believed in the 
integration of moral, civic, and cultural values: implying that college should educate “higher and broader” 
(Morgan, 1938). 

But Mann’s dream was to be short lived. Almost immediately after his arrival at Antioch, financial 
troubles began (Clark, 1970). In 1859, Mann and his friends barely saved the college from the auction 
block by putting up $40,000 of their own money (Morgan, 1938). Following Mann’s death, the college 
experienced turbulent times; over the next 67 years, graduating classes were small (between 1860 and 1910 
most graduating classes had fewer than five students) and there were over 10 college presidents and seven 
acting presidents (Clark, 1970). Unfortunately, Mann’s innovations did not long survive him and the time 
between Mann and Arthur Morgan has been characterized as undistinguished (Antioch College Catalog, 
1990-91). 

With this background in mind, let us now turn to what Antioch’s Catalog terms “the beginnings of 
modern day Antioch.” Sixty-one years after Horace Mann’s death, Antioch was once again teetering on the 
edge of bankruptcy. Arthur Morgan, an academic visionary as well as a self-taught engineer, was appointed 
to the Antioch Board of Trustees in 1920. Rumor had it that Antioch was about to be sold and he was to 
protect the interests of the Unitarians. Seizing the opportunity to present a plan to the Board of Trustees, 
Morgan revolutionized education at the small liberal arts college. 

Morgan’s plan, entitled a “Plan of Practical Industrial Education” (Clark, 1970), was immediately 
accepted. At the age of 42 he was appointed president of the college. His plan represented a severe break 
with traditional higher education. He introduced a work-study program into the liberal arts curriculum, 
setting the Antioch of the 1920s apart from most other colleges of the time (Henderson and Hall, 1946). 
Briefly, Morgan’s ideas were these: to mold individuals who would become imaginative proprietors in a 
small community; to have students offer political and economic leadership in the evolution toward a more 
perfect society; to provide a “well-proportioned education”; to mold the “entire personality of the student”; 
and, to have “education in life as well as in books” (Clark 1970:22). Although Morgan’s beliefs were rather 
utopian, they did have many common threads with Mann’s founding ideologies. 

Arthur Morgan was not just an engineer who had decided to become an educator. He had been thinking 
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about education and its purposes since his high school days and had already searched possible sites where 
he might set up his ideal college. He saw the Antioch campus as possessing several virtues that a new 
college would take years to develop: the legacy of the ideals of Horace Mann, the physical plant (three 
1853 buildings still in minimal working condition), and the adjacent 1000 acre wild-life area known as 
Glen Helen (a gift to the college presented by Hugh Taylor Birch, a friend of Horace Mann’s son and later 
president of Antioch) (Clark 1970:19). It was the perfect time and perfect place for Arthur Morgan to turn 
a near defunct college into the institution that would fulfill his dreams and beliefs. 

Morgan’s 1920 “statement of plans” included the concept of dividing student time between work and 
study. He felt that the securing of a more rounded development through the alternation of study and work 
experience, would provide self-support for the college and assistance to students in paying their tuition. 
His ideas included the merger of work with cultural education (liberal education), as well as the building of 
physical fitness, and the development of community service (Clark, 1970). All of this was to occur within 
the Antioch enclave. 

Antioch’s history from 1920 to the present has been somewhat metamorphic. Certainly the history of 
Antioch has not been without challenge. The means to accomplish Morgan’s dreams and ideals have been 
adjusted and amended through the years to arrive at the Antioch of today. But even through the revisions, 
what has remained constant is Morgan’s philosophy of work experience integrated with liberal education, 
the development of community through democratic participation, and the college’s commitment to social 
concerns. Both Mann and Morgan set the stage within which the historical dramas have played. Remain
ing true to the continuing heritage, the current philosophy of Antioch operates within these parameters 
established years ago. 

Current Demographics 

Antioch College is located 20 miles from Dayton, Ohio in the small southwestern Ohio village of Yellow 
Springs, population 4,600. Approximately 585 full-time undergraduates are enrolled at the present time; 
56 percent are women and 44 percent are men; 9 percent are blacks; 1 percent are Native Americans; 2 
percent are Hispanics; 1 percent are Asian Americans; and 3 percent are international students. 

Antioch is one of the oldest experimental and innovative liberal arts colleges in the country with a 
campus of approximately 100 acres and an adjoining 1000 acre nature preserve nearby. The college is part 
of Antioch University, established in 1978. 

Modern-day Antioch University enrolls 3,400 students, has 130 full-time faculty, and 7 operating units 
or centers: Antioch College (which includes Antioch Education Abroad and a small center in London) 
and adult learning centers in New England, Philadelphia, Seattle, San Francisco, and Southern California 
(Los Angeles and a satellite in Santa Barbara). A new unit, titled the School for Adult and Experiential 
Learning, is being organized in Yellow Springs and will include the existing Center for Adult Learning, 
external degree programs and Summer programs (NCAR, 1988). Sixty-eight percent of all Antioch students 
in the University are women, 15 percent are black. In the 1987-88 fiscal year, the operating budget for 
the University was $22.9 million and during the last 2 years, the budget has yielded surpluses of around 
one-half million dollars. 

The three original buildings still form the core of the Antioch College campus. Admission to Antioch 
College is only moderately difficult; about 79 percent of the applicants are accepted. In 1989, 390 students 
applied for fall admission; 40 percent of the 79 percent accepted enrolled. Eighty-five percent of fall 1988 
freshman returned for fall 1989 term. Admission requirements include an essay, interview, high school 
transcript, and recommendations; SAT and ACT scores are optional and used for counseling and placement 
purposes (Peterson’s Guide to Four-Year Colleges, 1991). 

Currently there are 74 faculty members at the College; 42 full-time, 32 part-time; 64 percent of the 
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full-time faculty have doctoral degrees. The College operates under a traditional tenure system. 
Graduation requirements at the College include a minimum of 160 quarter credits in the core program 

and 6 work terms; one math course and 2 science courses are required; a computer course is also required 
for all students, as well as physical education requirements for 3 years. Satisfaction of basic skills and 
general education requirements must also be met. 

Tuition for the 1990-91 academic year was $12,700. Total expenses, including tuition, room and board, 
facilities fees and community government fees, were $16,450. 

Housing is available and nearly all students are required to live on campus (waivers may be granted). 
About 95 percent of the students live in coed dormitories; sexes are segregated in dormitories by floor or 
room. 

Campus life and student services include a student-run newspaper, volunteer fire department, student 
radio station, emergency squad, health clinic, counseling center, and women’s center. Antioch College 
sponsors no intercollegiate sports, fraternities, or sororities. However, intramural activities are planned by 
the community government. 

Financial aid and scholarships are available and about four-fifths of the students receive financial aid. 
In fall 1989, 83 percent of the students applied for aid, 75 percent of those were judged to have need, 
and 100 percent of those were assisted. All freshmen who received aid had 100 percent of their needs 
covered. College administered aid for all 1989-90 undergraduates included 304 need-based, 113 non-need 
scholarships, some low interest long-term loans, and some aid from external sources. 

Religious orientation at the College remains nonsectarian. Religious services and activities are arranged 
by interested faculty and students. Rockford Chapel is available for contemplation, worship, small meetings, 
and weddings. 

Antioch is accredited by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. Current financial health 
and stability is good, although on several occasions the institution has been nearly bankrupt. Most recently, 
because of rapid overexpansion during the 1970s, the finances and administration were nearly overwhelmed 
by a loose “network.” At its peak in 1977-78, Antioch consisted of some 33 units in several countries, 
enrolling approximately 8,574 students, supported principally by the College in Yellow Springs. But changes 
that were introduced in 1985, under new president, Alan Guskin, have elevated Antioch College to the 
top priority of the University. Strict fiscal policies to control spending were introduced under Guskin’s 
administration, and unit budget cuts were implemented to assure a balanced budget and adequate cash 
flow. Collection of student tuition at the centers (an often neglected priority), fund raising activities, a 
change in the Board of Trustees, and the creation of a “living endowment” (a policy in which the University 
centers would underwrite the rebuilding of the College for 6 years), all represented policy changes which 
have helped make Antioch financially stable once again (NCAR 1988:16). 

Current Philosophy of Antioch College 

Antioch’s Honor Code reveals the prevailing philosophy of the College: 

Antioch College is a community dedicated to the search for truth, the development of individual 
potential, and the pursuit of social justice. In order to fulfill our objectives, freedom must be 
matched by responsibility. As a member of the Antioch Community, I affirm that I will be 
honest and respectful in all my relationships, and I will advance these standards of behavior in 
others. (Officially adopted, March 14, 1985) 

This code reflects the behavior that students at Antioch are expected to uphold. Such behavior runs 
concomitantly with the educational philosophy and purpose of the College: 
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We believe in the power of ideas and in the value of examining ideas seriously. We believe 
that ideas come alive when they are tested and refined through experience. We believe that to 
prepare students to take responsibility for their own lives, students should have a significant 
voice in their own educational community. We believe that the role of education is to help 
students create meaning and purpose in their lives. (Antioch College Brochure, 1990-91:1) 

At Antioch, as at many colleges, the heart of the educational problem is to determine clearly the pur
pose for which the institution exists, and then to formulate a program through which that purpose may 
be realized. The programs at Antioch are the means to the realization of the College’s purpose. Antioch 
provides: first, a rigorous liberal arts curriculum as the academic foundation of each student’s educational 
program; second, the curriculum revolves around one of the most extensive programs of cooperative edu
cation in the world; and third, student participation in shaping campus issues is expected and encouraged. 
Education at Antioch is both idealistic and purposeful, value-driven and practical. Students are expected 
to reach beyond conventional learning—to become intelligent experimenters, informed risk-takers, creative 
thinkers, and courageous practitioners (Antioch College Catalog, 1990-91). 

The ideals of these programs are based on a set of enduring beliefs. Such beliefs extend back into 
Antioch’s history to the general purpose of Antioch College stated by Horace Mann in 1853. In his 
inaugural address, Mann declared unequivocally that a college should concern itself with three things: the 
bodily health, the mental enlightenment, and the moral education of its students. To achieve this purpose, 
Antioch’s first program included courses in health and compulsory exercise, the elective system of studies 
(this was a highly controversial issue at the time), and a strong curricular slant in favor of the sciences 
(Morgan 1938:19-150). 

Further support of Antioch’s historical heritage embedded in its educational philosophy and program 
can be found in Arthur Morgan’s 1920 statement of Antioch’s purpose: “Antioch will seek the development, 
in proportion, of every element of personality” (Morgan 1938:150). To realize this purpose, the following 
programs were established: the cooperative plan of work and study, the required course program in the 
arts and sciences, the honor system, the faculty adviser plan, the health examinations, the intramural 
sports program, and the policy of student responsibility for student conduct and activities. Through these 
programs Morgan tried to motivate students toward fine social purposes and to formulate a philosophy of 
life (Morgan, 1938). 

Considering these statements of purpose and the programs for education from Antioch’s past, it is clear 
that the current Antioch continues this heritage of “education for life.” An extensive examination of the 
three basic programs—the co-op work program, the academic program, and the community governance 
program—will illustrate more closely the philosophy guiding the institution today and how it relates to 
the philosophy and programs of the past. 

The Work Program 

Integration of work and study has been a primary force in shaping the character of Antioch since the 
introduction of the Cooperative Education Program in 1921. The program is well suited for students who 
seek a high degree of freedom and responsibility, innovation, academic excellence, and a chance to explore 
a variety of career options (Antioch College Brochure, 1990-91). One-third of the student-body is on co-op 
while the remaining students study on campus. The college maintains a network of 300 employers who 
hire students on a regular basis. A full-time staff of co-op faculty assists students in selecting a co-op 
assignment, dealing with problems that may arise during the course of the experience, and in assessing 
lessons learned when the experience is completed. 

Opportunities in Antioch’s co-op program are extensive, both in job responsibility and geographic 
location. Students are employed nationwide in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Wash
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ington, D.C., and other locations. They work for such organizations as the Associated Press, the Library of 
Congress, Chicago’s Field Museum, Camarillo State Hospital, Horace Mann School, IBM, Boston Univer
sity Medical School, and Staten Island Advance newspaper. Students are employed in hospitals, national 
parks, radio agencies, and theaters. 

All students must complete at least six quarters of co-op assignments. The assignments may be dif
ferent or the same. Students are hired as regular employees and must make their own travel and living 
arrangements. Employers pay students directly. Students must then pay the college tuition while on co-op 
assignment; they receive credit pending appropriate evaluations. 

The benefits of co-ops relate directly to the philosophy of the college. The co-ops provide life experience 
to help students come to terms with who they are, where they fit in and what they will do in life (Antioch 
College Brochure, 1990-91). Co-ops and classroom learning are linked in significant ways. Perspectives 
and skills learned in the classroom are tested and refined on the job. Practical insights from the co-op 
experience are brought back to the classroom to enrich further study. Students rely on their own resources 
as they participate in co-op. Plus, students develop multiple contacts and are in an excellent position to 
acquire a meaningful job at the end of their schooling. 

The Academic Program 

Consideration of Antioch’s academic program and its relation to liberal education is important in as
sessing its success as a distinctive college. The academic curriculum provides students with a broad liberal 
education that challenges their values and perspectives as well as increases their knowledge, ability to ques
tion, and general intellectual consciousness about themselves and the society in which they live (Antioch 
College Catalog, 1990-91). Within the context of the curriculum, students plan their own education with 
the help of faculty advisors and counselors. Students and faculty work from a “general education grid” 
which presents the requirements and options within the curriculum (NCAR 1988:29). The emphasis is 
on different ways of knowing and the preparation of generalists. Antioch College offers the Bachelor of 
Arts degree and the Bachelor of Science degree. Academic disciplines are categorized by various “Insti
tutes”: Institute of Arts, Institute of Communications and Media Arts, Institute of Human Development, 
Institute of Humanities, Institute of Public and Private Management, and Institute of Science and Tech
nology. Concentrations in both disciplinary and interdisciplinary programs are available in the Institutes. 
Disciplinary majors (such as Biology, History, or Music) or Interdisciplinary majors (such as African and 
African-American Studies, Educational Studies, or International Studies) make up the curriculum at Anti
och College. The general education program emphasizes mastery of knowledge and skill areas and students 
must complete 12 five-credit courses. Knowledge areas include, but are not limited to: Western Intel
lectual Tradition, Non-western and Cross-cultural Studies, Social Environment, Living Environment, and 
Individual Development. Skill areas include: Aesthetic-creative, Analytical-integrative, Experimental, In
tercultural, and Inquiry (Antioch College Catalog, 1990-91). Academic classes are small with a nine to one 
ratio, which encourages close contact with faculty. Vigorous exchanges take place in the classroom, and 
diverse viewpoints are welcome. Students do not receive grades. Professors write narrative evaluations of 
the work of each student in every course. Consistent with both Mann and Morgan’s philosophy of being 
against any system of rewards or prizes which coax students to learn, “Antioch students are motivated to 
learn for the right reasons without artificial incentives” (Al Denman, Professor of Philosophy of Law and 
Religion, Antioch College Brochure, 1990-91). Teaching students to love learning for the sake of learning 
is the objective of Antioch educators, if not the common experience of Antioch students. 
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Community Governance Program 

Education at Antioch is not confined to the classroom or to the co-op jobs. For more than 6 years, 
the College’s philosophy has encouraged students to be active in campus life. Antioch leaders believe the 
college should be a single cohesive community based on principles of democracy and citizenship (Antioch 
College Brochure, 1990-91). Community government offers significant responsibility for the social, cultural, 
financial, and policy issues that govern college affairs. The tradition of faculty and student participation 
in the governance of the college stretches back to Arthur Morgan. Two major councils, both implemented 
in 1926 under Morgan’s administration, constitute the decision-making bodies of the campus. The first, 
the Administrative Council (AdCil), is composed of six faculty, three students, two administrators, and 
the Community Manager. Currently, the College President, Alan Guskin, chairs AdCil. (This was one of 
the changes implemented in 1985 in hopes of reinstituting fiscal solvency.) The council’s chief purpose is to 
advise the president. But in practice, the opinion of AdCil on significant matters of college-wide policy is 
decisive. According to the Antioch College Catalog, the president seldom acts contrary to AdCil’s advice, 
especially on such matters as curriculum, faculty hiring and renewals, tenure, academic reviews, and new 
programs (1990-91:17). The strength of influence that this council achieved was solidified under Algo 
Henderson, Morgan’s successor to the presidency. By the 1950s, this council had become the operational 
heart of the College and directly represented the philosophy of democratic participation (Clark, 1970). 

The second body representing the community governance program is called the Community Council 
(ComCil). ComCil is the legislative body of the community government. All members pay fees to the 
community government. Community government directly addresses the quality of life on campus through 
such avenues as the campus newspaper, movies, cultural events, dances, and other activities (Antioch 
College Brochure, 1990-91). 

ComCil is composed of seven students, four non-students, the Community Manager, and the Dean 
of Students. Dormitory standards, publication standards, social activities, and other matters relating to 
campus life are under ComCil’s purview. The Community Manager, usually a student, has the managerial 
responsibilities of community life and acts as chief administrator in carrying out the policies of ComCil. 

Antioch’s commitment to democratic processes is a clear demonstration of its priorities. The College 
considers participation in governance—by voting, serving on committees, and keeping informed—important 
not only in teaching the responsibilities attendant upon freedom, but also in keeping college life vibrant. 
Morgan’s philosophy that “if students learn by doing, they ought to learn democracy by participating 
in campus forms of it” (Clark 1970:55), is exemplified in the community governance structure. As an 
expression of the social consciousness of the college, the community governance program is the hallmark 
of Antioch. 

Evolution of the College 

Antioch College has consolidated the philosophy of education for the whole person into a combination 
of three distinct, yet interrelated and integrated programs. Each of these program discussions had its roots 
firmly planted in Antioch’s past: the rigorous academic curriculum, the co-op experiences, the participation 
in community governance. Further, the attention to values and the emphasis on discovering a personal 
world view are all factors which unite to make Antioch a college of continuing distinction (NCAR 1988:28). 
An examination of what makes Antioch different from most other colleges follows. In particular Morgan’s 
savvy in personnel matters, his charismatic recruitment of bright students, his creation of a progressive 
image for the college, and how that image has evolved during the last three decades, will complete the 
story. 

The Antioch of Mann’s time created the beginning of the story. Unfortunately, with Mann’s death, 
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the College almost died. When Arthur Morgan emerged on the scene in the 1920s he was wise enough to 
recognize the potential of Antioch. He recognized the legacy of Horace Mann’s ideals. Morgan was able 
to seize the initiative and take command of the situation with new force and vigor. His actions helped 
perpetuate the college and, with a new vision, recreate Antioch’s identity. 

The first thing Morgan did as the new College president was to change the college board of trustees. 
Traveling around the country and visiting old friends and colleagues outside of Ohio, Morgan selected 
trustees who not only shared his vision of education, but had reputations and fortunes to match. 

The next thing Morgan did was transform the faculty. He carefully sought out professors who would 
suit him, faculty with experience and commitment. The ideal person was one who, forceful in personality, 
broad in interest, matured by practical experience and reflection, would also commit to the adventure of 
working out a new education and a new life for Antioch (Clark, 1970). 

Following the selection of a faculty, Morgan concentrated on attracting and selecting students. Adding 
to the already existing admission standards of high school certificates and entrance exams, Morgan incorpo
rated high school grades, intelligence tests, letters of recommendation, and even student autobiographies. 
By enhancing the admission standards, Morgan promulgated the belief that Antioch was indeed a school 
with a vision which had something to offer. By 1921-22, the student body numbered 203, five times greater 
than the year before. By 1930, the enrollment rate reached 650 (Clark, 1970). 

Next, Morgan focused on finances. At first, he financed the College year by year on the strength of 
what he could solicit during his travels. Gifts and grants constituted 50 percent of the budget; student fees 
and tuition made up the other 50 percent (Clark, 1970). Certainly the work-study program helped finance 
the College since one-third to one-half of the student population was off campus and still paying tuition. 

Finally, Morgan focused on public relations to make the College a success. It is no exaggeration to say 
that Arthur Morgan had a keen sense for public relations and an eye for building a positive image of the 
College. He worked diligently projecting the image of the College he wanted Antioch to be, never losing 
sight of his ideals nor of Mann’s. Morgan spread the word to a large audience simultaneously conveying 
his vision of education. Ingeniously, Morgan offered interviews to national magazines; he wrote articles for 
scientific journals, and he encouraged his contacts in New York to print articles and editorials in the New 
York Times. Antioch was constantly in the news and a topic of conversation in influential circles. 

In addition to these public relation strategies, Morgan established the “Friends of Antioch” in different 
cities, trying to remove the impression that Antioch was just a local college. He also began his own 
personal forum entitled Antioch Notes. His circulation list consisted of 20,000 readers ranging from high 
school principals to Supreme Court justices (Clark, 1970). With all of this attention, the College soon won 
national respect and recognition. 

By the early 1930s, Antioch was clearly a successful liberal arts college. It had an original program, good 
students, and good faculty. The College, transformed under Morgan’s leadership, had not only survived 
but had prospered and earned a respectable reputation. Even though minor changes in Mann’s original 
dream had occurred (he had originally hoped for a utopian sense of community to develop in which the 
College would be almost entirely self-supporting, dedicated to the social changes necessary for the ideal 
democracy), the revision had been essential in the survival of the College. Morgan had generated allegiance 
on the part of faculty, students, alumni, trustees, and community. The only thing left was to see if the 
evolution could withstand the departure of Arthur Morgan. 

Through the 1930s and 1940s, after Morgan left Antioch, new leaders met the challenges and made 
changes where they were necessary. Even through the massaging of minor changes, Antioch’s reputation was 
cemented in the College’s existence and persona. Between 1940 and 1960 Antioch College was considered 
to be one of the most distinctive, academically competitive colleges in the country, noted for its innovative 
education as well as for high standards (Clark, 1970). Antioch had an uncommon educational program 
built upon work, grounded in liberal education, and centered on campus participation. The distinctive 
character was institutionalized, and Morgan’s successors attempted to be sensitive to that distinction. 
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By the mid-1960s, however, Antioch had grown to be a series of “networks” containing some 33 centers 
in the United States and abroad. The College was the sole support for most of these centers and was being 
financially drained as time passed. 

Ironically, it was Antioch’s own historical heritage that caused the College financial problems and 
instability through the 1960s and 1970s. Given a history of educational experiments and progressive 
values, as well as the spirit of the late 60s, it is not surprising that Antioch College wanted to be a 
leader. The focus of the College centered in extending educational access to individuals from groups who 
traditionally were not well represented in American colleges—adults, minorities, and the poor (NCAR 
1988:8). An institution created and recreated by two insightful reformers, Mann and Morgan, Antioch 
wanted to extend its education to members of the under-attended population, and organize educational 
centers in readily available places. 

There also was a practical factor in the decision to establish the centers. During this time, the College 
was projecting enrollment declines. By organizing adult learning centers, the leadership at that time sought 
to remain financially secure by diversifying its financial base and attracting new students. 

Thus, out of social commitment to an under-served population and a desire to protect the future of 
the College, the first centers were developed as outreach programs of Antioch College. Unfortunately, after 
1972, the centers became more and more distanced from the College and the network seemed to be less and 
less accountable to the purposes and ideals that the College represented. Even when President Birenbaum 
in 1978 tried to bring the“network”under control, by changing the name to Antioch University, the financial 
problems, lack of accountability, and divisive conflict between the centers and the College continued. 

The overexpansion of the University from the College’s marginal financial base continued until the 
early 1980s. During the 1960s and 1970s, Antioch also experienced conflicts over professionalization and 
specialization of the curriculum, tension over student freedom versus responsibility, and negative repercus
sions from campus social activism and liberal (radical) political positions. These turbulent times caused 
the college to reexamine its policies and procedures. The grim picture had only improved slightly by the 
time the North Central Association made two focused visits in 1981 and 1983. Fortunately, by the early 
1980s, long-range planning and quality controls were beginning to improve, and a competent University 
administration with a comprehensive vision was emerging. The University closed more than twenty centers 
in 10 years, made plans to close the law school at George Washington University, and rededicated itself to 
the restitution of the College. 

After 1985 and the appointment of Alan Guskin, symbolic as well as practical changes took place. The 
president moved the offices of the University back to Yellow Spring. Policies were implemented to secure 
funds to rebuild the College. Fiscal policies to control spending were introduced, University centers were 
held accountable to collect student tuition, and effective long-range planning began in May of 1986 (NCAR, 
1988). 

Perhaps the most critical factor during this last restoration period of Antioch College was the way in 
which symbols were used. A formal inauguration was held on the College campus in October, 1986, replete 
with robes, pomp, and circumstance. The ceremony was attended by 1,200 alumni, friends, and colleagues 
representing over two hundred institutions. It was the first of its kind in 40 years. The inauguration 
symbolically began the process of moving forward into the future. Also symbolic in the restoration of the 
College was the reestablishment of the alumni magazine, the Antiochian. The magazine was redesigned 
and once again made into a College publication. Another symbolic, yet rational aspect of reinstituting 
the College was the articulation of a vision. A clear vision was needed at the Antioch of the 1980s to 
give people a sense of direction. Using the ideals of Mann and Morgan, the leaders at Antioch created 
a new motivation for the institution. The major vision, championed everywhere on Antioch University 
campuses, was to make the College a national institution once again. Consistent with Antioch’s vision, 
nine commitments were framed within Antioch’s present mission: 
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1. to the College, because of its historic role as the institution from which all of the other units developed, 
and as the center of the University; 

2. to the College’s integration of liberal arts and work experience; 

3. to the integration of theory and practice throughout the curriculum; 

4. to participatory forms of governance and a strong sense of community; 

5. to equality for all individuals and peoples; 

6. to an education that addresses the life-long needs of students; 

7. to striving for high quality in educational programs and personnel; 

8. to educating students who will have a sense of potency, a sense of competence, and a willingness to 
act on their values; and, 

9. to taking reasonable risks in order to accomplish these commitments.	 (Approved by the Board of 
Trustees, 1986 and 1987) 

In order to deal with the tumultuous incidents of the 1960s and 1970s, some necessary modifications in 
administrative procedures, accountability structures, and fiscal policies have occurred. Slight revisions of 
programs have also taken place. But through this evolution, the ideals that Mann and Morgan instituted 
remained intact and the core principles around which Antioch’s curriculum program have been organized 
have remained consistent. Two facts are noteworthy in Antioch’s long history: first, the institution has 
endured in spite of periods of questionable funding and management; second, the mission has remained 
reasonably constant since the early 1920s (NCAR 1988:10). The philosophy of the whole person and 
education for life expressed in the combination of programs and values which the College advocated has 
become embedded deeply into Antioch’s character. 

It has been said that once a vision has taken firm root, and the course has been determined, then 
compromise can occur without harming the heritage. This seems to be the case at Antioch. Horace 
Mann and Arthur Morgan had visions for Antioch. They set the course and the philosophy behind their 
visions fueled the needed programs. Implicit in the interplay of the three driving components of the 
Antioch program—the academic program, the work experience program, and the community governance 
program—are strong commitments to social justice, a striving for clear values, and responsible social action. 
These principles have shaped a history which is undaunted idealistic. They have attracted and challenged 
generations of students and faculty who have given the several communities of Antioch a special ethos. 
The College became legendary and although it has suffered financial chaos at times, dreamed new visions, 
and evolved over time, Antioch has remained remarkably true to its noble heritage. 

Conclusion 

These mission reviews have led to several conclusions. First, the fundamental principles of Antioch 
remain powerful and binding. Second, there is a need to continually review these principles so that new 
faculty and students become familiar with Antiochian values and develop a complete understanding of its 
mission. Third, good progress is being made toward a better understanding of the integration of work and 
study in the curriculum and its three programs: academics, work, and community. 

Most recently, discussions have focused on the need for a new emphasis on global understanding, and the 
need for all students in all programs to be better acquainted with other cultures and the interdependency 
of nations. In addition, a new curriculum for the 21st century is currently under study. The new design 
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will feature an in-depth work experience of three 12-month time periods in a cross-cultural environment 
either in another country or in the United States (Antioch College Catalog, 1990-91). A new language 
proficiency requirement is being proposed, specially designed courses in non-Western/global studies are in 
the making, and new majors are being added to the program. Students are also requesting that they be 
allowed to “self-design” a major. Continually evaluating and assessing where Antioch has been, where it is 
now, and what the future might bring, will be essential if Antioch is to revitalize itself for the third time 
and continue its heritage. Facing low enrollment problems, financial challenges, and diversified University 
network communities will be the ordeal of the 1990s. The test will be to see if the College can remain true 
to its heritage of social goals while at the same time being able to attract the conservative populace that 
currently dominates college enrollments. If joining the mainstream of liberal arts colleges means being less 
political in order to enhance enrollments and survive, will the commitment to its purposes and vision be 
strong enough to endure, or will its long and unique heritage succumb to the pressures of this environment? 
Considering Antioch’s longevity for survival, it seems likely that the College will keep what has worked 
and change what doesn’t work by exploring new alternatives and options. Remaining true to the values 
and beliefs that have served it well for almost a century and a half will hopefully ensure Antioch’s success 
in the future. 

W.S. Harwood, a friend of Horace Mann and an early president of Antioch, expressed the vision when 
he stated: 

The new Antioch was not a city, but a college, a college destined to a storm-tossed history, 
where noble men and women have been educated, where bitter feuds have been fought, where 
truth has triumphed. (Morgan 1938:59) 
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Appendix E: An Option for Intellectual Autonomy 

What it means 

It is an Option because students would volunteer for it. Intellectual Autonomy means that students 
will be encouraged to think for themselves, start to guide their own lives, and become self-motivated to 
study. It is based on the idea that “all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy” only if the work is 
externally imposed so that it becomes drudgery. Most of the world’s great men and women are usefully 
active all the time, but few of them say they are “working.” 

To whom it applies 

It is to apply to M.I.T. undergraduates, who are a uniquely qualified group. I will cite a few statistics 
in order to confirm the common opinion: 

(1) Academically, the upper half of an entering class at M.I.T. is drawn from a group comprising less 
than the highest one percent of those U.S. high school graduates who go to college; between five and ten 
percent of this elite group enter M.I.T. (depending on which College Entrance Examination Board test 
score one looks at). Stated in more commonly meaningful but less exact language, the median I.Q. of 
entering M.I.T. freshmen is about 150, and there is probably no freshman below about 130.1 

(2) Personality, the mean “Omnibus Personality Inventory” scores for entering M.I.T. freshmen differ 
from the National Averages mainly in that the M.I.T. students are significantly more given to scientifically 
oriented habits of thought. Neither the fraction of “hippies” nor the fraction of rigid conservatives is higher 
at M.I.T. than at other colleges.1 

(3) Motivation for Going to College, entering M.I.T. freshmen are more typical, in the reasons which 
they give for going to college, of those who enter liberal arts colleges rather than of those who enter 
engineering schools. A significantly larger fraction come to M.I.T. in order to become learned, than is the 
case for students entering all U.S. colleges.1 

There is no other university which has simultaneously such large numbers of gifted students comprising 
such a large fraction of its classes. Other universities have large numbers of gifted students comprising 
small fractions of their classes (e.g., Berkeley) or small numbers comprising large fractions (e.g., Caltech); 
but in most institutions there is only a tiny minority (a few percent at most) of such students. 

The problems 

M.I.T. clearly has a national responsibility therefore to lead the way towards a more flexible education 
of gifted students. (In the opinion of a sample of the M.I.T. Faculty, M.I.T.’s educational methods are 
deficient in that they inhibit curiousity, work the students too hard, and are otherwise repressive.2) 

The less important problems 

(1) Because the quality of exposition by the M.I.T. faculty is relatively high compared to that of 
teachers in other colleges, improving teaching does not seem to be a problem which requires a great deal of 
additional effort (although M.I.T. should, as a separate endeavor, maintain some kind of unit for training 
young teachers in verbal communication). 

1Cf., Sections A and B of “Reference Manual, The Freshman Year at M.I.T., Classes of 1968, 1969, 1970.”

1Cf., Sections A and B of “Reference Manual, The Freshman Year at M.I.T., Classes of 1968, 1969, 1970.”

2“What 45 Members of the M.I.T. Faculty Seem to Like or Dislike About M.I.T. Undergraduate Education.” by G. E. 

Valley, March 1, 1968. 
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(2) Because good books exist and our staff willingly continue to compose newer and better ones, this also 
is not a problem area which requires increased encouragement (although some new texts might nevertheless 
come out of the new program of education described below). Similar remarks apply to movies, programmed 
learning, etc. 

(3) Nor is there an urgent need to devise new kinds of classes in which a single teacher interacts with 
students: all combinations of discussion groups, lectures, tutorial sessions and so on have been tried already, 
and with consistently fuzzy and inconclusive results. All that can be said is that students uniformly want, 
and say they enjoy, very small classes. I shall propose therefore to utilize this enjoyment in the furtherance 
of the intellectual autonomy of the student. 

There is good reason to doubt the efficacy of recitation sections and I propose a plan which might 
eventually involve giving up recitation sections and using the space, faculty time, and other resources thus 
made available to support the new methods. In this way the cost of the new methods might be kept within 
M.I.T.’s present budget for undergraduate education. 

The following are the more important problems: 

(1) The syllabuses are too rigid, and suit neither the most able nor the least able students. At the 
present time syllabuses are devised according to someone’s conception of what a typical student ought to 
be taught. This is probably true in all schools, but only at M.I.T. is there an urgent need to more flexibly 
educate such large numbers of gifted young men and women. This proposal is based on the idea that the 
“typical student” comprises only a minority of the M.I.T. student body. 

(2) There is too much emphasis on teaching the student rather than on the student’s learning for himself. 
This means that it is the teacher who tends to be active whereas the student tends to sit passively. It is 
particularly important for highly able students to learn to be active participants in their own education. 

(3) Students tend to become “syllabus bound.” This is one of the most important problems because the 
U.S. school system habituates students to study what they are told to study when they are told to study 
it. As a result, they come to college expecting to be led by the nose, and this is what M.I.T. and most 
of the other colleges tend to do with them. In most colleges students meet for the first time teachers who 
are smarter then they are themselves; the caliber of M.I.T. students is so high that we need to modify this 
statement: M.I.T. freshmen meet for the first time teachers who are as smart as themselves. It is because 
practically all our incoming students have for all their lives been pushed around by comparative dullards, 
that we can hope to guide them into the responsible use of intellectual freedom. 

(4) Students tend to become incurious, because even if not actually overworked at M.I.T., they never
theless have so much material to absorb that they lose their appetite for more. Einstein’s famous remark 
about satiating the tiger’s appetite is relevant. 

(5) Students tend to become intimidated and afraid to express opinions, or to ask dumb questions in 
class; and they are otherwise subdues. 

(6) The well-publicized problem of the “obsolescence of engineers.” 

(7) The faculties of many colleges, including M.I.T.’s, worry that students are insufficiently “creative;” 
that they have poor taste, whether it be artistic taste or scientific “taste;” that too few students have ever 
examined their own motivations. 

Objectives of the Proposed


“Option for Intellectual Autonomy”
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The objectives are of course to solve or remedy the problems. At the present time many educators seem 
to believe that only those educational objectives are valid which can be clearly stated and whose attainment 
can be objectively assessed. This may be true for those subjects of instruction primarily concerned with 
techniques; it cannot be true for those objectives which may be highly desireable but which are inherently a 
matter for individual judgment such as “taste,” or for objectives the attainment of which can be objectively 
tested, but only years after graduation, such as “non-obsolescence.” 

The following list of objectives is ordered approximately in harmony with the above list of problems, 
and the immediately testable objectives are marked with an asterisk (*). 

(1) To allow students to learn, each at his own pace: “A” students would cover more than the normal 
syllabus; “D” students would cover less but learn it more thoroughly (*). 

(2) Students would be encouraged, even forced, to learn—they could attend lectures, take exams, etc., 
etc., or not, as they chose; but each would be examined regularly, although informally by a staff member; 
there would be seniors and graduate students to go over problem sets with each student individually. The 
idea is that the student would be given, for each subject of instruction, only a list of topics, and references 
to a few carefully chosen books of graduated difficulty (*). 

(3) Students would be referred to several texts and each student would be required to study a given 
subject from several books (*). 

(4) Students would be encouraged to formulate original homework problems and to ask questions in 
face to face contact with teachers (*). 

(5) There would be “freshmen colloquia” attended not only by freshmen but also by the student teachers 
and the staff. These would mostly be on “open-ended” subjects. Freshmen might give one or two short 
talks at each session, and then there would be general discussion. In order to encourage freshmen to speak 
up, there may need to be rules to prevent their superiors from downing them. Such a set of rules might be 
something like the following: Freshmen would be allowed to question everyone; student teachers could only 
question faculty; and faculty could only answer when asked by a student or could question one another in 
order to be invited by the students to participate (*). 

(6) By putting the emphasis on “learning” rather than on “teaching,” the student would be put into 
the habit of educating himself from the start. It is hoped that this habit once acquired would stay so that 
he would continue to consult books and attend (and give) lectures freely the rest of his life. He would 
therefore be able to avoid “obsolescence.” 

(7) “Grading” would be by faculty approbation, e.g., by smiles, cordiality, and other such marks of 
approval—as much as possible like real life. The homework tutorials would be regarded as part of a 
“weaning away from needing to be taught” (*). 

The student would learn by whatever means suited him best (including, but not limited to, lectures, 
recitations, written exams, etc.—which he might or might not attend—we wouldn’t care how he learned 
as long as he did learn) (*). 

All this, in my view, should be done in a structured rather than a permissive atmosphere—and students 
should be allowed to give up their tutorials based on their individual attitudes and progress, as informally 
assayed by the teaching staff. Such students would continue to have weekly interviews with a faculty 
member however. 

The supporting of creative impulses, the inculcation of good taste—both cultural and scientific, the 
encouragement of self-examination are all desirable objectives. 

Although I do not see how the attainment of these can be assessed, I nevertheless believe that the 
M.I.T. faculty is competent to exemplify these qualities strongly enough so that students will rub some of 
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them off. 

The overall principles behind these objectives can be summarized as follows: 

(1) M.I.T. should create an atmosphere of learning which is conducive of self-disciplined autonomous 
intellectual effort by the student. 

(2) M.I.T. should experiment with all kinds of classes (including those with more than a single teacher 
present—which has rarely been tried) in order to see if some methods suit only some kinds of student, and, 
if so, to find out how to help students discover their own best methods. 

(3) M.I.T. should show students how mature men and women behave and how they reward one another 
in the real world. 

Proposed procedure 

Phase 1: This would be a joint student-faculty study group to convene in the Fall of 1968 for the 
purpose of modifying and detailing the foregoing. 

Phase 2: This would be a fumble-stumble period, possibly starting with a few freshmen in January 
1969, for the purpose of seeing if any of the plans should be tried out more seriously on a larger scale. 

Phase 3: This might start in the Fall of 1969 with perhaps 25 entering freshmen. If successful, it might 
be continued and enlarged. 

All would be subject to periodic Administration and C.E.P. review. 

Methods, and estimated costs 

An instructor who gives two 25-student recitations per week will typically spend a total of 10-12 
hours/week on this duty—preparation, grading, and counseling included. If recitations were abolished, then 
an equivalent amount of faculty time could be utilized as follows: On the above basis he could alternatively 
interview about 10 students one hour each week (possibly seeing two students simultaneously) seeing 
any particular student at least once every four weeks for the purpose of general technical conversation, 
exposition of principles, and forming an opinion of the student’s progress and ability (problems would be 
corrected and explained by seniors or graduate students, who would meet each student each week). If 
the student took four subjects, he would have a single interview with a professor each week, seeing each 
individual professor three or four times per semester as well as informally; each week he would also have 
four one-hour tutorials with student teachers. Thus the professor would supply technical and other kinds 
of understanding and also approbation; this would require only a small amount of preparation on the part 
of the professor. 

This means that Phase 3, which would have only about 25 students, would be twice as expensive in 
faculty time per student as physics and humanities now are; if the plan were more widely used, the faculty 
load in those subjects would be about the same as now. Subjects which now employ graduate students as 
recitation instructors would be more expensive this new way. 

Incoming freshman students would be given a prospectus, and would volunteer for the experimental 
college, knowing beforehand its risks as well as its potentialities. They might sign up for a curriculum of 
their choice just as now, but could leave the standard system prior to the first hour exam or theme. 

The principal added costs would be in Phases 2 and 3 which would involve several thousand square 
feet of space, payment (if necessary) of student instructors, purchase of several hundred books (including 
autobiographies and other less technical works of great men—from Alfred Sloan and Theodore Von Karman 
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through Darwin and Poincare; there may also be need for a shelf of great novels which are also fun for 
adolescents to read. There will have to be lots of copies of about two dozen standard texts.), computer 
time (for those who find computer instruction to their taste), movie facilities, etc. It is hard to see how 
this could add up to more than the current Institute expenditure per freshman—e.g., about $100,000 for 
25 freshmen. (However during Phases 1 and 2 this would have to be additional money.) 

In principle this kind of plan can be successful economically in the long term whenever there are 
sufficient students to fully occupy the time of a professor; this is the only reason that I can see now why, if 
this works for freshmen, it can’t be extended for all students who desire it (there is a little questionnaire 
evidence that as many as half the undergraduates might want to try this). 

It is not contemplated that all undergraduates would ever be educated this way—a large fraction of 
our undergraduates are content with the present system. 

G. E. Valley 
April 17, 1968 
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Appendix F 

Here are a few of the many questions I received from members of the Committee on October 3, 1968,1 

together with my answers. 

“What sort of students will the Experiment appeal to?” 
“What sort of students will benefit the most from it?” 
Ans: It is easier to define who won’t be interested: namely, the play-it-safe type who is interested in 

making a career out of having a career. 

“How many students?”

Ans: Between 25 and 50


“Should the use of computers, films, tapes, television, etc. be emphasized?” Ans: They should be 
used when convenient and desirable, but we should not emphasize their use as a special feature of the 
Experiment. 

“How is the erratic but creative student to be handled?”“How encouraged?” Ans: By exercising patience 
and forbearance with him, I suppose. 

“Will the Experiment have an identifiable center but use the classrooms and laboratories of the Institute 
as departments do now?” Ans: It should under no circumstances use regular classrooms or seminar rooms; 
much of the teaching ought to be informal. 

“Except for Academic Programs will students in the Experiment live as other students live?” Ans: Yes; 
I am against total institutions.2 

“What system of rewards can substitute for the ‘satisfaction of a good grade?’” Ans: What is the “satis
faction of a good grade?” The student should be allowed to make a good reputation; he needs approbation 
both from his peers and from his teachers. 

“Should there be formal examinations?” Ans: Certainly not the kind we give now in which all the 
students are herded into big rooms. 

“Is the immersion of the student in an atmosphere of intellectuality, to manipulate him? If so, is this 
bad?” Ans: If manipulation means coercion then it’s bad because coercion is bad... How free can you get 
and still associate with other people?... I am against deliberate indirection, but no one can promise to be 
tactless all the time. 

“Will students’ speeches be so dull as to turn off their student audiences?” Ans: If students’ speeches 
are dull, we will show how to make interesting ones. 

“How much time can an individual faculty member give to this enterprise?” Ans: On the average no 
more than he now devotes to undergraduate instruction; however in some fields there might be more contact 
hours and fewer hours at home spent on this. 

“As residents of Boston or Cambridge, what are the responsibilities of the Experiment and of the 
students and professors to the larger communities of which they are part?” Ans: The same as they are 
now. 

“What is the name of this enterprise?” Ans: I don’t know—clearly it is an “experimental” something. 
1G.E. Valley, “88 Questions about the Experiment,” report to the members of the Experimental Study Group, October 4, 

1968. 
2Erving Gottman, “Characteristics of Total Institution,” in Report of the Symposium on Preventive and Social Psychiatry, 

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C., 15-17 April 1957. I had just finished reading this paper when I 
answered the question. 
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“For how long will it continue?” Ans: I don’t know—if it is a success, then it ought to continue 
indefinitely. 

“What sorts of things might happen outside of the Experiment in which members of the College might 
participate?” Ans: All kinds of things. 
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History of Family Life.

Aronoff, J., Psychological Needs and Cultural
Systems. Van Nostrand-Reinhold Books,
New York.

Ashton-Wamer. S •• Teacher. Simon &: Schuster,
New York. 1963.

Athton-Wsmer, S.• Spinster. Simon &: Schuster.
New York. 1939.

'As/lton Worn,.,.. S., MYldf. Simon &: Schuster.
New York, 1964.

/ctem-Warnn. S. Bell Call Simon &: Schuster,
New York. 1964.

Axline, Vi,.,."nia Mae, Dibs: In Search of Self .
Ballantine, 1966.

Axline, Virginia Mae, Play Therapy: The Inner
Dynamics of Childhood. Houghton Mifflin,
Boston, 1947.

Barbe, W.B., Teachins: Reading: Selected Read-
ings. Oxford University Press.

Barnouw, Elsa, and Swan, Arthur., Adventures
with Children in Nursery School and
Kindergarten. Agathan Press, 1970.

Barron. F•• Creativity and Personal Freedom.
Van Nostrand-Reinhold Books, New York.

Barth. Roland and Rathbone. Charles. Article &:
bibliography on British Schools &: Open
Education, Forum of the Center for Urban,

July, 1969.

Baruch, D. W., One Little Boy. Delta-Dell. New
York.

Baruch, D. W., New Ways in Discipline. McGraw-
Hill, New York.

Baruch, D. W., New Ways in Sex Education.
McGraw-Hili, New York.

Barzun, j., Teacher in America. Doubleday, New
York.

Bazeley. E., Little Commonwealth. Allen &:
Univors, 1928.

Baulty, E., Homer Lane

B.llamy, E., 1888, Lookin. Backward Hendrick,
House.

Benjamin & Pot. Here Comet Looice. Columbia
Book and R rdoLIbrary
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Berg, Ivar, Education and Jobs: The Great
Train-ing Robbery. Frederick A. Praeger,
Inc., 1970.

Berube, Maurice and Gittell, Marilyn (eds).
Confrontation at Ocean Hill-Brownsville.
Frederick A. Praeger, Inc. 1969.

Bettelheim, B., Children of the Dream. Mac-
Millan, New York. 1969.

Bettelheim, B., The Informed Heart. Free Press.
New York.

Bettelheim, B., Love is Not Enough. Free Press,
New York. 1968.

Bettelheim, B., Dialogues of Mothers. Free Press.
1962.

Birmingham, John (ed.) Our Time Is Now, Notes
From the High School Underground.
Praeger,1970.

Blackie, John, Inside the Primary School. British
Information Service, New York.

Board of Evangelism and Social Service, The
United Church of Canada, The Cutting Edge.
The United Church of Canada Distribution
Services, 299 Queen St., West, Toronto 2B,
1968.

Borsadi, Education and Living

Borton, Terry, Reach, Touch, Teach. McGraw-
Hill. 1970.

Bowlby, John, Child Care and the Growth of
Love. Pelican-Penquin, New York.

Boyd, W.H., ed., The Emile of Jean Jacques
Rousseau. Teachers College Press, New York.

Bronfenbrenner, Urie, Two Worlds of Childhoodj
U.S. and U.S.S.R.

Brown, Mary, and Precious, Norman, The
Integrated Day in the Primary School.
Agathon Press. 1970.

Brown, George I., Human Teaching for
Human Learning. Viking Press, 1970.

Bruner, Jerome S" On Knowing. Agthenum,
1962.

Bruner, Jerome S., Toward a Theory of
Instruction. Harvard University Press.

Bruner, Jerome S .• The Process of Educa-
tion. Vintage, 1960.

Buber, Martin, I Thou. Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York. 1958.

Bum, Michael, 1\11'. Lyward's Answer. HaT'
rish Hamilton, London. 1956.

Bushnell. Don D., and Allen, Dwight w.,
eds., The Computer in American Educa-
tion.John Wiley & Sons, New York.
1967.

Callahan, Raymond E., Education & the Cult
of Efficiency. University of Chicago
Press.

Campbell, Joseph, The Flight of the Wild
Gander. Viking Press.

Campbell, Joseph. Creative Mythology.

Caplow, T., and McGee, R.]., ed., The
Academic Marketplace. Anchor
Doubleday.

Carpenter, Edmund S., They Became What
They Beheld.

Carpenter, Edmund S., We Wed Ourselves
to the Mystery.

Carpenter, Edmund S., and McLuhan, Mar-
shall, eds .• Explorations in Communi-
cations. Beacon Press. Boston. 1960.

Cessirer, E., The Mvth of the State. Yale
University Press.

Castaneda, Carlos, The Teachings of Don
Juan, Part I. University of California
Press.

Channon, Gloria, Homework. Outerbridgc &
Dienstfrey, 1970.

-- --",-
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Chukovsky, Korner, From Two to Five. Trans-
lated by Miriam Morton. University of 
California Press, Berkeley, 1963. 

Clark, Kenneth, Dark Ghetto. Harper & Row. 
1965. 

Cole, Lawrence, Street Kids. Grossman Pub-
lishers, Inc., 1970. 

Coles, Robert, Children of Crisis. Delta Dell, 
1968. 

Coles, Robert, Still Hungry in America. 

Coles, Robert, Dead End Schoo!. 

Coles, Robert, The Grass Pipe. 

Coles, Robert, The Wages of Neglect. 

Coles, Robert, Teachers and the Children of 
Poverty. 

Coles, Robert. The Image Is You, Photos by 
kids, Text by Coles, Houghton Mifflin Co. 

Conant, ].B., The Education of American 
Teachers. McGraw-Hill, New York. 

Conant, ].B., Report on High Schools. 

Conen, D.H., and Stern, V., Observing and 
Recording the Behavior of Young Children. 
Teachers College. 

Conner, ed., Curriculum Handbook for School 
Administrators. N.E.A. 

Cook, Ann, and Mack, Herbert. The Excitement 
of Learning. Queens College, Institute for 
Community Studies, 1969. 

Cook, Ann, and Mack, Herbert, The Role of the 
Head. Schools Council (London) and The 
Ford Foundation, 1971. 

Cook, Ann, and Mack, Herbert, Schools Are for 
Children. Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1971. 

Cooper. David (ed), To Free a Generation. 
Collier-Madvlillan, New York. 

Corsini, R.I., and Howard, D.O., ed., Critical 
Incidents in Teaching. Prcnrice-Hall.Tnc. 

Daednluf, Spring 1965. 

""g_ 4 

Dallforth and Ford Foundations, The School and 
the Democratic Environment. Columbia 
University Press, 1970. 

Dawson, H.S., On the Outskirts of l lope. McGraw 
.mu. New York. 

Decker, Sunny, An Empty Spoon. Harper & 
Row, 1969. 

Dennison, George, The Lives of Children: The

Story of the First Street School. Random

House,lnc., New York. 1969.


Dentler, Madder, and Warshauer, R., The Urban 
R's. Frederick A. Pracger, Inc. 

Dewey, John, Interest & Effort in Education.

Houghton, Boston. 1913.


Dewey, John, Art and Education. 

Dewey, John, Lectures in the Philosophy of

Education. Ed. by R.D. Archambault.

Random House, New York. 1966.


Dewey, John, Experience and Education. Collier-
MacMillan, 1963. 

Dewey, John, The Child and the Curriculum.

University of Chicago Press, 196'.3.


Dewey, John, The School and Society. Univer-
sity of Chicago Press,1915. 

Dewey, John, Democracy and Education. Free 
Press. 

Dewey, John, Dewey on Education. Ed. by M.S. 
Divorkin. Teachers College. 

Dewey, John, Moral Principles in Education.

Philosophical Library.


Dewey, John, Philosophy of Education.

Littlefield.


Dewey, John. Schools o[ Tomorrow. Dutton, 
1962. 

Divoky, Diane, How Old \ViII You Be in 1984? 
Avon Books, 1969. 

Drecb(!7l,R., On What is Learned in Shoal. 
Addison-wesley Publishing, Reading, Mass. 
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Fromm, Erich, The Art of Loving. Harper & Row.

Fromm, Erich, Escape from Freedom. Holt-
Rheinhart & Wilson

Fromm, Erich, Revolution of Hope. Harper &
Row, New York.

Frymier, Jack R., Fostering Educational Change.
Charles E. Merrill, Columbus, Ohio. 1969_

Gardner, D.E.M., The Children's Play Centre.
Agathon Press, 1970.

Gardner, J.W., Self-Renewal. Harper & Row.

Gattegno, Caleb, Toward A Visual Culture.
Outcrbridge & Diensfrey, 1969.

Gattegno, Caleb, What We Owe Children: The
Subordination of Teaching to Learning.
Outcrbridge & Diensfrey, 1970.

Gibson, James M., and Hall, James c., Damn
Reading: A Case Against Literacy. Vantage
Press, 1969.

Gillott, Haim G., Between Parent & Child. Mac
Millan, New York. 1965.

Ginott, llaim G., Group Psychotherapy with
Children. McGraw·Hill, 1961.

Glasser, lVilliam, Schools Without Failure.
Harper and Row, Publishers, New York.
1969.

Glasser, William, Reality Therapy. Harper &
Row, New York.

Glines, DOll, Implementing Different &
Belter Schools. Famous Publishers, Box
1003,lvIankata Mn.

Glogall, M., and Fessel, L., The Non-graded
I'rimary School: A Case Study. Prentice-
Hall.

Goodmen, I'aut, Compulsory Mis-Education.
Vintage Books, 1962.

Goodman, Paul, Growing Up Absurd. Vintage.
Random House, Inc., New York. 1960.

COOdlllG.lI, PUlIl,The Community of Scholars.
R;lIldom llousc.

Dobos, Rene, The Dreams of Reason. Columbia
University Press.

eu« K.E., A Perfect Education. Collier.

Ehrenreich, Barbara & John, Long March, Short
Spring. (Monthly Review Press).

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, Emerson on Education.
Ed. by H.M. Ganes. Teachers College Press,
New York. 1966.

Erikson, E.H., Young Man Luther. Norton.

Erikson, E.N., Childhood and Society. Norton,
New York. 1950.

Erikson, E.H., Identity: Youth & Crisis. Norton,
New York. 1968.

Erikson, E.H., ed., Challenge of Youth. Double-
day-Anchor, New York.

Fader, D.N., and McNeil, E.B., Hooked on Books.
Medallion Berkeley Publishing.

Fantini, Mario, Gittell, Marilyn, and Magat,
Richard, Community Control and the Urban
Schoo!. Frederick A. Pracger, Inc., 1970.

Fantini, Mario, and Weinstein, Gerald, The Dis-
advantaged: Challenge to Education. Harper
& Row, 1968. (See also Weinstein, G.)

Featherstone, Joseph, Articles on British Schools
in the New Republic (1967·69) & Harvard
Educational Review (Spring 1968).

Freestone Publishing Co., The, Rasberry Green-
ways' Exercises: How to Start Your Own
School and Make a Book. The Freestone
Publishing Co., 1970. (Write: The Freestone
Publishing Co., c/o New Schools Exchang:,
301 E. Canon Perdido, Santa Barbara, Calif.
93101).

Freire, Paolo, The Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
Herder and Herder, Inc., 1970.

Friedenberg, Edgar Z., Coming of Age in America.
Vintage-Random House,-Inc., New York.
1965

Friedenberg, Edgar Z., The Dignity of Yonth al\.(~

Other Atavisms. Beacon Press, Boston. 19k).
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Goodman, Paul, Empire City. Collier.

Goodman, Paul, The New Reformation _
Notes of a Neolithic Conservative.
Random House, 1970.

Gordon, Julia, My Country School Diary. Dell
Publishing Co. 1969.

Goulart, Ron, The Assault on Childhood.

Gnuia and Sohn, ed., Revolution in Teaching.

Green, Robert L. (ed.), Racial Crisis in American
Education. Follett Education Corp., 1969.

Gregory, R.L., Eye and Brain: The Psychology of
Seeing. McGraw-Hill, New York.

Gronlund, L., 1885, The Cooperative Common-
Wealth. Belknap Press.

Gross, Ronald (ed), The Teacher and the Taught.
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1963.

Gross, Ronald, and Gross, Beatrice (eds.), Radical
School Reform. Simon & Schuster, Inc. 1970.

Gross, Ronald, and Murphy, Judith (eds.), The
Revolution in the Schools. Harcourt, Brace
& World, Inc., 1964.

Gross, Ronald, and Osterman, Paul (eds.), High
Schoo!. Simon & Schuster, 1971.

Hall, Edward T. Jr., The Hidden Dimension.
Doubleday, New York.

Hall, Edward T. [r., The Silent Language. Double-
day, New York.

Hare, Kenneth, On University Freedom in the
Canadian -Context. University of Toronto
Press, 1968.

Hart, Leslie A., The Classroom Disaster. Teachers
College Press, 1969.

Hawkins, Frances, The Logic of Action, From
A Teacher's Notebook. Elementary Science
Advisory Center, University of Colorado.

Hemming, James, Teach Them to Live. Longmans,
Green and Co., 1957.

Henderson, David, with Barbara Christian and
Carol Walton, Black Papers on Black Educa-
tion. Other Ways, Berkeley, California 1968.

Page 6

Henle, P. (ed), Language, Thought and Culture.
University of Michigan Press.

Henry, Jules, Culture Against Man. Vintage Books,
1963.

HentoJf, Nat, Our Children Are Dying. Viking
Prcss,lnc.,1967.

Herndon, James, The Way It Spozed To Be.
Bantam Books, Inc., New York. 1968.

Herndon, James, How To Survive in Your Native
Land, Simon & Schuster, 1971.

Heuscher, j.E., A Psychiatric Study of Fairy
Tales. Thomas Publishing, Springfield, Ill.

Highet, G., The Art of Teaching. Knopf.

Hofstadter, R., Anti-Intellectualism in American
Life. Random House, New York.

Hofstadter, R., The Development of Academic
Freedom in the United States. Columbia
University Press.

Holmes, Gerard, The Idiot Teacher. Faber &
Faber, London. 1952.

Holt, John, How Children Fail. Dell Publishing
Co., Inc., New York. 1964.

Holt, John, How Children Learn. Pitman
Publishing Corp., New York. 1967.

Holt, John, The Underachieving Schoo!. Pitman
Publishing Corp., New York. 1969.

Holt, John, "What Do I Do Monday,"
E. P. Dutton & Co., 1970.

Holt, Goodman, Kohl, & Others Ivan lllich,
The American Hangup, Available from
John Holt. .

Holt, Goodman, Kahn & Others .
Radical School Reform.

Hook, S., Education for Modern Man, Knopf.

Huizinga, l-, Homo ludens: A Study of the Play
Element in Culture, Beacon Press.

Hutchins, R. M., The Higher Learning in America,
Yale University Press.
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Hutchins, R. M., The Leamins Society .. ., Kelley, Earl c., In Defense of Youth, 

Frederick A. Praegcr, Inc. Prentice Hall, 19G2. 

Huxley, Brave New World; Brave New World 
Revisited, Harper & Row, New York. 

Huxley, Island, Harper & Row, New York, 19G2. 

Illick, Ivan D., Celebration of Awareness, Double. 
Day & Co" 1970. 

Illich, Jvan D., Cicio Lectures Summer 1970., 
(CIDOC Cuaderno No. I007) Centro 
Intercultural de Documentacion, 1970. 
(Order from CIDOC, Apdo. 479, Cucrnavaca, 
Mexico). 

Isaacs, Susan, Childhood and After, Agnthon 
Press, 1970. 

Jackson, Phillip, Life in Classrooms, 1970. 

Jacobs and Landau S., The New Radicals, 
Random House, New York. 

Jaspers, The Idea of the University. 

Jencks and Riesman, The AcademicRevolulion, 
Doubleday & Co. 

Jerome, Judson, Culture Out of Anarch y, Herder 
& Herder, 1970. 

Johnson, Harriet, School Begins at Two, Agathon
Press, 1970. . 

jones, Howard, Reluctant Rebels, Association 
Press, N. Y. 1960. 

jones, R. M., Contemporary Approaches to 
Education Fantasy and Feeling in Educa-
tion, New York University Press, 1970. 

jordan, june, Who Look At Me, Thomas Y. 
Crowell Co. 

Joseph, S. M., ed., The Me Nobody "Knows, 
World Publishing. 

Kay, Harry, Dodd, Bernard, & Sime, Max, 
Teaching Machines and Programmed Instruc-
tion, Penguin Books Original, 19G8. 

Keats, John, Sheepskin Psychosis. 

Keats, John, Schools Without Scholars. 

Kelley, Earl c., Workshop Way of Learning, 
Harper & Row, N. Y., 1951. 

Kelley, Earl c., Education & the Nature of Man, 
Harper & Row, N. Y., 1952. 

Kellogg, Rhonda, The Psychology of Children's 
Art. 

Kellogg, Rhonda, Child Art. 

Kerr, c., The Uses of the University, Harper 
& Row, N. Y. 

Kilpatrick, Wm. fl., Education for a Changing 
Civilization, Macmillan, N. Y., 1930. 

Kilpatrick, HIm. H; Source Book in the 
Philosophy of Education, Macmillan, 
N. Y., 1934. 

Kilpatrick, Wm" H,; Education & the Social 
Crisis, Liveright, ~932. 

Kiipatrich, Wm. H., Philosophy of Education, 
Macmillan, N. Y. 

Koch, Kenneth, Wishes, Lies and Dreams, 
Chelsea House Publishers, 1970. 

Koerner, James D., The Miseducation of 
American Teachers, Penguin. 

Kohl, Herbert, The Open Classroom, New 
American Libra-ry, Vintage Books, New 
York,1969. 

Kohl, Herbert, 36 Children. New American 
Library, Inc., New York, 1967. 

Kohl, Herbert, The Age of Complexity. New 
American Library, New York. 1967. 

Kohl, Herbert, Teaching the Unteachable. 
Pamphlet, N.Y. Review of Books. 1967. 

Korol, [onathor., Death at an Early Age. 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 1967. 

Krishnamurti, J, Education and the Significance 
of Life. Harper-Row, New York. 

Kubie, -L.S., Neu~otic Distortion of the Creative 
Process. Farrel, Strauss & Giroux, N.Y. 

Laing, R.D., The Politics of Experience. 
Ballantine. 
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Lane, Homer, Talks to Parents & Teachers.
Schocken, New York. 1969.

Lane, Homer, and Bazelev, E., The Little
Commonwealth. Schocken, 1969.

Lane, Howard, On Educating Human Beings.
Follet, Chicago, 1964.

Lane, Howard, Small Children, Too, Be Free?
Anti-Defamation. League of B.Nai B'Rith,
New York, 1959.

Lanning, F. w., and Many, W.A., Basic Education
for the Disadvantaged Adult. Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston.

Lauter, Paul, and Howe, Florence, The Conspiracy
of the Young. World Publishing Co., 1970.

Lawrence, M., A Beginning Book of Poems.
Addison-wesley Publishers. Reading, Mass.

Lawrence, M., An Invitation to Poetry. Addison-
Wesley Publishers. Reading, Mass.

Leacock, E.B., Teaching and Learning in City
Schools. Basic Books, Inc., New York.

Lee, Dorothy, Freedom & Culture. Spectrum.

Leonard, George, Education and Ecstasy. Dell
Publishing Co., Inc., New York. 1968.

Lewis, Richard (ed), The Wind & The Rain.
Simon & Schuster, New York.

Lewis, Richard (ed), Miracles. Simon & Schuster

Lewis, Richard (ed), Journeys. Simon & Schuster.

Libar/e, Marc, and Seligson, Tom (eds.), The High
School Revolutionaries. Random House, 1970.

Lieberman, M, The Future of Public Education.
University of Chicago Press.

Lowenfeld, Viktor, Creative & Mental Growth.
MacMillan, New York,1957.

Lurie, Ellen, How to Change the Schools: A
Parents' Action Handbook on How to Fight
the System. Random House, 1970.

McGuigan, Gerald F., Student Project. Toronto:
Methuen, 1968.

MeLuhan, Marshall, Understanding Media: The
Extensions of Man. New American Library
(Signet Book), Ncw York. 1964.

MeLuhan, Marshall, The Medium Is the Massage.
Random House, 1967.

McNeil, Don, Moving Through Here. A.A. Knopf,
New York. 1970.

Macrorie, Kenneth, Up Taught. Hayden Book Co.,
1970.

Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives.

Makarenko, AS, A Collective Family. Anchor
Books, New York. 1967.

Malik, Anand ed., Social Foundations of
Canadian Education: A Book of Readings.
Prentice-Hall, Scarborough, Ontario. 1969.

Marcuse, H), Eros and Civilization. Beacon Press.

Marin, Peter, The Free People. Outerbridge &
Diensfrey, 1969.

Marin, Peter & Cohen, Allan Y, Understanding
Drug Use. Harper- Row, 1971.

Marshall, S.M., An Experiment in Education.
Cambridge University Press.

Maslow, Abraham, Toward a Psychology Being.
Van Nostrand-Reinhold, New York, 1968.

Mayer, Martin, The Schools. Doubleday-Anchor,
New York, 1961.

Mayer, Milton, The Children's Crusade.

Meinzer, O. E. ed., Creative Power: Education of
Youth in the Creative Arts. Dover.

Minuchin, P., The Psychological Impact of
School Experience. Basic Books.

Mitchell, Mom's R., World Education: Revolu-
tionary Concept. Pageant Press, New York
1968.

r:'n:
Toronto: University of Toronto Press (paper-

Laing, R.D., Knots. Pantheon, 1970. back),1962.

R.D.,==~on-·~~~-'~':~~:~~=~F'=h,=::~c~:=--l " 
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Modern UtopianrA Way Out (Vol. 2, Issue 4
March-April 1968). The Starr King Center,
2441 Le Conte, Berkeley, Ca. 94704.

Mok, Paul P., Pushbutton Parents and tht::
Schools. Dell Publishing Co" (Delta Book),
New York. 1964.

Montaignc, "On the Education of Children"

Montessori, M, The Absorbant Mincl. Holt,
Rheinhart & Wilson.

Montessori, M, Spontaneous Activity in Educa-
tion: The Advanced Montcsoni Method.
Schocken Books, New York, 19G5,

Montessori, M, The Montessori Mc tbod. Rohcrt
Bentley, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

Montessori, M, Dr. Montessori's Own Handbook.
Schockcn Books, New York. 1965,

More 1516, UTOPIA. Penguin.

Moustakas, Clark, The Authentic Teacher. J [O\\'~wl

Doyle Publishing, Cambridge, Mass. 19f)G.

Moustakas, Clark, Creativity and Conformity.
Van Nostrand, Rheinhold, 1967.

Moustakas, Clark, The Teacher & The Child.
McGraw-Hill, New York. 1965.

Moustahas, Clark, The Young Child in Schoo\.
Whiteside, 1956.

Moustakas, Clark, Psychotherapy of Children.
Harper & Row, New York. ]959,

Moustakas, Clark, Existential Child 'Thcrapv.
Basic Books, New York, 1966.

Muscatine, c., ed., Education at Bcrkclcv.
University of California Press.

Neatby, Hilda, So Little For The i\!il;d: :\1.1
Indictment of Canadian Edocatio» CI.!l"k,-.
Irwin, Toronto. 1953. (paperback}-

Negley, C., and Patrick, ].M., eds., '1:1](: QtW'[ 1""1
Utopia: An Anthology of 111\;\gI1l:lry
Societies. Schuman, 1952. D()t1I)1cd,l~
Anchor (paperback) ]962.

Neill, A.S., Freedom Not License, Hart Pub-
lishing Co., Inc., New York. 1966.

Neill, A.S., Summerhill: A Radical Approach to
Child Rearing. Hart Publishmg Co., New
York. 1960.

Neill, A.S., Talking of Summerhill. Victor
Gollanez, London. 1967. (Order from
British Book Center, 996 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10021.)

Neill, A.S., That Dreadful School. Herbert j en-
kins, London 1937,

Neill, A.S., The Last titan Alive. Hart Publishing
Co., Ne\v York. 1969

Neill, A.S., The Free Child. Herbert Jenkins,
London. 1953.

Nesbitt, iH, A Public School for Tomorrow. DeI!

Ncuins, A, The State Universities and Democracy.
University of Illinois Press.

New Directions Community School, How to
Start a Free School (3rd Edition). Order
from New Direction Community School,
445 Tenth s-., Richmond, Ca. 94801.

Nordstrom, Carl et al, Society's Children: A
-Study of Ressentiment in the Secondary
School. Random House, Inc., New York.

Nuttall, Jeff, Bomb CllIt~lre. Dclacorte Dell.

OCt/inger, Anthony C., Run, Computer, Run.
Harvard University Press, 1970.

O'G'Ol"l/UIIl, Ned, The Storefront. Harper & Row,
19)0.

U'S"llI, Wi/ham F., Selected Educational Heresies.
SCOIt, Foresman and Co" 1969.

Of'II', / & P., The Lore and Language of School.
lhft,rt! Univcrsicy Press.

Orl(".~())' CIIHd, j., Mission of the University.
:\<.HIUll.

O;!n, l lcrln.rt, \fays of Growth.

",-dl,·;.'. "l lu- Comprehcllsive School.

",,.!\. Fr,'d"ricl, S. Leo Huuvcr & Aggression
. b' b .

IblldllrllllOllst.:,19G9.
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Perls, Frederick.S), Gestalt Therapy. (With Good- Read, Herbert, Education for Peace. II

man & Hefferline). Dell Press, 1951.
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Chapter 8 

Black Mountain: Meteor Among 
Mavericks 
Katherine Reynolds 8 

Black Mountain College was founded in 1933 because that is the year John Andrew Rice was ousted 
from his faculty post at Rollins College (Winter Park, Fla.) and decided, with a few fellow mavericks, to 
start something that better satisfied his ideas about education. In fact, 1933 turned out to be a banner 
year for endings and beginnings of much greater note than Rice’s termination at Rollins or reincarnation 
as an experimental college guru. It was the year Adolf Hitler became chancellor of Germany and Franklin 
D. Roosevelt became president of the United States. 

Black Mountain College, as it turned out, would be as influenced by the time and timing of its founding 
as it would by its isolated location in North Carolina’s Blue Ridge foothills. Its curriculum—a collection 
of classes free of disciplinary grouping—revealed a European influence, in sync with the many refugee 
intellectuals who left Germany, Holland, Austria and gravitated to Black Mountain. Its tenacity—evidenced 
by its 23-year survival on a pitiful shoestring of financial and material resources—was no doubt influenced by 
firsthand experience with economic depression. Its educational commitment—to democratic underpinnings 
for learning that comes from “human contact, through a fusion of mind and emotion” (Du Plessix-Gray 
1952:10)—was reflective of a larger liberal environment that managed a brief appearance before the 1950s 
ushered in fear of Communism and love of television. Of course, John Andrew Rice couldn’t have foreseen all 
the happy coincidences of timing when he was fired from Rollins for being“disruptive of peace and harmony” 
(Duberman 1972:19). Charges leveled at the charismatic but often arrogant and outspoken professor ranged 
from the personal (he was seen in a jock strap on the beach) to the professional (he conducted discussions 
on sex and religion when he was supposed to be teaching Latin and Greek). Given the affection he garnered 
among students, these charges were probably true. Still, his keen intellect was rarely softened by humility; 
nor was his quick sense of humor blunted by humane sensitivity. He polarized colleagues into camps of 
fierce supporters and determined enemies. He cinched the request for his resignation when he became the 
most outspoken critic of the new “eight hour day” curriculum plan installed by Rollins’ president Hamilton 
Holt. Although Rice was later vindicated by an AAUP appeals investigation headed by Johns Hopkins 
philosopher Arthur Lovejoy, the incident sparked the dismissal of two other Rollins faculty members and 
the resignation in protest of another five. 

While Rice pondered his future, dissident Rollins faculty and students encouraged him to experiment 
with some of his ideas about education in a new setting. Even his brother-in-law, Swarthmore president 
Frank Aydelotte, urged him to start an experimental college. But the idea didn’t gain Rice’s commitment 

8Katherine Reynolds, Assistant Professor of Higher Education, University of South Carolina. 
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until Bob Wunsch, fellow Rollins dissident and drama teacher, showed him a potential site near the town of 
Black Mountain, N.C. The collection of buildings, tucked into the Blue Ridge foothills and overlooking an 
expansive valley, was used as a summer conference setting by the Blue Ridge Assembly of the Protestant 
Church. Dominated by the white-columned, plantation-styled Robert E. Lee Hall, the cluster of meeting 
areas and living quarters were vacant 9 months of the year. 

Over the summer, Rice and three other former Rollins faculty members launched a road trip and letter 
writing campaign to raise funds for rent at the Black Mountain site and recruit a first group of students 
and faculty. With $10,000 from J. Malcolm Forbes (a former Rollins faculty member who had left several 
years before Rice), rent was secured and the college opened its doors with 22 students, and 12 faculty. 
Available courses included physics, chemistry, economics, German, French, classics, English, psychology, 
drama, music and art. 

Philosophy on a Mountain 

Rice and his colleagues had stronger convictions about how a college should operate than about how 
and what students might learn. Democracy would be paramount in the administration of the college, and 
structure would be loose. Students and faculty joined in marathon, long-winded decision-making meetings 
with decisions ranging from a faculty termination to a library acquisition. 

Particularly prominent, and vital to the democratic underpinnings envisioned by Rice, was the absence 
of any outside governing body. Rice had determined that control exerted by boards of trustees and college 
presidents rendered faculty participation meaningless, limiting faculty to debate, “with pitiable passion, 
the questions of hours, credits, cuts. . . They bring the full force of their manhood to bear on trivialities. 
They know within themselves that they can roam at will only among minutiae of no importance” (Adamic, 
1938:624). The faculty did establish a three-member “Board of Fellows,” elected from among them and 
charged with running the business affairs of the College. Within a year, a student member was added to 
the Board. The office of rector, also elected by the faculty, called for a 1-year term (although succession 
by the incumbent was allowed) by a faculty member who was largely responsible for calling meetings and 
setting agendas. This assignment did not fall to John Andrew Rice until Black Mountain’s second year, 
since faculty members agreed that in 1933 he might still be tainted by the widely-publicized events at 
Rollins. A more pure form of democracy developed in the realm of faculty economic status. The first year, 
all were equally unpaid and received only room and board in return for their services. When minimal 
salaries were granted in later years, they varied only by small extra amounts for those who had families 
(except for Josef Albers who doubled his salary amount by bringing a grant with him). 

The ideal of administrative democracy led handily to the idea of community, although Rice initially was 
skeptical of the notion. He predicted possible tyranny in the guise of “community spirit” and admonished, 
“If someone likes to work with his hands, fine, let him. But if someone else would rather walk around 
the woods, or sit and listen to a record, or read a book, or talk to somebody, that’s the thing to do, not 
something somebody else thinks you ought to do” (Duberman 1972:43). 

Although a strong norm of communal interaction was perhaps the inevitable result of 34 people living 
and learning together at an isolated summer camp, it was furthered when the students themselves began a 
farm to help the community. They were encouraged by faculty member Ted Dreier; but Rice, while vaguely 
supportive of the idea, warned that working the soil should be neither deified or codified. Later he would 
recall, “Ted had this notion, having been born in Brooklyn Heights and never having seen more than a few 
blades of grass, that there was some kind of mystical experience in touching the soil” (Duberman 1972:42). 

Throughout the years, farming at Black Mountain vacillated from casual group effort to serious con
tribution to community self-sufficiency. For a while, a work scholarship program allowed farm work in 
exchange for tuition, with students tending beef and dairy herds and growing okra, tobacco, potatoes, 
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soy beans and rye. However, this prompted a dark specter of class distinction that proved detrimental 
to fundamental college ideals. Students and faculty pitched in willingly when faced with an unstructured 
farming program, but with only limited competence. The most successful years were those which included 
direction from a resident farmer. In the mid-1940s, with the addition of hundreds of chickens, the College 
nearly reached self-sufficiency and had enough vegetables left over to market in nearby towns. 

At first glance the curriculum at Black Mountain appeared to reflect nothing more than the interests 
of those who came to teach, rather than any particular educational focus. Behind the diverse topics of 
instruction, however, was a strong conviction that education should be interdisciplinary and should tap 
into what can be learned by emotion and experience as well as by mental exercise. In this regard, Rice 
differed substantially from his contemporary, University of Chicago president Robert M. Hutchins whose 
neoclassical approach to higher education rested with an emphasis on literature that provided a common 
stock of learning. And, in every publication that would print his opinions, Rice let Hutchins know it. 
“Why,” he asked, “exclude from general education all but one means of getting experience? Why include 
what can be printed and leave out what must be seen or heard? To read a play is good, to see a play 
is better, but to act in a play, however awkwardly, is to realize a subtle relationship between sound and 
movement” (Rice 1937:588). 

Rice saw too much predictability and doctrine in most of what was then labeled “progressive education” 
and felt that it required a contrived conclusion—such as Hutchins’ “educated man.” This, he determined, 
perverted the ideas of an acquaintance he most admired, John Dewey. Dewey visited Black Mountain 
several times during its first 5 years and Rice was particularly impressed with what he described as Dewey’s 
understanding that “to arrive at a conclusion was not to arrive at a conclusion, it was to arrive at a pause. 
And you would look at the pause, you would look at the plateau, and then you would see another thing to 
climb” (Duberman 1972:40). 

As one former student put it, “The stated philosophy was that we were to achieve emotional maturity; 
as students, we often made fun of the notion, and I’m not sure that’s what we got. But at least we learned 
and we grew” (Bliss, 1991). Rice would agree, insisting that to stop at training the intellect stops a student 
short of learning to deal with what he/she knows—“a way of doing things, a method of dealing with ideas 
or anything else” (Rice 1937:595). Classes at Black Mountain, which might take place anywhere from 
the sloped lawns to the porches of Robert E. Lee Hall, were highly active, participative and experiential. 
Students were engaged in everything from assisting Buckminster Fuller in building a demonstration dome 
to advising Merce Cunningham on blocking for a Shakespeare play. They worked long hours and did their 
share of reading (current and classical) but when they came together it was in a spirit of analysis that 
would give the reading meaning. Interdisciplinary seminars met at eight in the evening and were taught 
by at least three faculty members, with many other faculty in attendance. 

If his academic arguments didn’t convince fellow educators of the folly of the neoclassic approach to 
education, Rice volleyed with vivid current example: 

We ought to begin to consider education as a thing concerned at least in part with how people 
feel. If we do not, somebody else will, and all our structure of thought will disappear as quickly 
as it has in Nazi Germany. There was a country where the universities were concerned with 
pure thought, where the keenest thinking of the modern world was being done. And yet not 
a word was heard from the seats of learning when the house painter appeared and roused the 
Germans to feeling. While intellection was being sharpened and polished, savagery was going 
its way, waiting for a chance. (Rice 1937:590) 

The students who chose to try out Rice’s philosophy first hand were, according to Lucian Marquis who 
was a Black Mountain student in the early 1940s: 

. . . an odd bunch. Most were individuals in secondary school—writing poetry or doing science 
experiments on their own—not ‘mainstream.’ And, I think because of the experience with the 
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depression, people were more willing than ever to take risks, do something different. (Marquis, 
1991) 

Marquis spent a year first at University of California, Los Angeles, and found it to be “a factory.” He 
recalls that many of his fellow students also came to Black Mountain after unsatisfactory experiences at 
larger, more traditional universities. His wife, Jane Slater, for example, arrived at Black Mountain after 
an uncomfortable year at Brigham Young University. Although the largest portion of students was from 
the Northeast, a good number came from the South and Midwest, and some from the West. 

In the early years, annual tuition was $350, and it eventually crept up to $1,200, but an informal sliding 
scale existed for promising students who couldn’t afford full tuition. Although the student population 
topped out at about 90 (in the post-war years), and numbers of applicants never exceeded the number that 
could be accommodated, Black Mountain steered well away from “open admissions.” Although not always 
successful, the first objective of admissions meetings, attended by student and faculty representatives, was 
to weed out “problem” youngsters whose parents wanted to ship them off to anywhere that would take 
them. However, the school did favor admission of unconventional students over those found to be “sound 
but dull” (Duberman 1972:266). Grades were far from the determining factor in admissions. Applicants 
were asked to submit sample work (poetry, research reports, etc.), to provide a personal letter from their 
high school principal, and to answer essay questions such as, “If your secondary school grades are poor, how 
do you account for it?” and “If you do not expect to graduate, what is your plan?” (Duberman 1972:77). 

Evolution at the Lake 

The 23-year history of Black Mountain College was one of few constants and much conflict. Three 
forceful leaders marked three distinct periods during the 23 years: the John Rice years, the Josef Albers 
decade, and the Charles Olson era. 

During the first 5 years of the College, a solidarity of philosophy and community gradually took shape. 
It revolved largely around John Rice’s outgoing personality (much intelligence and much laughter mark 
most reports from colleagues and students) and forceful opinions about education. He was determined, 
for example, that every student should have some experience in the arts. This translated as at least an 
elementary course in music, dramatics and/or drawing, because: 

There is something of the artist in everyone, and the development of this talent, however small, 
carrying with it a severe discipline of its own, results in the student’s becoming more and more 
sensitive to order in the world and within himself than he can ever possibly become through 
intellectual effort alone. (Adamic 1938:626) 

Although he cautioned against the possible tyranny of the community, Rice eventually decided that 
some group activity would, 

. . . help the individual be complete, aware of his relation to others. Wood chopping, road-
mending, rolling the tennis courts, serving tea in the afternoon, and other tasks around the 
place help rub off individualistic corners and give people training in assuming responsibility. 
(Ibid, 1938:627) 

Privacy was held in as high regard as community at Black Mountain, and while students slept two or 
more to a room, each student had his or her own private study. 

As it neared the end of its first decade, Black Mountain included over 50 students and 18 faculty. 
All courses were elective, and students tended to steer by their own stars, but with readily available 
faculty advice and support. There were no grades (except on request for transfer purposes), but the close 
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interaction among fellow students and faculty seemed to promote a great deal of motivation to study, 
prepare and learn. As former student Fielding Dawson would later report: 

Classes, particularly the language classes, moved fast, and though Flola (the French instructor) 
didn’t care if somebody didn’t show up on Tuesday, when they came in on Wednesday, they 
wouldn’t know what anybody was talking about. . . It was free of academic rules and regulations, 
but that made it worse, the whole burden was on us, and the faculty maybe getting plastered 
with us the night before no matter, we had to produce. To show up at Fiore’s weekly painting 
seminars empty handed was embarrassing, in fact humiliating. (Dawson 1970:77) 

Lucian Marquis recalled the classroom sessions as a relatively small part of the whole: “Class was only 
the beginning. There you started a conversation that continued through lunch and after dinner. Teaching 
was a continuous endeavor.” Although his studies were primarily in the social sciences, Marquis notes that 
“at Black Mountain I played poker, wrote poetry and started painting” (Marquis, 1991). 

At the end of each year, student and faculty representatives met to decide which students should be 
allowed back. Emotional maturity was as important as academic ability in the decisions. Students had 
“lower” and “upper” division benchmarks toward completing their studies at Black Mountain. After about 2 
years, a student would gather together some faculty who administered comprehensive examinations. With 
these successfully completed, the student passed to the upper division. After another 2 years, the student 
could stand for graduation, which required passing examinations administered by an outside examiner 
invited to the College, often one of the top scholars in the relevant field. Upper division students designed 
for themselves 2-year plans of “specialized study.” Of those graduating in 1937, one specialized in writing, 
one in 19th century history, one in art and three in English literature. 

The arts at Black Mountain grew in prominence throughout the early years, beginning with the arrival 
of Josef Albers less than a year after the doors opened. As Nazi fascism tightened its grip, Albers’ friend 
Philip Johnson at the Museum of Modern Art decided to help him get out of Germany with a job offer 
elsewhere. Albers’ reputation, however, was not international at that time, and he spoke not one word of 
English. Neither of these elements seemed particularly problematic to Rice, however, when he consulted 
Johnson about Black Mountain’s need for a resident artist. He quickly invited Albers to teach painting 
and his wife, Anni, to teach weaving. 

Rice soon discovered what he would later call the “three Alberses”—the teacher, the social being and 
the Prussian. The Prussian Albers decried the seeming lack of real leadership at the College and the free
wheeling, agenda-less, community-wide meetings. Rice noted later, “You can’t talk to a German about 
liberty. You just waste your breath. They don’t know what the hell you mean” (Duberman 1972:69). 

Happily, Teutonic compulsiveness proved no barrier to creativity. Albers’ classes, like his canvases, were 
steeped in insight and intuition. He recognized that not everyone in the class would become a competent, 
much less talented, artist; and when asked what he hoped to achieve at Black Mountain, he replied “to 
open eyes” (Harris 1987:17). He taught “principles and procedures applicable to a wide variety of activities 
such as: the need to be aware of everyday objects and their individual properties, the essence of primary 
experience, of direct seeing and feeling, of problem-solving out of one’s own experience; the importance of 
economy, leanness and discipline. . . ” (Duberman 1972:73). 

Albers was frequently credited with instilling in students a commitment to “correctness,” forming a 
community standard whereby students writing poems did 13 drafts or students presenting stage productions 
rehearsed for nearly a year. Still, Albers didn’t get through to everyone. American Indian painter Harrison 
Begay left after a year because Albers insisted he should build on his heritage when he had hoped to 
develop a new, contemporary style. 

As “social being,” Albers took part in every possible group activity at Black Mountain. At first he 
participated out of a sense of duty, but later because he had become a genuine force among the faculty. 
Also, his status as informal head of the arts program gave him an increasingly important role as Black 
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Mountain moved further toward an emphasis on the arts. While faculty still taught the natural sciences 
and social sciences, by the end of the first 10 years, student participation in classes like chemistry, physics 
and economics had waned drastically. Perhaps the personal choice ideal of students learning when they 
are ready to learn was simply not compatible with keeping the classrooms full in these disciplines. 

Events surrounding Rice and his management of the College further conspired to eventually thrust 
Albers to the forefront. By 1938, the faculty discovered they were no longer being paid equally, but that 
Rice was making decisions whereby some (including himself and Albers) were paid at least 25 percent more 
than others. In the wake of that controversy, Rice led a charge to dismiss several faculty members for 
what he judged to be poor teaching quality and lack of community involvement. Battles ensued among the 
faculty that resulted in two dismissals and several resignations. With his wife and his son and daughter 
still on campus, Rice managed an affair with one of his students, costing himself further support among 
disapproving faculty and students. As one biographer commented, “Rice’s temperament being akin to 
natural force, abhorred a vacuum. He sought controversy more than most men seek repose” (Duberman 
1972:142). By 1939, the faculty had eased Rice into a leave of absence, followed by a sabbatical, followed 
by resignation. 

Rice eventually divorced, remarried and made a fairly meager living by writing for magazines such 
as Partisan Review, Collier’s, and The New Yorker. His autobiography, I Came Out of the Eighteenth 
Century, was published to fine reviews in 1942. He died of cancer in 1968. 

Rice’s departure from Black Mountain occurred just as the decision had been made to build a permanent 
home for the College across the valley on the shores of Lake Eden. Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer 
accepted Albers’ invitation to visit and submit initial architectural designs, but, predictably, these proved 
too costly. Eventually, architect Lawrence Kocher consented to design and build a more modest set of 
buildings. He also taught courses in architecture and design. Soon the whole community was spending two 
or three afternoons each week building, stick by stick, a studies building and family housing to complement 
a dining hall and dormitories. Robert Bliss, a student who immersed himself in this process and later 
became an architect, recalls: 

Those were the best years at Black Mountain—working together on something that would 
last and was essential to the community, finding a profession you loved, learning from some 
extraordinary teachers. Of course everyone had a different experience there at different times, 
and everyone says his or her years there were the best Black Mountain years. (Bliss, 1991) 

The war years ushered in a different kind of Black Mountain; one where students, and at least some 
faculty members, started lobbying for more structure in learning, but yet more freedom outside the class
room. Lectures and recitations were starting to occur within the classroom, while cut-off blue jeans and 
nude sun bathing appeared outside. Influential faculty member Eric Bentley insisted to his colleagues: “I 
can’t teach history if they’re not prepared to do some grinding, memorizing, getting to know facts and 
dates and so on. . . ” (Duberman 1972:198). Needless to say, with Albers and many of the original faculty 
still on board, faculty meetings were decisive and volatile. 

Overshadowing this dissent, however, was a new program that was to highlight at least the public 
notion of a historical “saga” for the College, the summer institutes. Like much at Black Mountain, the 
summer institutes started more by chance than choice. Some music faculty agreed to a music festival 
sponsored by the College of Music in Cincinnati during the summer of 1944. Albers decided he might as 
well run a companion art institute for the summer, as well as a regular summer academic quarter and a 
work program. Organized as a tribute on the occasion of Arnold Schoenberg’s seventieth birthday, the 
music festival drew several dozen music notables from throughout the country who banded together in the 
rustic valley to rehearse, conduct workshops for students, exchange ideas and perform. 

The art institute fared equally well, with Albers managing to invite a variety of notables who spent 
their summer lecturing, coaching students and working on their own projects. Typical of the spirit in which 
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ingenuity frequently conquered disorganization at the College was the experience of stone sculptor, Jose 
de Creeft. When he arrived for the summer session, he found the place had no sculpting tools. So his first 
course was one in which the students built a forge and were taught how to make their own tools. 

The summer institutes grew throughout the 1940s to include notable talents in art, architecture, music 
and literature. And it is probably these institutes and the renown of the individuals in attendance that 
contributed most to Black Mountain’s reputation as an art school. Where else could Merce Cunningham be 
found teaching dance steps to Buckminster Fuller? Or Buckminster Fuller enlisting construction assistance 
on his model dome from Willem de Kooning, and Robert Motherwell? Or Arthur Penn directing a play 
produced and set to music by John Cage? Vigorous interaction and innovative teaching attracted scores 
of new students to the summer institutes, many of whom became so enamored with Black Mountain that 
they stayed on. The excitement and publicity generated by the summer sessions, in addition to a general 
higher education population explosion spurred by the G.I. Bill, put the Black Mountain College of the late 
1940s on its healthiest economic footing yet. 

Still, Black Mountain managed to avoid financial stability. Student turnover negated some of the 
volume gains. Faculty salaries rose substantially, but grants and endowments did not. Stephen Forbes, 
for example, who had always been counted on to supply money to the College in tough times, refused a 
request in 1949 because he was disenchanted with the new emphasis on arts education at the expense of 
general education. The ability to manage what money it had also did not increase at Black Mountain, 
although Josef Albers proposed a reorganization that would include administrators and an outside board 
of overseers. In the wake of arguments and recriminations about the financial situation and how to solve it, 
a majority (by one vote) of the faculty called for the resignation of Ted Dreier, the last remaining faculty 
member from the founding group. In protest, four other faculty members resigned—including Josef and 
Anni Albers. By selling off some of the campus acreage, the remaining faculty managed to save the College 
and retain its original mindset of freedom from outside boards and administrators, while setting the stage 
for yet another era in its history. 

Charles Olson, a writer who had attained popular notice with his book Call Me Ishmael, had taught in 
some summer institutes and was asked to stay on as regular faculty in 1951. He soon became the driving 
force among the faculty, most of whom were new since the Albers and Dreier departures. He was promptly 
elected rector. His presence alone (at 6 feet, 7 inches and 250 pounds) accounted for some of his instant 
elevation in status. His dominant personality, his natural charisma and his keen intellect accounted for 
the rest. His ideas about education leaned decidedly toward the arts and literature, with an emphasis on 
literature. His own writing classes were experiences in excited interaction among students which often went 
on well into the night. 

Unfortunately, Olson’s administrative desires and abilities could be ranked even below those of Rice 
and Albers. And he arrived at a time when administration actually was beginning to seem desirable. Many 
of the faculty would have agreed with their disenchanted colleague Bill Levi who later wrote, 

I began to feel a warm glow at the thought of a department chairman, a dean, a trustee, even 
a vice chancellor in charge of development!. . . The demon of Don Quixote was forever dead in 
my bosom, and Sancho Panza had won the final, the conclusive, the ultimate victory. (Harris 
1987:169) 

What Albers lacked in administrative ability, he compensated for in tenacity and focus. What Rice 
lacked in administrative ability, he balanced with action and ideas. However, when Olson couldn’t manage 
the administrative function, he simply retreated. His idea about turning the successful summer institutes 
into a similar series of year-long institutes fell on deaf faculty ears. So he gave up trying to strengthen the 
regular program. His ideas for recruiting more students didn’t work, and rumors that Black Mountain was 
a Communist community discouraged many prospective students, so he did no more recruiting. When he 
couldn’t get the old sources of development funds to donate (instead, Stephen Forbes called his loan.), he 
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didn’t prospect for new sources. His talent and energy were directed strictly at the literature and writing, 
including a fine new journal, The Black Mountain Review. This publication was started at the College in 
1952 at a time when financial management and administrative leadership were begging for help. 

With the energies of Olson and other faculty members directed toward poetry and short stories, the 
Black Mountain student body shrank to only about 20 aspiring writers by 1954 (from about 90 in the 
late 1940s). At the time, Olson was embroiled in personal issues that furthered his retreat from serious 
consideration of administrative problems. Although his wife was still with him at the college, a Black 
Mountain student who had given birth to his son was in New York. He commuted a bit between the two 
places until his wife finally left Black Mountain and his student and son returned. 

He kept Black Mountain and its shrinking population of students alive by selling off campus acreage 
one piece at a time to nearby farmers. There was no reason not to short sell. The earlier work program of 
farming, fencing and building had waned with a lack of commitment and a lack of students. In addition 
the campus grounds were in serious neglect and disrepair. 

The curriculum was in similar disarray, with courses loosely defined and coursework very much at the 
discretion of the student. “Black Mountain no longer had much in the way of community organization, 
government, ritual, even cooperation; each person sought his path, did his work, turned to others as 
resources when in need of comfort, guidance, association” (Duberman 1972:407). The learning community 
was simply a learning environment where it was as possible for a student to be stimulated by association 
with a few fine minds as it was to become absorbed in motorcycles or marijuana. 

In the fall of 1956, with only a handful of faculty and students in residence, Olson announced he didn’t 
feel like teaching any more. The others agreed that there wasn’t much left, and they all decided not to 
open for winter quarter. Olson, his new wife and his son would stay on to see to the legal disbursement 
of property. Several others thought they would stick together to start something new in San Francisco or 
New York. But there wasn’t enough sense of community to lay any definite plans, and finally they just 
dispersed: “People simply got in their cars and—usually after a farewell drink with Olson—scattered to 
their various destinations” (Duberman 1972:411). 

In Retrospect 

The vast majority of former Black Mountain students can point to clear instances of lasting influence 
on the rest of their lives. Mostly, this seems to have occurred through association: with one or two 
faculty members who made a difference, with a “community” of fellow individuals who were essential 
resources to one another, or with a new area of endeavor such as painting or writing or farming. Black 
Mountain, apparently, was a place where association was encouraged. Perhaps this occurred through the 
relatively small number of people shouldered into an isolated valley, perhaps by a common dedication to 
the unconventional, or perhaps to the existence of ideals about learning and teaching. At any rate, the 
encouragement of association with people and with ideas was not the norm in higher education then, nor 
is it now. Clearly, it is possible to graduate from most colleges and universities today with little, if any, 
significant association with faculty, students or ideas. 

But at Black Mountain, as at other experimental colleges, association could hardly be avoided. Engage
ment with people and ideas was paramount; activity was rampant. It was social, and it was educational. 
As Eric Bentley would remark: 

Where, as at Black Mountain, there is a teacher to every three students the advantage is 
evident. . . a means to the most concentrated and lively interchange that any education could 
afford. Where the faculty are a separate world the students continue their high-school habit 
of avoiding study, boasting of idleness, and the like; at Black Mountain, on the other hand, 
diligence is de rigueur. (Bentley 1945:424) 
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Importantly, at Black Mountain, the faculty was there to teach and the students were there to learn. 
Black Mountain celebrated teaching, and most rifts among faculty members concerned teaching compe
tence. Teaching was not something to be squeezed in between more important academic endeavors. Faculty 
lamented that administrative duties took time away from teaching. Because teaching was celebrated at 
Black Mountain, it was possible to attract an incredibly dedicated and talented faculty group who worked 
for about half or less what they could have commanded elsewhere. 

Obviously, one has to wonder why the College did not survive. The times changed, of course. Black 
Mountain’s communal nature suddenly looked like Communism to many. Students and faculty who were 
once content to be on the cutting edge got serious about being on the radical fringe. Other students and 
teachers of the time just wanted a situation where they could actualize the post-war dream of two cars 
in every garage. Lack of administrative acumen hurt more as the demands shifted toward government 
regulation, competition for students and reliance on grants and donations. Perhaps John Andrew Rice’s 
vision of replacing management with academic leadership could only happen in small doses–during the 
frenzy of enthusiasm for something new and only over a short period of time. It may be an ideal that 
doesn’t wear well. 

And, there is the tension created by a few people living together in a remote location: 

The peculiar difficulty of the experimental college is that small numbers and community living 
make every personal irritation a communal fever, a fever which is caught and carried by the 
students as well as by the faculty. If students have a voice in all affairs, and if faculty and 
students live cooped up in a valley miles from anywhere, people are going to get on each others’ 
nerves. . . (Bentley 1945:429) 

Nevertheless, John Rice succeeded in testing his conviction that education should extend beyond the 
intellect to include human emotion. To Rice education should not just address what people know, but 
include how they approach and use that knowledge. And for most of the students who attended Black 
Mountain, the test was invaluable. 

There have been 1,000 alumni of Black Mountain and several hundred former faculty. If Rice is right 
about the place of emotion in learning, many individuals probably carried the Black Mountain experience 
with them well beyond the North Carolina valley. Lucian Marquis feels it has influenced his teaching at 
Pitzer College, where he is a member of the political science faculty, and at St. John’s, where he teaches 
summer sessions. Bob Bliss recalls once dreaming of an experimental college within a traditional university 
setting. He settled instead for “trying to get the message across in smaller ways,” in his position as dean of 
the School of Architecture at the University of Utah (Bliss, 1991). Gerald Heard, who first visited Black 
Mountain with his friend Aldous Huxley in 1937, was so taken with the idea of learning communities that 
he went on to found Trabuco College in Ventura, California, in 1942. Another group of students started 
a large working commune in Oregon when they left Black Mountain. The art students have been said 
to represent a “Black Mountain school” of art, although the label refers more to their early learning than 
to their individual styles. Black Mountain graduates have turned up on the faculties of many progressive 
colleges, as well as more traditional ones. It is a reasonable assumption that they have passed on a great 
deal of what they came to understand about learning while they were at Black Mountain. John Andrew 
Rice captured this philosophy in the early years of the College, insisting: “It’s up to you to make yourself 
better, and those who come after you still better” (Adamic 1938:640). 
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Chapter 6 

Deep Springs: Loyalty to a Fault? 5 

L. Jackson Newell 6 

The desert has a deep personality; it has a voice; and God speaks through its personality and 
voice. Great leaders in all ages. . . have sought the desert and heard its voice. You can hear it 
if you listen, but you cannot hear it while in the midst of uproar and strife for material things. 
Gentlemen, “For what came ye into the wilderness?” Not for conventional scholastic training; 
not for ranch life; not to become proficient in commercial or professional pursuits for personal 
gain. You came to prepare for a life of service, with the understanding that superior ability and 
generous purpose would be expected of you. . . 

—Letter from L. L. Nunn to the student body, February 17, 1923 

Deep Springs College in remote Inyo County in eastern California is nearly 80 years old. It has six 
faculty members, 24 students, 350 cows, and ranks second among the nation’s institutions of higher learning 
with respect to the aptitude of the students it admits. 

The Utopian dream and final effort of a highly successful 19th century inventor and developer, Deep 
Springs numbers among its alumni U.S. ambassadors, heads of corporations, presidents of universities, 
members of Congress, distinguished scholars, and prominent news analysts. More than half its students 
have gone on to acquire doctoral degrees, most of them in academic disciplines. Yet Deep Springs is only a 
2-year college—one that requires its students to invest 20 hours a week in labor to sustain the community, 
and operate the 32,000-acre ranch on which the institution is situated. Why did such a unique college 
come into being, and what has sustained its unusual program through more than seven turbulent decades? 

Lucien L. Nunn, born in Medina, Ohio, in 1853, was an attorney, industrialist and romantic. Diminutive 
in stature, moralistic in temperament and a bachelor by choice, Nunn’s insatiable curiosity and tireless quest 
for achievement drove him to professional and personal success. His years as a mine owner and hydroelectric 
power developer in the Rocky Mountains led to the construction of the Ontario Power Works, which still 
generates electricity at Niagara Falls. After the turn of the century, however, Nunn became increasingly 
interested in education and pursued a new dream with the same energy that had characterized his business 
endeavors. 

A self-made man, but one who had benefited from excellent teachers, Nunn was inspired by the notion 
of meritocracy. He was also an elitist who believed that society would be led and improved by “the few.” 
But the few should arise not on the basis of privilege; they should emerge through talent, and they should 
be guided by the ideal of service to humanity. 

5This chapter is adapted from an article by the author published in the Journal of General Education, Vol. 34 (Summer, 
1982) 120-134. 

6L. Jackson Newell, President, Deep Springs College, Professor of Higher Education, University of Utah. 
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Nunn’s educational ideas evolved over a period of three decades. He began by pioneering on-site 
industrial education at his power plants in Utah, Idaho and Montana in the l890s. He hired youthful 
workers of unusual promise and provided them with instruction in technical subjects related to electric-
power generation and transmission. In l904 he built a library and classroom building as part of the facilities 
at his Olmsted plant near Provo, Utah. Gradually he shifted his focus from training to education and in 
1911 formed the Telluride Institute to recognize formally the educational dimension of his company. But 
this novel approach soon proved inadequate for his growing educational interests, particularly when his 
business partners objected to the resources devoted to his educational diversions. Nunn forfeited his interest 
in Olmsted and, in 1916, bought a farm near Claremont, Virginia, where he invited about a dozen able 
young men to pursue classical studies in a pastoral setting. The fledgling school fell stillborn, however, 
when an enterprising army recruiter enlisted the students en masse for the war in Europe. 

Undeterred, Nunn bought a cattle ranch in Deep Springs Valley, which lay east of the Sierra Nevada, 
28 miles from Big Pine, California. With the assistance of the engineer and masons who had constructed 
the Ontario power plant, he built a cluster of sturdy academic buildings. He acquired a respectable library 
of classic works, hired several professors to join his experiment, and invited about 20 students to come to 
Deep Springs. The students were expected to run the extensive cattle operation and to “taste the fatigue 
of hard labor and so earn the rest for mental pursuits” (Bailey, 1933:26). Faculty members were expected 
to offer traditional instruction in the liberal arts based especially on the biographies of great leaders. 

Off to a stormy beginning in the autumn of 1917, Deep Springs is virtually unchanged eight decades 
later. Although its founder died of tuberculosis in 1925, just one day after California statute legally 
safeguarded the trust fund he had established to sustain the institution, his dreams have lived on. 

In his later years, when he was creating Deep Springs, Nunn’s overriding concern was with the devel
opment of courageous leadership in American society. He saw in the traditional American colleges and 
universities deplorable academic standards, lopsided curricula and frivolous activities. Why, Nunn asked, 
should colleges concentrate almost exclusively on intellectual development? What about character? Re
sponsibility? Physical and spiritual growth? The education of the “whole man” was not to be left to chance; 
it required a total environment. Character would be strengthened not only by reading great literature, 
but also by real struggles with ethical issues and economic necessities. Students would acquire a sense of 
duty only if they were granted responsibility. Intellectual toughness might be nurtured by severe physical 
challenge. And the “inner man,” the spirit, might grow where solitude can foster introspection. 

What did Nunn expect of the students (all male) who would receive such an education? He expected 
commitment not only to a strenuous life, but also to an idea. While providing unusual opportunity, he also 
demanded unusual sacrifice. The physical location of Deep Springs provided natural insulation from the 
clamor of the world, but it did not assure freedom from what he considered to be personal distractions. A 
spartan code of ethics, known informally as the “isolation policy,” required students to eschew alcohol and 
tobacco and visits to the nearby towns. There were to be no social connections with local girls. But Nunn 
did not intend to enforce such rules himself—a condition which would have run counter to developing self 
control. These simple but significant, prohibitions, written into the Deed of Trust, were assigned to the 
student government for enforcement. 

To give his young charges further responsibility, Nunn provided for three major student offices: (1) 
a student trustee with full voting rights of the Board; (2) a labor commissioner with responsibility for 
assigning and directing the labor of students in the work program; and (3) a student president with duties 
as student-body administrator and official liaison with the dean or college president. The office of student 
president was traditional, but the other two offices were revolutionary concepts in 1917. 

For several years, Nunn lived at Deep Springs and considered himself a member of the student body. 
He entrusted the administration of the school to a long-time friend and educator, Dean E. A. Thornhill. 
In 1920, nearing 70 and in failing health, Nunn withdrew to his home in Los Angeles. He rarely visited 
the school thereafter, but stayed in close touch with Dean Thornhill and the students by correspondence, 
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leaving a rich record of his expectations and ideals. Before his death in 1925, he turned Deep Springs 
over to a Board of Trustees composed primarily of his business partners and associates. Many of them, 
including the chairman, continued to serve on the board into the early l970s. 

The Deep Springs community now numbers about 24 students, 6 or 7 full-time faculty members and a 
small staff that includes a professional ranch manager, a farmer and a cook. Students come from all parts 
of the United States and occasionally from abroad. They span a wide socioeconomic range. Frequently, 
visiting faculty members come for the summer or for short periods during the regular academic year. To 
a surprising extent, Deep Springs is a self-sustaining economic community. In addition to providing all 
the labor, some of it skilled, for the ranch operation, students run a small dairy operation (where they 
milk the cows by hand and churn the butter), operate a slaughterhouse, feed the chickens, cultivate a 
generous vegetable garden and keep the machinery, vehicles and physical plant in good repair. The labor 
commissioner manages the work operation, which includes doing much of the office work for the college; 
students aid in the bookkeeping and operate the bookstore, post office and library. The labor commissioner 
rotates students from one job to another three or four times a year. 

The curriculum is devoted entirely to the liberal arts. It has no relationship to agriculture or business, 
although courses in economics, psychology, political science and ethics, for example, do use the community 
as a natural laboratory for observation, experimentation and analysis. Cooperative arrangements with 
major libraries in California put the printed resources of those institutions at the disposal of Deep Springs, 
supplementing the school’s own 30,000-volume library. 

The Socratic method of teaching is common, although the founder’s dream of liberating the academic 
program from the usual concern with credit hours has not been fully achieved. The necessity of transferring 
credits from Deep Springs to other institutions has acted as a constraint in this regard, although students 
typically transfer to those few major universities with whom close cooperative relationships exist. Many 
students transfer to Cornell University (where the Telluride Association operates a house that is, for many 
students, a second step in Nunnian education), to Ivy League schools and to the University of California, 
Berkeley. 

Nunn hoped to foster articulate leadership; if students were to make use of the unusual education he 
afforded them, he believed they must be able speakers and writers. Even today every student is required to 
take public speaking each term he is in residence. The requirement benefits the college in ways that Nunn 
may not have anticipated. Monday evenings have become major events in the community as faculty, staff 
and their families gather to hear students speak on topics ranging from international affairs to institutional 
concerns. Always lively, these sessions provide a natural setting for the exchange of ideas and the unification 
of the community. 

Avoiding intellectual inbreeding has always been of concern to Deep Springs. Partly because of this 
concern, the danger has generally been kept at bay. Faculty members are expected not only to teach, but 
also to nurture their contacts with colleagues across the country and around the world and to host distin
guished guest lecturers to enliven the environment. Visiting lecturers and notable figures from a variety of 
fields usually give a formal lecture to the entire community, followed by several days of informal discussion 
at the boardinghouse or in the classroom. Some guests also try their hands at milking or other work in 
the labor program, or join the perpetual after-lunch volleyball or soccer game. The academic calendar 
offers a respite from isolation, too. Occasional field trips throughout the Great Basin give geographical 
perspective, while month-long holidays at Christmas and between terms provide students an opportunity 
to get away. 

Consistent with the founder’s intent to nurture talent irrespective of family wealth or position, the 
students who are invited to attend Deep Springs receive complete scholarships. There are no fees or 
tuition, nor is there any charge for board and room. This policy may not seem significant since students 
invest a great deal of effort in the work program, but the ranch exists in an agricultural region noted for its 
attractiveness to wealthy landowners in need of tax shelters. In a typical year, the ranch operation turns 
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only a small profit, but it is a deadly serious business because mistakes in management, or lethargy on the 
part of students, can mean a disastrous loss. A small endowment helps keep the institution afloat, together 
with contributions from alumni and friends. Because of the small number of students who have benefited 
from Deep Springs, the college has had difficulty attracting external support. Aside from government-
surplus equipment and a few small grants from foundations, Deep Springs has always operated almost 
entirely on its own resources. 

Any educational institution founded on a set of ideas as distinctive as those of L. L. Nunn would be a 
topic for study. Certainly Deep Springs’ geographical isolation and diminutive scale arouse the curiosity 
of those who learn of the College. Authorities on the history and nature of higher education both here 
and abroad are showing increased interest in Nunn’s educational experiment on the high desert of eastern 
California. Its alumni, faculty, and students also have an unusual curiosity about Deep Springs—curiosity 
about the influence the school has had on them and about the differences it has made in the lives of others 
who have been educated there. Are the alumni in fact more involved in work of benefit to mankind than 
they otherwise would have been? Do they indeed possess leadership qualities and exercise them in greater 
measure than others of similar ability and education? 

As a Deep Springs student (1956-59) and faculty member (1965-67), trustee (1987-94), and currently 
as president (1995-present), I have pondered these questions; and as a professor concerned with the history 
of colleges and universities, I have long wished to pursue them. Fortunately, my interests converged with 
those of Edwin Cronk, then dean and director of Deep Springs, and Frederic Laise, a trustee and chairman 
of the institution’s fund-raising effort. With the support of both men, the Board authorized me to study 
the College; and one of its members offered to bear the direct costs. I proceeded with the effort. Three 
hundred and thirty-four (slightly over two-thirds) of the known alumni responded to a survey I distributed 
in the winter of 1980. I sought information concerning their experiences at Deep Springs, their subsequent 
personal and career development and their assessment of the influence of L. L. Nunn’s educational legacy. 
I have used their replies, along with other sources, in the evaluation that follows. 

Many other colleges combine work and study. Other institutions, too, have tried to reduce the scale of 
the learning environment to a small group of committed students. And many schools are highly selective on 
the basis of aptitude, offer rigorous instruction, maintain high standards and grant full scholarships. Deep 
Springs is unique only because it combines all these elements. In my analysis, the results are distinctive in 
several respects. 

Deep Springs shares with other educational institutions, such as Prescott College (AZ) and Warren 
Wilson College (NC), a belief that manual labor and physical challenge can serve as effective catalysts 
for developing teamwork, self-confidence and leadership. But it differs from them in the authenticity of 
the environment. The ranch is there to be operated as a genuine business. A lapse in judgment can 
provoke a crisis for the institution. A failure of the students to respond, individually or collectively, to the 
demands of the work program would jeopardize the College’s tenuous financial base. The tangible nature 
of the responsibility given to the students removes any hint that the work is contrived, and lends the Deep 
Springs experience an unmistakable gravity and reality. 

A second mark that characterizes education at Deep Springs is the intensity of interpersonal relations. 
College-going students, like other human beings, tend to choose as companions those people who have 
values and backgrounds similar to their own. As a result, they often fail to come to grips with the ideas 
and values of those who are different from themselves. Because Deep Springs seeks a heterogeneous student 
body, and because the pool of possible friends or associates available to a student is so limited, friendships 
and working relationships with people quite different from oneself are the rule. All Deep Springs students 
labor, study, eat and live in close proximity to one other. Of necessity, they become close associates, if not 
close friends. The inability to avoid people or issues has far-ranging consequences: when conflicts cannot 
be escaped, they must be confronted. When new students gather each year, ferocious verbal exchanges 
are not uncommon, and sometimes exchanges are physical. The kind of friendships that emerge from 
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the process, however, often last a lifetime. The ability to deal with and respect people of contrasting 
persuasions is a notable characteristic of alumni. Deep Springs is a community often in the best sense of 
the word, sometimes in the worst. 

In a highly industrialized society, it is common for us to be removed from the natural sources of things. 
Work is specialized, too, and we may little appreciate the contributions and skills of others. This problem of 
distance or isolation may be most acute among the best educated. The direct experience with many kinds 
of skilled and unskilled work at Deep Springs provides an important understanding of natural phenonema 
and a sense of connection with the processes that underpin our technology-rich way of life. A breakfast 
table looks different to someone who has milked cows, churned butter, slaughtered hogs, candled eggs and 
dug potatoes. Shoeing horses, manning a weather station, rebuilding an engine or repairing a water main 
illuminate processes normally hidden from students in this generation. Not only do the nature and origins 
of objects that surround us become clear, but one is inspired with a healthy respect for the skills of the 
artisan—the cowboy, the mechanic, the welder, the accountant. 

Students at Deep Springs come to assume they can make a difference. The flexibility and small scale 
of the school mean that any reasonable idea will get a decent hearing and that any good idea is likely to 
be given a trial. Decades of observing and exchanging ideas with alumni suggest to me that Deep Springs 
graduates are likely to believe that they can change and improve their environment. 

It is my thesis that the personal qualities and characteristics nurtured in the Deep Springs environment 
are central to some of the important purposes of liberal education: a preparation for humane leadership, a 
liberation from cultural biases, a willingness to confront new ideas, a motivation to learn from others, and 
a sensitivity to our human and natural environment. These qualities are reinforced by a rare congruence 
of means and ends. Unlike a large university, where several hundred students may sit in auditorium seats 
to hear a tightly organized lecture on Socrates’ approach to teaching, Deep Springs is in the enviable 
position of enabling students to experience what they learn. A classic philosophical work and a morning’s 
manual labor may join in the student’s mind toward a single understanding. If Arthur Chickering and 
other authorities on college-student psychology are correct in concluding that learning increases as the link 
between theory and experience becomes closer, then Deep Springs is an important experiment and model. 

The alumni survey I undertook was designed to determine whether Deep Springs College made a 
significant difference in the lives of its students. It also seemed important to identify institutional trends 
that might have manifested themselves over the seven decades of Deep Springs’ history. With data in hand 
from alumni who span the first six or seven decades of Deep Springs’ existence, it is easier to respond to 
the second concern than the first. It is clear, for instance, that Deep Springs has been reasonably true to 
Nunn’s ideal of an “open elite.” While the students may not have been uniformly able in every era, they 
have always been a particularly gifted and independent breed. They have come from diverse socioeconomic 
backgrounds (about 15 percent from blue collar families) and geographical origins (28 percent from the 
eastern states, 35 percent from the Midwest, and 27 percent from the West). Only rarely, however, have 
they come from the American minority groups or from foreign countries. 

Although Deep Springs graduates generally remember experiences that contributed to their personal 
growth (community projects, for example, and the work program) with more favor and more prominence 
than they remember their academic work, nearly two-thirds of them went on to complete their undergrad
uate degrees either at Ivy League schools or at schools ranked by Astin and Solmon (1979) as the 32 most 
selective in the nation. Further, more than half the alumni have earned doctoral degrees, and many others 
hold advanced degrees of other types. Among the alumni who are at a career stage where it is likely that 
they have completed their formal education, 57 percent hold doctorates. (Only 6 percent of alumni have 
not completed a bachelor’s degree.) Only one Deep Springs student in ten was not able to transfer to the 
college or university of his choice, and full credit for the academic work taken at Deep Springs was almost 
always granted. Deep Springs students have most frequently pursued their terminal degrees and careers 
in the sciences (38 percent) and the humanities (36 percent), with the social sciences (16 percent) and the 
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fine arts (7 percent) running far behind. 
While some alumni have rendered a great deal of unremunerated public service (27 percent of them 

being engaged in four or more public service projects at the time of the survey), nearly a third of the alumni 
reported little or no philanthropic activity. Nunn’s ideal that Deep Springs graduates should dispatch their 
debt to him by “lives of service” seems to have expressed itself more in the selection of a career and in 
dedication to professional excellence than in voluntary humanitarian causes. Ten percent are in public 
service (many of them in the foreign service), 18 percent are in law or medicine, and 28 percent are 
educators (nearly all as professors). 

We now move to another kind of data, based on personal impressions, memory, and individual judgment. 
Nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of alumni believe that the influence of Deep Springs on their lives was “very 
significant,” while only 1 student in 50 regards Deep Springs as having been of little or no importance to 
his present beliefs, attitudes and situations. While Deep Springs attracts very able students, and they 
often continue with distinguished academic achievements, the vast majority of alumni consider the major 
benefit of the Deep Springs experience to have been personal rather than academic. 

Alumni also were asked to assess how lasting or permanent Deep Springs’ influence was on them. An 
especially high proportion of students from the early years and from the 1950s perceived Deep Springs 
to have had a permanent, positive effect on their lives. In the early years the founder’s presence was 
undoubtedly felt by the students. In the 1950s major internal threats to the school’s character seem to 
have had a strangely positive effect. A McCarthyite president precipitated a united effort by students 
to preserve the school’s historic respect for intellectual freedom. In the process, the students’ sense of 
ownership of and loyalty to the institution may have exceeded Nunn’s fondest hope. 

It is common for people to look back upon the first few years away from home as exciting, seminal 
and creative, and for many young people this experience coincides with going to college. Certainly the 
dramatic geographical location of Deep Springs, the small and intense nature of its community and the 
physical isolation would heighten this typical response. Therefore, we must look for the reasons why alumni 
have found Deep Springs to be so significant in their lives to understand the meaning of these findings. 
Deep Springs is many things to many people; it varies substantially from year to year, owing to the small 
size of the community and the short tenure of students and many faculty members. Reflecting these 
conditions, and the fact that we all bring a distinctive set of assumptions and experiences to each new 
opportunity, the alumni perceive Deep Springs variously as (1) a profoundly intellectual experience, (2) a 
cultural awakening, (3) a laboratory for community life and (4) an experiment in human understanding. 
The peacefulness of the desert is the primary catalyst for some, while others are stimulated by the rigors 
of the academic program or the demands of hard physical labor. 

Regardless of what the Deep Springs reality was for them, former students are profoundly concerned 
about the school’s future and grateful for its contributions to their lives. Alumni are generous in offering 
their time, talents and resources to help strengthen the program and assure Deep Springs’ continuation. It 
is worth noting, however, that the high proportion of alumni who have chosen academic careers, especially 
since the l940s, also have a limited ability to make large financial contributions, though many contribute 
“in kind” both intellectually and materially. 

Useful as the data are that illuminate the past accomplishments and present activities of Deep Springs 
alumni, one of the most crucial questions goes largely unanswered: How do the values and accomplishments 
of these men compare with what they might have been without a Deep Springs education? Since no 
control group is available, and no comparable studies have been done at other institutions, the answer is 
not clear. On the basis of this study, however, we conclude that as a group Deep Springs alumni have (1) 
an awareness of the importance and dignity of physical labor, (2) an appreciation for wilderness and the 
solitude it affords, (3) a sense of the duty to invest their talents toward humane or public ends, (4) an 
awareness of society as a social organism dependent on the quality and good will of individuals and (5) a 
lively cultural and intellectual life. It is probably safe to say that the development of these characteristics 
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is more likely to happen at Deep Springs, and to happen with more intensity, than is generally the case at 
other colleges or universities. Character development, though impossible to measure, does seem to occur 
at a faster-than-normal pace. 

Beyond the information that illuminated alumni careers and values, the study revealed several paradoxes 
that are inherent in Deep Springs as an institution. 

1.	 Continuity vs. Discontinuity. There is great continuity at Deep Springs, and there is also great 
discontinuity. There is a continuity of things—the dinner bell, the farm machinery and the timeless 
desert on which Deep Springs rests. There is also a continuity of ferment, of energy and of intensity. 
Yet in terms of people, and even programs, Deep Springs changes very rapidly. It is not uncommon 
for a student to return for a visit after being away just 2 or 3 years and find himself a complete 
stranger to nearly everyone in the community. Given this rate of turnover, the survival of customs, 
traditions and values is most remarkable. 

The continuities and discontinuities at Deep Springs are each, in themselves, assets and liabilities. 
The continuities of tradition and custom sometimes stifle creativity and limit experimentation. Dis
continuities in the student body and staff, and in academic programs sometimes cause a disjointed 
experience for students and a loss of momentum and efficiency of operation for the institution. Deep 
Springs might benefit from more year-to-year planning, while lightening the overburden of some 
traditions that are only peripheral to its central purposes. 

2.	 Individualism vs. Community. Deep Springs enjoys success in developing self-reliant students, 
yet the College is based on the idea of community and the ideal of service to others. Leadership is 
enhanced by thoughtful self-awareness and a good measure of intellectual independence, but it also 
requires an inspired vision of the common welfare—and a cooperative instinct. Because of its program 
and physical isolation, Deep Springs attracts individualists, almost by definition. Top students who 
are willing to risk their education and future with an institution remote and distinctive as Deep 
Springs are unusual. Thus, we have the inescapable dilemma of an educational institution dedicated 
to building community life and developing humanitarian values, yet attracting students and faculty 
who are largely self-selected on the basis of sturdy individualism. This fact injects into the community 
both vitality and strife, and, judging by the survey, produces qualified results. 

3.	 Intellectual Freedom vs. Social Conformity. Deep Springs offers opportunity for virtually 
unfettered inquiry, given the high quality of the students and faculty and the high degree of freedom 
afforded by the modest need for structure and the low faculty-to-student ratio. On the other hand, 
the small size and closed nature of the community leave it vulnerable to intellectual fads among 
students and ideological preoccupations among the staff. Deep Springs can swing to one or the other 
pole of this dichotomy very rapidly because the community, and even the student body itself, is 
largely self-perpetuating. Deep Springs flirted almost mortally with ideological rigidity during the 
1950s, and has not been free of such dangers at other times. 

4.	 The Two Horns of Isolation. The geographical isolation of the College can lend perspective to 
world events and to individual lives, but it can also nurture a myopic vision of the world and a 
preoccupation with the self. For some alumni, the years spent at Deep Springs provided time and 
space to take stock of one’s self and to measure the pressing, immediate problems of society against 
the backdrop of history. For others, the mountains surrounding the valley seemed to close out the 
larger world and narrow their consciousness of, and sensitivity to, questions of social justice and 
human connectedness. 

Does life on the desert provide time to think and develop one’s unique thoughts and characteristics, 
or does the small size and isolation of the community produce an overwhelming “togetherness”? The 
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interdependence of each member of the community is one of the chief benefits of Deep Springs, yet 
a student must step beyond the fences that encircle the alfalfa fields if the introspection afforded by 
solitude is to yield its benefits. The desert speaks with a soft voice. 

5.	 Egalitarianism Among an Elite. Deep Springs can make a man or break a man. Usually it makes 
him. For most students, coming to Deep Springs is something of a shock, not just because of the arid 
terrain but, more importantly, because of the jolt of moving from the top of one’s class in high school 
to the midst of one’s peers at Deep Springs. Many alumni remarked on the self-awareness “that came 
with suddenly being just one of the pack.” For most, this healthy discovery of one’s limits and one’s 
relationship to others eventually produces a new self-confidence, which is reinforced by the diversity 
of personal rewards provided by Deep Springs’ total environment. One recent alumnus remarked 
that after surviving a couple of years at Deep Springs slaughtering cattle in sub-zero weather, doing 
emergency repairs on broken water mains in predawn darkness and participating in spirited student 
body and trustee meetings, life is likely to produce few challenges that he’ll be unwilling to tackle. 
But even as Deep Springs calls forth new self confidence and self discipline in most students, in others 
the competition, the independent work situations and the comparative lack of structure erodes these 
qualities. Everyone tastes failure at Deep Springs, which is one of its virtues, but some taste too 
much failure and lose confidence as a result. 

Each of these five paradoxes seems to be indigenous to Deep Springs. The survey data provided by the 
alumni amply document their existence. If Deep Springs is “many things to people,” it is usually along the 
lines of these five polarities that it is viewed differently. They create challenges, release energy and provide 
a rich context for student growth and a challenging environment for the faculty. But these paradoxes 
also harbor certain dangers, both to individuals and to the institution. Eliminating them, however, would 
dissipate the forces that give the institution its character. 

Looking To The Future 

What we know about alumni careers, and about alumni perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses 
of Deep Springs during their time at the College, provides a backdrop for considering its future. 

Fundamental issues arise from the fact that times change, but Deep Springs doesn’t. At least not 
very much. Given the revolutionary societal and technological changes of the last 60 years, can a college 
so remote that it doesn’t receive television signals or take a daily newspaper, and still has a hand crank 
toll-station telephone, adequately prepare students for living in the 21st century? Most alumni believe it 
can. In a society rendered passive by spectator sports, media hype and electronic games, students at Deep 
Springs discover and appreciate the rewards of deep contemplation and quiet introspection. Books and 
conversation are the chief stimuli of intellectual activity, and rigorous, purposeful physical labor obviates the 
need for Nautilus machines and commercially contrived recreation. Because of the depth and authenticity 
of the experience, Deep Springs is more salient than ever before. The professional careers and personal 
characteristics of its alumni lend credence to this view. 

Many who are or have been associated with the college, however, believe that Deep Springs should 
consider changes that would prepare its students to deal more directly with social and technological issues 
that have emerged in the larger society. For instance, while the benefits of geographic isolation remain 
quite evident, some disadvantages now loom larger than in the past. Some alumni fear that for students 
to spend 2 or 3 years away from the mainstream of American society may produce disassociation, rather 
than perspective. 

A school that educates predominantly Caucasian Americans, despite a serious commitment to affirma
tive action, and seals them off by themselves, may not prepare its students adequately for a world in which 
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contacts with other cultures and other languages have become the rule. Reflecting his own times, Nunn 
sought to prepare able men for leadership in a masculine world, but in today’s society, not to speak of the 
one in which contemporary students will live and work, men and women labor side by side in practically all 
walks of life and all roles of leadership. The all-male policy, therefore, has become the subject of serious, 
often heated debate. Nunn’s meritocratic philosophy and the demands of contemporary leadership suggest 
a change, but the Deed of Trust and considerations pertinent to the size and isolation of the school impose 
constraints. 

Whichever way these issues are resolved, the depth and gravity of the debate augurs well for the 
future. Regardless of their differences, those who have shared the Deep Springs experience have a profound 
commitment to its character and purposes. Entering its eighth decade, Deep Springs is alive and well. 
Owing to its unusual history and geography, the College may appear to many educators more as a curious 
experiment than as a serious model. On the other hand, much of what it stands for is at the heart of 
American higher education, and much of what it has done has proved effective. Academic leaders at other 
institutions might well find in the Deep Springs experiment ideas that can enrich their own programs. 
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Chapter 15 

Evergreen: Ever Green? 
Zandile Nkabinde 16 

Evergreen State College, a 4-year, state-supported, liberal arts college, is a survivor, one of the few 
major experiments in curricular innovation arising from the decade of the sixties which remains functioning 
at the beginning of the 90s. Established in 1971 and located in a wooded area outside Olympia, its early 
students were inclined toward a less structured approach to studying liberal arts than was common in more 
traditional institutions—especially state supported colleges and universities. Investigations by Jones and 
Smith (1984) suggested that little has changed and that while the school now awards bachelor’s degrees 
in everything from creative writing to marine biology, there are no formal majors nor any letter grades. 
The faculty team-teaches a multidisciplinary core of subjects and gives written evaluations of students’ 
work. Despite its nonconformity, Evergreen’s academic reputation is rated highly in the region by college 
presidents and deans. 

The Origins of Innovation 

More than 70 years before Evergreen, another college carried the banner of innovation into Olympia. 
In 1891, the Rev. J. R. Chaplin platted an area on Cooper Point Peninsula where he hoped to begin a 
utopian community with its own college, People’s University. Chaplin started his dream closer to downtown 
Olympia in 1900, hoping to move soon. But People’s University lasted only until 1906 despite, or perhaps 
because of, new ideas such as emphasizing practical methods of learning and offering education to working 
students. Evergreen owes even a greater debt to more recent innovative colleges. Most, if not all, of the 
educational concepts Evergreen now employs were first used in experimental programs and institutions as 
far back as the 1960s (Clemens, 1987). 

Although nameless until 1968, the idea of a new college in Washington State first surfaced in 1964. 
Richard Jones (1981) concluded that the student unrest of the 1960s and the demands it made for im
provements in the quality of undergraduate teaching resulted in a number of state-instituted, “alternative” 
colleges. Evergreen State College was among those colleges which were attempting to explore new ways of 
serving the educational needs of America’s young people. These colleges also caused much controversy by 
attempting to challenge the status quo. Jones (1981) reported that not all experimental colleges have sur
vived as alternative colleges, and those which have survived have maintained their integrity as experiments 
in varying degrees. 

The idea for establishing Evergreen State College originated with the Council of Presidents, a group 
composed of the presidents of Washington’s five public-supported universities and colleges. A report issued 
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by the Council in November, 1964, concluded that another college was needed to balance the geographical 
distribution of the existing institutions, especially since Western Washington was growing at a more rapid 
rate than the rest of the state. With the University of Washington in Seattle and Western Washington 
State College in Bellingham, the Council noted that southwest Washington was the only region without a 
4-year public college. Based on the Council’s recommendations, the Washington State Legislature created 
the Temporary Advisory Council on Public Higher Education in 1965. This group of legislators, educators 
and community leaders was charged with determining if and when a new college was needed, where it 
should be located and what kind of college it should be (Clemens, 1987). 

Evergreen’s founding trustees consisted of prominent members of the community such as bankers, 
businessmen, legislators, contractors and community activists. These trustees have had a great impact on 
the survival of the experiment. Right from the beginning, they worked hand in hand with the educators 
and state officials in sharing decisions. For instance, the hiring of Evergreen’s first president and the initial 
group of administrators rested in their hands. In 1967 the state of Washington inaugurated this new 4-year 
college. The state capital, Olympia, was chosen as the site. The board of trustees hired Charles McCann, 
then dean of the faculty at Central Washington State College as the first president of Evergreen (Jones 
and Smith, 1984). He in turn, with the support and encouragement of the trustees, made his initial choices 
based on a strategy for constructive change. First aboard were the vice presidents: Dean Clabaugh, the 
College’s executive director, as vice president for business; Joe Shoben, from the State University of New 
York at Buffalo, as executive vice president; and Dave Barry as vice president for academics. Jones (1981) 
reported that administrators were hired and told to recruit a small and distinguished group of planning 
faculty. Evergreen’s three founding deans were Mervyn Cadwallader; Don Humphrey, who had headed an 
interdisciplinary science program at Oregon State University; and Charles Teske, who had experience with 
independent learning at Oberlin College (McHenry, 1977). 

The Evergreen State College 20-year report (1987) concluded that with the assistance of farsighted 
legislative funding, McCann, Barry and the original deans were able to hire 18 faculty members prior to 
opening day, 1971. Jones (1981) reported that the 18 members of the planning faculty, which were given 
the academic year of 1970-71 to design the college’s specific policies and programs, were carefully recruited 
for their experience in experimental education. The founding faculty included advocates of the western 
classics, self-paced and collaborative learning, independent study, cooperative and wilderness education, 
and several veterans of Cadwallader’s interdisciplinary programs at San Jose State and Old Westbury. 

Yet even though Evergreen was established because there was a regional need for such a college, there 
was one advocate in particular who made this dream possible. His name was Mervyn Cadwallader, a 
disciple of Alexander Meiklejohn and an ally of John Tussman. Cadwallader had previously directed an 
experimental program at San Jose State College which imitated a Tussman innovation at UC Berkeley. 
Jones (1981) commented that Dean Cadwallader emerged as Evergreen’s first acknowledged visionary. His 
strength was his ability to envision and articulate the academic objectives for Evergreen. While the college’s 
first president, Charles McCann, was a powerful advocate of individualized education and innovation, he 
initiated no particular innovations of his own (Jones, 1981). He remained Evergreen’s leader for 9 years 
and was followed by the former governor, Dan Evans, in 1977. 

The Meiklejohn-Tussman Connection 

Jones stated that in the autumn of 1970 a small book, Experiment at Berkeley, by Joseph Tussman 
was read and discussed by 18 men who had been invited to Olympia, Washington, to design an alternative 
college. This experience was to have a decisive influence on the development of one of the most revealing 
experiments in the history of American higher education. Cadwallader, who suggested that they read the 
book, was greatly inspired by Tussman’s moral curriculum. He was hoping that the planning faculty at 
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Evergreen would find the Tussman program appealing and adopt it. To his surprise none of the planning 
faculty included this moral curriculum in the first year’s offerings. Tussman’s innovative program resembled 
Alexander Meiklejohn’s experimental college at the University of Wisconsin. Both irony and serendipity 
suffuse this Meiklejohn-Tussman-Evergreen lineage (Jones, 1981). The annals of Evergreen have shown that 
Tussman was primarily attracted to Meiklejohn’s model on curricular grounds, its concern with “initiation 
in the great political vocations.” He sought to achieve this objective by studying some of the seminal 
works of classical Greece, 17th-century England, and the United States Supreme Court. Investigations by 
Jones suggested that it was not, however, the curricular innovation of these two men which claimed the 
imaginations of the Evergreen planning faculty in 1970. What influenced them most was the pedagogical 
innovation which both men employed in their curricular objectives: substituting the traditional format of 
separate teachers, courses, and times, for the creation of groups of students, who are all studying the same 
things at the same time, over a prolonged period (Jones, 1981). 

The history of the Meiklejohn-Tussman experiments confirms that Evergreen was not a radical new 
invention. Instead it was the continuation of an educational strategy which was first tried at the University 
of Wisconsin in the 1920s, and then at San Jose State, and then at Berkeley just a few years before it was 
eventually tried at Olympia. 

Founding Purposes 

Evergreen State College was created to be a different, nontraditional institution, one which did not 
duplicate the other regional colleges. The planning faculty were given 1 year to decide what kind of college 
it would be. Furthermore they were to prepare a curriculum for October, 1971, when the first one thousand 
students would begin. 

The purposes for creating the college as described by Jones and Smith (1984) included the following 
elements: 

1. To serve the needs of Southwest Washington where much of the demographic growth was expected. 
The authorization bill referred to Evergreen as “Southwest Washington State College” in language 
which paralleled the authorizations of the other three regional institutions; Western, Central, and 
Eastern. 

2. To provide services to state government and its employees.	 The selection of Olympia, the capital 
city, as the site for the new college seemed to give the planners this additional function. 

3. To develop an innovative structure that would not simply duplicate the existing academic resources 
of the state. The State Senator who headed the Temporary Advisory Council of Public Education 
(which recommended the new college) stated at the first meeting of the incipient Board of Trustees, 
“It was not the intent of the Legislature that this be just another 4-year college; it is a unique 
opportunity to meet the needs of the students of today and the future because the planning will not 
be bound by any rigid structure of tradition as are the existing colleges, nor by any overall central 
authority, as is the case in many states.” 

“The basic structure of our coordinated studies program,”Jones (1984) wrote, “follows Tussman’s model 
to the letter.” It was multidisciplinary and theme oriented; it depended on small, intensive seminars; and 
there were common reading lists and schedules. At Berkeley, however, Mr. Tussman’s experiment was 
one small program in a large institution, as Mr. Meiklejohn’s had been at Wisconsin. At Evergreen ten 
coordinated-studies programs are offered each year and form the focus of the entire curriculum. And at 
Evergreen, apparently, the structure has achieved its critical mass (The Chronicle, 1984). 
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Current Demographics 

The original student body of 1,000 in 1971 included a fair number of hippie types. The Chronicle of 
Higher Education (November 14:1984) reported that the academic year 1976-1977 saw the peak enrollment 
of 2530 headcount, and then the enrollment began to drop. True, its enrollment has never approached 
the figure of 10,000 that was originally predicted. In 1986 the enrollment reached 2,838 which was the 
largest ever. The total enrollment for fall 1990 was 3,310. Of these, 3,125 were undergraduate students 
and 185 were graduate students. Fifty-seven percent are women, 43 percent are men. The student body 
is increasing and the college seems to be attracting more women than men. The focus remains principally 
upon undergraduate students. 

According to the Evergreen State College Institutional Report (1989) there were 153 full-time regular 
faculty in 1989 and 30 part-time adjunct faculty. Jones (1981) reported that because of declining enrollment 
Evergreen has been able to staff some programs at a 1 to 15 faculty-student ratio. While an ominous trend 
for the college, this has been good for the experiment. 

A brief overview of the student body underscores the diversity of Evergreen students. The first student 
body in 1971 was composed of students from 35 Washington counties, 41 states, and 3 foreign countries 
(Clemens, 1987). There were various reasons for students to choose such a college. Some were discontent 
with previous college experiences, some believed they could do their own thing, some were simply looking 
for something different. But all held one thing in common: taking risks. They entered a college with no 
history, a very mixed image and still in the process of defining itself. At least faculty and staff were being 
paid for risk taking. In a sense the first Evergreen students were the true pioneers. 

Most scholarly articles praise Evergreen for its dedicated faculty and emphasis on to teaching. Seventy-
four percent of the faculty hold the Ph.D. or its equivalent. Males teachers outnumber their female 
counterparts by a 2:1 ratio. Dr. Charles McCann, former dean of the faculty at Central Washington 
State College and an articulate spokesman for individualizing the college learning experience was selected 
to be the first president of Evergreen College. McHenry (1977) explained that most faculty members 
were hired because of a special competency which this new college needed. The three founding deans all 
matched this model. Mervyn Cadwallader, an exponent of the “moral curriculum,” was hired because he 
had experience with interdisciplinary study at San Jose and SUNY Old Westbury. Charles Teske had 
experience administering independent study at Oberlin. And Don Humphrey had built a reputation for 
imaginative interdisciplinary work in the sciences at Oregon State. Other faculty members were attracted 
to the College because of their quest for a place to teach that emphasized classroom contact with students 
rather than faculty research in the lab. The Olympia campus is partially residential; 27 percent of the 
students live on the campus in 11 residences and 19 modular duplexes. The rest live nearby in rural houses 
or in the communities of Olympia, Lacey, or Tumwater. There is a regular bus service between the campus 
and Olympia. The geographical location of the college meets the needs of its students. The College is 
situated on 1,000 acres of woods and hills and has a 3,300-foot waterfront (salt water) just outside the 
city of Olympia, Washington’s capital. The campus, most of which is forested with alder, maple, and 
Douglas fir, has trails for walking, jogging, and bicycling. The beach provides a perfect place for strolling, 
sunbathing, and marine research. Enrollment is currently just above 3000 students. Eighty-five percent 
are full-time. Students are diverse by age: 51 percent are between 18-24 years of age; 34 percent are 30 
years or older. The median age is 25. 

Financial Base 

The original source of funds for the College came from the state. In fact, it became the first and only 
publicly funded institution of higher education founded in the State of Washington in the 20th century. 
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Jones and Smith stated that every year since 1970 there had been at least one bill introduced into the 
Legislative hopper to close Evergreen, turn it into state offices or at least a southern branch of the University 
of Washington. But the College has survived, in spite of recurrent bills to abolish it. The reasons for its 
survival may be based on the support it receives from the community. Among some of the legislators 
the College is seen as a resource and an asset. The college has also become a very positive force in the 
community and enjoys a healthy relationship with the city of Olympia. Another reason for its survival 
may be the fact that it serves as a continuing-education center for state employees and others based in 
Olympia. When the College was first established it had the support of the state governor, Dan Evans, who 
later became the second president of the College. That may have had a great impact on the survival of 
the College. 

Joseph Olander, who became the third president from 1985 till present, claims that public funding 
has eroded for new and existing curricular programs, faculty development, library acquisitions, financial 
aid, student services, and access to current equipment. He argues that 20 years ago, Washington State 
spent twice as much per capita on higher education as the rest of the country. He contends that today, 
although its expenditures have increased slightly, Washington state ranks 22nd out of 50 states. Evergreen 
is a College, says Olander, whose resources must grow if the future promise of its founding dream is to be 
fulfilled. 

According to College records, in 1985-86, Evergreen received more than $1.3 million in gifts and grants, 
topping the million-dollar mark for the first time. The amount of $24,049,007 was the total for all revenues, 
including $3,505,474 from student tuition and fees, and $13,223,820 state appropriations. But fund raising 
efforts over the next 10 years must increase ten-fold if Evergreen is to go forward. The College must seek 
more support from foundations that believe in the Evergreen dream and want to continue to take risks in 
its behalf (Clemens, 1987). 

Tuition for 1986-87 was $1,212 for an in-state student and $4,206 for nonresidents. Projected annual 
undergraduate tuition for 1991-92 is $1,611 for residents and $5,649 for non-residents. The estimated cost 
of books and supplies is $500. The cost of room and board is approximately $3400, and personal expenses 
are estimated at $1200. 

Student Involvement 

Evergreen is a learning community whose mission revolves principally around its academic mission. 
Therefore, all other aspects of life at Evergreen should not only support the process of teaching and 
learning, but enhance them as well. There are no community service projects. Students work hand in 
hand with their faculty members and the administration. Decision making and governance is a joint effort. 
“Our student-centered philosophy and definition of community has involved students, faculty and staff in 
the governance process from the very beginning,” says Larry Stenberg (Jones 1981). He further stated that 
campus-wide governance has expanded the learning process beyond the classroom and created a better 
understanding of Evergreen and how it functions. Also the College has given students a significant role in 
planning their education through such activities as scheduling and textbook selections. 

According to the school prospectus (1990-91), each year the federal government awards the College 
money to create student jobs. The State of Washington subsidizes career or academically-related employ
ment for students who need such services.The state work study program at Evergreen is used for both on 
and off-campus positions. Student teaching is another area which allows students to use their skills. 

Students do evaluate faculty members, through portfolios and narrative evaluations of their instructors. 
However, student participation as far as voting for faculty retention or dismissal is very minimal. Since 
the faculty has limited time for research, seldom do students get involved in scholarly research work. 
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Student Profiles 

Evergreen is committed to admitting students of diversity. Its low tuition of $3,550 a year, may be 
another contributing factor to its popularity among the masses. The College seeks qualified students who 
demonstrate a spirit of inquiry and a willingness to participate in their educational process within a collab
orative framework. The College has certain admissions standards, but they are not highly selective. The 
College is also interested in attracting students who express an interest in campus or community involve
ment, a respect and tolerance for individual differences, and a willingness to experiment with innovative 
modes of teaching and learning. Lowest acceptable secondary school class standing is 50th percentile. 
Other college entrance exams like SAT or GRE may be considered but they are not required. 

Since Evergreen seeks to achieve a diverse student body, special consideration has been given recently to 
ethnic minorities and nontraditional students. The policy which went into effect in the fall of 1990, replaced 
one in which students from the top 50 percent of their class were admitted on a first-come, first-serve basis 
(Gabelnick, Matthews, & Smith 1990). Evergreen has historically sought to reserve some number of spaces 
in each class for students who have not excelled in high school or college, but who may adapt favorably to 
a noncompetitive, interdisciplinary academic environment. 

Educational Programs 

Evergreen’s curriculum eventually offered students four primary ways of earning credits: 

1. The year-long coordinated studies programs typically involve: one group lecture, two days of smaller 
seminars, and perhaps two workshops or laboratory sessions during a week. Most are created and led 
by three to five faculty members representing various disciplines. They divide their responsibilities 
in advance by preparing contracts that set out the duties of each member of the team; students also 
sign contracts detailing their obligations. Faculty members spend the better part of one day a week 
in a faculty seminar, debating and discussing among themselves a topic related to the program. 

2. Group contracts allow a group of students to organize a course of particular interest to them with a 
willing faculty member or team of faculty members. The course can last from one to three quarters. 

3. Individual contracts permit individual students to study topics of their own choice with a single 
faculty member’s sponsorship. 

4. Internships, which the college encourages, give upperclassmen opportunities to gain experience in 
off-campus jobs. 

The College also offers courses that are more conventional. Subjects that do not lend themselves to 
thematic development in seminars, and subjects that are best learned sequentially, do not fare well in 
the coordinated-studies format. Jones (1981) reports that, “We should not despair if the mathematicians 
and linguists continue to teach courses.” Reaffirmation is a continually recurring theme in the lexicon and 
literature of Evergreen from 1971 to 1986. Accordingly there have been significant changes in the cur
riculum. According to a self-evaluation report, although a program may be offered annually, it is never 
twice the same. The evolution of the curriculum, in fact, began almost as soon as Evergreen opened. The 
most prominent feature of Evergreen’s arts and science education is a curricular commitment to inter
disciplinary teaching and learning, not only in team-taught coordinated studies, but also in thematically 
coherent group and individual contracts. Significant themes and problems promote engagement in study 
by both students and faculty. It is more important that students reap the benefits of studies growing from 
among different fields than that they merely acquire specialized knowledge or cover a body of knowledge. 
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Disciplinary background and sound consistent academic advice become crucial aids to success (Evergreen 
Report, 1986). 

The College has attempted to emphasize Third-World perspectives throughout the curriculum. There 
have also been three developments which have influenced the curriculum to this day: the realization 
that “real-world” themes provide the most powerful focus for coordinated studies, the creation of group 
contracts for specialized learning, and the establishment of the Office of Cooperative Education to find 
more placements for interns (Jones, 1981). Interdisciplinary work has been considered the academic key 
to linking theory and practice, especially if it leads to internships, research, and public service projects. 
One of the factors that contributes to student involvement in the educational program is the part they 
play in curriculum development. At Evergreen there are dedicated bulletin boards throughout the College 
where curricular ideas are constantly submitted for public view. This allows the students to share their 
views with regard to curriculum development. The curriculum is subject to change all the time. But while 
refining the content and structure of its curriculum, and expanding services to southwest Washington and 
state government since its beginning, Evergreen has remained remarkably true to the founding vision of a 
student-centered, interdisciplinary education in the liberal arts. 

At Evergreen it is essential that students receive as much individual attention as possible. For example, 
students regularly organize and conduct book seminars where they read and discuss a book related to 
their program. The purpose of this exercise is to examine a reading assignment in relation to the program 
theme. But there are other benefits. Students learn how to work together as a group by paying attention 
to issues of equivalent participation and relating to implied faculty authority. The seminars are small, and 
students customarily take responsibility for certain parts of the reading and discussion. They are designed 
to be truly interactive and give students practice in problem-solving and group dynamics. 

Core Programs are coordinated study programs especially planned for first year students. While each 
core program has a theme, they all expose students to interdisciplinary learning, to certain learning skills, 
and to the Evergreen approach which places so much responsibility on the individual student to both learn, 
teach, work collaboratively, and to shed any need for competitiveness when it comes to scholarship. 

Individual learning contracts are examples of where a student and faculty member work on a one-to-one 
basis. The contract may include reading, painting, photography, research, field studies or any activity that 
involves the student in individualized learning. These are more common for advanced students with well-
defined goals. Internships are similar to Individual Learning Contracts. There is a one-to-one relationship 
with a faculty member, but also with a field supervisor. 

Evaluation is another special part of the academic structure and student/teacher relationship. Although 
there are no grades, there are regular individual evaluation sessions where the teacher and student share 
and discuss a written evaluation of the student’s activity in the course. The student also prepares a written 
evaluation of the faculty member. That evaluation goes to the Dean after it has been discussed by the 
student with the faculty member. The student has to make a transition from passive learning to active 
learning. 

Perhaps the most serious problem for a faculty member, particularly in this teaching-centered institu
tion, is maintaining contact with the profession and personal advancement. The college is acutely aware 
of this problem. Most faculty members agree that the problem of staying current is real and that the 
Evergreen curricular structure makes it difficult to provide a reduced teaching load in order to facilitate 
part-time research. 

Self-Studies 

According to an Evergreen self-evaluation (1986), this institution has had its problems over the years. 
The college is fully accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges, even though it endures 
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much criticism by many traditional academicians. 
The early years of the College were years of prosperity amid controversy. Student demand was very 

high, and yet some powerful legislators threatened to close Evergreen even before the College opened. In 
addition the local press was less than favorable, but the college benefitted from positive, national exposure. 

The early period of prosperity did not last long. A lack of careful enrollment analyses and the external 
environment masked subtle changes until the situation reached crisis proportions. The College tackled the 
problem head on in the fall of 1978 by commissioning a committee to make recommendations. In February 
of 1979 the committee submitted its report, the first attempt to develop a marketing plan for Evergreen. 
In the fall of that year a comprehensive marketing plan went into effect. The plan included very specific 
strategies for recruiting new students and increasing public awareness. Indeed, the consistent increases 
of new students, the higher retention of current students, and the excellent press Evergreen has received, 
indicate that the implementation of this plan has benefited Evergreen considerably. 

The College has survived in spite of frequent legislative attempts to abolish it (the most recent in April 
1983). Moreover, Evergreen has prospered and is still evolving. During 1985-86 a strategic planning process 
reaffirmed many of the College’s visions, values and aspirations. Some were ideals that finally had become 
reality. Others, like the “issues carousel” (a set of revolving concerns) have continued as works-in-progress 
(Clemens, 1987). 

The College persists in striving for the lofty goals of the 1967 visionaries, but as Provost Hill points out, 
the added challenge is to work even harder now so that Evergreen is accepted. Maintaining an innovative 
spirit and commitment to excellence is demanding in the face of finite resources, increasing enrollment 
pressures, uncertain economy, and a wavering of faith in higher education across the country. Recent 
reports on the national crisis in education call for a reaffirmation of many of the fundamental Evergreen 
principles. Many feel the time is right for education—Evergreen style (Clemens, 1987). 

External Evaluation 

From a national perspective Evergreen State College enjoys an increasingly favorable reputation as one 
of the finest liberal arts colleges in the nation. The November 28, 1983 issue of U.S. News and World 
Report (1987) published the findings of their survey of 1,308 4-year undergraduate schools. A total of 
162 responded, selecting top schools in five categories of liberal arts colleges that grant bachelor’s degrees. 
In the category of smaller comprehensive universities with regional reputations that emphasize the liberal 
arts, Evergreen State College was ranked first in the Midwest and West. 

In September 1984, Parade magazine carried an article written by Lisa Birnbach, citing Evergreen as 
one of: “the 10 best-kept secrets among American colleges.” Two years earlier, Seventeen had proclaimed 
Evergreen along with a handful of other colleges to be a “hidden gem” in higher education. The media 
has projected a very favorable image for Evergreen nationally. The alumni of the College have also been 
instrumental in promoting positive public relations for the College. 

The consistent support of state funds is one reason for the viability of Evergreen. For instance, the 
college does not need to make a profit in order to survive. Political influence has had a great impact on the 
survival of Evergreen. The former governor of Washington state and the now U.S. Senator Dan Evans, was 
the second president of the college in 1977-1983. During his term of office he also employed his political 
credibility and skill as an orator in an ongoing campaign to inform the public about the uniqueness of 
Evergreen. His contributions have had a lasting effect in propelling this college forward. 

The College has also served the needs of the Olympia community and has found a true friend in this 
city. Some community members have even gone to the extent of forming “Friends of the College” who have 
made large contributions to Evergreen during turbulent times. There are many publications and books 
written about the college and this has helped Evergreen immensely. 
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The survival of the College also stems from involved founders who remain committed to their dreams 
even now. Some of them are still faculty members at the College or support it in various ways. For example, 
one member of the original planning group, Richard Jones, is still a faculty member at Evergreen. The 
first president Charles McCann was there long enough to leave a lasting impression on the College. Nine 
years of service helped his predecessors to see a tangible pattern to follow. The College also has devoted 
alumni which help to maintain its viability. 

Conclusions 

Evergreen has focused more on effective teaching than student outcomes. With dedicated teachers 
such an approach to teaching can produce independent, intelligent thinkers. At Evergreen students are 
encouraged to get involved and to apply their knowledge in a proactive way. Therefore, students not only 
learn but they also initiate. 

Evergreen still retains most of its distinctive features. For example, the Evergreen innovation to operate 
without academic departments is still sound and alive. Letter grades continue to be taboo and written 
evaluations are the norm. Evergreen is still committed to collaborative teaching as its primary pedagogical 
mode. Students who choose Evergreen seem to hold similar values such as serving other people, a purpose 
in life, and making the world a better place to live. 
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An Alternative Community and Personal Improvement Center 

Abstract 

There are too few centers for the improvement of whole individuals in social con- 
texts, an area where widely influencing experiments can be explored. This proposal 
outlines a 3 year plan for the development of a not-for-profit, membership-based, 
community-centered improvement center, combining an ever-changing calendar of talks, 
workshops, and seminars with facilities for personal development, craft work, and holis- 
tic health. There is also a strong humanist undercurrent with social and societal goals. 
This document describes the founding principles, constitutional structure, a schedule 
of goals, and financial projections. This is a frank, internal document, and not meant 
for general distribution. 
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1 Introduction and Overview 

1.1 General Overview 

Our world today breeds fractured, fearful, stagnant, convergent, and prejudiced individuals. 
Perhaps these tendencies are not as prevalent as in earlier times, but they exist in all of us 
at  ultimately destructive levels (note the recent war on Iraq, 2003). The dearth of contexts 
available for fostering wellness is largely to  blame. This proposal describes a new attempt to 
develop a community for the improvement of whole individuals, called the Learning Center. 

The Learning Center is to be a not-for-profit combination of an educational institution, 
health club, wellness resort, community center, not-for-profit collective, residential commu- 
nity, and grassroots movement. The Center features an ever-changing, eclectic assortment 
of seminars, workshops, and study groups; resources for skill development and hobby craft 
work; and a workout room, exercise equipment, and group activity areas. Individuals may 
join as members to take unlimited advantage of the Center's activities and become part of 
the democratic government that runs the organization. These members would form the core 
of a non-exclusionary community which emphasizes continuing individualized development 
and the appreciation of the diversity of individuals. The Center will also offer short-term 
lodging for visitors, as well as long-term lodging for members who want to be part of an 
intentional co-housing-like community built around these features. All of these aspects nat- 
urally complement each other, forming an organization capable of truly changing lives, both 
broad enough to resonate with all aspects of society and specific and distinct enough to 
appeal on practical as well as ideological grounds. 

The following subsections describe in more depth each of the key faces of the Learning 
Center. 

1.2 The Improvement Center 

The Center will have an endless calendar of lectures, workshops, and discussion groups, as 
well as resources for intellectual and physical improvement, and personal and vocational 
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growth. The Learning Center is not an adult learning center, in the normal sense: it is 
not just for adults, although everyone will be treated as a mature human being; it is not 
just for intellectual improvement, but improvement of the whole person; it is based on a 
"membership7' financial model, rather than on a per-class basis; and it is not geared toward 
"remedial" classes, but classes for interest. 

The Improvement center is based on principles of Wellness, which are typically put in terms 
of health of the mind, body, and spirit. However, rather than emphasizing the whole "health" 
of the individual, the Learning Center is interested in the value of these three areas of internal 
realestate, which can always be improved. Also, the Center is not a religious institution, 
and supports spiritual wellness through a context which advocates inspiration and a sense 
of community, as well as supporting the "vibrant spirituality in each individual" [12]. 

The Experimental Study Group at  the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is my model in 
this, and presents a time-tested environment that practices many of these principes, though 
in a limited context. Although ESG is technically an "alternative freshman program" at  
MIT, geared toward offering first year students another option for their core classes, it in- 
cludes a much larger social community of learning and goals. ESG prides itself in offering 
many ways to learn, giving students control over their educations, and constantly experi- 
menting to develop new ideas for learning, where many of these experiments are developed 
by upperclassmen who teach in ESG. 

1.3 The Inn and Resort 

The Center will have a number of rooms (probably 8 - 12) available for daily rent for va- 
cationers who want to visit the area around the Center as well as take advantage of the 
activities and features of the Center. 

By its "Inn and Resourt" characteristics, I do not simply mean the Center's potential for 
enhancing vacationers' visits to  an area. The structural and systemic aspects which are found 
in Bed and Breakfast Inns, in particular, happen to coincide perfectly with those which best 
form a residential branch of the Learning Center. 

The Learning Center would combine something the luxury expected of a Bed and Breakfast 
with an exciting and goal-orented resort-like atmosphere. In this way, the Learning Center 
follows the Peace Abbey in Sherborn, MA, which offers comfortable lodging for the purpose 
of mediating on peace. 
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1.4 The Co-Housing Collective 

One hope is that for some people, the Learning Center will become a residence and a way 
of life. The Learning Center has the structure of a commune, for those who choose to take 
part in it, working together to live well, improve themselves, and further the goals of the 
institution. The rooms available for overnight visitors may also be rented on a longer-term 
basis like a apartment, where the community aspects of living take place in the various 
common areas. 

However, just as the community aspects are of great value, so is personal space and inde- 
pendence, making the Learning Center similar to a co-housing community, where each unit 
shares in the community while maintaining its own internal structure. 

1.5 The Community Center 

The Center would be a gathering place for a great diversity of people interested in improving 
themselves. To facilitate this, there will be comfortable places to lounge around and com- 
mune, either after finishing work for the day, or during the day for those with work they can 
bring to the Center. As a community center, the Center would draw people together, offer 
conference space for open activities, and offer inspiring foci for gathering. It would offer this 
hospitality as it could to locals and foreigners alike. 

This kind of community center is similar to that of a Palestinian Matafa, or meeting house. 
The Lucy Parsons Center is also a model in purposed community centers. 

1.6 The Movement towards Utopian Goals 

The Learning Center has an ulterior motive of wide-spread social change, and will act both 
as a example for future communities and a source of ideas and methodologies which apply 
to life in general. These goals address how people respond to differences and the goals and 
self-directiveness of individuals in a changing society. It is also to address how people should 
work together in society. The Center must itself be a model of the way this future society 
should be, as well as organize people for social change by recognizing these characteristics. 

These individual, communal, and societal goals are the true purpose of the Learning Center. 
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1.7 Situational Expectat ions 

To give an idea for to what sort of context the following proposal applies, below is a de- 
scription of a hoped-for physical space for the Center. Also included are floorplans for a 
hypothetical and a plausible building and use of spaces. 

The space should be able to be divided into general areas: 

a Guest Rooms/Personal Spaces 

Personal spaces are furnished rooms with individual bathrooms. There should be 
between 6 and 20 rooms, and ideally 20% of the rooms will be hostel style, 30% will 
have 2 single beds, and 50% will have 1 double bed. These would be used for both 
short and long-term lodging. 

a Commons Area 

The common area is the bulk of the improvement center area. The common area will 
be split into three main sections, each of which has approximately a third of the space 
allocated to it. Each draws on a different function of wellness. For more information, 
see THE THREE PILLARS CENTER.OF THE LEARNING 

Spirit Function: These are community spaces, with open areas for intereaction and 
fluid usage, and kitchen for community use. 

Understanding Function: These are intellectual spaces, with information resources, 
classrooms, discussion areas, and "exhibits" for exploration. 

Skill Function: These are the spaces for "physical" pursuits, including athletics, sports, 
as well as arts, and crafts. 

a Members' Area 

This is a space set aside specifically for members and their guests. This may include a 
kitchen, and a smaller common space including a smaller lounge. 

The Members' area also includes resource rooms, like the Laundry Room, storage, 
mail, and publications. 

a Administrative Area 

Administrative areas will be places to store and work on records for internal function- 
ing, and for providing information for communication with the outside world. This 
may also include a "front desk", to welcome visitors to the Center. When the front 
desk is not staffed, the front door would be locked. 

Some sections of the area will sparkle with luxury, others with usefulness, but each will be 
a reflection of the whole Center, in all its complexity. 
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Figure 2: Captain Freeman Inn Adoption, Case Study 

I imagine the areas speckled with art that is both intricate and multidisciplinary. Examples 
include works by Escher and the art of Graeme Base in The Eleventh Hour: A Curious Mystery. 

Example Activities 

Example activities for the improvement center include workshops in juggling, wood-carving, 
or writing; discussion groups about political candidates, ethics, or social trends; seminars in 
modern and experimental physical theory, the interface between science and music, or Freud; 
talks by local artists, scientists, and activists; and classes in yoga, massage, or theater. After 
their introduction through such organized activities, participants would be encouraged to 
continue by working together and organizing activities themselves, thereby ensuring contin- 
uing and interesting activities. 

MIT offers an unlimited source of contacts and experience in finding interesting people to 
visit. Another source of people will be workers in the local community to display their 
work and talk about it ,  many of which will come just for an audience, honoraria, or press. 
In addition, contacts in the Society for Creative Anachronism and other activity-charged 
organization can be encouraged to get involved and bring their skills. 
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2 Basic Structures 

2.1 Individual Classifications 

The following "types" of people (which form overlapping classifications) will be discussed: 

a Non-Residential Visitors 

People who are there for the day or for a particular activity. Almost all participants 
in the Center will start as visitors, paying for the activities they participate in, like an 
adult learning center. 

a Residential Visitors 

Residential visitors are people who are vacationing in the area of the Center and want to 
use the Center as a kind of vacation-enhancing Bed and Breakfast. They will naturally 
spend much of their time away from the Center, but part of the attraction for lodging 
there will be that activities that run during their time. 

a Guests of Members 

Guests are considered prospective members. They accompany a member and come 
at  his or her recommendation. They have many of the rights of members, for the 
limited time that they are at  the Center, but do not have the responsibilities and the 
corresponding rights of authority. 

a Members 

Members are people will full rights and responsibilities. They pay a monthly price 
for using the Center space as often as they like and participating in any activities 
(although there may be additional costs relating to activity materials). They also have 
equal power in the governance of the Center, deciding where money should be spent 
and what activities should happen. 

a Officers 

Officers have responsibilities over arenas of the organization, and make sure that things 
that need to get done are done to make the Center work effectively. Officers are always 
members, and have special roles in the governing of the organization. 

a Volunteers, Paid and Unpaid 

Volunteers are absolutely necessary to the smooth functioning of the organization. 
They are officially solicited perform needed tasks. Volunteer labor need not be unpaid, 
but it must be motivated by of individuals' desire to help the community. Often, 
though, pay for a service task will take the form of decreased membership dues. 
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a Paid Helpers 

Helpers are hired help taken from outside the community. While helpers are probably 
necessary to start, they create a disjunction between the operation of the organiza- 
tion and the goals that the organization is trying to promote, and as a result are 
undesireable. 

2.2 Officers 

The constitution structure necessarily must be modified to fit the people whom it concerns, 
to fit the roles they are fit to fill. On the other hand, there are rules that make the structure 
so things which need doing are done, and that change to fit the people is possible. 

There will be four administrative officers, all of which must be members of the Center. 
Officers are in charge of various arenas in the Center. They have budgets to facilitate their 
responsibilities. These budgets are discussed and decided by the entire community. 

Officers may have others work under them, and are encouraged to do so, particularly deputies 
learning large parts of the officers' jobs. If any such position is to  be long-standing, the 
individual must be a member. It is the officer's perrogative to let another have any task. 
However, the officer must be capable and willing to take any task which is not being done 
by another withing his arena. 

a Housekeeper 

The "Keeper of Stuff", in charge of cleaning, maintenance, and tracking of all rooms 
and equipment. A Jungian Sensor. 

The Housekeeper deals with all of the physical details of the Learning Center. This 
includes the organization of the spaces, the craft and shop equipment and equipment 
for physical improvement, and a storage. 

This also includes maintaining the cleanliness of the spaces, for which the housekeeper 
may choose to hire paid helpers (cleaners). 

a Provost 

The educational coordinator, organizer of activity leaders and the calendar of events. 
A Jungian Intuitive. 

The Provost is primarily interested in possibilities and the activities of the asylum in- 
volved in helping individuals pursue their own potentials. The Provost is also concerned 
with quality control and maintaining contacts and "open doors" for future activities. 

a Innkeeper 
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The equivalent of a hostess or bar tender, concerned with living and social matters of 
satisfaction and communication. A Jungian Feeler. 

The Innkeeper is a combination of a host/hostess, bar tender, guidance councillor, and 
gossip. The Innkeeper is the heart of the Center. It is he or she who will welcome 
new visitors, be involved in attracting visitors, and be there for general helpfulness and 
information flow. 

President 

The president is responsible for finances, protocols, legal matters, and other adminis-
trative issues. A Jungian Thinker. 

The President is the red-tape of the Center. However, the president's job extends far 
beyond paper work, and includes the smoth running of the organization as a whole, 
with its internal bureaucracy, and the interaction between it and the rest of the world. 
This includes ritual facilitation, information tracking, and legal and financial matters. 

The terms of office for all of the administrative officers can be quite long. 

Officers should work together on advertising materials, including the webpage, with the 
design decisions ultimately the responsibility of the innkeeper, and much of the content the 
responsibility of the president and provost. 

2.3 Membership 

Unlike Adult Learning Centers, the Learning Center does not address costs on a per-project 
basis. Rather, it is designed more like a health center, or a cooperative. 

Membership entails owning a part of the institution, including paying for its maintenance 
and having a say in how the institution runs. All members have some say in where their 
money goes- what times of the day and week they want to support activities, what areas 
they are particularly interested in helping to maintain and improve. Members would have 
unlimited use of the areas and full voting rights, with their say on issues being as much as 
any other member's say, including the officers. 

Members may choose to pay for long-term residence, but this does not confer any special 
status on a member. Residence is a thoroughly distinct option. 

2.4 Decision-Making and Goverance 

All decision effecting the entire community are made by the entire community. However, the 
process by which this is done is by delegating responsibility to another group which then 
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may make decisions dictatorially, only to be vetoed by a majority of the group. The entire 
group is responsible for reviewing and approving the decisions of others, not making the 
decisions collectively. 

The most important principle of governance in the Learning Center is the ability for indi- 
viduals and committees to get authority over those things they are organizing. The included 
figure show how power is decisions are made in the Center. 

Figure 3: Authority Sturcture of the Center 

An "option": a suggestion for policy or action, is created by an individual or a group, and 
this group presents itself, along with its option to the Council of Members (A). Depending 
on what kind of option the group proposes, it might be called a committee (if it exists to 
carry out a task), an authority (if it holds power over an arena), or a representative (if it 
can act in the name of the Council). Representatives groups may do the actions of the 
Council in the description here, if they are within its realm of representation. The Council 
approves of the option by unanimously giving the group the authority to carry out the option 
it presented (B). The Council may not place restrictions on the group, but it may withhold 
approval until certain restrictions are agreed to. After this point, the group is responsible 
for reporting to the Council on its work, progess, success, and difficulties (C). If the Council 
decides at  some point that its wishes are not being accurately carried out, it may choose to 
annul the authority of the group, withdrawing its authority from the actions of the group, 
by a 1/2 vote (D). It may propose that the group adopts a policy or takes an action. The 
group may refuse, by the veto of any of its members (E), in which case, the Council may 
force the adoption or action by a 2/3 vote (F). 
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Ways the diagram works: 

The Initial Authorities 

The president, over legal and budgetary matters. 
The provost, over improvement center matters. 
The innkeeper, over community matters. 
The housekeeper, over equipment and material matters. 

The SCA Autocrat 

If someone is running an event, they come up with the idea, are given authority in the 
form of money and support, and report back. Considerable unhappiness (112 vote) is 
needed to disband them. 

Porto Alegra Budget 

All members create group of representatives (one authority) who then create a proposal. 
There exists a budgetary officer, the president, (another authority). If the budget officer 
veto the proposed budget, the representatives need a 213 vote to over-rule. 

Congress-Style Bill 

Someone proposes that "We [as a group] follow this rule under these circumstances." 
In one case, everyone agrees with the suggestion to an extent that all will follow it, in 
which case, no decision need being made. Otherwise, this can be done either of two 
ways: 

A) As a vetoed proposal to a committee of all, which must be over-rulled by a 213 
vote. 

B) A rule that needs an inforcement device- in which case, the enforcement authority 
must be created through unanimous choice. 

Inter-group decisions 

Many difficulties arise at  larger levels than a single group. Assume that there are many 
groups. How does this work for making larger decisions? 

Individual groups impower representatives who join inter-group discussions. These 
discussions result in "options" (just like any authority, committee, or group of repre-
sentatives might). Then each group can choose to join the option (like a large-group 
budget) or not. 

Concerns: 

Decisions still need to be made, even if consensus is not possible 

True, but not necessarily *new* things. Expected necessities are already built into 
appropriate authorities. 
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a Will there be terms of office 

Most "giving of authority" will come with limits of various sorts. 

a A 2/3 vote is necessary to override an authorities decision, but only 1/2 
vote is necessary to remove all power from it. Is not the latter more likely? 

Perhaps. However, if people have so little confidence in the "general* competence 
of the authority that they want to destroy it, then it should go away. More likely, 
a particular aspect of the authority will be seen as incongruous with the will of the 
community and will be overridden. 

In addition, the 1/2 to stop power is for stopping an authority from actively exercising 
its power, while the 2/3 to force is to make the authority take an action that it does 
not wish to. 

a Are there adequate checks and balances? 

The members as a whole have enough direct power that a complete system of checks 
and balances is not necessary. However, power is spread out so that no one person or 
group will have all of it. 

Conflict resolution is another important aspect of governance. Conflict are inevitable, and 
may take the form of harassment and discrimination, as well other infringements of others 
rights. If a conflict occurs between members and visitors, it should be resolved under the 
jurisdiction of the President, as the person most interested in facts and policy. However, if 
the conflict occurs between members, a group consisting of the inflicted, the inflictor, and 
mediators is formed. This group must come to a consensus decision on the course of action 
taken and punishment incurred. 

2.5 Rituals 

Rituals are simply the periodic get-togethers which help keep the community together by 
developing symbols of importance to it. 

a Daily Ritual: Breakfast 

Drawing on the principles of a Bed and Breakfast, the Center will have a daily get 
together around breakfast. This is a time to  talk about the events of the day, as a 
fresh start, when the participants are still newly awoken. 

a Weekly Ritual: Weekend Lunch 

The weekly ritual will also center around food, but with more emphasis on the vibrant 
energy of the community. The Weekend Lunch will be a time for much of the commu- 
nity to get together and share news. There would be a time for annoucements, and 
short matters of business (group decision-making) . 
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a Biseasonly Ritual: Center Events 

Center Events would happen about once every 6 weeks, or twice a season with the 
events near the equinoxes and solstices being the greater of the two. These would 
combine a variety of actractive activities, and would be open to the public as a demon- 
stration of the Center as a whole. 

These would be a time to show off the work that the Center and individuals therein 
have been developing, making the event itself part of the goal that is necessary to make 
the process possible and encourage people to spend their energy. 

a Yearly Ritual: Center Anniversaries 

Every year, there will be a large event, drawing together people many associated with 
the Center and groups like it. If the efforts to spawn a larger movement succeed, this 
will be a get together of people from all parts of the movement everywhere. 

2.6 Communication 

There are a number of important roles for communication in the Gumption Center and the 
importance of communication impells a corresponding variety of means of communication. 

a Posted Communication 

Information, including on the government, will be clearly posted and kept up to date, 
as is the habit of a well-run dormatory. Ever Green College, an innovative liberal 
arts college, has "bulletin boards throughout the College where curricular ideas are 
constantly submitted for public view7' [20, Ever Green]. This is similar to the ESG 
system of posting ideas for study groups and seminars, and their sign-up sheets [16, 
361. 

a Newsletter 

The Center needs to  have a newsletter to  go out to all of its members. The newsletter 
would include information about upcoming activities, recent and future decisions, and 
articles which might be of interest to members of the Center (such as the work of one of 
its members). The newsletter would also include a way to get feedback from members 
about activity interest and for governance decision-making. 

a The World Wide Web 

The Internet is a place for information about the Center and information of the Center. 
It has at  least two distinct uses and audiences. The front-most is to visitors, who want 
to know about the Center: activities that are open to the public, spaces available for 
visitor lodging, and information "about" the Center. However, the webpage is also 
a place to make available information for current participants of the Center. Such 
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NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 

IN THE 
UNITED STATES 

Gumption Retreat Response Card PLEASE REPLY BY MAY 15 

. . ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~ ; . , " 0 +  

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

Gumption Retreat 
3141 East West Street 
Anyhow Town, XX 99999 

~vztvN n d Tzme @a/ae*f~fe&---

Figure 4: Example Response Card for Newsletter 

17 

r m ~ ~ m a n r ~ n ~ r r . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . . dp~+03$$Z2+eef 
Topic Presentation 
Robert Pi&-- "East Meets West" BBBBAdam Smith-- "History of the Clay Tile" 
Issac Asimov-- "How to Write Sci-Fi" 
Colloquium on the Effects of the Internet 

Academic Classes 

IIBeginning Number Theory 
Alternative Sources of Energy 
Science, Mathematics, and Music 

Discussion Groups 

Smoking in the Courtyard ~ O O O  
22% of members smoke. Complaint: rules cause exclusion 
from group; smoke outdoors will not cause discomfort. 
Should smoking be allowed in the courtyard? 

Funds for New Books 0000 
Request of $200 for 10 new science books, various subjects. 
Last purchase 4 months ago; science book requests high. 

Spring Picnic and Show 
RSVPs needed for May 29 picnic event. Lunch & Desert: $6 

Plato's Republic 
Show at 3:00, $2 additional (covers costumes). 

Current Canidates for Mayor RSVP: Picnic Rsv's: Show Rsv's: 
Ethical Issues in Science 

Workshops 
Andean Weaving: The Backstrap Loom 
Uses of the Operational-Amplifier 
Soap-Making 

Athletic Activities 
Yoga 
Fencing Practice 
Softball (wl local competitions) 

Other 
"Pippin" Theater Production (pls. comment) 
Candle Party 
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resources would include past activity handouts, upcoming event planning, and contact 
information for people with authority over different activities. 

Email Lists 

Email lists are an important way to  advertise activities, share interests, and discuss 
import issues. The most important structural aspect for taking advantage of this 
medium is a mechanism for creating arbitrary numbers of lists for many different 
purposes, whose subscribers can be derived from other lists. 

Mass Media Information 

The Center can easily be misunderstood by the local media, which has a great influ-
ence over the opinions and potential participation of local individuals. By developing 
a relationship with local newspapers and other media, the Center can make the power 
of mass media work to its advantage, with information about Center activities, infor-
mative press releases, and invitations to events. 

People as a Communication Medium 

The most important method of communication is through people, inside and outside 
the Center. One of the roles of the Innkeeper is to make sure that people talk to each 
other under many circumstances, and to collect rumors which suggest ways the Center 
is being misunderstood, misused, or misdirected. In this way, the Innkeeper acts as a 
Connector, in the sense described by Malcolm Gladwell [21]. 

Center Phone Book 

To ficiliate communication between members, most of whose time will be spend at  
their homes or jobs, the Center will publish a regularly updated phone book with the 
contact information of all members. 

2.7 Growth and Movement 

The Learning Center will multiply by dividing. Every time it reaches approximately 150 
members, it is time for the organization to split and spawn another location, based on the 
same principles but with necessarily unique particulars. This is based on the considerable 
evidence for the upper limit on the size of a community [21]. 

An important mechanism for growth is an enduring endowment. The following flow chart 
shows how extra money (non-membership dues or residence fees) is distributed and used. 
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Supplc.rncntalSources: 1 M c m l r ~ l ~ f p  
, Fee 

Interest Accounts: ; 

Rudgels: 

--.-
----

Figure 5: Flowchart for the Center Endowment 

2.8 Potential Community Areas 

Community spaces are designed for comfort and interaction; anyone can use the space and 
hang out. Potential rooms and spaces include a lounge, dining room, communal kitchen, 
games room, a stage, a bar or cafe, and a store. The resouces to be found in the commu-
nity areas may include member mailboxes, tables, couches, and storage for entertainment, 
cleaning, and working (office) supplies. 

Proposed division of space: 

Common Lounge: 112 

With sofas, tables, and chairs, and some sort of wild life (fish, plants, or iguanas). 
Possibly a hammock. 

Dining Room: 116 

Community Kitchen: 116 

The kitchen should have spaces for public and private food storage. 

Storage: 1/12 

Bathroom: 1/12 

2.9 Potential Understanding Areas 

The Understanding areas might include a lecture hall, or smaller relative thereof, library, 
computer room, lab room, study areas, and a variety of rooms with tables, chairs, and 
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resources for particular academic pusuits, like mathematics, sciences, literature, and engi-
neering. 

The following refers to spaces as "optimized7' for various uses. That is, these spaces would 
have appropriate resources and a setup that is refined and improved from using the space 
for the sorts of activities. Proposed division of Space: 

Optimized for Humanities: 114 

A center-facing room, with many books. 

Optimized for ScienceIMath: 1/4 

An individual-centered, or possibly front-centered room, again with books. 

Optimized for Information Resources: 1/4 

A kind of miniature library or museum would be ideal, with a variety of books and 
computers. 

Optimized for Labs/Workshops: 1/4 

With a large table, equipment, materials, and a water supply. 

2.10 Potential Skill Areas 

Skill areas might include a shower room, a pool, a room with a wood floor, a room with 
a padded floor, a metal shop room and a wood working room, a sound-isolated room for 
music, and a comfortable room that can be easily cleaned for crafts. 

Proposed division of Space: 

Hard Exercise: 113 

With Exercise Equipment, hard wooden floor, and one wall covered in mirrors. Used 
for dance, theater, and gymntastics. 

Soft Exercise: 113 

Large, with a padded floor and minimal gymnastic equipment. Again, one wall should 
be covered in mirrors. This room could be used for martial arts and aerobics. 

Machine Shop: 116 

The machine shop would include power tools for working both wood and metal. 
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a ArtIMusic Room: 116 

The art room would include many art supplies. If there are more than one room, then 
each room would have supplies appropriate to  a type of art. 

So much of the space is used for "exercise" just because that needs more room for moving 
around. The rooms for hard and soft exercise can be combined, with a roll-out pad. 

Figure 6: Proposed Division of Space 
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3 Motivations and Inspirations 

3.1 Educational Motivation 

For the past century, there has been an ongoing crisis in education worldwide. Students are 
being frightened away from intellectual pursuits and get warped conceptions of proper health 
and fitness; they are forced to be docile and uncreative; and naturally become unmotivated 
and juvenile by their lack of responsibility and healthy learning environments. 

Long has it been said that to change the world into a better place and change the way 
people think, the changes must start young. High schools complain that by the time they 
get children, their time previous has been essentially wasted. Graduate schools complain 
that they are forced to teach graduate students basic material that they should have learned 
long ago. 

I wish to propose another option than blaming children or placing the responsibility of 
change on them. For things to change, change must start with the groups in which people 
self-associate. 

The following are the goals I see as central to the Improvement Center of the Learning 
Center: 

a Better Learning 

Learning is schools is warped by many other concerns, on the part of the teachers, 
students, and administration. Teachers are forced to busy themselves with discipline, 
grades, and unhappy parents. Students, in general, do not want to be in school and are 
uninterested in the subject material they are forced to digest. Administrators, under 
budgetary, community, and accredidation pressures, are primarily interested in putting 
a good "face" on the students and their activities, irrespective of the long-term effects 
of that conformity. 

The Learning Center, in contrast, is entirely voluntary and self-initiated. It is this 
resonance of goals which will inspire students to Deep Learning. 

a Community of Learning 

Learning is not simply the result of an individual effort. 

a The Liberal Education 

St. John's College, a liberal arts college, holds that the purpose of the liberal education 
is to give the "useful7' arts of living a basis in the "liberal arts: the arts of apprehending, 
understanding, and knowing ... the intellectual virtues" [18, 71. Education is about 
virtue. 
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a Striving to Improve 


a Acceptance of Divergent Learning 


a Reason to Learn 


a Self-Initiated Learning 


a Balanced Pursuits 


a Resonance between Pursuits 


When one explores any area of human pursuit, it helps one in all of the others. This 
is a natural synthesis that exists in endless combinations of enterprises. 

Every area of human pursuit is characterized by a distinct "way of thinking," and each 
way of thinking is limited and the perspective it can take on the nature of things. 

a Unending Learning 

St. John's College calls its members of the faculty "tutors" "to signify that it is not 
their chief role to profess or lecture in their field of expertise but to guide the students 
through the program of study7' [18,41. E.S.G. called its instructors "elder learners" 

3.2 Inclusion of Exercise and Craft Areas 

We do not want to put an emphasis on appearance, but exercise areas have other benefits, 
which will be outlined here. 

3.3 Context for Other Activities 

This can be a place for home schoolers to get together. 

This space, with its programs already running, will be used for a summer camp for children. 

3.4 Inclusion of a Bed and Breakfast 

The Bed and Breakfast idea complements the other aspects of the Gumption Center in many 
ways. 

a Startup Mechanism 
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The scope of the Center's activities and goals are so vast that they need to start 
somewhere. The Bed and Breakfast will offer a foothold for further expansion. 

a Reason for Space 

This is the most directly practical reason. It will be difficult a t  first to find individuals 
who want to join an experimental intentional community. 

a Place for Utopia Building 

a Attendance for Classes and Events 

Members will attend activities as the times and interest coincide with their own. How- 
ever, a much higher percentage of Bed and Breakfast visitors may be expected to, since 
the activities during their stay will be one of the principle attractions and part of their 
visiting fee will go towards making these activities possible. 

a A Natural Fit for Modern Lives 

Many people today are extremely busy and feel they have no extra time and energy to 
spare on improving themselves. However, the vacation is a perfect time for these kinds 
of activities. 

a Income for Learning Center 

The B&B will act as a steady source of income to support other activities and lower 
the cost that members need to pay. 

a Large World Connection 

[communication, spreading ideals; natural place for the necessity of visitors] 

a Making Visitors Serious 

a Coincidence of Structure 

The commune-like atmosphere with greater personal space and independence of bed 
and breakfasts, along with the ritual of daily breakfast, and the conveniences of cleaning 
and communal repairs, points to a distinct resonance between the Bed and Breakfast 
and the residencial aspects of the Center. 

Another convenient similarity is that those things that a B&B tries to do for its patrons 
- provide information and resources related to nearby attractions - are the same things 
the Learning Center will do for its members. 

The following is a discussion of possible objections and ways of dealing with them. 

a Extra-Community Interference 
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The Learning Center common area should be "owned" by its members. They should 
feel like it is their space, an extension of their homes. The introduction of strangers, 
additionals stress, the need for hospitality, combined might drive members away. 

These are true, but necessary, I claim, even without this additional structure. The 
solution is to have a "community lounge7' only open to  members and their personal 
guests. 

a Incompatibility of Ideas 

It might be said that a B&B main purpose is service to its patrons, while the Learning 
Center's is service to oneself; or that B&B's are concerned with comfort, luxury, and 
romance, and that these ideals detract from those of the Center. 

a Divisive Time and Resource Allocation 

Including a Bed and Breakfast requires more space, more time, a larger budget - in 
general, more considerations, when every additional consideration puts the Center at  
this stage on shaker ground. 

4 Financial Projections 

This financial calculations cannot be done as though the organization were in a steady state. 
Areas will constantly be improved and revalued. This is modeled using differential equations. 

All equations will be in terms of a 1month. 

4.1 Finances Organization 

It is not enough to design a model where revenue equals expenses. There are different areas 
of revenue, such as the benefits to  members versus those to Bed and Breakfast patrons, which 
should as much as possible compensate within themselves. To make things more difficult, 
the proposal describes the creation of an institution, and its financial makeup is expected to 
change over that time, so that those changes need to be built in here. Initially, the Center 
will be predominantly a Bed and Breakfast, with very few members. That source of income 
should support its own displacement as a source of income for any purpose but itself. 

Below are the different pieces of the organization for which interrelated financial projections 
will be developed. 

a Members 
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Residence for Members 

Visitors of Residence 

Non-Residential Visitors 

4.2 Situational Factors 

Personal Spaces 

N personal spaces 

Spaces 

ri is the size (ft2) of each personal space 
si is the common spaces (sois the lounge) 
ti is the community (members) space (tois the lounge) 

Mortgage, Heating, Lights, and Building Taxes are equally split among the different 
areas. 

4.3 Members Projection 

Income: Membership Fees 

Ideally, or eventually, membership fees will be done on a donations-only basis, with suggested 
donations. If a formal business plan is needed for loans, the following will be required. 

Adult Memberships 

Adults are defined as 16 and up, or based on their financial independence. 

wadult/month 
mad& members 

Child Memberships 

Children are up to 10 years old. 

wchildlmonth 
mchild members 

Middle Memberships 

Adolescents are from 11 to 15. 

wmiddle/month 
rnmiddlemembers 
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Family Memberships 

There will not be separate fanlily memberships. 

Enrollment Fees 

Enrollment fees will be useful for the few things that  are needed at enrollment: a new 
mailbox and membership card. This should also go toward building t,he next location, 
slowly building a down-payment. 

Expenses 

Webpage Domain 
I.T,j7ebDonmi,n 

3 

4.4 Residence for Members Projection 

There are 17' personal spaces total; at any t,inie n are being used a,s residences. 

Income: Rental Costs 

ujmonth 
n residential members 

4.5 Visitors Projection 

Income: Visit Costs 

Full Use Visitors 

z/day 
klday expected daily use visitors 

Specific Activity Visitors 

gjday + an amount based on the activity for specific use 
//day expected special activity visitors 
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Expenses 

a Webpage Domain 
I.T,,-e bDonmi,n 


3 


4.6 Residence for Visitors Projection 

There are l\T personal spaces total; at any time, i\T - n are available for visitors. 

Income: Visit Costs 

a Daily Visitors 


zdaily /day 

a(iV - n)/day expect,ed residence rate 


a Weekly Visitors 


zweekly/week 

P(N - n)/week expected residence rate 


Expenses 

a Webpage Domain 

4.7 Activity Leaders 

The following considerations ca,n charact,erize a,n activity and effect how much should be 
paid t80 tmhe act8ivity lea,der for organizing and running the a~t~ivi ty.  If t8he leader is a member, 
the pay will be reflected in a lowering of the member's dues. 

a Leader Relation 

The leader majr have no relation to the Learning Center (a "foreigner"); be associated 
by chance (a "local"), or associated by choice (a "member"). 

Leader Relation: Foreigner Local Member 
Coefficient: 1.5 1.3 1 
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Leader Knowledge 

The leader may need to have considerable expertise in the field ("expertise"); consid-
erable past experience ("familiarity"); or majr just need t,o have the energy to organize 
the activity ("ignorance"). 

Participants Role 

Leader Knowledge: 
Coefficient: 

The participants majr have no significant role in the preceding (as an "audience"), 
have a structured role (as "participants"), or be in charge of their own projects for the 
duration of the activity. like in a lab class (as "free-running7'). 

The coefficient for the number of participants depends on their roles and is wrapped up 
in this coefficient. 11: is the intended number of participants, or groups of participants. 

Expertise 
1.5 

I Participants Role I Audience I Participants I Free-Runners I 

Activity Duration 

The activity may continue for a period of time. like a season, (called "ongoing"), or 
for a set number of times (if it is run once. it is called "one-shot"). 

Familiarity 
1 

Activity Duration: 
Coefficient: 

Work Design 

Ignorance-
.a 

I I I 

The a,ctivitymay have all of it8swork build into the ca,sual participation of the activity 
("a,tmosphericn work), or given in addition to the act,ivit,y: like homework ("work-
based7'):or the work involved could be in the effect,ing of some considerable project, 
("project-based7'). 

One-Shot 
1.5 

Coefficient: 1 log*(x)/.l 1 '12/3 

Activity Structure 

The activity may have a set plan for moving from one topic to another in a logical 
pattern ("structured") or simple have a number of aspects which will be addressed 
from various directions ("essential"). 

1.5 

Ongoing 
1 

Activity Structure: 
Coefficient: 

Work Design 
Coefficient: 

x times 
1+ .5/x 

Structured 
1.5 

Atmospheric 
.8 

Activity Uniqueness 

This may be the first time the activity is created and run (.'createdm).or it could use 
the materials and methods of an activity that has been run in the past ("re-run"). 

Essential 
1 

Activity Uniqueness: 
Coefficient: 

Work-Based 
1 

Session Preparation Time x Calculation 
1+ 212 

Project-Based 
1.3 

Created 
1.5 

Re-Run 
1 

Past Runs x 
1.5(x+ 1)2-" 
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a Other Factors 

The following factors have been intentionally left out, as they do not reflect differences 
of ideological interest. 

Frequency (common, uncommon, or rare), Popularity, Reservations requirements, the 
existence of a distinct coordinator who is not the activity leader, leader position (recita- 
tion instructor, subgroup leader, helper), the experience level of the participants, the 
amount of reseach involved, the willingness of the leader, and the wages for time spent 
after the activity is officially complete. 

The product of all of these factors, times minimum wage, equals the hourly wage for an 
activity leader. 

4.8 Mortgage and Loans 

The largest cost will probably be the mortgage and loan payments. These take two forms. 

The equation for the fixed monthly payments on a loan is given by: 

where M is the monthly payment, P is the loan amount, i is the interest rate per year, and 
n is the number of years. 

Startup Loan 

The Startup Loan will be between $10,000 and $200,000, depending on how much work needs 
to be done on the location and how much of the down-payment will need to be paid for by 
the loan. 

For example, a $100,000 startup loan, repaid over 3 years, at  5% interest would result in a 
monthly payment of $2997.09. 

Mortgage Loan 

The Mortgage loan will be a standard 30 year loan for between $300,000 and $2,000,000. 

For example, a $900,000 mortgage loan, repaid over 30 years, at  5% interest requires a 
$4831.40 monthly payment. 
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The t,otal monthly loan payment would be $7828.49or an average of $260.95per day. 

The Victory Inn 

$150,000startup loa,n for a down pa,yrnent on the Victory Inn would require a monthly 
payment of $4495.64. 

$1,350,000mortgage loan to buy the Victory Inn would require a monthly payment of 
$6743.95. 

Tot,al, there would be loan payments of $11239.59per month or $374.65per day. 

4.9 Estimates 

I7ariable Lower Limit Upper Lirnit Expected 
L\J 
 6 2 0 10 
a 0 I .5 
rn 2 0 150 100 
n 1 11;- 2 4 

k / day 0 10 2.5 
1 / day 0 10 2.5 

w / month $5 $100 $25 
u / month $300 $2000 $750 

Y 1 day $0 $15 $2 
x / day $5 $20 $5 
z / day $75 $200 $125 

Table 1: Estimated Financial Projections 

The largest cost on the Center will be the commercial mortgage. which is going to he around 
$5,000per month (possibly up to $10,000.though), followed by the combined cost of normal 
maintenance. utilities, and taxes, another $2,500per month. 

Outfitting a room for visitors will cost between $1500 and $2500. 
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5 The Summer Camp 

One of the stated goals of the center is to  demonstrate clearly and emphatically to both 
members of the community and to a wider audience that it is possible for members of all 
backgrounds to overcome prejudice and further their respective goals by working together 
on common interests. This includes the estranged relationship between members of different 
age groups as well as ethnic and economic groups. Adults and teenagers often view each 
other will suspicion and even contempt, and many adults still hold the damaging belief that 
children should be "seen and not heard" ; as with other types of prejudice, this phenomenon 
is a result of social norms, and can be reduced significantly if the groups learn to appreciate 
each other and see that they can help each other reach their larger goals while working on 
smaller day-to-day projects together. 

Ironically, it is largely as a result of this problem that it will be difficult to attract children 
and adolescents to the center at  first. Additionally, the limited monetary means and the 
decreased access to transportation as well as the fact that many students have grown to 
despise learning after the damaging social and academic environment of most schools will 
further contribute to the challenge. Thus, a unique strategy must be used to attract members 
of this group. A summer overnight camp that shares the facilities and resources of the rest 
of the center both accomplishes this goal and provides an additional significant source of 
income for the center. 

5.1 General Outline 

The summer camp will be a coed sleepaway camp for ages 8-17 based on principles of the 
self-reliance and autonomy of all people, including children. When children are told which 
activities to participate and when and how to do so, they grow to dislike the activities -
this can be readily observed in most public school classrooms in America; when they are 
given the freedom to make their own choices and pursue their own goals within a framework 
that allows them to do so with as much or as little guidance as they want, they learn more 
effectively and enjoy doing so. 

Some of the principles of the summer camp are based on French Woods Performing Arts 
Camp in upstate New York, which has the following set-up: each day, there are six activity 
periods, three "majors" and three "minors." Children choose their majors at  the beginning 
of each three-week session and go to them each day with the same teacher and students, and 
receive a large amount of instruction with the goal of significantly improving their ability 
in the activity. Minors are chosen at  breakfast each morning, and are an opportunity to 
get a small informal introduction to  an area of interest. While French Woods began as 
a performing arts camp, it has branched out and now offers a wide variety of activities. 
Currently, about 150 activities are available each period. Both majors and minors include 
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act'ivities such as piano lessons, computer programming, gymnastics. and Shakespearean 
act'ing. No act'ivities are required, but students have to  participate in some activity during 
each period. 

The camp at the learning center would further expand on the concept of freedom and re- 
sponsibilty by allowing campers to have complete control over whether they go to activities 
and participate in not only learning but also teaching classes. just like the rest of the learning 
center community. They would be actively involved in the learning center comniunity and 
encouraged to take part in making decisiorls relating to the way the camp is run within the 
larger setting of the learning center 1.17 participating in camp meetings. 

5.2 Schedule 

Time Monday, IVednesday, Friday 1 Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday 
7 - 9:00 am Breakfast Served 

9 - 10:OO am First Regular Third Regular 
10 - 11:OO am Elective Elective 
11 - 12:OO pm Second Regular Fourth Regular 
12 - 1:OO pm Lunch ServedIBreak 
1 - 5:OO pm SerninarslCrafts 
5 - 7:00 pm Dinner ServedIBreak 
7 - 9:30 pm Evening Activies (performances, group activities, games, movies. etc.) 

9:30 - 10:30 pm Snack/Discussion with Counselor 

Table 2: Schedule for Camp d4ctivities 

On Saturday and Sunday. a variety of activities will be planned. such as camping, beach, 
area activities, trips. museums, etc. Some activities will be overnight, but the majority will 
11e day trips. Preferal~ly, at least t~vo  options will be available at any time. On Sunday 
nights, there will be a meeting for the entire camp where concerns and ideas can be voiced. 
Tieekend meals will be flexible and the times will depend on the planned activities. on 
~veekdays, three meals and a snack ~vill be provided. On all days, fruits and vegetables will 
11e available throughout the day free of charge, and additional snacks may also be availal~le. 

5.3 Nightly Bunk Discussions 

On Rlonday througll Friday, dinner will be accompanied by a short, engaging presentat'ion by 
a speaker. The t'opic could range from current events to media t'echnology to environrnent'al 
issues. These spea,kers eit'her be regular t,eachers; counselors; or campers or special guest's. 

During snack time. these t'alks will be discussed in t'he bunks wit'h t'he counselor. This will 
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be a time for informal and animated discussion and will teach campers to speak and listen 
as well as learn about a variety of unusual topics. Discussion need not remain on topic - the 
topics are mainly useful as a starting off point to engage campers in interesting conversation. 
Counselors should mediate the conversation and be empathetic listeners. 

This is also a good time for campers to voice concerns about camp life and activities to the 
counselors so they can be addressed to the directors if necessary in between the weekly camp 
meetings. (Campers can always speak to the directors on their own, but it will not always 
be necessary for minor issues.) 

5.4 General Policies 

Campers will be asked both on a questionairre prior to the beginning of camp and during 
snacktime disussions what types of activities they might enjoy, both for regulars and seminars 
and for weekend trips. 

All activities are optional, but counselors will be assigned to a small group of children and will 
be responsible for casually observing their behavior. Any child who seems to be disinterested 
in the activites that are available will be asked what can be improved to make him/her enjoy 
the experience more. If the child claims to be happy not participating, no action will be 
taken. Under no circumstances will a child be punished for not participating in any activity. 

5.5 Facilities and Resources 

The camp would share facilities and resources with the learning center as a whole. Campers 
would be in classes normally attended by the entire community. Campers of all ages would 
also be allowed to teach seminars after the first week and teach regulars after the first session, 
and these would be available to the community as well as to other campers. 

5.6 Counselors and Bunks 

Campers would be arranged in bunks of 6-10 with a counselor. Bunks will separated be 
arranged by age, as is typical at  most camps, but instead assigned randomly. This will further 
the goal of bridging age gaps and cause campers to form close interdependent relationships 
based on the different roles and responsibilities that will naturally fall into place. Also, 
there will not be the typical heirarchy that exists as a result of age-dependent distribution. 
Children of different ages have different skills and interests. A random distribution will 
ensure that skills and interests will be divided more evenly. 
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Counselor applicants must be able to teach classes in at  least two but preferably three fields of 
interest. Counselors will be selected through an application process that includes a minimum 
of paperwork. The first round will be a simple form with the opportunity to enclose any 
additional information relevant to the counselor's field of interest or teaching experience, 
such as videos, portfolios, theatre resumes, etc. Applicants who seem to have the skills, 
attitude, and responsible nature necessary for this type of job will be invited for an in-depth 
interview. At the interview, applicants will be asked to  teach a prepared half-hour lesson on 
a topic of their choice for the director of the camp. 

When a list of potential counselors is assembled, information about what types of activities 
might be offered will be mailed to prospective campers who will indicate which activities 
seem most interesting. Then, counselors will be chosen accordingly. 

5.7 Specifics and Financial Plan 

These sections need additional research, and will be developed in a later proposal. 

6 Conclusion and the Next Step 

The next step is to find appropriate people to join me in this venture. 
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Homeschool Resource Centers

A Conversation with Ken Danford and Joshua Hornick

Ken and joshua are the directors of Pathfinder Learning
Center, a resource center for homeschooling teenagers
in the Amherst, Massachusetts area. Now in its fourth
year, Pathfinder serves as a social meeting place, offers
classes and activities, and helps teenagers and their
parents work through the challenges and issues that
come up as they make the transition to self-directed
learning. Members pay an annual fee 0£$1500; those
unable to pay that fee can reduce it by helping with
Pathfinder's fundraising efforts.

Susannah Sheffer: Three years ago
you were twO middle school teachers
dissatisfied with your jobs. When you
left to create something else, why did
you decide to create a resource center
for homeschoolers instead of an
alternative school?

Ken Danford: Creating a school
wouldn't have addressed the concerns
we had as teachers: having to deal with
a curriculum, having a preset notion
of what kids would have to learn. And
if we opened a private school, the
tuition would be rather expensive for
the families. We wanted something
that would be affordable something
that any of our students who wanted to
leave with us could decide to join.

55: It's interesting that you say
"who wanted to leave with us." You
started Pathfinder with the idea that
your particular students might choose
to leave school as you did?

KD: It's critical to understand that
Pathfinder was developed to make
homeschooling an appealing and suc-
cessful option for kids who were still in
school. We knew a lot of kids in school
who we believed would benefit from
another approach. Our main goal
wasn't to collect all the homeschoolers
who were already out there and have

them join us, although of course they
were welcome as well (there weren't
too many in this area, though). From
the very beginning, we were about
helping people choose to be in
control of their education.

55: As you were making plans to
leave teaching, did you tell your
students what you were going to do?

Joshua Hornick: We were very
careful not to be actively soliciting
kids. We didn't say anything in any
forceful way; we just let kids know what
we were doing. We never told kids they
should leave school. A few of them did
leave and join us, but most of our cur-
rent members of Pathfinder were not
actually Ken's or my students in
school.

KD: We never recruited kids, nev-
er even cajoled. In fact, I think most of
my students had enough misconcep-
tions about homeschooling that they
just thought it was kind of goofy. I was
going to tutor homeschooled kids, is
how they thought of it. They didn't
realize it had any meaning to them.

JM: When kids would ask, "Why
are you leaving?" Iwould say, "Because
it makes me crazy to be here. Iget the
feeling most of you would just as soon
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not be here, and I'm uncomfortable
having to watch over you like that."
But as Ken said, not too many students
left school right then. Subsequently
many did leave, but Pathfinder has
caught on by word of mouth rather
than because we urged kids to leave.

KD: Three years ago we started
out with 20 or 25 kids. We moved up
to 40 or so and had over 50 at one
point.

5S: What do kids get with a
resource center that they wouldn't get
with a school?

JH: The real question is what they
get from homeschooling that they
don't get from school, and you and
your readers know the answer to that
as well as we do. But from another
perspective, starting up a resource
center is a lot less work than starting a
school. Schools are required to playa
custodial role, so you're in a situation
where you have to be watching the
kids all day long. Here at Pathfinder,
the kids come and go as they choose.
Most come in only two or three times a
week and not for the whole day.

KD: And with very rare excep-
tions, schools make kids learn certain
material. Pathfinder supports parents
and kids to make their own decisions.
Another question is, what is the differ-
ence between homeschooJing with
Pathfinder and without. I think the
difference is simply that we make cer-
tain things easier. We provide a critical
mass of people and of energy, for
certain kids of field trips, classes, and
activities. We certainly know lots of
people who homeschool successfully
without Pathfinder. Some people join,
discover they don't need us that much,
and leave.
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JH: The other thing is the support
services we provide for the family. We
meet with families and help them
develop their plans and help them
review on a regular basis are they
doing what they wanted to do? At least
twice a year we sit down with every
family and talk about which of their
goals are being met, which aren't, if
there's disagreement between parents
and kids, how should you go about
trying to deal with the problems and
support the successes. Iperceive that
service as extremely valuable to some
families and at least moderately
valuable to all of them.

KD: Some of those meetings are
valuable even to families who have
been homeschooling successfully for
years. Just to have a brainstorming
session or a counseling session can be
helpful.

55: Do other people have trouble
distinguishing Pathfinder from a
school?

KD: Almost everybody has trouble.
My parents say, ~Ken's school." They
think that since we're teachers, and we
have these kids coming here, that's a
school.

55: What about the families you
work with? Do they understand the
difference between a resource center
and a school, or do they sometimes
expect you to do what a school would
do?

KD: A teenager might say to his
friends, "I go to Pathfinder," because
that's easier to say. But in the begin-
ning when we talk to families, we do
have to make it clear what we will and
won't do. We won't make teenagers
learn certain things, we won't hold
them accountable, we won't be task-
masters. At some opening meetings
with parents, they may think we're
going to "do the homeschooling for
them."

JH: But to our credit, I do think
we make it pretty clear at the outset
what we are not and what we won't do.

KD: Some kids may begin

homeschooling expecting us to make
them do math, and then when we
don't make them, they don't do it, and
they end up resenting us for the fact
that they didn't learn it.

SS: So they're really thinking in
school terms, then.

Does Pathfinder make it possible
for people to homeschool who
wouldn't have otherwise?

JH: Itmakes the transition much
easier. The families have a clearer idea
of what to expect and they have
people they can turn to when they're
unsure. At first when people look at
us, what they see that's attractive is all
the activities and the fact that we are a
place where kids can come and hang
out together. But often they come to

, realize that the family support we offer
is equally important.

KD: The social scene here is very
attractive for teenagers coming out of
school, too. And both parents and kids
like the idea of the kids having an
opportunity to learn in groups, but
with the chance to choose what groups
to be in. That's possible here in a way
that it isn't at school. Of course, home-
school support groups also offer
classes and activities, but having a
permanent and centrally located place
is very appealing. Kids know they can
just drop in and see who's here today,
what's going on. And then it's also
very easy to leave, which is important.

JH: When people ask us about
setting up a center for teenagers, we
always stress the importance of having
it in an accessible location where there
are places for the kids to go if they
leave. If the center is far away and only
accessible by car, and the kids aren't
driving yet, they'll have to get dropped
off and they won't be able to leave
until their parents pick them up. At
Pathfinder, kids can walk out of here
and be right in the center of Amherst
with the library, coffee houses, pizza
places, stores, and many other places
to go.

55: Pathfinder provides a center
for teenagers to be together, and you
also focus a lot on helping teengers

get out into the wider community
through volunteer work and appren-
ticeships. In your experience, which
do teenagers crave more a specifi-
cally "teen space, or the chance to be
more fully integrated into the commu-
nity?

KD: I think it's a false dichotomy;
both are important. And in fact there
are adults coming into Pathfinder all
the time too, so it isn't really a se-
cluded teenage hangout. Most of the
kids don't come in every day, so
they're clearly off doing other things.
We're closed one day a week to en-
courage people to find a life elsewhere
if they haven't already, because we did
feel there was a small group, maybe
five or ten kids, who were relying on
Pathfinder too much.

55: 'Why have a center specifically
for teenagers and not just a resource
center for the whole community?

KD: Because we're focusing on 'the
particular importance of independen t
learning during adolescence, and be-
cause we had been teaching adoles-
cents and that's where our concern
was. But I can see that we could ex-
pand into being a lifetime learning
center. Ihave fantasies of hooking up
with the senior center here maybe'
having history discussions linked with
them.

JH: We had a senior citizen who
came regularly to one of our science
classes.

55: This may sound obvious, but I
know it isn't obvious to everyone: why
do you think teenagers want to be do-
ing things like apprenticeships? After
all, these days schools and even juven-
ile courts often require community ser-
vice, implying that it's a kind of medi-
cine that's good for young people but
that they wouldn't choose on their
own.

KD: I think people want to be
really good at something, and also to
do something meaningful, something
that matters. Sure, it might seem like
kids in school would rather lounge
around than do anything else, but I
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on't think people are really happy
just lounging around for long periods
of time. In school, their energy is
taken up with things they don't really
care about, and then they don't have
much energy left over. I felt that way
when I was teaching. 'When I came
home, it was hard for me to read
challenging books or do volunteer
work. I'djustwatch lV Now, I don't
watch TV anymore and I read a lot,
because I enjoy what I'm doing during
the day. When people are happy with
their lives and feel in control, they
have more energy.

55: YI'hat about the adults that all
these teenagers are working with?
Another thing that I've found is not
obvious to many people is simply that
there are enough adults who will be
welcoming to kids who want to help
out.

JH: At the beginning, we kept a
file of people in the community
interested in providing mentorships or
internships. We had about 80 cards,

and if we'd promoted it we easily
could have had 300 cards. It drove
home to me the point that adults in
the community are hurt just as much
from having kids secreted away in
schools as the kids are, because the
adults don't have the opportunity to
mentor and teach unless they are full-
time teachers. We had many more
adults offering to be mentors than
kids who could take them up on it.
And those teenagers who did have
apprenticeships were finding their
opportunities in other ways and didn't
need our file as much as we had
expected. Most families set up their
own apprenticeships by thinking of
people they know.

55: what's especially hard for
families about adjusting to the free-
dom of homeschooling?

KD: Letting go of the idea that
there are many things that everyone
should know and that you should
spend most of your time pursuing
those things.
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JH: And kids have to learn how to
structure their time. Sometimes that
means setting goals and sometimes it
means establishing consequences for
oneself if the goals aren't met. Bur
notice I said "for oneself." We feel
strongly that if the parent is setting up
the consequences for the child, you
don't get nearly as positive an out-
come. Last spring I was meeting with a
family who was having a problem with
the I4-year-old girl staying up until
1:00or 2:00 in the morning on com-
puter chat lines. She was mature
enough to see that this wasn't good for
her, because there were things she
wanted to be doing in the mornings
and she couldn't get up for them.
Identifying it that way that there
were things she wanted to do but
couldn't do because of staying up so
late made a big difference. Then I
asked the girl what she thought she
could do to get to sleep earlier. She
said, "I'll set a limit for myself for
midnight, and if! don't keep it, I
won't use the computer the next day."

1;].1;]
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A Publicly Fuuded Center
55: It's interesting because I bet

that if the parents had come up with
exactly that rule, she would have been
more likely to resent it.Homesowce in Oregon is a state-funded resource center for

nomescnooters. Paula Praus- Williamson, one of the founders,
explains how it works: JH: Right, but since she thought

of it for herself, it worked, or at least
we never heard about the problem
again. When kids are in school, kids
often perceive their parents as the
enforcers for the school, and we've
seen that in homeschooling the kids
and parents can feel much more that
they're working together rather than
working against each other.

Three years ago, a couple of other parents and I got
together and began meeting with people in OUT school
district to discuss creating something that would serve
homeschool students. The district was open to having
students sign up for classes or use the library, but we
wanted something more. We worked with Kent Hunsaker,
the superintendent of the Bethel School District in Eu-
gene, Oregon, and developed a propos~l to bring to the
state Department of Education for a resource center that
would serve homeschool students on a part-time basis.

At that time, before the more recent charter school
laws, Oregon had laws that allowed public ~lternative
schools and private alternative education programs. We
fall into the latter category, which means we are able to
hire our own instructors (and they can be certified
teachers or not). The center is governed by a board of
seven families who have children there. We set our own
wages. So we're pretty autonomous. We have a contract
with the school district that requires us to be audited and
generally to share with them what's going on, but the
main requirement is that we serve 60% of the registered
homeschoolers in the district. Because we're the only
thing like this in the area, we actually serve home-
schoolers all over the county, from about 16 districts. We
had 503 homeschooled students at the end of the last
year, and this year, our fourth, I think we'll probably have
over 600 students.

Our funding comes through the state and flows
through the school district. We receive all but $100 of the
basic school support that's the amount that the state
gives each student in school. But Ibelieve we are very
different from a school in many ways. The families are
homeschooling families first and foremost, and we are
there to support them. The parents have to comply with
the homeschooling lawjust as if they weren't using our
center. The classes we offer are 1 1/2 hours a week and
students can attend as few or as many as they want. Most
attend an average of four hours a week, so right away
that's very different from going to school. We don't
require any classes. A family might have a year when
they're going through a lot and are finding it very difficult
to teach much at home, so they'll decide to take more
classes here. Then at another point they might scale back
and say, we want to be at home more. Or they might just
do swimming and tennis with us and nothing else. All this
means that the students are there because they want to be.
And we don't give grades or provide transcripts. The
teachers do evaluations at the end, and because the
Oregon law requires that homeschoolers take standard-
ized tests, we offer that as well.

Another big difference is that up through eighth

(Continued next page)

KD: Another hard thing about
adjusting to freedom can be not valu-
ing what does get done. If a teenager
learns a new instrument or writes a
whole lot of poetry, people may say,
''Yeah, but he didn't do anything else."
There can be a tendency to devalue
what was done and focus on what
wasn't done.

I think in general that the value of
the first year of homeschooling is
learning how to structure your life and
figure out something you love to do.
But sometimes people have bigger
problems in their lives than education.
If a teenager is depressed or has stress
from other sources, those problems
need to be addressed first.

JH: Or as part of the
homeschooling.

KD: We had one girl here who, in
a very short period, had to deal with
an enormous amount of stress. She
had a whole slew of family deaths,
friends committing suicide it seemed
that there was a drama of real signifi-
cance every time we saw her. I think
for her, being out of school was essen-
tial to her being able to process all this
and keep her spirits up. She was able
to have a dose relationship with her
mother during it all, which was very
important. I don't see how she could
have carried the full load of school-
work and done well amidst all these
tragedies. She's a wonderful young
woman who has a lot of plans for her
life.

Then there's an example that is
sort of the opposite of this: a young
man who came out of school fairly
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~ed and prettyunhappyInom
eetings, he told us he basically likes

[0 be left alone with no pressure on
him. Mostly he comes here and hangs
out and gets involved in some social
activities. He doesn't want to challenge
himself, and he says he likes it that
way. His parents are a bit concerned,
to say the least. But that's where he is.
We're not able to put a Iife together
for him, though we do offer him many
things. He smiles and says no thank
you. I think there may be some issues
about his feelings about himself and
his past I don't even know all of it-
that would have to get resolved before
he is ready to accept those kinds of
challenges.

.:. REsOURCE CENTERS 0}

grade, parents attend the classes with their children. (We
serve K through 12.) We felt that this was a good idea
because that way the parents don't expect us to be respon-
sible for their child's education and the classes feel much
more like a part of the family's homeschooling. The
parents know what's going on and they can continue with
the same learning or the same projects during the rest of
the week. I teach computer technology here, and parents
are there learning right along with the students. In classes
where there's room, we also allow parents to bring in the
younger siblings, so we sometimes have babies and toddlers
here as well.

We do have many parents who work and many single
parents. In those cases, they can designate a grandparent
or someone else to be in the class with their child. We have
single parents on staff too, whose children are here with
them daily.

We operate in the basement of a church, but we're
working on a fund to raise money for our own building
someday. As long as you're not teaching religion and
we're not you can operate a school or educational
program in a church. We're open from 8 to 5, and because
the kids all come part time, it works. You need a much
bigger facility when you are having to keep that many kids
in the same place full time. Our facilities make it possible
to have seven classes going on at once, and there are about
ten kids in a class. We have off-site classes as well. We rent
out a church gym to do indoor soccer and volleyball, we
contract with a place for swimming and tennis, we use the
elementary school gym for swing dance.

Another advantage of being set up as a resource center
is that we can hire people who wouldn't otherwise be
available to teach full time. We can hire the local meteo-
rologist to teach about weather or a local artist to teach art.

In the beginning, families who used the center were
families who had been homeschooling already. But as we
became known, we attracted people who had wanted to
homeschool but felt they didn't have the resources. It's
interesting: Oregon has a lot of underground homeschool-
ers, maybe because of the testing requirement, but many
who had been underground decided to comply with the
law in order to use our center. I understand the perspective
of people who say they don't want to register with the state
because they don't want the state's intrusion. At the same
time, I think it makes sense that, because our center is state
funded, you have to be registered legally in order to use it.
'When you use our center you are taking advantage of
something that is supported by state funds,

In addition to offering classes, HomeSource also gives
information about homeschooling to callers. We give out
numbers of local support groups, give information about
the law, suggest catalogs and web sites and library ideas. We
provide a bulletin board for parents to sell their curricu-
lum materials to each other. Although we don't have space
to have a library here at the center, my idea is that we are
working more and more toward being a clearinghouse.

HomeSource, PO Box 40884, Eugene OR 97404,
phone 541-689-9959, fax 541-689~1051, web site
wwwbethehech.com

JH: There are those who say he
should be forced to be in school and
made to learn things. I have a strong
sense that if he were in school he
would become very antisocial because
he would be told he was no good all
the time.

It's very hard for parents, too,
when everything they hear about their
child is negative. One woman who
spoke with us on the telephone began
crying and said, "You mean you're not
going to call me up and tell me what
my daughter's doing wrong?"

55: vVhat do you think teenagers
need adults for?

JH: 1 think in a healthy family, kids
need their parents for something all
the way up until their parents pass on.
Of course, the need decreases through
the years, but it's still there.

KD: The need for direct oversight
decreases, but teenagers certainly
need support and encouragement and
challenges. They don't need orders
that's the difference. And they need
reassurance that they're OK, that their
feelings about their lives and, in this
case, their dissatisfaction with school
makes sense. At Pathfinder, kids want
to know that we believe in them. Few
adults will tell a teenager that it's a
good idea to leave school.

JH: We talk with kids here all the
time. I think teenagers tend to benefit
a great deal from a caring uncle such
as we are to them, someone who's not
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the parent but who can give them
adult advice. We're just two more
adults that they can talk about life
with, as they're starting to get a sense
of being adults themselves.

SS: What about the reverse: what
do you as adults get out of spending so
much time with teenagers?

KD: I get a lot of satisfaction out of
helping young people feel in control
of their lives. It's satisfying to do it and
to see the changes in them.

]H: Most of the kids here are
extremely idealistic and fun to be with.
Itjust feels great to spend time with
them.

Sharing Materials through a
Center in Ohio

As we go to press in September, the
Home Education Resource Center of
Central Ohio has just opened. Belinda
Augustus, one of thefounders of the center,
explains its goals:

About seven of us form the core
group of homeschoolers that have
gotten this Resource Center going.
Our main idea was to provide a way for
homeschoolers to have access to books
and materials, especially those that it
would be too expensive for a family to
purchase individually. We wan ted to
have available the kinds of materials
that a family might just use once or
occasionally microscopes, skeletons,
expensive items like that.

Many organizations have materi-
als, equipment, and curriculums that
they are giving out for free to schools,
but they aren't as receptive to giving
them to a homeschooling family
because they would rather know that
the materials were being used by a
larger group. As a resource center, we
can assure the donors that their
materials will be used by a large group
of children. Most of the materials in
our library have been donated from
corporations and foundations. Some
science foundations have given us
huge science kits, for example. The
Ohio Department of Natural Re-
sources has materials that they're
willing to just hand out to a group, so

that's another example. Other materi-
als have come from families who used
something once and now no longer
need it. Yet another way we get mater-
ials for the library is through families'
participation in book clubs like
Scholastic and Carnival. We collect
bonus points from them and then are
able to turn around and purchase
something else. Finally, we are able to

, get free samples from homeschool
vendors because we offer to keep their
catalogs available with the sample. In
the future, we may decide to purchase
high-cost items and then rent them
out at a very low cost - say, $5 a use -
until they're paid for.

Before opening the Resource Cen-
ter, we had been running a home-
school library with books and materi-
als out of my home. It was outgrowing
my home and it was difficult to keep it
organized. We thought it would be
wonderful to have this lending library
available in a more accessible space.

The other reason for wanting a
Resource Center was to have a place
that could house our support group
meetings and classes and workshops.
Libraries and recreation centers have
been supportive and many home-
schoolers' meetings have been held in
those places, but we've found that it's
a low priority for them. The library
might easily bump the monthly
homeschoolers' meeting if the space
was needed for something else.

For all these reasons, we thought
that having a regular space just for us
would be a wonderful way of providing
support to homeschoolers. This way,
all the resources will be right there,
including nomeschooling magazines,
legal information, and the chance to
tap into a network of others. We've
heard that homeschoolers who return
their children to school generally do
so within two years, and it's our
contention that it's because they
haven't tapped into a community We
wanted to make that easier.

That's the reason we chose such a
simple name for the center. A lot of
names got discussed, but the straight-
forward name won out because we
wanted people to be able to look in
the phone book under "Homeschool''
and find us right away.

Finding a space was of course the
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g chaJlenge. At first we thought of
rehabbing an old building, but that
would have been a great deal of work.
Finally we found an old school build-
ing that is rented out to various groups

a preschool, church groups, etc.
When we were figuring out how to
support our center financially, we
decided that active members people
regularly attending classes and work-
shops will pay $10 a month, If you're
just coming to support group meetings
or sitting in the reading room and
reading, we don't charge for that. We
have members outside the immediate
area as well, and they pay $30 a year
for borrowing privileges from the
library. Then if they want to take a
class or workshop, they'll just donate a
couple of dollars at that time.

Our rent is $550 a month includ-
ing utilities, so we knew that we would
need 55 families paying the active
member rate to make this work. I
looked at how many families were
actively using the library when it was at
my house and Idecided it was likely
we would find enough people. We're
going into it with close to 40 families
signed up, and since I'm getting about
one call a day right now, I feel confi-
dent that as the school year begins and
the word spreads, we will find the
remaining families we need.

The space we have is one large
room, a former office, with partitions
so that one end is the library, another
has chairs and a carpet for the babies
to crawl on, and the other area is a
large open space for classes and
workshops. We have a regular weekly
Spanish class scheduled, as well as a
photography project and a geography
club that will prepare for the National
Geographic Bee. We are fortunate to
have two talented science instructors
among our parents who will give
hands-on workshops. One does
zoology and the other does physics,
first a family physics session where
he'll show interesting experiments and
then a follow-up session for older
children who have some concept of
algebra, in which he'll talk about the
mathematics behind what they saw in
the first session.

It's wonderful to have workshops
that are parent-led, One of the ideas
that has been the cornerstone of this
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resource center is that each of us
possesses some talent and 'if we have
an opportunity to share it, we can tap
into it. People keep coming forward
with ideas of talents they can share.
But it's also important not to forget
what the rest of the community can
offer. There are so many wonderful
programs that the community will
bring into the schools, and now that
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willing to bring them to us as well. Our
local fire department is coming in with
a program in October, and then the
electric company is coming to give a
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Families can, of course, take as few
or as many workshops as they want. Ai;

for the library, our rules for borrowing
are that families can borrow materials
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In Memoriam:

Alison Stallibrass

Today's homeschool resource
centers owe a historical debt to the
Pioneer Health Centre (also known as
the Peckham Experiment), a resource
center for families that existed in
London in the 1930s. Peckham was a
place where, as the long-time mem-
bers put it, "all the family liked to be."
Like the centers described in this
issue, Peckham was not at all a school
but instead an unprogrammed space
where families could gather and do all

. kinds of things together (or simply
watch and talk).

Alison Stallibrass, who was in-
volved with the Peckham Experiment
and who wrote about it in the book
Being Me and Also Us, died on August 6,
1999. Alison was also the author of The
Self-Respecting Child, which we sold for
many years. It's fitting that in the
context of a GWS feature on resource
centers, we remember and appreciate
Alison Stallibrass's work.'
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Chapter 1 

Preface 

“In the specific is the universal.” 
—William Faulkner 

This book is a product of two University of Utah graduate seminars conducted in the spring of 1991 
and 1994: “Notable Experiments in American Higher Education” (Educational Administration 728). The 
contributing authors are professor of educational administration L. Jackson Newell1 and seminar students, 
each of whom selected an innovative, or “experimental,” college for research and reporting. 

By investigating the fourteen innovative colleges individually and then coming together weekly to dis
cuss emerging themes and ongoing distinctions, seminar participants together forged the frameworks that 
guided much of the written presentation about each college. In fact, the seminar processes of partici
pation and collaboration—from early discussions of research methods through in-class reviews of papers 
in draft—reflected the same progressive orientation toward education that undergirded many of the ex
perimental colleges being investigated. Seminar participants, like many participants in innovative college 
experiments, tested in practice John Dewey’s familiar call for each classroom to become “a task oriented 
learning community.” 

Following the seminars, the participant manuscripts were edited for this volume by graduate assistants 
Katherine Reynolds, Keith Wilson, L. Scott Marsh, and Administrative Secretary France Rimli-Shortridge. 
During this time, Jackson Newell was asked to coauthor a book entitled Creating Distinctiveness: Lessons 
From Uncommon Colleges and Universities, ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports (No. 6), 1992. He 
adapted his chapter, “Origins and Character of Distinctive Colleges,” from that volume to serve as the 
conclusion to this study. 

My co-editors have gone on to distinguished careers of their own. Katherine Reynolds (now Katherine Chaddock) is 
currently Professor and Chair of the Department of Educational Leadership at the University of South Carolina, and Scott 
Marsh has served as chair of the department of Modern Dance at both the University of Utah and the Ohio State University. 
I served as president of Deep Springs College from 1995 to 2004. 

LJN 
July 1, 2009 

ii 
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Chapter 2 

Introduction 
L. Jackson Newell and Katherine Reynolds 

To select the colleges represented in this book, the authors/seminar participants began by reviewing 
what is known about many colleges considered to be innovative, distinct or experimental. (See Appendix 
for a partial list of experimental colleges not included in this volume.) Each examined two or three colleges 
briefly and brought the results of that investigation back to the seminar group. 

In making the final selection of fourteen colleges, group members sought a range of founding dates, 
longevity and geographic locations. They also sought colleges that could be considered not only outside 
the mainstream of higher education at the time of their founding, but also exemplary of various means to 
tackle perceived problems and/or needs in higher education. Finally, pragmatic considerations of access to 
documents and availability of interviewees surfaced as additional criteria for selecting the fourteen colleges 
appearing in this volume. 

Common Themes 

As seminar participants exchanged findings about the fourteen selected colleges, several prominent 
themes emerged that had not been predetermined by selection criteria but appeared to indicate common 
postures among experimental colleges. These include: 

—	 Ideals spawning ideas. In most cases, the fourteen colleges appeared to start with the ideals of 
visionary founders. For some, the ideal concerned the citizens who would emerge from the learning 
experience—from Berea, for example, learned and socially conscious Appalachians who could help 
enlighten their communities; from Prescott, individuals with keen understanding of important human 
connections with the natural environment. For others, the ideal concerned the learning experience 
itself—from the highly structured study of ideas and information from classic texts at St. John’s to 
the interdisciplinary, discussion-focused exploration of contemporary issues at Evergreen. Whatever 
the source or aim of the ideal, it is noteworthy that the beginnings of each college described in this 
volume (with the possible exception of College of the Atlantic) owed much to personal visions of 
social justice activated by uncommon energy and determination. 

—	 Emphasis on teaching; retreat from research. The vast majority of experimental colleges are 
liberal education colleges where the art of teaching and the development of students are values of 
high esteem. In most of those reported in this volume, founders and faculty questioned the academic 
research emphasis that had been imported from German universities in the mid-nineteenth through 
early twentieth centuries, had gained a foothold at Johns Hopkins and Harvard and would eventually 

iii
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(with hefty motivation from Federal funds for academic research) represent the preferred strategy of 
the majority of universities. 

Instead, the founders of experimental colleges committed to educate the whole person and refine the 
intellect in preparation for life in a democratic society. Many may have agreed with Black Mountain’s 
founder, John Andrew Rice, when he insisted, “Research is a report of what one has found out, 
rather than what one knows” (Rice, 1937). Teaching, therefore, took precedence over research as the 
primary occupation of faculty at these colleges. Typical of the fourteen colleges studied are small 
classes, highly interactive learning and frequent student and teacher contact outside the classroom. 

—	 Organization without specialization. Not unexpectedly, these experimental colleges also tended 
to turn away from the disciplinary organization of scholarship that had sprung from the German 
research university model. Faculty members of the colleges depicted in this volume typically taught 
in areas of expertise, but worked to broaden that expertise (through attending classes taught by their 
colleagues and teaching in other areas), rather than narrow it through research into subspecialties. 
At Evergreen, for example, where the “course” faded in favor of the issue-oriented learning group 
and the multi-disciplinary seminar, faculty have been hired with the understanding that they would 
rotate through a variety of different teaching areas in a coordinated studies program. 

—	 Administrative innovations. Freedom from traditional higher education bureaucracy and hier
archy have been common pursuits of the colleges studied—possibly as a way of emphasizing the 
centrality of educational functions or possibly as a way of assuring “elbow room” for further exper
imentation. Some of the fourteen colleges did away with boards of trustees and deans in favor of 
“self-governance,” and some did away with rank and tenure in favor of accountability and broad-based 
faculty equality. Collaborative governance at some of the smaller colleges, such as Deep Springs and 
Antioch, has included the entire student body and has been implemented in meetings of the full com
munity. Even where such community-wide participation is more cumbersome, however, involvement 
of students and faculty in governing and policy-making appears far more extensive at experimental 
than at traditional colleges and universities. 

Divergent Approaches 

Just as common themes instruct us about the aims and aspirations of various experimental colleges, so 
too do their divergent approaches. Two notable areas of difference among the colleges focus on who should 
attend and how their learning might best be organized during the college years. 

The “who” question presumes another, seemingly more complex, quandary about how education can 
best contribute to social betterment. All fourteen colleges have at least some distant objective concerning 
education for the benefit of society. However, they differ over means that range from educating the 
masses (to promote widespread direct, as well as indirect, individual benefits) to educating intellectually 
gifted “elites” (to prepare exceptional individuals for leadership in achieving social, economic and political 
betterment for all). On a simple continuum, this range unfolds as: 

Methods for accomplishing 
social betterment: 

Educate all Educate

who desire (open) elite leaders


The question of “how” to best organize learning can be broadly applied to any type of learning—from 
learning a vocation to learning to be a fully functioning citizen. Along the spectrum of things to be 
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learned, and reasons to learn, there is a common need to connect theory to practice. The “how” question 
then becomes one of how to integrate theory and practice—with experimental colleges taking up a variety 
of positions between the extremes. At one end are those colleges determined to wed theory to practice at 
the most immediate time and location: in the classroom. Others opt for experiential practice elsewhere on 
the campus or in the nearby community. And, at a distant extreme, are those that prefer to keep college 
learning completely separate from application—which is to come later. This continuum or axis takes shape 
as: 

Time and location for 
connecting theory to practice 

Immediate Distant

(here; now) (elsewhere; later)


When the two axes are overlaid, the quadrants that emerge create a framework for categorizing the 
fourteen experimental colleges examined in this volume and others. For example: 

While other schemes for categorizing experimental colleges take different cuts at framing the issues 
(Clark, 1970; Grant and Riesman, 1978), the above model is selected as a way of clarifying two significant 
areas in which such colleges typically distinguish themselves: student selection and educational methods. 
The placement of colleges in the framework is an inexact exercise, owing to obvious difficulties in comparing 
selection policies and classroom practices; however, each quadrant does form a general bin for organizing 
our understanding of the colleges on some important dimensions. Since nearly all the colleges have changed 

v
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some from their original direction, the placements depicted here are based on practices and philosophies 
for which each college is best known—usually what was adhered to longest in its evolution. 

Other axes we considered in developing this scheme seemed less informative in terms of philosophies 
that might underlie practices. However, they provide some interesting conceptual bases for viewing and 
separating the schools. For example, our options included: 

What to learn: 
Disciplinary topics Interdisciplinary issues 

Social/economic utility 
Why to learn: 

Personal growth 

Expert pronouncement 
How to learn: 

Individual interpretation 

When to learn: 
Prescribed stages Lifelong 

In addition, we considered several continua that included experimental colleges as “types” of institutions 
of higher education. We determined that two elements seemed particularly relevant in devising such 
an umbrella framework: the extent to which learning experiences are planned and prescribed by the 
institution and the extent of disciplinary specialization. For example, at a research university, disciplinary 
specialization is extensive, but students have some freedom in selecting their own areas of study. For 
different reasons, the two elements presented similarities in the final (1950’s) years of Black Mountain, 
when students were left with one discipline—writing—and much choice about how to pursue it. The 
framework incorporating these thoughts is depicted as: 

Institutional Type Learning Bureaucracy Learning System Learning Community Learning Environment 

Example Research University Chicago Deep Springs Black Mt. (late) 

Extent of

planned/prescribed - - - - - - - - 

learning activities


Extent of

disciplinary + + + + + + + + + +

specialization


It is our hope that while the colleges we have studied, as well as others, separate on various dimensions 
and in various contexts, together they offer an integrated view of important and uncommon initiatives in 
higher education. 

vi 
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Chapter 3 

Antioch: Vision and Revision 
Kerrie Naylor 2 

Horace Mann, the great abolitionist and champion of universal education, told Antioch students at the 
1859 commencement exercises, “Be ashamed to die until you have won some victory for humanity”(Morgan, 
1938:389). Similarly, Arthur Morgan, Antioch’s president in 1920, desired to transform American life by 
accelerating the process of social evolution through the education of the whole person (Henderson and Hall, 
1946). Thus, the tradition of social-mindedness became the heart of Antioch College. 

Both Horace Mann and Arthur Morgan believed that education should be concerned with promoting 
democratic principles for the improvement of society. “Education for life,” the empowering of students to 
make a worthwhile difference, was and remains the paramount tradition at Antioch College. 

How did this heritage begin at experimental Antioch College? Some contend that the college’s current 
legacy is attributable to the ideals and foresight of Arthur Morgan who saved Antioch in 1920 from 
bankruptcy and, with new vision, transformed it into what it is today (Clark, 1970). Others would say 
that Antioch’s heritage is but a continuous progression of vision and beliefs inspired by the leadership of 
not one man, but many. Furthermore, those who succeeded Mann and Morgan were driven by the dreams 
of their forerunners. 

Whatever conclusion one draws, it is indisputable that the institution known as Antioch College has 
survived and that it has influenced other institutions of higher learning for nearly 140 years. 

What has been the impetus for such survival? What has Antioch contributed to the catalogues of other 
higher education institutions that has made it distinct and worthy of imitation? These questions will be 
explored in the following pages. Antioch’s history, philosophy, and evolution will be examined to identify 
distinguishing characteristics that will enable us to understand why the Antioch of today continues to 
survive as a distinctive liberal arts college. 

History of Antioch 

Since its founding in 1852, Antioch’s history represents a continuing commitment to the development 
of individuals who are motivated to seek out truth and knowledge and have an impact on society. 

Horace Mann, the first president of Antioch, arrived in Yellow Springs, Ohio in 1853 to dedicate the 
new college and address over three thousand spectators, many of whom had come the day before and had 
slept in carriages overnight (Morgan, 1938). Mann was, after all, a man of great notoriety; he had served 4 
years in the United States Congress fighting for the abolition of slavery. And he was the principle architect 

Kerrie Naylor, Clinical Faculty, Department of Educational Administration, University of Utah. 
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of the American public school system. His inaugural address, tuned to the grand key of “God, Duty, and 
Humanity,” dedicated the buildings to the “glory of God and the service of man” (Morgan 1938:187). It 
was a tremendous event. The hope of building a “little Harvard of the West” loomed large in the minds of 
those in attendance (Henderson and Hall, 1946). 

The location of the college was of great importance to Mann. He saw the growth and expansion of 
the west as a challenge and opportunity to do new things for education in new ways; the growth in the 
Mississippi Valley, sometimes called the valley of democracy (Morgan, 1938), was seen by Mann as the 
appropriate place to start a college dedicated to the principles of democracy. 

For Mann, the founding of the college represented a dream of exalting education as the foundation 
of democracy and the support of beneficent religion. The new college was to admit students without 
discrimination as to race, sex, religion, or wealth, and it was to set the highest standard of scholarship and 
character. 

The distinctiveness of the liberal Antioch of 1853 even exceeded Oberlin College, a northerly neighbor 
in Ohio, that opened its doors to both male and female students and placed women faculty and students 
on an equal basis with men (Morgan, 1938). True to his ideals, Mann believed that the education of young 
people was vital to the well-being of a democratic society, and he designed the Antioch curriculum to de
velop individual potential in a noncompetitive environment. He introduced coeducation, nonsectarianism, 
and nonsegregation in order to educate “minds free from prejudice and yearning for truth” (Antioch College 
Catalog, 1990-91). Mann’s dream for Antioch was that it would provide a new direction for higher edu
cation, concerned with the education of all people in all things that make for good living. He emphasized 
a progressive approach to teaching science which featured class discussion in contrast to the then current 
recitation method. He saw higher education as the foundation for the “good life itself,” and believed in the 
integration of moral, civic, and cultural values: implying that college should educate “higher and broader” 
(Morgan, 1938). 

But Mann’s dream was to be short lived. Almost immediately after his arrival at Antioch, financial 
troubles began (Clark, 1970). In 1859, Mann and his friends barely saved the college from the auction 
block by putting up $40,000 of their own money (Morgan, 1938). Following Mann’s death, the college 
experienced turbulent times; over the next 67 years, graduating classes were small (between 1860 and 1910 
most graduating classes had fewer than five students) and there were over 10 college presidents and seven 
acting presidents (Clark, 1970). Unfortunately, Mann’s innovations did not long survive him and the time 
between Mann and Arthur Morgan has been characterized as undistinguished (Antioch College Catalog, 
1990-91). 

With this background in mind, let us now turn to what Antioch’s Catalog terms “the beginnings of 
modern day Antioch.” Sixty-one years after Horace Mann’s death, Antioch was once again teetering on the 
edge of bankruptcy. Arthur Morgan, an academic visionary as well as a self-taught engineer, was appointed 
to the Antioch Board of Trustees in 1920. Rumor had it that Antioch was about to be sold and he was to 
protect the interests of the Unitarians. Seizing the opportunity to present a plan to the Board of Trustees, 
Morgan revolutionized education at the small liberal arts college. 

Morgan’s plan, entitled a “Plan of Practical Industrial Education” (Clark, 1970), was immediately 
accepted. At the age of 42 he was appointed president of the college. His plan represented a severe break 
with traditional higher education. He introduced a work-study program into the liberal arts curriculum, 
setting the Antioch of the 1920s apart from most other colleges of the time (Henderson and Hall, 1946). 
Briefly, Morgan’s ideas were these: to mold individuals who would become imaginative proprietors in a 
small community; to have students offer political and economic leadership in the evolution toward a more 
perfect society; to provide a “well-proportioned education”; to mold the “entire personality of the student”; 
and, to have “education in life as well as in books” (Clark 1970:22). Although Morgan’s beliefs were rather 
utopian, they did have many common threads with Mann’s founding ideologies. 

Arthur Morgan was not just an engineer who had decided to become an educator. He had been thinking 
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about education and its purposes since his high school days and had already searched possible sites where 
he might set up his ideal college. He saw the Antioch campus as possessing several virtues that a new 
college would take years to develop: the legacy of the ideals of Horace Mann, the physical plant (three 
1853 buildings still in minimal working condition), and the adjacent 1000 acre wild-life area known as 
Glen Helen (a gift to the college presented by Hugh Taylor Birch, a friend of Horace Mann’s son and later 
president of Antioch) (Clark 1970:19). It was the perfect time and perfect place for Arthur Morgan to turn 
a near defunct college into the institution that would fulfill his dreams and beliefs. 

Morgan’s 1920 “statement of plans” included the concept of dividing student time between work and 
study. He felt that the securing of a more rounded development through the alternation of study and work 
experience, would provide self-support for the college and assistance to students in paying their tuition. 
His ideas included the merger of work with cultural education (liberal education), as well as the building of 
physical fitness, and the development of community service (Clark, 1970). All of this was to occur within 
the Antioch enclave. 

Antioch’s history from 1920 to the present has been somewhat metamorphic. Certainly the history of 
Antioch has not been without challenge. The means to accomplish Morgan’s dreams and ideals have been 
adjusted and amended through the years to arrive at the Antioch of today. But even through the revisions, 
what has remained constant is Morgan’s philosophy of work experience integrated with liberal education, 
the development of community through democratic participation, and the college’s commitment to social 
concerns. Both Mann and Morgan set the stage within which the historical dramas have played. Remain
ing true to the continuing heritage, the current philosophy of Antioch operates within these parameters 
established years ago. 

Current Demographics 

Antioch College is located 20 miles from Dayton, Ohio in the small southwestern Ohio village of Yellow 
Springs, population 4,600. Approximately 585 full-time undergraduates are enrolled at the present time; 
56 percent are women and 44 percent are men; 9 percent are blacks; 1 percent are Native Americans; 2 
percent are Hispanics; 1 percent are Asian Americans; and 3 percent are international students. 

Antioch is one of the oldest experimental and innovative liberal arts colleges in the country with a 
campus of approximately 100 acres and an adjoining 1000 acre nature preserve nearby. The college is part 
of Antioch University, established in 1978. 

Modern-day Antioch University enrolls 3,400 students, has 130 full-time faculty, and 7 operating units 
or centers: Antioch College (which includes Antioch Education Abroad and a small center in London) 
and adult learning centers in New England, Philadelphia, Seattle, San Francisco, and Southern California 
(Los Angeles and a satellite in Santa Barbara). A new unit, titled the School for Adult and Experiential 
Learning, is being organized in Yellow Springs and will include the existing Center for Adult Learning, 
external degree programs and Summer programs (NCAR, 1988). Sixty-eight percent of all Antioch students 
in the University are women, 15 percent are black. In the 1987-88 fiscal year, the operating budget for 
the University was $22.9 million and during the last 2 years, the budget has yielded surpluses of around 
one-half million dollars. 

The three original buildings still form the core of the Antioch College campus. Admission to Antioch 
College is only moderately difficult; about 79 percent of the applicants are accepted. In 1989, 390 students 
applied for fall admission; 40 percent of the 79 percent accepted enrolled. Eighty-five percent of fall 1988 
freshman returned for fall 1989 term. Admission requirements include an essay, interview, high school 
transcript, and recommendations; SAT and ACT scores are optional and used for counseling and placement 
purposes (Peterson’s Guide to Four-Year Colleges, 1991). 

Currently there are 74 faculty members at the College; 42 full-time, 32 part-time; 64 percent of the 
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full-time faculty have doctoral degrees. The College operates under a traditional tenure system. 
Graduation requirements at the College include a minimum of 160 quarter credits in the core program 

and 6 work terms; one math course and 2 science courses are required; a computer course is also required 
for all students, as well as physical education requirements for 3 years. Satisfaction of basic skills and 
general education requirements must also be met. 

Tuition for the 1990-91 academic year was $12,700. Total expenses, including tuition, room and board, 
facilities fees and community government fees, were $16,450. 

Housing is available and nearly all students are required to live on campus (waivers may be granted). 
About 95 percent of the students live in coed dormitories; sexes are segregated in dormitories by floor or 
room. 

Campus life and student services include a student-run newspaper, volunteer fire department, student 
radio station, emergency squad, health clinic, counseling center, and women’s center. Antioch College 
sponsors no intercollegiate sports, fraternities, or sororities. However, intramural activities are planned by 
the community government. 

Financial aid and scholarships are available and about four-fifths of the students receive financial aid. 
In fall 1989, 83 percent of the students applied for aid, 75 percent of those were judged to have need, 
and 100 percent of those were assisted. All freshmen who received aid had 100 percent of their needs 
covered. College administered aid for all 1989-90 undergraduates included 304 need-based, 113 non-need 
scholarships, some low interest long-term loans, and some aid from external sources. 

Religious orientation at the College remains nonsectarian. Religious services and activities are arranged 
by interested faculty and students. Rockford Chapel is available for contemplation, worship, small meetings, 
and weddings. 

Antioch is accredited by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. Current financial health 
and stability is good, although on several occasions the institution has been nearly bankrupt. Most recently, 
because of rapid overexpansion during the 1970s, the finances and administration were nearly overwhelmed 
by a loose “network.” At its peak in 1977-78, Antioch consisted of some 33 units in several countries, 
enrolling approximately 8,574 students, supported principally by the College in Yellow Springs. But changes 
that were introduced in 1985, under new president, Alan Guskin, have elevated Antioch College to the 
top priority of the University. Strict fiscal policies to control spending were introduced under Guskin’s 
administration, and unit budget cuts were implemented to assure a balanced budget and adequate cash 
flow. Collection of student tuition at the centers (an often neglected priority), fund raising activities, a 
change in the Board of Trustees, and the creation of a “living endowment” (a policy in which the University 
centers would underwrite the rebuilding of the College for 6 years), all represented policy changes which 
have helped make Antioch financially stable once again (NCAR 1988:16). 

Current Philosophy of Antioch College 

Antioch’s Honor Code reveals the prevailing philosophy of the College: 

Antioch College is a community dedicated to the search for truth, the development of individual 
potential, and the pursuit of social justice. In order to fulfill our objectives, freedom must be 
matched by responsibility. As a member of the Antioch Community, I affirm that I will be 
honest and respectful in all my relationships, and I will advance these standards of behavior in 
others. (Officially adopted, March 14, 1985) 

This code reflects the behavior that students at Antioch are expected to uphold. Such behavior runs 
concomitantly with the educational philosophy and purpose of the College: 
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We believe in the power of ideas and in the value of examining ideas seriously. We believe 
that ideas come alive when they are tested and refined through experience. We believe that to 
prepare students to take responsibility for their own lives, students should have a significant 
voice in their own educational community. We believe that the role of education is to help 
students create meaning and purpose in their lives. (Antioch College Brochure, 1990-91:1) 

At Antioch, as at many colleges, the heart of the educational problem is to determine clearly the pur
pose for which the institution exists, and then to formulate a program through which that purpose may 
be realized. The programs at Antioch are the means to the realization of the College’s purpose. Antioch 
provides: first, a rigorous liberal arts curriculum as the academic foundation of each student’s educational 
program; second, the curriculum revolves around one of the most extensive programs of cooperative edu
cation in the world; and third, student participation in shaping campus issues is expected and encouraged. 
Education at Antioch is both idealistic and purposeful, value-driven and practical. Students are expected 
to reach beyond conventional learning—to become intelligent experimenters, informed risk-takers, creative 
thinkers, and courageous practitioners (Antioch College Catalog, 1990-91). 

The ideals of these programs are based on a set of enduring beliefs. Such beliefs extend back into 
Antioch’s history to the general purpose of Antioch College stated by Horace Mann in 1853. In his 
inaugural address, Mann declared unequivocally that a college should concern itself with three things: the 
bodily health, the mental enlightenment, and the moral education of its students. To achieve this purpose, 
Antioch’s first program included courses in health and compulsory exercise, the elective system of studies 
(this was a highly controversial issue at the time), and a strong curricular slant in favor of the sciences 
(Morgan 1938:19-150). 

Further support of Antioch’s historical heritage embedded in its educational philosophy and program 
can be found in Arthur Morgan’s 1920 statement of Antioch’s purpose: “Antioch will seek the development, 
in proportion, of every element of personality” (Morgan 1938:150). To realize this purpose, the following 
programs were established: the cooperative plan of work and study, the required course program in the 
arts and sciences, the honor system, the faculty adviser plan, the health examinations, the intramural 
sports program, and the policy of student responsibility for student conduct and activities. Through these 
programs Morgan tried to motivate students toward fine social purposes and to formulate a philosophy of 
life (Morgan, 1938). 

Considering these statements of purpose and the programs for education from Antioch’s past, it is clear 
that the current Antioch continues this heritage of “education for life.” An extensive examination of the 
three basic programs—the co-op work program, the academic program, and the community governance 
program—will illustrate more closely the philosophy guiding the institution today and how it relates to 
the philosophy and programs of the past. 

The Work Program 

Integration of work and study has been a primary force in shaping the character of Antioch since the 
introduction of the Cooperative Education Program in 1921. The program is well suited for students who 
seek a high degree of freedom and responsibility, innovation, academic excellence, and a chance to explore 
a variety of career options (Antioch College Brochure, 1990-91). One-third of the student-body is on co-op 
while the remaining students study on campus. The college maintains a network of 300 employers who 
hire students on a regular basis. A full-time staff of co-op faculty assists students in selecting a co-op 
assignment, dealing with problems that may arise during the course of the experience, and in assessing 
lessons learned when the experience is completed. 

Opportunities in Antioch’s co-op program are extensive, both in job responsibility and geographic 
location. Students are employed nationwide in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Wash
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ington, D.C., and other locations. They work for such organizations as the Associated Press, the Library of 
Congress, Chicago’s Field Museum, Camarillo State Hospital, Horace Mann School, IBM, Boston Univer
sity Medical School, and Staten Island Advance newspaper. Students are employed in hospitals, national 
parks, radio agencies, and theaters. 

All students must complete at least six quarters of co-op assignments. The assignments may be dif
ferent or the same. Students are hired as regular employees and must make their own travel and living 
arrangements. Employers pay students directly. Students must then pay the college tuition while on co-op 
assignment; they receive credit pending appropriate evaluations. 

The benefits of co-ops relate directly to the philosophy of the college. The co-ops provide life experience 
to help students come to terms with who they are, where they fit in and what they will do in life (Antioch 
College Brochure, 1990-91). Co-ops and classroom learning are linked in significant ways. Perspectives 
and skills learned in the classroom are tested and refined on the job. Practical insights from the co-op 
experience are brought back to the classroom to enrich further study. Students rely on their own resources 
as they participate in co-op. Plus, students develop multiple contacts and are in an excellent position to 
acquire a meaningful job at the end of their schooling. 

The Academic Program 

Consideration of Antioch’s academic program and its relation to liberal education is important in as
sessing its success as a distinctive college. The academic curriculum provides students with a broad liberal 
education that challenges their values and perspectives as well as increases their knowledge, ability to ques
tion, and general intellectual consciousness about themselves and the society in which they live (Antioch 
College Catalog, 1990-91). Within the context of the curriculum, students plan their own education with 
the help of faculty advisors and counselors. Students and faculty work from a “general education grid” 
which presents the requirements and options within the curriculum (NCAR 1988:29). The emphasis is 
on different ways of knowing and the preparation of generalists. Antioch College offers the Bachelor of 
Arts degree and the Bachelor of Science degree. Academic disciplines are categorized by various “Insti
tutes”: Institute of Arts, Institute of Communications and Media Arts, Institute of Human Development, 
Institute of Humanities, Institute of Public and Private Management, and Institute of Science and Tech
nology. Concentrations in both disciplinary and interdisciplinary programs are available in the Institutes. 
Disciplinary majors (such as Biology, History, or Music) or Interdisciplinary majors (such as African and 
African-American Studies, Educational Studies, or International Studies) make up the curriculum at Anti
och College. The general education program emphasizes mastery of knowledge and skill areas and students 
must complete 12 five-credit courses. Knowledge areas include, but are not limited to: Western Intel
lectual Tradition, Non-western and Cross-cultural Studies, Social Environment, Living Environment, and 
Individual Development. Skill areas include: Aesthetic-creative, Analytical-integrative, Experimental, In
tercultural, and Inquiry (Antioch College Catalog, 1990-91). Academic classes are small with a nine to one 
ratio, which encourages close contact with faculty. Vigorous exchanges take place in the classroom, and 
diverse viewpoints are welcome. Students do not receive grades. Professors write narrative evaluations of 
the work of each student in every course. Consistent with both Mann and Morgan’s philosophy of being 
against any system of rewards or prizes which coax students to learn, “Antioch students are motivated to 
learn for the right reasons without artificial incentives” (Al Denman, Professor of Philosophy of Law and 
Religion, Antioch College Brochure, 1990-91). Teaching students to love learning for the sake of learning 
is the objective of Antioch educators, if not the common experience of Antioch students. 
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Community Governance Program 

Education at Antioch is not confined to the classroom or to the co-op jobs. For more than 6 years, 
the College’s philosophy has encouraged students to be active in campus life. Antioch leaders believe the 
college should be a single cohesive community based on principles of democracy and citizenship (Antioch 
College Brochure, 1990-91). Community government offers significant responsibility for the social, cultural, 
financial, and policy issues that govern college affairs. The tradition of faculty and student participation 
in the governance of the college stretches back to Arthur Morgan. Two major councils, both implemented 
in 1926 under Morgan’s administration, constitute the decision-making bodies of the campus. The first, 
the Administrative Council (AdCil), is composed of six faculty, three students, two administrators, and 
the Community Manager. Currently, the College President, Alan Guskin, chairs AdCil. (This was one of 
the changes implemented in 1985 in hopes of reinstituting fiscal solvency.) The council’s chief purpose is to 
advise the president. But in practice, the opinion of AdCil on significant matters of college-wide policy is 
decisive. According to the Antioch College Catalog, the president seldom acts contrary to AdCil’s advice, 
especially on such matters as curriculum, faculty hiring and renewals, tenure, academic reviews, and new 
programs (1990-91:17). The strength of influence that this council achieved was solidified under Algo 
Henderson, Morgan’s successor to the presidency. By the 1950s, this council had become the operational 
heart of the College and directly represented the philosophy of democratic participation (Clark, 1970). 

The second body representing the community governance program is called the Community Council 
(ComCil). ComCil is the legislative body of the community government. All members pay fees to the 
community government. Community government directly addresses the quality of life on campus through 
such avenues as the campus newspaper, movies, cultural events, dances, and other activities (Antioch 
College Brochure, 1990-91). 

ComCil is composed of seven students, four non-students, the Community Manager, and the Dean 
of Students. Dormitory standards, publication standards, social activities, and other matters relating to 
campus life are under ComCil’s purview. The Community Manager, usually a student, has the managerial 
responsibilities of community life and acts as chief administrator in carrying out the policies of ComCil. 

Antioch’s commitment to democratic processes is a clear demonstration of its priorities. The College 
considers participation in governance—by voting, serving on committees, and keeping informed—important 
not only in teaching the responsibilities attendant upon freedom, but also in keeping college life vibrant. 
Morgan’s philosophy that “if students learn by doing, they ought to learn democracy by participating 
in campus forms of it” (Clark 1970:55), is exemplified in the community governance structure. As an 
expression of the social consciousness of the college, the community governance program is the hallmark 
of Antioch. 

Evolution of the College 

Antioch College has consolidated the philosophy of education for the whole person into a combination 
of three distinct, yet interrelated and integrated programs. Each of these program discussions had its roots 
firmly planted in Antioch’s past: the rigorous academic curriculum, the co-op experiences, the participation 
in community governance. Further, the attention to values and the emphasis on discovering a personal 
world view are all factors which unite to make Antioch a college of continuing distinction (NCAR 1988:28). 
An examination of what makes Antioch different from most other colleges follows. In particular Morgan’s 
savvy in personnel matters, his charismatic recruitment of bright students, his creation of a progressive 
image for the college, and how that image has evolved during the last three decades, will complete the 
story. 

The Antioch of Mann’s time created the beginning of the story. Unfortunately, with Mann’s death, 
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the College almost died. When Arthur Morgan emerged on the scene in the 1920s he was wise enough to 
recognize the potential of Antioch. He recognized the legacy of Horace Mann’s ideals. Morgan was able 
to seize the initiative and take command of the situation with new force and vigor. His actions helped 
perpetuate the college and, with a new vision, recreate Antioch’s identity. 

The first thing Morgan did as the new College president was to change the college board of trustees. 
Traveling around the country and visiting old friends and colleagues outside of Ohio, Morgan selected 
trustees who not only shared his vision of education, but had reputations and fortunes to match. 

The next thing Morgan did was transform the faculty. He carefully sought out professors who would 
suit him, faculty with experience and commitment. The ideal person was one who, forceful in personality, 
broad in interest, matured by practical experience and reflection, would also commit to the adventure of 
working out a new education and a new life for Antioch (Clark, 1970). 

Following the selection of a faculty, Morgan concentrated on attracting and selecting students. Adding 
to the already existing admission standards of high school certificates and entrance exams, Morgan incorpo
rated high school grades, intelligence tests, letters of recommendation, and even student autobiographies. 
By enhancing the admission standards, Morgan promulgated the belief that Antioch was indeed a school 
with a vision which had something to offer. By 1921-22, the student body numbered 203, five times greater 
than the year before. By 1930, the enrollment rate reached 650 (Clark, 1970). 

Next, Morgan focused on finances. At first, he financed the College year by year on the strength of 
what he could solicit during his travels. Gifts and grants constituted 50 percent of the budget; student fees 
and tuition made up the other 50 percent (Clark, 1970). Certainly the work-study program helped finance 
the College since one-third to one-half of the student population was off campus and still paying tuition. 

Finally, Morgan focused on public relations to make the College a success. It is no exaggeration to say 
that Arthur Morgan had a keen sense for public relations and an eye for building a positive image of the 
College. He worked diligently projecting the image of the College he wanted Antioch to be, never losing 
sight of his ideals nor of Mann’s. Morgan spread the word to a large audience simultaneously conveying 
his vision of education. Ingeniously, Morgan offered interviews to national magazines; he wrote articles for 
scientific journals, and he encouraged his contacts in New York to print articles and editorials in the New 
York Times. Antioch was constantly in the news and a topic of conversation in influential circles. 

In addition to these public relation strategies, Morgan established the “Friends of Antioch” in different 
cities, trying to remove the impression that Antioch was just a local college. He also began his own 
personal forum entitled Antioch Notes. His circulation list consisted of 20,000 readers ranging from high 
school principals to Supreme Court justices (Clark, 1970). With all of this attention, the College soon won 
national respect and recognition. 

By the early 1930s, Antioch was clearly a successful liberal arts college. It had an original program, good 
students, and good faculty. The College, transformed under Morgan’s leadership, had not only survived 
but had prospered and earned a respectable reputation. Even though minor changes in Mann’s original 
dream had occurred (he had originally hoped for a utopian sense of community to develop in which the 
College would be almost entirely self-supporting, dedicated to the social changes necessary for the ideal 
democracy), the revision had been essential in the survival of the College. Morgan had generated allegiance 
on the part of faculty, students, alumni, trustees, and community. The only thing left was to see if the 
evolution could withstand the departure of Arthur Morgan. 

Through the 1930s and 1940s, after Morgan left Antioch, new leaders met the challenges and made 
changes where they were necessary. Even through the massaging of minor changes, Antioch’s reputation was 
cemented in the College’s existence and persona. Between 1940 and 1960 Antioch College was considered 
to be one of the most distinctive, academically competitive colleges in the country, noted for its innovative 
education as well as for high standards (Clark, 1970). Antioch had an uncommon educational program 
built upon work, grounded in liberal education, and centered on campus participation. The distinctive 
character was institutionalized, and Morgan’s successors attempted to be sensitive to that distinction. 
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By the mid-1960s, however, Antioch had grown to be a series of “networks” containing some 33 centers 
in the United States and abroad. The College was the sole support for most of these centers and was being 
financially drained as time passed. 

Ironically, it was Antioch’s own historical heritage that caused the College financial problems and 
instability through the 1960s and 1970s. Given a history of educational experiments and progressive 
values, as well as the spirit of the late 60s, it is not surprising that Antioch College wanted to be a 
leader. The focus of the College centered in extending educational access to individuals from groups who 
traditionally were not well represented in American colleges—adults, minorities, and the poor (NCAR 
1988:8). An institution created and recreated by two insightful reformers, Mann and Morgan, Antioch 
wanted to extend its education to members of the under-attended population, and organize educational 
centers in readily available places. 

There also was a practical factor in the decision to establish the centers. During this time, the College 
was projecting enrollment declines. By organizing adult learning centers, the leadership at that time sought 
to remain financially secure by diversifying its financial base and attracting new students. 

Thus, out of social commitment to an under-served population and a desire to protect the future of 
the College, the first centers were developed as outreach programs of Antioch College. Unfortunately, after 
1972, the centers became more and more distanced from the College and the network seemed to be less and 
less accountable to the purposes and ideals that the College represented. Even when President Birenbaum 
in 1978 tried to bring the“network”under control, by changing the name to Antioch University, the financial 
problems, lack of accountability, and divisive conflict between the centers and the College continued. 

The overexpansion of the University from the College’s marginal financial base continued until the 
early 1980s. During the 1960s and 1970s, Antioch also experienced conflicts over professionalization and 
specialization of the curriculum, tension over student freedom versus responsibility, and negative repercus
sions from campus social activism and liberal (radical) political positions. These turbulent times caused 
the college to reexamine its policies and procedures. The grim picture had only improved slightly by the 
time the North Central Association made two focused visits in 1981 and 1983. Fortunately, by the early 
1980s, long-range planning and quality controls were beginning to improve, and a competent University 
administration with a comprehensive vision was emerging. The University closed more than twenty centers 
in 10 years, made plans to close the law school at George Washington University, and rededicated itself to 
the restitution of the College. 

After 1985 and the appointment of Alan Guskin, symbolic as well as practical changes took place. The 
president moved the offices of the University back to Yellow Spring. Policies were implemented to secure 
funds to rebuild the College. Fiscal policies to control spending were introduced, University centers were 
held accountable to collect student tuition, and effective long-range planning began in May of 1986 (NCAR, 
1988). 

Perhaps the most critical factor during this last restoration period of Antioch College was the way in 
which symbols were used. A formal inauguration was held on the College campus in October, 1986, replete 
with robes, pomp, and circumstance. The ceremony was attended by 1,200 alumni, friends, and colleagues 
representing over two hundred institutions. It was the first of its kind in 40 years. The inauguration 
symbolically began the process of moving forward into the future. Also symbolic in the restoration of the 
College was the reestablishment of the alumni magazine, the Antiochian. The magazine was redesigned 
and once again made into a College publication. Another symbolic, yet rational aspect of reinstituting 
the College was the articulation of a vision. A clear vision was needed at the Antioch of the 1980s to 
give people a sense of direction. Using the ideals of Mann and Morgan, the leaders at Antioch created 
a new motivation for the institution. The major vision, championed everywhere on Antioch University 
campuses, was to make the College a national institution once again. Consistent with Antioch’s vision, 
nine commitments were framed within Antioch’s present mission: 
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1. to the College, because of its historic role as the institution from which all of the other units developed, 
and as the center of the University; 

2. to the College’s integration of liberal arts and work experience; 

3. to the integration of theory and practice throughout the curriculum; 

4. to participatory forms of governance and a strong sense of community; 

5. to equality for all individuals and peoples; 

6. to an education that addresses the life-long needs of students; 

7. to striving for high quality in educational programs and personnel; 

8. to educating students who will have a sense of potency, a sense of competence, and a willingness to 
act on their values; and, 

9. to taking reasonable risks in order to accomplish these commitments.	 (Approved by the Board of 
Trustees, 1986 and 1987) 

In order to deal with the tumultuous incidents of the 1960s and 1970s, some necessary modifications in 
administrative procedures, accountability structures, and fiscal policies have occurred. Slight revisions of 
programs have also taken place. But through this evolution, the ideals that Mann and Morgan instituted 
remained intact and the core principles around which Antioch’s curriculum program have been organized 
have remained consistent. Two facts are noteworthy in Antioch’s long history: first, the institution has 
endured in spite of periods of questionable funding and management; second, the mission has remained 
reasonably constant since the early 1920s (NCAR 1988:10). The philosophy of the whole person and 
education for life expressed in the combination of programs and values which the College advocated has 
become embedded deeply into Antioch’s character. 

It has been said that once a vision has taken firm root, and the course has been determined, then 
compromise can occur without harming the heritage. This seems to be the case at Antioch. Horace 
Mann and Arthur Morgan had visions for Antioch. They set the course and the philosophy behind their 
visions fueled the needed programs. Implicit in the interplay of the three driving components of the 
Antioch program—the academic program, the work experience program, and the community governance 
program—are strong commitments to social justice, a striving for clear values, and responsible social action. 
These principles have shaped a history which is undaunted idealistic. They have attracted and challenged 
generations of students and faculty who have given the several communities of Antioch a special ethos. 
The College became legendary and although it has suffered financial chaos at times, dreamed new visions, 
and evolved over time, Antioch has remained remarkably true to its noble heritage. 

Conclusion 

These mission reviews have led to several conclusions. First, the fundamental principles of Antioch 
remain powerful and binding. Second, there is a need to continually review these principles so that new 
faculty and students become familiar with Antiochian values and develop a complete understanding of its 
mission. Third, good progress is being made toward a better understanding of the integration of work and 
study in the curriculum and its three programs: academics, work, and community. 

Most recently, discussions have focused on the need for a new emphasis on global understanding, and the 
need for all students in all programs to be better acquainted with other cultures and the interdependency 
of nations. In addition, a new curriculum for the 21st century is currently under study. The new design 
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will feature an in-depth work experience of three 12-month time periods in a cross-cultural environment 
either in another country or in the United States (Antioch College Catalog, 1990-91). A new language 
proficiency requirement is being proposed, specially designed courses in non-Western/global studies are in 
the making, and new majors are being added to the program. Students are also requesting that they be 
allowed to “self-design” a major. Continually evaluating and assessing where Antioch has been, where it is 
now, and what the future might bring, will be essential if Antioch is to revitalize itself for the third time 
and continue its heritage. Facing low enrollment problems, financial challenges, and diversified University 
network communities will be the ordeal of the 1990s. The test will be to see if the College can remain true 
to its heritage of social goals while at the same time being able to attract the conservative populace that 
currently dominates college enrollments. If joining the mainstream of liberal arts colleges means being less 
political in order to enhance enrollments and survive, will the commitment to its purposes and vision be 
strong enough to endure, or will its long and unique heritage succumb to the pressures of this environment? 
Considering Antioch’s longevity for survival, it seems likely that the College will keep what has worked 
and change what doesn’t work by exploring new alternatives and options. Remaining true to the values 
and beliefs that have served it well for almost a century and a half will hopefully ensure Antioch’s success 
in the future. 

W.S. Harwood, a friend of Horace Mann and an early president of Antioch, expressed the vision when 
he stated: 

The new Antioch was not a city, but a college, a college destined to a storm-tossed history, 
where noble men and women have been educated, where bitter feuds have been fought, where 
truth has triumphed. (Morgan 1938:59) 
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Chapter 4 

Berea: The Persistent Ideal 
Clifford Crelly 3 

Berea College was founded in 1855 for the purpose of providing an education to all students regardless 
of creed, gender, or color. Students from families with impoverished financial resources and those who 
otherwise would not have the opportunity to attend college became the strongest commitment to Berea’s 
academic structure. Students from the Appalachian region were sought with the hope that, upon gradu
ation, they would return to the mountains from which they came to educate others. Student labor was 
required as a major component of learning and used as a mechanism to offset the cost of their education. 
Adherence to these principles has not changed from Berea’s inception to the present day. 

This paper discusses the development of Berea in five sections. These sections address critical ele
ments related to the following: founding of the College; importance of the work ethic; commitment to 
Christian belief; absence of discrimination, and importance of quality education. Each section is presented 
chronologically and the importance of each element to the College from its beginning to the present day is 
explained. 

Founding of the College 

In 1855, Reverend John G. Fee and Cassius M. Clay began a school on Berea Ridge in the foothills of 
the Appalachian Mountains of Kentucky. Fee was a graduate of Lane Seminary outside Cincinnati, Ohio, 
and a proponent of abolition. A native Kentuckian, he came to an area southeast of Lexington on the 
request of Clay. Clay was a landowner who owned no slaves. He had read an article authored by Fee 
about the sins of slavery and invited the young minister to establish a church and a grammar school in 
the mountainous area of the state. Clay wanted to demonstrate the political advantages of life without 
slavery and chose Fee to help him start a free community in which agriculture could flourish. The political 
beliefs of Clay and the religious beliefs of Fee provided the cornerstone for the future development of Berea 
College. 

During the next 3 years, a Board of Trustees was formed and Fee became the board’s first president. Two 
teachers, Reverend John A. R. Rogers and John G. Hanson, joined the school and Rogers was appointed 
principal. Rogers brought with him the desire to begin a school that offered advanced study and Hanson 
the expertise in trades related to milling wood, surveying, and inventing. With Fee, these men drew up a 
constitution for Berea College in July of 1859. The fundamental principles of this constitution were: (a) 
to promote the cause of Christ; (b) to provide education for those of moral character at the least possible 
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expense; and (c) to offer all opportunities for worthwhile labor (Hutchins, 1963). No restrictions concerning 
race, gender, or religious denomination were stated and the motto, “God hath made of one blood all nations 
of men” was included. During the antebellum days of Fee and Clay, blacks and women were considered 
second-class citizens. This idea of education for all was truly revolutionary. 

From the first day their school opened in 1855, both black and white, male and female students were 
admitted on an equal basis. At this time, protest was minimal and the residents of the area accepted the 
integrated system. However, in 1859, John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry caused unrest in the community. 
The abolitionist beliefs of Fee, Rogers and Hanson came under attack from local slaveholders and pernicious 
rumors that Fee was organizing a similar raid spread. Numerous meetings were held to determine the best 
method of disposing of Fee and his teachers. The situation remained tense and at Christmas armed citizens 
demanded that they leave within 10 days. They departed and were housed by families in the Cincinnati 
area. Although they made sporadic trips back to Berea to preach, they did not relocate in Berea until 
April 1864 and did not reopen Berea until the conclusion of the Civil War. 

In March 1866, the school reopened as an institution of higher education. One hundred eighty-seven 
students, 96 black and 91 white were admitted. Immediately 27 white students withdrew and threats to the 
lives of Fee, Hanson and Rogers began and continued for several years. Despite these threats, these men 
drew up and signed articles of incorporation in April of 1866. The articles set forth the same principles as 
the constitution and a provision was made to include a president of the College. In 1869, the first official 
president of Berea, E. Henry Fairchild, was appointed. 

Fairchild was 54 when he arrived at Berea and brought with him experience as a teacher, financial agent 
and pastor. From 1869 to 1889, he used these skills to improve public services to the community of the 
Appalachian region. Successive presidents, William B. Stewart (1890-1892), William G. Frost (1892-1920), 
William J. Hutchins (1920-1939), Francis S. Hutchins (1939-1967), Willis D. Weatherford (1967-1984) and 
John B. Stephenson (1984-present) have continued this tradition. 

Work Ethic 

Work ethic developed early in the history of Berea. Fairchild was a graduate of Oberlin College, an Ohio 
school that had pioneered coeducation in 1837 and experimented with student work programs. Fee and 
Rogers had been involved in such programs while attending Augusta and Oberlin. These labor programs 
had not been successful due to poor management and the perception of students. However, Fairchild 
believed that labor programs could be successful if managed properly and required as a foundation of 
holistic education. Although the date that student labor programs were first initiated at Berea is not 
recorded, training began early on in unskilled jobs such as road building. Within 20 years, jobs had 
progressed to skilled and technical endeavors. As early as 1904, students were operating printing presses, 
building permanent structures, manufacturing textiles in home industries, operating woodworking shops 
and growing crops. As time went on, students began to operate bakeries, laundries and the local fire 
department. With the advent of electricity, they built dams and operated a hydroelectric power plant. An 
emphasis in nursing also began about this time. 

Regardless of the jobs pursued, student labor always has been an integral part of the educational 
curriculum at Berea. Students receive instruction from lectures and demonstrations, then apply their 
knowledge to practical situations. Presently, all students must work a minimum of 10 hours per week and 
carry a full class load. Freshmen must work at an assigned job and receive $1.30 per hour. Upperclassmen 
may select their own work assignment and are paid up to $3.20 per hour. Students who work full time 
during the summer quarter earn minimum wage. The difference between earnings and minimum wage up 
to $2,500 per year is credited toward the cost of the student’s education. 

Berea offers work in over 1,600 jobs from which students may choose. The vast majority of the jobs 
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involve work on campus and fall into six categories: (a) academic and related areas; (b) student personnel, 
offices and services; (c) auxiliary enterprises; (d) student projects and industry; and (e) community service. 
Academic and related areas include: audio-visual services, counseling, library, testing and tutorial services, 
preschool teaching, and Upward Bound. Jobs in student personnel areas focus on on-campus housing 
operations, publication of the student newspaper and yearbook, and campus activities associated with 
student life. Offices and services provide employment in areas that are integral to the operation of the 
College (e.g., accounting, public safety, post office, institutional research, health, dental, financial aid and 
campus ministry). In this category students also assist faculty, deans, and the president of the College. 
Students also work in auxiliary enterprises such as the Appalachian Museum, food service, and the electric 
and water utilities. Student projects and industry include working in the Boone Tavern Giftshop and 
Hotel, on the College farm, in the ceramics department, on the poultry farm, and at the Log House 
sales room. Community services are available in the child-care center, hospital, radio station, summer 
recreation programs, Save the Children Federation, Students for Appalachia, and the Mountain Maternal 
Health League. Carpentry and woodworking products are among Berea’s most acclaimed work-programs. 

Because of the work ethic at Berea, the College has enjoyed a positive relationship with the people 
and the leaders of the town except during the Civil War era. Between 1925 and 1950, Berea operated 
several Opportunity Schools for adult members of the town and surrounding area. Farmers, carpenters, 
housewives, lumberjacks, miners, and rural ministers and teachers took advantage of this program. To 
this day, the town and College collaborate in the operation of the fire department, water, sewer services, 
and the community hospital. The labor programs of the College contract with many local businesses and 
industries from the town for student employment. 

Christian Belief 

Berea always has been firmly rooted in the beliefs of Christianity, even though it has been operated as 
a nonsectarian institution. The name of the College, Berea, was a biblical town described in the book of 
Acts in the Testament. People of Berea were purported to be accepting of the word of Christ and spent 
hours each day in study of the scriptures. By choosing this name, the founders of the College indicated 
their commitment to the integration of Christianity and education. 

Berea does not require participation in organized religious activities, but does expect students to respect 
and incorporate Christian values. This commitment is expressed in academic programs, extracurricular 
activities, and worship. Two campus ministers counsel students, teach, lead groups, and conduct con
ferences in addition to holding weekly worship services in both of the campus chapels. Students, guest 
pastors, religious leaders, and theologians preach at campus religious activities. Students participate in 
service organizations that focus on literacy, Bible study, recreation, religious dramas, and counseling. They 
visit nursing homes, hospitals, and correctional institutions. Courses in historical perspectives on religion 
and the Christian faith in the modern world are required of students in their sophomore and senior years. 
A major in philosophy and religion is included in the academic program for students seeking to become 
Christian ministers or missionaries. 

The Christian ethic and nondenominational focus was institutionalized in the founding of Berea College. 
John Fee was an ordained Presbyterian minister removed from his pulpit for his views on abolition. When 
he affiliated with the American Missionary Association (A.M.A), he adopted their nonsectarian beliefs. 
Rogers was also a member of this organization and brought with him the missionary spirit. 

Throughout Berea’s history, events have occurred that exemplify the commitment to the Christian 
ethic. The first building constructed by students through the Student Labor Program was a chapel, built 
in 1902 after fire had destroyed the existing chapel. The first graduate of Berea to obtain a B.A. degree was 
a black sergeant from the Union Army who went on to become a missionary in the Appalachian region. 
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Endowments and gifts from religious societies and individuals such as Julia Ward Howe and Woodrow 
Wilson have contributed to the financial stability of the College. 

Perhaps the strongest evidence of the Christian philosophy that undergirds Berea lies in its recruit
ment and fundraising procedures. Initially students were recruited from Northern states to receive a free 
education at Berea if they would teach and recruit students from the Appalachian mountains. After these 
students graduated from Berea, it was expected that they too would teach and recruit students. In addi
tion, it was hoped that students who had received their education at Berea would contribute financially to 
Berea for the support of Christian education of future students. Although these expectations are informal 
and assumed, these principles are understood by all graduates and reflected in the missionary-like zeal of 
their recruiters and fundraisers. 

Absence of Discrimination 

Berea was founded by Fee, Rogers and Hanson with a commitment to nondiscrimination and the 
principles of abolitionism. After the Civil War, Berea’s first president, Henry Fairchild tackled the work of 
race relations and community involvement. Through his efforts hundreds of black students were welcomed 
into the white society and hundreds of white students from the Appalachian area were educated about the 
problems of blacks. To further this effort, one black man and one black woman were hired to teach Latin, 
mathematics and instrumental music. 

Berea’s racial problems were managed until 1904 when the Kentucky legislature passed the Day Law 
introduced by Democratic representative Carl Day. This law prohibited associations, corporations, Col
leges, institutions, and schools from educating whites and black students together. On behalf of Berea, 
President Frost contested the constitutionality of this law in the Commonwealth’s Court of Appeals and 
the Supreme Court on the basis of the 14th Amendment. Neither court supported Berea’s appeal, and to 
remain open, Berea barred black students from seeking an education at the College. 

Despite the law, Berea continued to support a policy of non-discrimination among races in the only 
ways open to it. Mrs. Rogers taught black children in her home and students of College age were sent, 
free of charge, to black institutions throughout the South. In 1949, when the University of Kentucky was 
ordered to admit black students into their graduate programs, the Day Law was amended and Berea, 
under the presidency of Francis S. Hutchins, began to admit blacks once again. Because all colleges in 
the Commonwealth now admitted blacks and because the black population around Berea was limited, the 
College never has regained its previous percentage of black students. 

Today, under the leadership of President John B. Stephenson, Berea holds fast to its founding principles 
of student equality. Forty-four percent of the student body are males and 56 percent are females. Currently 
86 percent of the students are white, 9 percent are black, and 5 percent are foreign nationals. 

Quality Education 

When Berea opened as a one-room school in 1855, Rogers and his wife taught geography, astronomy, 
chemistry, physics, music, and drama to 50 students from the Berea area. In the second year, Hanson was 
added as a teacher and taught subjects related to carpentry, gardening, and mathematics. At the onset 
of the Civil War, threats to the teachers and fear for their lives caused closure of the school until 1866. 
When it reopened in that year with 188 students, teacher education and agriculture were added to the 
curriculum. 

The number of students attending Berea grew steadily. By 1892, 354 students were studying the arts 
and sciences. By 1913, 1,423 students were enrolled and a cap on enrollment was established for 1,500 
students. Although some minor modifications in enrollment were made during the depression, World War I, 
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and World War II, today 1,500 full-time and 50 part-time students attend Berea. These students major in 
25 programs that offer the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science Degree. Fifteen percent of the students 
major in business and management; 10 percent in education; 8 percent in social sciences; 7 percent in trade 
and industry; and 7 percent in life sciences. The remainder major in the other disciplines. 

In 1893, under the leadership of president William G. Frost, Berea began to realize the necessity of 
tailoring education to the needs of students from the Appalachian region. By 1915, the Board of Trustees 
had amended the Berea Constitution to deny enrollment to students from outside the mountain region 
except in special circumstances. Since that time a quota system has been adopted for students outside the 
region and has varied between l0 and 25 percent with 20 percent being the norm. Today, students attend 
Berea not only from the mountainous areas of Kentucky and Tennessee, but also throughout the United 
States and some 22 other foreign countries. 

When Berea reopened its doors to students after the Civil War, no admission requirements were im
posed. Neither grades in school nor financial considerations were specified. In 1892, the Trustees decided 
that student tuition was to be free. As the College grew and more students applied for entrance than could 
be accommodated, standards were imposed. In keeping with the original intent of the founders to educate 
bright students from economically deprived areas, Berea decided to bar all students from upper and middle 
income families. In a bold departure Berea turned to endowments and gifts for support. When entrance 
tests became available this College initiated scholastic requirements. Today, tuition is still free; parental 
income must fall below $27,000 for a family of three; and scores in the upper 60th percentile on the ACT 
or SAT are preferred. 

A major reason for Berea’s success in providing a quality education for its students lies in its commit
ment to fiscal solvency. Berea’s annual income currently is derived in the following manner: 70 percent 
endowments, 20 percent donations, 7.5 percent rentals and student industries, and 2.5 percent laboratory 
and student fees. It began with a real estate donation from Clay for a schoolhouse and a cash donation 
of $50 from a New York philanthropist. After the Civil War Berea received support from the Freedmen’s 
Bureau as well as wealthy individuals. After World War II, presidents Francis S. Hutchins and Willis D. 
Weatherford and the current president, John B. Stephenson have accepted funds from government agencies 
such as the U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Science Foundation, and the U.S. Office of Educa
tion. Funds also have been obtained from associations such as the National Association of Rural Schools, 
Conference of Southern Mountain Workers, the Red Cross, and private foundations such as Danforth, Ford, 
and Carnegie. Support from these organizations and alumni have ensured the College a stable financial 
base for the future. In 1988, U.S. News & World Report ranked Berea’s resources as number one in the 
nation among small comprehensive colleges. 

The faculty and administrative staff of Berea College historically have supported the principles on which 
it was founded. Since its founding, Berea has had only seven presidents. Many faculty members have 
devoted their careers to Berea. Although some faculty and staff have left temporarily for assignments in 
state and federal services, most have eventually returned. According to Shannon Wilson, College Archivist 
(personal interview, April 24, 1991) the 57 percent of the current faculty who have returned to Berea 
appreciate the education they received there and want to offer these benefits to other students. They also 
realize that, as a College graduate, their earnings are too high to allow their children to attend. 

Currently Berea has 117 full-time faculty. This translates into a 13:1 student faculty ratio. Seventy-
six percent of the faculty hold doctorate degrees from universities throughout the United States and 70 
percent have received tenure at the Associate or full Professor rank after a 5 year probationary period. 
(Gail Wolford, Assistant to the President, personal interview, April 3, 1991) Students vote with faculty 
on College committees and participate fully in policy decisions. Berea is accredited by the Southern 
Association of Schools, N.C.A.T.E., and the National League for Nursing. 
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Conclusion 

In 1982, Elizabeth S. Peck published a record of the first 125 year history of Berea College. Her 
assessment of the status of Berea at that time was: 

Berea College works in a large perimeter. In its 125th year, it is not the same island institution 
that it was in its older decades when it welcomed the majority of its students from a culture that 
was generally not in the American mainstream itself, an Appalachian culture, often familial, 
parental in authority, and frequently religious in emphasis. The purposes of the College today, 
the basic philosophy [sic] are the same, but the times and the tempo of American living are 
different. Many students from Appalachia come now to Berea with ideas and attitudes shaped 
considerably by changes. . . Today, one of the major functions of Berea College is to help its 
students sort out conflicting values and personal choices. (p. 236) 
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Chapter 5 

Reed: A Middle Course 
Ryo Takahashi 4 

The idea of Reed College was conceived October 17, 1887, when Thomas Lamb Eliot wrote to Simeon 
Gannett Reed and his wife Amanda: 

There is always something to busy to us, always something to develop. I want you to celebrate 
some of these birthdays by founding a Reed Institute of lectures and art and music and museum. 
It will need a mind to run it. (Ritz, 1990:7) 

After a few months, Eliot wrote another letter to the Reeds suggesting they provide for, “Some noble and 
wise philanthropies or services for your time and country, especially for the city and people among whom 
you live” (Ritz, 1990:7). 

Thomas Lamb Eliot, pastor of the Portland, OR, First Unitarian Church, had moved West in 1867 
from St. Louis, MO. His father had founded Washington University in St. Louis, where Thomas Lamb 
was a member of the first graduating class. He then attended Harvard, where he earned a graduate degree 
from the Divinity School in 1865. After arriving in Oregon, Eliot’s interest soon turned to the cultural and 
educational needs of fledgling Portland, and he determined that a fine college with stable financial backing 
would best support those needs. 

Simeon Gannett Reed, originally from Abington, MA, amassed a fortune by moving up from propri
etorship of a small merchandise store to investments in mining, farmlands and steel concerns throughout 
the West. On his death, he bequeathed almost all his property to his wife, Amanda. His will, taking advice 
from Eliot, stated: 

Feeling as I do a deep interest in the future welfare and prosperity of the city of Portland, 
Oregon, where I have spent my business life and accumulated the property I possess, I would 
suggest to my wife that she devote some portion of my estate to benevolent objects, or to 
cultivation, illustration or development of the fine arts of said City of Portland, or to some 
other suitable purpose, which shall be of permanent value and contribute to the beauty of the 
city and to the intelligence, prosperity and happiness of its inhabitants. (Ritz, 1990:8) 

Amanda Reed decided an institution of learning would benefit Portland and donated $1,821,560 (current 
value, approximately $50 million) for the establishment of Reed Institute in 1895. 

Ryo Takahashi, Educational Leader, Republic of Korea. 
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A Preference for Teaching 

As an experimental college Reed is first and foremost a teaching institution. A strong commitment to 
excellence in teaching and a traditional liberal arts curriculum have supported Reed’s consistent rankings 
among the very top colleges in the United States. The first college catalog in 1911 established the philosophy 
as follows: “Only those who want to work, and to work hard, and to gain the greatest possible benefit from 
their studies are welcomed” (Reed Catalog, 1911). 

The 1990-91 Reed College catalog states that all faculty are expected to commit themselves primarily 
to teaching, with scholarly and scientific research aimed at furthering this primary goal. 

Reed’s instructional format is built on small and interactive classes, the cornerstone of its liberal arts 
program. Learning how to think, not what to think is fundamental to all classes. Students are not routinely 
given their grades, although they can see them on request, but are encouraged to work toward personal 
intellectual growth rather than letter ratings. 

Demographic Profile 

Reed’s total enrollment just over 1,200 with a faculty of approximately 120 (about 70 percent full-
time). Eighty percent of the full-time faculty have doctoral degrees. About 52 percent of all applicants are 
accepted, and a typical Reed freshman class is largely (83 percent) students from the top fifth of their high 
school graduating class. About 24 percent of these students come from private schools; 9 percent from 
parochial schools. 

The 100-acre Reed campus is located in a residential area of Portland, five miles from the center of the 
city. 

Reed has gained a particularly favorable reputation for assuring broad access to computer 
facilities for all members of the Reed community. An accreditation committee which visited 
Reed noted that campus computerization and access to computer use for students and faculty 
achieved a level rare in American higher education technology—networked and available to 
students 24-hours-a-day. (Osgood, 1985) 

Financial Base 

Tuition at Reed is high—approximately $15,000 annually at this writing. Room and board add nearly 
another $5,000. Reed’s own funds are the primary source of student assistance, with individual student 
awards ranging from $4,500 to $14,000. About 45 percent of the students receive financial aid from the 
College, the average grant totalling more than $6,000. Reed maintains its determination to extend its 
educational opportunities to all qualified students, regardless of family financial circumstances. 

The board of trustees has a fundamental responsibility for the financial health and the ongoing success 
of the institution. A small group, including the College president, make major financial and planning 
decisions. In practice, many decisions are influenced by the students. This occurs through consultation 
with faculty and governmental bodies as well as with individual members of the community. 

Student Involvement 

The centerpiece of teaching is the seminar of 10 to 20 students, with an emphasis on personal initiative. 
Lauro Martines wrote about his teaching experience at Reed from 1958 to 1962: 
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In those years the College had about seven hundred students and a faculty of seventy. Class 
sizes ranged, in my experience, from six to fifteen students. My job was to teach first-year 
humanities, a team endeavor, which turned out to be, I now realize upon looking back, the 
most exciting course I have ever taught. . . It took half of their weekly class time: three hours 
of lectures and four more in conference. The lectures were given by twelve instructors from a 
variety of disciplines: literature, classics, philosophy, anthropology, history, and art history. All 
of instructors were expected to attend each other’s lectures, and in term time, on any Monday, 
Wednesday, or Friday morning, we all, save for that day’s lecture, could be found sitting at the 
back of the College chapel, the entire freshman class stretched out before us, all the way up to 
the front row of seats just under the podium. (Martines, 1985:194-95) 

Reed students are assisted in finding summer jobs related to their academic focus through the Office 
of Career Advising and Job Placement. Most students also participate in a “community service project.” 
These projects connect students with local volunteer projects such as the Student Mentoring Program 
(matching a college student with an eight-grade student who is at risk of dropping out of school), the 
Community Energy Project (students winterizing homes for low-income citizens), the Oregon Food Bank, 
and local high school tutoring in math, science, and English. Every community program is on a volunteer 
basis. 

There are relatively few rules at Reed. The belief of this college is that an “Honor Principle” will 
invigorate and inspire academic and social life. The preamble of the Reed Community Constitution, 
framed in 1988-90, emphasizes a commitment to mutual respect and support: 

We declare our commitment to responsible and honorable conduct in academic and community 
affairs, and we reaffirm one another’s rights to freedom in inquiry and expression in course
work, scholarship, and day-to-day life of the Reed Community. Since such freedom requires an 
atmosphere of trust and mutual confidence, we further declare that dishonesty, intimidation, 
harassment, exploitation, and the use or threat or force are incompatible with the preservation 
of this freedom. 

The Honor Principle rests basically on individual judgement and conscience, with minimal formal 
enforcement. 

Reed students also have many opportunities to work closely with faculty members. Christopher Fast 
explained his student experience at Reed as follows: 

Since my sophomore year I have had the opportunity to work together with a Reed professor, 
a well-known South Asia scholar, who edits an oriental studies journal. It has given me the 
opportunity to build a relationship with a professor based not only on academics but also on 
friendship too. (To Choose Reed, p. 8) 

Reed requires a senior thesis for graduation, with thesis work stemming from the student’s research 
experience in the major field and developed in consultation with faculty advisers. 

Curriculum 

Even though the curriculum has evolved for years, Reed has never compromised its central educational 
philosophy. All students must master a core of studies to ensure the growth of intellectual skills and to 
lay a cultural foundation for a broad education, including: a humanities program, devoted to a systematic 
interdisciplinary study of the basic texts of the Western intellectual tradition; an interdisciplinary survey 
to ensure breadth and integration of education; and a substantial project to synthesize the knowledge and 
skills learned in the major field. 
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One of the fundamental goals of Reed’s program is that all students master certain intellectual skills 
which underpin a liberal education. Therefore, Reed requires that all freshmen enroll in a year-long 
interdisciplinary course on the classical and Judeo-Christian foundations of Western civilization. Some of 
the specific topics include specific social, religious and philosophical systems. Subsequently, the students 
begin to narrow to their major areas of study. 

With the vision of pioneers, Simeon and Amanda Reed felt that the classic liberal curriculum spoke 
to the core of human knowledge and understanding. Therefore, the curriculum is designed as an honors 
program. 

Teaching/Learning Approaches 

Reed tries to have as many small classes, taught by Socratic methods, as possible. In fact, 90 percent 
of the classes have fewer than 25 students and one-third have fewer than ten. Students and professors have 
an opportunity to know each other as colleagues. The college believes that academic life takes precedence 
over social life. Prospective applicants are cautioned in by the College prospectus to anticipate limited 
extracurricular socializing and free time. Only on occasion do students go to Seattle or San Francisco for 
a well-deserved weekend break. 

The College believes that students and professors are partners. They interact with one another through 
classes, labs, individual conferences and informal meetings. Students work hard for their own reasons, not 
to “come out ahead of” their classmates. Therefore, every activity focuses on learning outcomes. Many 
students find their greatest learning through their work in their major fields. Students are often invited to 
participate in faculty research. 

Reed students have designed their majors in a wide variety of fields in traditional departments or in 
interdisciplinary combinations. The senior year at Reed typically provides the most meaningful learning 
experience. Each senior is encouraged to explore in depth a specific topic. To assist each student an 
individual work station in the library, laboratory or studio is provided during the thesis project. 

Reed is noted for having committed instructors who bring their research into the classroom setting. 
The college mission suggests that a good education is the basis for a lifetime of learning and achievement. 
The Reed College Catalog (1990) states that faculty members possess not only fine minds and scholarly 
expertise but also strong commitments to teaching. 
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Chapter 6 

Deep Springs: Loyalty to a Fault? 5 

L. Jackson Newell 6 

The desert has a deep personality; it has a voice; and God speaks through its personality and 
voice. Great leaders in all ages. . . have sought the desert and heard its voice. You can hear it 
if you listen, but you cannot hear it while in the midst of uproar and strife for material things. 
Gentlemen, “For what came ye into the wilderness?” Not for conventional scholastic training; 
not for ranch life; not to become proficient in commercial or professional pursuits for personal 
gain. You came to prepare for a life of service, with the understanding that superior ability and 
generous purpose would be expected of you. . . 

—Letter from L. L. Nunn to the student body, February 17, 1923 

Deep Springs College in remote Inyo County in eastern California is nearly 80 years old. It has six 
faculty members, 24 students, 350 cows, and ranks second among the nation’s institutions of higher learning 
with respect to the aptitude of the students it admits. 

The Utopian dream and final effort of a highly successful 19th century inventor and developer, Deep 
Springs numbers among its alumni U.S. ambassadors, heads of corporations, presidents of universities, 
members of Congress, distinguished scholars, and prominent news analysts. More than half its students 
have gone on to acquire doctoral degrees, most of them in academic disciplines. Yet Deep Springs is only a 
2-year college—one that requires its students to invest 20 hours a week in labor to sustain the community, 
and operate the 32,000-acre ranch on which the institution is situated. Why did such a unique college 
come into being, and what has sustained its unusual program through more than seven turbulent decades? 

Lucien L. Nunn, born in Medina, Ohio, in 1853, was an attorney, industrialist and romantic. Diminutive 
in stature, moralistic in temperament and a bachelor by choice, Nunn’s insatiable curiosity and tireless quest 
for achievement drove him to professional and personal success. His years as a mine owner and hydroelectric 
power developer in the Rocky Mountains led to the construction of the Ontario Power Works, which still 
generates electricity at Niagara Falls. After the turn of the century, however, Nunn became increasingly 
interested in education and pursued a new dream with the same energy that had characterized his business 
endeavors. 

A self-made man, but one who had benefited from excellent teachers, Nunn was inspired by the notion 
of meritocracy. He was also an elitist who believed that society would be led and improved by “the few.” 
But the few should arise not on the basis of privilege; they should emerge through talent, and they should 
be guided by the ideal of service to humanity. 

5This chapter is adapted from an article by the author published in the Journal of General Education, Vol. 34 (Summer, 
1982) 120-134. 

6L. Jackson Newell, President, Deep Springs College, Professor of Higher Education, University of Utah. 
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Nunn’s educational ideas evolved over a period of three decades. He began by pioneering on-site 
industrial education at his power plants in Utah, Idaho and Montana in the l890s. He hired youthful 
workers of unusual promise and provided them with instruction in technical subjects related to electric-
power generation and transmission. In l904 he built a library and classroom building as part of the facilities 
at his Olmsted plant near Provo, Utah. Gradually he shifted his focus from training to education and in 
1911 formed the Telluride Institute to recognize formally the educational dimension of his company. But 
this novel approach soon proved inadequate for his growing educational interests, particularly when his 
business partners objected to the resources devoted to his educational diversions. Nunn forfeited his interest 
in Olmsted and, in 1916, bought a farm near Claremont, Virginia, where he invited about a dozen able 
young men to pursue classical studies in a pastoral setting. The fledgling school fell stillborn, however, 
when an enterprising army recruiter enlisted the students en masse for the war in Europe. 

Undeterred, Nunn bought a cattle ranch in Deep Springs Valley, which lay east of the Sierra Nevada, 
28 miles from Big Pine, California. With the assistance of the engineer and masons who had constructed 
the Ontario power plant, he built a cluster of sturdy academic buildings. He acquired a respectable library 
of classic works, hired several professors to join his experiment, and invited about 20 students to come to 
Deep Springs. The students were expected to run the extensive cattle operation and to “taste the fatigue 
of hard labor and so earn the rest for mental pursuits” (Bailey, 1933:26). Faculty members were expected 
to offer traditional instruction in the liberal arts based especially on the biographies of great leaders. 

Off to a stormy beginning in the autumn of 1917, Deep Springs is virtually unchanged eight decades 
later. Although its founder died of tuberculosis in 1925, just one day after California statute legally 
safeguarded the trust fund he had established to sustain the institution, his dreams have lived on. 

In his later years, when he was creating Deep Springs, Nunn’s overriding concern was with the devel
opment of courageous leadership in American society. He saw in the traditional American colleges and 
universities deplorable academic standards, lopsided curricula and frivolous activities. Why, Nunn asked, 
should colleges concentrate almost exclusively on intellectual development? What about character? Re
sponsibility? Physical and spiritual growth? The education of the “whole man” was not to be left to chance; 
it required a total environment. Character would be strengthened not only by reading great literature, 
but also by real struggles with ethical issues and economic necessities. Students would acquire a sense of 
duty only if they were granted responsibility. Intellectual toughness might be nurtured by severe physical 
challenge. And the “inner man,” the spirit, might grow where solitude can foster introspection. 

What did Nunn expect of the students (all male) who would receive such an education? He expected 
commitment not only to a strenuous life, but also to an idea. While providing unusual opportunity, he also 
demanded unusual sacrifice. The physical location of Deep Springs provided natural insulation from the 
clamor of the world, but it did not assure freedom from what he considered to be personal distractions. A 
spartan code of ethics, known informally as the “isolation policy,” required students to eschew alcohol and 
tobacco and visits to the nearby towns. There were to be no social connections with local girls. But Nunn 
did not intend to enforce such rules himself—a condition which would have run counter to developing self 
control. These simple but significant, prohibitions, written into the Deed of Trust, were assigned to the 
student government for enforcement. 

To give his young charges further responsibility, Nunn provided for three major student offices: (1) 
a student trustee with full voting rights of the Board; (2) a labor commissioner with responsibility for 
assigning and directing the labor of students in the work program; and (3) a student president with duties 
as student-body administrator and official liaison with the dean or college president. The office of student 
president was traditional, but the other two offices were revolutionary concepts in 1917. 

For several years, Nunn lived at Deep Springs and considered himself a member of the student body. 
He entrusted the administration of the school to a long-time friend and educator, Dean E. A. Thornhill. 
In 1920, nearing 70 and in failing health, Nunn withdrew to his home in Los Angeles. He rarely visited 
the school thereafter, but stayed in close touch with Dean Thornhill and the students by correspondence, 
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leaving a rich record of his expectations and ideals. Before his death in 1925, he turned Deep Springs 
over to a Board of Trustees composed primarily of his business partners and associates. Many of them, 
including the chairman, continued to serve on the board into the early l970s. 

The Deep Springs community now numbers about 24 students, 6 or 7 full-time faculty members and a 
small staff that includes a professional ranch manager, a farmer and a cook. Students come from all parts 
of the United States and occasionally from abroad. They span a wide socioeconomic range. Frequently, 
visiting faculty members come for the summer or for short periods during the regular academic year. To 
a surprising extent, Deep Springs is a self-sustaining economic community. In addition to providing all 
the labor, some of it skilled, for the ranch operation, students run a small dairy operation (where they 
milk the cows by hand and churn the butter), operate a slaughterhouse, feed the chickens, cultivate a 
generous vegetable garden and keep the machinery, vehicles and physical plant in good repair. The labor 
commissioner manages the work operation, which includes doing much of the office work for the college; 
students aid in the bookkeeping and operate the bookstore, post office and library. The labor commissioner 
rotates students from one job to another three or four times a year. 

The curriculum is devoted entirely to the liberal arts. It has no relationship to agriculture or business, 
although courses in economics, psychology, political science and ethics, for example, do use the community 
as a natural laboratory for observation, experimentation and analysis. Cooperative arrangements with 
major libraries in California put the printed resources of those institutions at the disposal of Deep Springs, 
supplementing the school’s own 30,000-volume library. 

The Socratic method of teaching is common, although the founder’s dream of liberating the academic 
program from the usual concern with credit hours has not been fully achieved. The necessity of transferring 
credits from Deep Springs to other institutions has acted as a constraint in this regard, although students 
typically transfer to those few major universities with whom close cooperative relationships exist. Many 
students transfer to Cornell University (where the Telluride Association operates a house that is, for many 
students, a second step in Nunnian education), to Ivy League schools and to the University of California, 
Berkeley. 

Nunn hoped to foster articulate leadership; if students were to make use of the unusual education he 
afforded them, he believed they must be able speakers and writers. Even today every student is required to 
take public speaking each term he is in residence. The requirement benefits the college in ways that Nunn 
may not have anticipated. Monday evenings have become major events in the community as faculty, staff 
and their families gather to hear students speak on topics ranging from international affairs to institutional 
concerns. Always lively, these sessions provide a natural setting for the exchange of ideas and the unification 
of the community. 

Avoiding intellectual inbreeding has always been of concern to Deep Springs. Partly because of this 
concern, the danger has generally been kept at bay. Faculty members are expected not only to teach, but 
also to nurture their contacts with colleagues across the country and around the world and to host distin
guished guest lecturers to enliven the environment. Visiting lecturers and notable figures from a variety of 
fields usually give a formal lecture to the entire community, followed by several days of informal discussion 
at the boardinghouse or in the classroom. Some guests also try their hands at milking or other work in 
the labor program, or join the perpetual after-lunch volleyball or soccer game. The academic calendar 
offers a respite from isolation, too. Occasional field trips throughout the Great Basin give geographical 
perspective, while month-long holidays at Christmas and between terms provide students an opportunity 
to get away. 

Consistent with the founder’s intent to nurture talent irrespective of family wealth or position, the 
students who are invited to attend Deep Springs receive complete scholarships. There are no fees or 
tuition, nor is there any charge for board and room. This policy may not seem significant since students 
invest a great deal of effort in the work program, but the ranch exists in an agricultural region noted for its 
attractiveness to wealthy landowners in need of tax shelters. In a typical year, the ranch operation turns 
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only a small profit, but it is a deadly serious business because mistakes in management, or lethargy on the 
part of students, can mean a disastrous loss. A small endowment helps keep the institution afloat, together 
with contributions from alumni and friends. Because of the small number of students who have benefited 
from Deep Springs, the college has had difficulty attracting external support. Aside from government-
surplus equipment and a few small grants from foundations, Deep Springs has always operated almost 
entirely on its own resources. 

Any educational institution founded on a set of ideas as distinctive as those of L. L. Nunn would be a 
topic for study. Certainly Deep Springs’ geographical isolation and diminutive scale arouse the curiosity 
of those who learn of the College. Authorities on the history and nature of higher education both here 
and abroad are showing increased interest in Nunn’s educational experiment on the high desert of eastern 
California. Its alumni, faculty, and students also have an unusual curiosity about Deep Springs—curiosity 
about the influence the school has had on them and about the differences it has made in the lives of others 
who have been educated there. Are the alumni in fact more involved in work of benefit to mankind than 
they otherwise would have been? Do they indeed possess leadership qualities and exercise them in greater 
measure than others of similar ability and education? 

As a Deep Springs student (1956-59) and faculty member (1965-67), trustee (1987-94), and currently 
as president (1995-present), I have pondered these questions; and as a professor concerned with the history 
of colleges and universities, I have long wished to pursue them. Fortunately, my interests converged with 
those of Edwin Cronk, then dean and director of Deep Springs, and Frederic Laise, a trustee and chairman 
of the institution’s fund-raising effort. With the support of both men, the Board authorized me to study 
the College; and one of its members offered to bear the direct costs. I proceeded with the effort. Three 
hundred and thirty-four (slightly over two-thirds) of the known alumni responded to a survey I distributed 
in the winter of 1980. I sought information concerning their experiences at Deep Springs, their subsequent 
personal and career development and their assessment of the influence of L. L. Nunn’s educational legacy. 
I have used their replies, along with other sources, in the evaluation that follows. 

Many other colleges combine work and study. Other institutions, too, have tried to reduce the scale of 
the learning environment to a small group of committed students. And many schools are highly selective on 
the basis of aptitude, offer rigorous instruction, maintain high standards and grant full scholarships. Deep 
Springs is unique only because it combines all these elements. In my analysis, the results are distinctive in 
several respects. 

Deep Springs shares with other educational institutions, such as Prescott College (AZ) and Warren 
Wilson College (NC), a belief that manual labor and physical challenge can serve as effective catalysts 
for developing teamwork, self-confidence and leadership. But it differs from them in the authenticity of 
the environment. The ranch is there to be operated as a genuine business. A lapse in judgment can 
provoke a crisis for the institution. A failure of the students to respond, individually or collectively, to the 
demands of the work program would jeopardize the College’s tenuous financial base. The tangible nature 
of the responsibility given to the students removes any hint that the work is contrived, and lends the Deep 
Springs experience an unmistakable gravity and reality. 

A second mark that characterizes education at Deep Springs is the intensity of interpersonal relations. 
College-going students, like other human beings, tend to choose as companions those people who have 
values and backgrounds similar to their own. As a result, they often fail to come to grips with the ideas 
and values of those who are different from themselves. Because Deep Springs seeks a heterogeneous student 
body, and because the pool of possible friends or associates available to a student is so limited, friendships 
and working relationships with people quite different from oneself are the rule. All Deep Springs students 
labor, study, eat and live in close proximity to one other. Of necessity, they become close associates, if not 
close friends. The inability to avoid people or issues has far-ranging consequences: when conflicts cannot 
be escaped, they must be confronted. When new students gather each year, ferocious verbal exchanges 
are not uncommon, and sometimes exchanges are physical. The kind of friendships that emerge from 
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the process, however, often last a lifetime. The ability to deal with and respect people of contrasting 
persuasions is a notable characteristic of alumni. Deep Springs is a community often in the best sense of 
the word, sometimes in the worst. 

In a highly industrialized society, it is common for us to be removed from the natural sources of things. 
Work is specialized, too, and we may little appreciate the contributions and skills of others. This problem of 
distance or isolation may be most acute among the best educated. The direct experience with many kinds 
of skilled and unskilled work at Deep Springs provides an important understanding of natural phenonema 
and a sense of connection with the processes that underpin our technology-rich way of life. A breakfast 
table looks different to someone who has milked cows, churned butter, slaughtered hogs, candled eggs and 
dug potatoes. Shoeing horses, manning a weather station, rebuilding an engine or repairing a water main 
illuminate processes normally hidden from students in this generation. Not only do the nature and origins 
of objects that surround us become clear, but one is inspired with a healthy respect for the skills of the 
artisan—the cowboy, the mechanic, the welder, the accountant. 

Students at Deep Springs come to assume they can make a difference. The flexibility and small scale 
of the school mean that any reasonable idea will get a decent hearing and that any good idea is likely to 
be given a trial. Decades of observing and exchanging ideas with alumni suggest to me that Deep Springs 
graduates are likely to believe that they can change and improve their environment. 

It is my thesis that the personal qualities and characteristics nurtured in the Deep Springs environment 
are central to some of the important purposes of liberal education: a preparation for humane leadership, a 
liberation from cultural biases, a willingness to confront new ideas, a motivation to learn from others, and 
a sensitivity to our human and natural environment. These qualities are reinforced by a rare congruence 
of means and ends. Unlike a large university, where several hundred students may sit in auditorium seats 
to hear a tightly organized lecture on Socrates’ approach to teaching, Deep Springs is in the enviable 
position of enabling students to experience what they learn. A classic philosophical work and a morning’s 
manual labor may join in the student’s mind toward a single understanding. If Arthur Chickering and 
other authorities on college-student psychology are correct in concluding that learning increases as the link 
between theory and experience becomes closer, then Deep Springs is an important experiment and model. 

The alumni survey I undertook was designed to determine whether Deep Springs College made a 
significant difference in the lives of its students. It also seemed important to identify institutional trends 
that might have manifested themselves over the seven decades of Deep Springs’ history. With data in hand 
from alumni who span the first six or seven decades of Deep Springs’ existence, it is easier to respond to 
the second concern than the first. It is clear, for instance, that Deep Springs has been reasonably true to 
Nunn’s ideal of an “open elite.” While the students may not have been uniformly able in every era, they 
have always been a particularly gifted and independent breed. They have come from diverse socioeconomic 
backgrounds (about 15 percent from blue collar families) and geographical origins (28 percent from the 
eastern states, 35 percent from the Midwest, and 27 percent from the West). Only rarely, however, have 
they come from the American minority groups or from foreign countries. 

Although Deep Springs graduates generally remember experiences that contributed to their personal 
growth (community projects, for example, and the work program) with more favor and more prominence 
than they remember their academic work, nearly two-thirds of them went on to complete their undergrad
uate degrees either at Ivy League schools or at schools ranked by Astin and Solmon (1979) as the 32 most 
selective in the nation. Further, more than half the alumni have earned doctoral degrees, and many others 
hold advanced degrees of other types. Among the alumni who are at a career stage where it is likely that 
they have completed their formal education, 57 percent hold doctorates. (Only 6 percent of alumni have 
not completed a bachelor’s degree.) Only one Deep Springs student in ten was not able to transfer to the 
college or university of his choice, and full credit for the academic work taken at Deep Springs was almost 
always granted. Deep Springs students have most frequently pursued their terminal degrees and careers 
in the sciences (38 percent) and the humanities (36 percent), with the social sciences (16 percent) and the 
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fine arts (7 percent) running far behind. 
While some alumni have rendered a great deal of unremunerated public service (27 percent of them 

being engaged in four or more public service projects at the time of the survey), nearly a third of the alumni 
reported little or no philanthropic activity. Nunn’s ideal that Deep Springs graduates should dispatch their 
debt to him by “lives of service” seems to have expressed itself more in the selection of a career and in 
dedication to professional excellence than in voluntary humanitarian causes. Ten percent are in public 
service (many of them in the foreign service), 18 percent are in law or medicine, and 28 percent are 
educators (nearly all as professors). 

We now move to another kind of data, based on personal impressions, memory, and individual judgment. 
Nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of alumni believe that the influence of Deep Springs on their lives was “very 
significant,” while only 1 student in 50 regards Deep Springs as having been of little or no importance to 
his present beliefs, attitudes and situations. While Deep Springs attracts very able students, and they 
often continue with distinguished academic achievements, the vast majority of alumni consider the major 
benefit of the Deep Springs experience to have been personal rather than academic. 

Alumni also were asked to assess how lasting or permanent Deep Springs’ influence was on them. An 
especially high proportion of students from the early years and from the 1950s perceived Deep Springs 
to have had a permanent, positive effect on their lives. In the early years the founder’s presence was 
undoubtedly felt by the students. In the 1950s major internal threats to the school’s character seem to 
have had a strangely positive effect. A McCarthyite president precipitated a united effort by students 
to preserve the school’s historic respect for intellectual freedom. In the process, the students’ sense of 
ownership of and loyalty to the institution may have exceeded Nunn’s fondest hope. 

It is common for people to look back upon the first few years away from home as exciting, seminal 
and creative, and for many young people this experience coincides with going to college. Certainly the 
dramatic geographical location of Deep Springs, the small and intense nature of its community and the 
physical isolation would heighten this typical response. Therefore, we must look for the reasons why alumni 
have found Deep Springs to be so significant in their lives to understand the meaning of these findings. 
Deep Springs is many things to many people; it varies substantially from year to year, owing to the small 
size of the community and the short tenure of students and many faculty members. Reflecting these 
conditions, and the fact that we all bring a distinctive set of assumptions and experiences to each new 
opportunity, the alumni perceive Deep Springs variously as (1) a profoundly intellectual experience, (2) a 
cultural awakening, (3) a laboratory for community life and (4) an experiment in human understanding. 
The peacefulness of the desert is the primary catalyst for some, while others are stimulated by the rigors 
of the academic program or the demands of hard physical labor. 

Regardless of what the Deep Springs reality was for them, former students are profoundly concerned 
about the school’s future and grateful for its contributions to their lives. Alumni are generous in offering 
their time, talents and resources to help strengthen the program and assure Deep Springs’ continuation. It 
is worth noting, however, that the high proportion of alumni who have chosen academic careers, especially 
since the l940s, also have a limited ability to make large financial contributions, though many contribute 
“in kind” both intellectually and materially. 

Useful as the data are that illuminate the past accomplishments and present activities of Deep Springs 
alumni, one of the most crucial questions goes largely unanswered: How do the values and accomplishments 
of these men compare with what they might have been without a Deep Springs education? Since no 
control group is available, and no comparable studies have been done at other institutions, the answer is 
not clear. On the basis of this study, however, we conclude that as a group Deep Springs alumni have (1) 
an awareness of the importance and dignity of physical labor, (2) an appreciation for wilderness and the 
solitude it affords, (3) a sense of the duty to invest their talents toward humane or public ends, (4) an 
awareness of society as a social organism dependent on the quality and good will of individuals and (5) a 
lively cultural and intellectual life. It is probably safe to say that the development of these characteristics 
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is more likely to happen at Deep Springs, and to happen with more intensity, than is generally the case at 
other colleges or universities. Character development, though impossible to measure, does seem to occur 
at a faster-than-normal pace. 

Beyond the information that illuminated alumni careers and values, the study revealed several paradoxes 
that are inherent in Deep Springs as an institution. 

1.	 Continuity vs. Discontinuity. There is great continuity at Deep Springs, and there is also great 
discontinuity. There is a continuity of things—the dinner bell, the farm machinery and the timeless 
desert on which Deep Springs rests. There is also a continuity of ferment, of energy and of intensity. 
Yet in terms of people, and even programs, Deep Springs changes very rapidly. It is not uncommon 
for a student to return for a visit after being away just 2 or 3 years and find himself a complete 
stranger to nearly everyone in the community. Given this rate of turnover, the survival of customs, 
traditions and values is most remarkable. 

The continuities and discontinuities at Deep Springs are each, in themselves, assets and liabilities. 
The continuities of tradition and custom sometimes stifle creativity and limit experimentation. Dis
continuities in the student body and staff, and in academic programs sometimes cause a disjointed 
experience for students and a loss of momentum and efficiency of operation for the institution. Deep 
Springs might benefit from more year-to-year planning, while lightening the overburden of some 
traditions that are only peripheral to its central purposes. 

2.	 Individualism vs. Community. Deep Springs enjoys success in developing self-reliant students, 
yet the College is based on the idea of community and the ideal of service to others. Leadership is 
enhanced by thoughtful self-awareness and a good measure of intellectual independence, but it also 
requires an inspired vision of the common welfare—and a cooperative instinct. Because of its program 
and physical isolation, Deep Springs attracts individualists, almost by definition. Top students who 
are willing to risk their education and future with an institution remote and distinctive as Deep 
Springs are unusual. Thus, we have the inescapable dilemma of an educational institution dedicated 
to building community life and developing humanitarian values, yet attracting students and faculty 
who are largely self-selected on the basis of sturdy individualism. This fact injects into the community 
both vitality and strife, and, judging by the survey, produces qualified results. 

3.	 Intellectual Freedom vs. Social Conformity. Deep Springs offers opportunity for virtually 
unfettered inquiry, given the high quality of the students and faculty and the high degree of freedom 
afforded by the modest need for structure and the low faculty-to-student ratio. On the other hand, 
the small size and closed nature of the community leave it vulnerable to intellectual fads among 
students and ideological preoccupations among the staff. Deep Springs can swing to one or the other 
pole of this dichotomy very rapidly because the community, and even the student body itself, is 
largely self-perpetuating. Deep Springs flirted almost mortally with ideological rigidity during the 
1950s, and has not been free of such dangers at other times. 

4.	 The Two Horns of Isolation. The geographical isolation of the College can lend perspective to 
world events and to individual lives, but it can also nurture a myopic vision of the world and a 
preoccupation with the self. For some alumni, the years spent at Deep Springs provided time and 
space to take stock of one’s self and to measure the pressing, immediate problems of society against 
the backdrop of history. For others, the mountains surrounding the valley seemed to close out the 
larger world and narrow their consciousness of, and sensitivity to, questions of social justice and 
human connectedness. 

Does life on the desert provide time to think and develop one’s unique thoughts and characteristics, 
or does the small size and isolation of the community produce an overwhelming “togetherness”? The 
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interdependence of each member of the community is one of the chief benefits of Deep Springs, yet 
a student must step beyond the fences that encircle the alfalfa fields if the introspection afforded by 
solitude is to yield its benefits. The desert speaks with a soft voice. 

5.	 Egalitarianism Among an Elite. Deep Springs can make a man or break a man. Usually it makes 
him. For most students, coming to Deep Springs is something of a shock, not just because of the arid 
terrain but, more importantly, because of the jolt of moving from the top of one’s class in high school 
to the midst of one’s peers at Deep Springs. Many alumni remarked on the self-awareness “that came 
with suddenly being just one of the pack.” For most, this healthy discovery of one’s limits and one’s 
relationship to others eventually produces a new self-confidence, which is reinforced by the diversity 
of personal rewards provided by Deep Springs’ total environment. One recent alumnus remarked 
that after surviving a couple of years at Deep Springs slaughtering cattle in sub-zero weather, doing 
emergency repairs on broken water mains in predawn darkness and participating in spirited student 
body and trustee meetings, life is likely to produce few challenges that he’ll be unwilling to tackle. 
But even as Deep Springs calls forth new self confidence and self discipline in most students, in others 
the competition, the independent work situations and the comparative lack of structure erodes these 
qualities. Everyone tastes failure at Deep Springs, which is one of its virtues, but some taste too 
much failure and lose confidence as a result. 

Each of these five paradoxes seems to be indigenous to Deep Springs. The survey data provided by the 
alumni amply document their existence. If Deep Springs is “many things to people,” it is usually along the 
lines of these five polarities that it is viewed differently. They create challenges, release energy and provide 
a rich context for student growth and a challenging environment for the faculty. But these paradoxes 
also harbor certain dangers, both to individuals and to the institution. Eliminating them, however, would 
dissipate the forces that give the institution its character. 

Looking To The Future 

What we know about alumni careers, and about alumni perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses 
of Deep Springs during their time at the College, provides a backdrop for considering its future. 

Fundamental issues arise from the fact that times change, but Deep Springs doesn’t. At least not 
very much. Given the revolutionary societal and technological changes of the last 60 years, can a college 
so remote that it doesn’t receive television signals or take a daily newspaper, and still has a hand crank 
toll-station telephone, adequately prepare students for living in the 21st century? Most alumni believe it 
can. In a society rendered passive by spectator sports, media hype and electronic games, students at Deep 
Springs discover and appreciate the rewards of deep contemplation and quiet introspection. Books and 
conversation are the chief stimuli of intellectual activity, and rigorous, purposeful physical labor obviates the 
need for Nautilus machines and commercially contrived recreation. Because of the depth and authenticity 
of the experience, Deep Springs is more salient than ever before. The professional careers and personal 
characteristics of its alumni lend credence to this view. 

Many who are or have been associated with the college, however, believe that Deep Springs should 
consider changes that would prepare its students to deal more directly with social and technological issues 
that have emerged in the larger society. For instance, while the benefits of geographic isolation remain 
quite evident, some disadvantages now loom larger than in the past. Some alumni fear that for students 
to spend 2 or 3 years away from the mainstream of American society may produce disassociation, rather 
than perspective. 

A school that educates predominantly Caucasian Americans, despite a serious commitment to affirma
tive action, and seals them off by themselves, may not prepare its students adequately for a world in which 
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contacts with other cultures and other languages have become the rule. Reflecting his own times, Nunn 
sought to prepare able men for leadership in a masculine world, but in today’s society, not to speak of the 
one in which contemporary students will live and work, men and women labor side by side in practically all 
walks of life and all roles of leadership. The all-male policy, therefore, has become the subject of serious, 
often heated debate. Nunn’s meritocratic philosophy and the demands of contemporary leadership suggest 
a change, but the Deed of Trust and considerations pertinent to the size and isolation of the school impose 
constraints. 

Whichever way these issues are resolved, the depth and gravity of the debate augurs well for the 
future. Regardless of their differences, those who have shared the Deep Springs experience have a profound 
commitment to its character and purposes. Entering its eighth decade, Deep Springs is alive and well. 
Owing to its unusual history and geography, the College may appear to many educators more as a curious 
experiment than as a serious model. On the other hand, much of what it stands for is at the heart of 
American higher education, and much of what it has done has proved effective. Academic leaders at other 
institutions might well find in the Deep Springs experiment ideas that can enrich their own programs. 
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Chapter 7 

Chicago: Young Hutchins’ Dream 
Richard J. Sperry 7 

“The College” at the University of Chicago became a great experiment in American higher education 
during the tenure of Robert M. Hutchins, the University’s fifth president. The Chicago College Plan was 
designed to combat a perceived decline in integration and rational content of the undergraduate curriculum. 
Although Robert Hutchins was not the only one to shape the Chicago Plan, he was pivotal. Quite simply, 
his energy and his vision made the plan work. In this sense, the Chicago Plan really was Hutchins’ dream. 
He was necessary to hold the plan together. When Hutchins left the University of Chicago, the plan lost 
its strength and momentum; it became vulnerable to attack by the forces which had been suppressed so 
that the plan could be implemented. 

Some of the boldest educational reforms of the 20th century were undertaken by Robert M. Hutchins 
during his tenure at the University of Chicago. His chief criticisms of modern education were aimed at 
academic overspecialization and the extraordinary emphasis on careers while in school. His aim was to 
introduce students to the intellectual traditions of Western civilization before they turned their attention 
to making a living. 

Origins and Evolution 

Robert Maynard Hutchins was born in Brooklyn, New York, on January 17, 1899. His father, a 
Presbyterian clergyman, later became president of Berea College in Kentucky. In fact, a book by Hutchins, 
titled No Friendly Voice, published in 1936, was dedicated “To the President of Berea College.” Hutchins 
attended Oberlin College in Ohio before serving in the military during World War I. After the war he 
attended Yale University, graduating in 1921. He subsequently received his law degree from Yale in 1925. 
He remained at the Yale Law School as a teacher until 1929 (as dean from 1927 to 1929), when at the age 
of 30 he was elected president of the University of Chicago. He remained at the University of Chicago until 
1951, the last 6 years as chancellor. Hutchins left the University to become director of the Ford Foundation 
and later became president of the Foundation’s Fund for the Republic. He also served as chairman of the 
board of editors of Encyclopedia Britannica and was editor in chief of that company’s Great Books of the 
Western World. He died on May 14, 1977. 

Frederick Rudolph, writing in The American College and University: A History, says of Hutchins: 

The tendencies of [the] progressive and popular movements in higher education brought into 
the arena Robert Maynard Hutchins, young chancellor of the University of Chicago, a trenchant 

7Richard J. Sperry, Associate Professor of Anesthesiology, University of Utah. 
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critic of modern society, a kind of strange and wonderful throwback to Jeremiah Day and the 
Yale report of 1828. In a series of lectures published in 1936, lectures that were sarcastic, bitter, 
and sometimes funny, he looked at American higher education and found it characterized by 
disorder, by surrender to an acquisitive society, defined by its trade school, finishing school 
qualities. Hutchins was at war with promoting adjustment as an ideal, and substituting voca
tionalism for thought as the focus of the university. Down with vocationalism cried Hutchins. 
Down with empiricism. Down with the whole fabric of anti-intellectualism masquerading as 
experience, adjustment, and preparation for life. (Rudolph 1990:479-480) 

Clark Kerr, former president of the University of California, the Carnegie Commission, and the Carnegie 
Council on Higher education, said, “Hutchins was the last of the giants in the sense that he was the last of 
the university presidents who really tried to change his institution and higher education in any fundamental 
way” (Kerr 1982:33). To understand this giant’s work, we must understand the environment in which he 
worked. 

As suggested by Rudolph, Hutchins’ idea of a university reaches back at least as far as the early 1800s 
when attempts to reform the traditional classical curriculum at some American colleges prompted the 
famous Yale Report of 1828. Jeremiah Day was the president of Yale and made the report on behalf of 
the Yale faculty. The report said that the two most important points to be gained from an education are 
the disciplining and the furnishing of the mind; expanding its powers, and storing it with knowledge. The 
appropriate college curriculum was a classical curriculum of ancient languages and literature, philosophy 
and theology, and, perhaps, natural science and mathematics. These subjects were viewed as the subjects 
most likely to discipline and most worthy to furnish the mind. The Yale faculty saw their curriculum as 
the one with content which ought to be understood by everyone who aimed to be educated. Education 
was to be liberal in nature and not vocational or professional. 

The trend of world events, however, constantly undermined the Yale concept of education. Science 
was on the rise and would not be ignored. Professorships in scientific subjects were established at many 
universities. Large financial endowments established the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1824, the 
Lawrence Scientific School at Harvard in 1847, and the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale in 1860. 

The science movement was, however, not readily accepted at most colleges. According to Rudolph: 

At both Yale and Harvard admissions standards for candidates for the [scientific] degrees were 
lower than for the B.A. degree; the length of the course of study was three rather than the normal 
4 [years]; and in both institutions the scientific students were considered second class citizens, 
too benighted to aspire the only worthy degree and therefore to be treated with condescension. 
At Yale, for instance, Sheffield students were not permitted to sit with regular academic students 
in chapel. (Rudolph 1990:232) 

Science was an important instrument in college reform but its importance was perhaps eclipsed by the 
Morrill Federal Land Grant Act of 1862. As early as 1848 Congressman Justin Smith Morrill of Vermont 
had suggested that American colleges might well “lop off a portion of the studies established centuries ago 
as the mark of European scholarship and replace the vacancy—if it is a vacancy—by those of a less antique 
and more practical value” (Rudolph 1990:249). His bill established a significant educational movement. 
The college curriculum was changed forever. Courses were offered in veterinary medicine, plant pathology, 
and agricultural chemistry. The 1884 commencement addresses at the Connecticut Agricultural College 
included, “‘Irrigation and Drainage’ and ‘The Feet of the Horse and Ox, and their Diseases’” (Rudolph 
1990:262-263). 

The demise of Jeremiah Day’s classical college was encouraged by two other significant developments 
of the 1800s. A central issue in American higher education during the 19th century was that of the elective 
system. For 200 years the American college had had a fairly rigid curriculum. However, in the early 1800s 
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some leaders in higher education began to encourage variety in the subjects that students were allowed 
to study. These reformers included Thomas Jefferson of the University of Virginia and George Ticknor of 
Harvard. It was this reform that prompted the previously cited Yale Report of 1828. 

The Yale Report quieted the reformers for a period of time. However, agitation for change soon surfaced 
again. Electives found their way into the curriculum of Harvard and many other universities. The most 
dramatic development of the elective system is associated with president Charles William Eliot of Harvard. 
Eliot had been an assistant professor of mathematics and chemistry in the Lawrence Scientific School and 
became the president of Harvard in 1869. Under Eliot’s leadership, Harvard gradually reduced the number 
of required courses to one by 1897. The elective idea spread to other American colleges. It was later 
charged, “Mr. Eliot, more than any other man, is responsible for the greatest educational crime of the 
century against American youth—depriving him of his classical heritage” (Rudolph 1990:295). 

The last development of the 1800s to spell demise for the classical curriculum was the rise of the 
German style university in America. The new American university attached itself to the idea of a body 
of scholars pushing forward the frontiers of knowledge. In 1861, Yale awarded three Ph.Ds. and in 1876 
the Johns Hopkins University was opened and dedicated itself to scholarship and the training of scholars. 
Thus conceived, graduate work was very specialized and compartmentalized. 

It is in this American setting that the University of Chicago was founded. John D. Rockefeller decided 
in 1888 that he would like to endow a new college in Chicago. A young, 34 year old William Rainey 
Harper was chosen as the first president in September, 1890. Harper was a Hebrew scholar and held three 
professorships at Yale. 

Between 1890 and 1892 when the University finally opened its doors, Harper refined his plan and 
recruited his faculty. Rockefeller had wanted to establish a college, but Harper’s plan was to open a 
full-fledged university, one which would teach both undergraduate and graduate students. Research and 
graduate study were, however, to be the more important of the two. Undergraduate instruction was 
to be secondary. Harper said in his first annual report, “Promotion of younger men in the department 
will depend more largely upon the results of their work as investigators than upon the efficiency of their 
teaching, although the latter will by no means be overlooked” (Ward 1950:27). It is clear from the early 
annual reports that there was never enough money to employ both a great research faculty and a great 
teaching faculty and that when both qualities were found in the same individual, teaching tended to yield 
under the pressure for research (Murphy and Bruckner 1976). 

The University of Chicago opened its doors in October 1892. The original student body came from 33 
states and 15 foreign countries. There were 328 undergraduates, 210 graduates, and 204 divinity students. 
The four traditional collegiate years were divided into two parts. The first 2 years were called the junior 
college. Study in the junior college was preparatory. The second two years were called the senior college or 
university college. Study in the senior college was more advanced and scholarly. The university program 
allowed the student to study a major subject in depth while choosing a secondary, minor subject area. 

The individual departments controlled the junior college by determining the courses of study which they 
either offered or required in the freshman and sophomore years. Because each department saw itself as the 
most important and desired to groom students for advanced study in its area, battles between departments 
were common. Harper, however, felt that the junior college years should be of a general nature, leaving 
specialization for the senior college. He said, “the purpose of the [junior] college is to develop in the 
man systematic habits; to give him control of his intellectual powers. Special training looking toward a 
particular profession or line of work is not the province of the college” (Ward 1950:38). 

Despite Harper’s wishes, the junior college curriculum was progressively altered to fit the programs of 
the senior college, the graduate, and the professional schools. By 1906, the year that Harper died, the 
junior college was almost strictly devoted to these ends. 

Harper had a dream of combining the general study of the freshman and sophomore years with the last 
2 years of high school. He believed that these four years should be devoted to traditional liberal studies 
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and that specialized studies should begin later. He died without realizing his dream. That would await 
the work of Robert Maynard Hutchins, a quarter-century later. 

During the 17-year tenure of Harry Pratt Judson, the university’s second president, there was an almost 
complete subversion of the college under the dictates of the graduate schools. Undergraduate education was 
progressively neglected. Chauncey Samuel Boucher and Brumbaugh wrote in The Chicago College Plan, 
“Undergraduate work was grossly neglected; even worse, the College came to be regarded by some members 
of the faculty as an unwanted, ill-begotten brat that should be disinherited” (Boucher and Brumbaugh 
1940:1). In fact, the formal position of the University Senate in 1922 was: “The time has come to base our 
policy more definitely upon the obvious truth that this University can perform its most distinctive service 
to education through its graduate and professional schools. The limitation of undergraduate instruction 
appears to be complementary to this” (Ward 1950:39). 

During this period when undergraduate education was slipping, the University of Chicago was a nearly 
unified community of scholars. Harper’s Chicago has been described as being dominated by the “religion 
of science.” Mortimer Adler writes in Reforming Education, “Only at Chicago was there a homogeneous 
body of men who worked together with apparent understanding of a common doctrine” (Adler 1988:26). 
That doctrine was the pragmatism of Dewey and James. Adler writes further: 

Whether it was an extraordinary accident, or whether Harper’s feeling for the zeitgeist was so 
strong that he intuitively picked men in every field who uniformly reflected the same spirit, 
the remarkable fact remains that the University of Chicago had a central point of view which 
dominated most of its departments and united its faculty in a common enterprise. With few 
exceptions. . . the Chicago faculty consisted of men who saw eye to eye on fundamentals, whether 
they were professors of geology or economics, of physiology or religion, of education or sociology. 
(Adler 1988:27) 

Significant interest in undergraduate education among the administration of the University of Chicago 
began again with Ernest DeWitt Burton, Chicago’s third president. In his first annual report he empha
sized the importance of undergraduate education by proposing that the faculty of the junior college be 
independent of the rest of the University and that undergraduate classes be physically separated from the 
rest of the University. These ideas started some talk of reform but the talk was accompanied by little 
action. 

Leadership Meets Reform-Mindedness 

Such was the state of affairs when Robert Maynard Hutchins assumed the presidency of the University 
of Chicago on April 17, 1929. Reform had been in the air for more than 6 years but strong leadership was 
needed to orchestrate the movement. President Hutchins began the orchestration in his inaugural address 
on November 19, 1929: 

The emphasis on productive scholarship that has characterized the University from the begin
ning and must characterize it to the end has naturally led to repeated question as to the place 
and future of our colleges. They could not be regarded as training grounds for the graduate 
schools, for less than 20 percent of their graduates went on. . . Nor did the argument that we 
should contribute good citizens make much impression on distinguished scholars anxious to get 
ahead with their own researches. They were glad to have somebody make this contribution, 
but saw little reason why they should be elected for the task. At times, therefore, members of 
the faculty have urged that we withdraw from undergraduate work, or at least from the first 2 
years of it. But we do not propose to abandon or dismember the colleges. If the University’s 
function is to attempt solutions of different educational problems it cannot retreat from the 
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field of undergraduate work. The whole question of the relation of the first 2 years of college to 
the high school on the one hand and the Senior College on the other is one of the most baffling 
before us. (Ward 1950:48) 

Hutchins’ idea of a university could only be realized after a radical reorganization of its structure. The 
college, he said: 

must resolutely face the question of what is important and what is not. It cannot teach every
thing that any student thinks he would like to hear about or that any teacher thinks he would 
like to talk about. It cannot pile course on course. It must set up clear and comprehensible 
goals for its students to reach. It must articulate its courses, squeezing out waste, water, and 
duplication. It cannot tolerate education by the adding machine, that system by which we 
mark the intellectual progress of the young by the arithmetical averages they have achieved on 
a medley of miscellaneous courses. More than all, [the college] that wishes to solve the problem 
of how to develop and administer a liberal education must have a faculty devoted to this task. 
(Ward 1950:39) 

Hutchins’ philosophy of higher education depended heavily upon a metaphysics that drew its absolutes 
about man, truth, and values from Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas. His ideas were alternately called 
“Aristotelianism on the Midway,” and “Chicago Thomism.” 

Adler has characterized Hutchins’ work in this manner: 

What Hutchins attempted to establish at Chicago was not a new school of thought, just as 
exclusive in its own way as its predecessor. The faculty misinterpreted him in terms of their own 
extremism. They charged him with wanting ‘nothing but Thomism,’ ‘nothing but principles,’ 
or ‘nothing but the past’ where before there had been ‘nothing but pragmatism,’ ‘nothing but 
facts,’ or ‘nothing but the present.’ On the contrary, Hutchins aim was synthesis—to relate 
science, philosophy, and theology harmoniously without sacrificing the autonomy of each, to be 
contemporary and American in education without promoting militant modernism or cultural 
isolationism. It was not merely the university that Hutchins sought to reform. He wished to free 
American education and culture from the negations and provincialism which Chicago typified. 
(Adler 1988:31) 

Even with Hutchins’ clear vision and enthusiasm, the College at the University of Chicago was not 
established overnight. Reforms were introduced gradually and always with the approval of the University 
Senate. On October 22, 1930 President Hutchins proposed that the major emphasis of the Junior College 
(the freshman and sophomore years) be general education with a reasonable provision for the pursuit of 
special interests. Upon completion of the College, the student could begin specialized study in one of the 
four major divisions: the Division of Biological Sciences, the Division of Physical Sciences, the Division of 
Social Sciences, and the Division of Humanities. 

The organizational scheme of divisions was established by Hutchins to reduce the number of officers 
reporting to him. The College and each division was administered by a dean. Departments were assigned 
to the divisions by the president, but the responsibility of remaking the senior college curriculum was given 
to the division. 

Provision was made for a College faculty and a College budget. The budget of the College consisted 
of that portion of the salaries of the members of the faculty that represented the share of their time and 
attention that was devoted to College work. Although the College had no departments, each member of 
the College faculty was also a member of a divisional faculty. Thus the faculty of the College was not yet 
independent of departmental control. 
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The College immediately developed a new curriculum which was composed primarily of general intro
ductory or survey courses. The courses were designed to convey the essential factual information and to 
introduce the method of thought of a given discipline. Completion of the College requirements was stated 
solely in terms of educational attainment as measured by a series of comprehensive exams, and not in terms 
of accumulated course credits. This new College program was adopted in March, 1931. 

The survey course was developed by the Chicago faculty to combat the specialization and lack of 
integration found in the elective curriculum. John Dewey had suggested in 1902 that the cause for our 
curricular overload was our expanded knowledge. What was needed, he said, was “a survey, at least, of the 
universe in its manifold phases from which a student can get an orientation to the larger world” (Brubacher 
and Rudy 1968:276). Alexander Meiklejohn implemented this approach in a course at Brown University 
titled“social and economic institutions.”The concept of integration was also the basis of the senior symposia 
at Reed College (another notable experiment in higher education) and the 2-year curriculum of Alexander 
Meiklejohn’s experimental college at the University of Wisconsin. 

The concept of integration of knowledge and the survey course influenced the development of the 
Chicago Plan. Three other features of the Plan are also important in the development of the College. The 
College curriculum committee stated that: 

1) Experimentation with methods of instruction shall be encouraged; 2) Placement tests to 
determine a student’s competence for enrollment in a course shall be encouraged; and 3) For each 
of the courses a syllabus with appropriate bibliographical material, and sample examinations, 
shall be published. (Ward 1950:52) 

Members of the faculty trained in the various disciplines met to agree on what a course should contain, 
worked together on the syllabi and other instructional materials, and reached agreement about what the 
examinations should expect of the students. The individual instructors then went into the classrooms to 
conduct their courses with a great degree of freedom as to techniques and approaches. Likewise, students 
were free to attend the lectures or not as they desired. 

The quality of teaching improved markedly under the new Plan. Three $1,000 awards were made 
annually for the most effective college teaching. The administration encouraged the annual revision of the 
published syllabi for the various courses, and made provision for a separate College library which circulated 
approximately 125,000 books each academic year. 

In November, 1932 Hutchins convinced the University Senate to abrogate the requirement that all 
members of the College faculty be members of departmental faculties in the four upper divisions of the 
University. The Dean of the College was now empowered to recommend to the President appointments to 
the College faculty without departmental status. This action began to solidify a degree of independence 
for the College. 

At the end of the first year of operation of the New Plan, President Hutchins decided that it was time 
to do something about the relationship between the first 2 years of college and the last 2 years of high 
school. Between November, 1932 and January, 1933, jurisdiction over the last 2 years of the University 
High School (an experimental high school established by John Dewey and operated for the benefit of the 
Department of Education) was transferred to the College. Although the transfer of supervision took place, 
the integration of the curriculum did not take place until a later date. 

Fighting Words 

Despite the new gains for the College, Hutchins’ attack on the Chicago status quo continued. It became 
readily apparent that he had a notion that education should be more than a survey of information. In 1933 
President Hutchins delivered a convocation address titled “The Issue in the Higher Learning.” He criticized 
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the aimless collecting of scientific information for its own sake and urged that research be illuminated by 
ideas: 

We have confused science with information, ideas with facts, and knowledge with miscellaneous 
data. I am far from denying the accomplishments of modern empirical science. Its record 
has been a grand one. But as the Renaissance could accuse the Middle Ages of being rich in 
principles and poor in facts, we are now entitled to inquire whether we are not rich in facts and 
poor in principles. Our bewilderment has resulted from our notion that salvation depends on 
information. The remedy may be a return to the process of rational thought. (Adler 1988:34) 

These became fighting words. Hutchins had a basic conflict with the Chicago doctrine of pragmatism. 
Not only would his administration at the University of Chicago be characterized by educational reform, 
but he would also have to continually battle with the Old Guard on the Chicago faculty. 

Writing in The International Journal of Ethics in 1934, Hutchins furthered his attack on Chicago 
pragmatism: 

We do not know where we are going, or why; and we have almost given up the attempt to 
find out. . . If, as Descartes led us to believe, the soul’s good is the domination of the physical 
universe, our souls have achieved a very high degree of good indeed. . . Every citizen is equipped 
with information, useful and useless, sufficient to deck out a Cartesian paradise. And yet we are 
bewildered. . . We are in despair because the keys which were to open the gates of heaven have 
let us into a larger but more oppressive prison house. We think those keys were science. . . They 
have failed us. (Hutchins 1934:175-176) 

Hutchins’ philosophy of education was developed in significant detail in a 1936 book titled The Higher 
Learning in America. He begins by stating: 

The most striking fact about the higher learning in America is the confusion that besets it. 
This confusion begins in the high school and continues to the loftiest levels of the university. 
The high school cannot make up its mind whether it is preparing students for life or for college. 
(Hutchins 1936:1) 

This emphasis on preparation for life continues into the college years where we continue to deny that 
cultivation of the intellect is the ideal of education. Our curriculum, Hutchins continues, consists of 

surveys, more or less detailed, of the modern industrial, technological, financial, political, and 
social situation so that [the student] can fit into it with a minimum of discomfort to himself and 
to his fellow men. Thus the modern temper produces that strangest of modern phenomena, an 
anti-intellectual university. (Hutchins 1936:27) 

Hutchins proposed to solve the confusion in American education by incorporating the last 2 years of 
high school and the first 2 years of traditional college. This 4-year block would follow a strict liberal arts 
curriculum—a curriculum which was viewed by Hutchins as indispensable for preparing for life. He viewed 
discipline in the liberal arts as an essential aspect of education for everyone. Teaching everyone to think, 
and to think well, was viewed by Hutchins as the ultimate in democratic education. 

Hutchins made it clear that he expected more development in the College curriculum—development 
along the lines of the traditional liberal arts. In 1936 he stated that the optimum college curriculum would 
be: “A course of study consisting of the great books of the Western world and the arts of reading, writing, 
thinking, and speaking, together with mathematics, the best exemplar of the process of human reason” 
(Ward 1950:57). 
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Hutchins’ interest in the “great books” goes back to his days at Yale. As a new professor of law, 
Hutchins found himself in charge of teaching the law of evidence. This bothered him very much because 
his qualifications were that “[he] had never studied the subject in or out of law school” (Hutchins 1944: 
10). As such he contacted an expert on evidence at Columbia by the name of Mortimer Adler. Friendship 
and mutual admiration between these two later grew at the University of Chicago where Hutchins was 
President and Adler a member of the faculty. Adler became an intellectual mentor to Hutchins. Hutchins 
reports that Adler, 

looked on me, my work, my education and found us not good. He intimated that unless I did 
something drastic I would close my educational career a wholly uneducated man. He broadly 
hinted that the president of an educational institution ought to have some education. (Hutchins 
1944:12-13) 

Adler’s remedy for Hutchins’ lack of education was to begin to study the great books of the western 
world. Adler was qualified to guide Hutchins in such a course because he, Adler, had taught in the great 
books program at Columbia University. The “Great Books” program was the conception of John Erskine, a 
professor on the faculty of Columbia. He and other faculty members, including Mortimer Adler, conducted 
a seminar in which the faculty and the students read a “classic” a week and then came together for intense 
discussion of the ideas presented in the classic. The program was a large success. Even the faculty felt 
that they learned a great deal in the seminars. Adler considered this program his first real education. 

With Hutchins’ conversion to the program, he set out to implement it at Chicago. As such, Stringfellow 
Barr, a historian, and Scott Buchanan, a philosopher, both from the University of Virginia, were made 
visiting professors, and a committee of their choosing set to work to frame a Chicago curriculum based on 
a study of the great books of western civilization. 

The presence of this committee caused a tremendous furor at the University of Chicago. Scott Buchanan 
said of these times: 

The University of Chicago saw red, and they almost burned our books so that we couldn’t 
read. Our presence made. . . [the] Dean of the Humanities a great deal of trouble. It was a great 
relief for everybody but the donors of the money for this project when St. John’s [College in 
Annapolis, Maryland] called the members of the Liberal Arts Committee to put its program 
into operation. (Ward 1950:58) 

Although the great books program was not instituted in the required Chicago curriculum, great books 
seminars were available to those so inclined. 

The Emerging Curriculum 

In March, 1937 the College finally adopted a curriculum for a 4-year College which would begin after 2 
years of the traditional high school. The College would, thus, have both a 2-year and a 4-year curriculum. 
All students in the 4 year College were to follow the same basic program: a 3-year course in the humanities; 
a 3-year course in the natural sciences; a 3-year course in the social sciences; a 3-year course in reading, 
writing, and criticism; a 1-year course in philosophy; two departmental electives; and competence in math
ematics and a foreign language. Graduation from the College was granted after passing 15 comprehensive 
examinations covering this 4-year course. The comprehensive exams were just that—they lasted 6 hours 
each! The 2-year College continued to function as a separate entity. 

The next important development in the College came in January, 1942 when the University Senate by 
a vote of 63 to 48 approved that the Bachelor’s degree be awarded for the completion of general education 
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as defined by the College faculty. The College was thus established as an independent entity—free from 
departmental control. 

The College next set out to merge the 2-year and 4-year programs. However, it took several years 
for the faculty to put into operation the courses and examinations designed to realize this objective. By 
the end of the academic year 1945-1946 the College had become a 4-year program in which students were 
placed on the basis of their performance on placement examinations. A 22 year-old could be placed in the 
same class as the 16 year-old who had just finished his second year of high school. Placement depended 
upon the need for a certain course of study. At the other end of the program, students who, as a result of 
independent work, had mastered a given area of subject matter deemed a part of general education, were 
not held back from taking the comprehensive examination merely because they lacked course credits. 

The final shaping of the mature Hutchins College came in 1945 when the graduate foreign language 
faculty joined with the scientists in trying to reinsert a large number of electives in the College curriculum. 
They argued that the student who wanted to take extended work in language or devote himself to a scientific 
education could do so at the earliest possible time—with the partial exclusion of work in certain other areas 
of knowledge. On the grounds that they knew better than the student what was the best curriculum in 
general education, the College faculty decided upon a required program. Elective courses could be taken 
in any field, along with the required general courses—but not as substitutes for them. 

The basic four year curriculum was fairly simple: 

First Year Second Year 

Social Sciences 1 Social Sciences 2 
Humanities 1 Humanities 2 
Natural Sciences 1 Natural Sciences 2 
English Mathematics 

Third Year Fourth Year 

Social Sciences 3 History 
Humanities 3 Observation, Interpretation 
Natural Sciences 3 and Integration 
Foreign Language 

Thus the mature College during Hutchins’ tenure at the University of Chicago was one marked by edu
cational reform. The College within the University was free of departmental control, it offered a program 
beginning at any time after the second year in high school, placement within the curriculum was deter
mined solely by examination, and graduation with the Bachelor’s degree was determined solely by mastery 
of the general education subject matter as determined by comprehensive examinations. The content of 
the course work was interdisciplinary and grouped along divisional lines. Pedagogy was determined by the 
individual instructor. 

The College at the University of Chicago was a school for the intellectual elite. The freshman class 
consisted of 750 students and the College 1500. Between 1931 and 1938, 40 percent of the College were 
women. Of the entering freshmen between 1936 and 1938, 9 percent were high school valedictorians, 50 
percent of the men and 54 percent of the women were in the first decile of their high school graduating 
class, and 78 percent of the men and 84 percent of the women were in the upper third (Boucher and 
Brumbaugh 1940:392). Graduates of the Chicago College during this period were viewed as “exciting and 
creative persons” (Henderson 1970:80). 

Although 20 percent of the students withdrew after the first year of study, most were quite happy with 
their educational experience. Between 60 and 90 percent of the students were satisfied with what they 
received in the courses and between 82 percent and 95 percent of the students stated that the required 
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courses should be required. Ninety percent were happy with the amount of required work overall (Boucher 
and Brumbaugh 1940:404-406). 

It is not fair to say that the College at the University of Chicago was all that Hutchins wanted it to 
be, nor is it fair to say that it is only what he wanted it to be. Hutchins worked within an organizational 
academic framework which was highly democratic. When his ideas did not carry the vote, they were not 
implemented. The great books of the western world is only one illustration of this fact. 

The Chicago College Plan was a carefully designed total curriculum that unified knowledge. It was not 
a hodgepodge of elective courses and unrelated required courses. Integration and synthesis was its goal. 
Unfortunately for its longevity, the Plan also incorporated a revision of the last 2 years of high school. 
In this it did not succeed. Perhaps the attempt to reform too much too quickly was responsible for the 
eventual collapse of young Hutchins’ dream. The College was continually attacked by the faculty of the 
graduate divisions who felt that students should have more specialized courses in a single field during their 
undergraduate years. Eventually these faculty won. 

The Chicago College did not last more than a few years. Mortimer Adler states: 

It took Mr. Hutchins from 1930 to 1943 to create what I would say is a general college at the 
University of Chicago, a college devoted entirely to liberal learning. . . That was so radical that 
it almost brought on a faculty revolt. Indeed it was so radical that within twelve months of Mr. 
Hutchins leaving the university to join the Ford Foundation, members of the graduate school 
undid the whole thing. Our colleges and universities are under control of the graduate schools 
which are specialist’s schools. They are not interested in general education at all. They are 
interested in research in their specialties. (Adler 1988:288) 

A year after Robert Hutchins left the University of Chicago the College was dismantled. His presence 
seems to have been essential to keep the hungry graduate school from consuming the College. When he 
left, electives were restored to the curriculum and the general survey courses were compressed. Chicago 
was still a distinctive institution, but not in the Hutchins way. Undergraduate study at the University 
of Chicago came to resemble other universities: specialized study complemented by general study. The 
distinctive Hutchins curriculum became a historical footnote. Perhaps if he had remained a little longer 
and given the newness time to settle his dream would have been more enduring. 
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Chapter 8 

Black Mountain: Meteor Among 
Mavericks 
Katherine Reynolds 8 

Black Mountain College was founded in 1933 because that is the year John Andrew Rice was ousted 
from his faculty post at Rollins College (Winter Park, Fla.) and decided, with a few fellow mavericks, to 
start something that better satisfied his ideas about education. In fact, 1933 turned out to be a banner 
year for endings and beginnings of much greater note than Rice’s termination at Rollins or reincarnation 
as an experimental college guru. It was the year Adolf Hitler became chancellor of Germany and Franklin 
D. Roosevelt became president of the United States. 

Black Mountain College, as it turned out, would be as influenced by the time and timing of its founding 
as it would by its isolated location in North Carolina’s Blue Ridge foothills. Its curriculum—a collection 
of classes free of disciplinary grouping—revealed a European influence, in sync with the many refugee 
intellectuals who left Germany, Holland, Austria and gravitated to Black Mountain. Its tenacity—evidenced 
by its 23-year survival on a pitiful shoestring of financial and material resources—was no doubt influenced by 
firsthand experience with economic depression. Its educational commitment—to democratic underpinnings 
for learning that comes from “human contact, through a fusion of mind and emotion” (Du Plessix-Gray 
1952:10)—was reflective of a larger liberal environment that managed a brief appearance before the 1950s 
ushered in fear of Communism and love of television. Of course, John Andrew Rice couldn’t have foreseen all 
the happy coincidences of timing when he was fired from Rollins for being“disruptive of peace and harmony” 
(Duberman 1972:19). Charges leveled at the charismatic but often arrogant and outspoken professor ranged 
from the personal (he was seen in a jock strap on the beach) to the professional (he conducted discussions 
on sex and religion when he was supposed to be teaching Latin and Greek). Given the affection he garnered 
among students, these charges were probably true. Still, his keen intellect was rarely softened by humility; 
nor was his quick sense of humor blunted by humane sensitivity. He polarized colleagues into camps of 
fierce supporters and determined enemies. He cinched the request for his resignation when he became the 
most outspoken critic of the new “eight hour day” curriculum plan installed by Rollins’ president Hamilton 
Holt. Although Rice was later vindicated by an AAUP appeals investigation headed by Johns Hopkins 
philosopher Arthur Lovejoy, the incident sparked the dismissal of two other Rollins faculty members and 
the resignation in protest of another five. 

While Rice pondered his future, dissident Rollins faculty and students encouraged him to experiment 
with some of his ideas about education in a new setting. Even his brother-in-law, Swarthmore president 
Frank Aydelotte, urged him to start an experimental college. But the idea didn’t gain Rice’s commitment 

8Katherine Reynolds, Assistant Professor of Higher Education, University of South Carolina. 
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until Bob Wunsch, fellow Rollins dissident and drama teacher, showed him a potential site near the town of 
Black Mountain, N.C. The collection of buildings, tucked into the Blue Ridge foothills and overlooking an 
expansive valley, was used as a summer conference setting by the Blue Ridge Assembly of the Protestant 
Church. Dominated by the white-columned, plantation-styled Robert E. Lee Hall, the cluster of meeting 
areas and living quarters were vacant 9 months of the year. 

Over the summer, Rice and three other former Rollins faculty members launched a road trip and letter 
writing campaign to raise funds for rent at the Black Mountain site and recruit a first group of students 
and faculty. With $10,000 from J. Malcolm Forbes (a former Rollins faculty member who had left several 
years before Rice), rent was secured and the college opened its doors with 22 students, and 12 faculty. 
Available courses included physics, chemistry, economics, German, French, classics, English, psychology, 
drama, music and art. 

Philosophy on a Mountain 

Rice and his colleagues had stronger convictions about how a college should operate than about how 
and what students might learn. Democracy would be paramount in the administration of the college, and 
structure would be loose. Students and faculty joined in marathon, long-winded decision-making meetings 
with decisions ranging from a faculty termination to a library acquisition. 

Particularly prominent, and vital to the democratic underpinnings envisioned by Rice, was the absence 
of any outside governing body. Rice had determined that control exerted by boards of trustees and college 
presidents rendered faculty participation meaningless, limiting faculty to debate, “with pitiable passion, 
the questions of hours, credits, cuts. . . They bring the full force of their manhood to bear on trivialities. 
They know within themselves that they can roam at will only among minutiae of no importance” (Adamic, 
1938:624). The faculty did establish a three-member “Board of Fellows,” elected from among them and 
charged with running the business affairs of the College. Within a year, a student member was added to 
the Board. The office of rector, also elected by the faculty, called for a 1-year term (although succession 
by the incumbent was allowed) by a faculty member who was largely responsible for calling meetings and 
setting agendas. This assignment did not fall to John Andrew Rice until Black Mountain’s second year, 
since faculty members agreed that in 1933 he might still be tainted by the widely-publicized events at 
Rollins. A more pure form of democracy developed in the realm of faculty economic status. The first year, 
all were equally unpaid and received only room and board in return for their services. When minimal 
salaries were granted in later years, they varied only by small extra amounts for those who had families 
(except for Josef Albers who doubled his salary amount by bringing a grant with him). 

The ideal of administrative democracy led handily to the idea of community, although Rice initially was 
skeptical of the notion. He predicted possible tyranny in the guise of “community spirit” and admonished, 
“If someone likes to work with his hands, fine, let him. But if someone else would rather walk around 
the woods, or sit and listen to a record, or read a book, or talk to somebody, that’s the thing to do, not 
something somebody else thinks you ought to do” (Duberman 1972:43). 

Although a strong norm of communal interaction was perhaps the inevitable result of 34 people living 
and learning together at an isolated summer camp, it was furthered when the students themselves began a 
farm to help the community. They were encouraged by faculty member Ted Dreier; but Rice, while vaguely 
supportive of the idea, warned that working the soil should be neither deified or codified. Later he would 
recall, “Ted had this notion, having been born in Brooklyn Heights and never having seen more than a few 
blades of grass, that there was some kind of mystical experience in touching the soil” (Duberman 1972:42). 

Throughout the years, farming at Black Mountain vacillated from casual group effort to serious con
tribution to community self-sufficiency. For a while, a work scholarship program allowed farm work in 
exchange for tuition, with students tending beef and dairy herds and growing okra, tobacco, potatoes, 
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soy beans and rye. However, this prompted a dark specter of class distinction that proved detrimental 
to fundamental college ideals. Students and faculty pitched in willingly when faced with an unstructured 
farming program, but with only limited competence. The most successful years were those which included 
direction from a resident farmer. In the mid-1940s, with the addition of hundreds of chickens, the College 
nearly reached self-sufficiency and had enough vegetables left over to market in nearby towns. 

At first glance the curriculum at Black Mountain appeared to reflect nothing more than the interests 
of those who came to teach, rather than any particular educational focus. Behind the diverse topics of 
instruction, however, was a strong conviction that education should be interdisciplinary and should tap 
into what can be learned by emotion and experience as well as by mental exercise. In this regard, Rice 
differed substantially from his contemporary, University of Chicago president Robert M. Hutchins whose 
neoclassical approach to higher education rested with an emphasis on literature that provided a common 
stock of learning. And, in every publication that would print his opinions, Rice let Hutchins know it. 
“Why,” he asked, “exclude from general education all but one means of getting experience? Why include 
what can be printed and leave out what must be seen or heard? To read a play is good, to see a play 
is better, but to act in a play, however awkwardly, is to realize a subtle relationship between sound and 
movement” (Rice 1937:588). 

Rice saw too much predictability and doctrine in most of what was then labeled “progressive education” 
and felt that it required a contrived conclusion—such as Hutchins’ “educated man.” This, he determined, 
perverted the ideas of an acquaintance he most admired, John Dewey. Dewey visited Black Mountain 
several times during its first 5 years and Rice was particularly impressed with what he described as Dewey’s 
understanding that “to arrive at a conclusion was not to arrive at a conclusion, it was to arrive at a pause. 
And you would look at the pause, you would look at the plateau, and then you would see another thing to 
climb” (Duberman 1972:40). 

As one former student put it, “The stated philosophy was that we were to achieve emotional maturity; 
as students, we often made fun of the notion, and I’m not sure that’s what we got. But at least we learned 
and we grew” (Bliss, 1991). Rice would agree, insisting that to stop at training the intellect stops a student 
short of learning to deal with what he/she knows—“a way of doing things, a method of dealing with ideas 
or anything else” (Rice 1937:595). Classes at Black Mountain, which might take place anywhere from 
the sloped lawns to the porches of Robert E. Lee Hall, were highly active, participative and experiential. 
Students were engaged in everything from assisting Buckminster Fuller in building a demonstration dome 
to advising Merce Cunningham on blocking for a Shakespeare play. They worked long hours and did their 
share of reading (current and classical) but when they came together it was in a spirit of analysis that 
would give the reading meaning. Interdisciplinary seminars met at eight in the evening and were taught 
by at least three faculty members, with many other faculty in attendance. 

If his academic arguments didn’t convince fellow educators of the folly of the neoclassic approach to 
education, Rice volleyed with vivid current example: 

We ought to begin to consider education as a thing concerned at least in part with how people 
feel. If we do not, somebody else will, and all our structure of thought will disappear as quickly 
as it has in Nazi Germany. There was a country where the universities were concerned with 
pure thought, where the keenest thinking of the modern world was being done. And yet not 
a word was heard from the seats of learning when the house painter appeared and roused the 
Germans to feeling. While intellection was being sharpened and polished, savagery was going 
its way, waiting for a chance. (Rice 1937:590) 

The students who chose to try out Rice’s philosophy first hand were, according to Lucian Marquis who 
was a Black Mountain student in the early 1940s: 

. . . an odd bunch. Most were individuals in secondary school—writing poetry or doing science 
experiments on their own—not ‘mainstream.’ And, I think because of the experience with the 
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depression, people were more willing than ever to take risks, do something different. (Marquis, 
1991) 

Marquis spent a year first at University of California, Los Angeles, and found it to be “a factory.” He 
recalls that many of his fellow students also came to Black Mountain after unsatisfactory experiences at 
larger, more traditional universities. His wife, Jane Slater, for example, arrived at Black Mountain after 
an uncomfortable year at Brigham Young University. Although the largest portion of students was from 
the Northeast, a good number came from the South and Midwest, and some from the West. 

In the early years, annual tuition was $350, and it eventually crept up to $1,200, but an informal sliding 
scale existed for promising students who couldn’t afford full tuition. Although the student population 
topped out at about 90 (in the post-war years), and numbers of applicants never exceeded the number that 
could be accommodated, Black Mountain steered well away from “open admissions.” Although not always 
successful, the first objective of admissions meetings, attended by student and faculty representatives, was 
to weed out “problem” youngsters whose parents wanted to ship them off to anywhere that would take 
them. However, the school did favor admission of unconventional students over those found to be “sound 
but dull” (Duberman 1972:266). Grades were far from the determining factor in admissions. Applicants 
were asked to submit sample work (poetry, research reports, etc.), to provide a personal letter from their 
high school principal, and to answer essay questions such as, “If your secondary school grades are poor, how 
do you account for it?” and “If you do not expect to graduate, what is your plan?” (Duberman 1972:77). 

Evolution at the Lake 

The 23-year history of Black Mountain College was one of few constants and much conflict. Three 
forceful leaders marked three distinct periods during the 23 years: the John Rice years, the Josef Albers 
decade, and the Charles Olson era. 

During the first 5 years of the College, a solidarity of philosophy and community gradually took shape. 
It revolved largely around John Rice’s outgoing personality (much intelligence and much laughter mark 
most reports from colleagues and students) and forceful opinions about education. He was determined, 
for example, that every student should have some experience in the arts. This translated as at least an 
elementary course in music, dramatics and/or drawing, because: 

There is something of the artist in everyone, and the development of this talent, however small, 
carrying with it a severe discipline of its own, results in the student’s becoming more and more 
sensitive to order in the world and within himself than he can ever possibly become through 
intellectual effort alone. (Adamic 1938:626) 

Although he cautioned against the possible tyranny of the community, Rice eventually decided that 
some group activity would, 

. . . help the individual be complete, aware of his relation to others. Wood chopping, road-
mending, rolling the tennis courts, serving tea in the afternoon, and other tasks around the 
place help rub off individualistic corners and give people training in assuming responsibility. 
(Ibid, 1938:627) 

Privacy was held in as high regard as community at Black Mountain, and while students slept two or 
more to a room, each student had his or her own private study. 

As it neared the end of its first decade, Black Mountain included over 50 students and 18 faculty. 
All courses were elective, and students tended to steer by their own stars, but with readily available 
faculty advice and support. There were no grades (except on request for transfer purposes), but the close 
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interaction among fellow students and faculty seemed to promote a great deal of motivation to study, 
prepare and learn. As former student Fielding Dawson would later report: 

Classes, particularly the language classes, moved fast, and though Flola (the French instructor) 
didn’t care if somebody didn’t show up on Tuesday, when they came in on Wednesday, they 
wouldn’t know what anybody was talking about. . . It was free of academic rules and regulations, 
but that made it worse, the whole burden was on us, and the faculty maybe getting plastered 
with us the night before no matter, we had to produce. To show up at Fiore’s weekly painting 
seminars empty handed was embarrassing, in fact humiliating. (Dawson 1970:77) 

Lucian Marquis recalled the classroom sessions as a relatively small part of the whole: “Class was only 
the beginning. There you started a conversation that continued through lunch and after dinner. Teaching 
was a continuous endeavor.” Although his studies were primarily in the social sciences, Marquis notes that 
“at Black Mountain I played poker, wrote poetry and started painting” (Marquis, 1991). 

At the end of each year, student and faculty representatives met to decide which students should be 
allowed back. Emotional maturity was as important as academic ability in the decisions. Students had 
“lower” and “upper” division benchmarks toward completing their studies at Black Mountain. After about 2 
years, a student would gather together some faculty who administered comprehensive examinations. With 
these successfully completed, the student passed to the upper division. After another 2 years, the student 
could stand for graduation, which required passing examinations administered by an outside examiner 
invited to the College, often one of the top scholars in the relevant field. Upper division students designed 
for themselves 2-year plans of “specialized study.” Of those graduating in 1937, one specialized in writing, 
one in 19th century history, one in art and three in English literature. 

The arts at Black Mountain grew in prominence throughout the early years, beginning with the arrival 
of Josef Albers less than a year after the doors opened. As Nazi fascism tightened its grip, Albers’ friend 
Philip Johnson at the Museum of Modern Art decided to help him get out of Germany with a job offer 
elsewhere. Albers’ reputation, however, was not international at that time, and he spoke not one word of 
English. Neither of these elements seemed particularly problematic to Rice, however, when he consulted 
Johnson about Black Mountain’s need for a resident artist. He quickly invited Albers to teach painting 
and his wife, Anni, to teach weaving. 

Rice soon discovered what he would later call the “three Alberses”—the teacher, the social being and 
the Prussian. The Prussian Albers decried the seeming lack of real leadership at the College and the free
wheeling, agenda-less, community-wide meetings. Rice noted later, “You can’t talk to a German about 
liberty. You just waste your breath. They don’t know what the hell you mean” (Duberman 1972:69). 

Happily, Teutonic compulsiveness proved no barrier to creativity. Albers’ classes, like his canvases, were 
steeped in insight and intuition. He recognized that not everyone in the class would become a competent, 
much less talented, artist; and when asked what he hoped to achieve at Black Mountain, he replied “to 
open eyes” (Harris 1987:17). He taught “principles and procedures applicable to a wide variety of activities 
such as: the need to be aware of everyday objects and their individual properties, the essence of primary 
experience, of direct seeing and feeling, of problem-solving out of one’s own experience; the importance of 
economy, leanness and discipline. . . ” (Duberman 1972:73). 

Albers was frequently credited with instilling in students a commitment to “correctness,” forming a 
community standard whereby students writing poems did 13 drafts or students presenting stage productions 
rehearsed for nearly a year. Still, Albers didn’t get through to everyone. American Indian painter Harrison 
Begay left after a year because Albers insisted he should build on his heritage when he had hoped to 
develop a new, contemporary style. 

As “social being,” Albers took part in every possible group activity at Black Mountain. At first he 
participated out of a sense of duty, but later because he had become a genuine force among the faculty. 
Also, his status as informal head of the arts program gave him an increasingly important role as Black 
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Mountain moved further toward an emphasis on the arts. While faculty still taught the natural sciences 
and social sciences, by the end of the first 10 years, student participation in classes like chemistry, physics 
and economics had waned drastically. Perhaps the personal choice ideal of students learning when they 
are ready to learn was simply not compatible with keeping the classrooms full in these disciplines. 

Events surrounding Rice and his management of the College further conspired to eventually thrust 
Albers to the forefront. By 1938, the faculty discovered they were no longer being paid equally, but that 
Rice was making decisions whereby some (including himself and Albers) were paid at least 25 percent more 
than others. In the wake of that controversy, Rice led a charge to dismiss several faculty members for 
what he judged to be poor teaching quality and lack of community involvement. Battles ensued among the 
faculty that resulted in two dismissals and several resignations. With his wife and his son and daughter 
still on campus, Rice managed an affair with one of his students, costing himself further support among 
disapproving faculty and students. As one biographer commented, “Rice’s temperament being akin to 
natural force, abhorred a vacuum. He sought controversy more than most men seek repose” (Duberman 
1972:142). By 1939, the faculty had eased Rice into a leave of absence, followed by a sabbatical, followed 
by resignation. 

Rice eventually divorced, remarried and made a fairly meager living by writing for magazines such 
as Partisan Review, Collier’s, and The New Yorker. His autobiography, I Came Out of the Eighteenth 
Century, was published to fine reviews in 1942. He died of cancer in 1968. 

Rice’s departure from Black Mountain occurred just as the decision had been made to build a permanent 
home for the College across the valley on the shores of Lake Eden. Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer 
accepted Albers’ invitation to visit and submit initial architectural designs, but, predictably, these proved 
too costly. Eventually, architect Lawrence Kocher consented to design and build a more modest set of 
buildings. He also taught courses in architecture and design. Soon the whole community was spending two 
or three afternoons each week building, stick by stick, a studies building and family housing to complement 
a dining hall and dormitories. Robert Bliss, a student who immersed himself in this process and later 
became an architect, recalls: 

Those were the best years at Black Mountain—working together on something that would 
last and was essential to the community, finding a profession you loved, learning from some 
extraordinary teachers. Of course everyone had a different experience there at different times, 
and everyone says his or her years there were the best Black Mountain years. (Bliss, 1991) 

The war years ushered in a different kind of Black Mountain; one where students, and at least some 
faculty members, started lobbying for more structure in learning, but yet more freedom outside the class
room. Lectures and recitations were starting to occur within the classroom, while cut-off blue jeans and 
nude sun bathing appeared outside. Influential faculty member Eric Bentley insisted to his colleagues: “I 
can’t teach history if they’re not prepared to do some grinding, memorizing, getting to know facts and 
dates and so on. . . ” (Duberman 1972:198). Needless to say, with Albers and many of the original faculty 
still on board, faculty meetings were decisive and volatile. 

Overshadowing this dissent, however, was a new program that was to highlight at least the public 
notion of a historical “saga” for the College, the summer institutes. Like much at Black Mountain, the 
summer institutes started more by chance than choice. Some music faculty agreed to a music festival 
sponsored by the College of Music in Cincinnati during the summer of 1944. Albers decided he might as 
well run a companion art institute for the summer, as well as a regular summer academic quarter and a 
work program. Organized as a tribute on the occasion of Arnold Schoenberg’s seventieth birthday, the 
music festival drew several dozen music notables from throughout the country who banded together in the 
rustic valley to rehearse, conduct workshops for students, exchange ideas and perform. 

The art institute fared equally well, with Albers managing to invite a variety of notables who spent 
their summer lecturing, coaching students and working on their own projects. Typical of the spirit in which 
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ingenuity frequently conquered disorganization at the College was the experience of stone sculptor, Jose 
de Creeft. When he arrived for the summer session, he found the place had no sculpting tools. So his first 
course was one in which the students built a forge and were taught how to make their own tools. 

The summer institutes grew throughout the 1940s to include notable talents in art, architecture, music 
and literature. And it is probably these institutes and the renown of the individuals in attendance that 
contributed most to Black Mountain’s reputation as an art school. Where else could Merce Cunningham be 
found teaching dance steps to Buckminster Fuller? Or Buckminster Fuller enlisting construction assistance 
on his model dome from Willem de Kooning, and Robert Motherwell? Or Arthur Penn directing a play 
produced and set to music by John Cage? Vigorous interaction and innovative teaching attracted scores 
of new students to the summer institutes, many of whom became so enamored with Black Mountain that 
they stayed on. The excitement and publicity generated by the summer sessions, in addition to a general 
higher education population explosion spurred by the G.I. Bill, put the Black Mountain College of the late 
1940s on its healthiest economic footing yet. 

Still, Black Mountain managed to avoid financial stability. Student turnover negated some of the 
volume gains. Faculty salaries rose substantially, but grants and endowments did not. Stephen Forbes, 
for example, who had always been counted on to supply money to the College in tough times, refused a 
request in 1949 because he was disenchanted with the new emphasis on arts education at the expense of 
general education. The ability to manage what money it had also did not increase at Black Mountain, 
although Josef Albers proposed a reorganization that would include administrators and an outside board 
of overseers. In the wake of arguments and recriminations about the financial situation and how to solve it, 
a majority (by one vote) of the faculty called for the resignation of Ted Dreier, the last remaining faculty 
member from the founding group. In protest, four other faculty members resigned—including Josef and 
Anni Albers. By selling off some of the campus acreage, the remaining faculty managed to save the College 
and retain its original mindset of freedom from outside boards and administrators, while setting the stage 
for yet another era in its history. 

Charles Olson, a writer who had attained popular notice with his book Call Me Ishmael, had taught in 
some summer institutes and was asked to stay on as regular faculty in 1951. He soon became the driving 
force among the faculty, most of whom were new since the Albers and Dreier departures. He was promptly 
elected rector. His presence alone (at 6 feet, 7 inches and 250 pounds) accounted for some of his instant 
elevation in status. His dominant personality, his natural charisma and his keen intellect accounted for 
the rest. His ideas about education leaned decidedly toward the arts and literature, with an emphasis on 
literature. His own writing classes were experiences in excited interaction among students which often went 
on well into the night. 

Unfortunately, Olson’s administrative desires and abilities could be ranked even below those of Rice 
and Albers. And he arrived at a time when administration actually was beginning to seem desirable. Many 
of the faculty would have agreed with their disenchanted colleague Bill Levi who later wrote, 

I began to feel a warm glow at the thought of a department chairman, a dean, a trustee, even 
a vice chancellor in charge of development!. . . The demon of Don Quixote was forever dead in 
my bosom, and Sancho Panza had won the final, the conclusive, the ultimate victory. (Harris 
1987:169) 

What Albers lacked in administrative ability, he compensated for in tenacity and focus. What Rice 
lacked in administrative ability, he balanced with action and ideas. However, when Olson couldn’t manage 
the administrative function, he simply retreated. His idea about turning the successful summer institutes 
into a similar series of year-long institutes fell on deaf faculty ears. So he gave up trying to strengthen the 
regular program. His ideas for recruiting more students didn’t work, and rumors that Black Mountain was 
a Communist community discouraged many prospective students, so he did no more recruiting. When he 
couldn’t get the old sources of development funds to donate (instead, Stephen Forbes called his loan.), he 
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didn’t prospect for new sources. His talent and energy were directed strictly at the literature and writing, 
including a fine new journal, The Black Mountain Review. This publication was started at the College in 
1952 at a time when financial management and administrative leadership were begging for help. 

With the energies of Olson and other faculty members directed toward poetry and short stories, the 
Black Mountain student body shrank to only about 20 aspiring writers by 1954 (from about 90 in the 
late 1940s). At the time, Olson was embroiled in personal issues that furthered his retreat from serious 
consideration of administrative problems. Although his wife was still with him at the college, a Black 
Mountain student who had given birth to his son was in New York. He commuted a bit between the two 
places until his wife finally left Black Mountain and his student and son returned. 

He kept Black Mountain and its shrinking population of students alive by selling off campus acreage 
one piece at a time to nearby farmers. There was no reason not to short sell. The earlier work program of 
farming, fencing and building had waned with a lack of commitment and a lack of students. In addition 
the campus grounds were in serious neglect and disrepair. 

The curriculum was in similar disarray, with courses loosely defined and coursework very much at the 
discretion of the student. “Black Mountain no longer had much in the way of community organization, 
government, ritual, even cooperation; each person sought his path, did his work, turned to others as 
resources when in need of comfort, guidance, association” (Duberman 1972:407). The learning community 
was simply a learning environment where it was as possible for a student to be stimulated by association 
with a few fine minds as it was to become absorbed in motorcycles or marijuana. 

In the fall of 1956, with only a handful of faculty and students in residence, Olson announced he didn’t 
feel like teaching any more. The others agreed that there wasn’t much left, and they all decided not to 
open for winter quarter. Olson, his new wife and his son would stay on to see to the legal disbursement 
of property. Several others thought they would stick together to start something new in San Francisco or 
New York. But there wasn’t enough sense of community to lay any definite plans, and finally they just 
dispersed: “People simply got in their cars and—usually after a farewell drink with Olson—scattered to 
their various destinations” (Duberman 1972:411). 

In Retrospect 

The vast majority of former Black Mountain students can point to clear instances of lasting influence 
on the rest of their lives. Mostly, this seems to have occurred through association: with one or two 
faculty members who made a difference, with a “community” of fellow individuals who were essential 
resources to one another, or with a new area of endeavor such as painting or writing or farming. Black 
Mountain, apparently, was a place where association was encouraged. Perhaps this occurred through the 
relatively small number of people shouldered into an isolated valley, perhaps by a common dedication to 
the unconventional, or perhaps to the existence of ideals about learning and teaching. At any rate, the 
encouragement of association with people and with ideas was not the norm in higher education then, nor 
is it now. Clearly, it is possible to graduate from most colleges and universities today with little, if any, 
significant association with faculty, students or ideas. 

But at Black Mountain, as at other experimental colleges, association could hardly be avoided. Engage
ment with people and ideas was paramount; activity was rampant. It was social, and it was educational. 
As Eric Bentley would remark: 

Where, as at Black Mountain, there is a teacher to every three students the advantage is 
evident. . . a means to the most concentrated and lively interchange that any education could 
afford. Where the faculty are a separate world the students continue their high-school habit 
of avoiding study, boasting of idleness, and the like; at Black Mountain, on the other hand, 
diligence is de rigueur. (Bentley 1945:424) 
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Importantly, at Black Mountain, the faculty was there to teach and the students were there to learn. 
Black Mountain celebrated teaching, and most rifts among faculty members concerned teaching compe
tence. Teaching was not something to be squeezed in between more important academic endeavors. Faculty 
lamented that administrative duties took time away from teaching. Because teaching was celebrated at 
Black Mountain, it was possible to attract an incredibly dedicated and talented faculty group who worked 
for about half or less what they could have commanded elsewhere. 

Obviously, one has to wonder why the College did not survive. The times changed, of course. Black 
Mountain’s communal nature suddenly looked like Communism to many. Students and faculty who were 
once content to be on the cutting edge got serious about being on the radical fringe. Other students and 
teachers of the time just wanted a situation where they could actualize the post-war dream of two cars 
in every garage. Lack of administrative acumen hurt more as the demands shifted toward government 
regulation, competition for students and reliance on grants and donations. Perhaps John Andrew Rice’s 
vision of replacing management with academic leadership could only happen in small doses–during the 
frenzy of enthusiasm for something new and only over a short period of time. It may be an ideal that 
doesn’t wear well. 

And, there is the tension created by a few people living together in a remote location: 

The peculiar difficulty of the experimental college is that small numbers and community living 
make every personal irritation a communal fever, a fever which is caught and carried by the 
students as well as by the faculty. If students have a voice in all affairs, and if faculty and 
students live cooped up in a valley miles from anywhere, people are going to get on each others’ 
nerves. . . (Bentley 1945:429) 

Nevertheless, John Rice succeeded in testing his conviction that education should extend beyond the 
intellect to include human emotion. To Rice education should not just address what people know, but 
include how they approach and use that knowledge. And for most of the students who attended Black 
Mountain, the test was invaluable. 

There have been 1,000 alumni of Black Mountain and several hundred former faculty. If Rice is right 
about the place of emotion in learning, many individuals probably carried the Black Mountain experience 
with them well beyond the North Carolina valley. Lucian Marquis feels it has influenced his teaching at 
Pitzer College, where he is a member of the political science faculty, and at St. John’s, where he teaches 
summer sessions. Bob Bliss recalls once dreaming of an experimental college within a traditional university 
setting. He settled instead for “trying to get the message across in smaller ways,” in his position as dean of 
the School of Architecture at the University of Utah (Bliss, 1991). Gerald Heard, who first visited Black 
Mountain with his friend Aldous Huxley in 1937, was so taken with the idea of learning communities that 
he went on to found Trabuco College in Ventura, California, in 1942. Another group of students started 
a large working commune in Oregon when they left Black Mountain. The art students have been said 
to represent a “Black Mountain school” of art, although the label refers more to their early learning than 
to their individual styles. Black Mountain graduates have turned up on the faculties of many progressive 
colleges, as well as more traditional ones. It is a reasonable assumption that they have passed on a great 
deal of what they came to understand about learning while they were at Black Mountain. John Andrew 
Rice captured this philosophy in the early years of the College, insisting: “It’s up to you to make yourself 
better, and those who come after you still better” (Adamic 1938:640). 
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Chapter 9 

St. John’s: Back to Classics 
Keith Wilson 9 

Experimental colleges, with all their diversities, usually sound two common themes: flexibility and 
practicality. However, one experimental college runs deeply contrary to these themes. St. John’s College, 
with campuses in Annapolis, Maryland, and Santa Fe, New Mexico, rejects these norms and has flourished 
under the ethos of rigidity and intellectualism. In stark contrast to most experimental colleges, St. John’s 
symbolizes the neoclassical model of liberal arts colleges. 

Evolution 

Founded in 1696 as King William’s school, this institution changed to become St. John’s College in 
1784. The small, traditional, private college meandered for the next 150 years until crisis struck in 1935. A 
combination of staggering institutional debt, administrative malaise and loss of accreditation brought St. 
John’s to the brink of collapse. The board of directors sensed that only a drastic change would help. They 
turned to two men known for their energy and commitment to liberal education. In 1937 Scott Buchanan 
and Stringfellow Barr initiated a radical reform through a curriculum based solely upon Western classical 
literature. 

Some 50 years later St. John’s has not only persisted at Annapolis but in 1964 opened a second 
campus in Santa Fe. The combined student bodies total approximately 800 students. The College remains 
principally a 4-year undergraduate college even though in recent years a few select masters programs have 
been added. St. John’s is a private, non-denominational institution that caters to the intellectual and 
financial elite. For two semesters the tuition eclipses $13,000. The average incoming student will score in 
the 650s on the SAT math and verbal tests (just slightly lower than Princeton’s beginning students). 

The faculty emerge mostly from the fields of philosophy, language, theology, music, law and natural 
science. About one-half of them hold a Ph.D degree, even though it has no direct impact on their acceptance 
within the college. Approximately one-third of the 60 teachers at Santa Fe were graduates themselves of 
St. John’s, and 50 percent of all faculty attended colleges with strong liberal education programs such as 
St. Mary’s, Reed, Shimer, Antioch and the University of Chicago. 

The physical aspects of the two campuses neither diminish nor enhance the St. John’s concept. The 
colonial style of Annapolis contrasts sharply with the Spanish aura of Santa Fe. And yet, virtually the same 
program proceeds on each campus. St. John’s is a residential campus where all single students are required 
to live in campus dormitories. Even though campus life revolves around the unique curriculum, there is 
still interaction between “St. Johnnies” as they are known and members of the respective communities. 

Keith Wilson, Assistant Professor of Religion, Brigham Young University. 
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Philosophical Roots 

In the mid-30s Scott Buchanan turned a generic liberal-arts college into a curricular experiment based 
upon Plato’s Academy and classical humanism. The origins for these changes had predated the 20th 
century by hundred of years. 

The English were the first in modern times to fashion a college with a classical approach to liberal 
education. This classical approach included an immersion in Greek and Greek literature as well as an 
emphasis on teaching, discipline and structured living. This early model was quickly attenuated in the 
United States with the utilitarian movement that swept through colleges in the last half of the 18th and 
19th Centuries. This utilitarian movement was a blend of democracy, enlightenment and practicality. In 
higher education it supported such values as education for all, applied skills and student centered programs. 
The War of Independence added force and legitimacy to these values. And yet it did not bring closure to 
the battle between liberal education and utilitarianism. 

The pendulum continued to oscillate through such events as the Yale Report of 1828, the Harvard 
elective curriculum, and the progressives of Theodore Roosevelt and John Dewey. In 1916 Alexander 
Meiklejohn became president of Amherst College and his agenda focused on liberal education as a means 
for training the mind. He adopted the Socratic method in both his teaching and his administration at 
Amherst. Questions such as “Why do we do this?” and “Why do we do that?” probed the heretofore 
sacred cows of curriculum, college organization and teaching methods. Meiklejohn organized a faculty 
seminar during his stay at Amherst. The seminar participants were relatively few, yet it did propitiously 
include a senior student by the name of Scott Buchanan. This seminar became a forum for his ideas 
and reforms. He proposed a curriculum of the classics with the goal of exposing students to the timeless 
questions of the great Western philosophers. Meiklejohn’s ideas evoked scattered pockets of support, but 
his own colleagues at Amherst did not rally behind him. He was forced to resign in 1923 by the Amherst 
Board of Trustees before he could even begin his experiment. For the next 4 years Meiklejohn published 
articles about the ideal college for The Saturday Review and The New Republic. A bold new president 
at the University of Wisconsin, Frank Glenn, invited Meiklejohn to establish his Experimental College at 
Madison. This college, which was really a 2-year college within a University, opened in 1927. Meiklejohn 
set his dream in motion. He implemented a fixed classical curriculum with emphasis on small seminar 
classes of 10-20 students. He secured a dormitory, Adam’s Hall, and began a residential college program. 
At its crest the Experimental College socratically taught 155 freshmen and sophomores the lessons of the 
ancient Athenians. But the principles of free speech, dialectical learning and freedom of thought were 
anachronistic. By 1932 Meiklejohn’s opponents succeeded in dismantling his Experimental College under 
the charges of Communism and free love. What his critics really objected to was his unswerving view of 
classical western thought as the fountainhead of undergraduate education. 

Meanwhile, in 1930, a young 31-year-old president took the reins at the University of Chicago. Robert 
Hutchins disdained the emerging university emphasis on research and specialization and proceeded to 
change things. Working with the faculty and trustees he abolished competitive athletics, instituted course 
credits and took a firm stand against vocationalism. But his most proactive idea was a “Great Books” 
curriculum that followed the model of Plato’s Academy. When the faculty resisted, he mustered all his 
persuasive powers and finally succeeded in 1936. But a deep schism remained between Hutchins and the 
trenchant faculties at Chicago. The “Hutchins College” survived only a few years before the deep-seated 
conventions of university structure reabsorbed it back into the traditional departments. Even though 
Hutchins eventually left Chicago for the presidency of the Ford Foundation, both he and Meiklejohn had 
significantly involved and impacted Buchanan. 

During the early 30s Buchanan secured a faculty position in the philosophy department at the University 
of Virginia. Here he renewed a friendship with Stringfellow Barr which dated back to 1919 at Oxford. 
Barr had been teaching history continuously at Virginia since 1924. Meanwhile, a new president at the 
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University of Virginia appointed among others Barr and Buchanan to give their judgment on the Virginia 
honors program. Their committee went far beyond what their administrator had commissioned. Barr and 
Buchanan drafted a radical program for liberal education that centered in reading and discussing 100 of 
the great Western classics. Their proposal was mothballed at Virginia, but would emerge in a few short 
years in a different location. 

At the same time the small private college of St. John’s had reached the point of institutional collapse. 
The board approached Buchanan and Barr and offered them the leadership of St. John’s. Barr became 
president and Buchanan, who disdained administration, became the dean. Buchanan set out to totally 
revamp the College. He drew from Meiklejohn, Hutchins and the Virginia Committee. He charted a 
direction that redefined the meaning of a classical, liberal arts college. Buchanan, described by some as a 
restless spirit, served St. John’s for 10 years. He left his infant college in a dispute with the Navy over the 
Annapolis campus. However, his imprint serves them to this day. 

Buchanan’s new program centered on approximately one hundred Western European great books from 
the ancient Greeks to the present (see Appendix). The approach postulated that it was better to read Isaac 
Newton or Plato first-hand than to read what someone else said about their ideas. Teaching proceeded 
in small seminars with the professor acting as a facilitator and a resource. The College was a radical 
departure from compartmentalized learning and instead reflected the language of the mental disciplinarians 
of the 1800s who viewed higher education as the training of the mind. “This college makes no claim 
to training specialists,” Buchanan said, framing his instructional creed (Self Evaluation Report, 1955:3). 
The curriculum became the first fixed curriculum in this century. It rejected the elective system for 
undergraduates which Harvard introduced prior to 1900 and virtually all had accepted. 

The transition in 1937 from a small generic college to a radical liberal arts college occurred rather 
quickly. Of the 25 faculty members who were a part of the old St. John’s, only four were destined to 
remain and finish their careers under the “New Program.” The others left quietly either at the initial 
announcement of the pending metamorphosis or after attempting the program for a year or two. Barr and 
Buchanan brought with them a cadre of classical disciples to shore up their enterprise. They also introduced 
their curriculum reform which was a carbon copy of their Virginia honors committee report. Owing to the 
desperate condition of St. John’s in 1937, Barr and Buchanan encountered little opposition. In fact, the 
St. John’s Board of Directors gave Barr carte blanche approval for anything he deemed desirable for the 
New Program. St. John’s welcomed this friendly coup. 

St. John’s became the pedagogical testing ground for the philosophies of both Meiklejohn and Hutchins. 
It stood in opposition to what Hutchins called the “false democracy”—that one kind of knowledge is as 
good as another. This small college, which began in 1937 with only 20 daring students and a handful of 
faculty, came to symbolize the debate between the educational progressives and the conservatives. The 
progressives led by John Dewey espoused more democracy, service, and vocationalism in the universities. 
The conservatives, led by Meiklejohn responded that through the methods taught in the classical texts 
one can come to know what science is and does and how it relates to the modern world. Meiklejohn was 
accused of dogmatism to which he responded: 

Why should the study of the past, as carried on at St. John’s College lead to dogmatism? When 
in the experimental college we turn to Athens or read what Homer, Euripides, Lucretius and 
Plato have said about judgments of value, it did not mean in our opinion those writers had, for 
all time, fixed standards of value that we must accept as unchanged and unchangeable. . . We are 
not looking for the last words on those subjects, but instead the first words. . . From the time of 
the Greeks, until the present. The knowledge and wisdom of men has been growing. . . (Fortune, 
1945:208) 

Mark Van Doren, a colleague of Buchanan’s and an ardent supporter of St. John’s remarked that this 
was, 
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The first serious effort in contemporary America to build a single and rational curriculum suited 
to the needs of minds which have work to do, and which some day should be unwilling to forgive 
any system of education that has required of them less discipline than this. (1944:53) 

Thus St. John’s took as its creed the training of the human mind through the classical texts. This 
small college believed that once trained, their students would be better suited to make their impact on 
society. In contrast, the progressives felt that the classics were outdated and that it was absurd to use 
them as the basis for confronting contemporary challenges. 

To this day disciples of the St. John’s philosophy recite the words of the philosopher Lucan, “Pygmies 
placed on the shoulders of giants see more than the giants themselves.” The progressives respond that past 
giants are dwarfed by our twentieth century problems. Robert Hutchins differentiates the two camps with 
the simple dichotomy: “St. John’s educates people to live instead of to earn a living” (Hutchins, 1937). 

Academic Program and Curriculum 

Today the academic program at St. John’s remains virtually the same as it was when Buchanan first 
implemented it in the fall of 1937. This program is a unified curriculum with approximately one hundred 
western great books forming the superstructure. Buchanan defined this “Great Books” curriculum at St. 
John’s as books of lasting appeal with varied interpretations and constant reference to the “unanswerable 
questions in European thought” (Catalogue 1937:22). Winfree Smith, a respected Dean at St. John’s 
during the seventies stated that there is no such thing as “the great books” since they do not constitute 
a rigid canon. His concept circumscribed “a” list of great books in contrast to “the” list of great books 
(Smith 1983:1). The reality is that the original reading list of 1937-38 has remained largely unchanged and 
the list has been referred to since its adoption as “The Great Books.” Freshmen study Greek, literature, 
philosophy, history, mathematics and natural science. The texts are the original works of the classical 
authors. In the second year the primary emphasis continues on the study of the Greek language with the 
addition of a class in music appreciation. The third year replaces the Greek language with the study of 
French. This carries on through the fourth and final year. 

The weekly study regimen follows a set pattern. Students attend a Great Books seminar on Monday and 
Thursday evenings for about two hours. A three-hour laboratory class meets twice a week. Mathematics 
tutorials convene three times a week. And language classes also meet three times a week. The total 
instruction time amounts to 16-19 hours each week. Every student has the same schedule. The overarching 
goal of this rigidity is to immerse the students in an environment of common studies and conversation. 

Grades and examinations assume a subservient role to the dialectal format. Three forms of examinations 
do exist. The “don-rag” is a carry over from Oxford. It consists of an oral examination twice a year in which 
individual students face their teachers in a grueling one hour interrogation. Once each year the student 
writes an original essay and during his/her senior year a thesis is submitted. Grades are not published 
or distributed even though they are tabulated each semester. At the completion of a degree, grades and 
credits are released for the purposes of articulation into advanced graduate and professional programs. 

The Student at St. John’s 

The 700 current students at St. John’s in Annapolis and Santa Fe represent a very dedicated group 
of academics. With 89 percent of all applicants gaining acceptance, the dean of admissions attributes this 
high rate to “being selected rather than being selective” (Boroff, 1963:9). Each prospective student must 
write an essay, discuss a significant book and project his or her future career path. 

The St. John’s lifestyle contributes to a pressurized academic environment. Three evenings a week 
are spent in scholarly discussions. There are few if any extracurricular activities or clubs. Those that the 
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administration does allow seem to complement the classical tone of St. John’s. Fencing and formal dancing 
are popular activities. And yet the mood of this college is mostly one of hard work and deep intellectualism. 
Often the pressure overwhelms the younger students. Over 50 percent of incoming students never reach 
graduation. Weekends tend to become an escape from all the pressure. Loud music, drinking and dancing 
represent a release for many of these students of Socrates. Often the weekend will afford students either 
a waltz party or a beer bash or both in an interesting mix of cultures. But when Sunday evening rolls 
around most students find themselves busily preparing for Monday’s classes. 

The high cost of tuition often dictates the type of student who can attend St. John’s. “We receive 
mostly the sons and daughters of professional people,” reports Eva Brann, Dean of the Annapolis campus 
(Brann, 1991). This financial sieve surfaces in other ways. At Santa Fe only 10 percent of the student 
body is from a minority group and no blacks are currently enrolled. Dean William Carey quietly laments 
that St. John’s has become a school for the wealthy and the poor (Carey, 1991). With over 50 percent 
of the student body financial aid is a necessity. For the other half of the students money appears to be 
no obstacle. The financial profile then of the St. John’s student seems to be widely divergent with little 
representation from middle income families. 

“The program” as it is called at St. John’s is highly structured. This frustrates some students who 
come with interests in music performance or art. The routine is so concentrated and rigid that little time 
remains for daily practice or individual discretion. The administration and faculty view this rigidity as 
essential to the St. John’s atmosphere. They quote in their defense Buchanan’s colleague, Mark Van Doren. 
“Education is honored when it is hard, and it is more honored when it is hard and good” (1944:153). Gerald 
Grant writes that teachers openly professed “We will not pander to students. Many will leave; the way to 
wisdom is not easy, and few will persevere” (Grant and Riesman, 1978:41). 

This atmosphere of intellectual rigor and discipline does generate some staunch disciples amongst the 
students. David Boroff in The Saturday Review recounts some of his interviews with such students. One 
transfer student commented that, “This was the first time he had not been bored by April.” Another 
scholarly immigrant from a Midwest school remarked, “Ideas there were extracurricular.” And a Princeton 
transfer student responded, “The difference there and here is between being a technician and a philosopher” 
(1963:9). Grant recalls one sophomore student defending St. John’s with these words, “If there is anything 
wrong here, it’s wrong with me” (Grant and Riesman, 1978:61). Kathy Quintero, a student during the 
seventies at St. John’s recently put it in this perspective: “St John’s will always be my intellectual home” 
(Interview, 1991). Obviously, for many there is only one real college for serious thinking students. And 
yet the rigidity and the narrow focus force many others to leave St. John’s with dissenting rather than 
positive opinions. 

The Faculty 

The promotional booklet which each prospective student receives in the mail begins with this announce
ment: “The following teachers will return to St. John’s next year: Homer, Sophocles, Galileo, Newton, 
Einstein, Plato. . . ” (and some one hundred others). The only true faculty at St. John’s are those who have 
etched their names in the classics. There are teachers who interact with the students, but these are known 
modestly as “tutors.” This rubric underscores the faculty concept at St. John’s. The role of the tutor is 
to facilitate the interaction between the great books and the students. While most tutors enter St. John’s 
with an academic specialty as well as a Ph.D., there is little faculty stagnation. Instead all instructors are 
required to teach all disciplines and subject areas. This has the effect of putting the faculty through the 
same paces that the students experience. In fact in most classes at St. John’s two faculty members are 
involved. One is the instructor and the other is preparing to teach the class. Even the instructor has the 
responsibility to reread the classic in preparation for a given class. The net effect of this format is that 
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faculty either learn to master and enjoy all the traditional topics in the liberal arts curriculum or they part 
company with this school and its demands. 

A second pressure point for the instructors surfaces in their visibility. Classes are frequently observed 
and audited by other senior faculty. In addition to this all senior students who have been tutored by a 
certain instructor are asked to give their evaluation of his/her teaching prowess. When it comes time for a 
tenure decision, there is an abundance of teaching information upon which to base the judgment. As one 
tutor complained, “Too many of the faculty live in lucite cylinders” (Grant, 1984). Constant observation 
and public visibility intensify the pressure that faculty experience at St. John’s. 

This college takes pride in the abolition of academic departments and faculty rank. These unnecessary 
structures leave more space for the strong teaching emphasis. The tenure process is highly selective with 
only a spartan 25 percent of the faculty receiving approval. Of those faculty who leave 90 percent would 
stay if they could according to Anthony Carey at Santa Fe (Interview 1991). The tenure process includes 
four individual teaching appointments during a 7 year period. In the sixth year a tutor is either terminated 
or given tenure after the following year. All teachers are expected to minimize outside interests and 
concentrate full time on their students and teaching. Research and writing are optional, but must not 
interfere with the instructional format. Some tutors such as Eva Brann and J. Winfree Smith publish in 
various fields, but they are the exceptions. 

These radical departures from traditional faculty mores create a distinct dichotomy in each instructor’s 
professional path. The pressure to master new bodies of knowledge, the constant exposure and the lack of 
faculty security can combine to crush the untenured instructors. However, these same radical departures 
become strong motivations for others and serve to enamor and envelope them in the aura of St. John’s 
College. 

The St. John’s Saga 

With a tradition that now spans more than 50 years, St. John’s nurtures a rich pervasive saga. This 
saga is fostered by devote faculty, loyal alumni, and upper level students. But one other aspect of St. 
John’s assumes a preeminent position in this arena. This maverick college takes its entire raison d’être 
from the tradition of the “Great Books.” The curriculum, the heart of the matter at St. John’s, revolves 
around the most traditional works in western literature and civilization. Is it any surprise then that St. 
John’s drips in the richness of its own saga? 

Stellar leadership has also left an indelible impression in the mosaic of the St. John’s saga. The decade 
of the Barr-Buchanan era provided this small college with an abundance both of history and folklore. 
Buchanan’s spirit seems to stalk the hallways and his aphorisms are frequently cited. His statement to 
Hutchins towards the end of his administration symbolizes the saga of this early founder. “This spiritual 
and moral revolution is the only thing in the world worth living for” (Kass 1973:28). And yet, ironically, 
Buchanan resigned his post after 10 years and attempted to found an imitation of St. John’s College 
in Massachusetts. It never materialized and subsequently Buchanan returned often to St. John’s as a 
commencement speaker or guest lecturer. Statements that he made late in his life indicated his displeasure 
with his decision to leave St. John’s in 1946 (Smith 1983:87). But even his impetuous departure did not 
lessen his imprint on St. John’s. 

The intensity of Buchanan’s persona merged during the 1940s with some of the brightest names in 
education. People such as Robert Hutchins, Alexander Meiklejohn, Mortimer Adler and Mark Van Doren 
publicly defended St. John’s in the national press. Their opponents were such heavyweights as John Dewey, 
Sidney Hook, and Helen Lynd. And yet, even St. John’s critics unintentionally strengthened the presence 
of this small college. Their public assaults on the St. John’s philosophy were presented in such national 
magazines as The New Republic, Fortune, Harpers and The Saturday Review. Win or lose, the debates 
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placed St. John’s on the map and ultimately enriched the saga that pervades this maverick college. 
The current saga of St. John’s draws deeply upon the decades of the thirties and forties. But there is 

more. There is Richard Weigle who presided over St. John’s for 28 years and won accreditation for the 
College in 1953. There is the transcendent dean, Jacob Klein. Many view this German immigrant as the 
crucial spoke that kept the wheel turning in the aftermath of the Barr-Buchanan departure. And there 
are more legends in the making like Eva Brann, a respected tutor who has taught at Annapolis since 1957. 
Perhaps the deepest reservoir, however, of the St. John’s saga resides within the current alumni. Fiercely 
loyal, this group will talk endlessly of their halcyon days as students. They alone sufficiently insure that 
the St. John’s tradition will not be forgotten. 

Does It Work? 

One of the best responses to this question echoes in the saying, “The proof is in the pudding.” The 
graduates reflect favorably on St. John’s. Over 60 percent of St. John’s graduates pursue advanced degrees 
in their first year following graduation (compared to 53 percent at Princeton and 46 percent at Amherst). 
Twenty percent of these graduates enter teaching, 25 percent enter business or industry, 13 percent enter 
government or law, and the remainder disperse themselves over social work, medicine, library science and 
religious professions (“Self-Evaluation Report,” 1955, 4). In an different alumni report funded by the Ford 
Foundation, 92 percent of the respondents expressed approval for the St. John’s program. One third of 
those who replied went so far as to express “complete satisfaction with the present distribution of emphasis 
in the program” (Grant, 1984:73). The biggest advantage that these alumni identified from their St. John’s 
experience was the ability to face and solve problems dealing with unfamiliar data. 

On the flip side of the slate some negative marks also appeared in that 1955 alumni survey. One-half of 
all respondents regretted their lack of specialized skills when they left St. John’s. Many cited the need for 
better writing skills than they currently possessed. And most gave the laboratory classes unsatisfactory 
marks.10 The debate ranges over the entire expanse of this “Great Books College.” Disciples claim that 
St. John’s is the very essence of learning; critics counter that it is simply adopting an abstract frame 
of reference. Proponents laud the virtues of thinking and training the mind; opponents assert that St. 
John’s fosters intellectual prejudice against professional training and practical skills. Supporters extol the 
self-confidence that graduates possess; skeptics suggest that alumni are misfits and at odds with the world. 
And so the debate continues without a final word or closure. 

There is one defense of St. John’s that subdues most critics. St. John’s has withstood the test of time. 
It continues to move forward much like it did in the fall of 1937. Unlike many other educational experiments 
this one has endured virtually unchanged. The leaders are different. Where there was once one campus 
now there are two with plans for a third. In 1971 Ronald McArthur paid the supreme compliment to 
St. John’s. He modeled the new Thomas Aquinas College in Santa Paula, California exactly after the St. 
John’s format. These developments lend substance to Eva Brann’s claim that, “St John’s is no experiment 
unless western civilization is an experiment.” Perhaps she is right or perhaps the final word is yet to be 
written on, “The Great Books College.” 

The author acknowledges the age of this alumni report as a limitation. However, St. John’s administrators were reluctant 
to share their most recent self-evaluation reports. Two factors mitigate somewhat the age of this 1955 survey. First, a large 
number of alumni were sampled (600). And second, St. John’s more so than other colleges has been very slow to change or 
alter portions of its program. 
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Chapter 10 

Monteith College: Spreading Innovation

Katrina Green 11 

Origins 

Wayne State University began as a post secondary educational component of the Detroit public school 
system. This program later developed into a city college, a city university, then achieved state university 
status in 1956. As an institution it gained a reputation of catering to regional students and those of under
privileged backgrounds (Riesman, 1970:38-39). Educational innovation came to Wayne State University 
in 1959 with the establishment of a small college within the larger university—Monteith College was born 
(Official Proceedings, Feb 20, 1964 and Inside Wayne, November 15, 1961). 

However, Monteith’s genesis was prior to 1959. Monteith’s founding document, “the Grey Document”, 
emerged from an earlier self-study of Wayne State University’s Liberal Arts Division with a focus on 
undergraduate general education. This document came about through the efforts of three men. There 
appears to be some disagreement as to the members of Monteith’s initiating trio. According to Riesman, 
Gusfield, and Gamson the members included Floyd Murphy, Donald Pearson, and Sidney Karr (Riesman, 
1970:40). However, all available university documents suggest that the trio consisted of Woodburn O. 
Ross, Max Coral and Alfred H. Kelly (Official Proceedings, June 25, 1964). Although the names may be 
different the process was the same. The study became a proposal for a new college through the urging of 
then President Clarence B. Hilberry. 

Clarence Faust of the Ford Foundation for the Advancement of Education mentioned to President 
Hilberry the Foundation’s desire for experimentation in urban state universities with the focus on general 
education and liberal arts within its own college (Riesman, 1970:43). President Hilberry saw the Foundation 
as a source of income and suggested to the trio the development of a new college. The proposal was accepted 
by the Ford Foundation with a grant for $700,000. The college proposal was then put forth to get the 
approval of the University Council, Council of Deans, and the Board of Governors. All took supporting 
action in the fall of 1958 (Official Proceedings, June 25, 1964). This new college was unique. It was the 
first attempt to set up a separate college within a larger university focused on solving a particular problem 
(Detroit News, December 22, 1958). 

The new college was to be named Monteith. Its namesake was John Monteith (1788-1868). He along 
with Father Gabriel Richard helped to establish the University of Michigan, of which he became the first 
president. He also was pivotal in establishing Detroit’s first public library, which he envisioned as a facility 
for the continuing education of adults through independent study (Official Proceedings, June 25, 1964). 
A Dean of Monteith College, Yates Hafner, stated best how the college and its namesake were to be 

Katrina Green, Student Services, University of Utah. 
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intertwined: 

His broad and exact learning, his love for truth and justice, his spirit of service and collaboration, 
his active engagement in civic life, his courage in speaking out against the majority when he 
thought the majority was wrong, his vision and his hope—are quantities that Monteith College 
encourages its students to achieve. This kind of life in today’s world is the point of general 
education (College Catalog, 1973-74:4). 

Philosophy 

The Ford Foundation’s intentions supported the most basic element of Monteith’s philosophy. The 
foundation required an emphasis on general education within the college, and Monteith accomplished this 
by making general education a matter of central concern over the entire four years of undergraduate study 
(Official Proceedings, October 25, 1962). By emphasizing general education, the college assumed there 
existed of a body of knowledge which every educated person should know. 

Monteith was not designed for a specialized group of students. The idea was to admit any student who 
was eligible to enter Wayne State University. To do this the college sent letters of invitation to every third 
person who was admitted to the university. In doing so it created a population within the college which 
was representative of the university as a whole. However, there was a ceiling set on enrollment of abut 
1200 students for the college. 

This enrollment cap served several functions. First it assisted in creating a sense of community in the 
college by keeping it small. Second, it facilitated the teaching method of small discussion groups. This 
was important as the small groups facilitated the development of the student’s communication abilities 
by allowing more time for student discussion. The small groups also prepared students to take more 
responsibility for their own learning which developed independent work capabilities. 

The Monteith innovation “was a local development that reflected national anxiety about the rise of 
specialization” (Riesman, 1970:40). The faculty were not organized by way of traditional departments, but 
rather were separated into three divisions: Science of Society, Humanistic Studies, and Natural Science. 
These divisions made up three basic sequences of required courses within the college. These course sequences 
were integrated attempts at asking large questions. The idea was to provide a general education which 
would transcend all boundaries artificially imposed by departments (College Catalog, 1973-74:7-9). 

Curriculum 

What exactly did this general education consist of? There were to be no traditional disciplinary lines 
of study, but rather an approach which would link the various disciplines into the three core divisions. As 
a freshman the student began with the Science of Society core courses. This sequence was pursued for five 
quarters. During this time the next phase began with sequences in the Natural Sciences. In the third year 
the final sequence of courses in the Humanities was begun. These areas extended progressively through 
a student’s undergraduate education and were designed to keep the entire range of material in focus. 
The senior colloquium and essay were the culmination of the general education requirements at Monteith 
(Official Proceedings, Oct. 25, 1962, Knapp, 1966:13, and Riesman, 1970:44). The use of a senior essay 
was recognized as being on the forefront of education. Also seen as forward-looking was Monteith’s use of 
independent study (Detroit Free Press, June 19, 1963). 

As a student progressed through the general education program greater emphasis was placed upon 
independent study. This structure supported John Monteith’s desire for adults to continue their education 
throughout life. By encouraging students to develop strong independent study skills of investigation and 
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reflection, students would continue their education beyond their college years. With extensive use of 
independent study for junior and senior students, the college was able to maintain small freshman and 
sophomore classes (Riesman, 1970:43). Independent study being of importance at Monteith lead the college 
into an experiment with the university library in 1960. The idea was to explore methods of developing 
a more vital relationship between the library and college teaching. Teachers coordinated with the library 
staff to form assignments which required students to develop independent skills in library use (Knapp, 
1966). 

Not only was Monteith’s thematic divisions unique, but so also was course content and the manner in 
which courses were taught. Students were to attend two required lectures weekly, then meet in groups of 
about 12 for discussion of the seminar. Focusing on basic knowledge, courses were designed to provide a 
liberal education as a means of enabling students to deal with world problems (Detroit News, December 22, 
1958). In addition to providing basic knowledge to deal with problems, faculty confronted and challenged 
students. Faculty were not necessarily looking for “right” answers, but rather for students to use their 
experiences and relate them to the course to create an answer (Riesman, 1970:79,122). 

In addition, each course was taught by a team of teachers from one of the core divisions, providing 
the student with a variety of content, methods, and teaching style. However, this team-teaching structure 
resulted in difficulties for the faculty. A course was not one person’s responsibility, and disagreement often 
existed among those involved in a particular course. Course content and basic classroom logistics had to 
be determined by the team. Other issues arose such as, what would be the structure of the grading policy, 
and would there be a tone of casualness or orderliness set for students? 

Atmosphere 

Classes conducted though interdisciplinary study, team teaching, and small discussion groups added to 
the development of close relationships between students and faculty. Students identified with the college 
as a specific community. They were a part of the college, not just a number attending the university. 

The atmosphere surrounding Monteith was more like a family than a large university, yet students 
had access to all the benefits the larger university provided. Many students were active in campus affairs; 
Monteith students held such various positions as member of the Student-Faculty Council, the Student 
Education Council, assistant to faculty members, and swimming instructor for emotionally disturbed and 
retarded children (Detroit Free Press, June 19, 1963). Monteith created a family atmosphere, a sense of 
belonging, and students felt encouraged and supported in their efforts to become involved. 

Recognition 

Through the sense of community created at Monteith its graduates gained a sense of confidence. In 
1975 the Dean of Monteith reported that the make up of alumni consisted of five percent physicians, five 
percent scientists, one-half percent attorneys, five percent professors and deans, and five percent in some 
area of mass media (South End, October 2, 1975). Monteith developed a strong reputation for providing 
an outstanding educational experience. 

In 1962 it was too early to draw firm conclusions about the success of the Monteith program. Although 
in a nation wide survey conducted to test the climate of education, “. . . Monteith placed at the 79.79 
percentile in a range from 24 to 94 percentile. Monteith was considered to be in the company of a very few 
private institutions of high prestige” (Official Proceedings, Oct. 25,1962). The program began to be seen 
as a success seven years after its beginnings when the Accreditation Commission of the North Association 
commended Monteith for constituting “an unusually significant opportunity in an urban institution. . . It 
adds a dimension often lacking in large institutions” (South End, June 11, 1975:3). 
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Monteith gained additional national recognition when it was included in a study by the Center for 
Research and Development in Higher Education which endeavored to measure educational impact and 
student development by examining 15 diverse institutions. The study determined that “Monteith students 
changed more dramatically in propensity to be involved in academic and intellectual pursuits than students 
at the other 14 studied institutions”(College Catalog, 1973-74:12). This was a considerable accolade, in that 
the study included institutions such as Antioch, Sarah Lawrence and two University of California campuses 
(Detroit News, June 11, 1975). Since its beginnings Monteith had received enthusiastic endorsement from 
deans of professional schools and educators across the country (South End, October 23, 1969). Yet, this 
was not enough; Monteith’s praises were no match for the university’s financial pressures. 

A Bitter Battle 

The first blow to Monteith came on May 7, 1975. The Dean of Monteith, Yates Hafner, met with 
President George Gullen on May 8 only to be informed that a proposal, based upon budgetary constraints, 
to phase out Monteith had been approved the day before by the Wayne State Board of Governors (South 
End, December 9, 1993). Both the high and the low points in Monteith’s story centered around the roles 
of two Wayne State University presidents. During Monteith’s inception, President Hilberry promoted its 
creation and approval. In 1975 President Gullen initiated the discontinuance of Monteith. 

The secretive approach to eliminating Monteith sent an alarm throughout Wayne State University; a 
president and provost not following university procedure was cause for concern. A sense of distrust and 
bitterness grew from the belief that the administration, particularly Provost Henry Bohm and President 
George Gullen, did not follow proper university procedures in their proposal to phase out Monteith. Shortly 
after the proposal became public Provost Henry Bohm resigned. Many individuals in the university com
munity confidentially expressed alarm about not only the handling of Monteith, but also the subsequent 
sudden and unexpected resignation of Provost Henry Bohm, Wayne State’s chief academic officer (South 
End, October 2, 1975). 

During the Board of Governors June 13, 1975 meeting a motion was made and carried that a freshman 
class be admitted for the 1975-76 school year. It also was determined that Monteith share in achieving 
a balanced budget. During this same time period, the Board of Governors and its Budget and Finance 
Committee decided to form a committee to study the proposed discontinuance of Monteith (Official Pro
ceedings, June 13, 1975). The study was conducted during the end of that summer and the beginning of 
fall. The committee’s report was presented to the Board of Governors on December 12, 1975. However, 
the report had previously been presented to the University’s Policy Committee on October 20, 1975, and 
then again to the University Council on November 5, with the recommendation that due to the university’s 
budgetary problems Monteith should be phased out. 

Monteith’s faculty countered the budgetary argument by saying that the college’s portion of the uni
versity budget consisted of less than one percent. In addition, Monteith had already reduced its college 
budget and was willing to make attempts to find areas for further reductions. Yet, faculty claimed that 
as holes appeared in the university’s logic, new areas of attack were found. On November 12, 1975 at a 
University Council meeting the stance changed from the budget issue to a bitter attack on the quality of 
the Monteith program (South End, December 2, 1975). Monteith supporters argued that it was the only 
college that was meeting two of the university’s fundamental goals. These two goals were reported in the 
spring of 1975 by the Wayne State University Self-Study Task Force as being “to maintain and strengthen 
programs in general education” and “to strive to solve the problems of depersonalized education” (South 
End, June 11, 1975 and October 2, 1975). Another argument made for the phase out was that Monteith 
duplicated other offerings available on campus. Monteith faculty argued that although courses may have 
similar content they are taught differently, and that those examining the college could not discount that 
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effect on the students. Yet another area of attack came in the form of claiming that Monteith had a high 
level of attrition. Monteith faculty countered with the structure of the program; it was designed so that 
students who entered the program could complete it within the college, or get their degree from another 
college. So, in fact, the numbers presented may not have been reflective of all students who had benefitted 
from attendance at Monteith (South End, December 3, 1975). 

Monteith faculty felt their concerns were not being heard through use of university channels, so they 
turned to public avenues. In doing so they gained the support of State Senator Jack Faxon, D-Detroit. In 
the Detroit News (December 6, 1975), Faxon blamed the attack on Monteith as part of a general trend away 
from liberal arts education towards specialized professional schools. To further his support of Monteith he 
offered, along with other senators, State Senate Resolution No. 316 in support of Monteith. This resolution 
was adopted by the Senate on December 10, 1975. In addition to this support were several rebuttals to 
the attacks on Monteith in the school newspaper, South End, refuting the content and quality of the study 
conducted by the ad hoc committee of the University Council. The Monteith faculty also developed a plan 
to expand Monteith with the hope that a “new” Monteith would be allowed to continue. This proposal was 
released to the press as a final effort to save the college, which caused concern for the Board of Governors 
and others because they felt the plan had not gone through proper university procedures. Despite all the 
efforts of those supporting Monteith, the final decision came on December 12, 1975. 

The study by the ad hoc committee had become the resolution of the University Council. It was 
presented and approved on a 7-1 vote by the Board of Governors on December 12. The resolution stated 
that: 

WHEREAS, the educational goals of large numbers of students are being thwarted by the 
unavailability of programs or classes and by a lowering of the quality of education. 

WHEREAS, the Council believes that first priority must be given to students who cannot be 
served elsewhere in the University and that the widespread problem of the decline of quality of 
education must take precedence over the interest of a small group. 

THEREFORE, Given these educational needs, the limited resources of the University, and the 
duplicative nature of Monteith College, 
The University Council RECOMMENDS that a program discontinuance of Monteith College 
be accomplished by a phase-out;. . . 

FURTHER, THAT all funds saved by the abolishing of Monteith College be used to augment the 
various Schools, Colleges and the Libraries (Official Proceedings, December 12, 1975:2663-4). 

As a note of interest, the only dissenting member of the Board of Governors was Michael Einheuser. 
Three years prior Einheuser had been the Monteith Student Board President, and had spoken with Presi
dent Gullen regarding Monteith’s status. The President promised Einheuser that “as long as I’m president 
of this university, there would always be a place for Monteith College” (South End, February 4, 1976). The 
president did not hold true to his promise. 

The struggle over what to do regarding Monteith was a bitter battle. Each side felt that it was treated 
unfairly. A member of the University Council’s policy committee, Ross Stagner said it best. He told the 
governing board that in his many years of teaching he had not seen “such an extraordinary case of trying 
to bring political and public pressure to bear on an educational policy decision” (Official Proceedings, 
December 12, 1975:2666 and Detroit Free Press, December 13, 1975). Involving the public heightened the 
intensity of the battle; there were more people with wider opinions and emotions who became involved. 
Because Wayne State University is a public institution there is some claim to their involvement, however it 
should not overrun university autonomy. This was reinforced in the December 12, 1975 Board of Governors 
meeting by a representative from the local chapter of the American Association of University Professors. 
The representative said that there was a need for proper procedures to be followed in all university activities 
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(Official Proceedings, December 12, 1975:2667). Perhaps the best indication of the fact that indeed a battle 
had been fought was found represented best in the Detroit Free Press (December 13, 1975). 

The debate over whether to close Monteith has frequently been a bitter one, and at the close 
of Friday’s board meeting a 19-year-old student tried to throw a pie in the direction of Wayne 
President George E. Gullen, Jr. and Board Chairman George C. Edwards. The attempt was 
blocked by a Wayne security man. . . 

Legacy 

Phasing out Monteith did not mean it vanished, the college left behind a legacy of its own. Although, 
Michael Evan Thomas suggests that today: 

You would have to look hard into the nooks and crannies of WSU to find any hint that there 
was such a college as Monteith. Its buildings are gone, three of which were beautiful Victorian 
houses torn down in 1981—the year the last of Monteith’s students graduated. Ironically, they 
used to stand on what is now Gullen Mall, named after George Gullen, the WSU president who 
led the move to phase out Monteith (South End’s TimeOut, December 9, 1993:9). 

He later admits that Monteith did have an impact. It provided for a public good, left curricular innovations 
at Wayne State University, and inspired other schools. 

One public good is the Monteith Cooperative Nursery, begun as Monteith College Nursery. Two 
students saw the need for a nursery (so parents could return to school by having a good, inexpensive 
place to take their children) and talked the Monteith student board into setting aside three rooms for the 
nursery. Monteith students and interested parents all volunteered to clean up, collect needed materials 
and supervise the children (Detroit News, November 11, 1970). This nursery remains open to all students 
(South End, December 9, 1993). 

Curricular innovations encompassed a wide range of areas. The Afro-American Experience started in 
1968 as a part of Monteith, and became integrated with Wayne State University’s Center for Black Studies. 
The Chicano-Boricua Studies, the first educational program in United States bringing two distinct Latino 
groups together in a common setting, taught courses in social, political, urban, and cultural realities of 
Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans (South End, December 12, 1975). This program became a segment 
of Wayne State University’s College of Lifelong Learning. The Program for Labor School Graduates, 
offering day and evening courses to adult workers who have been away from school for several years, was 
of special interest to members of the local community. Monteith gained much support in their efforts 
to survive, from union groups who used and encouraged others to use the program. This program was 
recommended to join the Wayne State University’s College of Liberal Arts. Upper division courses were 
offered at Monteith in the areas of Third World Studies and Women’s Studies for those interested in 
understanding minority groups, and have since become their own programs at Wayne State University 
(South End, December 9, 1993). 

Not only has Monteith left programs to Wayne State University, they started a trend towards small 
learning units in large universities in this country (College Catalog, 1973-74:11). Monteith’s advice was 
sought and taken by other colleges and universities both within the state of Michigan, and across the 
country. Examples of program influenced by Monteith are the Residential College of the University of 
Michigan, Justin Morrill College of Michigan State University, Oakland University, James Madison College 
at Michigan State, and University of California, Santa Cruz, a cluster of small colleges all organized on 
the unique curriculum and course structure developed by Monteith (South End, December 3, 1975:2 and 
December 9, 1993:9). 
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Monteith as a college may not have lasted past Wayne State University’s budgetary problems, but its 
ideas continued on. John Monteith would have been saddened at the college’s demise, but pleased that 
it provided those who attend the knowledge to continue their independent study. The Ford Foundation 
would also have to be pleased that their funding of Monteith provided a model of encouragement for general 
education within a large university. Every person involved in the founding of an experimental college hopes 
it will continue and thrive. Those at Monteith should not despair with its demise, for it left an important 
legacy by which it will be remembered. 
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Chapter 11 

Miami-Dade Community College: An 
Open Door to Quality 
Linda R. Fife 12 

Introduction 

Community colleges by their nature are unique institutions of higher education. They have a com
prehensive mission to serve all aspects of the community’s educational needs, from terminal and transfer 
degrees, to vocational education, to developmental education including English as a Second Language, 
to leading edge training for business and industry. Additionally, most community colleges are open-door 
institutions, allowing admission to any student who wishes to enroll. 

In 1984, Miami-Dade Community College was selected by a national panel of community college ex
perts as the number one community college in the nation (Roueche & Baker, 1987:10). What makes this 
institution unique among others with missions and circumstances similar to its own? Why is Miami-Dade 
Community College acknowledged so frequently in educational literature as a leader in innovation and 
reform? This chapter explores the history of Miami-Dade Community College, the challenges it has faced, 
and the innovative ways in which it has met these challenges in order to provide a quality education to all 
members of the community who demonstrate the willingness to pursue one. 

Overview 

In January of 1960 Dade County Junior College opened its doors. It was, from the beginning, a school 
with a commitment to the concept of education for all students. In the words of Robert McCabe, its 
current President, “When Miami-Dade opened its doors in 1960, it was the only college within 250 miles of 
Miami that would accept Black students” (Baker, Roueche, & Gillet-Karam, 1990:81). The student body 
numbered approximately 1,428 and the faculty approximately 65. The College was not situated on its 
own campus, but held classes in public schools and portable buildings. The administration, however, was 
slightly more centralized. Roueche and Baker state: 

The president’s office was a renovated tractor shed, and other officials were in buildings origi
nally designed for agricultural education, specifically for housing cows. One dean and his staff 
were the subject of much humor because they were housed in what had been a poultry farm’s 

12Linda R. Fife, Faculty, Salt Lake Community College. 
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laying house. Its location earned the college such nicknames as “Pig Pen U” and “Chicken Coop 
College.” (1987:21). 

The college continued to grow, and in 1963 began construction of its first permanent building. In 
1973 the school, with an enrollment of over 9,200 students, was renamed Miami-Dade Community College 
(Roueche & Baker, 1987:22). During the following years enrollment continued to soar, growing from 23,241 
on two campuses in 1967 to approximately 120,000 on five campuses in 1994 (Jenrette & Napoli, 1994:ix). 

Miami-Dade’s student population reflects that of the Miami community. The high number of immi
grants from Cuba and Haiti produce a population which, to a large degree, does not speak English as their 
native language. In 1987 Roueche and Baker reported: 

Miami-Dade College today is a huge system, serving some 41,000 credit students each semester. 
Over 51% of its student body is Hispanic, 31% is white non-Hispanic, and 16% is black non-
Hispanic. Miami-Dade has more lower division black students than any other college or univer
sity in Florida and more Hispanic students than all other Florida higher education institutions 
combined. Sixty percent of its students enter with deficiencies in at least one of the basic skills 
areas. Over 50% are not native speakers of English. There are more full-time nonimmigrant 
alien visa students at Miami-Dade than at any other college or university in the nation. Each 
year nearly 30,000 disadvantaged students receive financial aid through the college (1987:29). 

The Problems 

Miami-Dade is, like most community colleges, a comprehensive, open-door institution. As such, its 
students are not denied access as a result of basic skills deficiencies or low test scores. Obviously, this type 
of approach to education results in a highly diverse student population, not only in terms of ethnicity but in 
teams of academic aptitude, interests, educational goals, and life situations. The many educational needs 
of this large and diverse student population, coupled with unrestricted enrollment into the many programs 
(145 in 1994) offered at Miami-Dade (Jenrette & Napoli, 1994:ix) resulted in Robert McCabe’s concerns 
in the 1970’s which many community colleges shared: the ability of the institution to provide a quality 
educational experience while maintaining an open-door approach to admissions. McCabe found out from 
faculty, staff, and community members that unrestricted enrollment into all programs coupled with the 
lack of academic standards was resulting in huge numbers of students at Miami-Dade whose performance 
in school was appalling. During an interview in 1988, McCabe stated: 

A son of a friend was in a college algebra course where the teacher couldn’t teach because the 
class was full of people who couldn’t add. It happened enough that I was beginning to feel 
ashamed of what we were doing (Zwerling, 1988:22). 

It has been argued that it is not possible to provide quality educational programs to an unrestricted 
student population with diverse backgrounds and educational needs. Indeed, Zwerling has stated that 
the primary role of the community college is to “assist in channeling young people to essentially the same 
relative positions in the social structure that their parents already occupy” (Roueche & Baker, 1987:33). 
The faculty and staff at Miami-Dade led by Robert McCabe, however, do not believe that open access and 
quality education are mutually exclusive. Strongly committed to the open-door approach to education, yet 
faced with burgeoning enrollments of students unprepared, under prepared, and/or lacking the commitment 
for higher education, Miami-Dade turned its attention to identifying specific problems and solutions which 
would allow all students who demonstrated the commitment an opportunity to learn, supply the level 
of student support required by disadvantaged students, encourage and support faculty members, and in 
general create a teaching and learning environment which would prevent the open door from becoming a 
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revolving door of failure for the student. The reforms instituted at Miami-Dade from 1978 to the present 
have made this community college one of the most frequently acknowledged successes in higher education 
today. 

Meeting the Challenge 

Miami-Dade continues to be a strong and viable institution of higher education which serves the diverse 
learning needs of its students in innovative ways. Although the college’s reforms have been comprehensive 
and continuing, it is possible to see a continuum of change that began in 1978 with an emphasis upon 
student support services and student outcomes, which was enhanced by the implementation of a five year, 
faculty oriented “Teaching/Learning Project” in 1986. Some of these reforms are discussed below. For the 
sake of clarity, they are referred to as “student oriented” and “faculty oriented” which in no way implies 
that these improvements were directed at, or have benefitted, either group exclusively. Indeed, the reforms 
from 1978 to the present have served to enhance and improve the teaching and learning environment for 
faculty, students, and staff alike. 

Student Oriented Reforms 

Standards of Academic Progress - As previously mentioned, two of the most serious problems faced by 
Miami-Dade were that of totally unrestricted enrollment coupled with the absence of any type of academic 
standards which had to be met in order for students to remain in school. To address these problems, in 
1978 Miami-Dade implemented Standards of Academic Progress (SOAP), which required that students 
maintain specified grade point averages and pass half of all classes for which they register. The process 
includes a system of warning, probation, and suspension for those students who fail to met these standards. 
Students are advised of a change in academic status, may have their course loads limited, and are given 
advice on possible ways to improve their performance. Students who ultimately fail to make satisfactory 
progress are dismissed (Roueche & Baker, 1987:50). As a result 

a balance of open and selective admission is achieved. All students are offered an opportunity 
to succeed in college, but they must prove that they merit the expenditure of the college’s 
time and money in order to proceed through a curriculum of study. They are constantly 
monitored along the way, and they are offered appropriate instructional assistance, as required, 
but they are expected to meet the college’s standards of progress within a specified period or 
face suspension or dismissal (Nigliazzo, 1986:33). 

Academic Alert and Advisement and Graduation Information System (AGIS) - Using a $900,000 Title 
III grant, the college designed and implemented an integrated computer system which allows individual 
tracking of each student. The system produces several types of personalized letters each quarter which 
inform students of their academic progress and status and which provide information on appropriate courses 
for the following quarter. With this system, students are able to identify potential problems early, receive 
positive feedback about successes, and receive assistance in planning their courses of study (Roueche & 
Baker, 1987:52). In addition, AGIS provides important information to students and advisors regarding 
progress toward completion of the students’ program as well as courses required for transfer to other 
institutions of higher education (Roueche & Baker, 1987:56). 

Basic Skills Assessment and Course work - In 1979, Miami-Dade implemented the Comparative Guid
ance and Placement Test to assess the basic math, reading, and written English skills of entering students. 
Later, the college switched to the Multiple Assessment Programs and Service (MAPS) (Roueche & Baker, 
1987:59). Prior to the use of these instruments, as mentioned above, enrollment into all programs was 
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unrestricted. Basic skills assessment has enabled Miami-Dade to identify those students who are likely to 
have difficulty with college-level work, and to direct them to the appropriate developmental classes prior 
to enrolling in regular college classes. In addition, study skills and time management classes, writing labs, 
and individualized computer programs designed to improve specific skills are available to students. 

General Education Requirements - In 1981, as the result of a general education study, Miami-Dade 
began to require that degree-seeking students take five interdisciplinary core courses in general education. 
Up until that time, as expressed by Lukenbill and McCabe: 

Miami-Dade Community College (Florida), like most other community colleges, did have general 
education requirements—specific courses that students had to complete. The college did not 
have statements about why these courses were necessary, what they were to achieve, or what 
relationships existed among the courses. Neither faculty members nor students understood 
clearly why these requirements were imposed (1982:85). 

Miami-Dade’s new general education program is based upon an interdisciplinary approach to building 
a basic foundation of knowledge for understanding the world. 

Unfortunately, only a handful of community colleges in the 1980’s have recommitted to the 
concept of general education. The Dallas County Community College District (Texas), Los 
Medanos Community College (California), and Miami-Dade Community College (Florida) are 
examples of colleges that have developed authentic programs of general education based on the 
historical concept of this important idea (O’Banion, 1989:14). 

Faculty Oriented Reforms 

In 1987, Miami-Dade implemented their five year “Teaching/Learning Project.” This project was the 
result of the increasing concerns of Miami-Dade’s President, Robert McCabe, regarding the fact that 
“Miami-Dade was projecting large numbers of faculty retirements in the 1990’s. . . the diversification of 
the student population, [and]. . . the growing volume of information of adult learning, learning styles, and 
cultural influences on learning preferences” (Jenrette & Napoli, 1994:2). 

The project was described by McCabe as 

organized in such a way that (1) student learning will become an institutional goal; (2) admin
istrators, faculty, and support personnel will work as a team toward the institutional goal; (3) 
faculty and others will realize that the faculty are the key players in this effort; (4) productive 
technologies and strategies will be chosen to attain the institutional goals; and (5) administra
tive practices will be altered to met the teaching/learning needs (O’Banion, 1989:110). 

The following three major goals were established for the Teaching/Learning Project: (1) to improve 
teaching and learning at Miami-Dade; (2) to make teaching at Miami-Dade a professionally rewarding 
career; and (3) to make teaching and learning the focal point of Miami-Dade’s activities and decision-
making processes (Jenrette & Napoli, 1994:4). 

One of the first products of the Teaching/Learning Project was the “Statement of Teaching/Learning 
Values at Miami-Dade Community College” (Jenrette & Napoli, 1994:154-157) which provides a compre
hensive foundation for the goals mentioned above. Other key results of the project include new faculty 
orientation, pre-service, and mentoring; required graduate classes and videotapes for faculty regarding ef
fective teaching and learning, classroom feedback, and cultural differences in learning styles; establishment 
of classroom equipment and maintenance standards; and statements of faculty excellence which serve as 
the basis for retention, promotion, tenure, and the hiring of new faculty (Baker, Roueche & Gillett-Karam, 
1990:269). 
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In addition, an Endowed Teaching Chair program was implemented, with the goal of raising $10 million 
for endowment of 100 chairs and $2.5 million for scholarship and program support (Traylor, Katsinas & 
Herrmann, 1989:24). As of June 1989, 33 chairs valued at $75,000 each had been endowed by corpora
tions and private donors (Baker, Roueche & Gillett-Kamm, 1990:270). Endowed chairs are unusual at a 
community college; the scope of this effort is truly impressive. In addition: 

unlike chairs in a traditional university setting, this honor [is] awarded to full-time faculty 
whose service to Miami-Dade students [is] outstanding, Criteria for awarding endowed chairs 
were derived from the Statement of Faculty Excellence. Faculty who wish to be considered 
candidates for a chair must present a performance portfolio to the Endowed Chair Committee 
for evaluation. Help in preparing an endowed chair portfolio is available to faculty through each 
campus’s Center for Teaching and Learning (Jenrette & Napoli, 1994:12). 

Results 

In 1987, Roueche and Baker included the following information in their chapter on the outcomes of the 
student-oriented reforms at Miami-Dade: 

1. General Education - “Both faculty (83%) and students (78% to 82%) thought the core courses had a 
‘positive impact’ on Miami-Dade students.” 

2. Basic Skills Assessment - “73% of the faculty supported the use of placement testing and the resulting 
greater control over student academic choices. . . Students, especially those most affected (i.e., those 
taking developmental courses) supported the use of placement tests. . . 70% of the students agreed 
that the writing, reading, and mathematics courses they took were appropriate for their skills level.” 

3. Developmental Courses	 - Because of the length of time between developmental course work and 
exams such as the College Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST), it is difficult to assess how significant 
developmental course work is in overall academic performance. However, of 1,324 developmental/ESL 
students surveyed “93% indicated that the course in which they were presently enrolled increased 
their chances of future academic success. Over 70% believed they could not complete college without 
developmental instruction.” 

4. Standards of Academic Progress (SOAP) - “81% to 87% of the students in non clear SOAP categories, 
over half of the students in clear SOAP categories, and 65% to 69% of the staff, administrators, 
and faculty agreed that SOAP is an effective means of identifying students who experience course 
difficulties. The faculty have also reported that students have become much more serious abut their 
studies and about their programs with the SOAP system in place.” 

5. Academic Alert and the Advisement and Graduation Information System (AGIS)	 - “ln the 1984 
survey, 37% of both Spring and Fall students said they improved their performance as a result of 
receiving an Academic Alert Letter. However, these percentages were not as low as they appear 
because 25% of all students surveyed were in their first term and had never received a letter.” 

6. “The 1984 self-study survey on AGIS revealed that 81% to 90% of the respondents thought the AGIS 
system effectively provided information about courses required for graduation. In fact, when the 
surveyors asked administrators and staff what single major change had the most positive impact on 
the college in the last ten years more of them named AGIS than any other change” (Roueche & Baker, 
1987:68-83). 
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The faculty-oriented reforms implemented by Miami-Dade have had significant success in terms of 
improving the teaching/learning environment for faculty. Faculty members were heavily involved in the 
development and implementation of the project, which focuses on developing excellence in teachers and 
providing opportunities for professional growth and development. The successes, as well as areas where 
improvement could have been made, have been described by Mardee Jenrette and Vince Napoli (1994) in 
The Teaching Learning Enterprise: Miami-Dade Community College’s Blueprint for Change. The book 
serves as a valuable resource for other institutions interested in developing excellence in teaching and 
learning. 

Summary 

Miami-Dade Community College has a long history of meeting the many educational needs of its 
diverse community in an open-door setting. Faced in the 1970’s with the problem of increasing numbers 
of unprepared, underachieving students with diverse backgrounds and educational needs, as well as a high 
percentage of faculty reaching retirement age, an increasingly diverse student population, and the growing 
emphasis upon teaching and learning methods and styles, Miami-Dade undertook a series of reforms aimed 
at improving the total teaching/learning experience for students, faculty, and staff. 

Reforms at Miami-Dade have included the use of technology to improve the student advising pro
cess, basic skills assessment and training, new general education requirements, and the implementation 
of a Teaching/Learning Project aimed at faculty development. They have placed more responsibility for 
obtaining an education in the hands of the students. Miami-Dade has succeeded in meeting students’ 
educational needs while remaining an open-door institution. These reforms have made Miami-Dade one of 
the most frequently acknowledged leaders in higher education reform today. 

Conclusions 

Certainly, the steps that Miami-Dade has taken to meet the needs of its students and faculty are 
impressive. However, the reforms undertaken by Miami-Dade are not exclusive to that institution. And 
the problems of a large student population with diverse educational needs and abilities are typical problems 
in community colleges. What then, makes Miami-Dade unique? 

First, Miami-Dade is the largest community college system in the United States with the largest enroll
ment of ethnic minority students. The sheer number of students with diverse educational needs that this 
institution serves makes it unique not only in the challenge presented in meeting these needs, but in the 
tuition revenue generated by these student numbers. Faced with the choice of continuing unrestricted and 
unmonitored enrollment and progress, or monitoring student enrollment and progress which would result 
in some student dismissals, Miami-Dade opted for quality and the probability of reduced tuition revenue. 

Next, although the methods that Miami-Dade has used to meet the needs of its students are not unique 
by today’s standards, it is currently acknowledged as a national leader in the use of technology for student 
support systems, touch tone registration, basic skills assessment and developmental education, distance 
learning, and more. It may not be the only college using these methods, but it was among the first and is 
commended in much of the literature on community colleges for educational innovation. 

And most importantly Miami-Dade’s current president, Robert McCabe, has an ongoing commitment 
to students and faculty. His stated support of excellence in open-door education has been consistently 
backed by his actions. L. Steven Zwerling, quoted earlier in this paper as a critic of community colleges, 
came away from a site visit to Miami-Dade still skeptical about community colleges’ performance in general, 
but impressed with Robert McCabe’s accomplishments and the support and enthusiasm of his faculty. He 
states: 
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Somehow if the number one community college (and I say that now more as convert than critic) 
could continue to model modes of institutional self-transformation to colleague community 
colleges, directing their attention not to the system (the software) but to the process (the 
people), Miami-Dade would continue to write history. . . So I still had my critic’s list of things. 
But I knew that McCabe is undoubtedly working on them and probably would have his tux 
on tonight, and that tomorrow a lot of people on the faculty will be fighting their way through 
the Miami traffic so they can continue their commitment to doing a little bit of God’s work 
(Zwerling, 1988:23). 
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Chapter 12 

The University of California at Santa 
Cruz: Small is Beautiful 
L. Scott Marsh 13 

Remove an absolute minimum of trees, shrubs, branches; nature and use will take care of the 
rest. Consider public safety but also consider the basic mood of the place. Any manicuring of 
this area will produce a commonplace effect. Build many trails, reveal many places where a 
student, or a teacher, or an administrator could sit in a quiet hour with only redwoods, the 

grass, the pack-rat nests and the dead twigs intruding upon his solitude. There are few places 
on earth where such a phenomenon might occur—other than in national parks and remote 

wildernesses. To have this opportunity on a campus of a great university is a priceless event. . . 
—Ansel Adams (Gregory, 1979:20) 

In the early 1900s, renowned photographer Ansel Adams reflected on the unique and beautiful coastal 
California site which he had been commissioned to document, and which was soon destined to become a 
new and innovative campus in the University of California system. This innovation in higher education, 
an innovation in organizational scale, design, and academic plan was to be created on two thousand acres 
of natural meadow and redwood forest overlooking Monterey Bay. At a time of increasing technological 
complexity and scale, when the impersonal “multiversity” was being both defined and cultivated, perhaps 
no other educational innovation so well addressed British economist E. F. Schumacher’s thesis of “small is 
beautiful.” Designing smallness into a large and traditional organization of higher education, and situating 
this innovation within a stunning natural environment, clearly demonstrates that at the University of 
California-Santa Cruz, small is beautiful. 

An Educational Behemoth Attempts Innovation 

By the late 1950’s the University of California system, one of the largest and most prestigious systems of 
higher education in the world, was not popularly known for radical educational innovation. The University 
of California’s five campuses were a part of a large system of traditional higher education and research 
centers. Although the system’s master plan designated specialties for each university campus, each campus 
provided consistent and relatively uniform programs in undergraduate education, graduate education and 
research. It was during this time that the innovations which were to become the Santa Cruz campus 
emerged. These innovations took hold with the 1965 opening of Cowell College, UCSC’s first liberal arts 

L. Scott Marsh, Graduate Student, Department of Educational Administration, University of Utah. 
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college. Today these same innovations continue to characterize the unique Santa Cruz campus of the 
University of California. 

Viewed today, the first clue that the Santa Cruz campus is dramatically different from other UC 
campuses (UC Berkeley, UC Davis, UC Irvine, UC Los Angeles, UC Riverside, UC San Diego, UC Santa 
Barbara) and research/specialty institutions, is the view from the campus entrance. Consciously not located 
in a large metropolitan area, UCSC sits above the small beach town of Santa Cruz. From the campus’ 
main street entrance one views a restored barn, a farm house, abandoned lime kilns, and acres upon acres 
of meadows stretching up to a timberline of redwood forest. Even the university’s sign is surprising—it 
is a single, very large redwood tree placed on its side, with the words “University of California Santa 
Cruz” carved into a planed surface. The visual statement is strong—this is a significantly different kind of 
University of California campus. 

Further investigation reveals starkly innovative characteristics of this campus. Nestled in the redwood 
timberline are eight residential colleges, each with its own unique architectural design and complete with 
student body and faculty. The UCSC office of admissions describes the Santa Cruz campus in a recent 
promotional piece: 

. . . at UC Santa Cruz, all undergraduate students and faculty are affiliated with one of the 
eight residential colleges. Designed by the nation’s leading architects, the colleges are distinct 
communities with their own housing, dining, and recreational facilities, and each is an integral 
part of the greater campus. The colleges surround a central core of buildings that serve all 
students, including the main library, science labs, performing arts complex, and classrooms. In 
order to foster broad intellectual interests, each college has an interdisciplinary mix of faculty 
and students. . . the colleges are the center of each student’s life, but they are by no means the 
limit. 

Interest in innovation at this Univesity of California campus is perhaps most readily reflected in the 
UCSC grading system. Waived by the Regents for this campus was the UC system wide approach to 
grading. In its place was set a pass/fail (later changed to pass/no record) system with written evaluations 
by the faculty of each student’s work. Available at no other UC campus, this grading system is available 
to the entire undergraduate population of UCSC. 

It is clear that the UCSC campus is a radical departure in physical and academic design from the 
standards and traditions of the University of California systm. Why was this iconoclastic campus founded? 
Why would such a large and traditional system build a campus which for many, seemed to be the antithesis 
of the University of California system? We may begin to answer these questions by investigating the 
intentions of UCSC’s founders, and specifically their desire to fully address undergraduate liberal arts 
education within the context of a first rate research university system. 

A Chancellor’s Opportunity 

The unique character of UCSC will always be firmly linked to one man—Clark Kerr. As Chancellor 
of UC Berkeley from 1952 to 1958, Kerr attempted to create a collegiate environment for undergraduate 
education on the Berkeley campus. This attempt failed. Kerr “. . . found it impossible to affect the envi
ronment of undergraduate education, to establish college communities, and to bring a sense of (a small 
liberal arts college) to Berkeley. . . he could not win the faculty, organized as they were in departments and 
professional schools, to this vision” (Grant & Riesman, 1978:254). 

Yet Kerr’s failure to reform undergraduate education at Berkeley proved to be most timely for the 
future of the Santa Cruz campus. During the October 1957 meeting of the UC Regents, two significant 
issues were decided which would have a profound effect on both Kerr and the future campus. The Regents 
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elevated Clark Kerr from his position as Chancellor of UC Berkeley to the post of President of the UC 
system. Additionally, the Regents authorized three new UC campuses in anticipation of significant growth 
in student enrollments (McHenry, 1977:87). In July of 1958, when Kerr took office, an opportunity to 
shape the character of undergraduate education within a campus of the University of California was his. 

Today, at the heart of the Santa Cruz campus, stands the McHenry Library. A tribute to Clark Kerr’s 
former graduate school roommate, Dean E. McHenry served as assistant for academic planning in the 
Resident’s office under Kerr during the planning of UCSC, and was appointed by Kerr as UCSC’s first 
Chancellor. As graduate school roommates, Kerr and McHenry “. . . had argued about who had had the 
better undergraduate education: Kerr at Swarthmore with its intense feeling of intellectual community, or 
McHenry at UCLA with its research faculty and library.” (Grant & Riesman, 1978:254) The authorization 
of three new campuses gave McHenry and Kerr unrivaled opportunities to affect undergraduate education, 
and to wed the value of a small liberal arts experience to the contemporary UC research campus. The 
UCSC campus began with Kerr’s direction to McHenry to find some way “. . . to make it seem smaller even 
as it grows larger” (Stadtman, 1970:416). 

Kerr and McHenry Devise a Plan 

The initial UCSC plan consisted of a campus of fifteen to twenty physically separate, visually differ
ent, and thematically varied residential liberal arts colleges. Each college would establish its own unique 
approach to learning, and depending upon its approach to education, would maintain an enrollment of 
between six hundred and one thousand students. Each college unit would be residential in nature and 
provide housing for one half to two thirds of its student body. The physical design of each college would 
be architecturally unique and would include facilities such as a study lounge, cafe, gathering area and 
recreational facilities which would enhance each college’s autonomy. Campus growth was anticipated to 
reach a maximum enrollment of 27,500 students. The 1965 comprehensive plan for UCSC states that: 

(1) a series of liberal arts colleges was to be the basic unit of planning and of student and 
faculty identification; (2) undergraduate education would receive initial emphasis, (3) residential 
facilities would be provided for more than the usual proportion of students; (4) early distinction 
would be sought in the arts and sciences; (5) a restricted curriculum would serve student needs; 
and (6) tutorials, seminars, and independent study would be stressed (McHenry, 1977:88). 

The UCSC campus was conceived as a cluster college design. McHenry believed that “. . . if we could 
establish firmly a series of colleges primarily devoted to undergraduate teaching that could command 
respect and status, collegiate values might endure after the campus became quite large and the graduate 
component became substantial” (McHenry, 1977:88). 

McHenry felt that cluster colleges would draw undergraduate education and specialized research closer 
together, while maintaining the integrity of both. He sought a faculty interested in both undergraduate 
teaching and first-rate research. McHenry believed the cluster college design would diminish the imperson
ality of the large “multiversity,” and would foster close learning relationships. McHenry desired a campus 
which maintained a small scale intimacy as it expanded in size. 

To these ends the faculty appointment and governance structure was developed. Each faculty member 
would hold dual appointments. Fifty percent of a faculty member’s salary would be provided by his/her 
college, the other fifty percent provided by a board of study (UCSC’s disciplinary divisions). As both a 
college fellow and a member of a board of study, a faculty member would teach classes for both college 
and board. College courses would reflect the interdisciplinary nature of the college faculty, while the more 
traditional boards of study would provide disciplinary course work. Majors would be developed by both 
colleges and boards of study, with the college majors tending to be interdisciplinary in nature. The faculty 
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member’s office would be located in his/her college, and college teaching facilities would be the most 
common classroom venue. 

Aggressive growth of the UCSC campus was the plan. Of the approximately twenty colleges planned, 
the first twelve would open at a rate of approximately one per year (Ring, 1972:19). In addition to the 
residential liberal arts colleges, three professional schools and additional research facilities were planned. 
The cluster colleges would promote UCSC’s initial concern with small scale undergraduate liberal arts 
education. As these cluster colleges became firmly established, professional schools, graduate education 
and research activities would be added. 

Not only was the UCSC cluster college concept different from the other UC campus designs, it was also 
more costly. The very nature of the collegial design required the campus to duplicate facilities between 
residential colleges. Dean McHenry sought sponsors for each residential college to provide for college 
facilities which exceeded comparable non collegiate UC campuses (McHenry, 1977:90). Hence Cowell 
College, Stevenson College, Crown College, Merrill College, Porter College, Kresge College, and Oakes 
College all refer to benefactors which assisted in the physical costs of college construction. This commitment 
to raising substantial funds by McHenry appeased state officials and University Regents, and allowed 
UCSC’s collegiate plan to move forward. 

An Origin Myth for Santa Cruz 

Two different stories are told of the Regent’s decision to place a south central coast campus of the 
University of California at Santa Cruz. The first story notes that the regents narrowed the selection of 
sites to two—Almaden in the Santa Clara Valley and the Cowell Ranch property in Santa Cruz. The 
Regents chose the Almaden property, but before negotiations could be completed, news leaked out and 
property values soared. Because parcels would have to be purchased from several owners, the price became 
prohibitive. Hence the Santa Cruz site was chosen (Stadtman, 1970:413). The second story also narrows 
the choice of properties to Almaden and Santa Cruz, but has the Regents boarding a bus in Berkeley for 
a day long excursion to the two sites. After a beautiful summer morning in the cool redwood forests and 
rolling meadows of the Cowell Ranch, the Regents boarded a bus for the hotter inland area of Almaden, 
just south of the San Jose metropolitan area. As fate would have it, the bus broke down in Almaden and 
left the Regents to hike several miles in the hot summer sun. Air conditioning costs became a vivid factor 
for the Regents, and Santa Cruz was chosen (Gregory, 1979:36). 

The latter of these two sagas brings to light UCSC’s most dominant characteristic—the exceptional 
beauty and grandeur of the site. No matter how the site was chosen, there can be no doubt that the 
campus’ beautiful, expansive and isolated site dictated much of what UCSC was to become. As Ansel 
Adams opined on the possibility of establishing a university within an area of such natural beauty, “. . . there 
are few places on earth where such a phenomenon might occur. . . to have this opportunity on a campus of 
a great university is a priceless event” (Gregory, 1979:40). 

Kerr and McHenry’s cluster college design was combined with the campus planning committee’s desire 
to place the campus’ dense redwood forest as the central unifying feature of the campus. What Kerr 
referred to as“redwood cathedrals”would visually separate the architecturally diverse colleges. Each college 
was meant to be “. . . a miniature Swarthmore or Reed, only without laboratories or trustees. . . fittingly, 
McHenry saw the general library as the central focus for the campus” (Gregory, 1979:36). The physical 
topography and natural resources of the Cowell Ranch had helped to both dictate the campus’ physical 
design and support the educational intimacy of the collegiate model. 
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A Contemporary Portrait of UCSC 

In 1994, the UCSC campus consisted of eight residential colleges (the ninth and tenth under construc
tion), central campus buildings (such as the McHenry library, the Whole Earth Restaurant—a student run 
cooperative dining facility, bookstore, and recreational facilities), research labs, two agro-ecology projects 
(a farm based on the French intensive method of organic agriculture and a separate organic garden project), 
an arts village, a predatory bird project, large expanses of natural areas, and bike paths and bus service 
which connect the campus community with the town of Santa Cruz (there is a notable absence of substan
tial parking areas—remote parking is the rule, not the exception at UCSC). Affiliated with the campus 
is the nearby Joseph M. Long Marine Laboratory—an offshore research facility for UCSC’s Institute of 
Marine Science, and Lick Observatory—the University of California system’s astronomical research sta
tion. Approximately nine thousand students at UCSC currently pursue majors in twenty eight boards of 
study, with approximately ninety percent of the student population being undergraduates and ten percent 
involved in graduate education. 

The grading policy has evolved from the original UCSC design. Instead of the almost exclusive use of 
“pass/fail” with narrative evaluation, students may opt for letter grades instead of narrative evaluations in 
all upper division course work and in a number of lower division courses as well. The “pass/fail” has been 
replaced with “pass/no report.” 

The original faculty matrix of college fellow and member of a board of study continues. Each faculty 
member receives fifty percent salary from his/her college and fifty percent from his/her board of study. 
All hiring, retention, promotion and tenure decisions are made by consensus between these two bodies. 
Although most courses and majors are offered through boards of study, colleges continue to offer courses 
and majors in their area of specialty. 

In the early years admission to UCSC was very competitive. At the height of its popularity UCSC 
had four times as many qualified applicants as it could admit (McHenry, 1977:110). The University of 
California’s innovative program at Santa Cruz was in high demand. Later, in the mid 1970’s, admissions 
stabilized, and then in 1976 they abruptly fell. The California economy was shrinking, the applicant pool 
was getting smaller, and professional and vocational preparation was on the rise in popularity (Adams, 
1984:20). Although the pressure of declining enrollments stimulated a “repackaging” of UCSC’s image into 
more conventional and professional terms, the college/board of study structure, the grading system and 
the physical collegiate environment remained virtually intact. 

The UCSC Innovation: the Jury Remains Divided 

Nearly thirty years after the opening of Cowell College, the Santa Cruz Campus of the University 
of California is not exactly what the original planners intended. The enrollment of approximately nine 
thousand students is significantly short of the projected enrollment of twenty-seven thousand, five hundred. 
This change in enrollment is reflected in the number of residential colleges which have been built on 
campus. Only eight have been constructed so far—less than half of the original colleges planned. The 
three professional schools have not been built, and the percentage of the campus’ graduate program are 
fewer in number and smaller in size than originally anticipated. 

Kerr and McHenry’s original intentions for UCSC, well documented in the original comprehensive 
plan, have not been fully realized. It must be noted that neither has the other UC campus’ comprehensive 
plans of that time. The system wide growth that was anticipated by UC planners of the late 1950’s did not 
materialize as projected. The entire system has reassessed enrollments, funding and missions, and adjusted 
accordingly. 

Consistent with Kerr and McHenry’s intentions, each founding provost and faculty of the eight UCSC 
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colleges developed a unique college approach to undergraduate learning and teaching. Page Smith, found
ing Provost of Cowell College and Robert Edgar, founding Provost of Kresge College, oversaw radically 
innovative approaches to undergraduate education in the founding of their colleges. Like Smith and Edgar, 
the Provosts, faculties and students in each of the eight colleges helped to forge a unique college culture 
and raison d’être. 

Within the literature surrounding the UCSC innovations, the original vision of Clark Kerr and the 
original missions of the colleges are the two points of reference which have been commonly used to evaluate 
UCSC’s success or failure. Kerr’s intentions, defined within the UCSC comprehensive plan, were due to 
enrollment and funding factors—factors which impacted all campuses of the UC system. The missions of 
the original colleges were not uniform—they were as numerous and varied as the colleges and the people 
who inhabited them. Because the founding missions were so diverse, and external factors played such a 
significant part in the internal development of the campus, the original plans of Kerr, McHenry and the 
colleges are difficult to use as criteria for judging the success or failure of UCSC’s innovations. 

Underlying the challenging and sometimes rocky history of the Santa Cruz campus, has been a con
sistent desire to provide a university environment which maintains a dual commitment—to excellence in 
undergraduate liberal arts education and to first rate academic research. To this end the collegiate struc
ture was developed, and the campus was built. Faculty and student affiliation grew from this structure, 
and a university design was established from which the campus would emerge. Kerr’s innovative desire 
for UCSC to “feel small even as it grows big” is clearly apparent on the UCSC campus. Kerr’s vision of 
a traditional UC education offered on an intimate human scale has surely been realized—and in a most 
eloquent manner in the redwood forests of coastal California. 

Tradition and Innovation: the Future of UCSC 

It is clear that a continuing debate on the original innovative intentions of UCSC versus traditional 
University of California approaches to post-secondary education will be a part of the UCSC culture for 
the immediate future. This debate began with the opening of the first college, and has grown as UCSC’s 
stakeholders, observers and evaluators have multiplied. Tension between the colleges and the boards of 
study arose early in UCSC’s history, emerging during the establishment of the second UCSC college. Only 
Page Smith, the Provost of the first college, was able to select and hire faculty without consent of boards 
of study. From the founding of Stevenson College (UCSC’s second college), the influence of the boards of 
study—the powerful traditional disciplinary affiliations, became apparent. Although presently the boards 
of study have seemingly eclipsed the colleges in importance (as determined by numbers of major programs 
and courses offered), the equal division of influence over faculty appointments continues. 

The future of the Santa Cruz campus of the University of California will continue to be shaped by the 
design of the original founders. The physical collegiate structure of the campus, the faculty and student 
affiliations with small liberal arts colleges, the natural environment and the demands which it has made 
upon the character of the campus—all of these will continue to maintain and safeguard the essence of 
Kerr’s original founding intention. In comparison to other UC campuses, UCSC will feel small even as it 
grows large. 

No other campus of the University of California is as much of an “outsider” as is Santa Cruz. As such, 
UCSC will continue to bear the brunt of criticism from traditionalists as well as experimentalists. UCSC 
was granted and maintains an institutionalized license to innovate. A recognized and sanctioned innovation 
within a large traditional system of higher education, UCSC can neither transform itself into a traditional 
campus, nor leave its parent system behind. UCSC will continue to foster a collegiate environment for 
undergraduates as it is slowly embellished with research and graduate activities. For an innovative campus 
within a traditional system, sitting in a redwood forest high above the California coastline, UC Santa Cruz 
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is “like few places on earth.” UCSC has an important message for higher education—small is beautiful.
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Chapter 13 

Prescott: From Parson to Parsimony 
E. Ann Adams 14 

Prescott College is a private 4-year liberal arts institution nestled in the forested mountains of central 
Arizona. It was founded in 1966 by Dr. Charles Franklin Parker, a long-time minister of the First 
Congregational Church located in Prescott. During his 29-year career, Dr. Parker dreamed of creating an 
educational institution that would develop in its students a strong liberal arts appreciation by allowing 
them to actively explore their environment. In his view, education was to be a life-long experience that 
included an ongoing dialogue between one’s self and the environment. 

Today, using the natural setting of the Southwestern wilderness as their classroom, students at Prescott 
pursue an outdoor curriculum that emphasizes experimental learning and extensive fieldwork. Often, they 
are involved in activities that require both physical and mental encounters with the environment. A recent 
issue of Arizona Highways (March, 1990) reported that last year alone, Prescott students 

. . . camped along the shore of the Sea of Cortez to study marine life, trekked through Arizona’s 
Mogollon Rim to contemplate Native American perceptions of nature, tested for industrial 
pollution in international watersheds along the Mexican border, retreated to a mountain cabin 
to contemplate Thoreau, ventured across the Pacific Ocean in sea kayaks to explore Tiburon 
Island, and conducted a cultural survey of the Baja peninsula. 

These activities may appear adventurous, yet, they comprise a good portion of the routine coursework 
for the 280 students who attend Prescott College. 

Demographic Overview 

Currently, the student body is comprised of 160 men and 120 women seeking baccalaureate (Bachelor 
of Arts) degrees in one of five curriculum areas: Environmental Studies, Southwestern Studies, Human 
Development, Humanities, or Outdoor Leadership. Students come to Prescott from various locations 
throughout the United States. In addition, a handful of foreign students have attended the school in recent 
years. Regardless of their origin, most students attending Prescott range from age 21 to age 30. Recently, 
the school has added an adult learning program that includes individuals from age 30 to beyond age 60. 

The cost of tuition is $7,200 and does not include additional costs/fees associated with“Outdoor Action” 
field courses, nor does it supplement costs for personal camping, backpacking, biking, or skiing equipment 
required for those excursions. It should be mentioned, however, that Prescott College participates in all 

14E. Ann Adams, Clinical Faculty, Department of Educational Studies, University of Utah. 
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of the available Title IV financial aid programs. In fact, half the students receive some type of financial 
assistance. 

The admissions process takes place in the fall and again in the spring. Requirements for admission 
include: either graduation from high school or a GED, a 500-word essay describing the student’s educational 
goals, why he/she wishes to attend Prescott, and how Prescott can help him/her to achieve academic and 
personal goals, official transcripts of all high school and college coursework completed, and two recent 
letters of recommendation. In addition, prospective students are encouraged to arrange for a personal 
interview. Applicants are also required to pass a basic mathematics and an English composition exam. 
Should students fail to demonstrate competency in these areas, they are required to complete preparatory 
courses in both disciplines and repeat the testing process. Prescott does not cater to an intellectual elite, 
nor to any specific applicant pool. In fact, it accepts and admits 85-90 percent of all who apply. Most 
of the students who come to Prescott are outdoor types, intrigued by the non-traditional, personalized 
approaches being employed at the school. According to the Admissions Director, students are attracted 
to the college because it values small classes (a student-faculty ratio of 10:1), student self-direction, an 
interdisciplinary approach, and hands-on learning (Janssen, 1991). 

Of the 28 faculty members that comprise the teaching staff at Prescott in 1991, 11 hold doctorate 
degrees, 13 have master’s degrees, and 4 are teaching with baccalaureate degrees. The college also employs 
a small number of adjunct staff to further enrich its curriculum within certain specialties. Instructors 
teach in their own area of expertise; however, there are a number of opportunities for them to cross 
interdisciplinary lines. Not unlike the student body, faculty members also represent many states of the 
union and are drawn to Prescott because they enjoy the natural environment. They believe in the power of 
experiential learning, have noted its impact on student growth, and relish the strong sense of community 
that is felt across the 2.5-acre campus. 

With regard to financial concerns, Prescott College functions within a $4.5 million budget. Most of the 
revenue (89 percent) is generated from student tuition and fees, while some (10 percent) is obtained from 
unrestricted private gifts. Approximately 1 percent comes to the school from state/local appropriations. In 
addition to these monetary possessions, Prescott also holds as assets its buildings, grounds, and equipment. 
These properties add an estimated value of $400,000 to the total operating budget. 

Currently, the school is on sound footing. It was recently recognized in Money magazine’s Guide to 
American Colleges as “one of the top 100 private schools for your money.” 

A major concern has surfaced with Prescott’s newfound notoriety. There is the fear that growth may 
follow success. If this should occur, it is doubtful that the institution would have the ability to expand 
its physical facilities quickly enough to meet the demands of an overflowing population. Moreover, growth 
would certainly inhibit Prescott’s ability to deliver the unique academic programs that have made its rapid 
ascent possible. 

Philosophical Roots 

In early autumn of 1963, Charles Franklin Parker received a $15,000 grant from the Ford Foundation to 
begin planning for Prescott College. Specifically, this money was to be used to support an Academic Sym
posium wherein a group of community leaders, an Academic Advisory Council, and members of Prescott’s 
board of trustees would gather to complete three important tasks: 1) assist Prescott College planners in 
determining a workable definition for a 4-year liberal arts college, 2) define the purposes, academic pro
grams, and methods useful in relating the institution to the environment of the Southwest region, and 3) 
orient the new college with the great traditions of other institutions without constricting the vision of the 
inchoate Prescott College. 

Hoping to formulate plans within these general guidelines, participants in the symposium assembled 
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at the Camelback Inn in Phoenix, Arizona on November 7, 8, and 9, 1963. Approximately 90 individuals 
attended to collectively consider what they perceived to be the ideal liberal arts college. 

Dr. Parker, as founding president, delivered the opening address. Throughout his remarks, he upheld his 
Judeo-Christian tradition, yet, appeared mindful of his opportunity to establish new patterns of thought 
and behavior. The United Church of Christ or the Congregationalist Church was to be the spiritual 
and ideological godparent of Prescott College. Hence, a Christian atmosphere with moral and spiritual 
emphasis was to provide the means for “obtaining light and truth from His holy word” (Parker, 1965). 
Still, Parker anticipated societal demands and changes that would require a new Congregationalist college 
with a uniqueness, a creative set of standards, and a commitment to spiritual, cultural, and environmental 
circumstances. Furthermore, he predicted that Prescott would offer an aggressive and flexible liberal arts 
curriculum. 

In an effort to design what he termed to be a creative, academic community, Parker offered the following 
suggestions (Parker, 1965): 

1. The college should be co-educational. 

2. Classes should be small to promote intimate, tutorial relations between students and faculty. 

3. Modern techniques of group and individual instruction should be utilized. 

4. Living facilities should be small to encourage personal, social relationships. 

5. The institution and its clientele should reflect good moral standards and wholesomeness in both 
formal and informal activities. 

6. There should exist a community of scholarly sharing wherein students and faculty become excited 
about searching and questioning; attainment of knowledge was to be “as thrilling as a Saturday night 
football game.” 

7. There should be considerable confrontation between the disciplines or“interdisciplinary cross-fertilization.” 

8. Students and faculty should share respect and agreeableness as they search out the truth. 

9. Each student should be given the privilege and prerogative of becoming the finest individual possible. 
Faculty members must allow for individual growth (even if it leads to non-conformity). 

10. Develop a respect for the diversity of people, religions, and nations, and work at improving commu

nications among those groups.


11. Use the region of the Southwest as a laboratory for studying cultural differences among Indian tribes,

Spanish cultures, Anglo-Americans, and other inhabitants.


12. Create a sense of belonging even for those labeled as different. 

13. Provide continued learning experiences for graduates, develop their imaginations and curiosity in

such a way that they become “life-long” learners.


Dr. Parker closed his speech by proposing a motto for his newfound institution: “Freedom Through 
Faith and Knowledge.”“Freedom” was representative of the right of the individual to grow, “faith” was in 
reference to the moral values that one should acquire as practical guides for living, and “knowledge” was 
related to attaining a better understanding of the world through actual experience. 

Following Dr. Parker’s concluding remarks, selected participants were invited to address the group. The 
purpose of these presentations was to provide background information about the geographical, agricultural, 
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and economic aspects of the Southwestern region. Additional speakers were called upon to provide further 
insight regarding curriculum concerns and current issues in higher education. Then, the participants were 
divided into five panels: the humanists, the physical scientists, the social scientists, the administrators, and 
the plant planners. Expert panelists in each of these areas were asked to meet independently to discuss 
subject matter, share educational philosophies, and review the suggestions presented by Dr. Parker and 
others. Ultimately, from their recommendations, would emerge the profile of a new, liberal arts college. 

The Academic Program 

In terms of the geographical area, the founders of Prescott College believed that the unique physical 
environment of the Southwest provided unparalleled opportunities for study and research in the natural 
sciences and in the humanities. The wide variety of faunal and floral specimens indigenous to the region 
would certainly provide a natural laboratory for zoologists and botanists. Likewise, the volcanic fields, 
deserts, and high plateaus could offer geologists and geographers an exciting arena for conducting their 
work. And Arizona, with its rich cultural history of American Indian tribes, would furnish a natural 
laboratory for the development of future historians, anthropologists, and other social scientists (Euler, 
1965). 

Moreover, participants at the symposium felt that placing students in an untamed wilderness would 
cause them to ponder the meaning of their existence, to become more sensitive to the beauty that sur
rounds them, and to develop a reverence for life and creation. Furthermore, it was thought that field 
experiences would remove students from a hectic and mechanized existence and place them in situations 
where they would have to rely upon their own resourcefulness and adaptability. It was hoped that these 
combined experiences would produce knowledgeable individuals who not only had an appreciation for their 
environment but also a desire to make the world a better place. 

The founders of Prescott adamantly favored the establishment of a unified and diverse curriculum in 
which no dichotomy would exist between the sciences and the humanities. From their perspective, it was 
imperative that students acquire a clear understanding of interdisciplinary relationships. This seemed 
especially pertinent when considering the development of civilizations. In the words of one Symposium 
participant, “without the physical world there would be no living beings, without living beings there would 
be no society, and without society there would be no artistic or literary expression” (Parker, 1965). Hence, 
Prescott chose to depart from the traditional departmental divisions and narrow specializations that existed 
in other contemporary institutions. As a result of adopting an integrated curriculum, the breadth and depth 
of a student’s educational experience were expanded. 

It was also decided that Prescott’s emphasis should lie with a holistic approach to education. The 
founders vowed to avoid the kind of pre-professional and vocational training offered by some state colleges. 
Instead, they were committed to a more worthwhile enterprise: the development of the whole person. In 
order to accomplish this goal, symposium panelists agreed that curriculum offerings at the College should 
provide the means for students to not only acquire knowledge, but also develop the intellectual skills 
necessary to think critically. In addition, they felt it necessary for students to be exposed to a variety of 
life experiences outside of the classroom in order to become more broadly educated. In their view, these 
experiences would lead the individual to heightened levels of self-awareness and social consciousness. In 
order to facilitate knowledge acquisition and the experiential learning component, Prescott College adopted 
a unique academic calendar consisting of two, 10-week quarters (fall and spring) in which theoretical 
knowledge was to be acquired; and three, one-month blocks (fall, winter, and spring) during which field 
experiences were to take place. 

A third component that was to be integrated into the curriculum was flexibility. The founders were 
fearful that any form of regimentation would stifle individuality. In an effort to prevent this from occurring, 
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the founders of Prescott adopted a policy that allowed students to plan, within broad curriculum guidelines, 
their own programs of study. There were to be no required courses. Instead, students were free to design 
their own coursework by selecting from a wide variety of electives. It was recommended that each student 
be assigned to a faculty member to assist them in this regard. Through this process, it was hoped that 
students might be encouraged to develop their own unique interests, talents, and abilities. 

With respect to teaching/learning approaches, instructors at Prescott were not to concern themselves 
with imparting facts. Rather, they were to incorporate Socratic techniques that would prompt students 
to employ reasoning and problem-solving skills while learning. According to one presenter, learning would 
result from investigation, analysis, and application (Parker, 1965). The application component mentioned 
here refers to the fieldwork experience that is incorporated into each student’s program of study. The 
structure of the curriculum at Prescott also requires an interdisciplinary approach to learning. As a result, 
teachers are required to relate academic disciplines by stressing the overlap that exists across academic 
areas such as science, social science, and the humanities. 

In order for these approaches to be effective, the size of classes are small and instructors must be 
willing to form open, tutorial relationships with their students. These preceptorships are especially critical 
to learners at Prescott where “education is an experience that takes place between and among people” 
(Parker, 1965). Furthermore, faculty members are not only required to possess knowledge and skills 
relative to their own field of study, but, must also have acquired a broad understanding of other disciplines. 

Since the primary focal point for learning is placed on competence and mastery as opposed to credits, 
letter grades are nonexistent. Instead, pupils receive a summative evaluation from their instructor(s) at 
the completion of each course. Students also submit a self-evaluation reviewing their work and accomplish
ments. 

Toward the end of their coursework, during their senior year, students are encouraged to complete 
internships and service projects that may be conducted within the Prescott community, or as far away 
as Antarctica. These experiences vary in length from a semester to over 1 year. The internship/service 
experience allows students to apply their knowledge and skills, and test their career choices early. In the 
past, many students at Prescott have returned to their internship/service project sponsors for postgraduate 
employment. 

The faculty employed at Prescott belong to an egalitarian structure wherein all receive the same salary 
and benefits package (valued at $22,000/year) regardless of their responsibilities, longevity, or seniority. 
There are no titles and no academic divisions—even though original appointments are made specific to 
one’s field of expertise. Faculty members at Prescott are hired for one specific task: teaching. Obviously, 
this includes organizing and accompanying students on field experiences and serving on student advisory 
committees. There is no research requirement, although instructors are expected to stay current in their 
own fields as well as other disciplines. 

Most of the faculty currently on staff at Prescott are relatively young (late 30s, early 40s). This 
might be due to the school’s modest compensation plan. It is interesting to note a statement made by 
one symposium panelist who recommended that Prescott’s first instructors be seasoned and experienced, 
middle-aged close to retirement aged individuals who can later be replaced by young, able faculty who will 
bring fresh, new insights to our school (Parker, 1965). Given the attrition rate over the past 10 years, it 
appears that that moment has arrived. 

The administrative panel that gathered in 1963 perceived their purpose as providing organizational 
structures and orderly procedures necessary to keep the college functioning (Parker, 1965). Beyond this 
general declaration, they offered few guidelines for establishing an administrative hierarchy. This action 
could be viewed as a symbolic gesture. Perhaps the founders were sending the message that administrative 
bodies at the college level should not interfere in the curricular issues that were central to the purpose of 
the Symposium. 

Nevertheless, within the first couple of years Dr. Parker had developed a workable governance structure 
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following guidelines proposed by the administrative panelists. It consisted of trustees, a college president, 
and a vice-president. The locus of power was clearly located with the president and board of trustees. 
The trustees were granted authority to formulate policies, select administrative officers, and handle public 
relations for the College. In turn the president’s responsibilities included the appointment/dismissal of 
teachers, budget appropriations, and general administrative tasks. The sole responsibility of the vice-
president was fund-raising. During Prescott’s formative years, students were not involved in administrative 
decisions, however, they became more entangled in school affairs later on. 

The Academic Symposium held in November 1963 was the formative event in the history of Prescott 
College. Participants at that meeting offered suggestions and made recommendations that became the 
strong philosophical base that continues to guide the College today. In the next section the survival of 
Prescott will be attributed to the stalwart commitment of the student body, faculty, and administration 
to those concepts proposed nearly 30 years ago. 

Historical Evolution 

Prescott College became chartered and offered its first instruction in the autumn of 1966. From this 
date until the early 1970s, the school was in its formative stages. Time and money were spent on erecting 
buildings and expanding campus facilities. 

The institution’s founder, Charles Franklin Parker, opened the school with a $1.5 million budget. Most 
financial support was obtained from local ranchers and business people in Arizona along with a handful 
of East Coast investors that had strong ties with the Congregationalist Church of New England. Other 
monies had been obtained through grants and small-scale fund-raising activities. It is interesting to note 
that beyond these early years, the Church and its New England traditions had little influence over the 
college. Undoubtedly, this is attributed to Parker’s practice of appointing others to manage his institution 
while he spent his time publishing theology books. As nondenominational presidents began leading the 
school in the early 1970s, Prescott gracefully discontinued contact with the Congregationalists. The College 
has, however, maintained open relations with New England benefactors and established financial contacts 
with various business organizations and corporations across the United States. In fact, Prescott currently 
has a number of these individuals serving on its board. 

With the exception of the Congregationalist traditions that were present at the Symposium of 1963, 
Prescott College has remained consistent with all of the philosophical groundwork laid by its founders. 
Over its 25 year history, it has remained committed to the education of the whole person. It has allowed 
students to apply their acquired knowledge and skills in experiential learning situations and has employed 
an interdisciplinary approach with regard to curriculum. The school has also recognized the importance 
of involving students in planning educational programs around their unique goals, interests, and talents. 
These methodologies, implemented since the origination of the college, have provided direction and emerged 
as part of its valued traditions. 

In 1974, circumstances arose that enabled Prescott College to test the strength of its purpose. The 
president during this time was an authoritative individual named Ronald Nairn. He was a brilliant and 
charismatic leader who claimed to be the youngest person to have received a Ph.D. from Yale University. He 
was also a personal friend of Barry Goldwater and used his political contacts to generate national interest 
and financial support for Prescott College. In fact, millions of dollars were raised during his presidency. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Nairn was a poor financial manager. During his term as college president, he 
managed to accrue a $5 million debt. In an attempt to “cover Parker’s shadow,” the Machiavellian leader 
overspent his budget by erecting new buildings and by reorganizing the school into three different colleges, 
for which new administrators and faculty were hired. Because of his stubborn and cantankerous personality, 
Dr. Nairn had frequent conflicts with his subordinates and trustees. In fact, at one point three of his vice
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presidents terminated their contracts with the school (Stuckey, 1991). Nairn’s rampant spending included 
paying individual scholars $2,000 to travel to Prescott and present two-day seminars held at various times 
throughout the academic year. To make matters worse, Dr. Nairn had fallen prey to a “wealthy” married 
couple from Chicago, Henry and Barbara Lowther, who were interested in the unique programs offered by 
the school and wanted to rescue Prescott from its pending financial collapse. The president and the board 
were desperate and could find no reason to refuse their generosity. As a result, they allowed the couple 
to invest money in the school. In the process, the couple finagled the bank into placing their names on 
Prescott’s accounts (Maerzke, 1991). Within a matter of days, they cashed checks totaling hundreds of 
thousands of dollars and reneged on their promise to pay the college’s insurance premium that had come 
due. Posthumously, it was discovered that the Lowthers were on probationary status from an Illinois court 
for an earlier stock fraud conviction. Luckily, they were confronted short of completely destroying Prescott 
College (Stuckey, 1991). 

Understandably, the College rapidly lost support. The financial woes, coupled with the surrounding 
community’s disgruntled attitude toward the “hippie” clientele that flocked to the school during this period, 
required action from the board of trustees. In response, Nairn was fired. An acting president, Frank Mertz, 
was appointed, and the school was granted a 6-month period in which to correct its situation. 

About this time, faculty members decided to take matters into their own hands. To help the school 
conserve its financial resources, they agreed to surrender a portion of their salaries. They also organized 
several ad hoc committees of administrators, faculty members, and students to restructure the college. In 
addition, the faculty spearheaded a series of fund-raising campaigns to raise enough revenue to keep the 
school open. Their most celebrated effort took place on the college’s soccer field as they gathered with 
students to “curse the Lowthers” and “pass the hat.” The collection resulted in loose change and one-dollar 
bills totaling $320 (Stuckey, 1991). 

Unfortunately, their efforts fell short. By autumn’s end in 1974, Prescott had lost its property, its 
buildings, and all of its physical assets. The institution had no alternative but to declare bankruptcy and 
surrender its accreditation rights. Amazingly, even though the campus was closed, the school continued to 
function. This was due to a committed faculty (whose living rooms were converted to classrooms) and to 
a determined student body that refused to allow their college to die. For the next several months, students 
attended classes at their instructors’ homes, in the basement of a local hotel, and at a nearby community 
college that had sympathetically donated classroom space for Prescott’s use (Maerzke, 1991). 

Meanwhile, various financiers from across the country were informed of Prescott’s misfortune and money 
began to trickle in. Most donors were either carry-overs from the Goldwater connection, parents of the 
student body, or former graduates of the college. Others had become so impressed with the demeanor of 
Prescott students that they vowed to support the school. One New York contributor, for example, met a 
Prescott graduate who was serving as a boatman on a river-running expedition. After spending several 
days with the young man, the donor expressed his desire to contribute to a college “capable of producing 
such fine individuals” (Stuckey, 1991). Funds obtained from these interested parties, along with those 
raised through local efforts, literally resurrected the College. 

In the spring of 1975, Prescott College officially reopened with an enrollment of 50 students. During 
that same year, the College was re-accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges. An influential 
Prescott trustee, Herman Bleibtreu, was instrumental in regaining the suspended accreditation rights. At 
the time Dr. Bleibtreu was serving on board, he was also a full-time faculty member at the University of 
Arizona. He approached the North Central Association of Colleges’ accrediting team and threatened to 
withdraw the University’s membership if they failed to sign the diplomas of the 1975 Prescott graduates. 
Rather than risk losing accreditation rights to the University of Arizona, along with other prominent 
institutions in the state, the North Central Association of Colleges conceded, signed the diplomas, and 
reinstated Prescott College (Maerzke, 1991). 

The years following 1975 reflected a renaissance that profoundly affected Prescott. A renewed sense of 
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commitment arose as students, faculty, and administrative committees continued to adopt precautionary 
measures to ensure the school’s longevity. Changes in the administrative structure, a heightened concern 
for environmental issues, and the addition of new degree programs had a dramatic impact on the College. 

As a result of the problems encountered during 1974-75, the power structures originally erected at 
Prescott have completely changed. The board of trustees has become the board of directors, the president 
is on a first name basis with the student body, and a “big, happy family” attitude abounds across the 
campus. Furthermore, instead of the locus of power resting upon the president and the board of directors, 
control has been diffused to various levels across the organization. For example, students and four faculty 
members are elected to positions on the board of directors. In addition, weekly student meetings are 
held at the college chapel, providing a forum in which students can voice concerns and discuss issues with 
representatives from the board. This post-1974 restructuring effort has not only created a system of checks 
and balances within the administration, but it has also allowed for student and faculty input into the 
decision-making process. 

As public awareness of environmental issues has increased over the last decade, Prescott has grown 
in both popularity and in enrollment. The natural setting of the school and its emphasis on wilderness 
experiences has become very appealing to budding environmentalists seeking a nontraditional, college 
experience. In response, Prescott has changed its motto from Parker’s “Freedom Through Faith and 
Knowledge” to “Prescott College: For the Liberal Arts and the Environment.” At the same time, it has 
instituted a “Wilderness Orientation” class wherein small groups of new students are led by instructors 
and advanced students on a 18 day expedition through the isolated mountains and canyons of the desert 
Southwest. It should be mentioned that this is a required, freshmen course used to familiarize students 
with the geographical area and introduce them to experiential-learning techniques. The changed motto and 
the establishment of this new course are indicative of Prescott’s heightened commitment to environmental 
education. 

In an attempt to better serve its community, Prescott has added two new degree programs. First, is the 
Adult Degree Program that was designed for individuals whose work schedules make it impossible for them 
to complete a regular college program. Students in this program are given opportunities to earn credit for 
time spent in the work setting while completing a series of independent study courses. Students who have 
previously earned baccalaureate degrees commonly use this program to obtain their teaching credential. 

Second, the College has responded to the needs of Southwestern Native Americans by making the Adult 
Degree Program available to them. This 2-year program is intended to train and certify Indian instructors 
to teach on their reservations. The program has been funded by the U.S. Department of Education in 
an effort to counteract the 75 percent attrition rate that exists for Indian students attending American 
colleges. 

The addition of these two programs, along with society’s increased attention toward environmental 
issues, has caused the enrollment at Prescott to climb dramatically. It is quite apparent that the College 
has successfully overcome the crisis it faced 17 years ago. Indeed, Prescott owes its survival to the financial 
support it received from local donations and national benefactors. It is also indebted to a committed student 
body and a unified faculty that remained steadfast and true to the values and philosophies prescribed by 
the institution’s founders. 

Assessment 

Prescott College’s systematic method for assessing effectiveness is the accreditation process imposed 
by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. This evaluation occurs every three to 10 years 
and is conducted by a team of educational experts. Prescott’s most recent accreditation took place this 
past year and the school received a maximum vote of confidence (10 years) from the accrediting team. 
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In its report, the North Central Association referred to the college as a beacon for higher education and 
applauded its unique programs for being on the cutting edge of educational philosophy in America. The 
sole recommendation offered by the accrediting team was for Prescott to broaden the membership of the 
board of directors to reflect national influence instead of a regional focus (Pieper, 1990). This is likely to 
occur as the school continues to gain national recognition. 

Prescott’s opinion of itself may best be reflected in the words of current president Doug North, a 
graduate from Yale University and a former faculty member at Goddard College. He describes the college 
as an “innovative institution that is palpably vibrant with energy and excitement; a college that places 
emphasis on teaching and learning, and concerns itself with producing individuals capable of creating and 
managing change rather than preserving the status quo” (Janssen and Maerzke, 1990). 

In addition to the accrediting team’s commendations and Dr. North’s statements, the institution has 
made formal attempts to measure its own effectiveness. However, these efforts have fallen short. Most 
have come in the form of self-studies and result in little more than brief histories of the school. Clearly, 
this is one area where Prescott needs to improve. 

Presently, the College relies on enrollment figures and commendations from alumni and students to 
gauge its achievement. In terms of enrollment, the 187 students that attended Prescott in 1985 more than 
tripled to 642 in 1990. These figures represent total enrollment, including both Adult Degree programs. 
In spite of its rapid growth, alumni and members of the student body continue to compliment the college 
for its ability to produce self-directed and active learners who are motivated to make a difference in the 
world. One individual interviewed for this report revealed that his experience at Prescott had changed his 
view of himself. He stated that, “learning in an environment where thinking is encouraged has taught me 
to think for myself. As a result, I have come to trust my own mental capacities” (Packard, 1991). 

While the accreditation team’s report, the president’s remarks, enrollment figures, and alumni/student 
evaluations may be positive indicators, they are hardly accurate measures for effectiveness. Until the 
school develops more sophisticated means of gathering this data, it will continue to produce saccharine 
self-evaluations. In any event, the manner in which information is disclosed in campus news articles, in the 
course catalog, and in the words of former students reveal that Prescott has a rather high opinion of itself. 

In contrast to these positive perspectives, some characteristics of the school warrant critical consider
ation. First, there are the rather lax admission requirements that allow almost anyone with a high school 
diploma or GED to be accepted. As a result of these easy standards, Prescott may be sending the message 
that their academic curriculum is not as vigorous, nor as demanding, as other liberal arts programs. Sec
ond, there is concern that too much emphasis is placed on outdoor activities and environmental studies. 
Some critics question the appropriateness of the field component as a viable means for acquiring essential 
knowledge and critical concepts from a variety of academic disciplines. A curriculum that incorporates 
hiking, biking, and mountain climbing as part of the learning experience leaves one wondering if Prescott 
exists as little more than a glorified, outward-bound program. Third, the open and friendly environment 
in which students at Prescott function may make for a difficult transition as they reenter a competitive 
world at the time of their graduation. 

Nevertheless, enrollment figures continue to rise as a reflection of the school’s popularity. There is 
concern, however, that increasing growth will require changes that may prove detrimental to Prescott 
College. Class size will increase and adjustments in the curriculum will be necessary to accommodate 
larger numbers. These alterations could undermine Prescott’s ability to deliver the unique and creative 
programs offered in the past. Furthermore, the campus facilities need to be expanded and this will bring 
substantial expense. Given the shaky financial history of the institution, faculty and students are fearful 
of the implications and the shadow of the 1974 debacle. 

Prescott has entered another critical stage. The current choices will hold serious implications for the 
future. In order to preserve consistent values, Prescott must continue to rely upon the keen sense of 
community, ownership, and collegiality which bind the institution together. These strengths will play a 
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vital role in the survival of Prescott College.
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Chapter 14 

Fairhaven: Harbinger or Hostage? 
Michael M. Packard 15 

Fairhaven College is a small liberal arts college located within a larger state-sponsored university. The 
purpose of this discussion is to explore Fairhaven’s innovative and distinctive nature, and to discover if this 
collegiate innovation can thrive within its larger, traditional university setting. 

The Setting 

Fairhaven is one of seven colleges making up Western Washington University (WWU) in Bellingham, 
Washington. The university has an enrollment of over 10,000 students, both undergraduate and graduate 
students. It is a state supported comprehensive coeducational institution, which awards both bachelor 
and master degrees in a variety of fields. The university is located on a 223 acre suburban campus north 
of Seattle near the Canadian border. The state college system primarily serves residents of Washington 
(Peterson’s Guide to Four Year Colleges, 1994). 

The College 

Fairhaven is organized as an interdisciplinary liberal arts college within the university, and emphasizes 
student-directed learning. According to Fairhaven’s promotional material, students are“challenged to bring 
what they learn to bear on human concerns and crucial real-world problems, to experiment, to discover 
and to act.” Fairhaven describes itself as an experimenting college where innovative teaching methods and 
varied classroom structures are welcomed. Diverse learning styles, including experience, are respected and 
encouraged. Fairhaven has its own set of graduation requirements and allows students to design their own 
majors. The college offers small courses with an emphasis on discussion and exchange of ideas, promotes 
faculty exchanges, and is committed to a close working relationship between students and teachers (Western 
Washington University General Catalogue, 1993-94). 

Fairhaven’s Beginnings 

Fairhaven was one of the many “alternative” colleges founded in the sixties. It was founded in 1967 
in order to “provide students with an opportunity to take an unusual degree of responsibility for the 

Michael M. Packard, Graduate Student, University of Utah. 
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structure and content of their own educations” (Western Washington University College Catalogue, 1993
94). The main influence in the founding of Fairhaven was Paul Woodring, a faculty member at WWU 
and educational editor of Saturday Review (Sign, 1994). Woodring has been described as a “visionary” 
with a national reputation as an educator (Eaton, 1994). He was highly regarded at Western Washington 
University and his name came up over and over during the research for this investigation. He is retired, 
but still living in Bellingham. The college of education at WWU is now named after Woodring. 

Woodring confirmed that he had been the main force in establishing Fairhaven College, saying, “Well, 
it was my idea really” (1994). He saw that Western was getting so big that faculty and students were 
not as well connected as they ought to be. He mentioned that even though WWU is not particularly 
large for a public university there were more students at WWU than at Harvard or Yale. His original 
intention was to establish a cluster of small colleges on the WWU campus. He felt that the quality of the 
undergraduate education at Western could be improved by returning to the concept of a small liberal arts 
college within the university. What he really had in mind was a group of cluster colleges similar to Oxford 
or the Claremont Colleges, but this dream was never fully realized. 

Fairhaven College opened in 1967 along with two other small and innovative colleges at Western Wash
ington University, which was then called Western Washington State College. The other two colleges were 
Huxley College of Environmental Studies, which is still alive, and a college for ethnic and cultural studies, 
now defunct. 

At the time of Fairhaven’s founding, enrollments were growing and there was money available in the 
budget of the expanding state college for this experiment. It was hoped that the new college would: 

1. Recapture the best features of a small college while making full use of the facilities of a much larger 
institution. 

2. Provide a superior quality of liberal education at a cost no higher to either students or taxpayers 
than that of conventional education in a state institution. 

3. Create an atmosphere conducive to experimentation with curricula, teaching procedures, staffing 
arrangements, independent study, and the use of new educational technology. 

4. Enable students to make a greater contribution to education planning, and give them a greater sense 
of participation. 

5. Provide a model which, once success had been demonstrated, would suggest basic changes in the 
entire college and perhaps for other colleges as well (A Plan for Fairhaven College - an experimental 
division of Western Washington State College, 1966, reprinted in the Fairhaven College Evaluation 
Report, 1978). 

Woodring’s motivation was to bring back the advantages of a small liberal arts college, the sense of 
community, close contact between students and faculty, and the experience of living in a college community. 
But, he said, they made one great mistake. The new college was supposed to be a residential college where 
what went on outside of class was as much a part of the learning as the more formal instruction. A new 
building was designed and built to house both the students and the college, and residence in the college 
was made a requirement of attendance at Fairhaven. But this was the late sixties, and students were in 
revolt all across the country. The curriculum and structure at Fairhaven were flexible enough that the only 
thing the Fairhaven students had to revolt against was the residency requirement. This plus the fact that 
off campus housing was less costly than living in the new facility quickly turned Fairhaven into a commuter 
campus (Woodring, 1994). 
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Curriculum 

Originally there was some interest in a “great books” curriculum at Fairhaven. But by the time the 
college opened, the curricular pendulum had swung over to the Dewey side of the scale. Fairhaven’s 
curricular emphasis has remained on interdisciplinary studies and student designed majors. Throughout 
the years there has been criticism from some of the more conservative corners of the WWU campus that 
Fairhaven’s curriculum has lacked structure, and some students have been able to graduate without a 
rigorous course of study. 

Dr. Woodring believes it is true there was less clarity tn the curriculum than there could have been. 
He notes that a college like Fairhaven needs the right students. When asked how successful Fairhaven 
had been in carrying out its mission, he said about halfway successful. He believes that the students 
who came to Fairhaven tended to be some of the brighter students and also some of the more rebellious 
students. Some of them have gone on to great achievement. He also thought that because of the emphasis 
on student-directed learning, some students had been allowed to slide through without achieving as much 
as they could or should have. The bright and motivated students tended to get a great education because 
they were free and encouraged to follow their interests, but the freedom gave less motivated students or 
students who did not deal as well with ambiguity an easier way out than a set of requirements would have. 

The Fairhaven College Evaluation 

The questions about curriculum combined with financial pressures to bring Fairhaven close to oblivion 
in 1978. Several years of declining enrollment, a high cost per student ratio, and questions over how 
the space in the Fairhaven building was being used caused the university administration to call for an 
evaluation of the entire Fairhaven program. The evaluation was done by a committee made up of seven 
faculty from various WWU departments and one Evergreen State faculty member. After looking into the 
college the evaluation committee came up with a thick report that identified both strengths and weaknesses 
in Fairhaven. 

The greatest promise they found was in a core group of highly motivated and dynamic students at 
the college “of a caliber all too rarely found at state-supported institutions,” and a number of faculty who 
were committed to and involved with the students. Other strengths identified by the evaluation committee 
were: 

1. For self-motivated students, Fairhaven provides almost unlimited pathways to learning within an 
interdisciplinary educational structure. 

2. Faculty members have high commitment their students and to teaching.	 Staff and faculty work 
closely with students on co-curricular and extra curricular activities; this relationship is impressive. 

3. Fairhaven’s principle of regular evaluation for tenured faculty has merit. 

4. Fairhaven’s image, as perceived by high school and community college counselors, is positive. 

5. Some Fairhaven students perform at very high levels while at the college. 

The committee also pointed out some significant weaknesses: 

1. Low and declining enrollment. 

2. Sharply declining admissions pool. 

3. Very high faculty staffing formula. 
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4. Very high administrative costs. 

5. Erratic program focus and quality. 

6. Some administrative ineffectiveness and inefficiency. 

7. Difficulties with the retention, tenure, and promotion system (Fairhaven College Evaluation Report, 
1978). 

The committee decided that Fairhaven’s weaknesses outweighed its strengths, but chose not to recom
mend closure of the college because of the quality and diversity of students that WWU would lose as a 
result of the closure of Fairhaven. Instead the evaluation committee came up with a strong prescription 
of recommendations to reform Fairhaven, and deadlines for the college to meet on the road to reform. 
The committee recommended that if Fairhaven failed to meet the deadlines then the college should be 
closed. A local newspaper dubbed the committee’s prescription as a “Message to Fairhaven: Change or 
Die” (Cheshire, 1993). 

The recommendations from the committee were extensive. All entering students were to be required to 
take a common core curriculum of 45 credits which would give students breadth of perspective and prepare 
them for self-directed learning. Students would be required to take at least 50 credits from courses outside 
of Fairhaven. The requirements for independent study and student taught courses would be standardized 
and made more explicit. All entering students would attend an orientation program and be assigned a 
faculty advisor who would meet with them at least once per quarter. The separation between Fairhaven 
College and the rest of WWU would be reduced by encouraging the movement of students and faculty 
between the college and the larger university. A new strategy would be developed for student recruitment 
and the administration of Fairhaven would be streamlined. There were also changes made in the way the 
dormitories attached to Fairhaven were administered (Fairhaven College Evaluation Report, 1978). 

There was also a report filed by one dissenting member of the committee who believed that the best 
course of action would be for the university to cut its losses and immediately close Fairhaven. In her report, 
June Ross said, 

Fairhaven College was created from an aspiration and no planning documents were used in 
establishing the College. This lack of specific mission and specific goals has continued to plague 
Fairhaven College to this day. . . Instead of facing reality and recommending closure of Fairhaven 
College, the report of the Committee proposes a lengthy series of costly recommendations to 
attempt to correct the weaknesses. Given the marked divergence of personal viewpoints on 
curricular and other aspects of the Fairhaven College program and the apparent individualism 
which has been fostered in Fairhaven College it is difficult for me to perceive how the existing 
faculty, staff, and students will make the necessary and considerable sacrifices of their individ
ualism in order to permit the Fairhaven College programs to operate effectively and efficiently 
(Ross, 1978). 

Despite this opposition, Fairhaven did survive and made the mandated changes in order to continue 
operating as a part of Western Washington University. Fairhaven’s current dean, Marie Eaton, believes 
that the “Fairhaven College Evaluation of 1978” was something of a turning point for the college. Since 
then, the curriculum has had more structure and there has been a renewed emphasis on maintaining 
a connection between Fairhaven College and the rest of Western Washington University. Both Marie 
Eaton and Paul Woodring agree that Fairhaven may have gone too far in its past. In allowing students 
to completely design their own majors, they may have turned over too much curriculum control to the 
students. Incoming students are required to take a foundation seminar, a writing competence course and a 
series of courses designed to familiarize them with classic liberal ideas. These courses are organized around 
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themes such as: Humanities and the Expressive Arts, Society and the Individual, and Science and our 
Place on the Planet. Fairhaven students receive considerable guidance in these early courses, then they 
make a transition to more independent study and design their own majors working with a small committee 
of faculty and students This curricular structure was motivated at least partially by the recommendations 
of the evaluation committee of 1978. Prior to that there likely was some abuse by students of the freedom 
to write their own majors. 

Innovative Programs 

The Bridge Program was an early project. It brought retired people and pre-school children together 
with the students at Fairhaven. This program started in 1975 and went on until a budget cut ended it 
in the mid-eighties. Some of the “Bridgers” are still around the WWU campus, and still participate in 
courses. 

Fairhaven maintains an exchange program that encourages faculty to teach with faculty from other 
colleges, both at Fairhaven and at the other colleges in order to get new ideas and keep their teaching 
lively. 

The Upside Down Degree Program allows students with an associate degree from two year technical 
colleges to add the Fairhaven foundation courses and some advanced study to their previous work and earn 
a bachelor degree. The name “Upside Down” refers to the fact that the order of specialized and general 
studies is reversed from the typical degree program. 

The fairly new Law and Diversity Program is focused on recruiting minority students who have tradi
tionally been under-represented in the judicial system, and prepares them to be admitted to and succeed in 
law school. Independent study, internships, and service learning allow all Fairhaven students to add more 
experiential learning to their college experience. 

Fairhaven of the 1990’s 

There are approximately 400 students at Fairhaven, many of them non-traditional. The average age 
of Fairhaven students is 30 years, in contrast to the average age for the rest of WWU which is 22 years. 
Fairhaven is primarily a commuter campus. Many of them hold jobs off campus and commute to classes 
between work hours. 

The type of students who tend to do well at Fairhaven are those who are interested in the connections 
between disciplines. If a student wants to study biology, she would be better off in the College of Arts and 
Sciences at WWU. But if a student is interested in the interaction of politics and biology in contemporary 
society, then Fairhaven would be a great place for her. Students with strong independent study skills tend 
to do best at Fairhaven, although the college does have support to help students who haven’t already 
developed those skills. 

The spirit of innovation seems to be alive. During the winter quarter of 1990, an unusual course called 
“Canons in Conflict” was offered at Fairhaven. This course had all thirteen faculty and a third of the 
students (85) intensely involved in class for fifteen hours a week, 9:00 am to 12:00 noon daily. The first 
half of each session involved one faculty member leading instruction of the other faculty members, while 
the students observed the interaction and group process and reflected on the behavior and ideas of the 
faculty. During the second half of each session students broke into six seminar groups, each with two 
student facilitators. One rotating faculty member participated with each seminar group, but was restricted 
to a non-teaching role. The main focus of the course was on the curriculum at Fairhaven: who should 
study what, and why? But in exploring this question the course also explored larger issues of epistemology, 
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paradigm shift, and historical change. The course also involved dramatic departures from the conventional 
roles of faculty and student. 

There was considerable and genuine conflict and controversy involved in the course. It was a radical 
course even by the standards of this progressive college. The course was organized in a joint effort between 
a faculty member, Robert Keller, and a student, Peter Frazier. These organizers believed the course to 
be largely successful and thought that the success was due in part to the fact that it was a collaboration 
between students and faculty and was administered by both (Frazier, 1992). 

Canons in Conflict was a 12 credit course that occupied a tremendous amount of time and energy 
for those involved; over 700 pages of readings, two books and a number of other handouts were used. A 
film series accompanied the course in addition to lectures, dramatic readings, guest speakers, and informal 
discussion. Boredom was not a problem, but assimilation and synthesis of the information was. The course 
seems to have left its mark on the college with the concept of positive conflict having become a part of the 
everyday vocabulary at Fairhaven (Eaton, 1994). Much dialogue centers around the nature of community 
at Fairhaven (Cheshire, 1993). 

Conclusions 

The relationship between WWU and Fairhaven has both advantages and disadvantages. Probably 
the greatest disadvantage for the college is that its life is held in the hands of university administrators. 
Since WWU is a state funded institution, when Fairhaven seems to be on the margin of the University 
and budgets are tight, Fairhaven is a tempting target. WWU is a high quality university but is fairly 
traditional in its outlook. Some of the more conservative faculty at WWU have regarded Fairhaven as 
being outrageous. There have been numerous proposals throughout the years from university faculty to 
close Fairhaven College. The 1978 evaluation has not been the only threat to the survival of Fairhaven. 

There have been divisions in the past between WWU and Fairhaven. One concern at Fairhaven is that 
of building connections with WWU. Dean Eaton says that she is constantly working to develop the sense 
that Fairhaven is another department in WWU. In 1994, Dr. Woodring stated that Fairhaven is probably 
safe from the threat of closure. At the same time Marie Eaton also thought the college to be secure. But 
with a new administration or budget cuts the future of Fairhaven could become cloudy again. 

The university may benefit from the new ideas and quality teaching which comes from Fairhaven. On 
the other hand, the influence which the university continues to exert over the curriculum at Fairhaven 
could diminish Fairhaven’s innovative qualities. The university may constrict the creativity and innovation 
of the smaller college, although the 1978 mandates from the university have seemed to bring a satisfactory 
degree of clarity and structure to Fairhaven’s curriculum. 

The students of Fairhaven have both the advantages of the resources in a large university, and the 
close relationships with faculty and other students that a small school provides. Fairhaven has provided 
the opportunity to motivated, self directed students to shape their educations for twenty seven years now. 
This is an accomplishment to be proud of. Hopefully Fairhaven will be able to continue providing a 
collegiate alternative for many years to come. Yet it remains clear, the future growth or extinction of the 
college is ultimately in the hands of the larger university administration. 
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Chapter 15 

Evergreen: Ever Green? 
Zandile Nkabinde 16 

Evergreen State College, a 4-year, state-supported, liberal arts college, is a survivor, one of the few 
major experiments in curricular innovation arising from the decade of the sixties which remains functioning 
at the beginning of the 90s. Established in 1971 and located in a wooded area outside Olympia, its early 
students were inclined toward a less structured approach to studying liberal arts than was common in more 
traditional institutions—especially state supported colleges and universities. Investigations by Jones and 
Smith (1984) suggested that little has changed and that while the school now awards bachelor’s degrees 
in everything from creative writing to marine biology, there are no formal majors nor any letter grades. 
The faculty team-teaches a multidisciplinary core of subjects and gives written evaluations of students’ 
work. Despite its nonconformity, Evergreen’s academic reputation is rated highly in the region by college 
presidents and deans. 

The Origins of Innovation 

More than 70 years before Evergreen, another college carried the banner of innovation into Olympia. 
In 1891, the Rev. J. R. Chaplin platted an area on Cooper Point Peninsula where he hoped to begin a 
utopian community with its own college, People’s University. Chaplin started his dream closer to downtown 
Olympia in 1900, hoping to move soon. But People’s University lasted only until 1906 despite, or perhaps 
because of, new ideas such as emphasizing practical methods of learning and offering education to working 
students. Evergreen owes even a greater debt to more recent innovative colleges. Most, if not all, of the 
educational concepts Evergreen now employs were first used in experimental programs and institutions as 
far back as the 1960s (Clemens, 1987). 

Although nameless until 1968, the idea of a new college in Washington State first surfaced in 1964. 
Richard Jones (1981) concluded that the student unrest of the 1960s and the demands it made for im
provements in the quality of undergraduate teaching resulted in a number of state-instituted, “alternative” 
colleges. Evergreen State College was among those colleges which were attempting to explore new ways of 
serving the educational needs of America’s young people. These colleges also caused much controversy by 
attempting to challenge the status quo. Jones (1981) reported that not all experimental colleges have sur
vived as alternative colleges, and those which have survived have maintained their integrity as experiments 
in varying degrees. 

The idea for establishing Evergreen State College originated with the Council of Presidents, a group 
composed of the presidents of Washington’s five public-supported universities and colleges. A report issued 

Zandile Nkabinde, Graduate Student, Department of Special Education, University of Utah. 
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by the Council in November, 1964, concluded that another college was needed to balance the geographical 
distribution of the existing institutions, especially since Western Washington was growing at a more rapid 
rate than the rest of the state. With the University of Washington in Seattle and Western Washington 
State College in Bellingham, the Council noted that southwest Washington was the only region without a 
4-year public college. Based on the Council’s recommendations, the Washington State Legislature created 
the Temporary Advisory Council on Public Higher Education in 1965. This group of legislators, educators 
and community leaders was charged with determining if and when a new college was needed, where it 
should be located and what kind of college it should be (Clemens, 1987). 

Evergreen’s founding trustees consisted of prominent members of the community such as bankers, 
businessmen, legislators, contractors and community activists. These trustees have had a great impact on 
the survival of the experiment. Right from the beginning, they worked hand in hand with the educators 
and state officials in sharing decisions. For instance, the hiring of Evergreen’s first president and the initial 
group of administrators rested in their hands. In 1967 the state of Washington inaugurated this new 4-year 
college. The state capital, Olympia, was chosen as the site. The board of trustees hired Charles McCann, 
then dean of the faculty at Central Washington State College as the first president of Evergreen (Jones 
and Smith, 1984). He in turn, with the support and encouragement of the trustees, made his initial choices 
based on a strategy for constructive change. First aboard were the vice presidents: Dean Clabaugh, the 
College’s executive director, as vice president for business; Joe Shoben, from the State University of New 
York at Buffalo, as executive vice president; and Dave Barry as vice president for academics. Jones (1981) 
reported that administrators were hired and told to recruit a small and distinguished group of planning 
faculty. Evergreen’s three founding deans were Mervyn Cadwallader; Don Humphrey, who had headed an 
interdisciplinary science program at Oregon State University; and Charles Teske, who had experience with 
independent learning at Oberlin College (McHenry, 1977). 

The Evergreen State College 20-year report (1987) concluded that with the assistance of farsighted 
legislative funding, McCann, Barry and the original deans were able to hire 18 faculty members prior to 
opening day, 1971. Jones (1981) reported that the 18 members of the planning faculty, which were given 
the academic year of 1970-71 to design the college’s specific policies and programs, were carefully recruited 
for their experience in experimental education. The founding faculty included advocates of the western 
classics, self-paced and collaborative learning, independent study, cooperative and wilderness education, 
and several veterans of Cadwallader’s interdisciplinary programs at San Jose State and Old Westbury. 

Yet even though Evergreen was established because there was a regional need for such a college, there 
was one advocate in particular who made this dream possible. His name was Mervyn Cadwallader, a 
disciple of Alexander Meiklejohn and an ally of John Tussman. Cadwallader had previously directed an 
experimental program at San Jose State College which imitated a Tussman innovation at UC Berkeley. 
Jones (1981) commented that Dean Cadwallader emerged as Evergreen’s first acknowledged visionary. His 
strength was his ability to envision and articulate the academic objectives for Evergreen. While the college’s 
first president, Charles McCann, was a powerful advocate of individualized education and innovation, he 
initiated no particular innovations of his own (Jones, 1981). He remained Evergreen’s leader for 9 years 
and was followed by the former governor, Dan Evans, in 1977. 

The Meiklejohn-Tussman Connection 

Jones stated that in the autumn of 1970 a small book, Experiment at Berkeley, by Joseph Tussman 
was read and discussed by 18 men who had been invited to Olympia, Washington, to design an alternative 
college. This experience was to have a decisive influence on the development of one of the most revealing 
experiments in the history of American higher education. Cadwallader, who suggested that they read the 
book, was greatly inspired by Tussman’s moral curriculum. He was hoping that the planning faculty at 
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Evergreen would find the Tussman program appealing and adopt it. To his surprise none of the planning 
faculty included this moral curriculum in the first year’s offerings. Tussman’s innovative program resembled 
Alexander Meiklejohn’s experimental college at the University of Wisconsin. Both irony and serendipity 
suffuse this Meiklejohn-Tussman-Evergreen lineage (Jones, 1981). The annals of Evergreen have shown that 
Tussman was primarily attracted to Meiklejohn’s model on curricular grounds, its concern with “initiation 
in the great political vocations.” He sought to achieve this objective by studying some of the seminal 
works of classical Greece, 17th-century England, and the United States Supreme Court. Investigations by 
Jones suggested that it was not, however, the curricular innovation of these two men which claimed the 
imaginations of the Evergreen planning faculty in 1970. What influenced them most was the pedagogical 
innovation which both men employed in their curricular objectives: substituting the traditional format of 
separate teachers, courses, and times, for the creation of groups of students, who are all studying the same 
things at the same time, over a prolonged period (Jones, 1981). 

The history of the Meiklejohn-Tussman experiments confirms that Evergreen was not a radical new 
invention. Instead it was the continuation of an educational strategy which was first tried at the University 
of Wisconsin in the 1920s, and then at San Jose State, and then at Berkeley just a few years before it was 
eventually tried at Olympia. 

Founding Purposes 

Evergreen State College was created to be a different, nontraditional institution, one which did not 
duplicate the other regional colleges. The planning faculty were given 1 year to decide what kind of college 
it would be. Furthermore they were to prepare a curriculum for October, 1971, when the first one thousand 
students would begin. 

The purposes for creating the college as described by Jones and Smith (1984) included the following 
elements: 

1. To serve the needs of Southwest Washington where much of the demographic growth was expected. 
The authorization bill referred to Evergreen as “Southwest Washington State College” in language 
which paralleled the authorizations of the other three regional institutions; Western, Central, and 
Eastern. 

2. To provide services to state government and its employees.	 The selection of Olympia, the capital 
city, as the site for the new college seemed to give the planners this additional function. 

3. To develop an innovative structure that would not simply duplicate the existing academic resources 
of the state. The State Senator who headed the Temporary Advisory Council of Public Education 
(which recommended the new college) stated at the first meeting of the incipient Board of Trustees, 
“It was not the intent of the Legislature that this be just another 4-year college; it is a unique 
opportunity to meet the needs of the students of today and the future because the planning will not 
be bound by any rigid structure of tradition as are the existing colleges, nor by any overall central 
authority, as is the case in many states.” 

“The basic structure of our coordinated studies program,”Jones (1984) wrote, “follows Tussman’s model 
to the letter.” It was multidisciplinary and theme oriented; it depended on small, intensive seminars; and 
there were common reading lists and schedules. At Berkeley, however, Mr. Tussman’s experiment was 
one small program in a large institution, as Mr. Meiklejohn’s had been at Wisconsin. At Evergreen ten 
coordinated-studies programs are offered each year and form the focus of the entire curriculum. And at 
Evergreen, apparently, the structure has achieved its critical mass (The Chronicle, 1984). 
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Current Demographics 

The original student body of 1,000 in 1971 included a fair number of hippie types. The Chronicle of 
Higher Education (November 14:1984) reported that the academic year 1976-1977 saw the peak enrollment 
of 2530 headcount, and then the enrollment began to drop. True, its enrollment has never approached 
the figure of 10,000 that was originally predicted. In 1986 the enrollment reached 2,838 which was the 
largest ever. The total enrollment for fall 1990 was 3,310. Of these, 3,125 were undergraduate students 
and 185 were graduate students. Fifty-seven percent are women, 43 percent are men. The student body 
is increasing and the college seems to be attracting more women than men. The focus remains principally 
upon undergraduate students. 

According to the Evergreen State College Institutional Report (1989) there were 153 full-time regular 
faculty in 1989 and 30 part-time adjunct faculty. Jones (1981) reported that because of declining enrollment 
Evergreen has been able to staff some programs at a 1 to 15 faculty-student ratio. While an ominous trend 
for the college, this has been good for the experiment. 

A brief overview of the student body underscores the diversity of Evergreen students. The first student 
body in 1971 was composed of students from 35 Washington counties, 41 states, and 3 foreign countries 
(Clemens, 1987). There were various reasons for students to choose such a college. Some were discontent 
with previous college experiences, some believed they could do their own thing, some were simply looking 
for something different. But all held one thing in common: taking risks. They entered a college with no 
history, a very mixed image and still in the process of defining itself. At least faculty and staff were being 
paid for risk taking. In a sense the first Evergreen students were the true pioneers. 

Most scholarly articles praise Evergreen for its dedicated faculty and emphasis on to teaching. Seventy-
four percent of the faculty hold the Ph.D. or its equivalent. Males teachers outnumber their female 
counterparts by a 2:1 ratio. Dr. Charles McCann, former dean of the faculty at Central Washington 
State College and an articulate spokesman for individualizing the college learning experience was selected 
to be the first president of Evergreen College. McHenry (1977) explained that most faculty members 
were hired because of a special competency which this new college needed. The three founding deans all 
matched this model. Mervyn Cadwallader, an exponent of the “moral curriculum,” was hired because he 
had experience with interdisciplinary study at San Jose and SUNY Old Westbury. Charles Teske had 
experience administering independent study at Oberlin. And Don Humphrey had built a reputation for 
imaginative interdisciplinary work in the sciences at Oregon State. Other faculty members were attracted 
to the College because of their quest for a place to teach that emphasized classroom contact with students 
rather than faculty research in the lab. The Olympia campus is partially residential; 27 percent of the 
students live on the campus in 11 residences and 19 modular duplexes. The rest live nearby in rural houses 
or in the communities of Olympia, Lacey, or Tumwater. There is a regular bus service between the campus 
and Olympia. The geographical location of the college meets the needs of its students. The College is 
situated on 1,000 acres of woods and hills and has a 3,300-foot waterfront (salt water) just outside the 
city of Olympia, Washington’s capital. The campus, most of which is forested with alder, maple, and 
Douglas fir, has trails for walking, jogging, and bicycling. The beach provides a perfect place for strolling, 
sunbathing, and marine research. Enrollment is currently just above 3000 students. Eighty-five percent 
are full-time. Students are diverse by age: 51 percent are between 18-24 years of age; 34 percent are 30 
years or older. The median age is 25. 

Financial Base 

The original source of funds for the College came from the state. In fact, it became the first and only 
publicly funded institution of higher education founded in the State of Washington in the 20th century. 
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Jones and Smith stated that every year since 1970 there had been at least one bill introduced into the 
Legislative hopper to close Evergreen, turn it into state offices or at least a southern branch of the University 
of Washington. But the College has survived, in spite of recurrent bills to abolish it. The reasons for its 
survival may be based on the support it receives from the community. Among some of the legislators 
the College is seen as a resource and an asset. The college has also become a very positive force in the 
community and enjoys a healthy relationship with the city of Olympia. Another reason for its survival 
may be the fact that it serves as a continuing-education center for state employees and others based in 
Olympia. When the College was first established it had the support of the state governor, Dan Evans, who 
later became the second president of the College. That may have had a great impact on the survival of 
the College. 

Joseph Olander, who became the third president from 1985 till present, claims that public funding 
has eroded for new and existing curricular programs, faculty development, library acquisitions, financial 
aid, student services, and access to current equipment. He argues that 20 years ago, Washington State 
spent twice as much per capita on higher education as the rest of the country. He contends that today, 
although its expenditures have increased slightly, Washington state ranks 22nd out of 50 states. Evergreen 
is a College, says Olander, whose resources must grow if the future promise of its founding dream is to be 
fulfilled. 

According to College records, in 1985-86, Evergreen received more than $1.3 million in gifts and grants, 
topping the million-dollar mark for the first time. The amount of $24,049,007 was the total for all revenues, 
including $3,505,474 from student tuition and fees, and $13,223,820 state appropriations. But fund raising 
efforts over the next 10 years must increase ten-fold if Evergreen is to go forward. The College must seek 
more support from foundations that believe in the Evergreen dream and want to continue to take risks in 
its behalf (Clemens, 1987). 

Tuition for 1986-87 was $1,212 for an in-state student and $4,206 for nonresidents. Projected annual 
undergraduate tuition for 1991-92 is $1,611 for residents and $5,649 for non-residents. The estimated cost 
of books and supplies is $500. The cost of room and board is approximately $3400, and personal expenses 
are estimated at $1200. 

Student Involvement 

Evergreen is a learning community whose mission revolves principally around its academic mission. 
Therefore, all other aspects of life at Evergreen should not only support the process of teaching and 
learning, but enhance them as well. There are no community service projects. Students work hand in 
hand with their faculty members and the administration. Decision making and governance is a joint effort. 
“Our student-centered philosophy and definition of community has involved students, faculty and staff in 
the governance process from the very beginning,” says Larry Stenberg (Jones 1981). He further stated that 
campus-wide governance has expanded the learning process beyond the classroom and created a better 
understanding of Evergreen and how it functions. Also the College has given students a significant role in 
planning their education through such activities as scheduling and textbook selections. 

According to the school prospectus (1990-91), each year the federal government awards the College 
money to create student jobs. The State of Washington subsidizes career or academically-related employ
ment for students who need such services.The state work study program at Evergreen is used for both on 
and off-campus positions. Student teaching is another area which allows students to use their skills. 

Students do evaluate faculty members, through portfolios and narrative evaluations of their instructors. 
However, student participation as far as voting for faculty retention or dismissal is very minimal. Since 
the faculty has limited time for research, seldom do students get involved in scholarly research work. 
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Student Profiles 

Evergreen is committed to admitting students of diversity. Its low tuition of $3,550 a year, may be 
another contributing factor to its popularity among the masses. The College seeks qualified students who 
demonstrate a spirit of inquiry and a willingness to participate in their educational process within a collab
orative framework. The College has certain admissions standards, but they are not highly selective. The 
College is also interested in attracting students who express an interest in campus or community involve
ment, a respect and tolerance for individual differences, and a willingness to experiment with innovative 
modes of teaching and learning. Lowest acceptable secondary school class standing is 50th percentile. 
Other college entrance exams like SAT or GRE may be considered but they are not required. 

Since Evergreen seeks to achieve a diverse student body, special consideration has been given recently to 
ethnic minorities and nontraditional students. The policy which went into effect in the fall of 1990, replaced 
one in which students from the top 50 percent of their class were admitted on a first-come, first-serve basis 
(Gabelnick, Matthews, & Smith 1990). Evergreen has historically sought to reserve some number of spaces 
in each class for students who have not excelled in high school or college, but who may adapt favorably to 
a noncompetitive, interdisciplinary academic environment. 

Educational Programs 

Evergreen’s curriculum eventually offered students four primary ways of earning credits: 

1. The year-long coordinated studies programs typically involve: one group lecture, two days of smaller 
seminars, and perhaps two workshops or laboratory sessions during a week. Most are created and led 
by three to five faculty members representing various disciplines. They divide their responsibilities 
in advance by preparing contracts that set out the duties of each member of the team; students also 
sign contracts detailing their obligations. Faculty members spend the better part of one day a week 
in a faculty seminar, debating and discussing among themselves a topic related to the program. 

2. Group contracts allow a group of students to organize a course of particular interest to them with a 
willing faculty member or team of faculty members. The course can last from one to three quarters. 

3. Individual contracts permit individual students to study topics of their own choice with a single 
faculty member’s sponsorship. 

4. Internships, which the college encourages, give upperclassmen opportunities to gain experience in 
off-campus jobs. 

The College also offers courses that are more conventional. Subjects that do not lend themselves to 
thematic development in seminars, and subjects that are best learned sequentially, do not fare well in 
the coordinated-studies format. Jones (1981) reports that, “We should not despair if the mathematicians 
and linguists continue to teach courses.” Reaffirmation is a continually recurring theme in the lexicon and 
literature of Evergreen from 1971 to 1986. Accordingly there have been significant changes in the cur
riculum. According to a self-evaluation report, although a program may be offered annually, it is never 
twice the same. The evolution of the curriculum, in fact, began almost as soon as Evergreen opened. The 
most prominent feature of Evergreen’s arts and science education is a curricular commitment to inter
disciplinary teaching and learning, not only in team-taught coordinated studies, but also in thematically 
coherent group and individual contracts. Significant themes and problems promote engagement in study 
by both students and faculty. It is more important that students reap the benefits of studies growing from 
among different fields than that they merely acquire specialized knowledge or cover a body of knowledge. 
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Disciplinary background and sound consistent academic advice become crucial aids to success (Evergreen 
Report, 1986). 

The College has attempted to emphasize Third-World perspectives throughout the curriculum. There 
have also been three developments which have influenced the curriculum to this day: the realization 
that “real-world” themes provide the most powerful focus for coordinated studies, the creation of group 
contracts for specialized learning, and the establishment of the Office of Cooperative Education to find 
more placements for interns (Jones, 1981). Interdisciplinary work has been considered the academic key 
to linking theory and practice, especially if it leads to internships, research, and public service projects. 
One of the factors that contributes to student involvement in the educational program is the part they 
play in curriculum development. At Evergreen there are dedicated bulletin boards throughout the College 
where curricular ideas are constantly submitted for public view. This allows the students to share their 
views with regard to curriculum development. The curriculum is subject to change all the time. But while 
refining the content and structure of its curriculum, and expanding services to southwest Washington and 
state government since its beginning, Evergreen has remained remarkably true to the founding vision of a 
student-centered, interdisciplinary education in the liberal arts. 

At Evergreen it is essential that students receive as much individual attention as possible. For example, 
students regularly organize and conduct book seminars where they read and discuss a book related to 
their program. The purpose of this exercise is to examine a reading assignment in relation to the program 
theme. But there are other benefits. Students learn how to work together as a group by paying attention 
to issues of equivalent participation and relating to implied faculty authority. The seminars are small, and 
students customarily take responsibility for certain parts of the reading and discussion. They are designed 
to be truly interactive and give students practice in problem-solving and group dynamics. 

Core Programs are coordinated study programs especially planned for first year students. While each 
core program has a theme, they all expose students to interdisciplinary learning, to certain learning skills, 
and to the Evergreen approach which places so much responsibility on the individual student to both learn, 
teach, work collaboratively, and to shed any need for competitiveness when it comes to scholarship. 

Individual learning contracts are examples of where a student and faculty member work on a one-to-one 
basis. The contract may include reading, painting, photography, research, field studies or any activity that 
involves the student in individualized learning. These are more common for advanced students with well-
defined goals. Internships are similar to Individual Learning Contracts. There is a one-to-one relationship 
with a faculty member, but also with a field supervisor. 

Evaluation is another special part of the academic structure and student/teacher relationship. Although 
there are no grades, there are regular individual evaluation sessions where the teacher and student share 
and discuss a written evaluation of the student’s activity in the course. The student also prepares a written 
evaluation of the faculty member. That evaluation goes to the Dean after it has been discussed by the 
student with the faculty member. The student has to make a transition from passive learning to active 
learning. 

Perhaps the most serious problem for a faculty member, particularly in this teaching-centered institu
tion, is maintaining contact with the profession and personal advancement. The college is acutely aware 
of this problem. Most faculty members agree that the problem of staying current is real and that the 
Evergreen curricular structure makes it difficult to provide a reduced teaching load in order to facilitate 
part-time research. 

Self-Studies 

According to an Evergreen self-evaluation (1986), this institution has had its problems over the years. 
The college is fully accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges, even though it endures 
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much criticism by many traditional academicians. 
The early years of the College were years of prosperity amid controversy. Student demand was very 

high, and yet some powerful legislators threatened to close Evergreen even before the College opened. In 
addition the local press was less than favorable, but the college benefitted from positive, national exposure. 

The early period of prosperity did not last long. A lack of careful enrollment analyses and the external 
environment masked subtle changes until the situation reached crisis proportions. The College tackled the 
problem head on in the fall of 1978 by commissioning a committee to make recommendations. In February 
of 1979 the committee submitted its report, the first attempt to develop a marketing plan for Evergreen. 
In the fall of that year a comprehensive marketing plan went into effect. The plan included very specific 
strategies for recruiting new students and increasing public awareness. Indeed, the consistent increases 
of new students, the higher retention of current students, and the excellent press Evergreen has received, 
indicate that the implementation of this plan has benefited Evergreen considerably. 

The College has survived in spite of frequent legislative attempts to abolish it (the most recent in April 
1983). Moreover, Evergreen has prospered and is still evolving. During 1985-86 a strategic planning process 
reaffirmed many of the College’s visions, values and aspirations. Some were ideals that finally had become 
reality. Others, like the “issues carousel” (a set of revolving concerns) have continued as works-in-progress 
(Clemens, 1987). 

The College persists in striving for the lofty goals of the 1967 visionaries, but as Provost Hill points out, 
the added challenge is to work even harder now so that Evergreen is accepted. Maintaining an innovative 
spirit and commitment to excellence is demanding in the face of finite resources, increasing enrollment 
pressures, uncertain economy, and a wavering of faith in higher education across the country. Recent 
reports on the national crisis in education call for a reaffirmation of many of the fundamental Evergreen 
principles. Many feel the time is right for education—Evergreen style (Clemens, 1987). 

External Evaluation 

From a national perspective Evergreen State College enjoys an increasingly favorable reputation as one 
of the finest liberal arts colleges in the nation. The November 28, 1983 issue of U.S. News and World 
Report (1987) published the findings of their survey of 1,308 4-year undergraduate schools. A total of 
162 responded, selecting top schools in five categories of liberal arts colleges that grant bachelor’s degrees. 
In the category of smaller comprehensive universities with regional reputations that emphasize the liberal 
arts, Evergreen State College was ranked first in the Midwest and West. 

In September 1984, Parade magazine carried an article written by Lisa Birnbach, citing Evergreen as 
one of: “the 10 best-kept secrets among American colleges.” Two years earlier, Seventeen had proclaimed 
Evergreen along with a handful of other colleges to be a “hidden gem” in higher education. The media 
has projected a very favorable image for Evergreen nationally. The alumni of the College have also been 
instrumental in promoting positive public relations for the College. 

The consistent support of state funds is one reason for the viability of Evergreen. For instance, the 
college does not need to make a profit in order to survive. Political influence has had a great impact on the 
survival of Evergreen. The former governor of Washington state and the now U.S. Senator Dan Evans, was 
the second president of the college in 1977-1983. During his term of office he also employed his political 
credibility and skill as an orator in an ongoing campaign to inform the public about the uniqueness of 
Evergreen. His contributions have had a lasting effect in propelling this college forward. 

The College has also served the needs of the Olympia community and has found a true friend in this 
city. Some community members have even gone to the extent of forming “Friends of the College” who have 
made large contributions to Evergreen during turbulent times. There are many publications and books 
written about the college and this has helped Evergreen immensely. 
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The survival of the College also stems from involved founders who remain committed to their dreams 
even now. Some of them are still faculty members at the College or support it in various ways. For example, 
one member of the original planning group, Richard Jones, is still a faculty member at Evergreen. The 
first president Charles McCann was there long enough to leave a lasting impression on the College. Nine 
years of service helped his predecessors to see a tangible pattern to follow. The College also has devoted 
alumni which help to maintain its viability. 

Conclusions 

Evergreen has focused more on effective teaching than student outcomes. With dedicated teachers 
such an approach to teaching can produce independent, intelligent thinkers. At Evergreen students are 
encouraged to get involved and to apply their knowledge in a proactive way. Therefore, students not only 
learn but they also initiate. 

Evergreen still retains most of its distinctive features. For example, the Evergreen innovation to operate 
without academic departments is still sound and alive. Letter grades continue to be taboo and written 
evaluations are the norm. Evergreen is still committed to collaborative teaching as its primary pedagogical 
mode. Students who choose Evergreen seem to hold similar values such as serving other people, a purpose 
in life, and making the world a better place to live. 
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Chapter 16 

College of the Atlantic: Spirit of Time 
and Place 
Barbra Wardle 17 

Towering pine trees march in measured cadence down rocky slopes to the sea, interspersed with staccato 
notes of giant granite boulders. The tang of salty sea air is underscored by the wheeling cries of sea birds 
on the brisk New England wind. This is the setting for the College of the Atlantic, one of the newer 
experimental colleges in the United States. 

Geographical location was an important consideration to the founders of the College of the Atlantic. 
This is coastal mountain terrain surrounded by the waters of the cold north Atlantic Ocean. Mount Desert 
Island, site of the campus, is connected to the mainland by a permanent causeway. 

The campus covers 26 acres adjacent to the Acadia National Park and is on the shoreline of Frenchman 
Bay. It is within walking distance of Bar Harbor, Maine. In 1967, the local economy was based primarily 
on ocean and tourist related endeavors and was mainly limited to summer. 

The climate is harsh, with short summers and wet, penetrating cold winters. The College blithely 
addresses the problem of cold temperatures by stating, “One of the most common ways to deal with the 
cold is by chopping firewood. The chopping warms you as much as the later fire” (COA 1990-1991:6). The 
search for winter industry and employment for the islanders was one of the early considerations for the 
establishment of the College. 

Mount Desert Island, Maine, is the home of this educational institution dedicated to the study of 
humans and their relationships with the earth and sea. Philosophically, the institution strives for a balance 
between education and research, with students heavily involved in each area. The educational emphasis is 
interdisciplinary and explorational, with student-teacher ratio of 10:1. 

Origins and Evolution 

The idea for the College of the Atlantic (COA) began in 1967 as a casual conversation between Les 
Brewer, a Bar Harbor businessman, and an old classmate, Father Jim Gower, the new parish priest. They 
were discussing the recent failure of Nelson Rockefeller’s efforts to find a way to expand the economic 
base of the island. The business economy of the island was poor, so Rockefeller had tried to develop 
new industry to employ local citizens without destroying the ambience of the island. This search had 
been unsuccessful, so the problems still existed. The local Chamber of Commerce had been discussing the 

Barbra Wardle, Assistant Professor of Art, Utah Valley State College. 
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possibility of establishing a school on the island to provide quality education for the local students, as well 
as to benefit the Island. 

As Brewer and Gower talked, they became convinced that the school idea would be the answer to more 
than one problem. It would provide both employment and education for locals, bring young people from 
the world to the Island, and stimulate the economy of the area in the winter months. 

They contacted three other friends, Bob Smith, Bernard Cough and Dick Lewis, to work with them on 
the idea. The group believed this could work and enlisted Fred Burrill, a lawyer, who handled the legal 
process of incorporation for the newly formed Board of Trustees (Aronow, 1983:6-7). 

The next major effort was to obtain a site, which they did in typical New England fashion. There was 
an abandoned Catholic Seminary site on the island which was owned by a group of five citizens of Bar 
Harbor. Members of the new board took these owners to lunch one day, and as Brewer remembers: 

In the automobile on the way back from lunch it was, by gentlemen’s agreement, settled that 
the Board would have a 5-year lease on the Seminary property for one dollar a year, plus taxes. 
(Aranow, 1983:8) 

Brewer and Gower invited officials from the Maine State Department of Education to the site and 
explained their ideas for the college. Petitioning for approval for a college on the site, Brewer (1991) 
promised: 

We’ll guarantee you one thing, that if, at any time, our Board of Trustees feels we can no longer 
make it. . . You won’t have to come tell us. We’ll come tell you when we know we can’t continue. 
(Brewer, p. 2) 

The Board of Education granted the petition, and with these major successes—a Board of Trustees, 
a site, and approval from the Maine State Board of Education—the project was a reality; it began to 
gain momentum with other residents. Although this started as an idea to help the local economy, it soon 
developed into a serious attempt to provide quality education in an unusual setting. 

The original trustees included Ann Peach, a secretary; Reverend Cushman McGiffert; and Eddie Hay-
man, a lyricist. Hayman suggested the name, “College of the Atlantic;” he thought the name would work 
well in a song, if they decided to have a school song. 

They began to seriously discuss the underlying philosophy of goals and direction for the college. Because 
of the location and the influence of the sea on business, industry and life in general on Mount Desert Island, 
oceanography was to be part of the philosophy. Also, the south end of the Island included Acadia National 
Park, so the environment was an important factor. Reverend McGiffert stated: 

This (educational philosophy) was properly the responsibility of the faculty, but at this point, 
we were serving in lieu of a faculty. Father Jim should be given credit for giving the first impetus 
to the thought of ecology as an area of focus. He had read a new section in Time Magazine on 
ecology, which can be defined as ‘a study of our environment’ which (was) fine, except that’s a 
narrow branch of biological sciences; and, it can be about people, so he thought it ought to be 
‘human ecology’ as the center of our philosophy. (Aronow, 1983:9) 

Thus, the concepts of human ecology and oceanography became the foci of both education and research 
at COA. The area of art and design was added during the planning stage, and these became the areas of 
emphasis for COA. Their goal was to provide an education that truly would prepare students to live in the 
world of the future, and perhaps, improve that world with skills learned at the college. 

The next step was to choose a president who would be the personification of the college and would 
represent it to the world, as well as to build COA both physically and intellectually into a quality educational 
institution. Reverend McGiffert remembers: 
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I don’t know how many presidents of colleges, or would-be presidents of colleges wrote to us 
and invited themselves to come up here, at their own expense, to talk to us. Each of them left 
us with a big fat document on what they thought the college should be and what it should 
do. This was absolutely invaluable. We had very little idea what a president should do, and 
we learned all about it free of charge from these men. . . they each did a good sales job, but we 
didn’t take any of them. (Aronow, 1983:10) 

The Board finally hired Dr. Edward Kaelberg from Harvard as the first president. He had recently 
returned from establishing educational programs abroad as part of Harvard’s outreach system. His experi
ences of building education from the ground level, willingness to try alternatives to established procedures, 
openness to innovation, and especially his caring attitude, were strong credentials that had a direct impact 
on the development of COA. 

With Brewer’s help, Kaelberg persuaded Ann Peach to become his secretary. They set up offices in the 
Turrets (Gate House) building, with Ann’s personal typewriter, card table and Les Brewer’s folding chair. 
There was no heat in the building. Their first college purchase was a coffee pot, to help keep themselves 
warm. Kaelberg remembers: 

So for the first few months. . . most of my efforts were spent trying to put together a prospectus or 
brief statement of what the college might be about. . . Ecology is concerned with the relationships 
of various forms of life, in which we were interested, but we were particularly emphasizing the 
human involvement in this relationship. This college is going to stress the interrelation and 
interdependence of. . . living things one to another, people to people, as well as people to other 
living things. 

As time went, my definition of human ecology changed somewhat. . . One important word in its 
definition was generosity. . . It is very much at the core of what we hoped to bring into play. I 
guess I mean intellectual generosity as much as anything. . . , a real sympathy and an effort to 
try to understand other ideas; a willingness to give of yourself and to take from others what 
they want to give. It seems to me that we should know whether or not we receive relative to 
what we contribute. An equally important question is, am I contributing relative to what I am 
receiving? (Aronow 1983:12) 

The above statement was part of the philosophical underpinning that guided COA through its first few 
years of existence. As faculty and staff were hired, and as students began to come, the creed of giving 
more than is received became a guiding standard for COA. Each student is still expected to give at least 
one term to an internship which should benefit either the College, the island community, or the world at 
large. 

The political as well as educational climate of the early 1970s was tenuous, bordering on volatile. For 
most of the preceding decade, issues such as the Vietnam War, drug use, civil rights and more recently, 
ecology, had generated strong feelings on both sides of each issue, and had left a residue of societal problems. 
College campuses across the nation were often centers of confrontation, anger, and frustration. This was a 
time of change, with widespread rejection of authority and confrontations with traditional value systems. 

The College of the Atlantic began in 1969, with the first 2 years spent in designing the curriculum, 
hiring key personnel and preparing the site. The Board decided to begin a small pilot program in the 
summer of 1971, with a small group of students and four faculty. The faculty members chosen were Bill 
Carpenter, literature; Glenn Paulson, science; Seth Singleton, political science; and Sam Eliot, literature 
and ecology. This small summer project provided considerable information for establishment of the full 
program. In October of 1971 the decision was made to begin full formal classes in September of 1972. A 
particular profile was designed for hiring additional faculty and staff. The Board was looking for certain 
fields or specialties such as biology, anthropology, law, music, literature, etc., but more specifically, they 
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were looking for a certain type of people. They were seeking such characteristics as open-mindedness, a 
spirit of adventure, a common sense of values, a concern for the environment, and especially people who 
cared about people. 

Eighteen hundred faculty applications were received, and 10 new faculty members were hired (Less 
than 1 percent of those who applied). 

The Board and staff then met and planned throughout the winter and spring of 1972 to create a course 
of study which would both educate students properly and serve the cause of world ecology. The interests 
and special abilities of each faculty member were considered, and the courses for the first year were designed 
from their strengths (Aronow 1983:18). 

Demographic Profile 

The prospectus and application information about the college were sent out. Several hundred students 
applied. Each student who applied was thoroughly screened and most were rejected. The same qualities 
used for faculty were applied as criteria for student admissions. Sixteen men and sixteen women enrolled 
as the first official class of COA. 

Much risk was involved in this modest beginning on the part of both COA and the students. COA was 
not yet accredited, and could not even promise the students that they would be able to graduate. The 
preponderance of transfer or older students was a distinct advantage in the first class, as students became 
fairly equal partners in the governance structure and in designing the educational program of the college. 
Most of the students and the faculty of COA were in their 20s, so there were definite similarities between 
students and faculty in viewpoints, attitudes, ethical stance, and beliefs. 

The first year of COA was a year full of various challenges. Here, in the inchoate stages of our national 
concern for ecology, was a college focused on human ecology. From its small beginning in 1969, COA has 
grown to a 1990-91 student population of 239 undergraduates, with 62 percent women and 38 percent 
men. The first graduation had four students. Their largest graduating class will be Spring 1991, with 48 
students receiving a B.A. in Human Ecology. In addition, there are 3 master’s candidate students, with 
three more admitted for fall 1991. COA’s students represent 27 states and 9 foreign nations. From its 
beginning with mostly transfer students, the larger proportion of students now enter as freshmen, and 67 
percent of entering freshmen go on to graduate (Thomas 1991:1). 

The faculty now includes 21 full time teachers, 11 adjunct faculty, 13 faculty associates and 16 research 
associates. Their areas of specialization cover the following: literature, math, marine biology, ecology, art, 
public policy, music, writing and education. Faculty members have degrees from Harvard, MIT, University 
of Chicago, Bowdoin, Texas, Parsons, Berkeley, etc., with 80 percent holding Ph.D.s or M.F.A. degrees. 

Financial Base 

The two original sources of funding were student tuition and support from the Board of Trustees. These 
were the financial means until the mid 1980s, when COA applied for and received Title III money. COA 
has received two consecutive Title III grants for $600,000 to strengthen computer resources, institutional 
research, teacher education, academic planning and residential life. In addition they have garnered one 
Federal Improvement of Post Secondary Education grant, one Endowment for the Humanities grant, and 
one Pew Trust Grant for $400,000 for their Arts and Sciences building. The Board of Trustees actively 
participates in fundraising for the College, with about $700,000 contributed during this past year (Brewer 
1991:2). 

Tuition and fees currently total $11,499 and approximately 60 percent of COA students receive financial 
aid (Thomas, 1991:1). COA has its own private GSL or Guaranteed Student Loan Fund, which has a 
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permanent endowment of $300,000. This fund issues student loans, interest free, on a rotating basis, and 
has an excellent success rate of student payback. Federal grant and loan programs are also available to 
students. 

Until now, COA has offered only one degree, that of B.A. in Human Ecology. They recently added an 
additional M.A. in Human Ecology (Tuhy, 1991:2). 

Student Involvement 

For students, life at COA was and is one of complete involvement. Students are equal partners in 
decision-making, program design, desired curricula and goal setting. The governance structure is by com
mittee, with each committee including administrators, faculty and students. Committee decisions are 
then reviewed by the All College Meeting, which is attended by every student, faculty and administration 
member. 

Initially committees at COA proliferated until at one point there were over 70 committees, all staffed 
by 10 faculty, 32 students, 4 administrators, and various board members. There was such great community 
spirit that everyone became involved. The group spirit began to have its drawbacks. Everyone was so 
concerned for everyone else that simple decisions were hard to accomplish. The dissent of even one or two 
members was sufficient to halt any action. 

At one point, a board member offered a case of beer to every committee which would voluntarily disband. 
He only had to make good a couple of times. (He also stated that anyone who started a committee had to 
give him a case of beer. He collected on several new committees.) 

Students often work together on each other’s senior project. Each student is required during their 
senior year to design and complete a senior project. This may be a significant intellectual endeavor, a 
scholarly treatise, an experimental project, a research project, or some service-oriented work. Students 
are also involved with research in conjunction with faculty, or on their own with faculty consultation. A 
significant number of the research associates of COA are former graduates of COA who are continuing 
research in areas chosen as students. 

The Students 

At first, Ed Kaelberg made recruitment visits to local high schools, sent mailings to all prospective 
students, and tried many different ways to find the students. Admission standards now are admittedly 
high, but they are not limited solely to the conventional, GPA, ACT or SAT scores. Current admission is 
highly personalized, with emphasis on the individual’s current academic skills, not just grades. The present 
admission committee looks for evidence of the following: 

1. Academic preparation and achievement. 

2. Intellectual curiosity and an enthusiasm for learning. 

3. Desire to be a part of a small college with a human ecology focus. 

4. A tendency to seek out intellectual and personal challenges. 

There is a certain amount of self-selection, in that not every student is willing to spend their winter 
on the coast of Maine, or is interested in oceanography, ecology or the human relationships with nature. 
COA is highly self-disciplined, with students involved in decision making on almost every level. Students 
accepted at COA are carefully chosen, based on the above criteria, with the expectation that they will 
both benefit from education at COA and also be a benefit to the College. 
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Prevailing Themes 

COA boldly expects the theme of human ecology to permeate all coursework. They only offer two 
degrees: a B.A. and a M.A. in Human Ecology. There are three tracks to the degree, with programs in 
human studies, art and design, and environmental studies. Areas of emphasis include: marine studies, 
environmental and biological sciences, public policy, creative arts, environmental design, culture and con
sciousness, education and writing. Certification is available for teacher education. Each of these areas 
has required programs of study, but encourage interdisciplinary courses across program lines. The idea of 
interdisciplinary education is paramount with the faculty. Many of the offerings at COA are interdisci
plinary, combining art and science, writing and public policy, literature and art. Not surprisingly, in his 
1990 speech, Peter Moon, a graduating senior, declared: 

This college was founded on human ecology, and human ecology is not confined to a limited 
body of knowledge. Instead it serves as a context in which to frame other disciplines. Without 
the tools of science and design, human ecology remains an ineffectual and powerless world 
view. Without arts and the humanities, we remain unable to develop meaningful goals, since 
it is these disciplines which allow us to human well-being. It is only when we develop these 
disciplines as an integrated whole, when we are able to apply the concepts of human ecology to 
everyday dilemmas, that human ecology becomes an ethical foundation capable of guiding our 
actions. (Moon, 1990:5) 

All COA students are required to complete their basic coursework in which they design and arrange 
36 credit hours. (One credit at COA equals 3.3 semester credits at other institutions). Thereafter each 
student is required to complete two non-credit requirements. The first non-credit assignment involves a 
community or college service experience that contributes to the island or campus community. Second, they 
must write a human ecology essay, which describes the student’s development as a human ecologist and 
demonstrates competence in writing (COA Catalog, 1990-91:13-17). 

Each student may submit a proposal outlining and justifying what they want to study and how they 
will design their own individual course of study. This thinking and writing step is intentionally built into 
the process of COA independent work. The requirement to present a proposal forces the student to clarify 
learning goals, and to plan how to meet them. These may include independent studies, group studies, pure 
research, community service, as well as regular course work. 

Internships are also available and applicable to the educational process. They offer specialized training 
in an area compatible with individual career paths and interests. They are supervised work experiences 
which allow students to apply their knowledge and skills in the job market. They also help develop new 
skills, clarify future goals, and establish important career contacts with extramural groups (Catalog 1990
91:8-14). 

Teaching and Learning 

The majority of teaching/learning processes at COA utilize the Socratic method in small seminar-type 
classes, faculty/student-designed courses of study, and experiential learning. There is some lecture, but 
the transfer of knowledge takes place more often as a high level of student-faculty interaction, peer group 
learning, research, and self-exploration. 

All programs are nondepartmental, with faculty members teaching horizontally across multiple dis
ciplines. The emphasis is on student initiated learning, hands-on processes, and student/faculty joint 
research. 

Because of its location, COA provides some isolation from everyday life, enabling students to concentrate 
more on the educational process. However, the central educational theme of ecology requires a deep 
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commitment and strong involvement from both the faculty and the students with world problems. Many 
of the research programs, internships and service projects are spread throughout the world. Both faculty 
and students are involved in looking and working for solutions to world problems (Tuhy, 1991:1-13). 

The College of the Atlantic is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges. This 
accreditation is reviewed and renewed regularly. In addition, ongoing relationships are maintained with 
other institutions such as Antioch, University of Moscow, Prescott and the University of Maine. Faculty 
members often visit other educational institutions, business and industries in diverse areas of the world. 
In return, COA frequently hosts guest scholars and lecturers from other institutions. 

Several years ago, COA held a symposium on experimental education, and invited college representa
tives from Prescott, Franconia and Black Mountain. They discussed the problems and difficulties that had 
closed the doors of Black Mountain and Franconia and that were threatening the demise of Prescott. COA 
representatives felt they benefited greatly from the interchange (Carpenter, 1991). 

Governance 

College of the Atlantic is democratic in governance structure, with administration, staff, faculty and 
students having equal voice in the decision-making process. Governance is by committee, with final approval 
on decisions occurring in the All College Meetings. Everyone has an equal vote in this maverick educational 
democracy. 

The administration is led by the president at the pleasure of the Board of Trustees, with various 
administrators serving in needed positions, such as admissions, public relations, security, etc. There are 
no departments nor is there any tenure or rank. Faculty are hired on 3-year contracts, with a performance 
review from both. 

Life Course 

COA has had a pattern of slow continuous growth since its inception. There have been occasional 
financial problems, and some organizational reshuffling, but the support of the Board of Trustees has been 
unwavering. They have always had more applicants than they could accept, both for faculty and students. 

There have been three presidents: Dr. Edward Kaelberg from Harvard, 1969-1982; Dr. Judith Swazey 
from Harvard, 1982-1984; and Dr. Louis Rabineau, former Chancellor of Higher Education, Connecticut, 
1984 to the present. Of the founding alumni most are still involved, actively supporting the college and 
continuing to have voice in its governance. 

In addition to the rigorous educational program, the College sponsors these research organizations: 

—	 Society for Human Ecology (SHE). The purpose of SHE is to promote the development of 
collaboration and an interdisciplinary understanding of human ecology and its applications. It is 
affiliated with the International Association for Ecology and International Association for Impact 
Assessment. 

—	 Allied Whale. This is the marine mammal research group, and has been a leader in the devel
opment of scientific techniques used by whale biologists in modern whale research. Allied Whale, 
in cooperation with the U.S. Coast Guard, runs the Mt. Desert Rock Whale Research facility, the 
oldest land-based marine mammal research facility on the East Coast. 

The basic mission of COA is education. Research at COA is a part of the educational process of teaching 
students to explore, question, and examine the relationships between humans and the environment. This 
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does not lessen the quality of research performed, but enables students to work with faculty members in a 
number of diverse areas. 

Students at COA become familiar with the authors, scientists and philosophers of the past, but their 
view is toward the future. Education in human ecology is the broad base from which they travel in many 
directions to pursue career goals that focus on assisting mankind. Over 30 percent of COA graduates 
continue their education and obtain advanced degrees. Many others go into business, education, journalism, 
public administration and conservation (COA Bulletin, 1991:3). 

Faculty and students explore the world together at COA. President Rabineau, in an interview for The 
Washington Post, stated: 

Some colleges start with the notion that they are a repository of ideas and the faculty is there 
as experts to dispense wisdom. We go about it the opposite way: take students where they are 
and develop them. We want them to learn how to learn. (McCarthy, 1990:1) 

College of the Atlantic is not the “educational Eden,” but it is a college where students can learn to 
learn. The emphasis is on the future, rather than reverence for the past. Both faculty and students have 
come to COA from more tightly structured learning institutions, and most who come stay. Of the original 
faculty, all but one are still at COA. The administration hires quality teachers who teach students to shine. 
As important as research is at COA, excellence in teaching and learning is the major goal. 
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Chapter 17 

Conclusion: Making Sense of 
Irrepressible Dreams 
L. Jackson Newell 18 

America’s colleges and universities tend to be conservative in the conduct of their own affairs. As a 
result, they often lag behind the emerging needs of the communities they serve—local, national and global. 
Yet the truly distinctive examples among them continue to anticipate changing social conditions, present 
viable alternatives to traditional ways of doing things, and remind us (by their own origins and practices) 
that significant educational innovations can be initiated and sustained. 

In this manner, these maverick colleges strengthen higher education in the same fashion that bio
diversity serves the natural world. They foster practices and harbor ideas that are essential to the vitality 
and responsiveness of undergraduate programs everywhere. While vastly outnumbered by their less ad
venturous sibling institutions, these unusual colleges are a font of diverse thought, a stimulus to question 
prevailing assumptions and, sometimes, as source of inspiration and courage. 

Rhythms of Birthing and Ironies of Fate 

Not surprisingly, new colleges with distinctive philosophies are most frequently founded when traditional 
institutions fall short of meeting societal, community or individual needs or when societal or community 
needs emerge that existing institutions are unable or unwilling to serve. The wider the gap between need 
and response, the more likely knowledgeable and creative people will muster the energy and courage to 
start something new. It should not surprise us, then, that some of America’s most successful maverick 
colleges trace their origins to periods of intense social upheaval or educational ferment. 

Setting the Stage in Early Nineteenth Century London 

Thomas Babington Macaulay, a celebrated 19th century British historian, is widely credited with 
writing an unsigned essay about the origins of London University in the 1820s (Macaulay, 1826; in Clive 
and Piney, Eds., 1972). The universities of Oxford and Cambridge, he reminded his readers, awarded 
degrees only to students in good standing with the Church of England. Growing religious and cultural 
diversity within British society, precipitated by increasing industrialization and a global empire, meant 

Adapted from “Origins and Character of Distinctive Colleges,” by L. Jackson Newell, in Creating Distinctiveness: Lessons 
from Uncommon Colleges and Universities, ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports (No. 6), 1992. 
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that many Evangelical Protestants, Jews, dissenters and others outside the established Church had the 
necessary means and sought the benefits of university education. When Oxford and Cambridge remained 
unresponsive to the new demand, London University opened its doors to qualified students, regardless of 
their religious beliefs. 

A product of Trinity College at Cambridge himself, Macaulay lauded London University for its re
sponsiveness to new social realities and for its imaginative curriculum and administration. But the new 
London University was assailed by “Oxbridge” dons and by established political and religious leaders. A 
distinctive departure from academic norms of its day, London University staked out religious tolerance and 
the separation of scientific and theological thinking as hallmarks of its bold mission. These innovations, 
of course, began as heresies and shortly became orthodoxies in British higher education. This is just one 
early example of the influence that innovative colleges and universities can have on the larger systems of 
which they are a part. 

The American Way 

The London University pattern has been repeated time and again in the United States. Strains in 
the social fabric, as illustrated by the origins of London University, and changes in the production and 
organization of knowledge, such as those that came with the spread of the German research university 
model around the turn of the century, illustrate conditions that can call forth the energy necessary to try 
new ideas and practices in academe. 

Among the colleges reviewed on the preceding pages, Antioch and Berea offer early examples of higher 
education’s response to questions raised by social change. Among the oldest distinctive colleges in the 
United States, these two came to life when the federal union was torn by the elemental moral and eco
nomic struggles that led to the Civil War. While Berea sought to address the grim reality of slavery and 
Appalachian poverty, Antioch advanced education’s adaptation of Jacksonian democracy. 

The progressive movement in American politics at the turn of the century, which sought to reform our 
major public and private institutions (including education), produced a backdrop of social change that 
nurtured a number of experimental colleges founded in the first two decades of the 20th century. Two of 
them described earlier in this volume, Reed College in Portland, Oregon and Deep Springs College near 
Bishop, California, continue to flourish. The founders of both institutions were leaders and beneficiaries of 
America’s new burgeoning industrial economy, and each sought to create a college tailored to the challenges 
of a new era. Each aimed to use imaginative new means to prepare able and courageous leaders for the 
nation’s complex new institutions. In this era, business was king, the American West was open, and new 
forms of higher education were in the making. 

The Changing Impetus for Change 

As progressive ideals spawned progressive experiments, a wealth of ideas and counter-ideas about higher 
education fired debate in the late 1920s and 1930s. In this era, the stimulus for creating distinctive colleges 
arose primarily from strains within academe itself. 

It was now over half a century since Johns Hopkins University opened its doors, and many other 
universities had since adopted the German pattern—based on professorial specialization, departmental 
organization and research orchestration. The benefits of university research for America’s industrial and 
military establishments were already evident, as were the implications of this new organizational structure 
for undergraduate teaching. 

The controversy over the relationship between research and teaching, which continues to dog us, called 
forth a pantheon of reformers. Their philosophies reflected a common interest in the future of American 
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democracy, and the place of higher education in serving it, but their prescriptions often differed as sharply 
as their personalities. John Dewey advocated preparation for responsible citizens through task-oriented 
educational environments emphasizing areas of personal interest. Alexander Meiklejohn believed that if 
education was to “strengthen a student’s grip on life” it must be at once carefully structured and intel
lectually searching, particularly for lower division students (Meiklejohn, 1932:13). Dewey and Meiklejohn 
had their differences, particularly over the importance of structuring curricular content. 

But if Dewey championed freedom and discovery in learning, and self-discipline in education, another 
crusading reformer of undergraduate education, Robert Maynard Hutchins, was going another way. When 
he assumed the presidency of the University of Chicago, Hutchins’ dream was to create within this university 
a strong and independent undergraduate college. Fearing that great ideas were being swamped in a sea of 
technical information, he based his plan on the study of classic works–on the great ideas produced by the 
western civilization. 

Around 1930, Alexander Meiklejohn, Robert Hutchins, and others invested their energies and lives in 
creating experimental colleges within great research universities—rather than in founding new liberal arts 
colleges. If universities begat the problems, then universities were where solutions should be invented and 
tested. Exemplary of this era, we have examined Hutchins’ Chicago College Plan, known best as “the 
College.” But two other legacies of the time, both small independent colleges, owed their inspiration to 
the similar doubts about the popular directions in the means and methods of American higher education: 
Black Mountain in North Carolina and the rebirth of St. John’s in Maryland. 

Siren Songs of the Sixties 

The 1960s, like the 30s, saw a new wave of experimentation in higher education. As the aims of the new 
research universities and the anguish of the Great Depression had precipitated an earlier reform wave, so 
the social unrest caused by the Vietnam War and civil rights movement—as well as the continued increases 
in higher education enrollments—seemed to foster plans for new colleges and innovations in the late 1960s. 

Three contrasting examples discussed earlier in this volume are Evergreen State College, Prescott 
College and College of the Atlantic. They, and many other similar experiments of the time, adhered to the 
focus of earlier models on teacher-student interaction, small classes, experiential learning and student voices 
in governance. However, as if determined to march to their own time, they have flavored the curriculum with 
social and environmental consciousness and have even—in the case of Prescott and Evergreen—launched 
programs for off-campus and adult students. Undoubtedly, the experimental colleges of the future also 
will voice their own particular responses to educational needs and timely realities. These will signal new 
changes, but also will reflect some older ideals about educational purposes. 

Reflections on College Life Cycles 

Founding a distinctive college, whether a completely new institution or as a new initiative within an 
existing university, requires vision, courage and enormous energy. It appears that some combination of 
three primary factors are normally present when these colleges and programs are initiated. 

One is a disruption in the larger social fabric—as was present in pre-Civil War America, the opening 
decades of this century, the Great Depression of the 1930s, the turbulent 1960s and, possibly, our emerging 
response to global-scale environmental perils. Ferment over fundamental issues of liberty, equality, and 
justice often produce passionate responses, and higher education is often seen as a primary arena for 
addressing social discontent. 

Concern about failure in the educational system itself constitutes a second fertile ground for new 
departures in educational practice. Neglect of liberal education, faculty preoccupations with research, 
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excessive specialization in knowledge and inquiry and growing impersonalization of instruction continue to 
cause public and student distress. These social and academic trends have generally accelerated through 
the 20th century. Whatever their economic benefits, few educators contest the unfortunate consequences 
of these changes for undergraduate education. 

Fiscal, management or academic crises constitute a third factor for nurturing the possibilities of dis
tinctive colleges. When bankruptcy threatens, accreditation is lifted and colleges teeter on the brink, 
board members and faculty members alike become willing to entertain radical ideas and consider sweeping 
changes that wouldn’t warrant their glance in good times. 

Stringfellow Barr and Scott Buchanan were utterly incapable of instituting their Neo-Classical curricu
lum at the confident and healthy University of Virginia, where their faculty colleagues would not dream of 
such a thing, but the dispirited professors at St. John’s College (at least those who had not already left) 
took Barr and Buchanan’s reform medicine in desperation. As we have seen, internal crises also stimulated 
additional reforms and renewed articulation of the missions of Antioch and Berea at various times in their 
long histories. 

We should not, of course, conclude that internal crises always result in clear vision and new strength. 
But they do present opportunities that sometimes work out very well. Institutional crises, of course, 
have also led to the demise of distinctive colleges. Thus, Black Mountain College disintegrated after 23 
important but stormy years, Meiklejohn’s Experimental College at the University of Wisconsin lasted only 
a half-decade before being killed by the faculty of that university, and Robert Maynard Hutchins’ reformist 
zeal required years to create “The College” at the University of Chicago—only to see it largely dismantled 
following his departure. 

From the Yale Report in 1828 to the Morrill Federal Land Grant Act of 1862, and from Robert Hutchins 
to John Dewey in this century, most who have done battle over philosophy for undergraduate education 
seem to have worked from a common premise—that large classes, passive learning, standardized tests, 
and professional and vocational training are not acceptable practices for the education of college students. 
Thus, faculty specialization, disciplinary departmentalization, and the benign neglect of teaching—all of 
which have come with the research university movement in 20th century America—are the common targets 
of those who seek to revitalize undergraduate colleges and programs. Reformers like Meiklejohn, Hutchins, 
Dewey, Rice, Buchanan and Barr may have had bitter words for one another, but they also enjoyed an 
unspoken camaraderie in protesting what they all assumed to be an inadequate and immoral establishment. 
Together, they are proponents of what Gerald Grant and David Riesman describe in their landmark 
book The Perpetual Dream as “telic reforms,” or reforms undergirded with a philosophy of undergraduate 
education (1978). Changes based simply on pragmatic considerations like student recruitment, or that 
merely tinker with existing conditions by adding new teaching incentives, are another matter. By putting 
educational considerations and values above fiscal considerations or faculty research productivity, telic 
reforms are inherently risky, even as they promise—and sometimes deliver—major advantages for students 
fortunate enough to experience them. 

Burton Clark (1970) has written of the importance of an institutional saga—that is, a culture and 
tradition that provides identity and unifies faculty staff, and students in supporting a distinctive educational 
vision. Clearly, Deep Springs and St. John’s have strong sagas that inform and even inspire successive 
generations of faculty and students. Deep Springs’ continuing commitment to its founder’s dream (L. L. 
Nunn died in 1926) has ridden largely on its students. Even though Deep Springers study at the College 
only 2 years, the weighty delegation of authority given them has resulted in an uncommon commitment to 
the ideals of the institution. St. John’s, at least among colleges achieving telic reforms, ranks at the far 
end of the spectrum of student involvement in college governance. St. Johnnies come to enjoy a sense of 
community through common intellectual experiences, but the integration of the community at all levels— 
including governance and college labor—is modest by comparison with other telic institutions. So what 
sustains these two very different institutions in their original form? A powerful saga, a sense of who they 
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are and what they are about, and, no doubt, some degree of good fortune. 
Another factor that helps to sustain many of the distinctive colleges to which we have devoted attention 

is the small scale of their operations. Most, but not all, make good on an interrelated set of philosophical 
commitments that include: student participation in college affairs, integration of work and life experience 
with academic study, an ethic of service to their surrounding communities and dedication to a cause larger 
than the self or the college. 

The small size of many of the colleges we have considered, therefore, is an advantage in that students’ 
participation in work and governance produces visible and often immediate results. Students can easily 
see that their actions, or inactions, make a difference. Not every prospective student wishes to be actively 
involved in the affairs of his or her institution, but a very small college needs to draw only a few students 
to its philosophy or program to create a unified community and make it work. They have the advantage 
of dealing primarily with students who had a distinct preference for their educational philosophy, their 
geographical location, or their cause. 

The College of the Atlantic, therefore, can focus on human ecology and draw excellent students and 
faculty to that theme—so long as it is only looking for several hundred students and a score or two of faculty 
at any given time. Distinctive colleges at the larger end of the spectrum, like Evergreen State College with 
more than 3,000 students, have little difficulty attracting faculty who are committed to interdisciplinary 
teaching, but they also must offer a wide variety of themes around which their many students can choose 
to congregate. Evergreen, of necessity, must have a broader focus than oceanography and human ecology 
if it is to engender the same degree of student commitment and enthusiasm across its entire student body. 

Telic reforms within major universities, such as Meiklejohn’s Experimental College at Wisconsin and 
Hutchins’ College at the University of Chicago, sometimes fare better than the two famous examples just 
cited. These two colleges are especially important, however, because they were grand designs envisioned 
and forged by two of the most influential reformers of higher education in 20th century America. Even 
so, truly distinctive colleges or programs within major research universities seldom endure beyond the 
inspiration of their founders. Too often they serve as a reminder for what the rest of the faculty is not 
doing, and their faculties’ devotion to teaching seems to draw attention to the fact that they are not 
publishing at the rate other professors are. The dominance of departmental forces and research values 
characteristic of a university’s faculty as a whole almost always holds sway eventually. 

As we reflect on the life cycle of distinctive colleges and programs, we must recognize an option between 
the two poles demonstrated by the colleges considered here—between maintaining a distinctive character 
over a long period of years and experiencing the death of an experimental institution. The middle ground, 
not represented by any of the institutions discussed in this volume, is occupied by colleges that gradually 
forfeit their distinctive characteristics. It is quite possible, in other words, to start with a bold vision and 
plan, but to gradually adopt practices that are present in the larger higher education system until the 
distinctive characteristics have partially or largely washed out. 

Finally, we should look at some of the important differences among distinctive colleges. While many of 
them grant students unusual freedom in selecting their course of study and designing their education, others 
have rejected the elective system and prescribed the curriculum in great detail. Experiential education and 
service learning may be common, but they are not universal characteristics of distinctive institutions. 

There also is great variety among distinctive colleges with regard to the kinds of students they seek to 
educate. A few are highly selective, like Deep Springs, Reed and St. John‘s, while others are moderately 
selective, like the College of the Atlantic and Antioch. Still others pride themselves in being open to a 
much broader spectrum of reasonably qualified high school graduates. Degree of elitism or openness is 
related in some cases to a philosophical commitment while in others to practical conditions. Most colleges 
find it hard to resist the temptation to take increasingly highly qualified students if that option is available 
to them. 

Another dimension along which our distinctive colleges displayed philosophical differences is in their 
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attitude toward research. Most of them show hostility not to research itself but to research as a mission 
of their institution or their faculty. Yet a few see research as a means to get students and faculty together 
in intellectual activity and even in physical work. Reed College and the College of the Atlantic diverge 
from the norm of most other distinctive colleges in their explicit efforts to integrate research with teaching, 
particularly with advanced students. 

The degree to which distinctive colleges follow a “whole-person” approach to education as contrasted 
with a more intellectual or neoclassical philosophy, relates in some degree to the responsiveness of the 
school to the environment in which it is located. Many distinctive colleges have specifically tailored their 
educational processes, if not their educational principles, to the land and people of their region. Prescott 
College and Deep Springs capitalize on their wilderness locations to enable their students to experience 
much of what they study. The same is true of the College of the Atlantic, poised on the wild north Atlantic 
coast. Berea College has adapted its mission specifically to the Appalachian region—even more to its 
human ecology than to its natural ecology. On the other hand, Evergreen State College, and the notable 
experiments of Meiklejohn and Hutchins, were less anchored to (or tailored to) their particular geography. 
At the far extreme, again, is St. John‘s College which seems not to have adapted its educational programs 
to fit the distinctive environments of its two vastly different campuses in Annapolis, Maryland and Santa 
Fe, New Mexico. With the neoclassical approach of St. John’s, education is primarily an educational 
endeavor and it can take place anywhere, irrespective of its setting. For institutions, however, who view 
education as involving a student’s total experience, as at Deep Springs, Prescott, or College of the Atlantic, 
the local environment is of the greatest importance. 

Conclusions and Beginnings 

Distinctive colleges, whether they be independent entities or major programs within existing univer
sities, are often given life by moral insight. For a century and a half that vision has often been driven 
by ideals of American democracy—equality, justice and participation. More recently, for example, at the 
College of the Atlantic, human survival and global ecological consciousness have emerged as the moral 
ideal. 

Some visionaries, like Hutchins, Barr and Buchanan, believed human dignity is served best by drawing 
from the wisdom of the past and projecting the students so educated toward the future. Others, like 
Dewey, Tussman and the eclectic founders of the College of the Atlantic, believed that immersion in 
contemporary problems and real experience call forth a kind of wisdom and creativity that best promises 
to strengthen the individual and address the problems of human dignity and survival. Almost all of them, 
however, agree that education needs to be more fully engaging of students’ intellect and values, more 
interdisciplinary in the embrace of ideas and in the application of concepts and more participatory in the 
sense that students and faculty are engaged together in teaching and learning. Most reformers seem to 
agree, too, that teaching of the kind that is required for optimal education is a full-time endeavor. While it 
demands serious scholarship, in the best and broadest sense, inspired teaching cannot be squeezed in and 
around a busy research agenda. They suggest, at least by implication, that Thorstein Veblen may have 
had a point back in 1918 when he suggested that universities should concentrate on graduate education 
and research, while undergraduates should be taught in colleges that devote their full energies to teaching 
(Veblen, 1918). In a book by the same name, The Higher Learning in America, Hutchins answered Veblen 
in 1936 by saying that universities should not give up the candle. 

Distinctive colleges also seem to agree on the importance of overcoming other weaknesses in the es
tablished educational customs of colleges and universities. Almost all of them seek valiantly to achieve a 
measure of equality among faculty, to avoid departmental organization of the faculty, to prepare students 
for life primarily and for work secondarily and to subjugate grades and degrees to learning and personal 
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growth. They also strive to make the processes of learning and teaching intrinsically rewarding for students 
and faculty. 

Philosophy, setting and size notwithstanding, distinctiveness in higher education often begins as a 
response to a crisis in the social order, in higher education as a whole or in the life of an institution. And 
it seldom moves forward without the galvanizing force of a moral or philosophical vision. It is intriguing 
to contemplate: Do the urban malaise and ecological crises of the 1990s, coupled with the increased public 
criticism of colleges and universities, offer opportunities for a new wave of experimentation in higher 
education? The examples reviewed in this volume suggest a positive response. 
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Appendix A 

A Partial List of Additional Distinctive 
Colleges 

Alverno College, Milwaukee, WI


Antioch College, Yellow Springs, OH


Armand Hammer United World College, Montezuma, NM


Bank Street College of Education, New York, NY


Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, NY


Bennington College, Bennington, VT


Black Mountain College, Black Mountain, NC∗


Brooklyn College, New York, NY


California State University-San Marcos, San Marcos, CA


The College, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL*


College of the Atlantic, Mount Desert Island, ME


Commonwealth College, Mena, AR*


Deep Springs College, Deep Springs, CA


Earlham College, Richmond, IN


Eckerd College, St. Petersburg, FL


Eisenhower College, Seneca, NY*


Evergreen State College, Olympia, WA


The Experiment at Berkeley, U.C. Berkeley, CA*


The Experimental College, U. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI*


∗R.I.P 
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Fairhaven College, Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA 

Franconia College, Franconia Notch, N.H. 

Gallaudet University, Washington, D.C. 

The General College at Michigan State U., East Lansing, MI* 

Goddard College, Plainfield, VT 

Hampshire College, Amherst, MA 

Maharishi International University, Fairfield, IA 

Miami-Dade Community College, Miami, FL 

Monteith College at Wayne State University, Detroit, MI* 

New College, Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY 

New College of California, San Francisco, CA 

Olivet College, Olivet, MI 

Prescott College, Prescott, AZ 

Reed College, Portland, OR 

Sangamon State University, Springfield, IL 

Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, NY 

Sheldon Jackson College, Sitka, AK 

Shimer College, Waukegan, IL 

Tuscullum College, Greeneville, TN 

University of California-Santa Cruz, CA 

Warren Wilson College, Swannanoa, NC 

World College West, Petaluma, CA 
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[BUT WE'LL TRY].

FRANKLIN W. OLIN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

will graduate its first class in 2006. As
the cover illustration demonstrates, Olin
is a continually improving, self-assessing,
feedback-encouraging kind of place.
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The subjects of this portrait are members of the
classes of '06 and '07 who were willing to be
herded into a photograph one April afternoon.
They represent neither a cross section nor
any particular segment of Olin's enrollment.

Majors Key:
E: Engineering
ECE: Electrical and Computer Engineering
ME: Mechanical Engineering
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ANSWER

On 70 acres, the Olin campus
forms an oval on a hilltop over-
looking Babson College on the
NeedhamlWeliesley town line.
Using advanced technology and
materials, the new campus was
specifically designed as the ideal
setting for the superb engineering
education Olin offers-one that
supports students' growth both
as professionals and as people.

Photo: Mark Flannary

Because none of us could
refuse a less-than-once-in-a-lifetime
chance to help build a college that aims
to educate a different kind of engineer.

o If this sounds a little scary or crazy, and you
are NOT interested, at least do us the favor of
giving this Prospectus to the sophomore who
wrecks the grading curve in your AP calculus
class and was awarded a patent in eighth grade.

o If this sounds a little scary or crazy, and you
ARE intrigued, then watch out: You may be
one of us. Read on.
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y'l}J,/ do we need a different kind of engineer?

y'l}Jj-yr are we doing to break the molds?
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7

ANSWERS

1. Because every made 2. Our economy depends 3. Organizations need 4. We need people in
thing we see or use on creative engineers the brightest, most teaching, medicine,
has been at some time who can harness scien- creative people law, business, the
engineered, engineers tific knowledge, see designing and leading arts, and public policy
have a lot of influence possibilities, and turn engineering teams. who understand
over our lives. We need problems into solutions science, engineering,
them to be looking out that people can use. and technology.
for our interests.

5. We are building a 6. For balance, our cur- 7. We are educating whole 8. Our agreements with
brand new college. riculum is built on three people. Here, learning nearby colleges-
From the ground legs: engineering, lib- and fun come together- Babson, Brandeis,
up, everything about eral arts, and entrepre- in and outside of classes and Wellesley-let
it has the goal of neurship. Plus, students and labs-and all of Olin students study
educating a different can follow their own your talents and inter- subjects-such as
kind of engineer. passionate pursuits. ests can be engaged. anthropology, entre-

preneurship, history,

9. When choosing stu- 10. We use real projects 11. We chose our location and the arts-that
can make themdents, we look beyond to teach design and to be near some of

their (outstanding) sec- the fundamentals of the nation's leading smarter engineers.

ondary-school records engineering. Our aim high-tech corporations.
and test results. We're is to show you how to Our partnerships
looking for creative teach yourself-some- are producing pro-
people, self-starters, thing you can take with jects, internships,
risk-takers, potential you and use forever. and employment for
leaders-and we Olin students.
know how to find them.

12. Before committing its 13. We scoured the nation 14. We hired a faculty, 15. We consulted with
endowment to Olin for the best practices which now numbers the National Science
College, the F. W. Olin in engineering educa- 32, out of a pool Foundation and the
Foundation had 66 tion, then designed of more than 3,300 Accreditation Board
years' experience approaches that took applicants - master for Engineering and
evaluating and some ideas further than teachers who wanted Technology so that our
providing support to would be possible in a chance to put their programs would meet
college and university any existing institution. best ideas into practice. their aims and stan-
science programs dards-and we are on
across the nation. schedule for accred-

itation after our first
class graduates.
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"There is nothing typical about
days at Olin! I've built cannons,
rockets, and dragsters, all in the
name of homework, with a team
of other students-all incredibly
gifted and fun. I've run a marathon,
traveled to three countries in seven
days, and crawled into an igloo. I've
learned that nothing is impossible.
A new college can spring up
atop a hill; the most talented
students and faculty can come
to an unknown institution."

9

Breaking Molds:

The Olin Engineer
We're not just educating engineers here (although
we expect to produce many great ones); we're
educating people-thinkers and leaders who will
be able to make a positive difference in the world.
The Olin education is a 200 percent experience
that involves every aspect of college life. We've
combined some of the best practices
in engineering education with many
new ideas of our own. The result is
a unique synthesis we believe could
offer a new model for engineering
education-one based on creativity,
innovation, and the passion people
bring to their learning.

Polina Sega/ova ('06)
Addison, /L
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10

THE LEARNING CONTINUUM.r.: ..
.. ~iJI~

Olin integrates experiences

in and out of the classroom.

Designed to be flexible, the

curriculum enables students

to cultivate their talents and

passions, to pursue their inter-

ests wherever they may lead.
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Olin's project-based

curriculum is rigorous

but fun; it helps students

see the connections

among disciplines and

figure out how to learn

on their own.

Students are helping to

build the Olin community

through service in CORe

(the student government),

the Honor Board, or on the

staff of Frankly Speaking,

the student newspaper.

Students have taken

the lead in forming clubs

and organizations-

such as the outing

club or the martial arts

club-to link up with

like-minded classmates.

Research comes in many

flavors at Olin, including

independent study and

externally and internally

funded grants involving

faculty and students as

early as their first year.

Because of the incredible

diversity of interests and

backgrounds among

Oliners, even pick-up

football or relaxing in the

residence hall with friends

are learning experiences.

For study of a personal

interest under faculty

direction, students have

earned non-degree credit

in subjects as varied as

flute, welding, photogra-

phy, and jewelry making.

Olin's co-curriculars com-

bine fun and intellectual

awareness. Led by faculty

and staff members, these

activities have included

film studies, language

tables, and current events.

Beneficiaries of a great

act of philanthropy, Olin

students give back

through SERV (Support,

Encourage, and Recog-

nize Volunteerism) and

other collaborations.

11
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AT OLIN COLLEGE, WE BELIEVE IN LEARNING
ENGINEERING IN CONTEXT. The engineering
leaders of the future will be versatile, imaginative
problem-solvers who see challenges from multiple
perspectives. This is just what the National Science
Foundation had in mind a few years back when it
recommended revamping engineering education
nationally. We listened and incorporated many
suggested changes into our innovative curriculum.

Classes at Olin are rigorous, but learning is infused
with the joy of creation and the buzz of intellectual
stimulation. Olin has brought together some of the
brightest students and most inspiring teachers any-
where and created conditions for their best work.

Majors

Engineering

Electrical and
Computer
Engineering

Mechanical
Engineering

Concentrations

Bioengineering

Computing

Materials Science

Systems Engineering

Postgraduate
Interests

Business

Engineering

Entrepreneurship

Law (Intellectual
Property and Patent)

Medicine

National Security

Nonprofit Enterprise

Public Policy

Research

Teaching

You Name It

"The engineers here can talk art, and the artists
are also engineers. I don't have to partition my
Iife-I can draw on both disciplines. Best of all,
everyone is doing the same blending, so I'm
with like souls. I'm here because I want to learn
how to be a human being-one that can solve
problems with second order differential equa-
tions-or with photographs."
Mallory (Melj Chua ('07), Glenview, IL
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THE OLIN EDUCATION

Here are just a few of the things that distinguish Olin's learning approach:

Hands-on learning: we believe Open-ended design projects: these Entrepreneurship: Olin students
students learn best when they projects call on students to define learn entrepreneurship and business
tackle authentic engineering problems, utilize technical knowledge, skills as part of the required curricu-
problems. This project orientation and apply teamwork and communi- lum, beyond which they may take
starts early and increases in cation skills to craft a solution. The up to 12 additional credits. Opportu-
sophistication as students progress open-ended project focus culminates nities in this area are especially
through the curriculum. in an ambitious, yearlong capstone strong because of our partnership

project that engages students in with neighboring Babson College,Focus on interdisciplinary con-
significant design problems with a leader in entrepreneurship andnections: faculty collaboration is
realistic constraints. business education.evident throughout the curriculum,

starting in the Integrated Course AHS (Arts, Humanities, and Social Flexibility: the curriculum leaves
Blocks (ICBs), foundation courses Sciences): there is flexibility within room for students to pursue their
which enable students to apply the curriculum for up to 24 credits of interests through technical electives
fundamental math and science to AHS. Our partnerships with Babson, and such options as passionate
real engineering projects. Brandeis, and Wellesley increase the pursuits, independent study,

options in these areas. research, and study away.

Will our approach make you a better engineer? We think so. When you graduate from
Olin, you will have an impressive portfolio of actual engineering design projects
you've been involved in, and possibly some industry experience. You will have
worked outside your comfort zone and learned to deal with ambiguity-fundamental
building blocks of the 21st Century engineer. You will also know how to:

Analyze engineering problems Understand the ethical, social, Convey information effectively in
and select appropriate tools to and professional responsibilities written, oral, and visual form
solve them of engineering Identify and address your own edu-
Develop creative designs Identify opportunities cational needs in a changing world

Work effectively in teams Apply social, cultural, and humanistic
perspectives to your work

Olin's unique combination of rigorous engineering and science courses, projects,
design, AHS, and entrepreneurship will make you into a self-confident problem solver
and independent learner. Upon graduation from Olin, you will not be trained as an
engineer; you will be an engineer, ready for success in a wide variety of fields.

• • • 

• 

• • 

• • • 

• 
• • 

• • 
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THE OLIN CURRICULUM

Hands-on Learning

Hands-on learning starts early at Olin. In the

freshman "Mechanical Nature" course block (right),

students engineered a version of the high-jumping

click beetle and tested their designs in a contest.

Project-based learning is pervasive throughout

the curriculum.

[LAYING TRACK IN FRONT

Entrepreneurship

Olin students Bret Richmond and Jeffrey Satwicz (center, at

left) teamed up with two Babson MBA students to take the

$20,000 first prize in Babson College's Douglass Foundation

Graduate Business Plan Competition. Their entrepreneurial

venture, Seahorse Power Company, earned top honors for

its plan for an innovative solar-powered trash compactor.
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16

~ 16 credits

~ 18 cnKIlts

OF A MOVING LOCOMOTIVE]

Open-ended Design

The Olin curriculum offers increasing opportunities for

students to use their creativity and engineering skills in

"open-ended" design projects. These begin with simple

projects like mechanical "wall walkers" (left) and culminate

in the senior capstone, a major, yearlong effort.

Research at Olin

Olin College vigorously supports new and con-

tinuing scholarship, research in a wide variety

of fields, innovation in engineering education,

multidisciplinary initiatives, entrepreneurship,

and other forms of intellectual vitality. These

opportunities exist not only for our faculty, but

also for Olin students as early as their first year.www.bsscommunitycollege.in   www.bssnewgeneration.in  www.bsslifeskillscollege.in
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THE OLIN CURRICULUM

Passionate Pursuits

Kori Haymore ('06) fulfilled her lifelong dream of

receiving a pilot's license (right) as part of Olin's

Passionate Pursuits program, which provides curricu-

lar and financial support for the study of personal

interests. Inspired by another passion-math educa-

tion reform-Haymore entered and won a national

essay contest and presented her ideas on Capitol Hill.

[BUILDING THE AIRPLANE

Mentoring

Olin's small size and low student/faculty ratio mean

there are plenty of opportunities to work closely

with faculty. Contact with faculty can range from

interactive classroom learning to help with assignments

to mentoring in scholarly research.
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AS IT'S FLYING]

16 credits

16 credits

17

Internships

Internships are a natural extension of Olin's

hands-on learning environment. Through these

structured workplace experiences, students

(such as Kate Walsh, right, with her Living

MicroSystems supervisor) gain real-world

insights into engineering problems; the college

builds connections to the corporate world.

Interdisciplinary Learning

To a degree unusual in higher education, faculty collaborate

to deliver the course material at Olin. The sophomore

"Tough as Nails" course block, for example, brought togeth

materials science and history in an examination of the

evolution of metalworking through the ages.

er

= 

= 
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"I think the ultimate goal for any engineering school is to teach students how to analyze
and solve problems, regardless of the field of study-and while I don't know that this is
the case elsewhere, I really feel that Olin is working towards that goal. Olin will have
taught me aspects of design, manufacture, business, and plain old problem solving, and
I think these skills will be far more valuable than remembering exactly what a five-point
discrete Laplacian is." Brian Shih ('07), Carrollton, TX

"This summer I'll be working at Olin with Professor Debbie
Chachra in biomaterials, doing studies of bone and collagen.
Summer research appeals to me greatly because I get to
work on hands-on, intensive, and short-term projects.
It's great to be able to finish the summer and have that sense
of accomplishment." Erin McCusker ('06), Lillington, NC

"Olin is attracting the best, brightest
students to a program rich in hands-on.
project-based learning. balanced with
humanities. and enhanced by its entre-
preneurial partnership with Babson
College. Olin graduates will be exception-
ally well prepared to tackle lifelong
careers in science and engineering.
I expect they'll be among tomorrow's
business leaders."

Wayne C. Johnson
Executive Director
University Relations Worldwide
Hewlett-Packard Company

"This summer I'll be going to Texas for 10 weeks to do biomedical research
with several med students and a professor at Texas Tech University. I'll be
researching the ethanol sensitivity of the receptors in various regions of
the brain. The staff and faculty at Olin were helpful; they let me know what
opportunities were available and assisted me with the application process.
Because of the fast-paced and project-based courses that I took my first
year at Olin, I was able to get an internship that is not usually offered to
first-year students." Sylvie Boiteau ('07), Upton, MA

FROM THE [NOT SO] HERE AND NOW

"Olin has taught me tenacity, determination, and how to take the lead when
I need to. It's also caused me to expect constant change and feedback-and
for this reason I have the feeling that Olin students will have trouble working
as just another cubicle-warmer in a large corporation, but will flourish in
small, more personal environments and in startup companies, where we can
make the differences we want to." Mikell Taylor ('06), Gahanna, OH

"This summer, I'll be on campus working with nine other students for a
joint Olin-NASA program. We're working on establishing a connection
between our school and NASA for future involvement and internships.
Our group is working to create a control system for an X-ray source
that NASA uses to test spaceflight equipment. It's extremely rewarding
to know you're helping build something that will be used extensively for
future NASA projects." Adam "Joe" College ('07), Clearwater, FL

"This summer, I will be working at an internship at Seahorse Power Company, the company
we started with Babson MBA students. Our first product is the SunPack Big Belly (a solar-
powered trash compactor), and two fellow Olin students, Bret Richmond and Mikell
Taylor, and I will be the leaders of development and production. This is going to be an
incredibly exciting summer for us as we prepare to take it into large-scale production-
and to launch a second product." Jeff Satwicz ('06), Newton, MA
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TO INFINITY AND BEYOND

Internships

Our students have landed great
internships.

Organizations and nonprofits:
MITRE Corporation, Soldier
Systems Center-Natick, IBM.
Sensicast. Raytheon, Boston
Engineering Corporation, Bose,
living MicroSystems. Foster-Miller,
DesignMentor. Central Intelligence
Agency, Herley Industries.
Utah Energy Office (Wind and
Renewable Energy Program).
Boeing Corporation, The Jason
Foundation. SpectraAstro.

National labs: Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory, Sandia National
Laboratory, Lawrence-livermore
National Laboratory, Lawrence-
Berkeley National Laboratory.
Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Research Experiences

The list of freshman and sopho-
more lab experiences is already
impressive: SUNY Stony Brook
(Department of Biomedical
Engineering). University of Chicago
(Physics Research Experience for
Undergraduates: Materials Research
Science and Engineering Center).
Tokyo Institute of Technology

(SURF Georgia Tech). Boston
University (Biomedical Engineering).
MIT (Materials Processing Center),
Stanford University (NNIN Research
Experience for Undergraduates
Program). University of Illinois
(Physics Research Experience for
Undergraduates: Computer Aided
Design of High Nitrogen Steels).
Oregon State University (Electrical
Engineering and Computer
Science Research Experience
for Undergraduates: Coding and
Graph Theory). Tufts University
(Coffin Virology Laboratory).
Texas Tech University (Summer
Accelerated Biomedical Research
Internship). NASA-Sponsored
Research Grant at Olin.

[This is just the start.)
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21

Breaking Molds:

A Different Kind of Teacher
From around the nation, the masterminds behind
some of the best ideas in engineering education have
come together as a faculty at Olin. Having taught at
such engineering powerhouses as MIT, Vanderbilt,
and UC-Berkeley, having worked for the likes of NASA
and on such research as the human genome
project, they possess an unparalleled combination
of experience and insight. So why did they leave
prestigious jobs to take a risk on a
college that didn't even exist? They
wanted to do something creative-
to build a model for engineering edu-
cation that would have wide influence J,. .... -

and lasting value. They wanted to ,-
work more closely with students. They "Learning at Olin is jaw-dropping.

wanted to have fun at work. And that's
The relationships we build with pro-
fessors help us learn because we
feel comfortable working with them.

their aim for their students, too. I can walk into my professor's office
to talk about sovereignty. the supe-
riority of Macs, and, if I feel like it,
the solution to Laplace's Equation."

Keon; Mahelona ('07).
Lihue. HI
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THE OLIN FACULTY numbers 32: 19 men and Debbie Chachra
Assistant Professor,

13 women, about one for every seven students. Materials Science

Their expertise ranges from high-energy astrophysics Before Olin: Postdoctoral associate, mate-

to Chopin, from artificial intelligence to cooking, from rials science and engineering, MIT M.S.
and Ph.D., materials science, Toronto

metallurgy to French. To Olin students, they are Accomplishments: National Sciences

teachers, partners, role models, and friends. and Engineering Research Council
of Canada postdoctoral fellowship,
Medical Research Council of Canada
graduate fellowship
Research: Models mechanical interac-
tion of cells with tissue; biomaterials and
low-energy particle physics
Quirky fact: Knows how to use spicesRichard Miller Hillary Thompson Berbeco
ranging from asafoetida to zaatarPresident; Professor, Assistant Professor, Chemistry

Mechanical Engineering Before Olin: Director's Postdoctoral Fellow, Mark L. Chang
Before Olin: Dean, College of Engineer- Los Alamos National Laboratory' M.S., Assistant Professor, Electrical
ing and professor, University of Iowa. applied earth sciences; Ph.D., geological and Computer Engineering
M.S., mechanical engineering, MIT; and environmental sciences, Stanford Before Olin: Ph.D., electrical engineering
Ph.D., applied mechanics, Caltech Accomplishments: National Science (and instructor, senior-level design),
Accomplishments: Started nation's Foundation Graduate Research Fellow-

University of Washington; M.S.,
first Technological Entrepreneurship ship, American Geophysical Union

electrical and computer engineering,
Certificate Program for engineers. Student Poster Award. Ph.D. research

Northwestern
Five teaching awards at two universities used synchrotron x-ray and pulsed neu- Accomplishments: Intel Foundation

Expert in earthquake engineering tron sources to characterize materials at Graduate Fellowship in 2002-03.
and spacecraft design; consultant to the nanoscale Product development, Research: FPGA arithmetic and
Aerospace Corporation, NASA's Jet marketing, and environmental consulting architecture, computer-aided design
Propulsion Laboratory, Hughes Aircraft Research: Chemistry and thermo-

tools, reconfigurable computing, and
Company, Astro Aerospace Corporation dynamic properties of novel catalyst

VLSI design
Authored 100 technical publications materials intended for fuel cell use Quirky fact: Keeps musical instruments

Research: Structural dynamics and Quirky fact: Gymnast and mom who
and cars in tune

nonlinear mechanics teaches yoga and does handstands
Quirky fact: Paid college expenses Rebecca Christianson
playing in rock band; once shared John Bourne Assistant Professor,
stage with Janis Joplin Professor, Electrical and Computer Applied Physics

Engineering; Director, Sloan Center
for Online Education, Olin/Babson Before Olin: Post-doctoral researcher,David Barrett

instructor, Harvard; Ph.D., MITAssociate Professor, Mechanical Before Olin: Professor, electrical and
Accomplishments: Teaching award,Engineering and Design; Director, computer engineering and professor,

Capstone Project Program Derek Bok Center for Teaching and
biomedical engineering, Vanderbilt.

Learning, Harvard. Article, "Crystalliza-
Before Olin: Vice president, engineer- M.S., Ph.D., electrical engineering,

tion Kinetics of Binary Colloidal Alloys,"
ing, iRobot Corporation. Founder, University of Florida

summarized results of 2001 Interna-
director, division of Walt Disney Imagi- Accomplishments: Promoted online

tional Space Station experiment.
neering Corporation. Ph.D., M.S., learning among more than 700 higher-

Research: Self-assembly kinetics in
ocean engineering, M.S., mechanical education institutions. Fellow, IEEE and

two-component colloidal systems,
engineering, Mil American Institute of Medical and Bio-

anisotropic colloids, and surfactant sys-
Accomplishments: Many published logical Engineers. Editor-in-chief,

tems; high-temperature superconduc-articles. Member IEEE Robotics and Begell House Critical Reviews in Biomed-
tors and other low-dimensionalAutomation, Vehicular Technology, and ical Engineering; founder/editor, Journal
magnetic materials

Ocean Engineering Societies of Asynchronous Learning Networks
Quirky fact: Enjoys music (BA fromResearch: Mechanical design, maritime Research: Brain research, artificial
Stanford, in fact), hiking, canoeing,construction, robotics, entrepreneurship intelligence, distance learning
cooking, gardening, and board games,and product and computer design Quirky fact: Played French horn in
not usually all at the same timeQuirky fact: Holds eight patents, includ- symphony for a decade

ing Wheeled Platforms, with colleagues

• 

• 
• 

• 
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Jill Crisman Research: Investigating the relationship David Kerns, Jr. 23
Associate Professor, Electrical and between genotype and phenotype Provost, Franklin and Mary Olin
Computer Engineering Quirky fact: Created art piece from 176 Distinguished Professor of

images derived from her Sam's Club Electrical and Computer EngineeringBefore Olin: At Northeastern, associate
membership card photoprofessor, electrical and computer Before Olin: Orrin Henry Ingram

engineering; director, Robotics and Distinguished Professor in Department
Allen DowneyVision Systems Lab; adjunct, computer of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Associate Professor, Computer Sciencescience, industrial engineering, informa- Vanderbilt. M.S., Ph.D., electrical

tion systems; co-advisor, biology. Before Olin: Faculty member, Colby, engineering, Florida State

M.S., electrical engineering, Pittsburgh; Wellesley; researcher, San Diego Super- Accomplishments: Established

Ph.D., electrical and computer engi- computer Center and Boston University microelectronics research programs

neering, Carnegie Mellon M.S., civil engineering, MIT; Ph.D., and education labs at several universi-

Accomplishments: Patented anthro- computer science, UC-Berkeley ties. Bell Labs technical staff member

pomorphic robotic hand. Served Accomplishments: Wrote How to IEEE Fellow and Millennium Award.

on proposal review panels, National Think Like a Computer Scientist, intro- Founded two successful technology

Science Foundation. Associate editor, duction to Java, C++, Python. Founded start-ups. Directed Vanderbilt's Man-

IEEE Robotics and Automation Society Green Tea Press to print free textbooks agement of Technology program

Magazine; chair, IEEE's Boston chapter Research: Application of empirical sci- Research: Microelectronics and

Research: Color robotic vision systems ence tools to computers and networks engineering education

Quirky fact: Built "lobster" robot simu- Quirky fact: Enjoys jazz and plays alto Quirky fact: Patents include sunglasses

lation; wants to "program" her triplets saxophone very badly (he says) that enhance viewing for tennis

Diana Dabby John Geddes Sherra Kerns
Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Mathematics Vice President for Innovation and
Electrical Engineering and Music Research, F. W. Olin Professor ofBefore Olin: Assistant professor, mathe-

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Before Olin: Visiting lecturer in music at matics, University of New Hampshire

Ph.D., applied mathematics, Arizona Before Olin: Chair, Department ofTufts and visiting lecturer in electrical
Electrical and Computer Engineering,engineering and computer science at Accomplishments: NIH grant to study

MIT simultaneously. M.S., Ph.D., elec- mathematics of microvascular blood flow Vanderbilt. M.A., Wisconsin; Ph.D.,

trical engineering/computer science, Research: Laser-based chaotic com- UNC-both in physics

MIT; M.F.A., music, Mills munication schemes and pulse dynam- Accomplishments: Ex-director,

ics in model locked lasers University Consortium for ResearchAccomplishments: Best Poster prize
Quirky fact: Owns a cockatoo on Electronics in Space. President,at International SIAM Conference on

American Society for EngineeringApplications of Dynamical Systems.
Stephen Holt Education (ASEE), 2004-05 Harriett B.International concert pianist (soloed
Physics Professor, Olin/Babson; Rigas Outstanding Woman Engineeringat Carnegie Hall); has given concert!
Sciences Director, Babson Educator Award, ASEE ECE Distin-lectures on her work sponsored by

guished Educator Award, and IEEEMIT, Princeton, Cornell, and Dartmouth, Before Olin: Director, space sciences,
Millennium Award. Leader withamong others. Teaches at Juilliard NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
National Electrical EngineeringWriting a book, Variations and Shad- Ph.D., physics, NYU
Department Heads Association andows-Music from Chaos Accomplishments: Principal investiga-
ASEE Evaluator for AccreditationResearch: Uses chaos theory, generat- tor and/or project scientist on eight
Board for Engineering and Technologying musical variations of original works NASA space missions. 200+ publica-
Research: Microelectronic circuitsQuirky fact: Most exciting moment- tions in journals and scholarly books;
Quirky fact: Collects art that makesrafting down class VI rapids in Georgia 100 major conference presentations.
her laughLeader in National Academy of Sci-

Helen Donis-Keller ence, American Physical Society, and
Professor, Biology and Art American Astronomical Society.

Before Olin: Professor of surgery; Received NASA's highest civilian honor

director, Division of Human Molecular Research: High-energy astrophysics

Genetics; joint appointments as profes- and supernovas

sor of genetics, professor of genetics Quirky fact: Serious "B" tennis player

in psychiatry, Washington University
School of Medicine. Ph.D., biochem-
istry and molecular biology, Harvard;
M.F.A., studio art, School of the
Museum of Fine Arts and Tufts
Accomplishments: Art and science
interests. Led research that developed
first genetic linkage map of the human
genome in 1980s Authored 150+
science publications

-

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
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Joanne Pratt
Assistant Professor,
Biological Sciences

Before Olin: Instructor, Division of Cell
Biology and the Department of Pedi-
atrics, National Jewish Medical Research
Center. Ph.D., immunology, Penn
Accomplishments: National Research
Science Award Individual Fellowship

Benjamin Linder Research: Paul Revere and metallurgi- and Medical Foundation Fellowship.
Assistant Professor, cal work after the Revolution Presented research at national and
Mechanical Engineering Quirky fact: Writing a screenplay on international conferences
Before Olin: M.S., Ph.D., mechanical the road to the American Revolution Research: Factors that control the
engineering, MIT growth and functional programs of

Bradley MinchAccomplishments: Cofounder, software white blood cells
Associate Professor, Electrical andcompany delivering product develop- Quirky fact: Known to run marathons
Computer Engineeringment tools to large manufacturing firms and climb 14,OOO-footmountains

Research: Entrepreneurship and busi- Before Olin: Assistant professor, School
ness structures for social ventures. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Stephen Schiffman

Cornell. Ph.D., Computation Neural Associate Professor, Olin/BabsonProduct design and design education, and
including estimation, ecodesign, and Systems program, Caltech Before Olin (and today): Faculty
developing world design Accomplishments: Numerous teaching member, Babson. M.S., management,
Quirky fact: Goes by "lin2 De2" in awards; Cornell's 2003 IEEE student MIT; Ph.D., mathematics, Dartmouth
Mandarin, which he practices off and on organization's professor of the year; Accomplishments: Architect of

NSF Early CAREER Award Babson's award-winning undergraduate
Caitrin Lynch Research: Analog and mixed-signal curriculum. Worked at DEC
Assistant Professor, Humanities and integrated circuit design Research: Information systems
Social Sciences QUirky fact: Pizzeria Uno fanatic known Quirky fact: Accomplished clarinetist
Before Olin: Assistant professor, to drive 100 miles for a Chicago Classic

anthropology, Drew; Mellon postdoc- Mark Somerville
Michael Moody Assistant Professor, Electricaltoral fellow, Johns Hopkins. Ph.D.,
Dean of the Faculty; F. W. Olin Engineering and PhysiCScultural anthropology, Chicago
Professor of MathematicsAccomplishments: Completing book, Before Olin: Assistant professor,

Producing Garments, Producing Identi- Before Olin: Chair, Department of physics, Vassar. M.S., electrical
ties: Gender and Cultural Politics in Sri Mathematics, Harvey Mudd. Ph.D., engineering, MIT; M.A., physics, Oxford;
Lanka s Global Garment Industry applied mathematics, Chicago Ph.D., electrical engineering, MIT
Research: Gender, labor, nationalism, Accomplishments: Developed nation- Accomplishments: Joint Services
and globalization; focuses on postcolo- ally recognized applied mathematics Electronics Program Doctoral and Post
nial Sri Lanka and the U.S.; comparative curriculum. Co-designer, developer of Doctoral Fellowship, Office of Naval
ethnographic and historical studies award-winning ODEArchitect software Research Graduate Fellowship, and
Quirky fact: Got lost in fog atop an program. Author of books on integrat- Rhodes Scholarship. Voted Vassar's
Indonesian volcano; speaks Sinhala and ing technology into calculus curriculum "Outstanding Teacher" by students
Tamil (not that it helped) • Fulbright fellowship Research: Physics of semiconductors

Research: Biomathematics (genetic Quirky fact: Considered dropping out of
Robert Martello models for evolving populations), graduate school to go to cooking school
Assistant Professor, History mathematics education
of Science and Technology Quirky fact: Often asked if he is Sarah Spence

Professor, MathematicsBefore Olin: Digital History Annotations Kevin Kline Assistant

and Features Producer for undergradu- Before Olin: M.S., Ph.D., Cornell;
Gill Prattate history text Inventing America. both in mathematics
Associate Professor, Electrical andM.S., civil and environmental engineer- AccompliShments: Research at NATO
Computer Engineeringing; Ph.D., history and social study of Advanced Study Institute and National

science and technology, MIT Before Olin: Associate professor, elec- Security Agency. Book on algebraic
Accomplishments: Researched Paul trical engineering and computer coding theory. Exxon Mobil Fellow in
Revere narrative from technological, science, MIT • M.S., Ph.D., electrical the Mathematical Association of Amer-
environmental, and entrepreneurial engineering and computer science, MIT ica's Project NExT
perspectives (recent article won Accomplishments: Directed MIT's Leg Research: Cryptography
two major awards) • Consultant on Laboratory. Invented "dinosaur" robot Quirky fact: Competed internationally
the environment and for an online featured in Scientific American in Lindy Hop (the original swing dance)
publishing company. Programmer Research: "Series-elastic" actuators

and "virtual model" control languages
Quirky fact: Raced solar-powered cars
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Lynn Andrea Stein research at numerous national and ACADEMIC PARTNERS 25
Professor, Computer Science international conferences; work pub-

lished in leading peer-reviewed journals Woodie Flowers
Before Olin: Associate professor,

Research: Stability and pattern forma- Distinguished Olin Partner
computer science, MIT • M.S., Ph.D.,

tion on the interface between two fluids Before Olin (and today): Pappalardocomputer science, Brown
Quirky fact: Enjoys swimming, reading,Accomplishments: Computer-science Professor of Mechanical Engineering at
playing with his children, and just about- teaching pioneer. GE Foundation MIT (serves concurrently) • S.M., ME,
anything FrenchFaculty for the Future Award, National Ph.D., mechanical engineering, MIT

Science Foundation Young Investigator (minored in art for Ph.D. program)
Jessica Townsend Accomplishments: Hosted PBS televi-Award, and Ruth and Joel Spira Teach-
Assistant Professor,

ing Award. Publishing textbook that will sion series Scientific American Frontiers
Mechanical Engineering • NASA Public Service Medal. MITrevolutionize computer-science teaching  

Before Olin: Post-doctoral associate, MacVicar Faculty Fellow for extraordi-Research: Computer-science education
FAAINASA Center of Excellence for nary contributions to undergraduateQuirky fact: Has built a robot baby and
Aviation Noise and Emissions Mitigation, education. Director of four companiesan "intelligent room"
MIT; instructor, mechanical engineering, • Technology Review board member

Jonathan Stolk MIT • performance engineer, Hamilton Research: Creative design process
Assistant Professor, Sundstrand Power Systems. Ph.D., and product development systems
Mechanical Engineering and aeronautics and astronautics, MIT Quirky fact: Has tried hang-gliding,
Materials Science Accomplishments: liaison, Aeronau- ultralights, skydiving, and drumming

ticsBefore Olin: Visiting assistant profes- and Astronautics Department head
search. co-founder, Graduate Associa- Janey Prattsor, Bucknell. M.S., Ph.D., materials
tion for Aeronautics and Astronautics. Senior Partner in Health Sciencesscience and engineering, UT-Austin
recipient, AIM Foundation Wilbur andAccomplishments: Several teaching Before Olin (and today): General sur-
Orville Wright and Gordon C. Oates Airawards; voted "Bucknell's Favorite Pro- geon, Massachusetts General Hospital;
Breathing Propulsion awards; Americanfessor" by students. Research scien- instructor in surgery, Harvard Medical
Association of University Women Engi-tist, Institute for Advanced Technology School. M.D., Tufts, School of Medicine
neering Dissertation FellowshipResearch: Novel metal alloys and Accomplishments: Member, Ameri-
Research: Heat transfer, thermody-metal-polymer nanocomposites can Society of Bariatric Surgeons,
namics and fluid dynamicsQuirky fact: Developed world's best Society of American Gastrointestinal
Quirky fact: Enjoys learning newgreen salsa Endoscopic Surgeons
things-from pottery to snowboarding Research: Magnetic endoscopy and

Brian Storey to meteorOlogy minimally invasive surgery for obesity
Assistant Professor, Quirky fact: Southerner who lived
Mechanical Engineering Yevgeniya V. Zastavker in Indiana, then Maine, and spent two

Assistant Professor, Physics years in Paris and BrusselsBefore Olin: M.S., mechanical
Before Olin: Visiting assistant pro-engineering, Illinois; Ph.D., mechanical
fessor, physics, Wellesley. Ph.D.,engineering, UG-Berkeley
biological physics, MIT CONSULTANTS I INSTRUCTORS

Accomplishments: Ph.D. research
Accomplishments: Active in rigorousinvolved detailed computational model- David Anderson

ing in the study of sonochemistry • program to introduce promising under-
Master Instructor, Mechanicalrepresented high school studentsWorked in active sonar systems and Design and Fabricationto science, engineering, and businessunderwater acoustics at University

Research: Helical ribbons formed inof Texas Applied Research Labs Timothy Hemesath
quaternary sterol systemsResearch: Fluid mechanics, computa- Ph.D. Laboratory Specialist
Quirky fact: Taught belly dancingtional science and engineering
as a co-curricularQuirky fact: Known for "trash talk"

before student/faculty basketball games

Burt Tilley
Associate Professor,
Mathematics

Before Olin: Assistant professor,
mathematics, and Honors College
instructor, NJIT • Ph.D., applied
mathematics, Northwestern
Accomplishments: NSF-NATO
Postdoctoral Research Fellowship at
Hydrodynamics Laboratory at Ecole
Polytechnique in France. Presented
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" I think the thing Olin does really well is
teach the ability to learn. A lot of the
specific skills won't be important in 15
or 20 years, but it
won't matter, because There is no such thing as busywork here. Everything you do
we'll be able to figure applies to something-a project, another class, something.
out the new stuff.

There is a difference between workload and difficulty.
Olin focuses more on difficulty and thought process
than on assigning tons of work, which is really great.

I think our students will be more able to tolerate risks when they get out. Making a conscious choice of
what you want to do and then doing it means you will not be pushed around so much by circumstance.

We're trying to produce graduates
who will be the kind of employees
a company will turn to when they
need to get something done-
the kind of employees who can rise
rapidly, who understand not only
the engineering but also the context
in which they are operating.

OLIN STUDENTS SAY: I -------
This is a feedback culture. We try to improve our classes. We try to use our free time intentionally.

We were supposed to design a toy that would climb a
glass wall. We had some notable team-dynamic issues,
but by the end of it, we actually were communicating
and working as a team. Although the project
didn't turn out the way we planned,
I learned a whole lot about working with
others, getting over your differences, and
getting the job done.
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Entrepreneurship is really about identifying opportunity, assessing
the opportunity, marshalling resources to create something that

doesn't exist that has value for

The ingenuity to imagine that which does not exist someone else. That's what our
and then make it or orchestrate how it is made-as students are interested in.
an engineer does-is a creative art.

We tend to deal with a lot more ambiguity than a traditional engi-
neering program, where you walk in the door and are told what you'll
be doing for the next four years. Here, we have a road map, in that
we have a curriculum design-but we know it's going to change.

In high school, I was totally involved with math and science, but I was also in charge of the literary
magazine and the yearbook. So when I graduate from Olin, I plan to be not only great at engineering-
well, I hope to be great at engineering but I also want to keep everything in balance.

Engineering is a way of looking at the world and understanding the dynamics of systems
that is important no matter what the occupation.

The kind of engineer we want to
My freshman year, we had a course called The Next Big
Thing, which was basically using wireless technology educate is the one who is likely to
to create a great innovation. My team made a game called come up with the answer to the
RC Laser Tag, using remote-control cars. We did a lot
of hand waving, and we taught ourselves a lot about question you did not think to ask.
circuitry. At the end, it was not what we had originally
planned, but it
certainly did work.
It was exciting. In my courses, I ask for feedback in every class. How is
It was neat. the class running? What are our learning objectives? What

do you think you got out of that? It keeps us all on track. "

-
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A DAY IN THE LIFE
"My typical day: get up, shower, get
dressed, go to class, do class work, go
to sleep. What makes it different from
the daily life of every other college
student on the face of the earth? The
details. What you can't tell from the pic-
tures is all the activities I participate in
outside of class-socializing, playing in
an orchestra, making yummy Asian food,
fencing, starting political discussions--
the list goes on and on. I even dressed
up as a pirate for Pirate vs. Ninja Day.
I love Olin because there is no 'average'
day. Every morning I wake up and
know that I'll learn something new or
try something different."
Kristen Dorsey ('07), Olympia Fields, IL

, 
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"The distinctive feature of Olin's
Honor Code is the 'Do Something
Clause,' which requires students to
actively work to resolve problems.
People here don't sit back and let
others take care of issues. You'll
hear 'Do Something' often at Olin,
and not just with regard to the
Honor Code."

29

Breaking Molds:

Student-Designed Student Life
Looking to spend four years in century-old buildings
named after "departed" alumni? Then Olin's not for
you. We're building history and traditions-and we're
inviting your help. Everything here-including class-
rooms and curriculum-is new, but we have plenty of
opportunities for involvement and inventive leadership.
Olin students are busy creating the
college's legacy, starting clubs and
organizations, interpreting their Honor
Code, working with professors to
design classes, shaping the student
government, and volunteering in the
community. There may be no other
college where students-intelligent,
energetic thinkers and doers-have
such influence over their surroundings.

Mike Curtis ('06),
Cedar Rapids, fA
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"It's amazing what we
can accomplish."
Que Anh Nguyen ('06),
San Jose, CA

"I'm surrounded by people with interests as varied as mine.
In the residence hall, we hang out and talk, play games,
watch movies, eat pizza, and do homework-sometimes
all at once, and sometimes until 3 in the morning. Until
you've lived in a dorm at a "normal" college (or a large
state u., as I did), you can't fully appreciate the luxury
of the Olin res hall." Lee Edwards ('07), Port St. Lucie, FL

FASCINATINGLEFT-BRAIN

"The thing that makes Olin unique among other colleges and
universities is both the opportunity and the obligation that students
have to actively contribute to the building and development of the
college. Olin students are present on committees dealing with every-
thing from curricular decisions to oversight of independent study
and research projects to accreditation to implementing the Honor
Code. All this makes
for a tremendous
learning experience.
Kate Blazek ('06),
Palo Alto, CA

"Olin students are
characters. Living
and studying with
them has been so
much fun!"
Korl Haymore ('06),
Kurtistown, HI
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"Olin gives people the chance to learn real-world skills-like running
a meeting or founding an organization. My experiences in the Hillside
Elementary service project, Franklin W. Olin Players, the Chinese
Club, Por Supuesto (the Spanish co-curricular), 76 Trombones
(marching band club), and the Big Conversations committee allow me
to see other people's talents." Alex Dorsk ('07), Cape Elizabeth, ME

31

NO LIMITS EXCITING TREMENDOUS

"I am impressed by how many Olin students excel in the
arts (music, visual arts, writing, and more). As the people
we are, I think we get the left side of our brain exercised
strenuously by the technical engineering classes of the
curriculum, so to balance it out we also enjoy working
and pushing the right side of our brains to be creative."
Janet Tsai ('06), Fort Collins, CO

"I've been helping to plan and run the
Spanish co-curricular for the past year,
which involved having a Spanish-only table
at lunch some days, watching Spanish
movies on the weekends, and celebrating
the rich culture of Hispanic countries.
These activities helped me maintain my
Spanish skills. This summer ('II spend in
Costa Rica in a Spanish immersion program
in preparation for the fall abroad at Univer-
sidad des las Americas in Puebla, Mexico."
Kimberly McCraw ('06), Fort Worth, TX
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76 Trombones
Babson Olin Catholic Association
Olin Bowlin' Club
Butterfingers Club (Juggling)
Chinese Club
Christian Club
Comic Book Club
Cooking Club
Franklin W. Olin Players (Drama)
F.I.L.M. Club
Frankly Speaking (Newspaper)
Game Club
Hawaii Club
In Decent Exposure
International Club
Japanese Club
Jazz Orchestra
Korean Club
MacOS
Many Faces of Engineering
Massage and Therapy Club
Olin Automotive Enthusiasts
Olin Political Caucus
Olin Broadcasting Club
Olin Entrepreneurial Group (OEG)
Olin Star Gazing Society
Open
Open Computing Project
Outing Club
Ping-Pong Club
Sci-Fi Club
Student Martial Arts Club (SMAC)
Trivial
Video Game Club ("Friendly Fire")
Wanderlust
Weapons Handling And Combat

Kakistocracy (WHACK)
Yearbook Club
What club will you start?

Olin students are also eligible to join
most of the 50-plus groups at Babson
College including the Players, Babson
College Radio, Improv Troupe, Babson
Marketing Association, C-Notes a cap-
pella, and Ice Hockey Club. Wellesley
offerings include the Quiz Bowl Team,
Art Club, Science Fiction & Fantasy
Society, Amnesty International, Mock
Trial, and Snowboard Club.

Events

The Student Activities Committee (SAC)
is always busy, planning Hawaiian luaus,
winter formals, laser tag trips, mass
movie viewings, and the like. Recurring
events include ExpressO open-mike
talent shows, ice cream study breaks,
spring barbeques, video game tourna-
ments, and egg fights with the faculty.

Organizations

Olin students have started-and con-
tinue to start-Qrganizations to match
their interests. See http://core.olin.edu.

Sports

Olin students may play on Babson club
or intramural teams including soccer,
tennis, basketball, rugby, volleyball,
hockey, and golf. Each season, Olin's
own intramural program offers two activ-
ities including ultimate Frisbee, volley-
ball, softball, and basketball. Olin has
two outdoor fields as well as access to
Babson's extensive indoor facilities.

Volunteer Service

Whether developing technology solu-
tions for wheelchair-bound adults, refur-
bishing computers for underprivileged
Needham families, or producing
information resources for the elderly,
Olin students make a difference. SERV
(Support, Encourage, and Recognize
Volunteerism) provides opportunities
for significant service. As in the philan-
thropic roots of the college, SERV instills
a spirit and practice of giving back.

DOERS, NOT SPECTATORS. When Olin students
break away from books and projects (and they
often do) you'll find them applying their talents to
volunteer projects like Engineers Without Frontiers
and Habitat for Humanity. You'll also find them
playing intramural sports or feeding their passions
through participation in their own creations,
like the jazz orchestra,
the school paper, or
ping-pong, comic book,
or cooking clubs.

Co-curriculars

Olin's co-curricular offerings com-
bine fun and intellectual awareness.
Faculty and staff members lead the
groups and award transcript notation
to participating students. Different
co-curriculars are offered every
semester. Some examples: American
Sign Language, Architecture and
the Environment, Current Events
Table, Introduction to Northeast Salt
Water Fishing, La Vie Boheme,
Math Table, Olin Dance Project,
Ornithology for Engineers, and Yoga.
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OVALs: Olin Volunteer Ambassador League conducts
tours for the Office of Admission and hosts overnight and
day visits of prospective students.

Ninjas: Need info now Gust ask)-a student peer-tutoring
program in math and physics. Also used to describe
anyone skilled in a field ("Zack is a real Linux ninja").

Passionate Pursuits: Program enabling students to
develop interests and complete projects with faculty
guidance (and, often, Olin funding) for non-degree credit.

Phoenix: The Olin College mascot.

R2: Resident Resource-student on each residence hall
floor who answers questions, solves problems, provides
support, and creates a safe and fun living environment.

SERV: Support Encourage and Recognize VOlunteerism,
Olin's volunteer organization.

Sibbs: A program that builds bridges between freshmen
and volunteer sophomores, who adopt freshmen to help
them adjust to the unique culture and quirks of Olin.

Spiral Learning: Learning that occurs in the course of
a project during which students struggle, but realize what
they have learned retrospectively.

Squirt-squirt: An Olin metaphor in which the student is
a fish flopping and gasping (for understanding) on the
deck and the professor is squirtihg just enough water
(information) on it to keep it alive (thinking).

Ant Farm: Olin's Academic Center, which houses class-
rooms and labs, wood and machine shops, seminar and
meeting rooms, and faculty research labs.

Away Experience: Each Olin student has the opportunity
to experience learning "away" from the College-through
an internship or study abroad, for example.

Conductorless Orchestra: Dedicated to the collaborative
spirit of chamber music, the ensemble is conductorless.
(Or is it semiconductorless?)

CORe: Council of Olin Representatives, student government.

Do-learn/Learn-do: A method of teaching in which
students undertake projects that require them to seek
and immediately apply new learning.

Expo: A student-run, end-of-semester "exposition"
showcasing academic, co-curricular, Passionate Pursuit,
and volunteer work.

FWOP: Franklin W. Olin Players drama club produces a
radio drama and a full-stage production each year.

ICB: Integrated Course Block, in which multiple faculty
members teach courses synchronized with a hands-on
project. Coordinates the understanding of underlying
disciplines and real engineering problems.

OIiner: A current Olin student.

The Oval: Grassy center of campus, ideal for impromptu
games, studying, and relaxation.
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"For a college of its size, the diversity
of extracurricular and co-curricular
activities at Olin impresses me. It is
also comforting to know that addi-
tional academic and extracurricular
opportunities exist. This year, I enjoyed
and excelled in two Babson history
classes; next year, I hope to enroll
in a Wellesley English course and,
perhaps later, take one at Brandeis."

35

Breaking Ground, Breaking Out:

The Place
Olin students benefit from all that surrounds them-
their own campus, the neighboring campuses of
Babson, Brandeis, and Wellesley; the town of
Needham; the corporate world of Route 128; and
the city of Boston. Together, the four campuses give
Olin students an incredibly broad range of educational
and extracurricular opportunities. Needham meets
everyday needs and gives students a
real community. Nearby Route 128,
"America's Technology Highway," is
home to many big-name, high-tech
corporate partners. And Boston,
America's primo college town, offers
all the culture, nightlife, sports, and
entertainment a student could want.

Alex Epstein ('07)
Brooklyn, NY
Member, Franklin W Olin Players
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THE OLIN CENTER
Administrative offices,
including Admission

Faculty offices

Library/Knowledge Lab

300-seat auditorium

IT Center

Multi-story atrium

24/7 LAB ACCESS

'(::»
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VolP WIRELESS NODES.. LAPTOP ENVIRONMENT

THE CAMPUS CENTER
Main dining facility

Meeting and conference rooms

Student activity rooms

Office of Student Life

Support Services

Office of Post-Graduate Opportunities

-
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Beyond the Oval, Olin students find worlds of
learning, opportunity, and fun-all connected and
accessible. They can tap the brainpower of nearby
colleges and the Route 128 high-tech corridor, and
soak up the excitement and culture of Boston.

"I try to remember that Boston is just a T-ride away.
There's plenty to do in town-eating, shows, walks,
concerts, shopping, and did I mention eating? Olin
can be very intense, so I think it's important
to just get away when you can."
Erin McCusker ('06), Lillington, NC

Babson College

Distance from Olin: Adjacent campus,
connected by walking paths

What it offers: Business college with
national reputation for top programs in
entrepreneurship. 1,700 students. Olin
students take business courses, partici-
pate in entrepreneurial activities, clubs,
sports teams, and recreational events.

Brandeis University

Distance from Olin: 7.2 miles,
via Olin-arranged taxVminibus

What it offers: Sense of small, selective
college; facilities, faculty of a large
research university. Special strengths in
social sciences, history, Judaic studies.
3,100 students. Olin students take
courses in languages, theater, computer
science, and laboratory sciences.

Wellesley College

Distance from Olin: 2.5 miles,
via Olin-arranged taxVminibus

What it offers: Top-ranked, multicultural
women's liberal arts college, with
strength in the sciences. 2,300 students.
Olin students take courses in political
science, social sciences, laboratory
sciences, theater, and languages.

Boston

Distance from Olin: 16 miles-
28 minutes by T (train), 20 minutes by car

What it offers: Culture and resources of
an international city and its community
of 200,000 undergraduate, graduate,
and professional students at 60 colleges
and universities-including some of
the world's most renowned. Major
museums, vast libraries, galleries,
theatre, ballet, Red Sox, and Boston
Symphony. Rich with America's history.

Needham, Massachusetts

Distance from Olin: 2 miles to center

What it offers: All the features of an
attractive, small (population 30,000)
New England town-pleasant neighbor-
hoods, town square, churches, schools,
shopping, coffee houses, restaurants,
library, YMCA, community theatre.
Check out the Minuteman Model Yacht
Club, the largest in New England, Tues-
day evenings at the village reservoir.

Route 128

Distance from Olin: 3.7 miles

What it offers: Concentration of
high-tech firms including: Analog
Devices, Bose, Brooktrout Technology,
Cisco, Compaq, EMC, E.piphany,
General Dynamics, Genuity, Lotus
Development, Microsoft, Nokia, Nortel,
Oracle, PTC, Raytheon, RSA Security,
Storage Networks, Sun Microsystems.
Internships, part-time and full-time
jobs, engineering projects.

HOME

"I spend a lot of time doing
community service. I am a
platelet donor and volunteer at
the Animal Rescue League of
Boston's shelter in Dedham.
Philanthropy is the basis for
Olin College, and though I
don't have much money, it's
important to give where I can."
Joles Arnold ('06),
Middletown Springs, VT
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"I have taken classes taught by Babson professors and deans, sung in
Babson's a cappella group for a year, and studied martial arts at Bran-
deis. Each of these keeps me interacting with people who are in many
ways both the same and different from me. They make me realize the
many different 'languages' and mindsets that I will have to work with
after I leave Olin." Adam Horton ('06), Westford, VT

39

"I started rock climbing and am involved
in a Passionate Pursuit that is going to
build a bouldering space in a squash
court over at Babson."
Yrinee Michaelidis ('07), Boston, MA

ACTIVE METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
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"Olin has a long way to go, but I
know it will go in the right direction.
All that potential energy cannot just
disappear or it would break the
Law of Conservation of Energy."

Kat Kim ('07),
Union City. CA

41

Breaking Loose:

Ideas from Many Sources
In 1997, Barnes & Noble was fresh out of "primers"
on how to start an engineering college. So, to
obtain the best futuristic thinking, the founders-
the F.W. Olin Foundation-met with the National
Science Foundation and some of the nation's leading
educators and practicing engineers. They listened
carefully as the Accreditation Board for Engineering
and Technology told them that engineering education
needed revamping. The vision is now being realized,
and we acknowledge the massive y
contributions of intellectual capital.
Corporations, educational institutions,
and friends continue to give resources,
ideas, and time to our faculty and
students. We continually thank those
who are responsible for our short past-
and are just as essential to our future.
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OLIN COLLEGE'S ROOTS are in the F. W. Olin
Foundation, which over 66 years consulted
on and funded construction of 78 buildings
on 58 campuses around the nation. In 1997,
the Foundation's trustees determined that its
endowment could make a larger and more lasting
impact if invested in establishing a model college
of engineering. Their gift to Olin College, currently
valued at about $400 million (one of the largest
gifts in the history of American higher education),
has constructed the campus in Needham and
created a college endowment out of which Olin
student tuitions will be funded in perpetuity.

The Start-up

Aiming to create a new paradigm for
engineering education consistent with
the goals of the National Science Foun-
dation and the greater engineering com-
munity, the college launched Invention
2000, a two-year effort to fundamentally
rethink engineering education and
college operations. Led by Foundation
President Lawrence W. Milas and Olin
College President Richard K. Miller, the
effort looked at every aspect of college

life in the search for better ways; it also
provided the framework for developing
the college's physical and human
resources. Through fall 2002, the college
constructed a 300,000 square-foot
campus, consisting of state-of-the-art
academic, administrative, and residential
spaces supported by the most advanced
communication and instructional tech-
nologies. The college also hired an
outstanding administrative staff and
appointed a faculty-receiving more than
3,300 applications for 32 positions.

Franklin W. Olin: Through talent, hard work, and education, Franklin Walter Olin founded one of
the nation's leading corporations and a major philanthropic foundation. His deep commitment to
innovation and entrepreneurship continues to empower others.

u

Born in 1860, he grew up in Vermont lumber camps and had little formal schooling after age 13.
Fascinated with rising technology, he continued his education through self-study and qualified
for entrance to Cornell. There, he studied civil engineering and played baseball, setting a
still-standing home-run record using a bat he invented.

In summers, he played professional baseball, worked for a patent attorney, and designed textile
mill machinery before getting his big break: the chance to build a gunpowder mill. His own busi-
ness grew, and he developed one of America's great companies-today, the Olin Corporation.

Mr. Olin used his wealth to create the F. W. Olin Foundation in 1938. He said, "I don't want the youth of the present
generation to encounter the same difficulties in obtaining a useful education that I had to overcome when I was a boy."
Those words are the basis of the Foundation's endowment grant, allowing Olin College to be tuition-free.
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Even before graduating Wellesley and Brandeis: Agreements research and intellectual property, 43
with nearby Wellesley and Brandeis and career planning. Additionally,

its first class, Olin has provide options for enrichment in the they have been exceedingly generous
caught the attention of arts, sciences, and humanities, and for with grants for equipment, software,

college rating guides: participation in student organizations. programs, facilities, and scholarships.

In return, our partners gain benefitsOther colleges and organizations:The Unofficial, Unbiased Guide to from association with Olin. They haveMany institutes of higher educationthe 328 Most Interesting Colleges, the opportunity to influence a modelhelped Olin College get off the ground.a 2004 Kaplan book, cites Olin's of education that will fundamentallyThese relationships came in many"out-of-the-box, innovative" alter the engineering profession of theforms, from paid consultancies toacademic environment. Along future. They have access to a pool ofinformal meetings among colleagues:with Brown, Cornell, and Duke, interns who are exceptionally well
Olin is recommended by the book's Aalborg University. Accreditation prepared to develop creative solutions
counselor survey for "students Board of Engineering and Technology. in a business environment. They gain
seeking a more unconventional Alabama. Alverno College. American opportunities to investigate points of
academic environment." Academy of Engineering, Amherst. contact between faculty research

Arizona State. Bryn Mawr. Bucknell • projects and corporate business goals,Olin was named one of nine "hot Caltech • Carnegie Mellon. Colorado as well as opportunities to exploreschools" for 2002-before the College. Colorado. Cooper Union. new products, new technologies, andfirst freshmen arrived-by the Dartmouth. Drexel. Ecole des Mines new ways of doing business.Newsweek/Kaplan How to Get Into de Nantes • Georgia Tech. Georgia
College guide. The "college that Tech-Lorraine. Green. Hampshire. Industry friends: ARAMARK
didn't exist" shared the list with Hartford. Harvard (College, Business Education. Bose. Boston Scientific
established institutions such as School, and Medical School) • Harvey • Crestron Electronics. DEKA
Vanderbilt, Michigan, and Vassar. Mudd. Hope. International University Research and Development. Design

at Bremen. Information and Commu- Mentor. Extron Electronics. FidelityThe Princeton Review included
nication University (Korea) • Kwangju Investments. Foster-Miller. General

Olin in The Best 357 Colleges,
Institute of Science and Technology. Dynamics C4 Systems. Hewlett-a 2005 undergraduate guidebook.
Lehigh. Maryland. Michigan. MIT • Packard. IBM. IDEO. Ingersoll-Rand

Olin is featured as one of eight
National Science Foundation. New • iRobot • Jason Foundation.

schools receiving the publisher's
Hampshire. North Carolina State. MITRE. NASA. Natick Soldier

"Best" designation.
NSF Coalitions. RISD • Rose-Hulman Center. NORDX • Nortel Networks.
• RPI • Samsung Advanced Institute Pernicka • Pharos. PTC • Raytheon • 

Academic Partners of Technology. Smith. Stanford. Segway • Sodexho Campus Services

To invent Olin College, we needed to Swarthmore. Technical University

investigate existing "best practices" of Denmark. Tennessee. Texas. The corporate world is
in academics, student life, finance, Texas A&M • Trinity College. Tufts.

  
already embracing Olin

administration, marketing, and admis- UC-Berkeley • UMass-Amherst •

sion. Who better to ask than our sister UMass-Dartmouth • UMass-Lowell • The MathWorks-a world leader
institutions from throughout the University of Andes. University of in engineering software develop-
world for a few ideas? Not surprisingly, Southern Denmark. University of ment-donated its MATLAB and
they took some of our ideas too, Strathclyde • Vanderbilt. Washington Simulink programs to Olin and is
which was exactly the intention of • Williams. WPI collaborating with Olin faculty to
the founders-to be a new paradigm creatively incorporate the software

Corporate Partnersfor engineering education. into the college's curriculum.
The fact is, all Olin students will even-Babson College: Olin's location A business hatchery at Olin-
tually need work. That's right-a job!next to the country's #1 program in Foundry@1795-brings togetherSo, it makes pertect sense to listenentrepreneurship was no accident. Olin and Babson student teams,
to the advice of leading companiesWe wanted our students to get the advised by faculty members from
about how they envision their needsbusiness and entrepreneurship portion both colleges, to develop ideas
for future leaders of technology.of their education from the best. For for new business ventures. Boston-
It's Olin's job to use their opinionsOlin students, it means that shared based Fidelity Capital donated
and resources to create an engineer-facilities, performing arts, student office furniture; the National Colle-
ing education that will stand thegroups, religious life, and athletics giate Inventors and Innovators
test of fast-moving technicalare all within a five-minute walk. Alliance provided a multi-year grant.
advances, scientific breakthroughs,
limited resources, and uncertainty.

Corporate representatives advise
Olin on issues related to leadership,
curriculum and best practices,
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TOP CORPORATE LEADERS and some of
the most distinguished names in engineering
education have made themselves available
to counsel the college. Their charge: to advise
on improving the preparation of engineers
through rethinking curriculum, student life,
administration and finance, governance,
admission, and other important topics.

Gregory S. Shelton, M.S.,
Vice Chair
Vice President for Engineering and
Technology, Raytheon Company

Sheri D. Sheppard, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Engineering,
Stanford University

Lee S. Shulman, Ph.D.
President, Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching;
President Emeritus, National
Academy of Education

Ralph Z. Sorenson, D.B.A.
President Emeritus, Babson College

The President's Council

B. Samuel Tanenbaum, Ph.D.,
Chair
Professor and Dean of Faculty
Emeritus, Harvey Mudd College

John E. Abele
Founder Chairman, Boston
Scientific

James E. Ashton, Ph.D.
Chairman, Poco Graphite, Inc.;
Partner, Grisanti, Galif &
Goldress, Inc.

Stephen W. Director, Ph.D.
Dean of Engineering, University
of Michigan; Chair, NAE Committee
on Engineering Education

George N. Hatsopoulos, Ph.D.
Founder, Chairman, and CEO,
Pharos, LLC; Founder, Thermo
Electron Corporation

Paul C. Jennings, Ph.D.
Provost, Caltech

Wayne C. Johnson
Executive Director, University
Relations Worldwide, Hewlett-
Packard Company

Thomas L. Magnanti, Ph.D.
Dean of Engineering and Institute
Professor, MIT

Robert N. McBurney, Ph.D.
Senior Vice President, Research &
Development; Chief Scientific
Officer, Beyond Genomics

Melvin R. Ramey, Ph.D.
Professor of Engineering,
University of California-Davis

Kwan Rim, Ph.D.
Chairman, Samsung Advanced
Institute of Technology;
Vice President, Korean Academy
of Science and Technology

Jeffry A. Timmons, D.B.A.
Distinguished Professor of
Entrepreneurship and Director of
the Price-Babson Fellows Program,
Babson College

Carol Tomlinson-Keasey, Ph.D.
Founding Chancellor,
University of California-Merced

David A. Walker
Former President, CEO and
Founder, Pharaoh Corporation

Lilian Wu, Ph.D.
Research Scientist and Program
Executive for University Relations,
IBM Corporate Technology

William A. Wulf, Ph.D.
President, National Academy
of Engineering

The Council: (front, L-R)

Magnanti, Wu, Miller,

Tomlinson-Keasey,

Johnson, Tanenbaum;

(back, L-R) McBurney,

Ashton, Shelton,

Sorenson, Walker,

Jennings; not

pictured-Abele,

Director, Hatsopoulos,

Ramey, Rim, Sheppard,

Timmons, Wulf.
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Board of 'n'ustees

Lawrence W. Milas, LL.B.
Chairman of the Board
President and Director,
F. W. Olin Foundation, Inc.

William R. Cotter, J.D.
President, Oak Foundation;
President Emeritus, Colby College

Tamara P. Davis, M.A.
Managing Director,
levin & Company, Inc.

Carla L. Gude, M.A.
Former Vice President of
Technology, IBM

William F.Glavin, M.B.A.
President Emeritus, Babson College

The Tr"ustees: (front, L-R) Norden, Milas, Schmidt, Horn.

(back, L-R): Prados, Miller, Davis, Cotter, Gude, Glavin.

William B. Horn
Director and former Vice President,
F.W. Olin Foundation, Inc.; Former
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, Federal Cartridge
Corporation and its successor,
Federal-Hoffman

Richard K. Miller, Ph.D.,
Ex-Officio
Founding President, Franklin W. Olin
College of Engineering

William B. Norden, J.D.
Director, Secretary and Counsel,
F.W. Olin Foundation, Inc.; Partner,
Brown Raysman Millstein Felder
and Steiner llP

John W. Prados, Ph.D.
Vice President Emeritus and
University Professor, University
of Tennessee; President Emeritus,
Accreditation Board for Engineering
and Technology (ABET)

William J. Schmidt
Treasurer and Director, F.W. Olin
Foundation, Inc.; Former Director,
Secretary and Treasurer and
Chief Financial Officer, Federal
Cartridge Corporation

Great Partners = Great Partnerships: Olin College is fortunate to have some great partners in the
ambitious project of creating a new kind of engineering college. As you can see on these pages, some
of the country's most distinguished educators, corporate leaders, entrepreneurs, philanthropists, and
nonprofit executives have generously provided their time, advice, and expertise to help get us off the
ground and headed in the right direction.

I believe that they recognize the same opportunity that energizes all of us here at Olin: the chance to
make a real difference in engineering education and the world. We deeply appreciate their involvement
with Olin. With their help, I am confident we will succeed. The sum is indeed greater than the parts.

Richard K. Miller
President
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"At first I was worried about
the size of the school, but as
soon as I met the students and
the professors at Candidates'
Weekend, I knew that there was
this amazing sense of community
and that you could never get
tired of these awesome people."

Undsay Gordon ('07)
Austin, TX or
Melbourne, Australia
(depending on when you ask her)

47

Breaking In:

The Admission Process
A different kind of college needs students who are
open to new ideas-and talented enough to exploit
them to the max. Olin wants students who are not only
bright, but who also like adventure, thrive on creativity,
and have an entrepreneurial streak-and come from
every kind of cultural, economic, and geographic
background. Moreover-and most unusual for an
engineering school-Olin has achieved
its objective of gender balance in the
student body. Many prospective Olin
students express their delight with the
idea of helping to direct the future of
engineering education while having an
exceptionally personalized experience.
And it is no small consideration that
each student's tuition is fully funded by
an endowment created by the F. W.
Olin Foundation to promote advances
in engineering education.
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF ADMISSION PROCESS
Selection to Olin is a two-step process. From some 600
academically superior applicants, a group of 160 is
invited to one of two Candidates' Weekends on cam-
pus in the winter. Through these days of getting
acquainted, team activities, and interviews, the college
seeks to know applicants' personal qualities-enter-
prise, risk-taking, creativity, passion, and team spirit.
Admission is offered to candidates with the greatest Until Olin receives accreditation, we are

promise of contributing to and benefiting from the Olin unable to issue 1-20documents neces-
sary for non-U.S. citizens to enroll in

experience. Target enrollment is 75 per incoming class. the college or study in the United States.
Permanent residents of the U.S. and
dual citizens may apply.

The Olin Scholarship: Every admitted
Applying to Olin: Students should student who enrolls automatically
apply online at https://apply.olin.edu receives an Olin scholarship (worth
by January 7. Because of our two- more than $125,000) covering tuition.
stage selection process, there is no Annual costs (2004-05)
Early Action or Early Decision policy. Covered by Olin Scholarship:
The application to Olin requires: Tuition $29,400

Basic biographical information Not covered by Olin Scholarship:
$60 application fee and affidavit Room $7,000

Meal plan 3,720Secondary school report-returned
Laptop purchase 1,250by counselor with official transcripts
Insurance 650

Two teacher recommendations-<lne
Fees 100

from math/science teacher, another Books/supplies 750
from a teacher of the student's choice Travel/incidentals 1,500
Results of SAT-I/ACT and SAT-II Total $14,970
testing; please refer to the online (subjecf to change 2005-06)

application site or Olin Web site for
Students who wish to apply for need-

details. Olin's CEEB code is 2824;
based financial aid for expenses-an

the ACT code is 1883; the code Olin grant-should send the FAFSA to
for the Test of English as a Foreign

Olin upon admission, along with copies
Language (TOEFL) is 9008 of the most recent tax returns .
Two essays, one of 500 words,

All students are expected to pursue out-
the other of 300 words

side merit scholarships. If nonrestricted,
Personal resume of activities, funds can be applied to billed expenses.
honors, awards, employment. If restricted to tuition only, the Olin Schol-
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M E M O R A N D U M 

To: Hartley Rogers, Jr., Dan Kleitman 

From: Malcolm Parlett 

Subject: Study of USSP and ESG 

Date: December 15th, 1971. 

The study proposed in my memorandum to Dan Kleitman of June 16th, 1971 is now complete. I should 
like to make the following remarks to introduce the main report which is attached. This memorandum can 
be regarded as a Foreword to the report. 

‘Illumination’ and ‘Evaluation’ 

I made it clear from the outset that I was not ‘evaluating’ the Special Programs, in the sense of 
‘assigning value’. My aim was more modest: to study each program, in the words of the earlier memo, 
(part reproduced as Appendix A) ‘with a view to describing them; exploring pedagogic issues they raise; 
distinguishing between their central and peripheral features; and detailing what participants and others 
regard as their advantages and disadvantages relative to the normal MIT program.’ 

There are those, undoubtedly, who claim to be able to evaluate educational programs; to say, in 
some absolute and definitive sense, whether they have ‘worked’ or not. It is not so simple. Educational 
experiences and encounters are incredibly complicated, diverse, subtle, and full of paradox. Those that 
look good now may look bad later, and vice versa. Different individuals in the same system undergo a 
variety of learning events and rarely have identical views. Even the most apparently stable systems of 
instruction change over time and with different teachers. 

Conventional evaluation techniques disregard or downplay complexities of this sort. Instead, they con
centrate on measuring attainment, achievement motivation, attitude changes, and the like. The evaluator 
arrives with a full panoply of objective test batteries, personality inventories, structured questionnaires, 
and so on. Ideally he has ‘before’ and ‘after’ measurements and control groups. He claims to be able, on 
the basis of objective evidence, to measure the program’s or system’s effects. He tests the innovation in 
much the same way that an agricultural botanist monitors the effect of a new fertilizer. 

There are evaluation studies by the score where this is the approach. Tests and questionnaires are ad
ministered from afar. Doubts about the validity and meaningfulness of the measures used are conveniently 
overlooked on account of their being quantitative. The requirements of statistics dictate the pattern of 
inquiry. It is an input-output model. 

There is an alternative approach. The investigator proceeds not as an agricultural botanist but as 
a social anthropologist might. His concern is to describe and interpret the operations of the system or 
program under review. He examines the processes of teaching and learning which go on there; the mode 
of transmission of knowledge and the social psychological context or ‘learning milieu’ in which this occurs; 
how individuals respond to the system of teaching employed, and how it constrains or promotes various 
types of intellectual activity. 

i 
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This approach, linked to a theoretical perspective which I call ‘Learning Milieu Theory ’; and employing 
a distinctive methodology associated with the perspective, is the one used in the study reported here. 

It is a type of research that can be regarded as, hopefully, ‘illumination’. It is concerned not to make 
value judgments; not to say that one method of educating is right and another wrong; not to trespass into 
the area of making educational policy, an area that should be left for professional educators. On all these 
grounds it is not ‘evaluation’. 

The study, however, should be useful and down to earth: not an exercise in academic social science. 
It should articulate with the needs and questions of those who determine policy. It should present a 
recognizable reality to those engaged in or connected with the programs under review. It should sharpen 
discussion, disentangle complexities, isolate the significant from the trivial, raise the level of sophistication 
of debate. 

The Investigation 

The study was highly intensive, lasting from September 7, 1971 to October 19, 1971. It was a team 
effort, with 4 full time investigators and 2 part time. An office was established which served as headquarters 
for the research team. I was responsible, as Consultant, jointly to the Chancellor, Dr. Paul E. Gray; and 
to the Chairman of the Faculty in his role as Chairman of the Committee on Educational Policy, Professor 
Hartley Rogers, Jr. There was a coordinating sub-committee of the CEP with whose chairman (Professor 
Dan Kleitman) I was in close contact. 

The investigation was planned and executed as a series of interdependent subsidiary studies. These are 
listed in Appendix B in note form. More detailed discussion of methods used is included in the main body 
of the text where appropriate. There is no long and separate discussion either of Learning Milieu Theory 
or of the associated methodology. 

The report is divided into 17 Sections the title of each of which is in the form of a question, which I 
then try to answer as best as I can. 

I emphasized, on accepting the assignment, that given the severe time constraints a comprehensive in 
depth study of all aspects of the programs was out of the question. It would also be impossible, I wrote, 
to check every statement and piece of evidence as carefully as I would like. This report should be seen as 
selective and tentative rather than comprehensive and definitive. 

Concourse 

My study’s terms of reference included mention of Concourse, a third Special Program that began in 
September, 1971. We paid some, but not a great deal of attention to it during the six weeks of the study. 
There was too much to do within the limited time, and Concourse inevitably suffered. 

But there were other reasons why it assumed a peripheral position in the work and why I have decided 
to leave it out of the discussion. Concourse, in many different ways, is dissimilar to both USSP and ESG, 
and moreover, intended to be so. To discuss it alongside the other two would inevitably link it with them. 
I think it should be considered entirely separately. 

It started at a very different time; it does not aim to be ‘free-style’; it was to some extent, piloted; 
the collaboration between the faculty is a principal factor in its design; it places its integrative and multi
disciplinary emphasis in the foreground. 

ii 
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Also, it was seen as significantly different from the other two programs by the entering freshmen: the 
views of those who joined one or other of the three Special Programs are summarized in Appendix F. 

Finally, I regarded it as too early in the life of the program to give it the very intensive treatment the 
other two received. 

At this early stage of the project, it might be worth examining whether ‘an evaluative mechanism’ might 
not be built into it. I have one suggestion. It is that a small group, of say 3 people, might be appointed 
to serve as Consultants to both Concourse and to the CEP, the choice of individuals being jointly decided 
by both parties. 

Their task, as a Consultative Group, would be twofold. First, it would be to visit the program on a 
regular basis - perhaps once every two weeks; to talk with members of the faculty and with students about 
their experiences; to observe what goes on; to think about what they see and are told; and - if asked 
to make suggestions, offer advice, and be available for discussing problems with. The Consultative Group 
would maintain a detachment at the same time as being knowledgeable ‘insiders’. 

Their second function would be to relate to the CEP, reporting in detail from time to time on the 
progress, activities, and experiences of the program. The Group could consist, perhaps, of one MIT faculty 
member; one faculty member from another institution, acknowledged to be an experienced and imaginative 
teacher; and one social scientist interested in teaching and learning. Getting the right people would clearly 
be most important. 

My personal opinion is that had such Consultative Groups been attached to USSP and to ESG, they 
could have played a most significant part in the development of the programs. I described my idea at a 
Concourse Staff Meeting and there was interest in the proposal. 

A Personal Statement 

Throughout the report I try to keep my personal views and opinions in the background. This is not to 
say I have no opinions, nor that they do not influence my work. They are bound to, and I acknowledge this. 
But the researcher has deliberately to minimize their impact on his perceptions and judgment. Otherwise 
he is in trouble. 

In this memorandum I am partially freed from this constraint. And I can make the following statements 
of personal opinion. 

(i) I consider that ESG and USSP have contributed in a highly significant way to a major change in 
attitude (for both faculty and students) toward what is possible at MIT. 

(ii) I think it would be an unfortunate state of affairs if it were taken for granted that Special Programs 
need to be studied, and that somehow the regular program does not need to be. It implies that one 
is ‘deviant’ and the other is ‘normal’. The regular program, in my view, is in need of a very great 
deal of searching study. 

(iii) I believe that whatever is decided about these two particular programs, avenues of experimentation 
should continue to exist at MIT. New programs should be developed and enterprising and concerned 
faculty members should be supported if they wish to innovate. Difficult though it is to question 
educational assumptions in an effective and active way, it is precisely what MIT should continue to 
do. I consider it would be a disaster for MIT to cease to innovate and to experiment. 

iii 
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Having said all this makes it easier in the report that follows to be frank, searching, and detached. It is 
not written in the guarded, euphemistic style of committee minutes. The need to understand the detailed 
operations of educational systems has an importance and urgency that leaves no room for the bland, for 
the vacuous, or for the anodyne. 
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Chapter 1 

What Are USSP and ESG? 

Remarkably little is generally known about these programs. We tried to locate an ESG Tutor in his 
department. We were told he was over “at one of those places with the initials.” The initials were often 
stated incorrectly (we have even heard USSR and ESP). What they stood for caused even more confusion. 
They were often lumped together (“they are a blur. . . they are not entities for me,” MIT psychiatrist). 

1.1 The Background. 

The Unified Science Study Program (USSP) and the Experimental Study Group (ESG) are either 
‘experimental programs’ (Catalog) or ‘special academic programs’ (Freshman Handbook). They seek to 
provide an alternative to the regular freshman curriculum. Both differ, drastically and intentionally, from 
the usual MIT pattern: in conceptions of curriculum, of teaching, of learning; in the experiences they 
planned for freshmen; in their organization, procedures, and ways of relating with students. Both have 
sought to remedy what they, and many others outside the programs, perceive as basic deficiencies: 

“The greatest failure. . . those who know the stuff but don’t do a damn thing with it” (Jerrold

Zacharias).


“The usual system. . . it’s spoon feeding them pebbles. . . people crave attention and response

and significant human interaction” (Professor, Physics).


“Continuous lecturing is a crude, insensitive, inhuman procedure” (Department Head, Science).


“The freshman year used to be very highly constrained, it chewed up freshmen, it was counter

productive” (Senior Member of the Administration).


“I worry that what freshmen learn is sort of artificial. . . education is divorced from reality,

purified, sterilized” (Dean of a Faculty).


“The regular program - somehow or other they make you feel insignificant” (Sophomore, ex-

ESG).


“The fear in the Commission was. . . that a student’s education is what he picks from courses/subjects

given out by departmental entities. . . the faculty can satisfy themselves by saying education is

passing on skills and can forget the really difficult educational questions. . . no one in the univer

sity has the responsibility to aid the student in getting into the world, to tackle broader issues”

(Former member of MIT Commission).
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“I am highly suspicious that the lecture/recitation approach is counter-productive to developing 
self-direction” (Non-Academic Dean). 

“MIT is an easy place not to know anyone in four years” (Junior, ex-USSP). 

These are well-worn themes. They are extracts from interviews in Fall 1971. Four years ago, when 
ESG and USSP were conceived, the traditional and conventional methods of teaching seemed far more 
entrenched and inviolable than they do now. Since September 1969, when the programs enrolled their 
first groups of freshmen, immense change has occurred generally at MIT.1 The programs grew out of a 
reaction against the situation as it was then, not as it is now. Some have argued that the programs 
are no longer needed; others have remarked that the programs have themselves been agents of change, 
contributing significantly to the new climate. Still others would say that basic patterns of undergraduate 
teaching persist, despite all the innovation; and that the ‘well-worn themes,’ listed above, have still to be 
addressed. 

1.2 Some Basic Information.2 

(a) ESG and USSP are based on no one department or faculty. They are responsible to the Committee on 
Educational Policy (CEP) who sanctioned them as educational experiments. They are designed primarily 
for freshmen, though a considerable number of sophomores are also enrolled - usually on a more part-time 
basis. For freshmen, the programs seek to provide experiences in the subject areas customarily taken in 
the first year. Both programs, therefore, have a range of disciplinary affiliations, including humanities, 
represented among their staff. Each program aims to provide an adequate background for subsequent 
entry into the regular program. 

(b) The faculties of the two programs are differently composed. That of ESG has a number of MIT 
Faculty members, drawn from various departments, who contribute roughly one half of their teaching time 
to their involvement in ESG. The Director, Professor George Valley, is full-time. A faculty member may 
seek to join ESG or may be invited to do so. As far as I know no faculty member has been pressured into 
joining ESG. In September 1971 the program listed 17 staff, six of whom were professors, one an instructor; 
the others were graduate teaching assistants, student tutors, administrative or student office assistants. 

USSP staff are not drawn from the MIT faculty, with the occasional exception. Almost half of the 28 
listed staff members in September 1971, are attached to the Education Research Center as Research Staff 
in the Division of Sponsored Research. Their involvement in USSP is generally full-time, though some are 
also working on curriculum development work that is associated with the program. The director of USSP 
is Dr. Judah Schwartz, Senior Research Scientist in the Physics Department; the Associate Director is Dr. 
John Vournakis. USSP forms one part of the Education Research Center whose director is Dr. Jerrold 
Zacharias. He was the driving force behind the founding of USSP; he is listed in the catalog as the MIT 
faculty member ultimately responsible for the program; and he is kept closely informed about the program 
by Dr. Schwartz. However, Dr. Zacharias rarely visits the program area, and executive and policy control 
resides intentionally and unambiguously with Dr. Schwartz. 

1A list of significant changes might include: Freshmen Pass-Fail; self-paced physics and math; Concentrated Study; Un
dergraduate Research Opportunities Program; Independent Activities Period; and more options in freshmen subjects. There 
are numerous other significant developments: Interphase Program; expansion of Course XIIB; The MIT Commission; co-ed 
dorms; MIT/Wellesley exchange; Rogers Task Force, etc. 

2The descriptions of the Special Academic Programs (ESG, USSP, and Concourse) that appeared in the 1971 Freshman 
Handbook, are reproduced as Appendix C. The reader unacquainted with the programs is advised to read these. 

2
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1.3 

(c) Administratively speaking, USSP is divided, with matters such as payroll being handled at ERC level; 
matters relating to student affairs by the administrative assistant in USSP, working with the Director and 
Associate Director. The division of responsibility reflects the position of USSP - its boundaries are blurred 
within ERC. Thus, USSP uses central ERC facilities; it constitutes a major (if not the major) program 
within the Center; it illustrates and puts into practice the long term interest of ERC in educational reform. 

ESG, by comparison, is administratively distinct, the details being handled by Professor Valley and 
Edna Torgerson, the program’s administrative assistant. Unlike USSP its program area is enclosed and 
distinct, its facilities are its own.3 

(d) USSP differs from ESG in that it has connections with several other colleges who send a number 
of students to enroll in USSP, though they maintain registration in their own college. The presence of 
‘external’ students within USSP was not an MIT initiative, but an ERC one,4 representing a concern to 
‘proliferate’ USSP-type programs in other colleges. Funds for these students come from external sources. 
ESG is solely for MIT students. 

(e)	 After Residence/Orientation week (1971) enrollments in the programs were as follows: 

USSP - Freshmen (MIT only) 24; Sophomores 18; special students 2. 

ESG - Freshmen 12; Sophomores 25. 

(These figures are subject to change.) The number of entering freshmen was significantly less than had 
been expected and hoped for. The subject is discussed at length in Section 13. 

Only a limited number of points have been made in this first section, many of which will be common 
knowledge. Other points will emerge in the next; the two sections together are designed to set the stage. 

3This is discussed at greater length in Section 6. 
4Studying these students, and their particular experiences, was outside my brief, and was not actively pursued. 
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Chapter 2 

What Were the Origins of These 
Programs, and What Did They Set Out 
to Do? 

2.1 

In this and the following sections, I trace the development of the programs from their early plans to 
their current state. They have never been static: they have evolved rapidly. I believe it is important to 
understand and document how, and why, they have developed in the ways they have. 

“USSP and ESG were the brain childs of two individuals: pushed through by two astute aca
demic politicians” (Department Head). 

The ‘pushing through’ would make an interesting case study for the student of academic politics. I shall 
not discuss it here. Instead I concentrate on their statements and proposals - what they intended to do 
and why. 

2.2 The ESG Proposal. 

Produced by a group of faculty and students meeting throughout 1968-9, this was submitted to CEP 
in January 1969. It criticized the time constraints on teaching; the lack of opportunity for independent 
and self-paced work; the reliance on lectures and recitations; and the fact that students could work hard 
without understanding the direction of the syllabus or the relative importance of topics assigned. The 
group questioned the validity of exams; the rationale for separating teaching and counseling; and why 
there was no opportunity for those ‘whose maturity was in advance of their knowledge and calendar age’ 
to study ‘at their own speed and to concentrate on topics which interest them’. 

Their goals were to redress these deficiencies: to set up a program in which a student could ‘learn how 
to educate himself, guiding himself by consultation with others’. Some other themes were as follows. 
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A. The Role of the Faculty Member. 

‘The faculty will be informal, flexible, and involved. Faculty authority derives from experience, 
not the institution. Professors are “elder learners”.’ 

The faculty member ‘is expected to know how to find the answer. . . He is to show how to find the truth, 
rather than to preach a doctrine’. While the faculty member ‘is expected to be enthusiastic about his 
interests’ it is clear that actively communicating these interests to students was not part of the idea. 
The faculty members responds to the student’s interest, and begins from there: ‘If (a student) becomes 
interested in some topic, then we want to show him how to delineate his own ignorance about it. After 
interest has been awakened and ignorance recognized, we believe learning can proceed at a rapid rate’. ‘We 
shall endeavor to engage all freshmen as partners with us in the life of the intellect’. 

B. Emphasis on Psychological, Social and Emotional Factors. 

‘We recognize that maturing adolescents are strongly influenced by physical and emotional drives and that 
a meaningful education must take these drives into account’. The student ‘should come to understand 
himself as well as his associates; to join group activity, or not to join, depending on. . . the student’s own 
understanding of his need and his potential for being helpful to the group; to learn how to cooperate freely 
with others’. In the description of ESG sent to freshmen in 1969 (as in subsequent years) the student was 
exhorted: ‘You must now decide, if you haven’t done so already, just why you want to come to college; if 
you understand your motivation for college, you will be able to assess the suitability of this program for 
you’. 

C. The Type of Students the Program would Attract. 

‘It is definitely intended that these students will be more mature than average’, but not ‘specially selected 
for high academic standing’. They did not want students ‘who cannot learn to adjust, (or) to stand on 
their own two feet’. Put more emphatically at another stage of the proposal: ‘the floundering, can’t make 
up his mind what to do type (of student) is the diametrical opposite of what we are after’. They were 
looking for ‘the potentially independent minded student’. 

D. Difficulties of Self-Direction. 

‘A few students may begin to drift or to show various kinds of unease. Over such, the faculty after due 
consideration will have to assume a more authoritative role’. It was acknowledged that freshmen - (who) 
‘already have many problems of adjustment’ - might have ‘a large additional problem. . . to adjust rapidly 
and without help to a completely free and undirected academic environment’. The proposal went on: ‘We 
believe that guidance toward the use of freedom should and can be given to inexperienced individuals’. 

E. Structure. 

‘If each student is to set his own plan for learning, then there cannot be very much formal structure in 
the academic environment itself’. (“George Valley managed to sell a contentless1 program”, former CEP 
member). The proposal says: ‘let it develop naturally next September’. A curriculum without structure, 

i.e. there was no formal syllabus issued. 
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and an environment that went with it: informal time periods, informal seating arrangements, informal lab 
work, etc. Thus, a need for ‘a suite of rooms laid out for the purpose’, (regular MIT instruction rooms 
were ‘suited neither to quiet contemplation, nor to loud and informal argumentation, nor to informal group 
activities’.) Informality and lack of a structure did not indicate acceptance of ‘an unplanned pattern of life’: 
‘We know that people need to set tasks and goals for themselves. . . the student’s life will not be determined 
for him, but he will form his own goals and schedules’. 

2.3 USSP - The Early Plan. 

No proposal was submitted to CEP. The program evolved out of several earlier projects considered by 
ERC, one of which was to set up a pre-medical program for disadvantaged students. USSP had several 
different elements. It was to be an experimental program at MIT; but also, ‘Once under way and successfully 
operating’, a model for programs at other institutions in this and other countries’. ‘We are undertaking to 
design, test, and proliferate teaching materials and educational strategies to audiences of varied composition 
and sophistication’. 

The driving force was dissatisfaction with ‘the traditional constraints of American higher education’. It 
was not directed at MIT as such, but at college teaching in general. USSP would ‘question all the assump
tions of form and strategy: credentials, certification, style, scope, topic, pace, technique and organization’. 
Again, I shall focus on key notions in their thinking. 

A. Unified Science and Problem-Centered Study. 

‘It requires only guidance, observation, inquisitiveness and the willingness to dig patiently for clues and 
answers, for the complex and truly multidisciplinary nature of our environment to emerge - an environment 
that presents us, ready made, with all the illustrative teaching material that anybody could ever want’. 
The program would ‘deliberately blur the boundaries which commonly separate our departmental disci
plines’, and concentrate on projects or problem centered studies, that were ‘recognizable and representative 
examples of phenomena and problems taken from nature as man finds it or makes it’. Many students ‘do 
not acquire skills and knowledge best in the conventional classroom atmosphere’. 

‘In college, students believe that they will at last begin to move close to their chosen interests’. Instead, 
they undergo ‘a series of courses. . . designed to improve their ability to do something. . . (and do not) 
. . . come close. . . to the actual work or profession that a student wants to pursue’. Interdisciplinary projects, 
‘can appeal to audiences that vary widely in sophistication, prior training, and vocational or professional 
aspirations’. They permit ‘many entry points, many routes through, and many exits from, the formal 
educational experience. The choice of entry point, path, and exit point for each student should be a 
function of his style, and ability, not limited by artificial constraints’ 

B. Units. 

The unit was to be both a topic, and a package of learning aids: ‘background information about the phe
nomenon, relevant equipment and audiovisual material, suggestions for further studies, and an extensively 
annotated bibliography’. The unit was to be the basic component of the curriculum, and starting point 
for projects. ‘The problem, phenomenon, or idea the unit represents, is recognizable and manageable at 
first’. The units, on such topics as moldy bread, soap bubbles, water pollution, were to form a ‘pivot’ 
for a student’s ‘deep excursions into the sciences and the humanities’. For instance, ‘by isolating molds 
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and finding out how and where they grow, he could reach topics in microbiology, biochemistry, pathology, 
nutrition, cross-cultural food processing methods. From there he might study problems in enzymology and 
chemical thermodynamics, or genetics and perhaps even anthropology’. 

C. Reports. 

There were recurring references to students making reports of various kinds: ‘written records in laboratory 
notebooks’, ‘written and verbal reports. . . that are multidimensional. . . rigorous and honest techniques for 
attempting to enforce and evaluate logical thinking, the careful analysis of data, the grasp of theoretical 
concepts’, etc. The report allowed the student ‘to be judged under actual working conditions, to be judged 
on the basis of performance’. 

2.4 Three General Points. 

(i) The above extracts and summaries are selective rather than comprehensive. 

(ii) A general difference between the programs. USSP hinged on a specific theory of instruction: cross-
disciplinary project-based studies which start with some everyday phenomenon and lead the student 
into deeper, more sophisticated, and more abstract study. It could almost be regarded as a higher 
order exercise in curriculum reform. 

ESG, on the other hand, had no detailed model as to how students should study, and said so explicitly: 
‘It still has to be done the old way - chair, table, lamp, book, apparatus, pencil, paper, and brain’. 
Its central focus was to ‘take the pressure off’ and to provide opportunity for independent study in 
an informal environment conducive to study and talk. 

Both proposed to remove constraints that blocked: in USSP particularly those that arise from chop
ping up knowledge by arbitrary divisions (by discipline, by units of one hour lectures, etc.) and 
which artificialize knowledge and turn off students; in ESG particularly the constraints on the inde
pendent and maybe off-beat type of student, of the pressure, depersonalization, and inflexibility of 
the conventional system of instruction. 

(iii) ESG was more detailed, in advance, about its proposed organization and operation than was USSP. 
There was no shortage of idealism and general thinking in the latter - but all the appearance of a lack 
of specifics. This was obviously, in part, a result of the haste in which the program was put together. 

2.5 Certain Common Expectations. 

Despite their differences there was certainly one shared expectation between the two new programs: 
that the entering students would want to engage in intellectual activity of some sort. Not only this, but 
there was also the confident hope that a good many would ‘take off’, ‘catch fire’, ‘get turned on’, or ‘get 
locked (or latched) onto something’2; that they would go into depth, and do a sustained piece of work. 
The ‘catching fire’ type of imagery was more prevalent in USSP than in ESG. On the other hand ESG 
made more reference than USSP to ‘a community of scholars’. (One ex-ESG faculty member said he had 
envisioned ‘very specifically academic, very intense intellectual activity’.) 

2All these metaphors were heard in the course of our study. 
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Associated with the general anticipation of intellectual vitality were several subsidiary predictions: that 
students would be around and would be seen; would use resources available; form interest groups and attend 
discussions, seminars, and meetings if there were any; follow suggestions from faculty and do assigned work 
if asked to. 

It is not surprising, given these ideas, that the organizers of the program, when they began, were 
uncertain what precise procedures they would use for handling certification and credit. Surely they thought, 
these issues would look after themselves, except, perhaps, for a small minority. It is also not surprising that 
when these predominant expectations were by and large not fulfilled, it should have led to re-thinking, to 
staff anxiety, to many of the preliminary ideas undergoing transformation. 
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Chapter 3 

What Happened in the First Year? 

3.1 

By general acknowledgment the first year of each program (1969-70) was tumultuous, the second pale 
by comparison. So formative were the first year experiences that inevitably attention must be paid them. 
To jump straight from the proposal to the present would simply bewilder. The first year was the decisive 
time, and it provides the link. 

There is another reason: the majority of those we spoke with, themselves made reference to the first 
year. Even those - both faculty and students - who had joined a program in its second year (1970-71) 
were deeply conscious of what had happened in the first. Consistently, the first year was the base line for 
comparison. 

Two words of caution: first, a program should not be judged on what it was then, but on what it is 
now. Considering the order of change both programs sought to effect, it would have been surprising if their 
first year had proceeded with NASA-like predictability. The second point is that I must necessarily be 
selective, and I may seem to linger disproportionately on the crises. However, it was to the difficulties that, 
in retrospect, staff and students chiefly and spontaneously referred. They did so, in my view, because not 
only had they been profoundly affected, but they also saw these events and trends as most influential in 
the program’s evolution. Other fuller accounts of the first year already exist1 and should also be consulted. 

3.2	 USSP in the First Year: Projects and Contracts, Enthusiasm and 
Evaluation. 

A. 

As was discussed in Section 2.3., the keystone for students’ projects (the original basis for study in 
USSP) was to be the unit - a type of curriculum package. During the summer preceding the first entry of 
students (summer 1969) 20 students (mainly upperclassmen) were employed. Each was to produce a unit. 
This did not work out. The term “fiasco” has been used by several USSP staff members: 

1For USSP: Judah Schwartz’s account - ‘Unified Science Study Program - the first year 1969-70’ (Occasional Paper 9. of 
the Education Research Center). For ESG: Mark Levensky’s report - ‘The Experimental Study Group: a New Undergraduate 
Program at MIT’, (Unpublished). The former gives perhaps a slightly more optimistic view than others would hold; the latter 
is seen to err, perhaps, toward a pessimistic viewpoint. But both are valuable and informative documents. 
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“The ‘summer workers’ didn’t know what they were supposed to be doing. . . they got conflicting 
demands. . . Many of them were screwing ERC. . . coming in only on Fridays to collect their 
pay-checks. Others were trying desperately to produce, but seemed lost. Several attempts 
were made. . . to draw things together and organize the summer. . . (but) were not what I call 
successes” (ex-staff member, USSP)2 . 

It is not clear how many units were actually completed. But it is certain that neither students nor staff 
liked or used them. “The idea was OK. . . (but) there was nothing there, no substance - the cupboard was 
bare” (Staff member). 

In the absence of units, how did students get started on projects? One retrospective account was this: 
“When the students arrived we said, ‘What would you like to do?’ They said, ‘We don’t know what to 
do”’3 . 

In general, students did not find it easy to fasten on to a project. The effect of this on the program was 
substantial. While a number of students, possibly about ten, did get immediately involved in projects, the 
majority did not. It was the first inkling of ‘floundering’. There were some who did nothing. There were 
others who looked for a project to latch on to but did not find one. A third group dipped into numerous 
different projects, collected commitments, but seldom focused long enough to do a sustained piece of work. 
This latter syndrome was regarded by the staff as a defense mechanism - the appearance of productivity 
without the hazards of in-depth study. It was known as ‘smorgasbording’. 

B. 

The first month or so was a time of considerable confusion. A gulf loomed between the expectations 
and plans couched in general terms on the one hand, and the detailed day to day business of running a 
full time program on the other. In retrospect, staff members comment on how naive they were at the 
beginning. Others spoke of “a lack of communication” between senior and junior staff, as well as between 
staff and students. Particularly, some felt, there had been a lack of certainty about the program’s precise 
objectives; others, however, had regarded the formulation of any such list as ‘failing to keep one’s options 
open’. 

The staff - many of them anxious about the obvious uncertainty of many students (one said: “I felt 
guilty that the kids were not getting more out of it”) - met regularly to discuss the program. Discussion 
ranged over policy and organization, but also students’ progress and problems. 

This latter aspect predominated at first: “At the very beginning we were very uptight about what 
was happening, about what we were doing. It was very important to us to go through in detail each of 
the students and assure ourselves that each one was spending his time productively”. These came to be 
known as evaluation meetings. A student would be discussed and any staff member who had contact with 
this student would add his comments. After the meeting transcripts of the discussion were prepared and 
the part relating to a student was given to him. At least one staff member was critical of this: “A crude 
evaluation. . . anecdotal, off the top of our heads. . . the transcripts that have resulted have been very crude 

2Surprisingly no careful or searching post-mortem ever took place: “If the summer experience had been adequately analyzed 
and hashed over immediately afterward. . . we could have crystallized the problems, and proposed solutions which might have 
made the first year of USSP somewhat easier. . . We could have learned more about. how much structure is necessary for people 
to actually accomplish a task and could have learned from the failure to communicate” (ex-staff member). 

At least one faculty member, however, adopted a different approach. Instead of saying “Tell us what you want to do”, he 
said “I am interested in. . . ” and mentioned a research project he was engaged in. He was described to me as a “very good 
teacher - charismatic, enthusiastic”. 

10 
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approximations”. Nevertheless it reflected the keen desire of staff to keep a closer eye on what the students 
in the program were doing, and to monitor their progress. 

Students, however, regarded closed faculty meetings as contrary to the spirit of the program: “somehow 
it didn’t bother you in high school that they talked about you, (but) it did upset you here” (Junior, ex-
USSP). The staff had been at pains, explicitly, to diminish the barriers between themselves and students. 
The evaluation meetings, the students went on, led to “disappointment that things they said were going to 
happen weren’t really happening”. 

After students had urged “a USSP-wide meeting”4 to discuss the matter, it was decided that students 
would be admitted in future. 

“Although some staff members argued that they could not be sufficiently candid at an open 
meeting, the students’ view that closed meetings were contrary to the spirit of the new experi
ment in education prevailed”, (Report by Judah Schwartz, op. cit.). 

From then on these evaluation discussions were conducted with students present, though attendance was 
low. Sometimes the student himself was brought into the discussion. It is not, perhaps, altogether surprising 
that one student at least was still dissatisfied: “You always had the feeling they weren’t being honest”. 

C. 

The issue of evaluation emerged again at the end of the first semester. How was credit to be awarded? 
Some thought credit should be based on work completed - the better the work the more credits. Others 
believed credit was a ‘false currency’, that small discriminations were impossible, and that a fixed number 
of credits should be given for a “completed satisfactory term’s work”. The latter view prevailed. A student 
was given an ‘Incomplete’ grade, or a ‘Pass’ - in which case he or she received 50 units of credit - “the 
average load carried by an MIT student during a traditional first term”5 . 

The basis for evaluation of students’ work was to be the report. Again there had been a general 
expectation that students would naturally document their work. A number of students claimed they had 
been given inadequate warning that they would have to do so. There was a flurry of activity at the end 
of the first term. There is ambiguity as to whether they had been sufficiently warned. One staff member 
said: 

“As I recall, we never mentioned to them that they would be responsible for documentation of 
their work at the end of the semester or year - we weren’t clear on that ourselves”. 

More probably, however, it was a case of “We had said the words but we didn’t communicate it” as another 
staff member put it. 

At the same meeting another issue was discussed, that of colloquia. These had been set up to promote the sharing 
of experiences and to provide foci for students’ efforts. But “. . . staff and student expectations about the function of a 
colloquium proved significantly different. While students viewed it as an opportunity to share. . . experiences. . . some staff 
members appeared to use the colloquia as oral examinations”, (Report by Judah Schwartz, op. cit.) 
This led to another student recommendation: “We, the students, suggest that colloquia be voluntary and non-hostile, i.e. 
explanatory and not investigatory”, (ibid.). Colloquia were subsequently “presented when the individual student felt ready” 
(ibid.) 

5This procedure meant that several students, given Incompletes, received no credit for the term. The Committee on 
Academic Performance had to consider some of these students. Members of the CAP pointed out to me that the USSP scheme 
meant that “when there is a failure, it’s a catastrophic failure”. They merely observed this - it was not a criticism, they were 
at pains to say. 
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D. 

The high level of concern with evaluation of students’ work signified, perhaps, the staff’s lack of certainty 
as to whether students had accomplished as much as they could or should have done. It was concern over 
this that led to two staff members writing a memo which led to a day-long closed staff meeting in March 
1970, at Endicott House. It contained a number of issues for discussion. Some referred to students: “failing 
to keep appointments without notifying anyone”; projects often had “no clear short-term goal”; “ultimata” 
were ignored. Other points concerned staff: “What’s bothering us?. . . What am I (specifically) doing? 
What kinds or responsibilities for which students do I have?” 

The Endicott House meeting resulted in several plans for the future particularly the notion of formal 
‘contracts’ between students and staff: “People weren’t working enough, we didn’t know what people were 
doing, people were getting lost. . . (We) came up with a number of strategies to deal with it. . . proposals 
and documentation”. The student would produce a proposal, and with his adviser, “work out how he was 
to spend his time. . . what he would do for the term” (staff member). The full effect of these procedural 
changes was not felt until the program’s second year. They represented a shift toward defined structure 
and explicit demands on students. 

E. 

This fleeting and selective survey cannot do justice to the complexity and excitement of USSP’s first 
year. For the staff members it was demanding. Some had never taught before, and some had no idea, when 
they joined USSP, that they would be teaching. There are specific difficulties, even for an experienced 
teacher, in a program like USSP: e.g. “There was no real reason to prepare your thoughts. . . because you 
didn’t know what they were going to be doing.” 

In addition there was a good deal of staff anxiety. For those at the Endicott meeting, the most 
memorable feature was a startling intervention by Judah Schwartz. He brought up what he, and others, 
considered the underlying cause of staff anxiety - namely the joint issue of their being untenured, and the 
“marginal nature of education research and innovation at MIT”. There was also a deeply felt concern (it 
seems strange in retrospect) that the CEP might abruptly terminate the program at the end of the first 
year, if the program did not make a satisfactory impression. In addition there was the initial apprehension 
that attends the inauguration of almost any new venture, (“I felt we had created a monster”, staff member). 
These various worries were undoubtedly known to students, and in fact contributed to feelings of unease 
that they, too, experienced. 

However, significant though the confusion and anxiety was, it is by no means the full story. USSP also 
maintained a unique brand of exuberance and vitality throughout. Overall there was general informality, 
good humor, and a refreshing lack of bureaucratization and regulation. Judah Schwartz exercised strong 
and optimistic leadership. In many ways he served as a role model: one staff member supposed that they 
had wanted students to “turn out like miniature Judahs”. He was charismatic and friendly. One student, 
asked who his close friends had been among students and staff, listed “Judah - he was everybody’s friend 
I guess”. There was a good deal of irritation too: e.g. he was “a hierarchy of one”; “he is an idealistic 
type who doesn’t want to be bothered with administrative detail”. But it remains true that he was the 
inspiration of the program and kept long term self-confidence to a high level, preserving the feeling that 
they were pioneering a revolutionary new approach. 

There were other factors. The staff were informal and enthusiastic, most were professionally committed 
to educational reform. One student, now a Junior, though critical of USSP, looked back nostalgically: 
“It was really nice. . . the staff were bright and liberal people. You had the feeling you could always find 
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somebody who knew about a particular topic or would talk to you about it”. Staff were seen as friendly and 
open; most of them were young and this helped too. Sandy Morgan, as administrative assistant, counseled, 
befriended, sorted out muddles, and knew what was going on. Another staff member could be relied on to 
crack jokes and reduce tension. There was staff disagreement, but discussions never became embittered. 

3.3 ESG: Academic and Non-Academic Freedom; and Requirements. 

A. 

Undoubtedly ESG was more prepared than USSP for the beginning of the year - perhaps too much so: 
“We certainly overdid preparation in some respects” (Faculty member). The faculty had thought about how 
to get people going and had a wide choice of topics worked out - some specialist, some interdisciplinary. 
The general assumption was that students “would start some intellectual exercise almost straight away” 
(ESG senior faculty member). 

In fact, things began steadily, most freshmen getting started on some private study or joining a seminar. 
But after a few weeks this seemed to peter out. One ex-faculty member reported: “students seemed totally 
uninterested in virtually any topic”. Students began to drift off, coming back two to three weeks later 
“when they had explored MIT and the vicinity”. “. . . Now we thought they would start work. But instead, 
they started these weird introspections”, (Senior ESG faculty member). 

Like USSP there was less academic work being done than they had expected. There was no central 
emphasis on projects, of course, in ESG; but like USSP there was the expectation that they would ‘take 
charge of their own education’ and involve themselves in various intellectual activities. When generally 
this did not materialize it provoked, as in USSP, prolonged discussion of what should be done. How 
individual faculty members reacted, “depended on their degree of rigidity” (ESG faculty member). One 
ex-staff member reported how they had attempted to make suggestions, only to be rebuffed: students 
would say “You’re over-organizing us - that’s not why we came to ESG”. This professor had been “horrified 
at the way students let time go by without stretching their minds and getting on with subjects they would 
need at MIT”. But other faculty argued against intervention and structuring: it would negate the whole 
concept of ESG. This argument won out - but only after heated debate. One opinion was that it resulted 
in leaving the faculty “with nothing to do”; another was that ESG “gave the student a chance to realise 
that if you don’t do anything, nothing happens”. 

B. 

For one group of the staff it was not at all clear that the students were in fact doing nothing, just 
because they were not studying physics, math and so on. This issue became the focus of discussion in two 
separate areas. 

(i)	 Debate over credit. The question of credits had been left open. It was not discussed seriously 
until eight weeks into term “When it became clear that some students would have spent five months 
at MIT with no credit” (ESG faculty member). As in USSP there were advocates of both ‘tough’ and 
‘tender’ approaches. There were those who argued “that someone who had done little work should 
still get credit - because there had been personal growth, e.g. through yoga”; others who felt “that 
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you had to demand something from the students - preferably written” to provide a basis for award 
of credit6 . 

George Valley, who at the start had been, he said, “right of center”, changed position on credit: the 
humanities faculty “turned our own arguments on us in a very logical manner”. In short, the ‘tender’ 
view won out. But individual decisions about credit persisted through June in the first year. Only 
in the second year did block credit get awarded automatically. 

(ii)	 What is ‘academic’? The first year report to the Task Force on Educational Innovation posed this 
question in sharpened form: 

“Where is the borderline between ‘academic’ and ‘non-academic’ activity? We seem to 
be deciding where this line lies in connection with military studies; we have also decided 
it with regard to physical education and athletics; where is it with regard to studies of 
mysticism and subjective experience?” 

This issue had arisen over ‘yoga’. Some of the faculty and instructors argued that the logic of ESG was 
that “Students could learn what they wanted to learn”. This group refused to accept that students 
“weren’t doing anything” when they were in fact “practicing yoga, reading contemporary American 
poetry aloud, learning how to use pay telephones without paying, or talking about interpersonal 
relationships and themselves” (Mark Levensky’s report, op. cit.). 

The definition of what constituted ‘learning’ was thus expanded. The students began it, some of the 
faculty backed it, and eventually it was accepted as an “ESG thing”. One student, in his qualitative 
evaluation, wrote that in “honestly evaluating his years spent in ESG” he had “not learned much 
academically”. He went on: 

“but I did wind up receiving an education after all. An education much more meaningful-
and valuable than the one I had originally intended. It was an education on learning, on 
freedom, on myself, on people, and on life”. 

C. 

ESG was not without its faculty-student disagreements and tension. (It was complicated by other 
tensions, for instance, between some senior and some junior staff.) One particular conflict was over the 
program’s governance. 

Unlike USSP, ESG set out to involve students in the day to day administration of the program. They 
had some say over expenditure, they looked after the library, built study carrels, etc. But questions of 
hiring and firing remained the faculty’s prerogative. ‘This became a matter for dispute when George Valley 
called a meeting of professors to discuss a particular instructor. There was, in his words, “a real flare up, 
a tremendous storm”. Long, angry meetings of students ensued. George Valley became a focus for abuse. 
“Everything was projected on him - projected in the psychoanalytic sense. People put an awful lot of 
crap on him” (ESG faculty member). Eventually a committee formed, consisting of faculty and students 

At this time the faculty were evidently “very badly divided. . . , it was naive not to have settled these matters, but fighting 
them out gave an experiential center to the group. . . There were bitter fights, (but) it didn’t break the place apart. . . people 
even changed views as a result of discussion. . . George Valley’s character and presence added stability. When people think 
things will explode - you need a stabilizing influence” (faculty member). Another said he had been “absolutely amazed at how 
George Valley disciplined himself, held back from imposing his own views. . . it was a model job, given the acceptance of the 
idea that faculty and students should decide the program”. 
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to discuss appointments. But then the students seemed to lose interest, their representatives attending 
irregularly. 

General meetings, for all in ESG, occurred frequently throughout the first year, and these were marked 
by both long and intense arguments: 

“At. . . most meetings people complained. People complained about some administrative aspects 
of the program, about the use or misuse of some part of the ESG area, or about faculty in the 
program, or students, or each other. Suggestions were made. Proposals written. Committees 
formed”. (Mark Levensky’s report, op. cit.) 

Another cause for what seems to have been intense student dissatisfaction, arose in connection with the 
general Institute requirements. In the ESG qualitative reports7, complaints about the requirements were 
legion. There was very wide agreement over this. There were numerous comments of the type: “the single 
most obvious way to improve ESG is to eliminate general requirements”. With so much freedom, and so 
few limitations how could it have generated so much steam? 

There are several possible reasons. Students seemed to feel implicit ‘pressure’ from certain faculty 
members, resented perhaps the more because it was implicit. Some said that the requirements gave rise to 
tension between“accreditor and accreditee”. It was certainly the case that few were qualifying for their ESG 
certification (that they had reached a standard comparable to the regular subjects). This inevitably led 
to faculty concern about the future of these students. (After all, “George had always wanted his students 
to be able to do all the things a conventional student could, but have other things too” faculty member, 
ESG). 

Other students were studying physics and math, but “in very non-orthodox ways” (ESG faculty mem
ber), jumping around mastering certain areas and leaving others out that failed to interest. Given that 
they were supposed to be in a ‘free’ environment, in which they could study ‘the way they wanted to’, 
students saw no reason why they should not study in this way. If they were not supposed to, it was because 
ESG was yielding to external pressures from ‘the system’. 

In both these areas, which touch on the issue of authority, the student tutors should have played a 
central part, according to the original proposal. They would - it had been hoped - ‘be the social agents 
for cohesion’. (In fact, they had said, ‘the program depends on student tutors’.) However, it did not work 
out this way. The tutors were in an ambiguous position: they were seen “as faculty by the freshmen and 
as freshmen by the faculty” (Junior, ESG). 

“For many of them this was their first official teaching experience in a university and they were 
really looking forward to it. But even when the program was going well, they weren’t used 
much. Freshmen probably thought: why work with an undergraduate when there are all these 
professors around?” (Mark Levensky’s report, op. cit.) 

Subsequently tutors have been recruited from ESG upperclassmen and this has been regarded as successful. 

3.4 Certain Common Experiences. 

For complicated historical reasons (of enduring fascination to students in both programs, incidentally) 
there has been little direct communication between ESG and USSP8. Only one person was simultaneously 

7These were produced by the program for submission to both the Task Force on Educational Innovation, and to the CEP; 
they consisted of extended, open-ended comment by students on ESG and their experiences within it. 

8The first joint meeting was in spring 1971. 
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on both faculties for a long period. She realized, more than anyone, how similar and parallel were their 
developmental stages. In fact the program’s crucial meetings on ‘credit’ occurred on the same day. 

There were (i) the common student difficulties of drift, indecision, and fluctuation of interests; (ii) 
similar arguments about awarding credit; (iii) student/faculty conflict in both, over who should vote and 
who should attend meetings; (iv) differences among faculty members in both programs in the detailed 
interpretation of the programs’ educational philosophy; (v) similar experiences with regard to the difficulties 
of locating students who disappeared, the short lifetime of seminars, and the lack of notable success with 
T-groups that were tried; (vi) similar patterns of excitement, idealism and prodigious effort by faculty, 
mixed with anxiety and occasional loss of nerve and the reliance for stability on the single-mindedness and 
convictions of their strong leaders - markedly different personalities though they had. 

The parallelism is hardly surprising, given the programs’ similar contexts of time and place. They occu
pied a similar structural relationship to MIT, providing a ‘total alternative’ to the freshman year. Both had 
their own faculties, premises, facilities, and administrative procedures. Neither had much structure, (USSP 
had more, on paper, but there was little difference in practice). Both were ideologically committed not 
to reintroduce conventional teaching or assessment procedures. Both stressed faculty/student informality, 
and practiced it, e.g. first names of faculty were used. Both chose to “abandon departmental structure, 
abandon compulsion, and do without social engineering (i.e. rigorous screening) all at the same time - it’s 
like throwing away all their clothes in an arctic environment” (Professor in Faculty of Science). 

There was another factor of immense importance. To my surprise it was rarely mentioned9 . The aca
demic year 1969-70 was extraordinary in every respect. The November Action occurred two months into 
the programs’ first semester: the protest strike over Cambodia concluded the second. It was a time of 
prolonged tension, anger, and distress. A more unfortunate year to begin two major education experi
ments one could hardly imagine. It must have immeasurably added to the difficulties of the experimental 
programs. (For instance, distraction is likely to have interacted with lack of structure.) As an ex-USSP 
faculty member has written, it was: 

“A time of crisis, or rather, a time in which men questioned more than ever the actions of others 
as well as their own; a period in which conflict seemed to have become the most dominant human 
relationship, a time in which those of us concerned with education, both as educators and to 
be educated, began to face each other across seemingly unbridgeable chasms of distrust”. 

Why it was so little referred to is an intriguing question, one for which I have no ready answer. Is it that 1969-70 is still 
too little distant in time? 
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4.1 

Chapter 4 

How Has USSP Developed Since the 
First Year? 

“USSP has become a new way of doing the same things as opposed to a new way of doing new 
things” (Junior, ex-USSP). This student puts into words what has been realized by many: that 
the program’s orientation has shifted from the “project idea. . . to ‘lots of different ways to study 
the same subject”’ (Sophomore, USSP). Of course, “they know they can do a project” (Senior 
staff member in October ‘71, at USSP staff meeting). 

The first year’s experiences led to changes in the second. The faculty thought too little had been 
accomplished (“it had never occurred to us that there would be a group of people who didn’t want to 
do anything,” USSP staff member), and they resolved to “figure out ways to get them to do more.” In 
particular there was a sharpened awareness of the time limitations: 

“I don’t have the guts to let people flounder for a year and then come up with something good. 
I wish I did, but I don’t have the guts.” (Staff member, USSP.) 

“When you operate on a Summerhill basis, you have to have Summerhill time constants. . . I 
think the Summerhill concept that is willing to let the student fuck around until he finds 
something that he is interested in, which is still the USSP concept. . . undermines the student 
because we don’t have an infinite amount of time per student to prepare for this.” (Former 
staff member.) 

There was concern for the students. Staff were aware of reactions of the type: 

“It’s very discouraging to spend an entire semester or year supposedly working only to find you 
haven’t produced anything at the end of the year.” (USSP Junior.) 

There was also concern for the program, not only for its survival at MIT, but for the idea, which they 
hoped would be proliferated: 

“We didn’t think a program could be built if that sort of phenomenon is widespread.” (Staff 
member, USSP.) 
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In short, the staff wanted to ensure, in the second year, that there was no “general atmosphere of people 
not turning up,” and no “flopping around.” They therefore instituted, in a much more systematic way, 
required formulation of proposals, to serve as contracts between advisors and advisees, and subsequent 
‘documentation’ of work completed. “Useful work,” they emphasized, “is something that is communicable, 
can be documented, and criticized by other people” (Staff member). 

4.2 

This was one set of changes. The other sought to reduce the period of floundering by providing “an 
intensive warm-up period.” They began the year with seminars that lasted three weeks. The idea was: 
“1) to get to know students; 2) to give them the taste of posing questions; 3) to get them to decide what 
they want to do” (Staff member). Students had to choose one seminar to attend, and this met more or 
less continuously for three weeks. At the end of that time they stopped, and students then moved on 
to producing proposals of what they were going to study. One faculty member, asked if he thought the 
3-week seminars had helped, replied: “They helped for the three weeks. It seems that after the three week 
seminars that everything went glomph after that. It postponed their floundering for a three week period.” 
He acknowledged, however, that “more students knew what they wanted to do the second year, after the 
three week seminars, than the first year.” 

There was some general criticism, on the grounds that the seminars had been “too structured.” It 
was this feeling that led this year, the third year, to their trying a different arrangement: seminars that 
were “not mandatory and more flexible by being part-time” (Staff member). This had some unforeseen 
consequence. Faculty, left to structure a seminar series but without any time limitation, tended to think 
in terms of a semester. Moreover, the fact that the seminars were part-time “left the door open for people 
to sign up for several.” Thus, they “operationally have become courses,” and were frequently referred to as 
such by students. There were trends even more significant: students registering in USSP so they could ‘take 
such and such a course’; other students saying, “if I take this seminar, will it satisfy requirements?” (Staff 
member); “they go and ask permission to join seminars - wouldn’t have happened last year” (Sophomore, 
USSP). 

It was certainly never the intention that the program should develop anything like a set of parallel 
courses that students enrolled in. It is a good example of how unanticipated consequences can change the 
focus of an organization.1 The arrangement this academic year “we hoped would be a happy medium” 
(Senior staff member). But as another pointed out, it could be “a tragic mistake.” He added: “Of course, 
if the seminar becomes a team (and works on a group project) that’s great.” 

The development over three years was described this way, by a junior staff member: “In the first year 
there was the idea of taking a project around which you unified your studies. The second year the project 
was still central - but you could study how you like. The third year the project was emphasized less. . . there 
was no particular unified study.” He added, by way of explanation, that “doing class-like things was easier 
to evaluate than a free-floating project.” 

4.3 

The second year brought other changes too, again in the direction of making USSP arguably less 
radically different from the regular program. Materials for self-paced subjects, already being developed in 

1It is not unlikely that ‘usual’ forms of instruction and assessment developed in this way - by accretion of change on change, 
each to fill a gap. 
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ERC, were now also developed within USSP, and became common ways of satisfying required subjects. At 
the present time a USSP student can take freshman physics and math subjects, and also 5.41 self-paced2 

(Introduction to Structure, Bonding, and Mechanism). 

There was also a substantial increase in the number of subjects taken outside the program. Thus, the 
24 freshmen entering in the second year of USSP took a total of 31 MIT subjects between them in the first 
term. The 31 freshmen of the first year had taken a total of only 11. (Full details are given in Appendix D.) 
Again, this reflected a trend that has gone further this year, judging by initial subject registrations (these 
are, of course, not an accurate guide to final registrations). Accompanying this increase of ‘part-time USSP’ 
for MIT students enrolled, was an increase in the number of ‘external’ students from other colleges. The 
ratios of MIT to non-MIT students have been as follows (first term enrollment, and including sophomores 
and special students in the MIT figure): 

1969: 31 (MIT) 12 (non-MIT) 
1970: 39 41 
1971: 44 43 

In the first year students came from Tufts; in the second year from U. Mass. Boston, North Shore 
Community College, and from the Model Cities Program. In general, although relations were cordial, they 
were never close between MIT students and the others. One of the effects of having these students in 
USSP was to substantially increase the size of the operation. This factor alone perhaps dictated greater 
structuring and organization. 

During two weeks, early in October, we made a study of the extent to which USSP facilities were being 
used: we visited each of 14 major rooms within the program area on six separate days at times ranging 
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and counted the number of students present. One or two students may have 
been missed but it is unlikely. The median number of MIT students present in the program area was 4, the 
median number of non-MIT students was 6. It is possible, though I doubt it, that students were around 
in greater numbers after 4:00 p.m. No, the low figure arises because we deliberately avoided making the 
survey when a seminar was on. Students came to these, and tended then to disappear. 

4.4 

Again, this reflects the program’s being less of a comprehensive, community based program; and for 
many of their MIT students, more of a resource center where they can come for part of their time. USSP 
is now far less isolated (as perhaps is ERC); less distinctive; and perhaps more respectable than it used to 
be. “We got much less paranoid in the second year. . . in the first year we thought we had the ultimate in 
education. When we got more confident, we didn’t have to pretend this” (ex-staff member, USSP). 

Though the use of more self-paced subjects and the reduced emphasis on projects led to “more work 
done, somehow we were less excited by it” (staff member); “Enthusiasm had been lost” (Junior). Another 
Junior said: 

“There were more people in the second year. There were rules to cope with this - more rules 
this year. Now everything seems to have a rule. May be fine, but we were trying to get away 
from that in the beginning.” 

2The latter is open to freshmen in the Institute at large. The number wishing to take it was considerable at the beginning 
of the fall semester ‘71. We were told this had caused a measure of embarrassment in the Chemistry department. 
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4.5 

Another summed it up: 

“It lost a tiny degree of something in the second year. It was still revolutionary, but it was ‘if 
you’re really dying to do something you can do it’. . . you provide different modes for different 
people. . . some people have given up ‘unified science’ aspect. . . they accepted the fact that some 
people need structure, so there’s self-pacing and, if you want to do something on your own, you 
can.” 

This is not a comprehensive review, obviously, of the later developments of USSP. These, however, are 
touched on at other points in the report. Here I have merely sketched the main line of evolution. 
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Chapter 5 

How Has ESG Developed Since the First 
Year? 

5.1 

Unlike USSP, ESG mounted no major new initiative in the second year. There were some small changes: 

“We agreed to see our Advisees at least every two weeks, to offer students more frequent 
opportunities for testing their knowledge, to have more realistic expectations about how much 
curiosity a student can have concerning a topic that he knows nothing about, to provide self 
study guides in physics, and to have frequent seminars by outside people who were not members 
of ESG” (Mark Levensky’s report, op. cit.) 

He added: “None of us expected that this would be enough. But none of us knew what else we should 
do.” They aimed to do better what they had done in the first year. They assumed, as did USSP, that the 
students would be similar. They were not. “They were quiet, straight, and enormously concerned about 
satisfying Institute requirements” (Ibid.)1 

Concern with issues of personal identity became fully legitimized in the second year. One ESG junior 
described how “humanistic introspection had not been considered as valuable” in the first year, but that in 
the second, “George had to change. . . Freshmen were sitting in the midst of sophomores,” and were being 
influenced toward the idea of “intellectual activity on a personal, self-identity basis. . . (using) the study of 
physics to find out who they were. . . Self-identity is not apart.”2 

5.2 

Most significant, however, was that students were studying Institute requirements. Both ESG sopho
mores and staff regretted the freshmen’s lack of adventurousness. One faculty member reported thinking 

1As discussed elsewhere, the notion simply that ‘students were different’ ignores the fact the program was presented to them 
differently, with significant changes in its handouts and publicity, stressing the previous year’s difficulties. Almost certainly, 
freshmen were influenced toward not ‘screwing themselves,’ particularly with regard to requirements. 

2I asked whether the study of self-identity had included any reading of Erikson. Evidently not, though “Erikson’s book on 
Ghandi was read in Peter Elbow’s non-violence seminar.” 
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5.3 

one day that ESG looked more formal than her recitation. She described, too, how students would say 
they wanted help “in getting Institute requirements out of the way.” (Her response would be: “Go and 
take the course, I only want to work with people who want to do something different.”) She added: “Often 
they wanted to do a deal on the syllabus - ‘after all,’ they would say, ‘you only do half of the course 
normally’. . . they wanted a minimum thing, a favorable contract.” Her experiences were similar to those of 
other faculty members. 

Another change was that general meetings were far fewer than in the first year; and there was “far less 
argument.” The first year’s students, aware of the danger of institutionalizing ESG, had suggested a rule, 
which was passed in a general meeting, that no ESG rules carried over, and that freshmen would have to 
make up their own. But they didn’t. Compared with the first year, it was all very staid and proper. One 
faculty member said he “found it a very sleepy place. It was nice to get out and get some fresh air again.” 
On another occasion he wrote: 

“I find that the atmosphere is stale and enervating. . . the amount of intellectual excitement 
seems small compared to other groups of students of the same level of ability. . . many of these 
students are doing very good things in areas of interest to themselves. ESG does give them a 
chance to do that. It gives them a chance to grow at their own rate. But the thing that bothers 
me is that most of their freedom comes about from utter neutrality, blandness or whatever that 
ESG as an intellectual community represents” (Quoted in the Levensky report). 

During the second year, a student began ‘the ESG Book’. This contained a miscellany of personal 
statements, religious argument, personal invective. It surely must have channeled, in privatized form, some 
of the liveliness that seemed publicly missing. 

The sophomores exercised a powerful influence on the freshmen. In many ways they overshadowed 
them. This year, 1971-72, a reduced number, as juniors, are still around; they seemed to talk to the 
present freshmen at least as much, if not more, than did the sophomores. 

A number of people have commented, disparagingly, about cliques among the students. These discour
aged at least five students of those we interviewed from going to ESG much. Some students were seen as 
being more ‘in’ than others. 

At the same time, there has been reduced internal program conflict since the first year, when there were 
ideological battles, for instance between what were called the ‘Thinkies’ and the ‘Feelies’. Students, tutors 
and faculty were divided. (The ESG Chairman explained his own stance: “I preached that everyone should 
be a ‘thinkie-feelie’.” He tried to “glue” the factions together.) The second year these divisions within the 
program melted into obscurity. 

During the first year, I was told, about half the freshmen had formed a ‘community’ - the others were 
‘off doing things’. The ‘community’ group may have been somewhat less after the first year. The program 
has consistently tended to comprise a small group of ‘residents’, a small group of ‘regular visitors’, and a 
large group of affiliated but infrequently visiting members. Some of these are almost complete strangers 
to each other. 
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5.4 

Another development in the second year was that a greater number of students in ESG enrolled in 
subjects outside the program; (a similar trend as in USSP - see Appendix D). ESG - unlike USSP - had 
always encouraged students to take 18 credit hours within the regular program. But there was a tendency 
for this to increase in the second year (though it may not be so marked in the third). 

In other ways, too, ESG students tended to ‘use’ the administrative flexibility of the program, joining 
it, but without intending to become part of it in any communal sense. There were a lot who “never 
came around” and for many of these membership was a procedural device, with which they bought some 
guaranteed credit (“I never approached it as being a member of ESG. . . I used it to do what I wanted to 
do. . . I got 38 credits out of ESG,” Sophomore, ex-ESG); or were able to remain at MIT with the least 
possible participation in its academic activities, or achieved some other personal and idiosyncratic benefit: 

e.g. “I was buying the right to live in the dorm” (Sophomore, ex-ESG). 

When I put it to one ESG faculty member that the program had been merely an administrative mechanism 
for a number of students, he replied: “It is the most serious charge, and it’s true.” 

It is not in fact altogether clear whether or not ESG wanted to be a close community. There were some 
who wanted it to be, certainly. But others did not. Each would caricature the other’s position. Thus, 
one faculty member said of another, “he wanted a 24 hour a day T-group.” But the first faculty member 
himself was described, as being “jealous of individuality. . . he thinks if a student is in a group, his rights 
might be violated.” 

5.5 

Again, like the preceding section on USSP, I emphasize that this account is not comprehensive but is 
thematic. Other issues will be discussed at later stages. 
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Chapter 6 

What are the Facilities and 
Characteristics of the Two Program 
Areas? 

6.1 

One thing visitors to the programs always seem to agree about. The two programs look different, and 
somehow feel different - fundamentally so. 

USSP is housed in the ramshackle labyrinth of Building 20, occupies 11,190 sq. ft.,1 and has the 
atmosphere and appearance of a research lab. ESG is much smaller - 2,970 sq. ft., and its image is that 
of a comfortable reading room: carpeted, easy chairs, people sitting around reading and chatting. The 
discrepancy in the overall size of the programs’ space is, first, because most of the USSP staff have their 
offices within the program area, whereas only the chairman and administrative assistant have offices in 
ESG; and, second, it arises because USSP has several sizeable labs. ESG has only a small workshop/lab, 
which seemed to be used, at the beginning of this term, mostly for bicycle repairs. (USSP also has the use 
of the Education Research Center Workshop facilities.) 

They differ not only in size and furnishings, but also in their layout. ESG has its rooms (e.g., library, 
music listening room, seminar rooms, office, lab, etc.) clustered around a central lounge area which forms 
a definitive focus and communal center. Anybody entering ESG must go through it. It would be difficult 
to avoid all communication. It is easy to see whether people are in or not. USSP is quite unlike this. 
Rooms it uses are spread along four corridors on three floors. “Have you seen Harry?”, “No, have you seen 
Don?” is an instantly recognizable USSP corridor encounter. While Edna Torgerson in ESG could tell you 
at once whether a particular student or faculty member was around, her counterpart in USSP would find 
it impossible. USSP is diffuse, its boundaries uncertain. It’s just sections of corridor and numerous little 
rooms. ESG is an intimate little enclave, distinct, intraregarding, and secure. Its members’ descriptions 
reflect this: ESG is “a home,” “a private club,” “a refuge,” “a type of commune,” “a womb,” “a fraternity 
without the artificial garbage.” The most common metaphor is “a home” (and, as one visitor remarked, 
“a middle class home at that”). ESG has a kitchen, used privately and for preparing group lunches; most 

1This does not include the area of general ERC facilities (e.g., shop, Xerox room, conference room) that are used by USSP. 
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of the ESG area is open 24 hours, and there is an extensive night life.2 In addition, there are organized 
social activities - e.g., excursions to the beach. In fact, ESG set out to be home-like (“comfortable, colorful, 
almost child-like,” ESG faculty member), providing facilities more often associated with living groups than 
with academic programs. 

USSP is not like this, and even if it wanted to be (which it does not) it would be severely hampered 
by Building 20. USSP has no kitchen; it designates less than 2% of its total space as ‘lounge area’ (the 
lounge in ESG is 37% of its total); it is not generally open and in use much after office hours; its social 
activity is sporadic and limited (the Friday afternoon beer parties seem to have dried up). This is not 
to say that USSP is against informality and pleasant surroundings. Visually speaking, USSP is by far 
the most cheerful area in Building 20. (It was instrumental in getting some of the corridors painted in 
non-gray.) However, for USSP, its labs, workshop, and computer room - in the best tradition of Building 
20 - are seen as its most significant facilities. 

6.2 Different Values and Orientations. 

It is fascinating to see other differences between the two programs that are entirely compatible with 
their contrasting physical environments: differences in their value systems and general orientations. This 
is speculative; and I am not suggesting an architectural determinism. Nevertheless, the connections are 
there. Of course, each program could also use its space in a varied number of ways, each could create its 
environment to some extent. 

What are these differences in orientation? Well, ESG seeks to soften the division between academic and 
non-academic, between intellectual and personal. “The ESG offers the opportunity to concentrate on this 
absorbing task. . . finding their own goals” (ESG report). This has led to immense concern with counseling, 
caring, and showing sympathy and concern. The move toward ‘nurturitive’ values is customarily linked 
with female influence. It is interesting, therefore, that ESG argues, in one of its reports, that “there should 
be more opportunities for students to talk with and be advised by mature women.” Already, in ESG, such 
counseling exists. Edna Torgerson, the administrative assistant, spends half her time at it. She is warmly 
regarded and has a very central position. 

If the imagery appropriate for ESG tends to be ‘female’ and ‘maternal,’ it is certainly not so for USSP. 
There it is consistently male. Various familial relationships were proposed: Judah Schwartz was “a father 
figure” with “Zach as the grandfather”; or “Zach is the absent father, Judah is the eldest son”; or “the staff 
see themselves as elder brothers.” While behavior and expression in ESG were those permissible in a home, 
here, in USSP “you require an active front, a coolness. . . if you are confused you are supposed to get over 
it” (USSP faculty member). There was nowhere near so much tolerance of psychological confusion as there 
was in ESG: ”I was his advisor - I was a bad thing for him - I kept away from psychological problems. If I 
could get him to do work I knew it would be good for him” is a remark typical in USSP, but would not be 
at all typical in ESG. 

2My colleague Ellen Ehrenfeld stayed late one night and subsequently filed this report on “ESG after 5 p.m.”: “ESG has a 
distinctly different atmosphere from 7 p.m. on. Several people who never are there during the days are regular frequenters, 
and many old ESG-ers drift in, some of them at least 4 hours a day. Atmosphere is like a private club - several groups stand 
out, yet everyone’s presence is acknowledged and anyone can join in a conversation. Activities range from purely theoretical 
physical or math discussions, to studying, to doing crossword puzzles. One ex-ESG-er made a spaghetti dinner for anyone who 
wanted it, a group of 5 went for ice-cream, people were sleeping, a game of ‘Go’ was continuously going, others were studying 
in corners, on couches and in the library. I left at 11:45 p.m., and there were about 20 people there at that time, with no signs 
of anyone else leaving.” 
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There are other contrasts of a similar type. Thus, humanities, one suspects, should have been less 
prominent in USSP than in ESG. This was so. The humanities staff were very influential in ESG; much 
less so in USSP, where until this year they were underrepresented.3 Another difference - in the planning 
of the first year: ESG had been absorbed in how they would put freshmen at their ease (and in the event 
provided “a sort of pampering experience,” ex-faculty member, ESG); whereas USSP had been “totally 
curriculum oriented” (ex-faculty member, USSP) in their planning. 

The most vivid contrast came, though, from discussions with senior staff members in both programs. 
We asked them about the characteristics of students they judged to be ‘successes’ in the program. Their 
criteria and certainly their imagery were distinctively different: at ESG we heard of students who had 
“opened up,”“were happier now,”“become somewhat less convergent.” At USSP we were told of students 
who “had done a lot of work,” “had done things,” “ had written a paper.” A similar contrast emerged in 
considering ‘unsuccessful’ characteristics. In ESG there were comments of the type: “just as confused as 
ever,”“didn’t make any friends,”“no more mature”; and at USSP there were remarks such as: “never pulled 
things together,”“did little to justify his time,”“around but didn’t make good.” 

Naturally this is only a sample, and there were many other types of comments made. But there 
was certainly a difference in emphasis: ESG concerned more with personal development, USSP more with 
intellectual productivity. In line with this there was a far higher incidence in ESG than in USSP of remarks 
such as “we did something for him,” or “he didn’t come around here enough for us to do much for him,” or 
“getting him to think rationally - but didn’t get through to him.” It seemed that ESG was almost anxious 
to assume a wider responsibility. USSP talk was more robust, and left responsibility more with the student: 
“he didn’t make it here,” “he had problems here but now he’s found himself,” “he never faced up to the 
problem of how he can do something on his own.” 

When the two programs first began, there was general agreement that in their relationship to MIT, 
USSP was the more separate of the two. At the start ESG had seemed “much less likely to really challenge 
the assumptions of the Institute” (faculty member well acquainted with both programs). However, it is 
possible the converse now applies: that ESG, with their particular orientation toward students, may be far 
more at variance with basic values and attitudes of MIT, than is USSP. 

6.3 

There is a strange, indeed paradoxical series of observations that is applicable to both programs. I do 
not fully understand what they mean. 

There were numerous statements and opinions, forcibly put in both programs, that there had been 
relaxed interchanges between staff and undergraduates; students had acquired their friends within the pro
grams; all seemed to have enjoyed and appreciated the small scale, community-like nature of the program, 
very much fostered - even in USSP - by the idea of a contained environment for the program, an island 
within the Institute. 

Group activities, however, had generally been a flop, and collaborative projects and joint studies be
tween students were the rare exception. We were told “students did not come naturally together” (Staff 
member, USSP). A USSP staff member was “flabbergasted” when, on calling his advisees together, he 

3Students were aware of what they called “an anti-humanities bias” in USSP. One said: “USSP needs physicists, chemists, 
engineers. Otherwise it sinks. If USSP becomes a collection of weirdos, it’s had it.” Whether there was a strong bias of this 
sort is an open question. What is clear is the faculty supply/demand problem for programs like these: in the first year of 
USSP there were a number of students who would have benefited by more humanities faculty. This year there are more such 
faculty, but fewer students are interested in the humanities. 
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heard one student say that “he was glad to meet others in USSP.” At a discussion meeting, that we our
selves convened, three ESG sophomores attended. Each had to be introduced to the other two. An ESG 
ex-faculty member remarked: “The kids were very individualistic. . . they didn’t interact with each other 
very much.” The dean of a faculty had discussed USSP with some students of his who had been in the 
program: “I thought it was a community. . . but they don’t work intimately with other students. They say 
they ‘never see ’em’.” ESG students were “a tight-lipped group of individuals” (Faculty member, ESG). 

With a longer, more intensive study it might have been possible to throw more light on this conflicting 
picture. It applied to both programs, though the discrepant interpretation seemed more poignant in ESG. 
An apparently sociable and talkative student sitting in a group, inside the ESG ‘home’, complained bitterly 
of feeling ‘isolated’. It was not a single instance. 
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Chapter 7 

What Have Students Learned by the 
Time They Have Come Out of One of 
the Programs? 

7.1 

This question is multi-dimensional. Interpreted widely it asks for a summary of the enduring experiences 
of a couple of hundred students. Interpreted narrowly it boils down to a question of what subjects have 
been ‘covered’. If you go for the narrow definition you immediately put the programs at a disadvantage, 
because their conceptions of learning were different: they were not simply trying to ‘cover’ subjects. To 
attempt to summarize all their experiences, on the other hand, would be an impertinent naivety. 

7.2 Academic Case-Studies. 

I asked both program Directors to furnish detailed descriptions of ‘the intellectual activities engaged in 
by students while in the programs’ and gave each the names of a sample of students I had selected for this 
purpose (24 in ESG, 18 in USSP). The students had been members of the programs for differing lengths 
of time, but otherwise no systematic selection of the sample was made. I told both Directors that I might 
include what they wrote in this report. I have not done so, for three reasons: (a) space limitations; (b) they 
are more evaluative and personal than I had anticipated; (c) they are, out of context, both uninformative 
and potentially misleading. Thus, what is one to make of such statements as: 

‘Studied mostly the Institute required subjects in very non-orthodox ways’; ‘Planned a film on 
the origins and reasons behind the Student Center - never produced’; ‘Read some Freud and 
some child psychology and creativity’; ‘Built a house with soil cement’; and ‘Was very happy 
and seemed to be getting a good education’? 

Such reports - though useful in several ways for our particular investigation1 - could not really serve, 
on their own, as a basis for rigorous and searching analysis of what students accomplished intellectually, 

1We could connect each description with previous data obtained, (for instance, information as to whom was regarded gen
erally as ‘successful’ and whom was not). Also, the exercise of collecting this information was itself revealing: the information 
had never previously been collated to form a single record, in either of the programs. 
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though it could be argued that, expanded, they could be vastly more informative than most academic 
transcripts. 

In considering these brief extracts one is confronted at once by a more general issue. Take one summary 
referring to a USSP student, now a Junior2 . Included were the following statements: 

‘Taught 4th grade science - mostly elementary physics’ 

‘Took Economic Principles (14.01)’ 

‘Corresponded at length with the Peach Corps (sic), about his research in housing’ 

‘Became interested in tropical marine ecology and did reading related to this’. 

‘Wrote a report on the physical and chemical aspects of additives of soil cement’ 

Interpreted broadly, each of these may have constituted a ‘learning experience’. But simply that they 
share this label indicates no close resemblance otherwise. To regard academic learning as measurable on 
standardized scales; to compare the amount of learning here with the amount of learning there; to use with 
certainty such phrases as ‘levels of competence’; is simplistic and dangerous. 

7.3 

I cannot digress far on this subject here, but I will briefly distinguish and discuss three different forms 
of learning, and their relative emphases in the ‘normal and ‘experimental’ programs. 

(i)	 ‘Regulated’ Learning arising from study of distilled or pre-packaged knowledge that has been 
presented in an orderly progression (in lectures, textbooks, programmed learning materials, self-
paced courses, etc.). 

(ii)	 ‘Adjustable-Intensive’ Learning arising from in-depth study within an area (or areas) of knowl
edge that has not been preorganized for transmission in a learning context; selection of what to study 
being determined by a topic, issue, or problem. 

(iii)	 ‘Adjustable-Extensive’ Learning arising from study of the same types as in (ii) but study pro
ceeding in a less focused, more exploratory, and more flexible way than intensive learning. 

This list is not exhaustive, the definitions are not water-tight. But in discussing learning they may be 
useful. 

Regulated learning occurs in the majority of MIT subjects. Knowledge is presented in a formal, tidy 
and sequentially coherent way designed to facilitate rapid mastery of fact, concept, or technique. It is 
generally considered appropriate for transmission of large bodies of material in relatively formal and often 
impersonal settings. As one engineering Professor put it: “the person gets carried along. . . he feels he is 
getting somewhere” - regulated learning might be called ‘rapid transit’ learning. 

Adjustable-intensive learning occurs in some project labs, occasionally in senior thesis work, often in 
graduate study, and in other situations where the student works on a topic, project, or problem in a 
systematic, focused way over a period of time. The knowledge he needs to acquire is, for much of the 
time, dispersed, or ‘raw’ or without continuous textbook structure. Largely - though not completely 
it is his own choice as to what to look up; what to seek help with; what to include and exclude. The 

2Considered, in fact, one of the outstanding students of USSP. 
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interface between knowledge and learner is untidy: the opportunities for confusions, blind alleys, and 
disappointments are legion. Unlike the ‘rapid transit’ traveler, (whisked from here to there, according to 
design and on schedule) this traveler is making his way cross-country toward a particular location. His 
progress is often slow, taxing, potentially frustrating, but also - if successful - highly satisfying. Because 
his learning is ‘location seeking’, his route specific to him, there is no guarantee he will have ‘covered’ (or 
visited) all the points that many (usually residents of the area) think he should have. 

There are many differences between the two modes: evaluation of a students’ regulated learning is 
more straightforward - indeed it’s quantifiable - in the regulated mode; more valid perhaps, yet trickier 
in the adjustable-intensive. In educational costing terms regulated learning appears (at least superficially) 
to have the clear advantage. Many would argue the advantages of adjustable-intensive learning. But few 
regard it as ever becoming more than a highly nutritive supplement, to a staple diet of regulated learning. 
This is perhaps questionable in the light of the proposals of the Rogers Task Force. 

Both USSP and ESG intended their student to be engaged in adjustable- intensive learning: USSP in 
a more lab-oriented and cross-disciplinary way than did ESG3, which was keener on such study occurring 
within traditional subject boundaries. In fact, however, this type of learning never became a majority 
pursuit. There was always a certain amount of regulated learning. This increased after the first year, 
with USSP’s development of self-paced study materials, and ESG’s study guides. What characterised both 
programs, however, was the third form of learning, adjustable-extensive. 

7.4 

As defined above this is similar to adjustable-intensive but is diffuse rather than deep. It is exploration 
rather than travel. What is learned tends to be determined by current interest, availability of stimulating 
material and past experience. This open-ended type of adjustable learning is the hardest to witness 
happening and is often impossible to evaluate. Many would dismiss it as sloppy, undirected, vague, and 
timewasting4 . But it is also - others would argue - the most ‘natural’ way to learn and the most genuinely 
exploratory. All of us browse, read outside our specialties, occasionally go and look something up or dip 
into an area that interests us but which does not have any clearly defined ‘objective’ or endpoint. It is free 
exercise of our curiosity. 

Several of the USSP students’ activities listed above come into this category, e.g. ‘became interested 
in tropical Marine ecology and did reading related to this’. With this sort of learning, said one USSP staff 
member: there is “often no product. . . but it is a legitimate way to spend the time”. On another occasion 
he said: “We want to encourage people to explore, to enjoy exploring, to take exploring as a habit of mind”. 
He was concerned that the contracts introduced in the second year may have hampered this; “Students feel 
we are inhibiting them from exploratory learning”. 

“The ESG has allowed me to dip into and examine and probe many areas of endeavor and to 
discover what truly interested me. Some may complain that this, therefore, has resulted only 
in superficial knowledge. . . but this is the same thing that Institute requirements are designed 
to do - to give. . . the student a potpourri of courses designed to enhance his background”, (ESG 
sophomore). 

3A USSP staff member at a general meeting in the first year wrote on the blackboard a comment said to have been made 
the day before by George Valley, over at ESG: “Quit doing this USSP project stuff and start learning something”. 

4“All the best things in life come from wasting time”, (ex-faculty member ESG). 
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A dean of a faculty also thought there might be value in adjustable-extensive learning, particularly for 
freshmen. 

“Students ought to be trying lots of things and maybe we ought to promote this. If you get 
wrapped up in research you have to sacrifice a lot - maybe at that age you shouldn’t get wrapped 
up”. 

The boundaries of this exploratory form of adjustable learning are indistinct: it might rapidly evolve 
into more intensive study, or it might become so unsystematized and random that to argue that it was 
beneficial would be specious. 

Staff and students in both programs recognized its importance as a mode of learning. They encouraged 
it, but maintained the private hope that it would develop into something more recognizably committed 
and taxing. But as discussed in Section 8, their students found independent initiatives difficult both to 
mount and to maintain. 

It is dangerous to summarize without conclusive evidence. However, what evidence there is suggests 
that compared with students in the regular program there was less regulated learning; more adjustable-
intensive learning; and unquestionably more adjustable-extensive. What is quite certain is that adjustable 
learning, in general, was supported; that it occurred to a medium extent; and that students learned it was 
difficult. 

“ESG is like trees in the forest - in ESG you run into the trees. In the regular curriculum you 
walk through the paths in the forest - it’s too easy” (ESG Junior). 

7.5 The Three Learning Modes at MIT. 

At this point it may be useful to extend the discussion briefly. 

A senior member of the administration suggested four basic objectives for MIT undergraduate educa
tion. They were, first, “to develop some level of competence and skill. . . the bag of techniques you need to 
function as an engineer or scientist”. The second : “The student wants to understand what sort of problems 
the professional deals with, and how to deal with them”. The third objective should be that the second 
“works in a context, not a vacuum. . . there should be some articulation with human attitudes, with the 
social dimension”. The fourth objective “is the most difficult: the student has got to become educationally 
self-sufficient. . . (he must) learn to manage his own education. . . this means the domain of question posing 
as opposed to question answering”. He saw the experimental programs addressing, in particular, this fourth 
objective. “They provide for a big dose of this at the earliest opportunity. . . (they give) students who have 
got the necessary maturity and motivation. . . a chance at the beginning of their career”. 

Looking at each objective in the light of the three types of learning might suggest the following: (a) 
that the first objective is best achieved with regulated learning; (b) that the second and third - with 
their emphasis on ‘real life’ are probably better suited to adjustable than to regulated learning; (c) that 
the fourth - concerned with posing questions - is almost certainly achieved by experience with adjustable 
learning, and possibly in its extensive form. This is, of course, grossly over-simplified, but to elaborate 
would entail digressing too far. 
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7.6 ‘Spin-off’ learning. 

There were at least three types of learning commonly thought to have occurred in the programs, two 
of which were not part of what was originally intended. All three are widely regarded as valuable. These 
were as follows. 

(i)	 Finding their way around the Institute. The evidence suggests that students had a much 
gentler and less abrupt introduction to MIT, and that they appreciated an environment that was 
more supportive, less monolithic, and more ‘relatable-to’ than that encountered by freshmen in 
general. 

“For me the ESG’s biggest strong point was providing a supportive and enjoyable track 
for ‘getting into’ the main stream of the Institute life. I found this to be quite superior to 
the bone-jarring cold-shower treatment which characterized what happened to many other 
freshmen like me” (Sophomore, ESG). 

There was more time, closer contact with staff, and more use of specialized MIT facilities. These all 
contributed to a greater awareness of MIT at the HowToGAMIT level5 . 

(ii)	 Acquiring an interest in the educational process itself. In both programs ‘education sem
inars’ were notable for their longevity compared with seminars on other subjects. Many students, 
particularly in USSP, taught in schools in the Boston area - including all 5 students who remained 
in USSP for their first four terms. It appeared, for several of them at least, that their interest in this 
field followed from a self-consciousness concerning their own experience. Their program questioned 
many fundamental pedagogic assumptions. 

(iii)	 Academic assertiveness. The lack of fear of professors was a recurring theme. Professors were 
seen as ‘people you can talk to’, ask questions of, go to for help. One or two, from ESG, claimed that 
when they did not understand something in a lecture, they attributed it to bad exposition on the part 
of the instructor than to any deficiency of their own, and in my experience this is not commonplace. 
Students interacted with their program’s faculty members in a face to face context. The staff - even 
if they wanted to, which they did not - would have found it difficult to distance themselves. The fact, 
too, that they were asked questions on an immense range of topics meant that not infrequently they 
had to admit ignorance or ask for time to think about it. All these factors helped to ‘humanize’ the 
faculty member. That he was seen ‘out of role’ also created some problems, discussed in Section 17. 

7.7 The Re-Entry ‘Problem’. 

Before I began my study several people considered that I would find a re-entry problem of large pro
portions. This was not the case. The entry problem, the difficulties for the student in working in the 
experimental program he joined, was usually severe. Returning to conventional courses seemed to cause 
little disturbance: 

“This year I haven’t found it at all difficult to adjust to the regular curriculum. After all, I 
spent twelve years learning how to deal with a regular curriculum in public school. A one year 
time out from that particular game doesn’t mean I forgot how to play” (Sophomore, ESG). 

5There was one clear dissenting view, from a staff member, that students “had picked up the MIT mythology but had never 
experienced it”, and in fact “rarely even knew the buildings”. 
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There was another reaction: one student who regarded his time in USSP as having been “more valuable 
than staying in the regular curriculum”, nevertheless found that when he“went back, (he) wasn’t dissatisfied 
with the regular program any more”. Another USSP sophomore had a similar point: “There are good points 
for both styles. . . the lecture is a useful tool; you can read a book, but when someone’s talking, it’s different”. 
(This student had nevertheless thoroughly appreciated his time in USSP). 

For a few individuals there were perhaps difficulties (“Now I have the big problem that I have been 
spoiled”Junior, ex-USSP) but these were generally minor - that is, except for the frequent lack of completed 
Institute Requirements, which is discussed in Section 10. There was certainly no major or widespread re
entry problem in re-acclimatizing to conventional teaching modes. 
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Chapter 8 

What Was ‘Floundering’ ? Why Did It 
Arise? How Was It Handled? 

8.1 

To flounder comes from a Dutch word meaning to splash through mire or to flop about. It was a term 
used in both USSP and ESG, and was used in various ways. For some it meant a short-lived phenomenon 
- the initial uncertainties of a student entering the program; for others it referred to longer term personal 
or intellectual disarray. Theories abounded as to its causes. There was a disagreement on how, and even 
if it should be handled. 

Mark Levensky has defined ‘general floundering’ as: 

“Aimless activity, vacant stares, starts and stops, unrecognized fantasies, unpredictable forget
fulness, some non-academic work but a strong reluctance to do any academic work on their 
own or to work with other students on traditional academic subjects, self-deception about what 
they were or weren’t doing, too much sleep.” 

Whether lesser degrees of disorganization are also defined as floundering is unimportant. To some extent 
nearly every student floundered - though there were a very few in each program who seemed to be sure of 
what to do and where to go. 

8.2 Floundering and ‘Self-Realization.’ 

For some, floundering reflected profound self-questioning, introspection, and concern with long term 
goals. Partly this arose because, in the words of one ESG faculty member, “the aim in life for these students 
is to get into the best college. Now he’s in the best college, what’s his aim in life now?” Students also 
spoke of this: 

‘Imagine that you are a freshman. You have been tracked and molded and disciplined to the 
Ivy League Express but since you dug science you want to come to MIT. Thoughts about the 
future always ended up at the point where you would leave home and go to College. Then you 
got there and it is all big and exciting. And then you get into the ESG and no one puts the 
huge iron lid back on you the way it was in High School. At last, a breathing space, but what 
do you do? You don’t know, you are too bewildered.” 
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There were several other references to “the 12 years of being bulldozed.” “Certainly it gave me my first 
opportunity in over 12 years to really think about what I learn, to be introspective, and to be human as 
opposed to being a ‘good student’.” These and other students “were anxious . . . to figure out who, exactly, 
they were, how, miracle of miracles, they happened to be at MIT, and what, on earth, they wanted or at 
least were going to do now” (Mark Levensky’s Report, op. cit.). 

Were the programs the right places for students to confront these issues? Certainly ESG thought that 
it was. One of their publications says that ESG should not only serve those who know their goals, but 
others “who are preoccupied in finding their own goals.” Among other things, “they need help in exploring 
possibilities of self-commitment in life.” Some faculty outside also thought so, but others did not. Thus, 
one department head argued that the problem should not arise: 

“A student should not have doubts; he should be highly motivated if he comes to MIT. . . many 
should be counseled out of coming here.” 

But the more general view was that students did “need a self-assessment procedure” (Professor, manage
ment). A department head thought it was acceptable if it was a “functional self-realization” of the type 
“What am I going to work on for the next couple of years?” It would not be acceptable, however, if meant 
in “a mod sense. . . we don’t want poets and potheads . . . hopefully a man matures here. But our principal 
focus should not go away from getting to do things well” (Department head). 

Clearly a good number of students did go beyond this narrower definition of ‘self-realization’. “The 
kids are infected with the psychological literature. Finding their identity is an enormous challenge,” was 
the view of one mathematics professor. (He added, wryly: “I always thought ESG was for people who 
know they like an unstructured environment. But it seems as if it’s full of kids who are trying to find out 
whether they like it.”) 

An even more basic question seemed to be raised: should questions of the variety “What shall I do with 
my life?” be considered early or late? Some thought freshmen were too young to be absorbed in these 
issues. 

“I seriously question the ability of a 17-year old to say this is what I want to do with my life. 
Even to say that this is what I would like to do with my life in the next three months. Because 
you are just coming out of adolescence and you are not quite sure what you want from one 
moment to the next” (USSP staff member). 

A mathematics professor, unconnected with either program, recalled how he had had to write an essay, 
at age 16, on “My Philosophy of Life.” His comment: “How absurd that now seems.” A former faculty 
member of ESG: “It is a criticism of both programs: people of this age are too likely anyway to become 
introverted. . . I felt uncomfortable to see students paying so much attention to these matters.” 

The contrary view was that it was a bad thing for students to be swept along, straight from high school, 
through a set of experiences which left them no time to address central questions, and which simply put 
off, until a much later stage, basic questioning about life-style, career choice, and so on. (I heard it said 
that many MIT faculty had addressed these problems only when they were middle-aged.) 

I asked a senior faculty member in ESG: “Is it the right time to go through this, when they first get to 
college?” His reply: “I don’t know. . . (pause). There are some people who do it after graduation. It is hard 
to justify the situation that allows that to happen - even on economic grounds.” 

A view expressed by an ESG student is by no means unrepresentative: 
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8.3 

“This experience has not been particularly pleasant. . . I have had to go through a great deal 
of painful self-evaluation. . . I think that this is the proper time in my college career for this to 
happen. Otherwise I could have slid through four years without ever having examined my real 
motives, desires, etc. This could have led to a great deal of pain if I had suddenly discovered that 
the whole enterprise had been a waste. . . it has been most valuable in forcing the issue. . . ESG 
has greatly speeded my maturation process.” 

The controversy, Early or Late, is one for which there may be no simple answer. Seventeen year olds 
have to make important decisions, yet clearly they have a limited set of experiences on which to base them. 

One view, for which there was widespread enthusiasm, was that many more students should take a 
year off between high school and coming to MIT. Fifteen students, admitted to MIT in 1971 arranged to 
do this. One ESG staff member wondered whether these students might not have gravitated toward ESG, 
had they been here this semester (“Take their year off in ESG instead” - was his mock-serious comment). 

Another question, frequently posed by faculty and administrators outside the programs, was whether 
the programs’ staffs were competent to handle such questions. Whether or not they were, in one sense, 
is irrelevant, for they could not escape them. They had to be competent. In USSP one sensed the staff’s 
reluctance, and the threshold ‘for suggesting a kid goes to the shrink’ was lower in USSP than in ESG. 
“Clearing his head, before he can proceed intellectually” is a theme of ESG that has been noticed by many 
outside the program, including the senior administrator who described it that way. He went on: “I don’t 
know whether it’s the student’s concern or the faculty’s preoccupation.” 

I found, in my discussions outside the program, considerable opposition to the view that a faculty 
member should be involved in these more psychological questions. “Though they have a deep interest in 
young people they are not professionally qualified to deal with the students in this way” (department head). 
One psychiatrist referred to it as “pseudo therapy”. 

“Most people at MIT see the professional/intellectual side as partitioned from the emotional/developmental 
. . . There is only very peripheral attention to the latter. There would be near unanimity in the 
science and engineering faculties that this was ‘not our concern’, and a majority in humanities, 
also” (senior administrator). 

The arguments on the other side, though unfashionable at MIT, should not be lightly dismissed. One 
non-academic dean condemned “the failure of current teachers to recognize the emotions. . . the immediate 
reaction was: ‘send ’em off to the shrink’.” An ESG faculty member argued: “We are not short of 
ways of communicating information. . . far less is known about motivation and direction. Fear is a major 
problem. . . the faculty are seen as all-knowing. There is intellectual isolation”. 

Other questions were also raised by students, that it would be less easy to argue should have been re
ferred to professional counselors or psychiatrists. These were philosophical, ethical, and political questions: 
“Why strive to do something or be somebody when we are all going to be blown up in 10 years?” or “Can 
I know that I won’t discover some truth which will be applied to do great evil?” (from an ESG report). 
These tended to merge with more immediate issues of academic motivation: “I am still programmed. . . I 
look at the requirements - it’s a big farce. Your high school diploma doesn’t mean anything; my only 
motive for staying in school is to get a degree” (ESG sophomore). 
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8.4 Interests, and Difficulties with Independent Study. 

There were obviously real difficulties for freshmen in being asked to study independently, and to choose 
what they wanted to do. It is a procedure often deferred until graduate school. Here it was early, and the 
support structures were limited. Of course, difficulties at the day to day level of deciding what and how to 
study are not separable from the deeper and longer term questions of what and how to study during their 
MIT years. 

“People come in full of big ideas, saying ‘I’ll do all the requirements’. . . they don’t, they pro
crastinate. They get worried. They begin to question whether they should be in ESG. . . they 
begin questioning whether they should be in school” (ex-ESG student, now out of school). 

The criterion of ‘what to work on’ was presumed to be ‘what you are interested in’. But interests 
were not constant. They fluctuated - often dramatically. ‘One freshman changed the topic ‘he very much 
wanted to work on’ at least once a week” (Mark Levensky’s report). 

“Someone would come to me with an idea that he wanted to pursue. We would talk about 
it. I would make some suggestion. He would seem enthused and committed. Then a week 
later everything was forgotten - the idea, our conversation, the enthusiasm, the commitment. 
Sometimes the student would have a new idea that he wanted to talk about. But usually 
not”(ibid.). 

Interests, at the best of times, are intensely personal, unpredictable, and labile. They make nonsense 
of the traditional psychological distinction between ‘cognitive’ and ‘affective’. The complexity of their 
relationship to educational activities deserves more attention than I can give them here. 

What is certain is, first, that the programs gave ample opportunity for students to try out a wide 
range of topics and subject areas: “ESG has allowed me to dip into and examine and probe many areas of 
endeavor and to discover what really interests me” (ESG sophomore). Second, the programs’ characteristics 
permitted a high degree of flexibility: “In ESG, ‘dropping a subject’ consists of nothing more than putting 
the book away; ‘adding a subject’ consists of opening the book” (ESG sophomore). Third, the programs, 
in one sense, demanded that the student choose what he wanted to do. A USSP staff member: “The kids 
we’ve got here. . . are sort of forced to see what they are interested in and what they aren’t interested in.” 
A USSP student remarked that the regular program was easier: “You are being told what to do. . . much 
easier, because you don’t have to work out what to do yourself.” 

8.5 Floundering and Structure. 

Is it possible that the extent of floundering was a function of particular types of students gravitating 
toward the programs? It is possible, of course, but the programs themselves thought not: the director 
of ESG reported that the “general consensus around here is that if you put other people in ESG type 
situations it will happen. It didn’t happen to all people in the first year, but it did to most of them.” (The 
issue of whether ESG and USSP students are representative of MIT freshmen as a whole is discussed in 
Section 9.) Many staff in the programs would argue that such questioning exists equally among freshmen 
generally (“the question of ‘who I am’ occupies most 19 year olds” tutor, ESG), but that in the regular 
program it goes underground, is suppressed, or is given less opportunity to develop. 
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“Had all of these students been in the regular curriculum, they would have been permitted to 
think about such questions on their way to classes and in the last moments before sleep” (Mark 
Levensky’s report, op. cit.) 

Without question there is more packed in to a freshman’s day in the regular program, than in either 
ESG or USSP. There is likely to be less time to dwell on the metaphysical, and - as one professor unkindly 
put it - “to pick at their navel.” At the same time, it should not be forgotten, there is also less opportunity 
in the regular program for a freshman to look around, explore laterally, and follow up things of interest. 
“The beauty of USSP is that when something within a subject really interested you, you could pursue it 
without feeling you were falling behind - as you would in the regular course” (Sophomore, ex-USSP). 

8.6 Good and Bad Effects. 

Numerous positive and negative features of floundering were cited. Only some can be considered here. 
One prominent USSP faculty member wrote the following: 

“A prominent ingredient of the phenomenon is the sudden discovery. . . that the removal of an 
external driving force leaves them far less intellectually motivated than they would like to be.” 

This, however, is only part of the story. He goes on: 

“It is painful to discover truths about oneself. When that discovery makes personal reassessment 
necessary, some time, energy, and support are required to deal with the problem.” 

Asking a student, in other words, “to do his own thinking about his own course (can) cause a hell of 
a lot of commotion in the kid’s mind for a while. . . ” (USSP staff member). People in USSP “have been 
forced to think and figure out what they are doing and why they are doing it, or what they are not doing 
and why they are not doing it” (ex-staff member, USSP). 

These experiences, perhaps uncomfortable at the time, were likely to be formative ones. But they did 
not proceed in isolation: they were often accompanied by anxiety or feelings of guilt. There was also an 
interesting tendency to hive off ‘motivation’ as a reified concept and to bemoan the lack of it. “I was 
turned off by my lack of motivations” (ex-ESG student). “USSP I think is really a wonderful thing. If I was 
motivated to do work I think it could have been the best thing that ever happened to me. But I couldn’t 
get myself to do the work” (Sophomore, ex-USSP). 

An MIT psychiatrist, who strongly believed that the programs had been “actually detrimental for 
certain persons” described how one or two students he had seen “got alarmed at their capacity to let things 
go.” They had had “a nice feeling of freedom. . . it was like a temptation offered and taken. . . in retrospect, 
they would feel very sad and bitter about it.” Another psychiatrist, when it was suggested that one of the 
programs’ aims was to take “the Institute pressure off,” replied: “Sometimes it increases the pressure - lack 
of structure produces anxiety, guilt that they are not getting anything done which produces depression.” 
One professor, outside the programs argued that they “put too big a psychological burden on the student. 
‘Remember the choice is yours,’ they say. ‘It will show you what sort of person you are - if you can’t 
manage it here then get back to the regular program’.”1 This is almost certainly an exaggeration, but the 
idea that these programs are a soft option for playboys, a theme we heard from time to time, is equally 

1One USSP student, according to a staff member, got particularly worried “about not being able to find one thing which 
turned him on more than everything else.” 
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untrue. The regular program causes certain types of strain, these programs cause others. One freshman 
joined ESG this term because he saw it as “a challenge” - it was almost a trial of strength which he was 
making for himself. This is in contrast to the view of one MIT alumnus, whose nephew was in USSP. He 
told his nephew: “Be a man, go into the regular program.” 
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Chapter 9 

Are the Students Entering ESG and 
USSP a Very Special and 
Unrepresentative Group of MIT 
Freshmen? 

We examined a number of admissions variables for the students from the classes of 1973 and 1974 who 
entered ESG and USSP during the first term of their freshman year. (Where information was not available 
for the entire class comparison was made with a random sample of 100 students from the class of 1973 
- see Appendix E.) The ESG and USSP groups were indistinguishable from other entering freshmen on 
the following admissions variables: Geographic Region; Birthdate; Percent of high school class attending 
college; High School Grade Sum; PR (Personal Rating); Father’s occupation; Parents’ education; Sibling 
rank; Number of eldest/only children; Major Course preference. 

However, on academic variables, differences between the two special programs and the rest of the 
respective classes did appear. These were as follows: SI-1, and its components; Rank in high school class; 
Verbal SAT scores; English Achievement scores; Maths SAT scores; Maths Achievement scores; Science 
Achievement scores. 

The SI-1 (Scholastic Index-1) is a variable devised by the Admissions Office1 (and is used here without 
comment as to its suitability to serve as a major admissions variable). Median SI-1 scores for the two 
groups and for the class were as follows: 

Class of ‘73 : ESG - 92; USSP - 84; Class - 90 

Class of ‘74 : ESG - 81; USSP - 69; Class - 76 

Thus, 58% of ESG entering freshmen were above the ‘73 class median for SI-1 (61% for ‘74 class); 
whereas only 28% of USSP freshmen were above the median in the class of ‘73, 27% for ‘74. 

An estimate of the probability of success in MIT’s freshman year. The range of possible scores on this index is 01 to 99. 
The SI-1 is compiled by the Admissions Office from the following components: Maths and Science Achievement Scores; Rank 
in high school class; high school grade sum; Math SAT; Verbal SAT; English achievement score; percent of high school class 
going to college; (the weighting of these components decreasing as the list progresses). 
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Comparisons of individual College Board scores showed a similar and consistent trend: ESG students 
had higher scores than USSP students in all three areas - verbal, mathematical, and scientific. (Details are 
given in Appendix E.) 

There was one other small but possibly noteworthy difference between the USSP/ESG students and 
other entering freshmen: for the class of ‘73 as a whole, only 10% were not in the top tenth of their high 
school class, but 18% of ESG students and 17% of USSP students were not. The same pattern appeared 
for the class of ‘74. Percentage of students not in top tenth of high school class: 

8% of the total MIT class of ‘74

16% of ESG students

22% of USSP students.


The numbers are small. But the result is of interest in that many students in USSP and in ESG referred 
to unsatisfactory and unhappy high school experiences. Preliminary data kindly provided by Dr. Bennett 
Simon tend to confirm this. His study, restricted to USSP, involves interviewing entering freshmen of 
the class of ‘75, both those who signed up for USSP and those who visited during orientation week but 
decided not to join. He found few differences between the two groups, except that the joiners had enjoyed 
high school less than the non-joiners, and also had ‘unpleasant’ first memories of school as opposed to the 
non-joiners’ ‘pleasant’ recollections. Another finding: the joiners had often done individual project work, 
the non-joiners less often. 

Throughout the studies, various phenomena were attributed to the supposed ‘odd’ characteristics of 
students in the programs. Remarks beginning, “the program attracts the kind of student who. . . ” were 
usually speculative, often sensible and plausible, but speculative nevertheless. Certainly, on admissions 
criteria, there do not appear to be gross differences between freshmen entering programs and freshmen 
who do not, but admissions data are not everything. And it may well be that the programs did attract 
particular types of student. One acute observer hazarded a guess: ESG is a “home for independent and 
possibly confused super-intellectuals”; USSP is a “home for doers, those who want to shake the system 
more action oriented.” 

While it was impracticable to consider any in depth studies of entering freshmen, we did ask them why 
they had joined the program they did, in preference to the regular program. What was striking about this 
data was that the reasons given were very diverse: schedule flexibility; self-pacing; proximity to expert 
help; the ‘challenge’ aspect; opportunity to ‘go faster than in the regular Institute’; previous experience 
with independent study; and many others. Their varied motives for joining certainly do not suggest a 
single, stereotyped personality type: they suggest that lots of different types saw something in it for them. 

Finally, we made a check on the position of minorities in USSP and ESG. There was no wild discrepancy 
between the programs and the classes as a whole, though ESG’s proportions of women and black students 
were somewhat low: a matter of considerable and continuing disappointment for the ESG chairman. 
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10.1 

Chapter 10 

Did Students in the Programs Complete 
their General Institute Requirements? 

A word of caution is in order. The data available refer to the freshmen who entered the programs in 
the fall of 1969-70. Both programs changed in their second year and more actively encouraged students to 
complete required subjects. The number of GIR’s completed is likely to have increased substantially. But 
these data unfortunately were not available. 

We examined the number of graduation requirements completed by the end of the fourth term for the 
Freshmen of the Class of ‘73 who entered the first term. About one third of the ESG group, and less than 
one third of the USSP group had completed the five ‘core’ subjects (2 math, 2 physics, 1 chemistry freshman 
subjects), compared with over 90% of the random sample. We also looked at the number completing upper 
class Institute Requirement subjects by the end of the fourth term, and again there was a difference between 
the students in the experimental programs and those in the random sample in the regular program. The 
details are given in Appendix E. 

We interviewed several students that had not completed GIR’s during two years in the programs. There 
were several reactions: 

(i) They all considered that not having done them made difficulties for them now: e.g., “I have scheduling 
difficulties because my old required courses conflict with courses I need for my major.” Some said 
that as juniors their freshman requirement subjects were graded, instead of being pass/fail. One of 
the students that USSP regarded unanimously as one of its stars, was in difficulty: “The Institute 
requirements are nailing me to the wall, I have most of them left. . . USSP says that traditional 
education is bullshit, but you still have to do it.” Another ‘top’ USSP student remarked - again 
about the required subjects: “Now it’s a log jam, having everything on top of me now.” There 
appeared to be less emphasis on this issue from students in ESG, but the data are not complete 
enough to confirm whether this is a real difference or not. 

(ii) There was deep resentment felt toward their program by at least some former USSP students we 
spoke with, over the program’s early attitude to the GIR’s. “They didn’t stress the need for the 
requirements in the first year - they do now”; “You can’t send someone out into the Institute without 
his Institute requirements.” 
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In this respect there was an interesting (and well documented) difference between the programs: in 
ESG resentment was directed to MIT, or to themselves, rather than to ESG. This may reflect the 
fact that vocal opposition to the idea of requirements was more heated in ESG in the first year than 
it was in USSP. It seems that ESG, to some extent, had thought of itself as a ‘living protest’ against 
the requirements. 

(iii) There was also, in both programs of course, the view that concentrating on GIR subjects was going 
against the ideals of the program; that somehow it was too ‘easy’ to do these subjects; and that to 
do as many of them as students customarily do in the regular program, would simply entail working 
in much the same way as students do in the regular program, though independently. As one former 
USSP student remarked: “You can learn the physics, math, chemistry, if you do nothing else. . . (but) 
that’s like giving up everything that was the ideal.” 

10.2 

It is not clear from the evidence (it conflicts dramatically) whether, in general, the standard for fulfilling 
a GIR subject was higher or lower in the programs than it was in the Institute generally. 

In each program there were some staff and some students who thought that getting certification for 
a subject was considerably harder than in the regular program, and that testing of understanding was 
far more exhaustive and meaningful than would be possible in an ordinary written exam. There were 
comments of the type: “It was much easier in the regular course, but here the work has to be based on 
understanding” (Junior, ex-USSP). 

However, there were comments from others that contradicted this view, in both programs. Partly it 
depended on the individual faculty member. Since generally non-standard, non-formal, oral exam type 
methods of testing were in use, this was probably inevitable: some were lenient and some severe. 

Several faculty members compared their students’ grasp of the subject matter with that of other students 
they had taught in the regular program. Of these a majority thought students in the programs were less 
prepared when they came to be tested. However, such judgments should be treated with caution. First, 
students could choose both their ‘level of preparedness’ and the time at which they came for testing. Second, 
it is rare that a faculty member in the regular program gives anything remotely like an oral exam. If he 
did, he might discover his ‘regular’ students’ understanding did not match their written quiz performance. 

10.3 Should there be Institute Requirements at all? 

There was strong agreement in both programs that the GIR’s had been a powerful external constraint. 
The programs had been based on the idea that students should be able to choose what they studied. 
Having to complete requirements ran counter to this. A predominant view was that they would have been 
far more truly experimental if there had been no such requirements. 

The ‘GIR issue’ - though not a principal focus for the study - could not be avoided. What was the 
feeling about requirements outside the programs? What is the rationale for preserving required subjects? 
The interviews with outside MIT faculty members indicated near unanimity that they should be preserved. 
A senior member of the administration dismissed it is “a dead issue.” 

The argument for their preservation seemed simply to be that in an institution such as MIT, centered 
on science and technology, the essential character of the place depended on certain minimal qualifications in 
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10.4 

basic scientific subjects. There was a fear that without them MIT would become“a second rate Harvard”; “if 
a student didn’t want to shape up to that extent in physics, he shouldn’t be here”; and so on. (Surprisingly, 
no mention was made of the ‘necessity to take elementary subjects to provide a basis for more advanced 
work’ - an argument that is often tendered in discussions of compulsory courses.) 

The arguments against requirements were: (a) that the same arguments for preservation had been used 
in the past with the Committee on Curriculum Content Planning (CCCP), which had decided to reduce 
them; (b) that MIT’s distinctiveness would not be in jeopardy - students would still be immersed in a 
highly technological environment, and students who were not science oriented could be counseled out of 
coming to MIT; (c) that the argument for their retention is nonsensical when you consider individual cases 
- some need chemistry and others most clearly do not; (d) (from the ESG report) that they create “a cloud 
of anxiety which, the student feels, inhibits him from getting on with his own education.” There were 
others. These seemed to be the main ones. 

One point in conclusion. When those students who joined the programs in 1969-70 as freshmen reach 
the normal time for graduation, it may well be that some of their freshmen requirements will remain 
unfulfilled. There may well be a re-opening of the controversy about the place of GIR’s in the Special 
Academic Programs. I discussed the issue with past and present chairmen of the Committee on Academic 
Performance. Both were adamant that the CAP was there to apply the rules, not to discuss them; and 
that the programs - if they wished to raise a matter as a question of policy - should do so in advance of 
that time, not with CAP, but with the appropriate committee. 
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Chapter 11 

How Well Do Students Perform 
Academically After They Have Left the 
Program? 

11.1 

We examined sophomore term ratings and cumulative credit units, for the original freshmen, i.e., the 
students in the class of ‘73 who entered USSP or ESG in their first term. We gathered comparable 
information for the random sample (see Appendix E for details of random sample). 

The Committee on Evaluation of Freshman Performance (CEFP) has calculated that the median Spring 
term’s sophomore rating was 4.3 (Fall term median not available). Of the sophomores in the random sample 
with term ratings, 47% scored above 4.3. Of the ESG group, 62% were above 4.3. And of the USSP group, 
39% were above the class median. 

The distributions of term ratings are given for both terms of the sophomore year, in Appendix E. Two 
factors should be born in mind in interpreting this data: there was a higher level of attrition in these 
programs than in the regular program (see Section 12) and the students entering the programs were not, 
on academic qualifications, exactly representative of the class as a whole (see Section 9). 

In terms of credit hours the ESG and USSP samples were broadly comparable to the random sample 
at the end of four terms. In view of the procedures that both programs arrived at in their awarding of 
credit, this is not surprising. Appendix E gives mean cumulative units by term. 

11.2 

It was suggested to me that faculty counselors and departmental registration officers might have got 
general impressions of ‘alumni’ of the programs. I wrote to all 114. What were the general impressions 
of these students’ competence? “Were they found to be adequately prepared and could they handle upper 
class work satisfactorily? Had they made any particular or special impact on the departments they had 
gone into - either positive or negative?” I received very few replies,1 and of these several asked for a 

1There seem three or four possible reasons for why so few replied: I simply gave them too little time to attend to it; or 
the students in question had made no impact, good or bad; or the faculty concerned were disinterested, or unable to make a 
judgment, or simply averse to yet another mailed appeal for their cooperation. 
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11.3 

list of names and others said they had had no students from the program. Only two replies were at all 
informative. 

“I have had almost all bad impressions of USSP alumni who have applied to me. . . most of 
those I see have wasted most of their time in USSP in the sense that they have failed to master 
the fundamental subjects like calculus. They are not prepared to go into normal sophomore 
subjects. Invariably these students put the blame on USSP and tell me that USSP should have 
prevented them from goofing off.” 

Another Professor, speaking of one ex-USSP student, wrote: 

“I would be surprised if he did not perform well. He is a bright and engaging young man who 
seems to have a good idea of where he is going. . . whether USSP helped or hindered him is an 
evaluation I can’t make. The confidence he has may have been enhanced in USSP, but the 
people selected for this program may have been atypical of the students at large.” 

There were a number of other anecdotal references to particular students encountered by MIT faculty 
members we spoke to. These are only of limited usefulness. On the whole, the references were approving. 
One senior member of the administration had been greatly impressed by an ESG sophomore (“the most 
creatively competent sophomore I had seen for ages”); a department head - on the basis of his own experience 
with alumni - said that “What’s clear is that nobody thinks a great disaster has happened”; a dean 
of a faculty commented favorably on a freshman advisee of his: he had been “a natural for USSP 
probably wouldn’t have survived at MIT.”There were also occasional negative references to lack of sufficient 
background. 

To have obtained more data of this type, but much more fully and systematically, would have been a 
useful addition to this study. If it had been easier to gather such information we would have done so. The 
inquiry to registration officers was not encouraging. 
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Chapter 12 

What Were the Rates of ‘Dropping Out’ 
From the Programs? 

12.1 

This section relates to withdrawal from MIT (which, except in one instance in the groups studied, 
coincided with withdrawal from the program). Withdrawal rates were high in both ESG and USSP. 

From the original group of 38 members of ‘73 entering ESG, 31 completed the fourth term as sophomores 
(18% attrition). From the group of 31 in USSP, 23 sophomores completed a fourth term and one negotiated 
withdrawal at the end of the fourth term (29% attrition). From the random sample of 100 freshmen of the 
class of 1973, 91 completed the fourth term of sophomores, juniors or seniors, and 2 negotiated withdrawal 
at the end of the fourth term (11% attrition).1 

Reliable data for the class of ‘74 entry (those who entered the Special Programs as freshmen in their 
first term) were not available, but registration, as of about October 1, 1971, suggested that 3 of the 38 ESG 
freshmen of ‘74 were not registered this term, and 4 of the 24 USSP equivalent group were not registered. 

12.2 

In a discussion of the high withdrawal rate, there were three main possible explanations advanced: 

(i) The programs attract students who are prone to dropping out, and they would have done so even if 
they had been in the regular program. 

(ii) The programs ‘loosen things up.’	 Students who - in the regular program - might be ‘carried along,’ 
are, here in the program, not so supported. Instead of wavering and staying in, they waver and leave. 
(This suggests dropping out may be the logical extension of ‘floundering’.) 

(iii) The programs have a different approach to withdrawal, and taking time out, than a student generally 
encounters at MIT. This influences him in the direction of withdrawal. 

1Around October 1, we investigated registrations for the first term, 1971-72. At that time these were not considered to 
be final by the Registrar’s Office. However, they suggested that withdrawal rates for the class of ‘73 (first term entry) will 
probably have to be revised: only 25 of the original 38 ESG freshmen had registered for this semester; and 20 of the original 
31 USSP freshmen. This includes all members of the two groups - irrespective of whether they were registered in the program 
as sophomores or not. No data were gathered for the random sample, due to pressure of time. 
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I discussed each student who had left a program and MIT simultaneously with the two Directors. I was 
unable, in the time, to contact those who had left but who were still in the Boston area. I did not attempt 
to discuss individual students either with Psychiatry or with the Dean’s Office (a procedure that would 
have entailed getting each student’s permission to do so). Inevitably, therefore, I got only one picture: 
that of the programs’ Directors, and it is unlikely that they were always in the best position to know why 
a student was leaving. However, I was greatly impressed by how much the Directors did know, and by 
their frank and detailed statements. They provided general insight into the problem and much specific 
information. I shall stick to the general rather than move to specifics. 

I discussed 9 students with the ESG Chairman; 13 students with the Director of USSP.2 

Of the ESG group, 4 had either returned to MIT or were known to have transferred to other schools. 
The same number, 4, fitted this category in USSP. Beyond this, categorizing becomes artificial. There were 
some the Directors thought should never have been admitted to MIT (at least three from each list). Some 
students went through major redefinitions of what they wanted to do, and concluded they should not be 
in college; e.g., one - in ESG - wanted to travel the country making jewelry. There was a Weather-woman 
(since returned), a Yippie, and two Panthers. Some clearly had recent family problems: e.g., father died, 
parents divorced; or were seriously psychiatrically disturbed. Some were heavily involved with drugs. 

In all but two or three instances in each list there were factors such as these. It is hardly likely that 
membership of the regular program would have made much difference. Indeed, as both Directors pointed 
out, it would probably have made matters more strainful. 

The first possible explanation - that the programs attracted a higher proportion of those students who, 
in MIT terms, are ‘at risk’ - certainly appears to be the best supported. One cannot, of course, know for 
sure. There are doubtless many students in the regular program who have family problems, or think of 
joining the Panthers. Do they leave in the same proportion? We do not know. 

The second hypothesis - that the programs loosen things up - also receives some support. One USSP 
student had “left of his own accord, having decided this wasn’t the thing for him. . . Again the need to drive 
oneself. . . ” Another was “not prepared to drive himself. He did bits and pieces, but (was) not ready to 
assume responsibility.” Both - I was told - were unlikely to have ‘made it’ in the regular program, though 
like an ESG student cited, they “might have held on, working 40-50 hours a week. . . (might have) stayed 
at MIT as C-minus hacks.” 

The third explanation is the least likely. Our discussions generally around MIT revealed two different 
basic approaches to withdrawal. There were those who thought that dropping out was a serious issue for 
the Institute, and that it was a matter for concern when leaving rates were high. Others thought this 
notion out-dated. 

“Dropping out should turn into a more positive exercise. . . the social climate doesn’t help and 
the Institute was not wholly supportive either. . . (There were students who were) fed up to the 
gills with school and need time away. . . (There’s) a long way to go in encouraging people to 
take time off” (Counselor from Office of the Dean for Student Affairs). 

A senior member of the administration added the following: 

“We have been through a time when people were in college for negative reasons. . . it can’t be 
counted against the programs (if their dropout rates were high); many in the regular program 
drop out but stay in, marking time. . . they have a sensitivity to this in the programs.” 

These figures do not match those given in 12.1. The present figures include one or two students who entered the programs 
in either spring 1970 or spring 1971. These students, generally in our study, were omitted from the demographic and academic 
performance inquiries. (Statistically speaking, they were in no way remarkable, it appeared.) 
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12.3 

This latter view - of seeing withdrawal as not necessarily calamitous3 - was shared by staff in both 
programs. Knowing their students as well as they did they were often conscious of the positive possibilities 
of taking some time out. In the occasional instance (perhaps more than occasional in ESG) they may have 
prompted or supported voluntary withdrawal. But to explain the high dropout rates simply in terms of 
explanation (iii) would be unwarranted. 

There are many interlocking and interacting influences at work in students deciding to leave. According 
to a study by the MIT Commission, 35% of MIT students think of transferring from MIT in their first 
year. They do not do so, evidently primarily because of ‘inertia’. It is easy to speculate over these matters, 
but extremely difficult to disentangle the complexities to the point of definitive conclusion. The limited 
evidence discussed in this section suggests the likelihood of explanations (i) and (ii) jointly leading to the 
high dropout rate. I would agree, I think, with the non-academic dean who remarked, “they maybe appeal 
for a student who wants to break away, to get out on his own before he is ready.” 

A small additional study was made. While both ESG and USSP groups of students had higher with
drawal rates than the rest of the class (class of ‘73), the USSP group were less well-qualified academically 
on entering MIT than was the class as a whole. The ESG group was, on average, better qualified than the 
class as a whole. We examined the SI-1 scores (see Section 9 and Appendix E) of those who withdrew. In 
the regular program, withdrawals (which of course include voluntary withdrawals for often non-academic 
reasons) were distributed evenly across the SI-1 range. In other words, withdrawal rates do not seem to 
be affected by academic qualifications on entry. The discrepancy in withdrawal rates between USSP and 
ESG cannot be explained in this way, therefore. 

A closer study, however, revealed an interesting finding. In USSP leavers had low SI-1 scores. But 
so did the USSP group as a whole. Correcting for this there was still an even distribution across the 
SI-1 range. However, in ESG, whose SI-1 scores as a group were high, leavers were disproportionately 
represented in the low SI-1 quartiles. Only 16 of 38 entering students (in 1969) had SI-1 scores in the third 
and fourth quartiles (of the distribution for the class of ‘73). Of these 16, seven students withdrew. Less 
well qualified students appeared to be at risk in ESG. This might lend weight to the view we heard that 
ESG was ‘elitist’, though otherwise there seemed little evidence for it. 

If they do not return to college subsequently, many more would argue it was a calamity. 
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Chapter 13 

Why Was Enrollment in the Special 
Programs Less Than Expected? 

13.1 

The enrollment after R/O week 1971 (ESG 12, USSP 24 (MIT only), Concourse 14) was, for each 
program less than had been expected and hoped for. USSP’s figure included a number of students who 
were taking fairly full loads in the regular program and were registered as ‘part-time’ USSP members. 

Numerous theories were advanced for the low enrollment in September 1971. There were four predom
inant explanations. 

13.2 Theory 1: That the students in the entering class were more aca
demically conservative and less inclined to take risks than freshmen in 
previous years, and thus were less likely to join a special program. 

“Squares from Squareville”, “the Nurds are back”, “like an entering class in the ‘50’s,” were typical of 
many comments about the class of ‘75. Impressions from many sources were similar, and seemed to have 
been independently arrived at: the freshmen were more science-oriented, more professionally committed, 
keener on taking an overload and on graduating earlier than their counterparts in the last two years. They 
struck a number of freshmen advisors as quieter, more serious, and more conventional in appearance; (an 
MIT psychiatrist reported walking from his office across the Harvard bridge and not seeing a beard ‘until 
the 54th smoot’). I heard (but did not check out) that participation in athletic activities had gone up. At 
USSP they reported that there had been several enquiries of the type: “Can you avoid all humanities by 
joining USSP?” which was in marked contrast to two years ago when enquiries were often from those who 
wanted to avoid a science requirement1 . 

These impressions received support from examining freshmen enrollments in science requirement sub
jects. There were sizable increases over September 1970 enrollments in subjects such as 18.001 and 8.012 
which are more advanced and more demanding versions of 18.01 and 8.01 (which both showed decreased 
enrollment except 18.01 in its ‘toughest’ six week ‘C’ version which also shot up this year). 

1There are more ways of completing requirements now, of course, than there were two years ago. 
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Assuming that freshmen, 1971 style, are in fact ‘straighter’ what are the reasons? I was surprised to 
discover how commonly it was attributed to a deliberate policy of admissions office and administration to 
keep out freaks and radicals. I made enquiries and found, at least to my own satisfaction, that this was 
not the case. What was far less considered was the possibility of some very subtle, non-deliberate, but 
significant biasing somewhere in the admissions procedure2 . I do not think that such a possibility can be 
excluded altogether. 

One non-academic Dean argued strongly that “self-selection is a misnomer” and that when “the admis
sions office say people self-select, they are talking rubbish”. He argued that MIT is constantly portraying 
itself, in its publications, in the media, in extensive personal contact. The image of the ‘normal’ MIT stu
dent is subtly and widely communicated, and encourages some to apply, and discourages others. (Of course, 
reference to ‘self-selection’ may already take into account its interactive nature: changes in applicants being 
in part attributable to the institutional image.) 

The most usual explanations for the supposed change in freshmen invoked national trends; (and I 
understand that many colleges have in fact registered differences in their 1971 freshman class). 

The trends are various: 

“Freaks are not going to college”; 

“There are 10,000 unemployed scientists and engineers in the Boston area . . . students want to 
work hard and get good jobs - the whole climate has changed”; 

“Kids want very serious things - I think there may be a swing toward a Germanic view of 
school. . . hard, tough, maybe a reaction against encounter groups and the like”; 

“I believe parents are involved in students’ changing attitudes - partly as reaction to the previous 
unrest, partly in response to the economic depression”. 

Theory 1 supposes that because the class is different the pool of students from which the special programs 
are likely to draw, is correspondingly less. However, a year ago, at the beginning of 1970-71, a similar obser
vation was made about the ‘straighter’ entering freshmen. It may not have been so marked a phenomenon, 
but it was certainly noted. On Theory 1 there should have been a drop in both program enrollments last 
year. USSP freshmen enrollment did drop from 31 in 1969 to 24 in 1970. However, ESG went up from 36 
to 38. 

13.3 Theory 2: That the modifications of the regular curriculum have 
reduced the attraction of an experimental program. 

As noted elsewhere, the freshman year has changed considerably in recent years. In particular there has 
been an increase in the degree of choice a freshman can exercise3 . Various effects of this were suggested: 

2I heard mentioned, informally, one possible ‘unconscious’ bias: applicants manifesting a strong but narrow commitment to 
science, with muted or negligible interests beyond science, may have been in the majority a few years back. But now they may 
form a minority of applicants, making them more ‘special’ and thus more often selected. This is probably a little far-fetched, 
and one member of the Committee on Admissions certainly thought it implausible. However, my own view is that any such 
theory should be examined carefully. 

3For instance in Physics in 1968-69 a freshman had a choice of 8.01, 8.011, or 8.015. By 1971-72 he could choose between 
8.01, 8.01X, 8.011, 8.012, 8.013. Similarly, in 1968-69 a freshman could fulfill his chemistry requirement by doing 5.01, (or by 
petition 5.41 or 5.60). In 1971-72 any of the following subjects could suffice: 3.091, 5.01, 5.41, 5.60, or 7.01. 
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(i) “Freshmen are overwhelmed by choices, they just give up,” (Faculty resident) which may imply that 
they do not explore all the possibilities; 

(ii) Enterprising freshmen can now do an unconventional set of subjects and ‘take risks’ without opting 
out of the regular curriculum altogether (“ultimately it is comforting to be in a large class” - Faculty 
resident). Another way of putting it was that the greater number of ‘middle’ options had made 
choosing to join an experimental program a more ‘extreme’ decision. 

The large scale adoption of ‘self-paced’ teaching was singled out4 . These subjects, along with UROP, 
provide opportunities for greater student independence than was available when ESG and USSP began. An 
ex-ESG student said in this connection: “You don’t need ESG now”. The Education Research Center, by 
pioneering self-pacing and administering UROP, itself contributed to the increased competition to USSP. 
It was reported that several students - who visited but did not join USSP - had made remarks such as “had 
it not been for UROP I would have come to USSP”. 

The programs themselves are acutely aware of the wider changes in the freshman year: “A program like 
this is a reaction to the heaviness and cold shower of the normal freshman year. . . now the regular program is 
a reasonable approximation to the experimental program” (ESG Faculty member at ESG General Meeting). 

13.4 Theory 3: That entering freshmen have heard bad things about 
the programs on the student grapevine or from their advisors. 

The evidence is ambiguous. Several general themes have been suggested as existing on the grapevine: 
that “You didn’t have to do anything but you still got credit” (USSP student); that “You might miss out 
on something - be short-changed. Freshmen get the idea that the programs are easier - not such a good 
education, and they will not satisfy Institute requirements”. (Faculty resident); that it’s “a gamble - if he 
blows it, he’s wasted a whole term” (Faculty resident), that “if you can work independently it’s fine, but 
can you?” (ESG freshman describing reaction in his fraternity to his joining.) 

While such themes certainly exist, only one or two of the 37 freshmen joining special programs mentioned 
hearing anything at all from other students5 . The predominant impression was of freshmen ignorance. Sev
eral deans and advisors reported asking freshmen whether they had considered the experimental programs: 
they discovered students had heard nothing about them. 

We sought out and interviewed six students - 3 who visited USSP, 3 who visited ESG - none of whom 
had joined an experimental program. Their reasons were as follows: 

Freshman A (ESG): Afraid of not getting ‘accustomed’ to MIT right away, wanted explicit and 
demanding structure: “I’d never cover as much as I have under a self-paced system”. 

Freshman B (ESG): “Freshman year is too important to risk loss of direction”. He was “con
ditioned to a high school structured learning” and thought he would “scatter his efforts away 
from Physics too much”. 

Freshman C (ESG): She had wanted to take a Chinese course at Harvard, hoped ESG might 
be a rule-bending medium. It was not; contact with ESG terminated. 

4‘Self-pacing’ in this sense is not of course the same as in ESG. An ESG faculty member referred to the regular program’s 
self-pacing as “more like a Skinner box approach”. 

5Of course, it could be argued that as they were joiners rather than non-joiners the fact that they heard nothing is irrelevant 
to the argument. This is true, but if the grapevine was a powerful influence it is likely that students thinking of joining a 
special program would have at least been aware of it. 
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Freshman D (USSP): “USSP would be great for the right person - one who does his own work 
independently in response to a challenge. I’m not that kind; I like more structure and ways of 
gauging myself; so I didn’t join”. 

Freshman E (USSP): Had had an experimental program in high school, was interested in self-
learning. But “51 units with no requirement credit is somewhat a waste of time”. Also, he got 
a “hard sell” from a very senior USSP staff member and from a student, which he didn’t like. 
He was, however, impressed with facilities and with five other students he met. 

Freshman F (USSP): “Program is very self-paced and self-directed, but if I’m that self-directed, 
I don’t need USSP - I can get what I need from the regular program”. A USSP student told 
him that it was “hard to get started and to connect with people, but that it was good once you 
got going”. He also said that the “problem of self-learning is that you miss out on the ‘spice’ 
great lectures, etc”. 

Only this last student mentions communications with a third party about the program. There is no 
evidence of these students, at least, being turned off by outside comments. 

Before dismissing Theory 3, however, there are some other data to consider. Students joining each of 
the experimental programs were asked about the other two. Though they said they had not discussed their 
choice with others, their responses to the enquiry had a repetitive quality - as if they were drawn from a 
pool of stock phrases and stereotypes. It is possible, therefore, that some general views of the programs do 
in fact circulate, rather like vague rumors, but are not pressed systematically on entering freshmen. They 
still feel they have been ‘told nothing’, but they may have heard the odd remark in a casual context. 

One last point on Theory 3. If there is any truth in it, it is possible that Concourse suffered from 
a backlash against USSP and ESG. It has been closely linked with them in the public eye, e.g. in the 
Freshman Handbook. The Concourse Faculty are aware of this. 

13.5 Theory 4: (Applied to USSP and ESG only). That changes may 
have occurred in the program or in its entry procedures, such that it 
presents a different face to freshmen, a face they do not like so much. 

I did not hear this theory discussed. But it is worthy of consideration. Last year, the second of each 
program, there was a general mood of a ‘new start’. There was a lot of excitement - at least at the beginning 
of the year. This year there was less. The programs thought of themselves as having settled down. Both 
aimed to do essentially what they did last year, and perhaps carried over a slight sense of boredom that 
had been registered in the preceding spring semester. 

At USSP it was a far cry from the scene two years ago when: “before the students arrived on campus, 
a tension had been building up that was becoming unbearable”; eventually the first student arrived - “We 
breathed a sigh of relief - here was a student, he was scared too, but he was certainly human and not at 
all a monster. We relaxed” (Former USSP staff member). Indeed, this year’s Open House meetings at 
USSP may have been too casual; we heard of one or two students who could not find anyone to speak to. 
About ESG, we heard comments on its “slowness” and “inactivity” and almost certainly such impressions 
were not given in previous years: in both years there had been intense interest in the incoming freshmen 
what would they be like? 

With Theory 4 in mind, we also examined the Freshman Handbook entries over the last three years. 
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13.6 

For USSP the entry was completely rewritten in the second year, and again in the third year6 . For ESG 
there was a big change between first and second entries, and only trivial editorial changes between last 
year and this. There is a subtle shift in tone: from ‘pioneering’ to ‘established’. 

It is, of course, impossible to register the effects on freshmen of changing public presentation of the 
programs (a presentation, incidentally, that reflected major development of the programs). Almost certainly 
these ‘internal’ changes played some part: the publicity, the atmosphere, sign-up procedures, and so on. 
Take two facts: First, several students wrote to USSP for information and received nothing back; second, 
ESG began its ‘rushing’ later in R/O week than usual. Factors such as these may appear trivial in 
themselves, but linked with external, background factors, may assume significance. 

The wave of speculative sociology that greeted the low enrollment is not fully contained in these four 
theories. There were others. Some saw Concourse as siphoning off part of the population who would have 
considered joining. However, Concourse was perceived as altogether different from ESG and USSP, by 
freshmen in all three programs (see Appendix F). 

The theories, as expressed here, interact and also contradict. If part of the change in image of USSP 
and ESG is that they have ‘settled down’, then - one would have thought - they should not necessarily 
have suffered from the cautiousness of the freshman class as a whole. And so on. To decide between the 
theories, or even to weigh their applicability, is impossible with the evidence at hand. My guess (that is all 
it is) is that the economic/parental factor interacts with Theories 2 and 4, and that Theory 3 is the safest 
to discard. 

USSP listed a selection of ‘last year’s projects’ in the 1970 Handbook but did not in 1971; for the first time, this year, they 
spoke of the ‘confusion’ and ‘disorientation’ of ‘virtually every student... some time during the first term’; in the previous two 
years, but not this time, there was reference to the suitability of USSP for ‘students who had not yet narrowed their interest 
to a specific discipline’. 
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Chapter 14 

What Have Been the Advantages and 
Disadvantages, both Professional and 
Personal, For Those Who Have Taught 
in the Programs? 

14.1 Some Comparisons Between the Programs. 

I heard it frequently said that the USSP staff felt professionally insecure, more so than the ESG faculty. 

“If they don’t have faculty appointments they are anxious. . . they don’t feel secure and accepted 
in their discipline. In ESG they don’t have all their emotional eggs in one basket” (faculty 
member in ESG, but with close contacts in USSP). 

There is some truth in this, doubtless. The main group of USSP staff, as was described in Section 1, have 
no departmental affiliation, and are untenured. 

The lack of “classical career patterns,” as a USSP staff member put it, was not, however, seen as an 
unmitigated disadvantage: “It can screw you up sometimes, but other times it gives you freedom, and you 
say ‘who cares?”’ Another staff member, present at the time, added, by way of explanation: “The program 
doesn’t have status.” 

The career patterns within USSP, and in the Education Research Center generally, are certainly not 
straightforward. What is common is a basic idealism and interest in education practice and reform. This 
is generally accorded low professional status in academic institutions, and it might be regarded as a high-
risk occupational pursuit. The situation at MIT is more complicated: for there is a long-term Institute 
commitment to research and experimentation in the educational field. A number of the USSP staff are 
involved, to a greater or lesser extent, in other ERC work. 

To assume that the ESG faculty’s lot was altogether a happy one, would not be accurate. Certainly, 
older tenured professors have been involved in ESG: but so have younger and untenured ones. For these, 
there is a clear professional risk if they join the program. This was the opinion of two department heads, 
both of whom had ‘loaned’ junior faculty to ESG. One said that it was “like going on a sabbatical” - he was 
simply not around the department so much and tended to be forgotten. The other department head made 
a similar point. He cited one particular “very bright guy” who might be passed over, in tenure discussions, 
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because though he may be a good teacher “he cannot be seen to be a good teacher.” Although this is 
perhaps more of a comment on MIT in general, it draws attention to the isolation of ESG (discussed in 
the next section). 

Since these untenured faculty in ESG were not in general intending ‘education research and innovation’ 
to be their main professional direction, it could be argued that teaching in ESG was more of a professional 
risk for them, than teaching in their program was for the staff in USSP. This is not, in any way, to downplay 
the professional difficulties for USSP staff members at MIT. These were considerable, and that they were 
so is - again perhaps - a comment on MIT. 

Another difference between the programs arose from the position of USSP - administratively speaking 
- within ERC. There was an uncertainty about major decisions, which were made at ERC level: “Decisions 
are made upstairs, in the clouds somewhere” (staff member, USSP) was not an uncommon type of remark. 

The decision about bringing in a small number of Tufts students into USSP in the first year was 
described as an example of this. Arranged, the story goes, at a cocktail party by the director of the 
Education Research Center, it did not, somehow, get clearly communicated to all the staff. “I didn’t know 
how they got here, all of a sudden they were here - 10 Tufts students” (a senior USSP faculty member). 
Another staff member picks up the story: 

“So they came - and after a week or so, it was decided (you are always safe using the passive 
when referring to decisions around ERC; that does resemble the way most of our staff hear 
about them) that the Tufts students might as well spend their entire time here as commuting 
was inconvenient. There may have been other reasons, but I can’t remember hearing any others 
offered at the time. Most of the Tufts kids seemed lost for quite a while; they didn’t know quite 
what hit them. I think. . . their faculty member also felt somewhat lost and out of touch with 
the USSP staff.” 

It is possible that the uncertainty reflected in this statement may not have been altogether absent in 
other areas of program policy - including hiring and firing. 

14.2 Personal Rewards and Frustrations. 

One professor, outside the programs but knowing them well, thought that teaching in programs like 
ESG, USSP, and Concourse was ultimately “immensely unrewarding and frustrating, with no internal 
or external rewards.” The ‘internal’ rewards, at best, are intangible and nebulous: “If you manage to 
get students motivated and educated, the millennium has arrived”; and the “external reward system 
remuneration, rewards, tenure - largely calls the tune. . . (It) is more powerful than any internal reward 
system that operates.” He concluded with a statement common in the MIT Commission: “Hard values 
drive out soft values.” 

The internal rewards (of ‘soft’ value) outweighed the internal frustrations. At least, the great majority 
of those who had taught in one or other program did not regret having done so. Even the critical and 
pessimistic acknowledged how much they had learned: about teaching, students, and their fellow faculty. 
Several suggested that all faculty members at MIT should have experience of teaching this way at some 
point in their careers. Many different learning experiences were cited. This was one of them: 

“Teaching now seems to me to be redefined as helping someone figure out what he wants to do, 
and not so much showing how to do something, but showing them how to go about finding out 
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how to do something. You don’t teach facts and figures, you teach techniques. That’s what I 
found out” (USSP staff member). 

During the beginning year, the staff in the programs were intensely involved. They were anxious: 

“I remember the terror of the first year - thrown in, thinking ‘my God, is it going to work?’ It was 
like a space probe. . . we wondered ‘have we shot something up that will never come back?’. . . I 
went round saying everything was O.K. But underneath I was very frightened” (ESG faculty 
member). 

They were also unsure what they were supposed to be doing: if the situation was unstructured for students, 
so it was for staff. One USSP staff member made the following connection: “We floundered and they 
floundered for the first so many months.” And an ex-ESG staff member reported that he felt he had been 
operating “in a vacuum”: “I had a feeling of helplessness; what can I do? How can I be useful?” 

But the sense of exhilaration and new opportunity felt by students in the first year, was shared by 
many of both faculties. As the second year progressed, this faded somewhat: it became less exciting; they 
were “coasting” (ESG faculty member). 

The ‘teaching’ was, of course, quite unlike conventional teaching. Moreover, it was more difficult. “It 
is a very erratic business. . . everyone wants to know something different - in the regular program you know 
what you want to be wise about” (ESG senior faculty member). He characterized his previous teaching as 
“handling elementary physics in rote fashion.” When he began teaching in ESG he “simply couldn’t do it, 
made outrageous mistakes.” The successful staff member had to get used to admitting not knowing the 
answer, or that he had forgotten a point, or that he needed time to work it out. This almost certainly 
helped to make faculty ‘more human’ in students’ eyes. 

The time demands were heavy. One phenomenon is of interest. One faculty member reported: “Some
how time disappears in ESG. . . you are not sure you have done enough, you always want to invest more 
time.” Another put it differently: that “the number of intellectual quanta transmitted per unit hour is very 
low.” The uncertainty and lack of formality of the teaching left many staff questioning, when they went 
home, whether they had achieved much that day. 

In USSP the time problem was magnified. Their offices were in the program area itself (unlike ESG) 
and (unless they took determined action) were always available. 

Interactions with students in programs where “education is in the personal mode” (sophomore, USSP), 
inevitably draw more heavily on the teacher’s emotional resources. A USSP faculty member described how 
both disappointments and achievements were felt more deeply than in the regular program. A student 
breaks an appointment and it is a cause for concern. But, in the regular program, “If a fellow drops out of 
my recitation, I don’t even notice.” The best rewards, likewise, are felt personally. The ‘greatest reward’ 
for one ESG faculty member was, “to see individual students, one at a time, slowly loosen up, turn on, 
behave more adventuresomely with regard to their work.” 
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15.1 

Chapter 15 

How Are These Programs Viewed From 
Outside? 

Why do the MIT faculty know so little about them? Partly, it seems, indifference: several times I heard 
the view that “if somebody wants to do something, even if it’s foolish, let them do it, especially if they can 
talk the Administration into it” (Dean of a faculty). There was also the view that “As long as they stay 
small, you don’t have to have much of an opinion” (Professor, Mathematics). 

The picture painted of apparent faculty disinterest (one Department Head said the faculty were “too 
busy with their knitting to care about it”) is not so straightforward as is often implied. A number of 
professors thought the programs had changed the climate. They had broken taboos, done the unthinkable 
- i.e., disturbing the basic lecture/recitation pattern. (“There’s a feeling you can’t tinker with things” 
Faculty Dean). It meant there was a new standard of what constituted an innovation. Smaller scale 
changes slid through more easily. One department head saw evidence for the changed climate in the ease 
with which Concourse passed without debate in the Faculty meeting. “Two things had been established: 
there were two programs already, and the CEP was using in a non-trivial way the experimental license it 
has.” 

Clearly the programs were not wholly responsible for the change in climate. But they represented 
the most far out innovations, and their effect has probably been considerably more than is generally 
acknowledged. By showing, as one Professor put it, that “one can do things differently,” the programs may 
have performed an outstanding service to the Institute. Both had intended to serve this ‘change agent’ 
function and if they have done so it represents a successful achievement of one of their original goals. 

The Faculty’s supposed lack of interest is not the only factor in the programs’ being relatively unknown. 
The programs have also tended to isolate themselves. Particularly at the beginning, each program tended to 
distance itself from MIT, USSP more than ESG. Unquestionably, at certain times there have been elements 
of hostility expressed, for instance toward the CEP. This encouraged separatism. Both programs tended 
to “exaggerate the awfulness of the conventional program” (in the words of an ex-ESG faculty member). 

Yet another factor was the physical location on campus of the two programs. ESG is at the top of 
Building 24, reached by the slowest elevator in the Institute; USSP is located in Building 20. Neither place 
is it exactly easy to drop in on. 
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Finally, in considering the MIT Faculty’s relative ignorance, there was the limited impact of the pro
grams’ publications. (“I don’t really know what they do. It’s not entirely their fault. None of us can 
keep up with the MIT literature” (Non-academic Dean).) It seemed the most widely read has been ‘A 
Qualitative Assessment of ESG ’ sent out by George Valley in February ‘71; “Valley’s report was more 
informative because of student letters. . . whether objective or not we don’t know - but it gave a flavor of 
how students see it” (Department Head, Engineering). 

15.2 

Probably all these factors have contributed to the limited amount of communication between the 
programs and those outside them. One department head remarked: “It’s our failing in being cut off 
there’s little interaction.” Others thought the programs had not always made it easy for the outsider to get 
a full picture, say when they want to visit. Indeed, among those we spoke with outside the programs who 
had visited them, a majority seem to have felt dissatisfied. Somehow, they said, they had not been able 
to get to grips with the program; they had felt blocked by an impenetrable wall of benign talk. Others 
spoke of being submerged in anecdote, unable - at the end - to carry away any general opinion. Still others 
referred to the “almost religious” fervor of some of the students advocating their program: a fervor that 
made the visitor suspicious when he had not been before. 

The difficulties encountered by the casual visitor were compounded for those who came in an official 
capacity. 

The Task Force on Educational Innovation (‘established by the CEP in the spring of 1969 to coordinate 
and evaluate programs at MIT that represent significant departures from the traditional curriculum’1) 
visited both programs. This Task Force has generally been regarded as not altogether successful. Its 
membership included representatives from ESG and USSP, which was probably a mistake. Not only was it 
seen as biased by those outside the programs, but it also lacked credibility within them. In one program, 
TFEI was described as “a you scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours charade.” 

There was a tendency, in both programs, for visits of the TFEI, and even more so of the CEP, to be 
regarded as special occasions, requiring a ‘performance’. At USSP, certain members of TFEI felt they had 
had “a snow job,” presentations taking up so much time that there was no opportunity for questions. When 
CEP visited ESG, it was preceded by intensive cleaning and tidying (and, for some obscure reason, copies 
of ‘Thursday’ were deliberately placed around). 

This mild defensiveness was perhaps natural, given that the programs were so young, and that they 
saw their values so differently from those of the Institute - the Institute of which they were part and to 
whom ultimately they were responsible. It is a general difficulty associated with evaluation of programs 
by inside agencies. 

15.3 Enthusiasm for the Programs’ Aims. 

Generally speaking, we encountered a high level of approval of what were seen as the basic aims of the 
programs. Even those who knew next to nothing about how the programs had actually gone, were often 
eager to register their regard for the aims. 

1This description - taken from the First Report of the CEP Task Force on Educational Innovation (April 21, 1971) uses the 
word ‘evaluate’. A prominent member of one program, himself a member of TFEI, disputed this: it was specifically stated at 
the beginning, he said, that it was not an evaluating group, but an enabling one. That disagreement about this should exist, 
is in itself remarkable. 
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“I wonder whether the basic aims of the programs are what we should all be striving for. . . At 
the core of our objectives should be graduating students who are highly self-organizing and 
self-directing. . . (There is) no excuse for offering a continuation of the great structure that 
characterizes high school. . . We need to foster the spark, curiosity, drive” (Non-academic Dean). 

Even those skeptical of what they had heard or seen of the programs often qualified what they said 
by remarking that they remained enthusiastic ‘for the idea.’ There were some, whose views are discussed 
elsewhere, who questioned whether the programs should be for freshmen; whether they cost too much; 
whether they should not be severely overhauled; and so on. But it would be wrong to assume that these 
were majority views. 

There was one interesting and sharp discrepancy of opinion: between MIT psychiatrists and counselors 
we talked with. The former (with one exception) were most guarded in their approval of the programs, 
particularly questioning the short and long term effects of the lack of structure; (one thought the experi
mental programs should have been reviewed by the Committee on the Use of Human Beings as Subjects: 
“Giving somebody a potassium-free diet is not going to affect their whole life. . . ”). The counselors, on 
the other hand, were consistently and warmly enthusiastic, emphasizing the more ‘human’ introduction to 
MIT afforded by the programs; the faculties’ concern for students; the freer and more relaxed contexts of 
the programs. They would, as a group, I think, have agreed with the ESG student who remarked: “I would 
hate to see the programs go and see a whole lot of other garbage stay.” 
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Chapter 16 

What About the Cost of the Programs?


I shall not discuss cost in detail. The answer is that these programs do cost more per student enrolled 
than the regular freshman program, and clearly the discrepancy increases when there is a small enrollment. 
Cost comparisons are difficult however. Estimates for the regular program are difficult to produce and 
“there are very real problems in definitions of cost allocation” (Faculty Dean): if a student chooses small 
classes or low enrollment courses, he is in a sense getting a more expensive education. 

There were sharp divisions in general faculty opinion over the cost of these programs. There were 
some who argued that too much was being spent on too few, “too expensive, too artificial” (Department 
Head). These views were, however, unrepresentative. Rather, there was strong feeling that concentration 
of resources was indeed “justified as an experiment. . . (provided that) the cost differential is not too large” 
(Faculty Dean). 

ESG, USSP and Concourse are all supported from the Land Fund. This is separate from the MIT 
general budget, and it had to be spent on educational experimentation and innovation - to be within the 
terms stipulated by Professor Edwin Land. A senior member of the administration pointed out that these 
programs were never intended to apply “across the board”; that it was hoped there would be a lot to 
learn, of general usefulness for undergraduate education. He also pointed out that start-up costs were 
considerable; and that it had been the idea that the programs would run below the optimum number of 
students at first, and would absorb more students, without greatly increased expense, year by year. 

One opinion, often expressed and in emphatic terms, was the questions of cost should not dominate 
discussion of the programs, and that people should be worrying about the educational issues instead. It is 
unfortunate, therefore, that little attention has generally been given to these (a situation I hope this report 
may partly redress). 
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Chapter 17 

Could the Programs Have Been More 
‘Successful’? If So, How? 

17.1 

No one we spoke to in either program claimed their program had been successful for all students. 
Undoubtedly, for some, it had been useful, productive, and maturing. They learned a lot, got very excited, 
and wouldn’t have missed it for worlds. For other students, on the other hand, it was little short of 
disastrous; they achieved little, came away dissatisfied, and usually blamed themselves: “It’s not the 
program’s fault, it’s mine”. Then there was a larger, intermediate group, for whom it was a partial but 
not complete success: e.g. ‘they got something done’ (USSP); or, ‘they made some progress in sorting 
themselves out’ (ESG). A very rough general estimate (based solely on the statements and estimates of 
staff and students in both programs) was that 25% fitted the first category; 25% the second; 50% the 
third1 . 

Given the commitment, enthusiasm, and industry of the staff; the excellent facilities; the immense 
opportunity and availability of expertise; why were there not more resounding ‘successes’ - as defined by 
the programs themselves? Are the principles on which they were founded, inappropriate for MIT? Were 
the programs held back by external forces beyond their control? Did they try and do too much? The 
questions are many, sensible and reliable answers too few. 

There were those who argued that the programs should have not been for freshmen, but instead for 
sophomores or juniors. The rationale for this was that by then they would be more likely to realize 
(and grasp) the opportunities the programs offered. Others argued that there should be “varying degrees 
of commitment” (ESG faculty member). Students “should be invited to join tentatively; (it could be) 
available for those who want it, maybe half time”. He added: “All the qualities needed for independent 
study need to be built up slowly”, A USSP staff member made a similar suggestion “the programs should 
not be considered as for all time. It should be very easy to surface, to come and go”. Still others thought 
the programs had tried to do too much. One Professor, who knew both programs well, said they had been 
“destroyed by being all things to all students. They don’t focus, yet they cannot cover everything”. Instead, 
“they should look at their audience, should think about what they can do. . . they could be thematic, e.g. 
medically oriented, or ecology oriented”. With a theme, it would be possible for students to work in a 

1A priori it seems remarkable to get similar estimates for both programs. However, despite their many differences, there 
have been - as noted before - a number of parallel trends, so their similarity of estimates is perhaps not so surprising. 
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structured way to begin with, and then to branch out: “Learn some basic facts first, then get into some 
thing”. 

These analyses and proposals are all very well, but they do not, perhaps, go to the root of the matter. 
Before prescription, is the diagnosis complete? I think it may not be. 

17.2 Interaction Between Teacher and Taught. 

At the heart of any form of instruction is an interaction - between someone who knows more, or who 
has more experience, or more institutional responsibility, than someone else. The relationship between 
teacher and student varies with the instructional context, differences in age and status of the two parties, 
and so on. 

The conventional system of MIT instruction has modes of interaction between faculty and students that 
have evolved into relatively standard forms. They may be partly renegotiated or redefined by individuals: 
some faculty are vastly more approachable than others, some more naturally authoritative, and so on. But 
there is a framework of common expectation and accepted ritual. 

These programs, USSP and ESG, lie outside this framework: 

“Outside the framework they are grappling with souls. The beauty of the normal system 
is that you don’t have to grapple with souls, which is also why (as a teaching program) it is 
mediocre” (Professor, Faculty of Science). 

In the programs the normal rules and conventions cannot be relied on. Inevitably there is strain on 
individuals involved, as they seek to redefine roles and relationships in a situation of flux. In these particular 
programs (unlike, perhaps, Concourse) it was more difficult still: both sought, as a central objective to 
redefine the faculty/student relationship itself. 

17.3 Faculty Ambiguities. 

It is my view that for both programs their chief difficulty lay in certain unresolved ambiguities: some 
concerning this relationship directly, some deriving from the program but profoundly affecting this rela
tionship. These were present from the beginning; were exacerbated by the program’s difficulties of the first 
year, and by the additional strain of that particular academic year; and are perhaps still present, though 
each program has learned to live with them. 

One such ambiguity seemed to arise in conflicting messages signaled to students. In blunt, summary 
form these were: first, ‘do what you like’; and second ‘match up to our expectations’. The ‘expectations’ 
were themselves not simple: one of them was ‘do not ignore studying conventional academic subjects’; 
another was ‘study unconventional things and don’t be a tool’. (I emphasize that this is an exceedingly 
complex area, and that I am certainly oversimplifying.) 

Another ambiguity - or area of uncertainty - arose from considering the actual role of the faculty 
member. Was he ‘friend’, ‘pal’, ‘parent figure’, ‘elder learner’, ‘teacher’, ‘tutor’, or ‘supervisor’? Or all 
at the same time? Should the staff member encourage, cajole, or leave the student alone? If he actively 
encourages or makes suggestions, is he curtailing the student’s freedom and abrogating a principle? Or is 
he fulfilling an important staff responsibility? Outside the framework the faculty member is grappling not 
only with souls, but also with all the inherent conflicts of teaching: e.g. achieving depth without sacrificing 
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coverage; criticizing without discouraging; encouraging students to come and talk without its absorbing all 
his time; all these and many more. 

It is not that such profound educational questions are absent in the standard system, but that they do 
not obtrude to the same degree. There are usually precedents and mechanisms and catalog regulations. 
The edifice is there - you live within it. 

17.4 Student Ambiguities. 

The ambiguities so briefly sketched have been the faculties’. Those of the students were the greater. 
Take the example of a student who has joined the program and is very excited. As many students had, he 
has high expectations of what he will be able to do. But as the weeks go by he does not achieve as much 
as he expected or hoped. 

There were several gloomy references of this type: “the initial procrastination that takes over. . . you 
have this absolute freedom, it’s difficult to get the discipline together” (Junior, ex-USSP). The student 
above is likely to be worried by how rapidly time has passed with so little to show for it; he may feel 
discouraged about the program’s suitability for him; or even guilty that he ‘has let the program down’. 
He may feel he needs guidance but to admit it would be some form of weakness. Since his arrival in the 
program was probably dictated, to some extent at least, by being opposed to ‘the system’, it is difficult to 
acknowledge that maybe he needs it if he is going to achieve anything. 

All these various strands, and many, many more, may be affecting the students at this stage. The 
ambiguity and uncertainty arises from the multiplicity of explanations and rationalizations. In the regular 
program there are familiar slogans, e.g. ‘Tech is Hell’, ‘drinking from a fire hose’ etc., and plenty of advice 
from upperclassmen, fraternity brothers, and various MIT student publications. In the programs there are 
virtually no ‘myths’ or generally accepted guidelines of this type, with which the student can begin to order 
his reality. He cannot, for instance, take for granted that his program, like the Tech, ‘is Hell’ - because, 
manifestly it is not. Generally speaking his faculty members are approachable and interested in him; are 
supportive, and concerned; and they do not ‘hassle’ him. The program is clearly no ‘great grey monolith’. 

The uncertainties felt by students are perhaps inevitable, given that the signals provided by the staffs 
of the programs, (as discussed above,) were rarely consistent and clear. 

17.5 Evaluation of Students’ Work. 

The ambiguities are most acute when it comes to evaluation of students’ work and staff feedback 
generally. There was a general and pervasive feeling among students in both programs that it was “very 
hard to know when you have accomplished anything” (Junior, ex-USSP). He went on: “(there are) no hard 
and fast three hour finals. No way to compare my work vis-a-vis the Institute”. There was often a lack of 
certainty about what was good work, what was not; what could reasonably be expected per month; what 
was a competent standard; and so on. Evaluating (and going through the procedures of testing before a 
waiver for an Institute requirement was granted by a program faculty member) brought these matters to a 
head. Not surprisingly there were elements of tension, occasionally misunderstandings, and a good deal of 
ambivalence. We heard two separate views in USSP: from students who complained that there had been 
‘too little evaluation of their work’; from advisors that, if they evaluated a student, he was likely ‘not to 
come back for three weeks’. 
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Underlying the conflicting feelings toward evaluation were two other factors, each of which was highly 
significant. The programs were different from the regular system of instruction by being personal and by 
a merciful lack of bureaucratic procedures. This had numerous effects, of which I shall mention two. 

(i) Had the faculties of the programs been inclined to pressure or coerce their students - which of course 
they were not - it would have been immensely difficult. The conventional system, by comparison 
both heavily bureaucratized and impersonal, permits a good deal of pressure to be put on a student 
without face-to-face encounters between individuals. If, in the regular program, all assignments were 
collected together and presented by a single individual (say a personal tutor) across a desk, the 
work load on the student might well appear to be too heavy an imposition. In the programs there 
were face-to-face encounters, fewer divisions of responsibility between faculty members, and far less 
opportunity to say: ‘I’m sorry, it’s the regulations’.2 

(ii) It is well known that in college education generally there are any number of strategies used by students 
for coping with the demands made on them by their professors. Many of these strategies may be 
necessary for survival (see ‘The Hidden Curriculum’, Benson R. Snyder, Knopf, 1971 ). Often they 
have an element of deception, faking, or ‘bullshitting’. A number of students made remarks of the 
type “I got by at High School - just slop off the work. . . not really doing the stuff”. ‘Getting by’, 
or pulling the wool over the instructor’s glasses, is an entrenched part of student academic practice. 
Because the instructor is assigned a distant role, which is defined by the system, the undergraduate’s 
deception is not seen in personal terms: he is cheating the system, not an individual professor. In 
ESG and USSP, however, this does not apply. Teachers are not distant figures whom you meet in 
formal situations. Students are also grappling with souls. Faking, bullshitting, or getting by are now 
seen differently. They are deceiving an individual; it is personal; it is no longer a ritualized and 
widely accepted institutional phenomenon. 

The evaluating exchanges between faculty and students had to cope with these factors. Most of the 
staff found it difficult, for instance, to demand that students reach a particular standard, or complete an 
assignment without fail by a certain date, even when they wanted to. Similarly, the students - who were 
often worried about completing the Institute Requirements - were greatly tempted to ‘get by’ and do only 
enough to appear, to the program faculty member in question, that they knew the stuff. Some, inevitably, 
did fake: “do less and get by - you still want to maintain this. . . the ethic here was work; if you appeared 
to be doing work it was OK” (Junior, ex-USSP). “Bullshit, sheer bullshit. I got 18.02, 5.41, and 18.60. 
They thought I knew my stuff, but I didn’t” (Junior, ex-ESG). But to a greater extent than for many 
students in the regular program, students who did this had feelings of considerable guilt. They also felt 
that their interaction with their instructor had been subtly undermined - and by them. They had cheated 
their friend. 

The points raised above have been only roughly sketched. I cannot explore all the various ramifications 
and subtleties, in this report. One thing is clear: much of the uncertainty derived from the faculty and 
students having to work out what they should be doing and why, in the absence of pre-existing and 
accepted guidelines. Moreover, the uncertainty was the greatest around issues relating to ‘authority’ and 

2An ex-USSP junior remarked: “In the second year, the staff were going to be Fascist if necessary to get some work out of 
the students”. It is interesting to note that this trend, (incidentally a trifle exaggerated by this student) was accompanied by 
the introduction of certain ‘mechanisms’, impersonal ‘rules’ that applied to every student, etc. 
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the exercise of it. To what extent should the faculty member control the lives of his students? How much 
does he intervene, if at all? To what extent does he remain responsible for a student in a situation where 
the student is regarded as being responsible for his own education? These questions, rephrased, could 
correspond to others applicable to the students. 

In both programs these questions have been addressed seriously - though rarely perhaps in quite this 
form. What is important and significant is that the options considered were, for most staff members, 
ranged along one principal dimension: either they should put pressure on students or they should leave 
them alone; either they should intervene with deadlines or adopt a sit-it-out strategy, waiting for students 
to take the initiative. This dimension, of degree of pressure or coercion applied, was the one that dominated 
in discussion within both programs. In fact, the programs took up different positions along it - USSP moved 
toward greater pressure, ESG moved the other way. 

But there are other dimensions. There are other ways that teachers influence students, and some staff 
members capitalized on them. Unequivocally the evidence points to these staff members being the most 
well liked and most highly regarded by students, and this applies to both programs. 

17.7 “You need to overcome Glop.” 

One ESG faculty member described ‘glop’ as more or less ‘defensive inactivity’ - a heavy, rather resentful 
and unenergetic state that characterized a number of students in ESG (and a great many more in his classes 
in the standard program). He thought glop had multiple causes:“it is resentment at being in school, at 
society, at parents,” but is obviously more besides. In some sense it seems to serve as a self-protecting 
withdrawal from being involved in group or institutional activity. The paucity of questions from students 
and the lack of intelligent and lively discourse in recitations are perhaps further indications of this state. 
Whatever its complex tangle of roots, the phenomenon is well known in numerous educational settings 
not only at MIT of course. 

Glop (I use the term because I can find no better) often involves a show of lack of any defined interest. 
Enterprising teachers attempt to provide interesting and enjoyable experiences, one of which they hope 
will ‘turn their students on’. (The imagery of drugs is revealing - they locate the source of interest in a 
particular topic or curriculum arrangement.) When such attempts to spark interest fail, there is a ready 
explanation to hand: ‘Their previous unsatisfactory school experiences have been too deadening.’ Most 
deliberate attempts within the programs to ‘interest a group of students in something’ were not successful. 
Setting up seminars, for instance, however ‘interesting’, generally failed to overcome glop. 

Teaching involves human interaction. This may be anathema to many educational technologists and 
system analysts, but it remains true. Just as telling a person to ‘be spontaneous’ or ‘be amused’ and 
expecting them to be so, is laughable; so is telling a person to ‘be interested’. Yet that is the thinly 
disguised message that many teachers pass to their students. 

There are clues to an alternative: successful actors, novelists, and lovers, for instance. They do not 
ask directly for response; they win us over, court us, capture our involvement. Overcoming glop involves 
winning the student over to the point that he lets himself become vulnerable to opportunities beyond it. 
It is not merely attempting to interest him, but persuading him to let himself become amenable to being 
interested. 

How is this accomplished? There are no glib formulae or pat answers. But I can briefly describe what 
the most successful faculty members seemed to be doing when they overcame glop. They did not all do 
it in the same way. They were not all ‘charismatic’, nor were they always the most experienced teachers. 
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17.8 

What they shared was having a context or style of interaction with their students that was free of many 
of the ambiguities recorded earlier in this section. 

One or two had students working on their own research with them. This immediately removed a lot of 
uncertainty: the student was treated as partner and as apprentice; the student knew what he was doing 
and saw it as being worthwhile. It was a situation that encouraged commitment and often won it. The 
faculty member may well have been serving as a ‘role-model’ for the student, someone with whom the 
student identified. The key factor was that they were working together. They were not always successful, 
of course. One USSP staff member, who consistently had students working on his research with him, 
remarked: “They are very hesitant about making commitments to anything. They are convinced that once 
they do that the road to the end of their lives has been paved.” 

Some faculty members worked alongside students in joint learning activities within a new area. These, 
too, seemed to cut through the ambiguities and have a closer and franker relationship. They were consis
tently singled out as being ‘good advisors’ or ‘really interested in you’. These faculty, along with those with 
research apprentices, commented on their own personal interest in the outcome of the student’s efforts, 
over and above their interest as teachers or advisors. 

Finally, there were one or two individuals, who were seen as ‘tough’ and demanding teachers. They 
would get angry and show it, if suggestions were not followed up or reading had not been done. One 
of these was described as “more honest somehow. . . you know where he stands.” Again, this teacher had 
established a way of relating to students that was free of many of the ambiguities usually present. Like 
the others mentioned he largely overcame glop. His manifestly great concern for students’ well being was 
something they responded to with their commitment - tough or not. 

In short, I suggest there may have been too little attention paid to analyzing which types of interaction 
context between staff and students were effective and which were not. This would have perhaps demanded 
much closer contact between the members of the faculties themselves; and perhaps a more searching review 
of what experiences they wanted students to have. With a different first year they may well have evolved 
in these directions. 
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Appendix A 

Part of Memorandum 

TO: Dan Kleitman 

FROM: Malcolm Parlett 

SUBJ: Proposed Study of USSP and ESG 

DATE: June 16th, 1971. 

Preamble 

There seems to be general agreement about the aims of the proposed study: 

(i) To examine the two programs, USSP and ESG with a view to describing them, exploring pedagogic 
issues they raise, distinguishing between their central and peripheral features, and detailing what 
participants and others regard as their advantages and disadvantages relative to the normal MIT 
program. 

(ii) To emphasize throughout, to all concerned, that my function is to “illuminate” rather than to “eval
uate”. My task is not to suggest policy but to provide information and insight that can contribute 
to discussion and decision. 

(iii) To provide, by actually doing this study, an example of one way in which educational innovations 
can begin to be appraised and understood; to demonstrate that there is perhaps more to evaluating 
than reading grade-point averages off print-outs. 

(iv) To include, as a subsidiary study, a preliminary outline description of Concourse. 

(v) To produce a report (or, perhaps preferably, two separate reports) on USSP and ESG, which after 
submission to the CEP should be made freely available to all members of the MIT community. 
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General Outline 

The general aim will be to examine the programs at three different levels: 

(i) The aims, ideologies, learning models, and assumptions that underlie each program; 

(ii) Each program’s organization, practices, conventions, prohibitions, faculty-student and student-student 
relations, resource management, and decision-making processes; 

(iii) Participating students’ coping strategies, methods of study, academic activities, work records, and 
perceptions of experiences. 
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Appendix B 

Component Investigations Within the 
Research Study 

The research was planned and carried out as an interlocking series of subsidiary research inquiries. 
These are summarized below, in note form. (No attempt is made here to give a detailed rationale of the 
methodological approach. This represents a rough sketch, not the detailed working plan.) 

1.	 Programs’ History 
Trace the evolution of the program from planning stages on. The expectations, adaptations, unre
alized hopes, unexpected bonuses, achievements, worries, high-points, low-points, significant events. 
Analysis of documents, reports, tapes; interviews, discussion groups, and conversations. 

2.	 Retrospective demographic study 

(a) Compare entering students in each program with each other, and selectively with students in 
the rest of their class. Examination of Admissions data. 

(b) Trace paths of students entering and leaving the programs, period of enrollment, etc. Construc
tion of charts and use for reference purposes throughout study. Data from Registrar’s grade 
reports and from program records. 

3.	 Subsequent Academic Performance 
Examine performance of ‘Alumni’ by normal academic criteria - e.g., grades, term rating, Institute 
requirements completed. Information from Registrar’s grade reports. Also contact (largely unsuc
cessful) with faculty advisors and departmental registration officers. General qualitative information 
from external interviews. 

4.	 Dropouts 
Explore the circumstances and events surrounding and relating to students, when they left the pro
gram and MIT simultaneously. General (not specific) discussions with counselors, psychiatrists, 
members of the Administration. Detailed discussion with program directors of students who had 
dropped out. 

5.	 Learning Activities in Programs 
Discover what intellectual experiences and activities students underwent while in program. Discussion 
meetings and interviews with students. Examination of their intellectual activities, as listed by senior 
staff. Interviews with staff. Analysis of documents. 
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6.	 Experiences of Entering Freshmen 

(a) Study why students had chosen the program they had, or why they had rejected them in favor 
of the regular program. Short structured interviews. 

(b) Review initial experiences, intentions, disappointments (if any), achievements, excitements of 
entering freshmen through first four weeks of first semester 1971-72. Analysis of semi-structured 
interviews with freshmen, observation of seminars, conversations. 

7.	 Experiences of Program Staff 
Document some of the common experiences, perceptions, opinions, problems, pleasures, and frus
trations of program teachers - present and past. Analysis of documents, staff memoranda, reports, 
transcribed interviews (USSP only), taped interviews (USSP only). Interviews, informal discussions, 
attendance at meetings. 

8.	 External MIT Opinion 

(a) Assess how programs were viewed outside, by senior faculty and members of the Administration. 
Interviews with a small group of selected faculty deans, department heads, other faculty and 
administrators. 

(b) Review programs’	 ‘external relations’ and contacts. Discussion with counseling Deans, psy
chiatrists, representatives from student housing, members of the administration - how they 
respectively view the programs from their position. 

9.	 Program Areas 
Study the physical environment of each program - their size, layout, furnishings, facilities (and use 
made of them). Examination of floor plans and architects’ drawings; interviews, group discussions, 
conversations; structured observational techniques; extensive informal observation. 

10.	 Program Philosophies 
Examine, isolate, distill, and describe underlying models, aims, rationale, manifest and latent objec
tives of each program. Analysis of available documents, reports, memoranda, and initial proposals 
and position papers; information from interviews, discussions, conversations. 

Formal Interviews 

(usually single, occasionally small group interview)


MIT faculty members - 18 professors (including 5 Department Heads).


ESG staff - 12 past and present faculty members.


USSP staff (less because we were kindly provided with tapes and transcripts of staff interviews already

carried out) - 8 past and present faculty members. 

6 Representatives from the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. 

5 Psychiatrists from the Medical Department. 

USSP students 

ESG students 

- 21 Freshmen (structured interview), 
17 Freshmen (unstructured second interview), 
18 Others (past or present students). 

- 10 Freshmen (structured interview), 
4 Freshmen (unstructured second interview), 
24 Others (past or present students). 
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These numbers do not include informal discussions and conversations. There are also others (e.g. other 
ERC personnel) that were interviewed but are not listed. 
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Appendix C 

Descriptions of Special Academic 
Programs in the Freshman Handbook 
1971 

8.1 The Experimental Study Group (E.S.G.) 

Last year 45 freshmen, 20 sophomores and a staff of 
15 faculty members and 5 tutors joined in the second 
year of an experiment in education called the Exper
imental Study Group. Two years before, a group of 
seniors and faculty members had met to consider re
cent innovations in teaching methods, and had pro
posed a plan to let students learn as much as possible 
in ways of their own choosing. Considerable thought 
went into how to create an atmosphere where people 
would be relatively free of restrictions and the usual 
competitive atmosphere of college learning. The ma
jor goal of the program was to create an environment 
where faculty and students could learn from each 
other. 

During the two years since then many interesting 
things have happened. For instance, many fresh
men found it was difficult for them to decide what 
they wanted to do. Socializing with the faculty and 
upperclassmen was hard to get used to. Some of 
the seminars began to look suspiciously like regu
lar classes. Getting everybody together was a real 
problem. Yet many ideas were found to be good. 
Students were able to accept most of the responsi
bilities offered them. They were able to study top
ics which interested them up to whatever level they 
chose. Many did upperclass work. But even more 

important, people were experimenting-in teaching, 
studying. learning, communicating. 

The Experimental Study Group will continue in the 
coming year and will be able to accommodate up 
to 50 members of the Class of 1975. The academic 
year will begin with a week of intensive discussions 
about the general direction of the Group and the 
particular interests of students. As the year goes 
on, there will be more shared activities, such as lun
cheons, talks by guests, and trips of general interest. 
Each student will be able to choose one of the faculty 
members to be his faculty advisor. Hopefully, every 
freshman will meet at least once a week with one of 
the faculty. 

Independent study will be supplemented by semi
nars, concentrated study groups and individual lab
oratory projects. Students may informally attend 
the lectures in the regular curriculum; they may also 
sign up for one or two regular M.I.T. subjects, but 
these should constitute only a small part of their to
tal academic program. Each person will develop his 
own way of demonstrating what he is learning. The 
students and faculty will jointly set the tone of the 
Experimental Study Group. 

Students will reside in the regular M.I.T. living 
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groups. The Experimental Study Group has its own 
work area, including reading, seminar. study and 
music rooms, a work-shop and library, and a com
mons area with kitchen. Other resources of M.I.T. 
which are normally available to freshmen are also 
available to E.S.G. members. 

The importance of the Experimental Study Group 
is that it emphasizes independent study. The pro
gram can be used to satisfy as many of the regular 
M.I.T. requirements as does the normal curriculum; 
however, this is not necessary. What is necessary is 
a willingness to learn and change, to try new ideas 
and methods of learning. It will not be easy. You 

might wind up wasting an entire year. Experiments, 
including this one, can fail. 

If you find our ideas intriguing and feel that you 
can contribute to and profit from our program, then 
write us a note, or return the form provided in Sec
tion 1.2, or put your name on a postcard and send 
it to: 

Experimental Study Group 
c/o Professor George E. Valley, Jr. 
M.I.T. Room 24-612 
77 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 

8.2 Unified Science Study Program (U.S.S.P.)


The Unified Science Study Program is an alternative 
freshman and sophomore program sponsored by the 
Education Research Center. Students in this full-
time program work with the faculty individually and 
in small groups to plan and carry out their studies. 
The emphasis in the past has been on the natural and 
social sciences, with some work also in pure mathe
matics and humanities. The program will begin its 
third year in September. 

One purpose of the U.S.S.P. is to encourage students 
to spend much of their time working on projects they 
formulate themselves in order to learn investigative 
skills and to have a concrete focus for their study of 
other subjects. The program also serves as a labora
tory for developing and testing new educational ma
terials and techniques which may be useful elsewhere 
at M.I.T. and in other schools. Examples are: films, 
students-as-teachers, interdisciplinary seminars and 
project study, interactive computer programs, self-
paced courses, and total immersion in a single sub
ject. 

HOW IT OPERATES 

The U.S.S.P. is intended for students who want to 
assume a major share of the responsibility for the 
detailed planning, execution and evaluation of their 
own education. 

With the help of an advisor chosen from the program 
faculty, the student develops a written plan telling 
what he wants to do, how and with whom he will do 

these things, how his work will be documented and 
evaluated. The student also indicates what facilities 
he will need for his project and how much it will cost. 

The advisor puts the student in touch with other 
people who can work with him. When a student’s 
interests lie outside the areas of competence of the 
faculty, or when he needs specialized facilities, ar
rangements are made so that he can use the resources 
of the remainder of the Institute or of other organi
zations in the area. Many students take one or two 
regular Institute subjects. 

The advisor has a continuing responsibility to see 
to it that the student’s plans are achievable, bal
anced, and compatible with the student’s long-term 
objectives, including meeting the requirements for 
an M.I.T. degree. Periodically, he helps the student 
evaluate his progress. 

In order to address the issue, “How do we get 
started,” we began last fall with a three week pe
riod during which everyone participates in one of 
a dozen working groups led by a faculty member. 
Each group met daily doing a lab project, discussing 
readings, or working on problems. This initial period 
provided students and faculty with an opportunity 
to explore one another’s interests and expectations. 
It also allowed students to have some work already 
accomplished and some ideas to pursue before begin
ning the less structured remainder of the year. Next 
year’s program will probably start in a similar way. 
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Once a week, students and faculty meet as a group to 
review the operation of the program. Decisions are 
made about the policies and plans of the program. 

These meetings have revealed that virtually every 
student spends some time during the first term con
fused and disoriented as he copes with the problems 
of managing his own affairs. Most students feel this 
period valuable, while a few feel they have wasted 
time. We feel that the resolution of these problems is 
an important, albeit trying educational experience. 

WHERE IT’S LOCATED 

U.S.S.P. takes place in a ramshackle wood frame 
building, vintage W.W.II. Computer facilities, lab
oratories, a shop, a small library, a lounge, seminar 
rooms, faculty offices, and working space for each 
student are all mixed together. The arrangement of 
our space is flexible and can accommodate changing 
demands of U.S.S.P. The place is typically cluttered 
with coffee pots, posters and artifacts from various 
projects; many people spend most of their days here. 

8.3 Concourse 

As an alternative to the regular freshman curricu
lum, Concourse offers a full-time program of inte
grated study for the first year, with the possibility 
of extension into the second. Small in size (8-10 fac
ulty, 35-50 students), the program affords close per
sonal contact between teachers and undergraduates, 
as it seeks to develop ongoing intellectual collabora
tion through concerted group effort. There is intense 
and lively interaction of ideas and techniques from a 
great number of different academic fields, with the 
aim of breaking down the sharp boundaries that of
ten separate the various professional specializations 
from each other. Concourse explores in a rigorously 
critical way the relatedness of several areas of knowl
edge as well as the particular substance and method
ology of each discipline. Within what might be called 
a teaching and learning community, the usual rela
tionship between the student and the faculty mem
ber is made far more flexible; learning becomes ev
eryone’s business, a shared endeavor. 

The faculty of Concourse are drawn together from 
a widely representative range of academic fields and 

MORE INFORMATION 

If you write to us or mail the inquiry form in Section 
1.2 of this handbook, we will send you the following 
additional material: 

1. A report on the first year of operation of U.S.S.P. 
and a preliminary report on the second year. includ
ing descriptions of what some students did. 

2. A document containing answers to some com
monly asked questions about U.S.S.P. 

3. A brochure describing the Education Research 
Center, which sponsors the U.S.S.P. We also invite 
any specific comments or questions you may have. 
Send inquiries to: 

Donald P. Lombardi 
Unified Science Study Program 
Education Research Center 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Mass. 02139 
(617) UN4-6900, x2042, x5383 

departments at M.I.T. - Physics, Literature, Mathe
matics, Psychology, Aeronautical and Astronautical 
Engineering, Economics, Computer Science. Chem
istry, Electrical Engineering, and Urban Studies-
they represent several of the Institute’s most distin
guished laboratories, including the Space Propulsion 
Lab, the National Magnet Lab, and Project Mac. 
Several of the faculty have received Institute recogni
tion for excellence in undergraduate teaching. What 
the group has in common is a wide interest in learn
ing, a strong commitment to undergraduates, and 
an ideal of intellectual engagement among Scientists, 
Social Scientists, Engineers, and Humanists. 

The program comprises two major elements, the 
General Meetings and the Working Groups. Run
ning together through the entire academic year, 
these elements provide an unusual opportunity both 
for intellectual reach and for practical acquaintance 
with techniques in specific fields of inquiry. A stu
dent who satisfactorily completes Concourse will 
have covered basic materials in Mathematics, Sci
ence and Humanities prerequisite for more advanced 
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work, and will be given Institute Requirement credit. 

The General Meetings study is focused on a unifying 
central theme, one that embraces scientific, techni
cal, and humane ideas. The Meetings are frequent 
and open-ended, taking different forms as occasions 
demand. A characteristic situation is a group of 
twenty students and four or five faculty members en
gaged in open discussion at a round table; another 
is the formal lecture, delivered by one of the teach
ers to the whole membership of the program; a third 
might be an extended laboratory session, or an orga
nized debate, or a dramatic presentation. This part 
of Concourse, which depends upon the constant par
ticipation of several faculty members at once, is cer
tain to involve the entire community in tricky prob
lem sets, lengthy reading lists, frustrating laboratory 
exercises, and healthy field trips. 

The Working Groups employ a wholly different, and 
complementary, mode of learning. Small groups (5-8 
students) undertake design or research projects and 
carry them out fully. Each group is responsible to 
define and implement its own project - making judi
cious use of available facilities and resources, includ
ing a modest sum of money provided at the outset 
- and to report its progress regularly to the whole 
community. Faculty are not members of the Work
ing Groups. but act as outside consultants at the 
students’ discretion. 

Activity in the General Meetings and the Working 

Groups engages about three-quarters of a student’s 
time. How the rest of his or her time is spent depends 
on the student’s individual interests in preparing for 
later study in specific fields. In planning this part 
of their work, students consult closely with faculty 
members who are well acquainted with them and 
with their particular needs. 

Concourse headquarters, located atop the Aero and 
Astro building at the center of the M.I.T. campus, 
contain a comfortably furnished common room with 
adjacent kitchen, library, and photographic dark
room. This is the gathering place for informal meet
ings and social events. The General Meetings and 
Working Groups make use of classrooms, conference 
rooms and laboratories throughout the Institute. 

Concourse welcomes any student who is interested 
in a genuinely integrated and extensive educational 
experience. The program is not designed for any spe
cial “type” of person, nor does it require a particular 
sort of educational background for admission. Diver
sity, in fact, is what makes it work best. If you think 
you might like to join the program for 1971-72, or if 
you simply want more detailed information, mail the 
card at the beginning of the Handbook (or a letter, 
if you prefer) to: 

Professor Louis Bucciarelli 
33-315 
M.I.T.

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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Appendix D 

‘Regular’ MIT Subjects taken 
‘Externally’ by Students in the Special 
Programs 

N.B.:	 students entering first term only; freshman year subjects 
only; regardless of grade in subjects; advanced standing 
credit omitted. 

Table 1: Subjects taken while in program 

Class of ‘73: ESG 
Number of Subjects 

Not in Not at 
Number of students 0 1 2 3 4 5 Program MIT Total 
First term 
Second term 

17 
17 

15 
5 

3 
7 

1 
4 

-
-

-
-

-
1 

-
2 

36 
36 

Class of ‘74: ESG 

Number of students 
First term 
Second term 

0 
6 
4 

Number of Subjects 
Not in 

1 2 3 4 5 Program 
12 15 4 1 - -
10 3 8 3 2 6 

Not at 
MIT 

-
2 

Total 
38 
38 

Class of ‘73: USSP 

Number of students 
First term 
Second term 

Number of Subjects 
Not in 

0 1 2 3 4 5 Program 
21 9 1 - - - -
17 8 2 1 - - 1 

Not at 
MIT 

-
2 

Total 
31 
31 
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Class of ‘74: USSP 
Number of Subjects 

Not in Not at 
Number of students 0 1 2 3 4 5 Program MIT Total 
First term 5 9 8 2 - - - - 24 
Second term - 4 7 2 2 2 7 - 24 

Table 2: Types of ‘external’ subjects taken while in ESG 
(GIR = General Institute Requirement) 

Class of ‘73: ESG

Number of subjects


Students registered 0 1 2 3 4

Freshman science GIR 35 1 - - - First term 
Freshman humanities GIR 36 - - - - 36 students 
Other subjects 17 15 4 - -
Freshman science GIR 30 3 - - - Second term 
Freshman humanities GIR 31 2 - - - 33 students 
Other subjects 18 7 5 3 -

Class of ‘74: ESG 
Number of subjects 

Students registered 0 1 2 3 4 
Freshman science GIR 32 6 - - - First term 
Freshman humanities GIR 29 9 - - - 38 students 
Other subjects 10 17 8 2 1 
Freshman science GIR 25 5 - - - Second terms 
Freshman humanities GIR 24 6 - - - 33 students 
Other subjects 4 12 6 5 3 
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Table 3: Types of ‘external’ subjects taken while in USSP 
(GIR = General Institute Requirement) 

Class of ‘73: USSP 
Number of Subjects 

Students registered 0 1 2 3 4 
Freshman science GIR 31 - - - - First term 
Freshman humanities GIR 30 1 - - - 31 students 
Other subjects 22 8 1 - -
Freshman science GIR 27 1 - - - Second term 
Freshman humanities GIR 28 - - - - 28 students 
Other subjects 17 8 3 - -

Class of ‘74: USSP 
Number of subjects 

Students registered 0 1 2 3 4 
Freshman science GIR 19 3 2 - - First term 
Freshman humanities GIR 13 11 - - - 24 students 
Other subjects 13 9 2 - -
Freshman science GIR 4 11 2 - - Second term 
Freshman humanities GIR 6 11 - - - 17 students 
Other subjects 12 4 4 1 -
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Appendix E 

Demographic and Quantitative 
Comparisons 

(A) Sources of comparative data (between students in the programs and other students) 

Where possible, comparative data for all members of the classes of ‘73 and ‘74 were obtained from the 
Registrar, the Admissions Office, the Committee on Evaluation of Freshman Performance (CEFP), and 
the Commission on MIT Education. Since such data were not available in many cases, a 10% systematic 
random sample of the class of ‘73 was selected (students enrolled in ESG or USSP removed before sampling). 
This random sample (100 students) closely matched the entire Class in sophomore Course, SI-1, (Scholastic 
Index-1) and PR, (Personal Rating). 

(B) College Board Scores of ESG and USSP students 

The major difference in SI-1 averages (see section 10) is due to College Board scores. These were 
distributed as shown in Table 1. Since the lower the percentage shown in Table 1, the higher the range 
of scores in the group, ESG students tend generally to have better scores than USSP students in all three 
areas - verbal, mathematical, and scientific. 

Table 1: Percentage of group below Class median 

‘73 ‘74 
ESG USSP ESG USSP 

Verbal SAT 37% 47% 39% 54% 
English Achievement 50% 50% 49% 61% 

‘73 ‘74 
ESG USSP ESG USSP 

Math SAT 58% 50% 55% 67% 
Math I Achievement 59% 60% 35% 73% 
Math II Achievement 46%1 56%1 33% 53% 
Joint Achievement2 47% 63% n.a. n.a. 

1percentage of group with scores less than 300. 
2“Joint Achievement” refers to the highest of two possible Achievement scores. It is this single highest score that is used in 

computing the SI. The Class median was obtained from the random sample. 
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‘73 ‘74 
ESG USSP ESG USSP 

Physics Achievement 30% 47% 52% 58% 
Chemistry Achievement 56% 46% 59% 47% 
Joint Achievement 39% 47% n.a. n.a. 

(C) Institute Requirements 

Data on requirements not completed was gathered from the Registrar’s Spring term 1970-71 grade 
reports. 

Table 2: Number of “core” subjects not completed at end of sophomore year. 

Number of students 
Number of subjects 

Total Students 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Random sample 86 5 - - - - 91 
ESG group3 10 6 7 4 3 1 31 
USSP group3 6 4 5 4 2 2 23 

Table 3: Number of students completing freshman requirements: ESG (31 sophomores).


Requirement 

Completed by Not completed 
by end of 

fourth term 
Advanced 
Placement 

Sophomore 
Subjects 

Chemistry 2 8 9 
Physics 8.01 2 1 12 

8.02 - 2 16 
Math 18.01 18 - 3 

18.02 3 1 9 
Humanities 1 subj. n.a. - 12 

2 subjs. n.a. 1 5 

Table 4: Number of students completing freshman requirements: USSP (23 sophomores).


Requirement 

Completed by Not completed 
by end of 

fourth term 
Advanced 
Placement 

Sophomore 
Subjects 

Chemistry 4 7 10 
Physics 8.01 1 5 6 

8.02 - 8 13 
Math 18.01 8 3 5 

18.02 - 8 10 
Humanities 1 subj. n.a. - 3 

2 subjs. n.a. - 17 

Freshmen entering programs in 1969-70, in their first term. 
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Table 5: Number (%) not completing upper-class GIR requirements by end of fourth term.


Requirement Random ESG USSP 
Sophomore humanities 
Upper-class humanities 
Science distribution 
Laboratory requirement 
Physical Education 

34 (37%) 
78 (86%) 
25 (27%) 
56 (62%) 
27 (30%) 

24 (77%) 
25 (81%) 
25 (81%) 
23 (74%) 
19 (61%) 

15 (65%) 
17 (74%) 
21 (91%) 
17 (74%) 
15 (65%) 

Group size 91 31 23 

(D) Sophomore Grade Performance 

Available information on ‘73 sophomore grades showed the following (some missing grades and incom
pleted are unresolved for Spring term): 

Table 6: Fall term. Term ratings 

Ratings Class (%) Random (n) ESG (n) USSP (n) 
0.0-2.5 
2.6-3.0 
3.1-3.5 
3.6-4.0 
4.1-4.5 
4.6-5.0 
not available 

n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

4 
4 
8 
28 
26 
21 
-

1 
-
1 
7 
6 
14 
2 

2 
3 
3 
6 
1 
5 
3 

total n.a. 91 31 23 
mean rating4 n.a. 4.1 4.4 3.7 

Table 7: Spring term. Term ratings


Ratings Class (%) Random (n) ESG (n) USSP (n) 
0.0-2.5 
2.6-3.0 
3.1-3.5 
3.6-4.0 
4.1-4.5 
4.6-5.0 
not available 

4% 
4% 
7% 
20% 
28% 
37% 

3 
3 
10 
18 
26 
28 
3 

-
1 
1 
5 
12 
2 
31 

1 
1 
3 
6 
5 
7 
1 

total 860 91 31 23 
mean rating n.a. 4.1 4.4 3.9 

Unweighted. Would be slightly higher if weighted by subject load. 
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(E) Cumulative Credit 

Table 8: Mean cumulative units (credit hours) 

Random ESG USSP 
Second term (A) 115 111 112 
Third term (B) 161 158 158 
Fourth term (C) 208 206 193 
(B) - (A) 46 47 46 
(C) - (B) 47 48 35 
Number of students 91 31 23 

The CEFP has determined that the median number of units added in fourth term (e.g. (C) - (B)) was 
48, for the entire class of ‘73. 
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Appendix F 

Freshmen’s Views of the Other Special 
Programs 

Why did students gravitate to the programs they did? Did they think of joining the others? How were 
the programs seen by freshmen? 

Views of ESG by USSP Freshmen 

21 USSP freshmen were interviewed. 3 students saw ESG as being more structured; 8 saw it as being 
less structured (“I didn’t want total unstructure - I would slack off”; “ESG is loose - I would do nothing”; 
“You must do everything on one’s own, you must go to them”; “Too laissez-faire - you didn’t have to do 
anything, you could just sit there for all they care”.) 

3 students saw ESG as having a humanities or non-science orientation; 2 students remarked on the 
difference in premises (“ESG had a nicer building”; “One big difference - a nicer place to work in”.) But 
3 commented on the lack of experimental facilities (“ESG is centered on studying - not experimental”). 
Other comments were: “It’s based on learning how they can study, in discovering themselves - I had more 
definite plans than that”. “ESG is a way to learn - you have to have specific things in mind - you need a 
single topic to work on”. 

ESG Freshmen on USSP 

9 students were interviewed. One saw USSP as being less structured than ESG; one saw it structured 
the same; 5 saw it as being more structured. The project orientation (mentioned by 5 students) was often 
linked with structuring (“In USSP you are bound by a project which I didn’t want - too much structure”; 
“USSP - basically project oriented, not a real alternative to the regular curriculum”; “it’s more structured, 
project oriented - I don’t have any specific ideas”). One student thought that in USSP there were “more 
groups working together” and he “didn’t want groups”. Another student thought USSP was “mainly into 
science”. He was “also into psychology and humanities”. Another student pointed out that USSP “had no 
place to go (lounge)”. Also he “didn’t like the atmosphere. It was hard to put into words - USSP seemed 
more protective and defensive of the program”. Another student commented: “not as comfortable there 
uglier”. 

ESG and USSP Freshmen on Concourse 

Of the 30 students interviewed 25 commented about Concourse. (There were no systematic differences 
between ESG and USSP students and they have been analyzed together). 

21 students saw Concourse as being much more structured than either USSP or ESG, 10 of these 
specifically likening it to the regular curriculum, and in several instances saying it was more structured 
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even than that. Some of the comments about structure were as follows: “I was very interested. . . but 
too structured for me”; “might as well be in regular curriculum”; “like the regular curriculum, except in a 
different building - instead of taking different courses in many classes, you take different courses in one class”; 
“Concourse is ridiculous. . . more structured than regular curriculum”; “a miniature institute”; “no choice as 
to what I’d be doing”; “Concourse is a bunch of Professors defining what you learn. . . packaged learning 
scares me”; “easier for you - maybe too easy”; “similar to regular Institute but do it in interdisciplinary 
fashion”. 

There were a few comments on other aspects of Concourse. One student had “placed out of some of the 
regular subjects - you can’t do advanced work there”. Another student complained that at Concourse“They 
talk only about educational things - I’m not interested in the field of education, but in my own education”. 
Another was dismissive: “All rap sessions”. Another student commented: “It’s not independent study 
but you work with a group - that’s an interesting way to learn”. 

Concourse Freshmen on ESG and USSP 

Only 7 Concourse freshmen were interviewed. Of these, 6 singled out the “individual” aspect of the 
other two programs: “The individual commitment is primary”; “ESG and USSP have a specific project 
orientation - it doesn’t guarantee new material will be encountered”; “ESG uncontrolled - not different 
from doing one’s own work in a library”; “USSP depends mostly on personal discipline and independent 
study”. 2 students commented on the lack of humanities in USSP. 2 students were obviously not impressed 
by ESG when they went to visit: “The faculty were not visible”; “ESG was unenergetic”. 
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Chapter 13 

Prescott: From Parson to Parsimony 
E. Ann Adams 14 

Prescott College is a private 4-year liberal arts institution nestled in the forested mountains of central 
Arizona. It was founded in 1966 by Dr. Charles Franklin Parker, a long-time minister of the First 
Congregational Church located in Prescott. During his 29-year career, Dr. Parker dreamed of creating an 
educational institution that would develop in its students a strong liberal arts appreciation by allowing 
them to actively explore their environment. In his view, education was to be a life-long experience that 
included an ongoing dialogue between one’s self and the environment. 

Today, using the natural setting of the Southwestern wilderness as their classroom, students at Prescott 
pursue an outdoor curriculum that emphasizes experimental learning and extensive fieldwork. Often, they 
are involved in activities that require both physical and mental encounters with the environment. A recent 
issue of Arizona Highways (March, 1990) reported that last year alone, Prescott students 

. . . camped along the shore of the Sea of Cortez to study marine life, trekked through Arizona’s 
Mogollon Rim to contemplate Native American perceptions of nature, tested for industrial 
pollution in international watersheds along the Mexican border, retreated to a mountain cabin 
to contemplate Thoreau, ventured across the Pacific Ocean in sea kayaks to explore Tiburon 
Island, and conducted a cultural survey of the Baja peninsula. 

These activities may appear adventurous, yet, they comprise a good portion of the routine coursework 
for the 280 students who attend Prescott College. 

Demographic Overview 

Currently, the student body is comprised of 160 men and 120 women seeking baccalaureate (Bachelor 
of Arts) degrees in one of five curriculum areas: Environmental Studies, Southwestern Studies, Human 
Development, Humanities, or Outdoor Leadership. Students come to Prescott from various locations 
throughout the United States. In addition, a handful of foreign students have attended the school in recent 
years. Regardless of their origin, most students attending Prescott range from age 21 to age 30. Recently, 
the school has added an adult learning program that includes individuals from age 30 to beyond age 60. 

The cost of tuition is $7,200 and does not include additional costs/fees associated with“Outdoor Action” 
field courses, nor does it supplement costs for personal camping, backpacking, biking, or skiing equipment 
required for those excursions. It should be mentioned, however, that Prescott College participates in all 

14E. Ann Adams, Clinical Faculty, Department of Educational Studies, University of Utah. 
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of the available Title IV financial aid programs. In fact, half the students receive some type of financial 
assistance. 

The admissions process takes place in the fall and again in the spring. Requirements for admission 
include: either graduation from high school or a GED, a 500-word essay describing the student’s educational 
goals, why he/she wishes to attend Prescott, and how Prescott can help him/her to achieve academic and 
personal goals, official transcripts of all high school and college coursework completed, and two recent 
letters of recommendation. In addition, prospective students are encouraged to arrange for a personal 
interview. Applicants are also required to pass a basic mathematics and an English composition exam. 
Should students fail to demonstrate competency in these areas, they are required to complete preparatory 
courses in both disciplines and repeat the testing process. Prescott does not cater to an intellectual elite, 
nor to any specific applicant pool. In fact, it accepts and admits 85-90 percent of all who apply. Most 
of the students who come to Prescott are outdoor types, intrigued by the non-traditional, personalized 
approaches being employed at the school. According to the Admissions Director, students are attracted 
to the college because it values small classes (a student-faculty ratio of 10:1), student self-direction, an 
interdisciplinary approach, and hands-on learning (Janssen, 1991). 

Of the 28 faculty members that comprise the teaching staff at Prescott in 1991, 11 hold doctorate 
degrees, 13 have master’s degrees, and 4 are teaching with baccalaureate degrees. The college also employs 
a small number of adjunct staff to further enrich its curriculum within certain specialties. Instructors 
teach in their own area of expertise; however, there are a number of opportunities for them to cross 
interdisciplinary lines. Not unlike the student body, faculty members also represent many states of the 
union and are drawn to Prescott because they enjoy the natural environment. They believe in the power of 
experiential learning, have noted its impact on student growth, and relish the strong sense of community 
that is felt across the 2.5-acre campus. 

With regard to financial concerns, Prescott College functions within a $4.5 million budget. Most of the 
revenue (89 percent) is generated from student tuition and fees, while some (10 percent) is obtained from 
unrestricted private gifts. Approximately 1 percent comes to the school from state/local appropriations. In 
addition to these monetary possessions, Prescott also holds as assets its buildings, grounds, and equipment. 
These properties add an estimated value of $400,000 to the total operating budget. 

Currently, the school is on sound footing. It was recently recognized in Money magazine’s Guide to 
American Colleges as “one of the top 100 private schools for your money.” 

A major concern has surfaced with Prescott’s newfound notoriety. There is the fear that growth may 
follow success. If this should occur, it is doubtful that the institution would have the ability to expand 
its physical facilities quickly enough to meet the demands of an overflowing population. Moreover, growth 
would certainly inhibit Prescott’s ability to deliver the unique academic programs that have made its rapid 
ascent possible. 

Philosophical Roots 

In early autumn of 1963, Charles Franklin Parker received a $15,000 grant from the Ford Foundation to 
begin planning for Prescott College. Specifically, this money was to be used to support an Academic Sym
posium wherein a group of community leaders, an Academic Advisory Council, and members of Prescott’s 
board of trustees would gather to complete three important tasks: 1) assist Prescott College planners in 
determining a workable definition for a 4-year liberal arts college, 2) define the purposes, academic pro
grams, and methods useful in relating the institution to the environment of the Southwest region, and 3) 
orient the new college with the great traditions of other institutions without constricting the vision of the 
inchoate Prescott College. 

Hoping to formulate plans within these general guidelines, participants in the symposium assembled 
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at the Camelback Inn in Phoenix, Arizona on November 7, 8, and 9, 1963. Approximately 90 individuals 
attended to collectively consider what they perceived to be the ideal liberal arts college. 

Dr. Parker, as founding president, delivered the opening address. Throughout his remarks, he upheld his 
Judeo-Christian tradition, yet, appeared mindful of his opportunity to establish new patterns of thought 
and behavior. The United Church of Christ or the Congregationalist Church was to be the spiritual 
and ideological godparent of Prescott College. Hence, a Christian atmosphere with moral and spiritual 
emphasis was to provide the means for “obtaining light and truth from His holy word” (Parker, 1965). 
Still, Parker anticipated societal demands and changes that would require a new Congregationalist college 
with a uniqueness, a creative set of standards, and a commitment to spiritual, cultural, and environmental 
circumstances. Furthermore, he predicted that Prescott would offer an aggressive and flexible liberal arts 
curriculum. 

In an effort to design what he termed to be a creative, academic community, Parker offered the following 
suggestions (Parker, 1965): 

1. The college should be co-educational. 

2. Classes should be small to promote intimate, tutorial relations between students and faculty. 

3. Modern techniques of group and individual instruction should be utilized. 

4. Living facilities should be small to encourage personal, social relationships. 

5. The institution and its clientele should reflect good moral standards and wholesomeness in both 
formal and informal activities. 

6. There should exist a community of scholarly sharing wherein students and faculty become excited 
about searching and questioning; attainment of knowledge was to be “as thrilling as a Saturday night 
football game.” 

7. There should be considerable confrontation between the disciplines or“interdisciplinary cross-fertilization.” 

8. Students and faculty should share respect and agreeableness as they search out the truth. 

9. Each student should be given the privilege and prerogative of becoming the finest individual possible. 
Faculty members must allow for individual growth (even if it leads to non-conformity). 

10. Develop a respect for the diversity of people, religions, and nations, and work at improving commu

nications among those groups.


11. Use the region of the Southwest as a laboratory for studying cultural differences among Indian tribes,

Spanish cultures, Anglo-Americans, and other inhabitants.


12. Create a sense of belonging even for those labeled as different. 

13. Provide continued learning experiences for graduates, develop their imaginations and curiosity in

such a way that they become “life-long” learners.


Dr. Parker closed his speech by proposing a motto for his newfound institution: “Freedom Through 
Faith and Knowledge.”“Freedom” was representative of the right of the individual to grow, “faith” was in 
reference to the moral values that one should acquire as practical guides for living, and “knowledge” was 
related to attaining a better understanding of the world through actual experience. 

Following Dr. Parker’s concluding remarks, selected participants were invited to address the group. The 
purpose of these presentations was to provide background information about the geographical, agricultural, 
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and economic aspects of the Southwestern region. Additional speakers were called upon to provide further 
insight regarding curriculum concerns and current issues in higher education. Then, the participants were 
divided into five panels: the humanists, the physical scientists, the social scientists, the administrators, and 
the plant planners. Expert panelists in each of these areas were asked to meet independently to discuss 
subject matter, share educational philosophies, and review the suggestions presented by Dr. Parker and 
others. Ultimately, from their recommendations, would emerge the profile of a new, liberal arts college. 

The Academic Program 

In terms of the geographical area, the founders of Prescott College believed that the unique physical 
environment of the Southwest provided unparalleled opportunities for study and research in the natural 
sciences and in the humanities. The wide variety of faunal and floral specimens indigenous to the region 
would certainly provide a natural laboratory for zoologists and botanists. Likewise, the volcanic fields, 
deserts, and high plateaus could offer geologists and geographers an exciting arena for conducting their 
work. And Arizona, with its rich cultural history of American Indian tribes, would furnish a natural 
laboratory for the development of future historians, anthropologists, and other social scientists (Euler, 
1965). 

Moreover, participants at the symposium felt that placing students in an untamed wilderness would 
cause them to ponder the meaning of their existence, to become more sensitive to the beauty that sur
rounds them, and to develop a reverence for life and creation. Furthermore, it was thought that field 
experiences would remove students from a hectic and mechanized existence and place them in situations 
where they would have to rely upon their own resourcefulness and adaptability. It was hoped that these 
combined experiences would produce knowledgeable individuals who not only had an appreciation for their 
environment but also a desire to make the world a better place. 

The founders of Prescott adamantly favored the establishment of a unified and diverse curriculum in 
which no dichotomy would exist between the sciences and the humanities. From their perspective, it was 
imperative that students acquire a clear understanding of interdisciplinary relationships. This seemed 
especially pertinent when considering the development of civilizations. In the words of one Symposium 
participant, “without the physical world there would be no living beings, without living beings there would 
be no society, and without society there would be no artistic or literary expression” (Parker, 1965). Hence, 
Prescott chose to depart from the traditional departmental divisions and narrow specializations that existed 
in other contemporary institutions. As a result of adopting an integrated curriculum, the breadth and depth 
of a student’s educational experience were expanded. 

It was also decided that Prescott’s emphasis should lie with a holistic approach to education. The 
founders vowed to avoid the kind of pre-professional and vocational training offered by some state colleges. 
Instead, they were committed to a more worthwhile enterprise: the development of the whole person. In 
order to accomplish this goal, symposium panelists agreed that curriculum offerings at the College should 
provide the means for students to not only acquire knowledge, but also develop the intellectual skills 
necessary to think critically. In addition, they felt it necessary for students to be exposed to a variety of 
life experiences outside of the classroom in order to become more broadly educated. In their view, these 
experiences would lead the individual to heightened levels of self-awareness and social consciousness. In 
order to facilitate knowledge acquisition and the experiential learning component, Prescott College adopted 
a unique academic calendar consisting of two, 10-week quarters (fall and spring) in which theoretical 
knowledge was to be acquired; and three, one-month blocks (fall, winter, and spring) during which field 
experiences were to take place. 

A third component that was to be integrated into the curriculum was flexibility. The founders were 
fearful that any form of regimentation would stifle individuality. In an effort to prevent this from occurring, 
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the founders of Prescott adopted a policy that allowed students to plan, within broad curriculum guidelines, 
their own programs of study. There were to be no required courses. Instead, students were free to design 
their own coursework by selecting from a wide variety of electives. It was recommended that each student 
be assigned to a faculty member to assist them in this regard. Through this process, it was hoped that 
students might be encouraged to develop their own unique interests, talents, and abilities. 

With respect to teaching/learning approaches, instructors at Prescott were not to concern themselves 
with imparting facts. Rather, they were to incorporate Socratic techniques that would prompt students 
to employ reasoning and problem-solving skills while learning. According to one presenter, learning would 
result from investigation, analysis, and application (Parker, 1965). The application component mentioned 
here refers to the fieldwork experience that is incorporated into each student’s program of study. The 
structure of the curriculum at Prescott also requires an interdisciplinary approach to learning. As a result, 
teachers are required to relate academic disciplines by stressing the overlap that exists across academic 
areas such as science, social science, and the humanities. 

In order for these approaches to be effective, the size of classes are small and instructors must be 
willing to form open, tutorial relationships with their students. These preceptorships are especially critical 
to learners at Prescott where “education is an experience that takes place between and among people” 
(Parker, 1965). Furthermore, faculty members are not only required to possess knowledge and skills 
relative to their own field of study, but, must also have acquired a broad understanding of other disciplines. 

Since the primary focal point for learning is placed on competence and mastery as opposed to credits, 
letter grades are nonexistent. Instead, pupils receive a summative evaluation from their instructor(s) at 
the completion of each course. Students also submit a self-evaluation reviewing their work and accomplish
ments. 

Toward the end of their coursework, during their senior year, students are encouraged to complete 
internships and service projects that may be conducted within the Prescott community, or as far away 
as Antarctica. These experiences vary in length from a semester to over 1 year. The internship/service 
experience allows students to apply their knowledge and skills, and test their career choices early. In the 
past, many students at Prescott have returned to their internship/service project sponsors for postgraduate 
employment. 

The faculty employed at Prescott belong to an egalitarian structure wherein all receive the same salary 
and benefits package (valued at $22,000/year) regardless of their responsibilities, longevity, or seniority. 
There are no titles and no academic divisions—even though original appointments are made specific to 
one’s field of expertise. Faculty members at Prescott are hired for one specific task: teaching. Obviously, 
this includes organizing and accompanying students on field experiences and serving on student advisory 
committees. There is no research requirement, although instructors are expected to stay current in their 
own fields as well as other disciplines. 

Most of the faculty currently on staff at Prescott are relatively young (late 30s, early 40s). This 
might be due to the school’s modest compensation plan. It is interesting to note a statement made by 
one symposium panelist who recommended that Prescott’s first instructors be seasoned and experienced, 
middle-aged close to retirement aged individuals who can later be replaced by young, able faculty who will 
bring fresh, new insights to our school (Parker, 1965). Given the attrition rate over the past 10 years, it 
appears that that moment has arrived. 

The administrative panel that gathered in 1963 perceived their purpose as providing organizational 
structures and orderly procedures necessary to keep the college functioning (Parker, 1965). Beyond this 
general declaration, they offered few guidelines for establishing an administrative hierarchy. This action 
could be viewed as a symbolic gesture. Perhaps the founders were sending the message that administrative 
bodies at the college level should not interfere in the curricular issues that were central to the purpose of 
the Symposium. 

Nevertheless, within the first couple of years Dr. Parker had developed a workable governance structure 
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following guidelines proposed by the administrative panelists. It consisted of trustees, a college president, 
and a vice-president. The locus of power was clearly located with the president and board of trustees. 
The trustees were granted authority to formulate policies, select administrative officers, and handle public 
relations for the College. In turn the president’s responsibilities included the appointment/dismissal of 
teachers, budget appropriations, and general administrative tasks. The sole responsibility of the vice-
president was fund-raising. During Prescott’s formative years, students were not involved in administrative 
decisions, however, they became more entangled in school affairs later on. 

The Academic Symposium held in November 1963 was the formative event in the history of Prescott 
College. Participants at that meeting offered suggestions and made recommendations that became the 
strong philosophical base that continues to guide the College today. In the next section the survival of 
Prescott will be attributed to the stalwart commitment of the student body, faculty, and administration 
to those concepts proposed nearly 30 years ago. 

Historical Evolution 

Prescott College became chartered and offered its first instruction in the autumn of 1966. From this 
date until the early 1970s, the school was in its formative stages. Time and money were spent on erecting 
buildings and expanding campus facilities. 

The institution’s founder, Charles Franklin Parker, opened the school with a $1.5 million budget. Most 
financial support was obtained from local ranchers and business people in Arizona along with a handful 
of East Coast investors that had strong ties with the Congregationalist Church of New England. Other 
monies had been obtained through grants and small-scale fund-raising activities. It is interesting to note 
that beyond these early years, the Church and its New England traditions had little influence over the 
college. Undoubtedly, this is attributed to Parker’s practice of appointing others to manage his institution 
while he spent his time publishing theology books. As nondenominational presidents began leading the 
school in the early 1970s, Prescott gracefully discontinued contact with the Congregationalists. The College 
has, however, maintained open relations with New England benefactors and established financial contacts 
with various business organizations and corporations across the United States. In fact, Prescott currently 
has a number of these individuals serving on its board. 

With the exception of the Congregationalist traditions that were present at the Symposium of 1963, 
Prescott College has remained consistent with all of the philosophical groundwork laid by its founders. 
Over its 25 year history, it has remained committed to the education of the whole person. It has allowed 
students to apply their acquired knowledge and skills in experiential learning situations and has employed 
an interdisciplinary approach with regard to curriculum. The school has also recognized the importance 
of involving students in planning educational programs around their unique goals, interests, and talents. 
These methodologies, implemented since the origination of the college, have provided direction and emerged 
as part of its valued traditions. 

In 1974, circumstances arose that enabled Prescott College to test the strength of its purpose. The 
president during this time was an authoritative individual named Ronald Nairn. He was a brilliant and 
charismatic leader who claimed to be the youngest person to have received a Ph.D. from Yale University. He 
was also a personal friend of Barry Goldwater and used his political contacts to generate national interest 
and financial support for Prescott College. In fact, millions of dollars were raised during his presidency. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Nairn was a poor financial manager. During his term as college president, he 
managed to accrue a $5 million debt. In an attempt to “cover Parker’s shadow,” the Machiavellian leader 
overspent his budget by erecting new buildings and by reorganizing the school into three different colleges, 
for which new administrators and faculty were hired. Because of his stubborn and cantankerous personality, 
Dr. Nairn had frequent conflicts with his subordinates and trustees. In fact, at one point three of his vice
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presidents terminated their contracts with the school (Stuckey, 1991). Nairn’s rampant spending included 
paying individual scholars $2,000 to travel to Prescott and present two-day seminars held at various times 
throughout the academic year. To make matters worse, Dr. Nairn had fallen prey to a “wealthy” married 
couple from Chicago, Henry and Barbara Lowther, who were interested in the unique programs offered by 
the school and wanted to rescue Prescott from its pending financial collapse. The president and the board 
were desperate and could find no reason to refuse their generosity. As a result, they allowed the couple 
to invest money in the school. In the process, the couple finagled the bank into placing their names on 
Prescott’s accounts (Maerzke, 1991). Within a matter of days, they cashed checks totaling hundreds of 
thousands of dollars and reneged on their promise to pay the college’s insurance premium that had come 
due. Posthumously, it was discovered that the Lowthers were on probationary status from an Illinois court 
for an earlier stock fraud conviction. Luckily, they were confronted short of completely destroying Prescott 
College (Stuckey, 1991). 

Understandably, the College rapidly lost support. The financial woes, coupled with the surrounding 
community’s disgruntled attitude toward the “hippie” clientele that flocked to the school during this period, 
required action from the board of trustees. In response, Nairn was fired. An acting president, Frank Mertz, 
was appointed, and the school was granted a 6-month period in which to correct its situation. 

About this time, faculty members decided to take matters into their own hands. To help the school 
conserve its financial resources, they agreed to surrender a portion of their salaries. They also organized 
several ad hoc committees of administrators, faculty members, and students to restructure the college. In 
addition, the faculty spearheaded a series of fund-raising campaigns to raise enough revenue to keep the 
school open. Their most celebrated effort took place on the college’s soccer field as they gathered with 
students to “curse the Lowthers” and “pass the hat.” The collection resulted in loose change and one-dollar 
bills totaling $320 (Stuckey, 1991). 

Unfortunately, their efforts fell short. By autumn’s end in 1974, Prescott had lost its property, its 
buildings, and all of its physical assets. The institution had no alternative but to declare bankruptcy and 
surrender its accreditation rights. Amazingly, even though the campus was closed, the school continued to 
function. This was due to a committed faculty (whose living rooms were converted to classrooms) and to 
a determined student body that refused to allow their college to die. For the next several months, students 
attended classes at their instructors’ homes, in the basement of a local hotel, and at a nearby community 
college that had sympathetically donated classroom space for Prescott’s use (Maerzke, 1991). 

Meanwhile, various financiers from across the country were informed of Prescott’s misfortune and money 
began to trickle in. Most donors were either carry-overs from the Goldwater connection, parents of the 
student body, or former graduates of the college. Others had become so impressed with the demeanor of 
Prescott students that they vowed to support the school. One New York contributor, for example, met a 
Prescott graduate who was serving as a boatman on a river-running expedition. After spending several 
days with the young man, the donor expressed his desire to contribute to a college “capable of producing 
such fine individuals” (Stuckey, 1991). Funds obtained from these interested parties, along with those 
raised through local efforts, literally resurrected the College. 

In the spring of 1975, Prescott College officially reopened with an enrollment of 50 students. During 
that same year, the College was re-accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges. An influential 
Prescott trustee, Herman Bleibtreu, was instrumental in regaining the suspended accreditation rights. At 
the time Dr. Bleibtreu was serving on board, he was also a full-time faculty member at the University of 
Arizona. He approached the North Central Association of Colleges’ accrediting team and threatened to 
withdraw the University’s membership if they failed to sign the diplomas of the 1975 Prescott graduates. 
Rather than risk losing accreditation rights to the University of Arizona, along with other prominent 
institutions in the state, the North Central Association of Colleges conceded, signed the diplomas, and 
reinstated Prescott College (Maerzke, 1991). 

The years following 1975 reflected a renaissance that profoundly affected Prescott. A renewed sense of 
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commitment arose as students, faculty, and administrative committees continued to adopt precautionary 
measures to ensure the school’s longevity. Changes in the administrative structure, a heightened concern 
for environmental issues, and the addition of new degree programs had a dramatic impact on the College. 

As a result of the problems encountered during 1974-75, the power structures originally erected at 
Prescott have completely changed. The board of trustees has become the board of directors, the president 
is on a first name basis with the student body, and a “big, happy family” attitude abounds across the 
campus. Furthermore, instead of the locus of power resting upon the president and the board of directors, 
control has been diffused to various levels across the organization. For example, students and four faculty 
members are elected to positions on the board of directors. In addition, weekly student meetings are 
held at the college chapel, providing a forum in which students can voice concerns and discuss issues with 
representatives from the board. This post-1974 restructuring effort has not only created a system of checks 
and balances within the administration, but it has also allowed for student and faculty input into the 
decision-making process. 

As public awareness of environmental issues has increased over the last decade, Prescott has grown 
in both popularity and in enrollment. The natural setting of the school and its emphasis on wilderness 
experiences has become very appealing to budding environmentalists seeking a nontraditional, college 
experience. In response, Prescott has changed its motto from Parker’s “Freedom Through Faith and 
Knowledge” to “Prescott College: For the Liberal Arts and the Environment.” At the same time, it has 
instituted a “Wilderness Orientation” class wherein small groups of new students are led by instructors 
and advanced students on a 18 day expedition through the isolated mountains and canyons of the desert 
Southwest. It should be mentioned that this is a required, freshmen course used to familiarize students 
with the geographical area and introduce them to experiential-learning techniques. The changed motto and 
the establishment of this new course are indicative of Prescott’s heightened commitment to environmental 
education. 

In an attempt to better serve its community, Prescott has added two new degree programs. First, is the 
Adult Degree Program that was designed for individuals whose work schedules make it impossible for them 
to complete a regular college program. Students in this program are given opportunities to earn credit for 
time spent in the work setting while completing a series of independent study courses. Students who have 
previously earned baccalaureate degrees commonly use this program to obtain their teaching credential. 

Second, the College has responded to the needs of Southwestern Native Americans by making the Adult 
Degree Program available to them. This 2-year program is intended to train and certify Indian instructors 
to teach on their reservations. The program has been funded by the U.S. Department of Education in 
an effort to counteract the 75 percent attrition rate that exists for Indian students attending American 
colleges. 

The addition of these two programs, along with society’s increased attention toward environmental 
issues, has caused the enrollment at Prescott to climb dramatically. It is quite apparent that the College 
has successfully overcome the crisis it faced 17 years ago. Indeed, Prescott owes its survival to the financial 
support it received from local donations and national benefactors. It is also indebted to a committed student 
body and a unified faculty that remained steadfast and true to the values and philosophies prescribed by 
the institution’s founders. 

Assessment 

Prescott College’s systematic method for assessing effectiveness is the accreditation process imposed 
by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. This evaluation occurs every three to 10 years 
and is conducted by a team of educational experts. Prescott’s most recent accreditation took place this 
past year and the school received a maximum vote of confidence (10 years) from the accrediting team. 
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In its report, the North Central Association referred to the college as a beacon for higher education and 
applauded its unique programs for being on the cutting edge of educational philosophy in America. The 
sole recommendation offered by the accrediting team was for Prescott to broaden the membership of the 
board of directors to reflect national influence instead of a regional focus (Pieper, 1990). This is likely to 
occur as the school continues to gain national recognition. 

Prescott’s opinion of itself may best be reflected in the words of current president Doug North, a 
graduate from Yale University and a former faculty member at Goddard College. He describes the college 
as an “innovative institution that is palpably vibrant with energy and excitement; a college that places 
emphasis on teaching and learning, and concerns itself with producing individuals capable of creating and 
managing change rather than preserving the status quo” (Janssen and Maerzke, 1990). 

In addition to the accrediting team’s commendations and Dr. North’s statements, the institution has 
made formal attempts to measure its own effectiveness. However, these efforts have fallen short. Most 
have come in the form of self-studies and result in little more than brief histories of the school. Clearly, 
this is one area where Prescott needs to improve. 

Presently, the College relies on enrollment figures and commendations from alumni and students to 
gauge its achievement. In terms of enrollment, the 187 students that attended Prescott in 1985 more than 
tripled to 642 in 1990. These figures represent total enrollment, including both Adult Degree programs. 
In spite of its rapid growth, alumni and members of the student body continue to compliment the college 
for its ability to produce self-directed and active learners who are motivated to make a difference in the 
world. One individual interviewed for this report revealed that his experience at Prescott had changed his 
view of himself. He stated that, “learning in an environment where thinking is encouraged has taught me 
to think for myself. As a result, I have come to trust my own mental capacities” (Packard, 1991). 

While the accreditation team’s report, the president’s remarks, enrollment figures, and alumni/student 
evaluations may be positive indicators, they are hardly accurate measures for effectiveness. Until the 
school develops more sophisticated means of gathering this data, it will continue to produce saccharine 
self-evaluations. In any event, the manner in which information is disclosed in campus news articles, in the 
course catalog, and in the words of former students reveal that Prescott has a rather high opinion of itself. 

In contrast to these positive perspectives, some characteristics of the school warrant critical consider
ation. First, there are the rather lax admission requirements that allow almost anyone with a high school 
diploma or GED to be accepted. As a result of these easy standards, Prescott may be sending the message 
that their academic curriculum is not as vigorous, nor as demanding, as other liberal arts programs. Sec
ond, there is concern that too much emphasis is placed on outdoor activities and environmental studies. 
Some critics question the appropriateness of the field component as a viable means for acquiring essential 
knowledge and critical concepts from a variety of academic disciplines. A curriculum that incorporates 
hiking, biking, and mountain climbing as part of the learning experience leaves one wondering if Prescott 
exists as little more than a glorified, outward-bound program. Third, the open and friendly environment 
in which students at Prescott function may make for a difficult transition as they reenter a competitive 
world at the time of their graduation. 

Nevertheless, enrollment figures continue to rise as a reflection of the school’s popularity. There is 
concern, however, that increasing growth will require changes that may prove detrimental to Prescott 
College. Class size will increase and adjustments in the curriculum will be necessary to accommodate 
larger numbers. These alterations could undermine Prescott’s ability to deliver the unique and creative 
programs offered in the past. Furthermore, the campus facilities need to be expanded and this will bring 
substantial expense. Given the shaky financial history of the institution, faculty and students are fearful 
of the implications and the shadow of the 1974 debacle. 

Prescott has entered another critical stage. The current choices will hold serious implications for the 
future. In order to preserve consistent values, Prescott must continue to rely upon the keen sense of 
community, ownership, and collegiality which bind the institution together. These strengths will play a 
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vital role in the survival of Prescott College.
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Chapter 5 

Reed: A Middle Course 
Ryo Takahashi 4 

The idea of Reed College was conceived October 17, 1887, when Thomas Lamb Eliot wrote to Simeon 
Gannett Reed and his wife Amanda: 

There is always something to busy to us, always something to develop. I want you to celebrate 
some of these birthdays by founding a Reed Institute of lectures and art and music and museum. 
It will need a mind to run it. (Ritz, 1990:7) 

After a few months, Eliot wrote another letter to the Reeds suggesting they provide for, “Some noble and 
wise philanthropies or services for your time and country, especially for the city and people among whom 
you live” (Ritz, 1990:7). 

Thomas Lamb Eliot, pastor of the Portland, OR, First Unitarian Church, had moved West in 1867 
from St. Louis, MO. His father had founded Washington University in St. Louis, where Thomas Lamb 
was a member of the first graduating class. He then attended Harvard, where he earned a graduate degree 
from the Divinity School in 1865. After arriving in Oregon, Eliot’s interest soon turned to the cultural and 
educational needs of fledgling Portland, and he determined that a fine college with stable financial backing 
would best support those needs. 

Simeon Gannett Reed, originally from Abington, MA, amassed a fortune by moving up from propri
etorship of a small merchandise store to investments in mining, farmlands and steel concerns throughout 
the West. On his death, he bequeathed almost all his property to his wife, Amanda. His will, taking advice 
from Eliot, stated: 

Feeling as I do a deep interest in the future welfare and prosperity of the city of Portland, 
Oregon, where I have spent my business life and accumulated the property I possess, I would 
suggest to my wife that she devote some portion of my estate to benevolent objects, or to 
cultivation, illustration or development of the fine arts of said City of Portland, or to some 
other suitable purpose, which shall be of permanent value and contribute to the beauty of the 
city and to the intelligence, prosperity and happiness of its inhabitants. (Ritz, 1990:8) 

Amanda Reed decided an institution of learning would benefit Portland and donated $1,821,560 (current 
value, approximately $50 million) for the establishment of Reed Institute in 1895. 

Ryo Takahashi, Educational Leader, Republic of Korea. 
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A Preference for Teaching 

As an experimental college Reed is first and foremost a teaching institution. A strong commitment to 
excellence in teaching and a traditional liberal arts curriculum have supported Reed’s consistent rankings 
among the very top colleges in the United States. The first college catalog in 1911 established the philosophy 
as follows: “Only those who want to work, and to work hard, and to gain the greatest possible benefit from 
their studies are welcomed” (Reed Catalog, 1911). 

The 1990-91 Reed College catalog states that all faculty are expected to commit themselves primarily 
to teaching, with scholarly and scientific research aimed at furthering this primary goal. 

Reed’s instructional format is built on small and interactive classes, the cornerstone of its liberal arts 
program. Learning how to think, not what to think is fundamental to all classes. Students are not routinely 
given their grades, although they can see them on request, but are encouraged to work toward personal 
intellectual growth rather than letter ratings. 

Demographic Profile 

Reed’s total enrollment just over 1,200 with a faculty of approximately 120 (about 70 percent full-
time). Eighty percent of the full-time faculty have doctoral degrees. About 52 percent of all applicants are 
accepted, and a typical Reed freshman class is largely (83 percent) students from the top fifth of their high 
school graduating class. About 24 percent of these students come from private schools; 9 percent from 
parochial schools. 

The 100-acre Reed campus is located in a residential area of Portland, five miles from the center of the 
city. 

Reed has gained a particularly favorable reputation for assuring broad access to computer 
facilities for all members of the Reed community. An accreditation committee which visited 
Reed noted that campus computerization and access to computer use for students and faculty 
achieved a level rare in American higher education technology—networked and available to 
students 24-hours-a-day. (Osgood, 1985) 

Financial Base 

Tuition at Reed is high—approximately $15,000 annually at this writing. Room and board add nearly 
another $5,000. Reed’s own funds are the primary source of student assistance, with individual student 
awards ranging from $4,500 to $14,000. About 45 percent of the students receive financial aid from the 
College, the average grant totalling more than $6,000. Reed maintains its determination to extend its 
educational opportunities to all qualified students, regardless of family financial circumstances. 

The board of trustees has a fundamental responsibility for the financial health and the ongoing success 
of the institution. A small group, including the College president, make major financial and planning 
decisions. In practice, many decisions are influenced by the students. This occurs through consultation 
with faculty and governmental bodies as well as with individual members of the community. 

Student Involvement 

The centerpiece of teaching is the seminar of 10 to 20 students, with an emphasis on personal initiative. 
Lauro Martines wrote about his teaching experience at Reed from 1958 to 1962: 
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In those years the College had about seven hundred students and a faculty of seventy. Class 
sizes ranged, in my experience, from six to fifteen students. My job was to teach first-year 
humanities, a team endeavor, which turned out to be, I now realize upon looking back, the 
most exciting course I have ever taught. . . It took half of their weekly class time: three hours 
of lectures and four more in conference. The lectures were given by twelve instructors from a 
variety of disciplines: literature, classics, philosophy, anthropology, history, and art history. All 
of instructors were expected to attend each other’s lectures, and in term time, on any Monday, 
Wednesday, or Friday morning, we all, save for that day’s lecture, could be found sitting at the 
back of the College chapel, the entire freshman class stretched out before us, all the way up to 
the front row of seats just under the podium. (Martines, 1985:194-95) 

Reed students are assisted in finding summer jobs related to their academic focus through the Office 
of Career Advising and Job Placement. Most students also participate in a “community service project.” 
These projects connect students with local volunteer projects such as the Student Mentoring Program 
(matching a college student with an eight-grade student who is at risk of dropping out of school), the 
Community Energy Project (students winterizing homes for low-income citizens), the Oregon Food Bank, 
and local high school tutoring in math, science, and English. Every community program is on a volunteer 
basis. 

There are relatively few rules at Reed. The belief of this college is that an “Honor Principle” will 
invigorate and inspire academic and social life. The preamble of the Reed Community Constitution, 
framed in 1988-90, emphasizes a commitment to mutual respect and support: 

We declare our commitment to responsible and honorable conduct in academic and community 
affairs, and we reaffirm one another’s rights to freedom in inquiry and expression in course-
work, scholarship, and day-to-day life of the Reed Community. Since such freedom requires an 
atmosphere of trust and mutual confidence, we further declare that dishonesty, intimidation, 
harassment, exploitation, and the use or threat or force are incompatible with the preservation 
of this freedom. 

The Honor Principle rests basically on individual judgement and conscience, with minimal formal 
enforcement. 

Reed students also have many opportunities to work closely with faculty members. Christopher Fast 
explained his student experience at Reed as follows: 

Since my sophomore year I have had the opportunity to work together with a Reed professor, 
a well-known South Asia scholar, who edits an oriental studies journal. It has given me the 
opportunity to build a relationship with a professor based not only on academics but also on 
friendship too. (To Choose Reed, p. 8) 

Reed requires a senior thesis for graduation, with thesis work stemming from the student’s research 
experience in the major field and developed in consultation with faculty advisers. 

Curriculum 

Even though the curriculum has evolved for years, Reed has never compromised its central educational 
philosophy. All students must master a core of studies to ensure the growth of intellectual skills and to 
lay a cultural foundation for a broad education, including: a humanities program, devoted to a systematic 
interdisciplinary study of the basic texts of the Western intellectual tradition; an interdisciplinary survey 
to ensure breadth and integration of education; and a substantial project to synthesize the knowledge and 
skills learned in the major field. 
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One of the fundamental goals of Reed’s program is that all students master certain intellectual skills 
which underpin a liberal education. Therefore, Reed requires that all freshmen enroll in a year-long 
interdisciplinary course on the classical and Judeo-Christian foundations of Western civilization. Some of 
the specific topics include specific social, religious and philosophical systems. Subsequently, the students 
begin to narrow to their major areas of study. 

With the vision of pioneers, Simeon and Amanda Reed felt that the classic liberal curriculum spoke 
to the core of human knowledge and understanding. Therefore, the curriculum is designed as an honors 
program. 

Teaching/Learning Approaches 

Reed tries to have as many small classes, taught by Socratic methods, as possible. In fact, 90 percent 
of the classes have fewer than 25 students and one-third have fewer than ten. Students and professors have 
an opportunity to know each other as colleagues. The college believes that academic life takes precedence 
over social life. Prospective applicants are cautioned in by the College prospectus to anticipate limited 
extracurricular socializing and free time. Only on occasion do students go to Seattle or San Francisco for 
a well-deserved weekend break. 

The College believes that students and professors are partners. They interact with one another through 
classes, labs, individual conferences and informal meetings. Students work hard for their own reasons, not 
to “come out ahead of” their classmates. Therefore, every activity focuses on learning outcomes. Many 
students find their greatest learning through their work in their major fields. Students are often invited to 
participate in faculty research. 

Reed students have designed their majors in a wide variety of fields in traditional departments or in 
interdisciplinary combinations. The senior year at Reed typically provides the most meaningful learning 
experience. Each senior is encouraged to explore in depth a specific topic. To assist each student an 
individual work station in the library, laboratory or studio is provided during the thesis project. 

Reed is noted for having committed instructors who bring their research into the classroom setting. 
The college mission suggests that a good education is the basis for a lifetime of learning and achievement. 
The Reed College Catalog (1990) states that faculty members possess not only fine minds and scholarly 
expertise but also strong commitments to teaching. 
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Chapter 9 

St. John’s: Back to Classics 
Keith Wilson 9 

Experimental colleges, with all their diversities, usually sound two common themes: flexibility and 
practicality. However, one experimental college runs deeply contrary to these themes. St. John’s College, 
with campuses in Annapolis, Maryland, and Santa Fe, New Mexico, rejects these norms and has flourished 
under the ethos of rigidity and intellectualism. In stark contrast to most experimental colleges, St. John’s 
symbolizes the neoclassical model of liberal arts colleges. 

Evolution 

Founded in 1696 as King William’s school, this institution changed to become St. John’s College in 
1784. The small, traditional, private college meandered for the next 150 years until crisis struck in 1935. A 
combination of staggering institutional debt, administrative malaise and loss of accreditation brought St. 
John’s to the brink of collapse. The board of directors sensed that only a drastic change would help. They 
turned to two men known for their energy and commitment to liberal education. In 1937 Scott Buchanan 
and Stringfellow Barr initiated a radical reform through a curriculum based solely upon Western classical 
literature. 

Some 50 years later St. John’s has not only persisted at Annapolis but in 1964 opened a second 
campus in Santa Fe. The combined student bodies total approximately 800 students. The College remains 
principally a 4-year undergraduate college even though in recent years a few select masters programs have 
been added. St. John’s is a private, non-denominational institution that caters to the intellectual and 
financial elite. For two semesters the tuition eclipses $13,000. The average incoming student will score in 
the 650s on the SAT math and verbal tests (just slightly lower than Princeton’s beginning students). 

The faculty emerge mostly from the fields of philosophy, language, theology, music, law and natural 
science. About one-half of them hold a Ph.D degree, even though it has no direct impact on their acceptance 
within the college. Approximately one-third of the 60 teachers at Santa Fe were graduates themselves of 
St. John’s, and 50 percent of all faculty attended colleges with strong liberal education programs such as 
St. Mary’s, Reed, Shimer, Antioch and the University of Chicago. 

The physical aspects of the two campuses neither diminish nor enhance the St. John’s concept. The 
colonial style of Annapolis contrasts sharply with the Spanish aura of Santa Fe. And yet, virtually the same 
program proceeds on each campus. St. John’s is a residential campus where all single students are required 
to live in campus dormitories. Even though campus life revolves around the unique curriculum, there is 
still interaction between “St. Johnnies” as they are known and members of the respective communities. 

Keith Wilson, Assistant Professor of Religion, Brigham Young University. 
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Philosophical Roots 

In the mid-30s Scott Buchanan turned a generic liberal-arts college into a curricular experiment based 
upon Plato’s Academy and classical humanism. The origins for these changes had predated the 20th 
century by hundred of years. 

The English were the first in modern times to fashion a college with a classical approach to liberal 
education. This classical approach included an immersion in Greek and Greek literature as well as an 
emphasis on teaching, discipline and structured living. This early model was quickly attenuated in the 
United States with the utilitarian movement that swept through colleges in the last half of the 18th and 
19th Centuries. This utilitarian movement was a blend of democracy, enlightenment and practicality. In 
higher education it supported such values as education for all, applied skills and student centered programs. 
The War of Independence added force and legitimacy to these values. And yet it did not bring closure to 
the battle between liberal education and utilitarianism. 

The pendulum continued to oscillate through such events as the Yale Report of 1828, the Harvard 
elective curriculum, and the progressives of Theodore Roosevelt and John Dewey. In 1916 Alexander 
Meiklejohn became president of Amherst College and his agenda focused on liberal education as a means 
for training the mind. He adopted the Socratic method in both his teaching and his administration at 
Amherst. Questions such as “Why do we do this?” and “Why do we do that?” probed the heretofore 
sacred cows of curriculum, college organization and teaching methods. Meiklejohn organized a faculty 
seminar during his stay at Amherst. The seminar participants were relatively few, yet it did propitiously 
include a senior student by the name of Scott Buchanan. This seminar became a forum for his ideas 
and reforms. He proposed a curriculum of the classics with the goal of exposing students to the timeless 
questions of the great Western philosophers. Meiklejohn’s ideas evoked scattered pockets of support, but 
his own colleagues at Amherst did not rally behind him. He was forced to resign in 1923 by the Amherst 
Board of Trustees before he could even begin his experiment. For the next 4 years Meiklejohn published 
articles about the ideal college for The Saturday Review and The New Republic. A bold new president 
at the University of Wisconsin, Frank Glenn, invited Meiklejohn to establish his Experimental College at 
Madison. This college, which was really a 2-year college within a University, opened in 1927. Meiklejohn 
set his dream in motion. He implemented a fixed classical curriculum with emphasis on small seminar 
classes of 10-20 students. He secured a dormitory, Adam’s Hall, and began a residential college program. 
At its crest the Experimental College socratically taught 155 freshmen and sophomores the lessons of the 
ancient Athenians. But the principles of free speech, dialectical learning and freedom of thought were 
anachronistic. By 1932 Meiklejohn’s opponents succeeded in dismantling his Experimental College under 
the charges of Communism and free love. What his critics really objected to was his unswerving view of 
classical western thought as the fountainhead of undergraduate education. 

Meanwhile, in 1930, a young 31-year-old president took the reins at the University of Chicago. Robert 
Hutchins disdained the emerging university emphasis on research and specialization and proceeded to 
change things. Working with the faculty and trustees he abolished competitive athletics, instituted course 
credits and took a firm stand against vocationalism. But his most proactive idea was a “Great Books” 
curriculum that followed the model of Plato’s Academy. When the faculty resisted, he mustered all his 
persuasive powers and finally succeeded in 1936. But a deep schism remained between Hutchins and the 
trenchant faculties at Chicago. The “Hutchins College” survived only a few years before the deep-seated 
conventions of university structure reabsorbed it back into the traditional departments. Even though 
Hutchins eventually left Chicago for the presidency of the Ford Foundation, both he and Meiklejohn had 
significantly involved and impacted Buchanan. 

During the early 30s Buchanan secured a faculty position in the philosophy department at the University 
of Virginia. Here he renewed a friendship with Stringfellow Barr which dated back to 1919 at Oxford. 
Barr had been teaching history continuously at Virginia since 1924. Meanwhile, a new president at the 
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University of Virginia appointed among others Barr and Buchanan to give their judgment on the Virginia 
honors program. Their committee went far beyond what their administrator had commissioned. Barr and 
Buchanan drafted a radical program for liberal education that centered in reading and discussing 100 of 
the great Western classics. Their proposal was mothballed at Virginia, but would emerge in a few short 
years in a different location. 

At the same time the small private college of St. John’s had reached the point of institutional collapse. 
The board approached Buchanan and Barr and offered them the leadership of St. John’s. Barr became 
president and Buchanan, who disdained administration, became the dean. Buchanan set out to totally 
revamp the College. He drew from Meiklejohn, Hutchins and the Virginia Committee. He charted a 
direction that redefined the meaning of a classical, liberal arts college. Buchanan, described by some as a 
restless spirit, served St. John’s for 10 years. He left his infant college in a dispute with the Navy over the 
Annapolis campus. However, his imprint serves them to this day. 

Buchanan’s new program centered on approximately one hundred Western European great books from 
the ancient Greeks to the present (see Appendix). The approach postulated that it was better to read Isaac 
Newton or Plato first-hand than to read what someone else said about their ideas. Teaching proceeded 
in small seminars with the professor acting as a facilitator and a resource. The College was a radical 
departure from compartmentalized learning and instead reflected the language of the mental disciplinarians 
of the 1800s who viewed higher education as the training of the mind. “This college makes no claim 
to training specialists,” Buchanan said, framing his instructional creed (Self Evaluation Report, 1955:3). 
The curriculum became the first fixed curriculum in this century. It rejected the elective system for 
undergraduates which Harvard introduced prior to 1900 and virtually all had accepted. 

The transition in 1937 from a small generic college to a radical liberal arts college occurred rather 
quickly. Of the 25 faculty members who were a part of the old St. John’s, only four were destined to 
remain and finish their careers under the “New Program.” The others left quietly either at the initial 
announcement of the pending metamorphosis or after attempting the program for a year or two. Barr and 
Buchanan brought with them a cadre of classical disciples to shore up their enterprise. They also introduced 
their curriculum reform which was a carbon copy of their Virginia honors committee report. Owing to the 
desperate condition of St. John’s in 1937, Barr and Buchanan encountered little opposition. In fact, the 
St. John’s Board of Directors gave Barr carte blanche approval for anything he deemed desirable for the 
New Program. St. John’s welcomed this friendly coup. 

St. John’s became the pedagogical testing ground for the philosophies of both Meiklejohn and Hutchins. 
It stood in opposition to what Hutchins called the “false democracy”—that one kind of knowledge is as 
good as another. This small college, which began in 1937 with only 20 daring students and a handful of 
faculty, came to symbolize the debate between the educational progressives and the conservatives. The 
progressives led by John Dewey espoused more democracy, service, and vocationalism in the universities. 
The conservatives, led by Meiklejohn responded that through the methods taught in the classical texts 
one can come to know what science is and does and how it relates to the modern world. Meiklejohn was 
accused of dogmatism to which he responded: 

Why should the study of the past, as carried on at St. John’s College lead to dogmatism? When 
in the experimental college we turn to Athens or read what Homer, Euripides, Lucretius and 
Plato have said about judgments of value, it did not mean in our opinion those writers had, for 
all time, fixed standards of value that we must accept as unchanged and unchangeable. . . We are 
not looking for the last words on those subjects, but instead the first words. . . From the time of 
the Greeks, until the present. The knowledge and wisdom of men has been growing. . . (Fortune, 
1945:208) 

Mark Van Doren, a colleague of Buchanan’s and an ardent supporter of St. John’s remarked that this 
was, 
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The first serious effort in contemporary America to build a single and rational curriculum suited 
to the needs of minds which have work to do, and which some day should be unwilling to forgive 
any system of education that has required of them less discipline than this. (1944:53) 

Thus St. John’s took as its creed the training of the human mind through the classical texts. This 
small college believed that once trained, their students would be better suited to make their impact on 
society. In contrast, the progressives felt that the classics were outdated and that it was absurd to use 
them as the basis for confronting contemporary challenges. 

To this day disciples of the St. John’s philosophy recite the words of the philosopher Lucan, “Pygmies 
placed on the shoulders of giants see more than the giants themselves.” The progressives respond that past 
giants are dwarfed by our twentieth century problems. Robert Hutchins differentiates the two camps with 
the simple dichotomy: “St. John’s educates people to live instead of to earn a living” (Hutchins, 1937). 

Academic Program and Curriculum 

Today the academic program at St. John’s remains virtually the same as it was when Buchanan first 
implemented it in the fall of 1937. This program is a unified curriculum with approximately one hundred 
western great books forming the superstructure. Buchanan defined this “Great Books” curriculum at St. 
John’s as books of lasting appeal with varied interpretations and constant reference to the “unanswerable 
questions in European thought” (Catalogue 1937:22). Winfree Smith, a respected Dean at St. John’s 
during the seventies stated that there is no such thing as “the great books” since they do not constitute 
a rigid canon. His concept circumscribed “a” list of great books in contrast to “the” list of great books 
(Smith 1983:1). The reality is that the original reading list of 1937-38 has remained largely unchanged and 
the list has been referred to since its adoption as “The Great Books.” Freshmen study Greek, literature, 
philosophy, history, mathematics and natural science. The texts are the original works of the classical 
authors. In the second year the primary emphasis continues on the study of the Greek language with the 
addition of a class in music appreciation. The third year replaces the Greek language with the study of 
French. This carries on through the fourth and final year. 

The weekly study regimen follows a set pattern. Students attend a Great Books seminar on Monday and 
Thursday evenings for about two hours. A three-hour laboratory class meets twice a week. Mathematics 
tutorials convene three times a week. And language classes also meet three times a week. The total 
instruction time amounts to 16-19 hours each week. Every student has the same schedule. The overarching 
goal of this rigidity is to immerse the students in an environment of common studies and conversation. 

Grades and examinations assume a subservient role to the dialectal format. Three forms of examinations 
do exist. The “don-rag” is a carry over from Oxford. It consists of an oral examination twice a year in which 
individual students face their teachers in a grueling one hour interrogation. Once each year the student 
writes an original essay and during his/her senior year a thesis is submitted. Grades are not published 
or distributed even though they are tabulated each semester. At the completion of a degree, grades and 
credits are released for the purposes of articulation into advanced graduate and professional programs. 

The Student at St. John’s 

The 700 current students at St. John’s in Annapolis and Santa Fe represent a very dedicated group 
of academics. With 89 percent of all applicants gaining acceptance, the dean of admissions attributes this 
high rate to “being selected rather than being selective” (Boroff, 1963:9). Each prospective student must 
write an essay, discuss a significant book and project his or her future career path. 

The St. John’s lifestyle contributes to a pressurized academic environment. Three evenings a week 
are spent in scholarly discussions. There are few if any extracurricular activities or clubs. Those that the 
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administration does allow seem to complement the classical tone of St. John’s. Fencing and formal dancing 
are popular activities. And yet the mood of this college is mostly one of hard work and deep intellectualism. 
Often the pressure overwhelms the younger students. Over 50 percent of incoming students never reach 
graduation. Weekends tend to become an escape from all the pressure. Loud music, drinking and dancing 
represent a release for many of these students of Socrates. Often the weekend will afford students either 
a waltz party or a beer bash or both in an interesting mix of cultures. But when Sunday evening rolls 
around most students find themselves busily preparing for Monday’s classes. 

The high cost of tuition often dictates the type of student who can attend St. John’s. “We receive 
mostly the sons and daughters of professional people,” reports Eva Brann, Dean of the Annapolis campus 
(Brann, 1991). This financial sieve surfaces in other ways. At Santa Fe only 10 percent of the student 
body is from a minority group and no blacks are currently enrolled. Dean William Carey quietly laments 
that St. John’s has become a school for the wealthy and the poor (Carey, 1991). With over 50 percent 
of the student body financial aid is a necessity. For the other half of the students money appears to be 
no obstacle. The financial profile then of the St. John’s student seems to be widely divergent with little 
representation from middle income families. 

“The program” as it is called at St. John’s is highly structured. This frustrates some students who 
come with interests in music performance or art. The routine is so concentrated and rigid that little time 
remains for daily practice or individual discretion. The administration and faculty view this rigidity as 
essential to the St. John’s atmosphere. They quote in their defense Buchanan’s colleague, Mark Van Doren. 
“Education is honored when it is hard, and it is more honored when it is hard and good” (1944:153). Gerald 
Grant writes that teachers openly professed “We will not pander to students. Many will leave; the way to 
wisdom is not easy, and few will persevere” (Grant and Riesman, 1978:41). 

This atmosphere of intellectual rigor and discipline does generate some staunch disciples amongst the 
students. David Boroff in The Saturday Review recounts some of his interviews with such students. One 
transfer student commented that, “This was the first time he had not been bored by April.” Another 
scholarly immigrant from a Midwest school remarked, “Ideas there were extracurricular.” And a Princeton 
transfer student responded, “The difference there and here is between being a technician and a philosopher” 
(1963:9). Grant recalls one sophomore student defending St. John’s with these words, “If there is anything 
wrong here, it’s wrong with me” (Grant and Riesman, 1978:61). Kathy Quintero, a student during the 
seventies at St. John’s recently put it in this perspective: “St John’s will always be my intellectual home” 
(Interview, 1991). Obviously, for many there is only one real college for serious thinking students. And 
yet the rigidity and the narrow focus force many others to leave St. John’s with dissenting rather than 
positive opinions. 

The Faculty 

The promotional booklet which each prospective student receives in the mail begins with this announce
ment: “The following teachers will return to St. John’s next year: Homer, Sophocles, Galileo, Newton, 
Einstein, Plato. . . ” (and some one hundred others). The only true faculty at St. John’s are those who have 
etched their names in the classics. There are teachers who interact with the students, but these are known 
modestly as “tutors.” This rubric underscores the faculty concept at St. John’s. The role of the tutor is 
to facilitate the interaction between the great books and the students. While most tutors enter St. John’s 
with an academic specialty as well as a Ph.D., there is little faculty stagnation. Instead all instructors are 
required to teach all disciplines and subject areas. This has the effect of putting the faculty through the 
same paces that the students experience. In fact in most classes at St. John’s two faculty members are 
involved. One is the instructor and the other is preparing to teach the class. Even the instructor has the 
responsibility to reread the classic in preparation for a given class. The net effect of this format is that 
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faculty either learn to master and enjoy all the traditional topics in the liberal arts curriculum or they part 
company with this school and its demands. 

A second pressure point for the instructors surfaces in their visibility. Classes are frequently observed 
and audited by other senior faculty. In addition to this all senior students who have been tutored by a 
certain instructor are asked to give their evaluation of his/her teaching prowess. When it comes time for a 
tenure decision, there is an abundance of teaching information upon which to base the judgment. As one 
tutor complained, “Too many of the faculty live in lucite cylinders” (Grant, 1984). Constant observation 
and public visibility intensify the pressure that faculty experience at St. John’s. 

This college takes pride in the abolition of academic departments and faculty rank. These unnecessary 
structures leave more space for the strong teaching emphasis. The tenure process is highly selective with 
only a spartan 25 percent of the faculty receiving approval. Of those faculty who leave 90 percent would 
stay if they could according to Anthony Carey at Santa Fe (Interview 1991). The tenure process includes 
four individual teaching appointments during a 7 year period. In the sixth year a tutor is either terminated 
or given tenure after the following year. All teachers are expected to minimize outside interests and 
concentrate full time on their students and teaching. Research and writing are optional, but must not 
interfere with the instructional format. Some tutors such as Eva Brann and J. Winfree Smith publish in 
various fields, but they are the exceptions. 

These radical departures from traditional faculty mores create a distinct dichotomy in each instructor’s 
professional path. The pressure to master new bodies of knowledge, the constant exposure and the lack of 
faculty security can combine to crush the untenured instructors. However, these same radical departures 
become strong motivations for others and serve to enamor and envelope them in the aura of St. John’s 
College. 

The St. John’s Saga 

With a tradition that now spans more than 50 years, St. John’s nurtures a rich pervasive saga. This 
saga is fostered by devote faculty, loyal alumni, and upper level students. But one other aspect of St. 
John’s assumes a preeminent position in this arena. This maverick college takes its entire raison d’être 
from the tradition of the “Great Books.” The curriculum, the heart of the matter at St. John’s, revolves 
around the most traditional works in western literature and civilization. Is it any surprise then that St. 
John’s drips in the richness of its own saga? 

Stellar leadership has also left an indelible impression in the mosaic of the St. John’s saga. The decade 
of the Barr-Buchanan era provided this small college with an abundance both of history and folklore. 
Buchanan’s spirit seems to stalk the hallways and his aphorisms are frequently cited. His statement to 
Hutchins towards the end of his administration symbolizes the saga of this early founder. “This spiritual 
and moral revolution is the only thing in the world worth living for” (Kass 1973:28). And yet, ironically, 
Buchanan resigned his post after 10 years and attempted to found an imitation of St. John’s College 
in Massachusetts. It never materialized and subsequently Buchanan returned often to St. John’s as a 
commencement speaker or guest lecturer. Statements that he made late in his life indicated his displeasure 
with his decision to leave St. John’s in 1946 (Smith 1983:87). But even his impetuous departure did not 
lessen his imprint on St. John’s. 

The intensity of Buchanan’s persona merged during the 1940s with some of the brightest names in 
education. People such as Robert Hutchins, Alexander Meiklejohn, Mortimer Adler and Mark Van Doren 
publicly defended St. John’s in the national press. Their opponents were such heavyweights as John Dewey, 
Sidney Hook, and Helen Lynd. And yet, even St. John’s critics unintentionally strengthened the presence 
of this small college. Their public assaults on the St. John’s philosophy were presented in such national 
magazines as The New Republic, Fortune, Harpers and The Saturday Review. Win or lose, the debates 
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placed St. John’s on the map and ultimately enriched the saga that pervades this maverick college. 
The current saga of St. John’s draws deeply upon the decades of the thirties and forties. But there is 

more. There is Richard Weigle who presided over St. John’s for 28 years and won accreditation for the 
College in 1953. There is the transcendent dean, Jacob Klein. Many view this German immigrant as the 
crucial spoke that kept the wheel turning in the aftermath of the Barr-Buchanan departure. And there 
are more legends in the making like Eva Brann, a respected tutor who has taught at Annapolis since 1957. 
Perhaps the deepest reservoir, however, of the St. John’s saga resides within the current alumni. Fiercely 
loyal, this group will talk endlessly of their halcyon days as students. They alone sufficiently insure that 
the St. John’s tradition will not be forgotten. 

Does It Work? 

One of the best responses to this question echoes in the saying, “The proof is in the pudding.” The 
graduates reflect favorably on St. John’s. Over 60 percent of St. John’s graduates pursue advanced degrees 
in their first year following graduation (compared to 53 percent at Princeton and 46 percent at Amherst). 
Twenty percent of these graduates enter teaching, 25 percent enter business or industry, 13 percent enter 
government or law, and the remainder disperse themselves over social work, medicine, library science and 
religious professions (“Self-Evaluation Report,” 1955, 4). In an different alumni report funded by the Ford 
Foundation, 92 percent of the respondents expressed approval for the St. John’s program. One third of 
those who replied went so far as to express “complete satisfaction with the present distribution of emphasis 
in the program” (Grant, 1984:73). The biggest advantage that these alumni identified from their St. John’s 
experience was the ability to face and solve problems dealing with unfamiliar data. 

On the flip side of the slate some negative marks also appeared in that 1955 alumni survey. One-half of 
all respondents regretted their lack of specialized skills when they left St. John’s. Many cited the need for 
better writing skills than they currently possessed. And most gave the laboratory classes unsatisfactory 
marks.10 The debate ranges over the entire expanse of this “Great Books College.” Disciples claim that 
St. John’s is the very essence of learning; critics counter that it is simply adopting an abstract frame 
of reference. Proponents laud the virtues of thinking and training the mind; opponents assert that St. 
John’s fosters intellectual prejudice against professional training and practical skills. Supporters extol the 
self-confidence that graduates possess; skeptics suggest that alumni are misfits and at odds with the world. 
And so the debate continues without a final word or closure. 

There is one defense of St. John’s that subdues most critics. St. John’s has withstood the test of time. 
It continues to move forward much like it did in the fall of 1937. Unlike many other educational experiments 
this one has endured virtually unchanged. The leaders are different. Where there was once one campus 
now there are two with plans for a third. In 1971 Ronald McArthur paid the supreme compliment to 
St. John’s. He modeled the new Thomas Aquinas College in Santa Paula, California exactly after the St. 
John’s format. These developments lend substance to Eva Brann’s claim that, “St John’s is no experiment 
unless western civilization is an experiment.” Perhaps she is right or perhaps the final word is yet to be 
written on, “The Great Books College.” 

The author acknowledges the age of this alumni report as a limitation. However, St. John’s administrators were reluctant 
to share their most recent self-evaluation reports. Two factors mitigate somewhat the age of this 1955 survey. First, a large 
number of alumni were sampled (600). And second, St. John’s more so than other colleges has been very slow to change or 
alter portions of its program. 
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{TO THE READER}

S1. John's College believes that the way to a liberal
education lies through a direct and sustained engagement
with the books in which the greatest minds of our
civilization have expressed themselves. To that end, the
college offers a four-year nonelective program in which
students read, discuss, and write about the seminal works
that have shaped the world in which we live. ~ There is no
other college quite like St. John's. Her.~, there are no
lecture courses, no textbooks, no written finals, no
departments, no research professors. Instead, the college
offers small discussio" ". oks that are classics,
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interdisciplinary program of studies for everyone, and
teachers who are called tutors rather than professors - one
for every eight students. S But these facts alone do not
reach the heart of what distinguishes St. John's College.

The goals of the St. John's program are not those of other schools, and

the meaning of a liberal arts education at St. John's is not what is thought

of as a liberal education elsewhere. The standard questions and usual

considerations about college barely apply. ~ The following description

of the St. John's program explains the college's underlying notions of

liberal education. Alongside this text, you will find commentary by

current students who participated in a seminar on the text itself. They

speak in their own voices about what tQe program means and how it works.

Their comments - in combination with the explanation of the college's

goals - may prompt you to rcconsid<tr thti meaning of liberal education.
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{THE PROGRAM}

A genuine liberal education begins with a
shared understanding of the ideas and
questions that help define our intellectual
heritage. The books that are at the heart
of learning at St. John's are among the
richest sources of that heritage.

T
HEY ARE TIMELESS AND TIMELY; THEY NOT ONLY ILLUMINATE THE 1\1 R. POMAROLE - I

persisting questions of human existence but also have
THINK IT IS IMPOR.

TANT TO EMPHASIZE

great relevance to our contemporary problems. They
THAT THESE BOOKS

ARE NOT THINGS TO

therefore enter directly into our everyday lives. Their
BE STUDIED IN A

SCHOLARLY,

DETACHED FASHION,

authors speak to us as freshly as when they first spoke. They change OR EVEN IN AN Il'iTEL-

LECTUAL FASHION.

our minds, move our hearts, and touch our spirits. What they have to CERTAINLY THESE

BOOKS ARE APPEALING

tell us is not something of merely academic concern, something AND INTERESTING TO

OUR MINDS AND TO

remote from our real interests. At St. John's, books are not treated OUR INTELLECTS BUT

I

reverently or digested whole; they are dissected, mulled over, inter-
THINK THAT THAT

REALLY LIMITS TUE

BOOKS IN AN UNl'l'AT-

preted, doubted, often rejected, often accepted. They serve to foster URAL ANO UNTRUE

WAY. IT SAYS SOlon:;;.

thinking, not to dominate it. WHERE, THATTHESF.

The method by which this process unfolds is classroom discus-
HOOKS •.•

sion. With a faculty-student ratio of
MR. DINK

I to 8, class size ranges from a
- CHANGE

OUR MINDS. MOVE

OUR HEARTS, AND

handful of students in tutorials to I8 or 20 in seminars and laborato- TOUCH OUR SPIRITS?

ries. All classes are discussion classes, so that students participate MR. POMAROLE-

YES, EXACTLY!

directly and actively in their own education. Final examinations are HEGEL'S PHENOME-

NULUGY OF SPIRIT.

oral and individual. Students' tutors - as members of the faculty are .'OR EXAMPLE, IS NOT

ONLY A BOOK OF PRO-

called - meet with them twice a year in conferences to evaluate their FOUND INTELLECTUAL

COMPLEXITY THAT

intellectual performance. FOSTERS THlNItING. IT

IS A WORK OF BREATH-

TAKING BEAUTY. IT
REALLY FORCES YOU

TO THINK ABOUT THE

WORLD IN A otHER-

FoNTWAY. A RADICALLY

DIFFERENT WAY.

WHICH IS PART OF

WHAT I THINK

CONSTITUTES A fREE.

OR MORE FREE.

INDIVIDUAL.
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t\.h. l\Il'oo-BuT,n:
ARE. STUDYIN .. THE

--------{THE
~'l.-:srEKN INTELLE.{:'

TllAL TR.ADITION, AS T
SEMINAR}

HESEMINARISTHEHEARTOFTHEST. JOHN'SPROGRAM.ITs BUSI-
OPPOS"o TO TUE

U'ESTERN SPIRITUAL ness is the discussion of the books. 1\vo tutors preside, but
TRADITION. THAT'S

IMPORTA)\oiT. MINO, the seminar is almost exclusively student conversation. One
HEART. AND SPIRIT

ARt. ~OT ALL EQUAL. tutor begins the seminar with a question on the assigned
THERE'S A PLACE

"tU:RF. TUE TEXT SAYS reading, a question to which he or she may have no answer; thereafter
"SF.CAUSE REASON IS

TifF. ONLY KECOG, the tutors do more listening than talking. The seminar presupposes
SIZEJ) AUTHORITY IN

TUF. SEMINAR" AND that students are willing to submit their opinions to the scrutiny of
'{L HILE ill£ BOOKS DO

TOUCH OUR UEARTS their colleagues. It requires that everyone's opinion be heard and
AND OUR SPIRITS, IT

~n:"s iHAT WE CAN'T explored and that every opinion be supported by argument and evi-
R~.ALLY PLACE THOSE

TURFf ON PAR. dence. The role of the tutors is not to give information or to produce

1\1 R. POMAROLF - I the "right" opinion or interpretation. It is to guide the discussion,
AGREE. IGUESS IWAS

SIMPLY TRYING TO keep it moving, define the issues, raise objections, and help the stu-
I'MPUA3IZE THAT

STUDYItoG THESE dents in every way possible to understand the issues, the authors, and
BOOKS IS NOT JUST A

MATTER OF themselves. If the tutors, as they may, take a definite stand and enter
HEADGAMES WITH

YOUR INTF.LLFCT the argument, they can expect no special consideration, because rea-
ALONE .••• You HAVE

TO US.: "(OUR HEART. son is the only recognized authority. In the main, the aims of the sem-
PASCAL I HLiEVE

ASCRIBE~ ALMOST A inar are to ascertain how things are, not how things were; to develop
COGNITIVE STATUS TO

TilE HEART, AND I the students' powers of reason, understanding, and communication;
DON'T TttlNK TItAT'S

REALLY A MISTAKE. and to help them arrive at rational opinions of their own.
IT IS NOT STRICTLY

AN ISTFLLF.CTUAL

ENTI-.RPRISE, BUT -------{ THE T U TOR IA L }------- MISS WHITING - I
SOMEiUINGTIlAf THINK: THE BIGGEST

AODRf.SSES THE HEREASEACHSEMINARGENERALLYTAKESASITSTOPICA WRONG REASON THAT

WHOLE MAN. I CAME HERE, WAS

new reading, tutorials dwell at greater length on a sin- THAT 1THOUGHT

THAT THIS SCHOOL

gle text or topic. Their goal is to enable the student to WAS ALL ABOUT READ-

ING THESE BOOKS AND

cultivate habits of careful analytical study. ASKING THESE WON-

DERFUL, PASSIONA.TE

In the LANGUAGETUTORIAL,students study foreign languages and QUESTION'S ABOUT

TRUTH AND BEAUTY. I
translate them into English, compare them with each other and with DID NOT UNDERSTAND

TH IS IDEA OF A WELL--

English, and thus learn something of the nature of languages in gen- ROUNDED EDUCATlON

THAT HA.D TO DO WITH

eral and of their own in particular. Over the four years students explore MATH AND SCIENCE

AND LANGUAGES AND

language as the discourse of reason through the medium of foreign SPEAKING AND flEAD-

ING WELL. I THOUGHT

tongues: Greek in the first two years and French in the last two. The THAT WE WERE GOING

TO HAVF. THESE WARM

second half of the sophomore and senior years is devoted to the study FUZZY CONVERSA'

TIONS ABOUT ALL OF

and analysis of English prose and poetry. THESE GREAT QUES-

TIONS •••• WE ALL

The college believes that mathematics is an integral and neces-
 

KIND OF KNEW ABOUT

THE SEMINAR AND

sary part of our understanding of the human intellect and of the world. THE LANGUAGE

CLASSES AND THE

The MATHEMATICSTUTORIALseeks to give students an insight into the WORKS WE WERE

GOING TO READ. WE

fundamental nature and intention of mathematics and into the kind of DIDN'T UNDERSTAND,

AT LEAST I DIDN'T

reasoning that proceeds systematically from definitions and principles UNDERSTAND, THA.T

THERE WAS SO MUCH

MORE TO OUR EDUC.\.-

TlON THAT I HAD

TOT ALL'" DISREGARD-

ED IN HIGH SCIIOOL.
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to necessary conclusions. During all four years they study pure mathe- A LIST OF THE WORK.S

THAT SERVE AS TEXTS

matics and the foundations of mathematical physics and astronomy by POR THE SEMINAIlS,

TUTORIALS, AND LAB.

working through texts and demonstrating propositions of Euclid, ORATORIES APPEAI\S

ON PAGES 10 AND :II.

Ptolemy, Apollonious, Descartes, Newton, Einstein, and others.
The sophomore MUSICTUTORIALaims at the understanding of

music through attentive listening and through the close study of musi-
cal theory and analysis of works of music - by Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart, Palestrina, Stravinsky, and Schonberg, among others. Students
undertake a thorough investigation of the diatonic system, a study of
the ratios of musical intervals, a consideration of melody, counter-
point, and harmony, and an investigation of rhythm in words as well as
in notes.

------{

I
THE LAB 0 RAT 0 RY }------ MR. GREENSLlT-

THIS IS OBVIOUSLY

THEN THREE-YEARLABORATORYPROGRAM,STUDENTSCONSIDERHOW
NOT

AN ELECTlVE CURRICU-

OF

measurement and experiment can help to answer certain kinds of
LUM. ONE THE WAYS

IN WHICH UNIVERSI-

fundamental questions about the universe. The students follow
TIES MARKET THEM-

SELVES IS BY SAYING

the arguments and experiments that can persuade us to believe
THAT YOU CAN GET

TOGETHER WITH PEO-

in things we can never see - in atoms, in genes. The program weaves
PLE WHO DO THE SAME

THING YOU DO. HERE

IT'S THE EXACT OPPO-

together the mai~ themes of physics, biology, and chemistry, with SITE~ YOU'RE GOING TO

GET TOGETHER WITH

careful scrutiny of the interplay of hypothesis, theory, and observed PEOPLE WHO HAVE

VERY DIFFERENT

fact. In laboratory sessions, students re-create the experiments and INTERESTS. I KNOW I'M

read the texts of scientists like Galileo, Newton, Lavoisier, Mendel,
NOT MATHEMATICALLY

INCLINED •••• BUT

Dalton, Maxwell, and Faraday, among others. The college does not
F.VERYBODY HERE HAS

TO STRUGGLE WITH

SOMETHING. THAT'S

subscribe to the sharp separation of scientific studies from the human- SOMETHING UNIQUE

ities, as if they were distinct and autonomous domains of learning, or
ABOUT THIS SCHOOL.

SOMEONE WHO IS

two separate cultures.
GOING OFF TO STUDY

PHYSICS BECAUSE

THEY ARE GREAT AT

PHYSICS IS NOT GOING

-----{

P
THE PRE C E P TOR I A L }----- TO HAVE THE SAME

STRUGGLE. STUDENTS

RECEPTORIALSAT ST. JOHN'SINTRODUCEAN ELECTIVEELEMENT WHO COME TO THIS

SCHOOL ARE REALLY

into the otherwise all-required curriculum. For about seven INVITING SOME

SORT OF STRANGE

weeks in the junior and senior years, the seminar is suspend- PUNISHMENT.

ed and the students select a topic or book to study in depth
with a tutor. Preceptorial topics in recent years have ranged from
Wittgenstein to Toni Morrison, from Eastern philosophy to fractals.
Students may suggest a topic and invite a tutor to study it with them or
choose from a variety of offerings. Usually, the student's work is com-
pleted by writing a paper, which may be read in draft to the preceptor-
ial and critiqued by the other members.
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:\IISS WItITlNG- IT
SEEMS LIKE THE BEST

PART ABOUT IT IS

rHAT jTRt:(~(~U:. I O
{LECTURES}--------

N FRIDAY EVENING THE ENTIRE COLLEGE COMMUNITY ASSEMBLES
CAME UERI,; NO'r

MATHEMATICALLY for a formal lecture by a tutor or visitor. It is the only time
INCLI:-lf:D. I HAn:n

SCIl.Net.:. BUT, JUST the students are lectured to. Afterward, students and fac-
HAV1NGTAKEN fRF.SH-

:-.tAN l.AB, I HAVE THF ulty engage the lecturer in discussion. Thus the evening
BIGGEST APPRECIA.

TIOS FOR SCIENCE serves two purposes: it inculcates in the students the habit oflistening
NO'" BECAUSE IWAS

tORCt:D TO BE steadily and attentively to the exposition of a perhaps unfamiliar sub-
EXPO:if.U TO IT. IWAS

t'oRCF.D TO Sf:E IT AS ject, and it gives them the opportunity to exercise their dialectical
SO~ETHING BESIOES

MEMORIZING A TEXT- skills in a setting different from the classroom. •
While some lectures
BOOK.

cover topics students are discussing in class, others venture far beyond
MR. PO~U.ROLE-IN

A LOT Of' WAYS 1 HAVE the reading list for their subject matter. Recent lecturers have includ-
LEARNEJ) THE MOST

FRO!d TIlE LANGUAGE ed Sven Birkerts, who spoke on reading in the age of computers, and
TUTORIAL, PARTLY

BECAUSE ONE OF John Opie, a world-renowned expert on Russian icons.
MY COGNITIVE

PRF.JUJ)lCF.S IS THAT I
DllH.;'T "'ORK IN A -----{ABOUT
DETAILED FASHIOS.

BVT GOING THROUGIt

S
THE TUTORS}------

TUDENTS ARE ASSISTED IN THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THE GREAT
A CREEK TEXT, FOR

EXAMPLE, Rf:QUIRES books by St. John's tutors. These teaching members of the
YOU TO DOT YOUR I'S

AND CROSS YOUR T'S. faculty are referred to as "tutors" rather than "professors" to
I'M A FAR MORE CARE-

FUL INPIVIDUAL FOR signify that it is not their chief role to profess or lecture in
HAVING GOtH:

THROUGfI THF. LAN- their field of expertise but to guide the students through the program
GUAGf~ TUTORIALS.

of study. Within the cooperative learning environment of the semi-
nars, tutorials, laboratories, and preceptorials, the tutors guide dis-
cussion by asking questions, supplying helpful examples, and encour-
aging students to explore the implications of their statements. During
class, a tutor spends a great deal of time actively listening as students
work through the difficulties of a particular text or scientific proposi-
tion. Tutors raise issues or objections along the way but always allow
the students to find answers for themselves.

.VISITING LECTURERS NOT ONLY WERE THE

orrEN COMMENT ON ST. JOHNNIES AN

THE DISTINCTlVE ALERT AND ATrENTlVE

ENERGY PRESENT AT AUDIENCE. BUT THEY

ST. JOHN'S LECTURES. TOOt:: PART IN AN OPEN

MORTIMER ADLER. FORUM FOR AN HOUR

PHILOSOPHER AND OR MORE AFTER THE

LONG-'I'IME PROFESSOR LECTURE. OFTEN ASt::-

AT THE UNlVERSITY OF Il'fC QUESTIONS THAT

CHICACO. WROTE. ADVANCED MY OWN
061 WOULD NOT HAVE THINklNC ABOUT THE

DARED TO GIVE ANY- SUBJECT OP THE

WHERE ELSE LECTURES EVENING."

AS HEAV'Y IN SUB-

STANCE AND AS COM-

PLEX AS THE ONES I
PREPARED FOR THE

ST. JOHN'S AUDIENCE. 4www.bsscommunitycollege.in   www.bssnewgeneration.in  www.bsslifeskillscollege.in
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TUTORIALS ARE CONDUCTED AS

DISCUSSIONS WITH NO LECTURING

BY Tin: TUTOR. STUDENTS WORK

THROUGH THE ASSIGNED TRANSLATIONS

OR MATH PROBLEMS TOGETHER.

OFTEN GOING UP TO TilE BOARD

TO MAKE PRESENTATIONS

OR OFFER CORRECTIONS.
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A GATIIEIlING PLACE FOR STUDENTS

ON THF. ANNAPOLIS CAMPUS.

THE QUAD IS SURROUNDED BY r8TH-

AND :19TH-CENTURY BUILDINGS THAT

HOUSE THE COLLF.GF. DINING HAI.L.

DORMITORIF.S. AND CLASSROOMS.

THE QUAD IS TliF. PLACE TO

MEET FRIF.NDS AND TUTORS TO

TALK ABOUT BOOKS OR TilE

LATF.ST GOSSIP. TO REAn QlIIFTI.Y.

TO PI.AY HACKY-SAC. OR TO

WATCH THF. SUNSF.T.
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..

IN ST. JOIIN'S LABORATORIES,

STUDF.NTS HE-CREATE GREAT

SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS, FROM

G,U.lU:O'S TRIALS WITH FREE.FALLING

BODIES 'TO CONTEMPORARY BIOLOGISTS'

WORK WITlI BACTf:RIA CULTURES.

FOR MANY STUDENTS. ST. JOHN'S

SPARKS A LU'F.LONG ENTftUSIASM

I'OR SCIENCE.
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{THE LIBERAL COLLEGE}

The liberal college is concerned with transmit-

ting the authentic heritage of our civilization

and with continually restating it in fresh and MR.ALZNAUER - BUT

CAN ANY OF US JUDGE

A GREAT BOOI:? A

contemporary terms. The most tangible and
BOOK COULD SEEM

GREAT TO YOU. BUT

WHERE WOULD THAT

available embodiments of that heritage are the
GREATNESS BE IN

ANOTHER TEN YEARS,

IN ANOTHER WORLD

WHERE IT DIDN'T

classics, the great books that have shaped our
SEEM TO HAVE ANY

RELEVANCE ANY MORE?

intellectual tradition. These texts are the medi-
MR. POMAROLE - I
AGREE WITH THAT.

WE SHOULD NOT BE

TALKING ABOUT HOW

~m in which our heritage can be rediscovered,
POPULAR A BOOK IS,

BUT HOW ENDURING

IT IS. AND HOW MUCH

in which it can be revived, in which it can be
INFLUENCE IT IS ABLE

TO EXERT ON A VARI-

ETY OF PEOPLE.

taught again.

MR. POMAROLE-IF
----{ W HAT I SAG REA T BOO K ? } ----

YOU STUDY BOOKS

EARNESTLY. AND WITH INCE THE WORD "CLASSIC" HAS MANY MEANINGS TODAY, THIS MAY BE
AN EYE TO LEARNING

SOMETHING FROM the place to state some standards by which we can judge a
THEM. SOME BOOKS

WILL NOTABLY a classic. To begin with the apparently trivial, a
REWARD THAT ATTEN-

TION. FOR EXAMPLE. Sbook to be
great book is one that has been read by the largest number of

I DEFY ANYONE TO

GO THROUGH THE persons. While books by Plato, Euclid, and Shakespeare do not appear
REPUBLIC. SINCERELY

AND CAREFULLY. AND on today's bestseller lists, they are, nevertheless, the most read works
TO SAY THAT THEY DID

NOT GET A LOT OUT over the entire period of European civilization, and among those with
OF IT.

the greatest cumulative influence.
Ms. MUDD-THERE

ARE DIFFERENT OPIN- A second criterion is also apparently numerical: a great book has
IONS ABOUT WHAT

CONSTITUTES A GREAT many possible interpretations. This does not mean that the book must
BOOK •••• IT SEEMS

THAT IT HAPPENS be confusingly ambiguous; it refers to the inexhaustibility of its signif-
THAT MANY GREAT

BOOKS ARE WIDELY icance, each interpretation possessing a clarity and force that will
READ, WE MIGHT

EVEN SAY THAT THEY allow other interpretations to stand by its side without confusion.
ARE WIDELY READ

BECAUSE THEY ARE Dante's Divine Comedy and Newton's Principia are telling examples
GREAT BOOKS, BUT I
DON'T THINK WE CAN of this standard.
SAY THAT THE BOOKS

THEMSELVES ARE A third criterion is harder to determine: a great book raises per-
GREAT BECAUSE THEY

ARE WIDELY READ. sistent and, perhaps, unanswerable questions about the great themes
in human thought. Questions concerning nature and law, matter and
form, ultimate substance, tragedy, and God open up mysteries for the
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human mind. On the cultivation and exploration of these questions Ms. BUSH - ITHINK IT

IS SAFE TO SAY THAT

hang the issues of orthodoxy, heresy, and freedom that are always THE BOOKS ARE INFI-

N ITELY RE-READABLE.

with us. THEY DO HAVE TO

STAND THE TEST OF

A fourth criterion is that a great book is a work of fine art; it must TIME. YES, I CAN PICK

OUT A BOOK. THE

have an immediate intelligibility and style which will excite and disci- FIRST THING THAT

POPS INTO MY HEAD IS

pline the ordinary mind by its form alone. TONI MORRISON. I
THINK SHE IS INFINITE-

Finally, a great book is a masterpiece of the liberal arts. It is an LY REREADABLE AND

THERE IS MUCH TO GET

expression of thought and imagination that leads to an exposition of OUT OF HER. AT THIS

POINT IN MY LIFE I SEE

the truth. These five are the criteria a book should possess if it is to HER. WRITING AS TIME-

LESS •••• BUT NONE OF

belong to any contemporary list of the classics. THESE AUTHORS, TO

MY KNOWLEDGE, WERE

A further, essential aspect of the great books is that they form a GREAT BOOK AUTHORS

THE DAY THEIR SOOKS

chronological series wherein each individual text derives additional WERE PUBLISHED,

THERE HAS TO BE

power from the others. Each book was influenced by those that were SOMETHING SAID FOR

THE PASSAGE OF TIME.

written before it, and each book influenced those that followed. Each
MR. POMAROLE - Do

master has stood on the shoulders of another master and has had later YOU THINK THERE'S

SOMETHING OXY-

masters as students. A single book becomes more than itself when con- MORONIC OR SELF-CON-

TRADIeTORY ABOUT

sidered as part of a series. THE TERM HINSTANT

CLASSIC?"

It turns out, in other words, that the best commentary on a great
Ms. BUSH - YES.

THANK YOU.Ms. BUSH - BEFORE book is another great book. Books that may appear forbidding and
READING THIS TEXT,

MY UNV~RSTAN[)ING unintelligible at first often become approachable and comprehensible ~IR. NEUSTADT-

OF THE GREAT BOOKS CERTAINLY BOOKS

WAS THAT other Finally, GO IN AND OUT OFTHEY WERE when students find a path to them through books. the
FASHION. WOULD YOUWHAT HAD FOUNDED

OUR WESoTF.RN CUl..- power of any book to educate us increases as we read other books. The BE OPEN TO THE

PROPOSITION THATTURE - TIIAT THEY

interplay of ideas and themes, for example, illuminates both books in THE READING LIST ATWERE THE ROOTS.
ST. JOHN'S REPRE-TilEY WERE SOME-

SENTS CURRENT FADSTHING EJ'(DlIRING these sets: Euclid's Elements and Newton's Principia, Sophocles'
THAT 1,000 YEARS IN GR£AT BOOKS?

FROM NOW PEOPLE Oedipus Rex and Freud's Introduction to Psychoanalysis, Locke's
Will STILL SAY, Ms. O'SH EA -IT IS

Second Treatise of Government and the U.S. Constitution. IMPORTANT TO NOTE"YES, THIS IS SOME-

TiliNG TIIAT WAS THAT THERE IS FLUX IN

TH£ SEMINAR READ-IMPORTANT AND THAT

BEGAN EDUCATION." --{THE

T
ST. JOHN'S READING LIST}--- INGS. THEY CHANGE

THAT'S WHAT I ALL THE4'fIME. WHAT

WE ARE CALLING "THETIWUGHT DEFINf.O HE BOOKS THAT CONSTITUTE THE CORE OF THE ST. JOHN'S PROGRAM
rUf. GREAT BOOKS, GREAT BOOKS OF

THAT THt;Y WF.RE span over two thousand years of our intellectual history. ST, JOHN'S COLLEGE"

ISN'T A DEAD LIST. IT'STHt. DEFINITION OF

W\:STERI'l CULTURf .. The list, however, is not meant to be definitive. Given the CONS1'ANTLY MOVING.

constraints of a four-year program, many classics must be Ms. MUDD - BUT

CERTAINLY WE TRY TO

omitted in order to achieve a balanced and broad curriculum in which AVOID HAVING OUR

JUDGMENTS ABOUT

connections between the various branches of learning can be empha- WHAT CONSTITUTES

A GREAT BOOK BE

sized. Primarily, though not exclusively, the reading list is based on INFLUENCED BY

POPULAR TRENDS.

works of the Western tradition. Other works are frequently the subject
of preceptorials (seven-week electives) in the junior and senior years
and of the Friday night lecture series. The Instruction Committee of
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the faculty constantly reviews and revises the list of books.
The first year is devoted to Greek authors; the second year con-

tains books from the Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance periods; the
third year has books of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; the
fourth year brings the reading into the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies. The chronological order in which the books are read, however,
does not imply an historical approach to the subject matter. That is,
the books are not studied primarily as products of particular historical
circumstances. Instead, the St. John's curriculum seeks to convey to
the student an understanding of fundamental problems that human
beings have to face today and at all times. In doing that it may help the
student to discover a new kind of historical perspective and perceive
the permanence and ever-present gravity of human issues through all
the historical shifts and changes.

A
--{WHAT IS A LIBERAL EDUCATION?}-- MISS LUTZ A

DISCUSSION IS JUST

SCIENTIFIC WRITER OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY DEFINED SOMF.THING ICAN

HAVE WITH MY

education as the adaptation of the human animal to his FRIENDS OUTSIDE OF

CLASS. OUTSIDE OF

environment. Human animals, like other animals, have THE KIND OF STRUC-

TURF. THAT WE HAVE

physical wants; they must, as we say, make a living. But, HERE •••• WHAT HAP-

PENS IN THE CLASS-

unlike other animals, human animals have intellectual and spiritual ROOM IS ABOUT

INTELLECTUAl. FREE-

wants as well. Unlike other animals, they must be educated their DOM, ABOUT LIBERTI.

IT"S NOT AN [JIm THAT

intellectual and spiritual wants must be nurtured if they are to be IS ALWAYS IMMEDIATE-

LY IN SIGHT. BUT THAT

really human. SEEMS UK"; SOME-

When we emphasize the practical, the utilitarian, the economic
TUING THAT HAS TO

BE HERE.

aspects of our humanity - when we make a living - we practice the use-
ful arts. But behind the practical lies theory. Economic goods are the
means to life but not its sufficient end. In pursuing the useful arts, we
are led back to the liberal arts: the arts of apprehending, understand-
ing, and knowing. The purpose of a liberal education is to teach these
arts. The ends of a liberal education are the intellectual virtues.

Although the useful arts of making a living ultimately depend on
the liberal arts of apprehending and understanding, the liberal arts are
not best studied as a mere balance wheel for the useful arts. It is only
by practicing the liberal arts - which are exclusively human - that we
become free. It is only by discipline in these arts that spiritual, moral,

7

-

-
-
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Ms. MUDD \l'E ALL
f.SPOU~J.: A HATRED OF

and civil liberties can be achieved and preserved.- The relation between
PREJUOICE. AND ONE

REASO'" THAT PREjU-
the useful and the liberal arts, between "practical education" and

DICE IS SO DANGEROUS

IS THAT IT'S SO
what has for centuries been called "liberal education," is this: to live,

AITRACTlVL THERE'S

THIS PA.SSAGE IN
we must learn and practice the useful arts; to live as free citizens in a

THE BROTHERS

KARA.\IOZUI;, IT'S
free society, we must also think, imagine, speculate, understand. We

SOMETHING TO THE

J,:FI'ECT THAT. 'a'HAT
must therefore learn and practice the liberal arts if we are to live

MEN FEAR ~OST IS

TilE FREEDOM OF
responsibly and freely.

CHOICE AND THE

KNOWLEDGE Of GOOD
The liberal arts teach us to be rational; they are the arts of thinking,

AND EVIL. To FREELY

CHOOSt:. TO CAREFUL.
and we human animals think through symbols. Liberal education, then,

LY AND THOUGHTfUL-

LY CHOOSE WHAT TO
is chiefly concerned with the nature of symbols written, spoken, and

BELIEVE AND WHAT TO

REJECT IS VERY. VERY
constructed in terms of which we find our way around in the material

DIFFICULT. IT IS

MUCH EASIER TO HA"'F.
and cultural world. Since the symbols through which we think are of two

YOUR OPINIONS HANIl-

ED TO YOU ON A SIL-
general sorts, words and numbers, it is not hard to see why for many cen-

VER PLAITER AND NOT

TO IIAVE TO REASOS
turies the liberal arts have been practiced primarily through languages

TO THEM. BUT JUST TO

ACCEP'r TflF.M. THAT
and mathematics. And the words and numbers we learned from our par-

IS OUR fiRST TENDF.N-

CY. How MUCH EASI-
ents' lips, the language we think and speak in, the ideas that lie behind

ER LIFE WOULD BE IF

ALL OF OUR OPINiONS
our language all these represent a complex called tradition. Ifwe under-

WFRE HANDED TO US

IN THIS WAY. ITHINK
stand that tradition, if we constantly examine and criticize it, the full

Wf, HAVE A DEEP heritage of our collective past becomes real for us. If, on the other hand, MR. GLODEK
DESIRE IN THAT WAY

AND THAT IS WilY

PREJUDICE IS SO
we ignore our tradition and live without trying to understand our her-

WANTED TO ADD THAT

WE ARE NOT AUTO-

itage, we run the risk of leading blind and unthinking lives, trapped in
MATICALLY EDUCATED

DANGEROUS.
AT ST. JOHN'S BY

the prejudices of our own times. In our ignorance, we may succumb to a
READING BOOKS. You
COULD READ ALL

tyranny of immediate preoccupations and forfeit the liberating perspec-
THOSE BOOKS AND IT

WOULDN'T DO VERY

tive of a properly assimilated tradition.
MUCH TO YOU. THE

BOOKS ARE NOT AS

Despite daily assertions to the contrary, there is no educational
CENTRAL TO THE PRO-

GRAM AS WHAT WE SAY

device for assuring worldly success to students. To cultivate the ratio-
AND WHAT WE THINK

IN THE END. WE

nal human powers of the individual so that, armed with the intellectu-
SHOULD NOT MAKE IT

SOUND AS IF JUST

al and moral virtues, he or she may hope to withstand the vicissitudes
READINC BOOKS

WOULD EDUCATE US.

of outrageous fortune that is liberal education.
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----{WHy

T
CONSIDER ST. JOHN'S?}---

HE ANSWER - OR AT LEAST PART OF IT - HAS BEEN WELL PUT BY A

graduate of the college who wrote the following letter to his
younger brother. The writer of the letter had begun his
undergraduate education at a conventional college only to

become dissatisfied, withdraw, begin at St. John's as a freshman, and
graduate four years later .

. . . While you see that it isplain silly to go to college justfor the MR. CARNEY As FAR

AS Wl-IAT THIS PREJU-

sake of thepiece ofpaper at the end,fouryears later, because this is "the DICE IS, THE FIRST

TIME I REALLY

thing to do, "you might see that it would bepossible to get this piece of NOTICED IT CLARING-

LY WAS IN OUR READ-

paper and at the same time to do something that you really want to do, ING OF THE REPUBLIC.

WE REALIZED THAT

notJustfor the sake of its value later on but also because pursuing learn- WE TOOIlIT AS A SELF-

EVIOENT TRUTH THAT

ing, knowledge, truth can be an immensely exhilarating experience. ALL MEN ARE CREATED

EQUAL AND THAT

Then the question which presents itself (assuming that you are really FREEDOM IS A GOAL.

THAT THESE TWO

burning with thirst for knowledge of yourself and the world) is "how THINGS, FREEDOM

AND EQUALITY ARE TO

am I to go about this? Is there a college or university which will be bet- BE HELD UP HIGH.

THEN WE HAVE

ter than the others at making education a genuine and exciting search?" SOCRATES TELL US

THAT J.'REEDOfl(AND

I can tell you about two, from direct experience, and many more, t:QUALITY MAY 8E

HELD UP HIGH. PROB-

from indirect. At the ordinary college, you sign up, choose your courses ABLY NOT. BUT EVEN

IF THEY ARE IT IS AS A

according to certain rules of distribution in accord with your interests, MEANS TOWARD SOME-

THING ELSE. THAT'S

buy the textbooks prescribed by these courses, and attend the lectures. JUST ONE PREJUDICE.

WHAT WE THINK OF AS

Everything is cut and dried by the textbook writers, mashed into a BEINC AN END. AND IT

HAPPENS ACAIN AND

digestible and oftenflavorless puree, and is supplemented by comments AGAIN. THE REPOBLIC

WAS JUST THE flftST

from the lecturer. These comments are often very good and thought-pro- TIME IT HAPPENED-

WHAT ITHOUGHT.

voking, as they are usually the products of a good many years of AND WHAT A LOT OF

PEOPLE IN MY SEMI.

thought, by a man who usually has afine mind with interesting ideas NAft THOUGHT WAS

THE GOAL. AS FAR AS

to begin with, and this isparticularly true of "name" universities. This ANY POLITICAL INSTI.

TUTION OR EVEN OUR

is a very great advantage which the usual system offers. LIVES. TURNS OUT TO

BE AT BEST A MEANS.

But there are also disadvantages. One is that all commentary, all
scholarship, whether humanistic, scientific, or mathematical, contains
hidden within itself certain preconceived notions, certain prqudices,
which are often quite difficult to spot. For example, it required an
incredible amount of time and effort on the part of some of the most
brilliant men who have ever lived to discover that the postulate that
there is one and only one parallel to a given line is gratuitous, not nec-
essary, and that a consistent geometry can be constructed (indeed,
many consistent geometries) either without [CONTINUED ON PAGE 12.]
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{THE ST. JOHN'S READING LIST}

Following are the F RES 1\ \1 \ 'I Y r A R SOPUO,\IORF YI \R

books on which the "Homer "The Bible Viete
Iliad, Odyssey "Introduction to theSt. John's program is Aristotle

Analytical Art""Aeschylus "DeAnima, On Interpreta-
based. The program Agamemnon, Libation tion, Prior Analytics, "Bacon
is subject to constant Bearers, Eumenides, Categories Novum Organum

Prometheus Boundreview and revision. Apollonius Shakespeare
"Sophocles Conics "RichardII, WenryIV,

Some works are read Oedipus Rex, Oedipus Henry V, "The Tempest,"Virgil
only in part. at Colonus, Antigone, "As YouLike It, "Hamlet,Aeneid

Phi/octetes "Othello, "Macbeth, "King
"Plutarch Lear, Coriolanus, Sonnets"Thucydides "Caesar," "Cato

Peloponnesian War Poemsthe Younger" by:
Marvell, Donne, and"Euripides Epictetus other 16th- andHippoiytus, Bacchae Discourses, Manual 17th-century poets

"Herodotus "Tacitus DescartesHistories Annals Geometry, "Discourse on
Aristophanes Ptolemy Method
Clouds Almagest Pascal

"Plato "Plotinus Generation of Conic
Meno, Gorgias, Republic, The Enneadr Sections
Apology, Crito, Phaedo,

"Augustine BachSymposium, Parmenides,
Confessions St. Matthew Passion,Theaetetus, Sophist,

InventionsTimaeus, Phaedrus "St. Anselm
HaydnAristotle Proslogium
Quartets"Poetics, "Physics, "Meta- "Aquinas

physics, "Nicomachean Summa Theologica, Mozart
Ethics, On Generation Summa Contra Gentiles Operas
and Corruption, "Politics,

"Dante Beethoven
Parts of Animals, Genera-

Divine Comedy Sonatas
tion of Animals

"Chaucer Schubert
Euclid

Canterbury Tales Songs
Elements

DesPrez Stravinsky
"Lucretius

Mass Symphony of Psalms
On the Nature of Things

"Machiavelli"Plutarch
The Prince, Discourses"Lycurgus," "Solon"
CopernicusNicomachus
On the Revolution of theArithmetic
Spheres

La,'oisier
"LutherElements of Chemistry

The Freedom of a
Harvey Christian
Motion of me Heart and

RabelaisBlood
Gargantua and

Essays by: Pantagruel
Archimedes, Fahrenheit,

PalestrinaAvogadro, Dalton,
Missa Papae MarcelliCannizzaro, Virchow,

Marioue, Driesch, Montaigne
Gay-Lussac, Spemann, Essays
Stears, J']. Thomson,
Mendeleyev, Berthollet,
J.L. Proust
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{THE ST. JOHN'S READING LIST}

jl:\IOR YE\R Sf"IOK YE\R

"Cervantes "Home Articles of Confederation, "Nietzsche
Don Quixote Treatise of Human Nature "Declaration oflndepen- Birth of Tragedy.

dence, Constitution of Thus Spake Zarathustra,Galileo "Rousseau the United States, Beyond Good and EvilTwo New Sciences Social Contract, "Supreme Court OpinionsThe Origin of Inequality "Freud"Hobbes
"Hamilton, Jay and General Introduction toLeviatluzn "Moliere Madison PsychoanalysisThe Misanthrope"Descartes The Federalist ValeryMeditations, Rulesforthe "Adam Smith
Darwin PoemsDirection of the Mind Wealth of Nations Origin of Species Washington, BookerT."Milton "Kant "Hegel Selected writingsParadise Lost Critique of Pure Reason, Phenomenology of Mind,Foundations of the Meta- DuBoisLaRocbefoucauld "Logic" (from thephysics of Morals The Souls of Black FolkMaximes Encyclopedia)

"Mozart HeideggerLaFontaine LobachevskyDon Giovanni What is Philosophy?Fables Theory of Parallels
"Austen Heisenberg"Pascal TocquevillePride and Prejudice The Physical PrinciplesPensees Democracy in America of the Quantum TheoryDedekindHuygens "LincolnEssay on the Theory of EinsteinTreatise on Light, Selected speechesNumbers SelectedpapersOn the Movement of

KierkegaardBodies by Impact Essays by: Millikan
Philosophical Fragments,Young, Maxwell, Taylor, The Electron"Eliot Fear and TremblingEuler, D. BernoulliMiddlemarch "Conrad

"Wagner Heart of Darkness"Spinoza Tristan and Isolde
Theological-Political "Faulkner

"MarxTreatise The Bear
Capital, The Economic

"Locke and Philosophical Poems by:
Second Treatise of Manuscripts of 1844, Yeats, T.S. Eliot, Wallace
Government The German Ideology Stevens, Baudelaire,

RimbaudRacine Dostoevski
Phaedre Brothers Karamazov Essays by:

Faraday, J.J. Thomson,Newton "Tolstoy Mendel, Minkowski,Principia Mathematica War and Peace Rutherford, Davisson,
Kepler "Melville Schriidinger, Bohr,
Epitome IV Benito Cereno Maxwell, de Broigle,
Leibniz Dreisch,0rsted, Ampere,"'!Wain

"Monadology, "Discourse Boveri, Sunon, Morgan,The Adventures of
on Metaphysics, Essay on Beadle Tatum,Huckleberry Finn &

Dynamics, "Philosophi- Sussman, Watson &
"O'Connorcal Essays, "Principles of Crick, Jacob & Monod,
Selected storiesNature and Grace Hardy

"William James"Swift
Psychology, BrieferGulliver's Travels Course

"These authors or works
are read in seminar.
The others are distributed
among the tutorials and
laboratory.
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this postulate, or with another substituted for it. Ifyou were a student
in an ordinary university around 1800 you would have lecturers in
mathematics puttingforth theories (either philosophical or mathemati-
cal) explaining why this postulate has to be true, and it would be diffi-
cult to disagree, because of their authority and because of the difficulty
offindingflaws in what they say, coupled with the natural tendency of
men to convince themselves that they actually know something.

Now it ispuzzling but true that the prqudices of a given era seem
to hang together, possibly because those who hold them do not see them
as prq.udices, and in attending an ordinary university you would be

Ms. KOPAR PREJU-
simply exposing yourself to, and possibly trapping yourselfin, theprq.-

DICE IS ~'HAT£VER

YOU BELIEVE TO BF..
udices of our age (and believe me, they are many). Survey textbooks,

TRVE. BUT DON'T

HAVE A REASON TO
dealing with "the history of civilization, " are no help, as they (like all

BELIEVE. THF. MOST

STRIKING EXAMPLE
history books) cannot escape dragging preconception into their

FOR ME WAS WHEN

MY LAB TUTOR, !\IR.
accounts, and thus, when they say that so-and-so was wrong, or right,

KUTLER, SAID "How
DO YOU KNOW THAT

they are usually open to the charge that they completely misunderstood
YOU CAN WALK?" I
JUST REALIZED THAT I

their subject, or at least that there are other ways of looking at it.
HAVE TO TAKE IT ON

FAITH THAT I'M
A second, and perhaps more important, disadvantage of the ordi-

GOISG TO BE ABI.E TO

WALK. ANYTHING
nary collegeprogram is that one reads the book, hears the lecture, and

THAT I'M GOING TO

BELIEVE BUT CANNOT
thinks about it by himself. And you must be aware of how often even

REASON TO. I HAVE TO

REALIZE THAT IT
the most intelligent person makes the silliest blunders. Of course he usu-

MIGHT NOT BE TRUE. ally finds them himself, but the more serious blunders are the ones
MR. NEUSTADT- So
PREJUDICE IS AN

which are not so silly. I often find that, upon reading a book, say, of
UNEXAMINED BELIEF? philosophy, I think "This man says so and so, which is absurd, " with-
IIllSs. LUTZ I
MIGHT BRING MY OWN

out realizing that he isperhaps saying something else, something much
MISS LUTZ I DON'T

THINK I WOULD HAVE

GOTTEN A WHOLE LOT
IDEA TO THE TABLE

AND THINK IT IS
deeper, which is not so absurd. And the tragic aspect of this situation is OUT OF KANT IF I

that the very person who is doing the lecturing might be able to point
HADN'T HAD OTHER

THE MOST SELF-
PEOPLE THERE WITH

EVIDENT TRUTH EVER

out what it is that I am missing, but I never find out because I never talk
ME SO THAT] COULD

AND SOMEONE ELSE
SAY HWHAT'S HE TALK-

l<IlIGHT BRING SOME-

THING COMPLETELY

DIFFERENT.
to him he only talks to me. And perhaps even the student sitting next

ING ABOUT?" AND

SOMEBODY WOULD

to me, with all his inconsistent and perhaps understated ideas, might
SAY, HI THINK IT

MIGHT MEAN THIS."

nonetheless have the point of view which could show me to be wrong.
ANn I COULD SAY

BACK, uOH SO IS

A college or university has the opportunity of being a genuine com-
THAT THE SAME THING

THAT HE SAID ON THIS

munity of scholars, a marketplace of ideas, and almost always muffs it
PAGE BEFORE?" AND

HE COULD SAY,

completely. There is a division between "academic pursuits" and social
HWELL YES, BUT NOT

QUITE:' WORKING

life, which is artificially increased by this system, in which it becomes
TOGETHER WE COULD

TRY AND COME TO

taboo to talk of anything which at all suggests studies in situations
SOME UNDERSTAND-

ING OF WHAT KANT

other than classrooms or lecture halls or, what is worse, it is o.k. to
MEANT. I DON'T

THINK] COULD

mention academic matters, but only to display erudition, never to seek
HAVE DONE THAT

BY MYSELF.
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MR.ALZNAUER

WHAT'S THE POINT OF
after truth. If a college does not take advantage of the presence of its

READING THEM IF

YOU'RE NOT UNDER-
actual community of thinkingpeople, it renders thefour years of under-

STANDING THEM? IF

YOU DON'T UNDER-
graduate education, with courses, no better than afour-year reading of

STAND THESE BOOKS

WHEN YOU READ
textbooks.

THEM, ISN'T THERE

SOMETHING
If you are troubled by considerations such as these, you might

MISSING IN THESE

GREAT BOOKS?
consider St. John:S. I am saying this simply because I believe St. John:s

MISS LUTZ I DON'T
is the only college that avoids the two difficulties I have presented.

THINK YOU CAN

APPROACH THEM ALL
First, there are very few textbooks used. No matter what the sub- Ms. BUSH ISN'T IT

ALSO IMPORTANT TO
ALONE. THAT IS IN

PART. IN VERY SMALL
ject - philosophy, mathematics, physics, or what not - the books used REALIZE THAT WE

are the original works of thepeople who made important contributions
COME TO THESE

PART, WHAT THE BOOKS IN THE CON-
POINT OF THE DISCUS- TEXT OF OUR OWN
SION IS. to knowledge. St. John:S has adopted the very sensible point of view EXPERIENCE AND IN

THE CONTEXT OF OUR

that, if Dr. X can write a book giving his opinion of what Newton said, TIME? WE ARE NEVER

GOING TO BE ABLE TO

an ordinary student can sit down and read Newton himself, and will APPROACH THEM COM~

PLETELY OUTSIDE OF

thereby not only find out what Newton said, but also will be able to PRECONCEIVED OPIN-

ION. THEY ARE NOT

decide whether Dr. X is right, or better, will not have to bother with Dr. EVEN WRITTEN THAT

WAY. HOBBES WAS

X at all. Thus, instead of coming into contact with only currentpn:judices GREATLY INFLUENCED

BY THE CIVIL WAR

one becomes acquainted with all prf!judices which various brilliant men AROUND HIM. THAT'S

WHEN HE WROTE THE

have had through the ages and will be able to understand the problems LEVIATHA,\'. THIS IS

NOT TO SAY THAT WE

which make preconceived notions unavoidable. And the reason why pre- CAN'T GET SOME-

THING OUT OF IT, NOT

conceived notions of older thinkers are more easily seen than those ofpre- BEING IN A CIVIL WAR

OURSELVES .... ONLY

sent day thinkers is that some other brilliant man at some point showed WEARE IN THE

that these notions did in fact exist. Once we have the example of Galileo
UN1QUE posnl0N OF

BEING ABLE TO LOOK

AT ~,OOO YEARS

pointing out inconsistencies in Aristotle, we are better prepared to find WORTH OF INDIVIDUAL

TIMES. WE NEED TO

them in our contemporaries and areperhaps a bit more suspicious of what TAKE OUR OWN EXPE-

RIENCES AND BRING

they had to say THEM TO WHAT WE

ARE READING. WE ARE

You can see now that St. John:S thinks it is important to go to the NOT GOING TO BE

ABLE TO GO OUTSIDE

roots, and to trace the growth of the intellectual side of our civilization. OF THAT IN READING

THESE BOOKS, AND I

To learn from the moderns is to absorb the products of a way of think- DON'T THINK WE

SHOULD WANT TO.

ing, good and bad alike, whereas to read the works of men of all times THE MORE EXPERI-

ENCE YOU HAVE, THE

(and, indeed, to read their arguments against one another) is to learn to MORE YOU'RE GOING

TO GET OUT OF IT ANY-

think on the patterns of the greatest examples. It is almost as if we had WAY. I DON'T TIUNK IT

snOULD BE OUR GOAL

as our lecturers Plato, Archimedes, Newton, Kant, Einstein, etc. But TO SET OUR EXPERI-

ENCE ASIDE AND LOOK

here again is a difference. Instead of attending a lecture and consider- AT THEM THROUGH

CLEAR, CLEAR [YES.

ing the matter over with, one has a discussion afterward. All classes at
St. John:s are discussions, and thus, if theperson sitting next to you has
an idea that could really help you understand something, by golly you
find out! And if something you always thought was true isn't, you gen-
erally find out too! This, as you see, overcomes the second difficulty I
mentioned. I could go on and on ...

..........13
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{LIFE AT ST. JOHN'S}

The unity of the curriculum at St. John's gives

every student and faculty member - despite

differences in age and background - a common

set of ideas and concerns to talk about. Because

of the way classes are structured, tutors and

students work closely together and come to

know each other well. The sense of community

that develops is unusually cohesive and extends

beyond the intellectual concerns of the class-

room to permeate student life at the college.

MR. ALZNAUER - I UST AS THE ACADEMIC DIMENSION OF THE COLLEGE IS DISTINCTIVE, 1\.lIss LUTZ - THERE

ALMOST WANT TO SAY ARE

THAT CONVERSATIONS SO too is the day-to-day life that surrounds "the program," as the
LOTS OF STU-

DENTS WHOSE OUT-

OUTSIDE OF CLASS ARE

MORE SIGNIFICANT curriculum is called. At St. John's there is no hard and fast
SIDE ACTIVITIES

INVOLVE A LOT OF

THAN THE CONVERSA.

TIONS I'VE HAD IN boundary between study-time and leisure-time. Students do not
STUDY GROUPS; OTH-

ERS ARE MORE

CLASS. THE MOST

INTERESTING CONVER- leave their academic interests at the classroom door to take up activi-
INVOLVED IN THINCS

LIKE MUSIC, ART, AND

SATIONS I'VE HAD ATHLETICS.

WERE WITH MY ties that pull them away from what they have been concentrating on in
I'VE

FOUND THAT WHAT

FRIENDS AND CLASS.

MATES OUTSIDE OF their studies. Instead, their immersion in the program and the fun-
I'VE LEARNED DOING

CREW AND OTHER

CLASS OR WITH ATHLETICS HAS A

TUTORS OVER LUNCH. damental questions it poses about such issues as virtue, justice, and CREAT DEAL TO DO

I'M NOT SURE WHY

THAT WOULD BE, BUT truth informs their daily lives. While in the coffee shop or sitting
WITH WHAT I'VE

LEARNED IN SEMINAR.

IT SEEMS THE SEMI-

NARS MAKE POSSIBLE outdoors, chatting with friends and tutors, students compare shared
FOR SOMEBODY ELSE

THAT "OTHER THINC"

A FURTHER INQUIRY

INTO THE WORKS A experiences and test ideas that may first have emerged in the class-
MICHT BE A STUDY

GROUP OR SOMETHINC

room. Students often spend some of their leisure time in informal
LIKE THAT, BUT FOR

ME IT'S TilE SORT OF

MR. POMAROLE I
ACREE. AND ITHINK study groups. They choose topics that interest thein either topics

EXPERIENCES I'VE

HAD IN ATHLETICS.

THAT ONE REASON

WHY THIS IS THE CASt dealt with in the program or something completely unrelated and
IS THAT WE HAVE LESS

OF A DICHOTOMY frequently ask tutors to join them. The group might spend a few hours
BETWEEN WORK AND

PLAY. STUDIES REAL~ a week studying Japanese, for example, or translating Virgil, or work-
LY ARE A LABOR OF

LOVE-THEy'RE ing through the philosophy of Hegel.
THINGS THAT WE

ENJOY DOING. You This is not to say that St. John's students do not relax and take
COULD SAY OUR

"VOCATION" IS OUR time out from the intensity of their studies, because they certainly do.
"VACATION."

The program is challenging, and there needs to be time just to let off

14
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Ms. KOPAR -MOST MISS THERE'S

OF THE ACTIVITIES I
steam. Coming from nearly all 50 states and many foreign countries, LUTZ

THIS ASPECT OF

ENJOY, LIKE SWING PASSING ON E

DANCING, CREW.
students bring with them diverse range of tastes, hobbies, and inter- TH

CRO-
a

KNOWLf:DGE FROM

QUET AND IGUESS UPPER CLASS MEN TO

EVEN BASKETBALL,
ests, which the college accommodates through traditional extracur-

LOWER CLASS MEN.

ARE THE ONES THAT

MAKE ST. JOHN'S DIF-
ricular activities: a student newspaper, political organizations, drama, WE'RE NATIONALLY

RANKED IN CROQUET

FERENT FROM OTHER NOT BECAUSE WE'VE

SCHOOLS THE ONES
studio art, a literary magazine, musical groups, and so on. Other activ-

KEPT THE SAME

THAT REQUIRE A SORT

OF HARMONY, A PHI-
ities like Reality (a spring revel that features games and skits based on GROUP OF PEOPLF.

AROUND BUT BECAUSE

LOSOPHY YOU GET

FROM THE CLASSROOM.
great-books themes) stem from students' enthusiasm for the program WE KEEP TEACHING

EACH OTHER. I DON'T

As MISS LUTZ

ALREADY SAID
and reflect the fun and humor they find in its unique character. Even KNOW IF AT ANOTHER

COLLEGE STUDENTS

REGARDING CREW. (which WOULD

YOU
the intramural program includes soccer, flag football, TAKE SUCH

APPROACH THE
sports

CARE TO MAkE SURE

SPORT WITH AN

UNDERSTANDING
basketball, volleyball, tennis, and crew, with an "everyone plays" THEIR TRADfTIONS

ARE CARRIED ON.

THAT YOU GET FROM

THE CLASSROOM. I
ethic) mirrors the college's program: in the classroom, students pur-

Ms. KOPAR I ALSO

ENJOY SWING DANCING

MORE THAN OUR COF-
sue learning for its own sake; on the playing field, they play for the THINE. THAT ST.

JOliN'S PHILOSOPHY

FEE SHOP PARTIES

NOT JUST BECAUSE
sheer love of athletics and competition. ABOUT ATHLETICS-

THAT NO ONE IS

IT'S DIFFERENT BUT EXCLUSIVELY A

BECAUSE IT REQUIRES
Some activities have developed into college traditions. Popular

"SPORTS PERSON"

SOMETHING MORE

THAN JUST MUSIC:
pursuits include, for example, ballroom/swing dancing, which takes AND THAT YOU DON'T

IT NEED TO COMPETE TO

REQUIRES AT LEAST

TWO PEOPLE HARMO-
place on Saturday nights throughout the term, and croquet, which has GET ON TEAMS-

HELPS A GREAT DEAL

NIZING WITH EACH become a point of particular pride for the students (the team is nation- WITH THE LEISURE

OTHER. THAT'S THE TIME OF THE COlr

CASE WITH CROQUET ally ranked and perennially beats its rival, the U.S. Naval I
WELL.

Academy). LEGE. KNOW SOME

AS PEOPLE HAVE A PROB~

St. John's students pursue their social interests with the same LEM WITH THAT, BUT I
THINK ANOTHER REA.

kind of passion, intensity, and camaraderie they bring to their studies. SON WHY WE TEACH

FRESHMAN HOW TO DO

They are typically young men and women who like to read good books TIIINGS IS THAT WE

DON'T HAVE THIS IDEA

and value serious conversation. Their interest in the life of ideas and THAT ONLY TEN PEO-

PLE SHOULD GET INTO

active participation in their own education are their distinguishing SOME GROUP AND THE

REST SHOULDN'T. WE

characteristics. A deep bond grows among them from shared progress WANT EVERYBODY TO

DO IT, EVERYBODY TO

through the program and from participation in the common social life ENJOY IT AND SINCE

THI-:RE ARE ONLY 400

of the college. Johnnies form friendships with their classmates that OF US, WE WANT AS

MANY PEOPLE AS POS-

last a lifetime. SIBLE OUT THERE.

----{ANNAPOLIS

S
AND SANTA FE}----

T. JOHN'S IS A SINGLE COLLEGE LOCATED ON TWO CAMPUSES, ONE IN

Annapolis, Maryland, and another in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The campuses share an identical curriculum (changes must
be approved by both halves of the faculty) and a single gov-

erning board. Each campus is limited to well under 500 students, and
the faculty-student ratio is I to 8.

With its widely separated campuses, St. John's offers students a
unique opportunity to pursue their studies in two intriguing environ-
ments. Although they share an identical academic program and a simi-
lar style of student life, each campus has a distinctive character. The

..........15
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campus in Annapolis, the capital of Maryland, traces its roots to King
William's School, founded in 1696; it was chartered as St. John's in
1784. Students in Annapolis can explore the rich heritage of colonial
America. Because of its location at the confluence of the Severn River
and the Chesapeake Bay, Annapolis has long been a sailing center. At
the college, a boathouse located on back campus is fully equipped so
that students can participate in this tradition; an extensive athletic pro-
gram includes sailing, crew, and individual rowing. Annapolis is within
an hour's drive of both Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, with their
many museums, restaurants, sporting events, concerts, and clubs.

The Santa Fe campus, opened in 1964 and located in the capital of
Ms. Muon I LOVED New Mexico, reflects the traditions of the Spanish and Indian
BEING AT BOTH CAM-

PUSES. EVERYONE civilizations as well as those of the U.S. settlers who followed in the
OUGHT TO DO IT. I
~'OULD SAY THAT nineteenth century. The magnificent views from the Santa Fe campus
ACADEMICALLY THE

CAMPUSES ARE over 7,000 feet in elevation are limited only by the surrounding
PRETTY MUCH EQUIVA.

LENT •••• SOCIALLY, mountain ranges. In close proximity to several national parks, the
THEIR CHARACTERS

ARE VERY DIFFERENT. Santa Fe campus affords students the chance to explore the physical
THE SOCIAL LIFE AT

SANTA FE FEELS A LOT beauty of the American southwest and to take advantage of the region's
LESS CENTRALIZED, A

LOT MORE INDIVIDU- superb hiking, mountain biking, and skiing opportunities. The
ALISTIC. DEFINITELY

THERE'S LESS SF.NSE college's nationally recognized Search and Rescue Team, in which both
OF TRADITION THERE.

BUT THERE'S ALSO AN students and alumni participate, provides assistance to hikers in the
OPENNESS TO THF.

OUTDOORS THAT YOU mountains around the campus.
DON'T FIND HERE. SO,

1"0 SAY THE PRIMARY Students may transfer between the campuses at the end of any
DIFFERENCES ARE

DIFFERENCES OF academic year. They are encouraged to experience both settings and
ATMOSPHERE. OF

SOCIAL ATMOSPHERE. the extracurricular activities they afford; their college experience will
be all the richer for the influence of the different places with their dif-
ferent styles: the brick Georgian buildings in Annapolis, dating from
the past three centuries, shaded by huge trees, and the Spanish colo-
nial style of buildings in Santa Fe, against the backdrop of the dramat-
ic mountains. Many students enjoy spending time on both campuses;
they adapt easily because the academic environment is the same, and
they find they are invigorated by the new experiences they encounter
in a stunningly different physical setting.

16
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MANY STUDENTS PURSUE MUSICAL

INTERESTS AT ST. JOHN'S"

HERE THE CAMPUS MADRIGAL GROUP

PRACTICES f."ORAN UPCOMING

HOLIDAY SEASON CONCERT.
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C~EW IS JUST ONE OF THE MASY

SPORTS AT ST. JOHN'S. THE

ANNAPOLIS CAMPUS IS LOCATEn ON

COLLF.GF. CRU:K: AND 'IIIF. BOATHOUSE

IS THE PLACE TO CO FOR SAILING,

CANOEING. AND CkEW. ABOUT ItAU'

OF ST. JOHN'S STllnJ'.NTs PARTICIPATF.

IN INTRAMURALS, WIlICH INCLUD ..:

SOCCER, FOOTBALL, BASkETBAI,L,

ANn VOLLEYBAI.L.

VII

THF. COLl.F.GF.'S, ATHLF.TIC

FIELDS. TENNIS COURTS. AND

GYMNASII1M AkE LOCATED ON THE

'l.o-ACRF. BAr:1C CA.MPUS, WllleH

BORD£RS COLLEGE CREEK:.

THE NAVAL ACADEMY. ST. JOHN'S

ARCH CROQUET RIVAL, IS DOWN-

RIVER TO TlIE RIGHT (OUT OF

fHOTU(;RAPH ).
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THF. SANTA FF. CAMPUS PROVIlH:S

AN INSPIRING AND STRIKINGLY

IHI'FF.RENT GF.OGRAPHIC SF.TTING

IN WIIICIl TO PURSUE TilE ST. JOIIN'S

PROGRAM. llEGARHLF.SS OF WHERE

STUDENTS F.NROI.1. INITIALLY. TIIF.Y CAN

TRANSFER TO THE OTHER CAMPUS AT

THE fo:ND Ofo' ANY ACADEMIC YEAR.

VIII
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{WHERE DOES IT LEAD?}

The answer to this question, to judge from our

graduates, is anywhere. St. John's makes no

pretense of channelling Its students Into

particular vocations, but the habits of careful

questioning, analysis, discussion, problem-

solving, translation, and demonstration which

are developed during the four years at the

college serve its graduates well.

Ms. Muon - HERE HILE ALL ST. JOHN'S STUDENTS FOLLOW THE SAME COURSE Ms. KOPAK - I CAME

YOU'RE NOT FORCED

INTO MAKING PREMA. of study, their vocational paths are richly varied.
lIERE WANTING TO DO

SOMETHING VAGUELY

TURE AND SUPERFI- HAVING TO DO WITH

CIAL DECISIONS Nearly 75% go on to graduate or professional pro- LlTERATVRE, BUT MY

ABOUT WHAT YOU

WAr'T TO DO, THE WAY grams, and St. John's ranks in the top
THINKING WAS VERY

10% among ILL.FORMED. I NEVER

YOU MIGHT BE AT

OTHER SCHOOLS. American colleges and universities in percentage of graduates who
EVEN CONSIDERED

DOING ANYTHING

WITH 'THE SCIENCES.

MISS LUTZ THE receive Ph.Ds. About 20% of alumni are involved in teaching or edu- NOT ONLY BECAUSE I

PROGRAM ALLOWS YOU

TO FIND A CALLING- cation, with an equal percentage in business. Law, medicine, comput-
WASN'T THAT INTER.

ESTED BUT BECAUSE I
IF THERE'S SOME-

er science, communications, and the social sciences are also popular
WAS EXTREMELY

THING HERE THAT INTIMIDATED. I

lilTS YOU. THERE THOUCHT THAT IF I

ISN'T THIS NOTION career choices. HADN'T TAKEN ALL

THAT "Now YOU HAVE

CHOSEN YOUR CAREER The variety of careers following upon the same college course is
THOSE COURSES IN

HIGH SCHOOL THAT I

PATH. Now YOU HAVE

TO STICK WITH IT," IF demonstrated by even a cursory glance at a list of representative alum-
HAD MISSED MY

CHANCE AND THAT I

YOU WANT TO CHANGE

YOU ni a a college professor, a mathematical-statistician, a
COULD NEVER UNDER.

YOUR MIND. CAN. journalist, STAND SCIENCE. BUT
THERE'S SOMETHING

VERY PLEASING AND psychologist working with disturbed teenagers, a computer systems
IN THE LAB PROGRAM

HERE MY EYES WERE

SATISFYING TO ME

ABOUT BEING program planner, an actor, a trial attorney, a foundation head, a stock
OPENED TO THE FACT

THAT THE GREATEST

ALLOWED TO DETER-

broker, an historian,
SCIENTISTS ARE BUT

MINE WHAT YOU'RE art historian, a librarian, an oral a geneticist, a MEN AND THAT THEIR

GOING TO DO AFTER

YOU'VE HAD SEVERAL clinical research coordinator for a drug firm, a psychotherapist, a for-
THOUGHTS CAN BE

UNDERSTOOD, EVEN

YEARS OF THIS PRO-

GRAM, RATHER THAN eign service officer. In short, the identical undergraduate preparation
BY ME. IF I'M WILLING

TO PLOW AHEAD, I

HAVING TO CHOOSE

has lead to a broad range of successful and satisfying
CAN UNDE1\S'TAND

BEFOREHAND. BEFORE at St. John's THEIR THINKING AND

YOU'VE REALIZED

careers for its alumni. Here are some of their thoughts:
DO SCIENCE. ANn IT'S

WHAT YOU'RE REALLY NOT TOO LATE TO

PASSIONATE ABOUT. DECIOE TO no THIS. I
DIDN'T MISS MY

CHANCE AT THE

FROM A BUSINESS EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL WRITER: BEGINNING OF HIGH

"The St. John sprogram gives one a broad matrix within which judg-
SCHOOL.

ments and decisions can be made in life. It is of benefit more personally

17
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1\IR. POMAROU:. I
THINK THAT THE PRO-

than professionally, although any program which sharpens one s men-
GRA~ IS GOOD NOT

JUST FOR GIVING YOU
tal powers and demands that the student think independently will help

EXPOSURE TO DIFFER.

ENT THINGS Bt.rr ALSO
in any profession. "

FOR GIVING YOU MATE.

RIAL WITH WHICH TO

THINK ABOUT WHAT CONCERNING LAW:
YOU WANT TO DO WITH

YOUR LIFE. THERE

ARE ALL SORTS OF
"1am a lawyer, a patent lawyer, and afull partner in the law firm ...

DIFFERENT REASONS,

GOOD AND
After than 20

BAD, FOR
more years of practice, 1 say with complete conviction

CHOOSING A PROFES-

SION. I PERSONALLY
that there is nothing 'luxurious' or 'impractical' about a St. John s

i'EEL THAT READING

THE BOOKS HAS
eduction. Farfrom it, no matter what one may go into later. As for law,

HELPED Mf. DECIDE

WHAT'S IMPORTANT IN
the St. John s curriculum has absolutely no peer as a 'pre-legal, , so to

MY LIFf. AND WHAT I
SHOULD BE LIVING MY

speak, education."
LIFE i'OR. READING

PHILOSOPHY, LITERA.

TURE, ALL THESE FROM A UNIVERSITY-LEVEL BIOLOGY PROFESSOR:
THINGS. HAS HELPED

SHAPE MY VISION OF

WHAT WANT THE
':4sIlook back at my education at St. John S, 1 see day after day that it

I
REST OF MY Lln: TO

LOOK LIKE, WHAT
is the best type of education. It was there that 1 learned to read critical-

MATIERS TO ME AND

WHO WANT TO BE.
ly ... a trite statement until one experiences day after day the inability

I

of even graduate students to read anything. The development of an
analytical mind and the ability to think and to express oneself is what
education is all about. St. John s is not a luxury nor an impractical edu- Ms. MILLER-I

cation ... it is education. If only these large universities would under- DON'T THINK. WE

SHOULD PRESENT OUR

stand what education is." SCHOOL AS ONE

WHERE PEOPLE GO

WHEN THE'Y DON'T

KNOW WHAT THEY

REGARDING A CAREER IN MEDICINE: WAN'I' TO DO, SO THEY

"To the St. s
SAY hWELL, WE'LL GO

me, John program is ideal for the pursuit of medicine. TO ST. JOHN'S:' LIKE

MANY PEOPLE, I HAD

In addition to the ideas and questions that one confronts at St. John S, AN IDEA OF WHAT I
WANTED TO DO 1

one acquires an attitude toward learning and thepursuit of knowledge WAS GOING TO DO ST.

JOHN'S, THEN A POST.

that is applicable in any discipline, be it medicine, math, or music. BAC., THEN STRAIGHT

TO MEDICAL SCHOOL.

Consequently, the learning of medicine and medical science is more BUT THAT'S ALL

CHANCED FOR ME

compelling in the light of a St. John s education. It is certainly the kind NOW. I HAVE AN OPPO-

SITE STORY FROM Ms.

of college that 1 would go to again no matter what subject 1 would KOPAR. 1 STARTED

OUT WANTING TO BE A.

eventually pursue. Though the first year in medical school may be DOCTOR; I DIDN'T

EVEN CONSIDER

harder for the St. John s graduate in terms of the quantity of informa- TEACHING. I HAD A

STRANCF. IDEA IN MY

tion that he has to take in, he is eventually at a distinc~ advantage with HEAD THAT TEACHING

DIDN'T REALLY HELP

such a background. " PEOPLE THE WAY MED-

ICINE DID, BY SAVING

LIVES. ST. JOHN'S

REALLY CHANGED ME,

CONCERNING FARMING: ESPECIALLY THE MATH

PROGRAM. I DEFINITE-

"For learning how tofarm nothing. For knowing why one might wish LY NOW HAVE A PAS.

SION TO STUDY AND

to be afarmer everything." TEACH MATH (I ADMIT

IT; IT'S F.MBARRASS-

ING). ST. JOHN"S

ALLOWED METO

APPRECIATE HOW

WONDERFUL TEACH.

ING COULD BE WHEN

IT WORKS.
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{APPLYING TO ST. JOHN'S}

The college seeks as students those who are

willing to abandon the conventional priorities,

those who feel that they can learn best by

means of the program and the teachers - that

is, the books - of the 51. John's community.

l\.IR. POMAROLE- MANYN WAYS THE MEMBERS OF THIS COMMUNITY ARE DISSIMILAR; THEY
ONE INTERESTING

THING ABOUT THIS come from numerous geographic, ethnic, racial, religious, and
SCHOOL IS THE WIDE

RANGE OF PEOPLE educational backgrounds. A quarter transfer from other institu-
THEY ACCEPT. IT
REALLY RUNS TH E tions, turning with dissatisfaction from the college where they
GAMUT. You HAVE

OLDER STUDENTS; YOU originally enrolled to begin as freshmen at St. John's. What the
HAVE STUDENTS

WHO'VE SPENT AS bers

I
mem-

of this unusual community hold in common is a desire to learn, to
MUCH AS THREE

YEARS AT ANOTHER read good books, and to discuss ideas with others who share their pas-
INSTITUTION; YOU

HAVE STUDENTS THAT sion. St. Johnnies are academically able and can for the most part be
WERE AT THE VERY

TOP OF THEIR CLASS; described by traditional criteria as good students. But other schools'
AND YOU HAVE STU-

DENTS WHO WEREN'T. definitions of a good student do not always match that of St. John's.
ST. JOHN'S BELIEVES

THAT IT DOESN'T TAKE Not all applicants stand near the top of their classes nor do all have
AN INORDINATE

AMOUNT OF INTELLI- superlative board scores. Many have been displeased by their previous
GENCE TO BE SUCCESS-

FUL HERE. IT ONLY schooling, having found an emphasis on rote learning and little chance
TAKES A CERTAIN KIND

OF LUCK, A LOT OF for discussion in the classroom. In discovering St. John's, they realize
DESIRE, AND A REAL

WILLINGNESS TO that there can be something more.
LEARN. [THINK

THAT'S REALLY IMPOR~

TANT YOU DON'T {THE APPLICATION}------
HAVE TO BE SOME

SORT OF •• BRAINIAC"

B
y APPLYING, AN APPLICANT ASKS THE COLLEGE A QUESTION: MR. CARNEY THE

TO DO WELL HERE AND

THRIVE. "Am I qualified to pursue the St. John's program of study?"
APPLICATION TAKES

YOU SERIOUSLY INSO-

A committee of tutors answers without measuring one
FAR AS IT SAYS "OUR

ACCEPTING YOU IS NOT

applicant against another; each is considered individually.
MAKING A DECISION

FOR YOU. WE'RE TAK-

There is no application deadline. The committee reads each applica-
ING SERIOUSLY YOUR

ABILITY TO JUDGE

tion as it arrives and gives its answer within a few weeks. Because the
WHETHER OR NOT YOU

SHOULD CONE HERE.

college welcomes all serious applicants, there is no application fee.
WE EXPECT YOll wtLL

DO SERIOUS THINKING

The application is unusual in requiring students to tell about
ABOUT WHETHER OR

NOT TO COME IIERE,"

themselves in a set of reflective essays. In writing these essays, stu-
ONE THING THE COL-

LEC"; TRUSTS IS THAT

dents assess their prior education and experiences, and look critically
YOU'LL REALLY ASK

YOURSELF IF THIS IS

at the St. John's curriculum to determine whether or not it will benefit
THE RIGHT PLACE FOR

YOU OR IF IT'S JUST

them. Students often remark that the application procedure has been
SOMETHING THAT

SOUNDS NICE.

----
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of great value to them in setting their future course whether or not
they subsequently join the college.

Supporting documents that the Admissions Committee needs
include two letters of reference, secondary school transcript(s), and
transcripts of any college work. No special preparation is necessary for
St. John's. Applicants are expected to have completed a normal college
preparatory course of study that includes at least two years of algebra,
one of geometry, and two years of the same foreign language. Addi-
tional study of mathematics, language, and natural science is recom-
mended.

St. John's is one college on two campuses. Students who wish to
attend the college should submit an application to only one campus.
Acceptance at one campus constitutes acceptance by the college as a
whole. Accepted students are free to enroll at either campus without
reapplication as long as space is available. At the end of any academic
year, students in good standing may transfer between the campuses.

Students may apply for admission any time after the first semes-
ter of their junior year in high school. Students with exceptional cir-
cumstances may enter St. John's directly from the eleventh grade.
Most freshmen enroll in August; some in January. By spending the
summer on campus, the January freshmen complete their freshman
year and enter the sophomore year by the fall; they thus graduate at the
same time as if they had enrolled the previous August.

MR. POMAROLF. I'D ------{VISITING CAMPUS}---- -- MISS LUTZ VISIT-

SAY THAT MOST ING IS VERY IMPOR-

PEOPLE KNOW AfTER VER 80% OF EACH FRESHMAN CLASS VISIT CAMPUS BEFORE THEY TANT. NOT JUST FOR

TlIEY SIT IN ON CLASS- SEEING WHAT CLASSES

ES WHETHER THEY Prospective
BE Oenroll. students can arrange to stay in the ARE LIKE BUT FOR

WAlIiT TO HERE SEEING WHAT LIFE IS

OR NOT. I K..NEW dormitories for a night or two as guests of the college. LIKE HERE. WE'VE

RIGHT AFTf.R 1 GOT TALKED A LIII'LE

OUT Of VISITING A They eat in the dining hall, attend classes, and talk with ABOUT THAT. BUT IT

SE~INAR THAT THIS GOES EVEN BEYOND

WAS TlU: PLACE I students and tutors. It is particularly important to visit St. John's WHAT WE'VE SAID.

WE'VE MADE NOWANTI::D TO BE. HAD

NO INTEREST IN because it is so different from other colleges. To arrange a visit, call MENTION OF Wl-IAT

GOING ELSEWHERE. IT'S LIKE IN THE

I'VE ENCOUNTERED 1-800-727-9238 in Annapolis, or 1-800-331-5232 in Santa Fe. DORMS OR EATING IN

OTHER PEOPLE WHO THE DINING HALL.

SAT IN ON SEMINAR THESE ARE THINGS

AND THOUGHT "NoPEr -------{ FIN AN CI AL AI D}------- STUDENTS SHOULD

No THANKS. IT'S NOT EXPERIENCE BEFORE

(o'OR ME" AND THAT'S T. JOHN'S IS COMMITTED TO MAKING ITS DISTINCTIVE PROGRAM THEY COME HERE.

fiNE THE COLLEGE

IS NOT FOR EVERY-

BODY. LIKE THAT.
available to students of limited means. All financial aid

I I
LIKE THAT WE'RE

NOT TRYING TO SF.
awards are based on demonstrated need, and about half the

ALL THINGS TO ALL

PEOPLE. WE DON'T
Sstudents receive substantial grants from the college, in addi-

MAKE APOI.OGIES TO

PF.OPLF..
tion to grants, loans, and work-study positions available through the
federally-funded financial aid programs. Financing plans are available
through the college, as well as through commercial lenders.
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SOMETIMES SATURDAY NIGlIT

MEANS A ROCK PARTY IN THE COn'EE

SHOP AND SOMETIMES IT MEANS A

SWING DANCE~ wHlell CALLS FOR MORE

PLUCK TIIAN SKILL. STUDENTS DRESS

ANY WHICH WAY.
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BOOKS ARE CENTRAL TO A

STUDENT'S LIFE AT ST. JOHN'S - BOTH

PHYSICALLY, IN THE FORM OF A

BUDDING PERSONAL COLLECTION.

AND MENTALLY. AS THE INTELLECTUAL

BUILDING BLOCKS OF A

LIBt:RAL EDUCATION.
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{ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE FACTS}

Fou DED Nestled at 7,300 feet above sea level letters of recommendation, and tnlll-
The college was founded in Annapo- in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, scripts of all academic work. The
lis in 1696 as King William's School the 25o-acre Santa Fe campus GED is accepted. SAT or ACT scores
and chattered in 1784 as offers both spectacular scenery are optional, but they may prove
St. John's College. A second campus and the cultural attractions of the helpful. Interviews and campus vis-
was opened in 1964 in Santa Fe. Southwest. its are strongly recommended.
St. John's is a four-year, co-educa-
tional, liberal arts college with no Sl1 DENT FNROU IFJIoT Application Deadlines:
religious affiliation. Each campus serves about 400 Fall Term-

students. Entering classes usually rolling, March I preferred
...

CIRRlCULlM represent 30-35 states and a number Spring Term
Integrated arts and sciences of foreign countries. rolling, Dec. 15preferred
program based on a chronological Minority Representation: n%
study of seminal works of Western .... ,- .. 'SAT I Score Ranges:
civilization. The following Ratio of Men to Women: 10 to 9

Middle 50% Verbal 620-740
curriculum is required of all under-

Middle 50% Math 550-650graduates. SECOND(.AMPU 0P110l\i

Seminar: (4 yeats) philosophy, St. John's is one college on two Combined entering cla,ses, fall 1997.

theology, political science, campuses. Students may transfer with 76% reporting

literature, history, economics, between the two campuses at the
psychology end of any academic year. FI1\ANC IAI Am

All financial aid awards are based
Mathematics: (4 yeats) geometry, REel! CAno AND S11astronomy, algebra, calculus, DENT I In. on need. About 65% of the students

Both campuses offer extensive receive some form of assistance,
relativity

intramural sports progyams and and over half receive grant aid from
Language: (4 yeats) ancient Greek, extracurriculat art courses. Each the college in addition to loans,

French, English composition has soundproof music practice jobs, and grants under the federal
Science: (3 years) biology, chemistry, rooms, an art gallery, and a music programs.

atomic theory, physics library. Major clubs and activities
Music: (I year) theory, composition include student government, stu- For more information contact:

dent newspaper, a film society,
D GRE GRANTED drama groups, a literary magazine Admissions Office
B.A. in Liberal Arts and community service. St. John's College

P.O. Box 2800
Special Features:F.\Cl'l TY-STUDENT RATIO Annapolis, MD 214°4
Annapolis boating, sailing, crewIt08 FAX: 410-269-7916
Santa Fe Seatch and Rescue 1-800-727-9238

CLAS SIZ Team, hiking, skiing admissions@sjca.edu
Seminars of about 20 students are

Houled by 2 faculty members. Thtorials ING
Admissions OfficeAnnapolis students live in six cen-and lab sessions usually have 12 to 16 St. John's Collegetrally located dormitories, somestudents led by one faculty member. Camino de la Cruz Blancadating to the early 19th century.
Santa Fe, NM 87501

LIBRAJU Santa Fe dormitories are small
The libraries in Annapolis and modern units, clustered atound FAX: 505-984-6003

1-800-331-5232
Santa Fe contain more than central courtyards. Freshman

admissions@mail.sjcsf.edu
100,000 and 60,000 volumes housing is guaranteed. Dormitories
respectively. Each library houses a ate coed by floor. There are no

Visit our website at:
number of special collections and fraternities or sororities.

http://www.sjca.edu
both campuses have a music library.

AD ISSIOl\jS
St. John's admits qualified students ofanyLOCA 0 Applicants are expected to have
race. religion. national or ethnic origin.

The 36-acre eastern campus is pursued a college preparatory ",~thout regard to sex. age, or physical
located in the heatt of historic course of study, including substan- disability. Most academic facilities and

Annapolis, which is the state capital tial sequences in mathematics, residence halls are accessible to per.ons

and also a seaport town close to foreign languages, and the physical with physical disabilities.

Washington, D.C. and Baltimore. sciences. Requirements include a
short set of reflective essays, two

-
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SIJOHN'S
College

ANNAPOLIS. SANTA FE

P.O. Box 2800

Annapolis, MD 21404

1-800-727-9238
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The Meeting School
56 Thomas Road Rindge, NH 03461

What if there were a high scho,?! where
./ hands-on learning,

/' small classes, 1:4 facUlty/student ratio

organic farming,
heirloom breeds, strong student involvement
and a caring community
day/boarding: celebrating creativity & diversity

1---- all came together? _ There is.

t:;:"r-f, ~,~ ,lrr:-t..,,,, .1"rft~

healing work on each other or other
family members. She's also never been
averse to getting a massage herself.
Recently, she was an active and adept
facilitator in the healing process of her
great grandmother's rotator cuff.

Over the past two years, we have fo-
cused a great deal on the life sciences.
One resource that we have found to be
invaluable has been the dissection al-
ternatives from the Anti-Vivisection
Society's free lending library. Since
Wenona is a very stalwart vegetarian,
she would most certainly balk at the
idea of cutting up a once-live animal.
We have borrowed some truly indis-
pensable materials from AVS. They
have models, CD ROMS, and videos for
fish, amphibian, and mammal dissec-
tion. We have used many of these ma-
terials to compare the anatomy of vari-
ous classes of animals as well as to

email: office@tms.mv.com

Unschooling Science
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Science is an intimidating subject for' many homeschooling
parents and kids. In these stories, two parents write about
how real, interesting, important science doesn't always require
textbooks and expensive lab equipment.

look at their evolution.
For us, the bigprize from AVSwas

called The Manikin, which is a [\\'0-

foot tall skeleton that comes with mod-
eling day and tools to actually build
your own model of the human muscu-
lature. Wenona spent hours meticu-
lously building the muscles from Frank
Netter's book into three dimensions.
Since another of her passions is pottery
(both using the wheel and hand build-
ing), this was heaven.

Another resource (besides the li-
brary) that has been invaluable to us
in our scientific exploration of the
world is the local science museum.
The staff has been very accommodat-
ing in letting me organize unschooling
activities that I tailored from their
school programs (which are very good
but can often be a little too school-
like). We have used their microscopes,

(603) 899-3366 www.meetlngschool.org

Young Child Intrigued with
Anatomy

Erik Frankwich of New York umtes:
My daughter Wenona has been inter-

ested in biology since a very young age.
She would spend a lot of time, even at
an early age, looking at human
anatomy books with me, pointing to
the different anatomical structures and
asking me what they were. The first
time she did this, it took me by sur-
prise. Here was a kid, still potty train-
ing herself, wanting to know what the
names of organs, bones, and muscles
were. Half jokingly, I told her the ac-
tual names (instead of dumbing it
down) and to my surprise, she would
not only repeat them back but also re-
member them. Her interest in
anatomy in particular and the life sci-
ences in general has not waned since
that first time when her tiny little fin-
ger pointed to the coccyx in Human
Anatomy by Frank Netter and said,
"What's dis?"

She has spent hour upon hour por-
ing over Netter's book asking me ques-
tions, drawing the different anatomical
structures, and feeling for muscles and
bones in her own body and the bodies
of her parents. Because my wife and I
have studied and practice alternative
medicine and various forms of
Acupressure, our interest and enthusi-
asm for understanding the human
body and mind must have been im-
pressed upon Wenona from an early
age. She is frequently and enthusiasti-
cally present when my wife and I do

~
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ling Science

water lab, docents, and an entire pano-
ply of mostly unused science materials.
The science museum has also enlisted
our help by asking that we
homeschoo!ers preview their exhibits
and provide them with feedback (I
guess they know that homeschoolers
will jump at the chance to express their
opinionsf)

Last fall, a group of us got together
to do an in-depth study of water with
our kids. We visited the local water
treatment plant, went on a tour boat
along the Erie Canal, and measured
the health of a local stream with the
help of another homeschooling father
who volunteers with the county to do
this. With the resources from the sci-
ence museum, we were able to use the
microscopes to explore microscopic life
in the water as well as use the water lab
to explore the macroscopic water cycle.

We have been very fortunate to live
in a community with so much to offer.
With all that is available, the only
thing we've lacked is time! There has
really been no need to use textbooks or
prepackaged curricula. Everything
we've needed to explore the world
through the eyes of science has been
readily available in the community.
Where interest flows, resources seem to
follow!

mar

~1

Interest in Animals Leads to
Work With Veterinarian

Cecilia Robello of New York writes.
Five years ago, when we brought our

son home from very "wanting" public
and private school experiences, 1 had
no doubt that we were making a good
decision. But in the back of my mind a
voice kept repeating, "But what will
you do about science as he gets older?"
Even with my degrees in chemistry and
biology in our family, I could not
imagine providing our son Bart (now
14) with a good science education.
Didn't science come from a textbook
with accompanying time in a lab?
Needless to say, I had much to learn

Five years and many paradigm shifts

•

later, that nagging voice has been si-
lenced. Science does not come from
textbooks riddled with incomplete or
wrong information, presented in de-
tached, disjointed, and sterile fashion.
Lab work occurs every day by observ-
ing, questioning, testing, and drawing
conclusions or forming new questions
just by being present in and aware of
the giant Jab in which we live, Science
is not about the memorization of
"facts." My son has unknowingly
taught me a new definition of science.

Bart has been immersed in science
all along just by living in our family. r
remember a very cold January day
when he and J were on our hands and
knees in the middle of our cul-de-sac,
magnifying glass in hand, oohing and
aahing over snowflakes frozen in layers
of black ice. He was three and J was
transported back to viewing the world
through young eyes of wonder. r re-
member spending two entire days dur-
ing our trip to Toronto at the city's Sci-
ence Center. I'm sure there would have
been a third day if we'd had time, but
our trip was over. Our house at times
felt like a natural history museum as
leaves, insects, worms, frogs, and other
natural wonders that caught Bart's eye
made their way inside our home. I
knew the next day we would be making
a trip to the library to learn more
about his finds. The following week he
would be arranging and labeling his
specimens in what he coined his mu-
seum boxes. Even when we had books
on the subject, his thirst for knowledge
had us checking out yet more books
from the library. PBS science and na-
ture shows were recorded on our family
calendar as appointments not to be
missed. Our science museum's list of
lectures were all circled to attend.
Model rockets were built and launched.
Broken household appliances were
taken apart and studied and a junk box
became Bart's mind's playground for
inventing new gadgets. Our kitchen
became his lab as he added a little of
this or that. I never asked what he was
making so that I wouldn't disturb his
work, but r did make myself available.

Fish, guinea pigs along with their lit-
ters, rabbits, and a cat were added to
the menagerie. All the time that Bart's
thoughts, observations and questions
continued, I worried about how we
would teach him science.

Bart's fascination, wonder, and awe
were preserved because we didn't travel
down the narrow road of curriculum.
Soon his questions surpassed my
knowledge and I found myself guiding
him to resources including books,
people, and the Web. Often I found
that questions were asked in order to
ponder them not to immediately find
the answer. At first r fretted about this
turn of events, but with time learned it
was just another stage in Bart's devel-
opment. Sometimes, I secretly found
myself digging for the answer to one of
his questions because r wanted to
know. Our mutual love for and fasci-
nation with the world around us con-
tinued as Bart grew older, oftentimes
with role reversals as Bart shared an
article from a science magazine or
book that he thought would interest
me. He learned that the world was his
classroom when an archeologist in-
vited him to be part of a dig and a mi-
croscopist refurbished a research-grade
microscope for him to own. Both of
these opportunities presented them-
selves when Bart attended events of-
fered in the Rochester community. A
local bookstore hosted a talk about an
archaeological dig at Susan B. Anthony
House, As we drove home from the lec-
ture Bart was alive with excitement
imagining participating in the second
part of the dig. I encouraged him to
write to the archaeologist. He first said
thatbecause he was just a kid he'd be
told no. r then asked him what he had
to lose by writing and what he had to
gain. The next day a letter was in the
mail, and he wasn't told 00.

His interest in the microscope oc-
curred when our science museum held
youth/adult classes in microscopy, with
a world-class microscopist retired from
a local company. This time it was the
teacher who approached Bart, seeing
his keen interest in the subject. From
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the~e ' experiences, Bart learned that
tual interests and passions can

bridge the span of years.
Bart's interest in science has covered

many areas, but he has had a constant
underlying love of animals. As our
little zoo keeper grew, we often turned
to him with our questions about ani-
mals. Last year at our eat's annual
vet's appointment, Dr. Tim Vleutin
picked up on Bart's way with animals
and invited Bart to shadow him. Once
again I learned a lesson in patience
and trusting my child. While Bart po-
litely thanked Dr. Tim for his offer, I
was jumping up and down inside. My
mind raced with all the opportunities
for learning that an internship at a
vet's would hold. Eleven months
passed and then, apparently out of the
blue, Bart nonchalantly inquired when
our cat was due for her physical. He
told me he was interested in taking Dr.
Tim up on his offer. While I calmly
walked to the phone to make an ap-
pointment, I was cheering inside, The
receptionist informed me that our cat
wasn't due in for another month.
"This is better timing for our family," I
told her, I was striking while the iron
was hot! This summer I have driven
Bart twice a week to the vet's where he
spends one morning observing surgery
and the other in office hours. He now
translates Latin for his mom who had
six years of it in school, looks up dis-
eases on the computer, tells me he
dreams of neuters and spays, and now
knows all the breeds of dogs. And this
is just a small fraction of what he has
learned. Independently, he has set up
his own pro-ject in the cat room at the
vet's. Most important to me, though, is
the enthusiasm that I see in his face
and hear in his voice. My role will
continue this fall as his taxi support-
ing Bart and allowing him to act in his
own time in his quest for knowledge.
While I know that eventually the text-
books will be opened and lab courses
taken, these things will be done not
because they are part of a state's cur-
riculum, but because they are my son's
passion .•

Tired of boring textbooks?
FUN Books can provide you with the
games, tapes, books and videos that

will make learning fun again!

Best of all, you can get all these
resources at great discounts. Let our

homeschooling family help your
family get the learning materials you
want. Shop on-line with our secure
server now or get a free copy of our

print catalog.

1-888-FUN-7020
(1-888-386-7020 or 1_410_360-7330)

FUN Books
1688 Belhaven Woods Ct

Pasadena, MD 21122-3727
FUN@FUN-Books.com

http://www.FUN-Books.com

FUN Books is the proud new owner of the John Holt's
Bookstore! For over 20 years the John Holt's Bookstore has been
meeting the needs of homeschoolers around the world and FUN
Books will continue that legacy by providing you with the best

materials available for home education.
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Thank You 

People who’ve been around the E.S.G. long enough to remember the days when I drafted the annual 
report, will remember that the last part of the operation, after we’d all hashed it over for weeks, was for 
me to take the manuscript home so my wife, the former Shea LaBonté, VIII, ’35, could edit out all the 
ambiguities. This is the last E.S.G. report she will edit, and on behalf of all who partook in the writing of 
our earlier reports, as well as for myself: Thank you. 

I was slow in writing this paper, and my dilatoriness has made extra work for Margaret Norris, the 
E.S.G.’s new administrative assistant. It is only due to her unflagging perseverance, her rapid and nearly 
flawless typing, and her never-failing good humor that all these words can be distributed on time. Everyone 
else who played a significant role in the E.S.G. is mentioned in the report or in one of its appendices. 

George E. Valley, Jr. 
June, 1974 
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My Years in the M.I.T Experimental Study Group 

Some Old Facts and New Myths 

by George E. Valley, Jr., VIII, ’35 

Introduction 

The reason this report was written at all is that in April Professor Hartley Rogers called up and put 
the arm on me. 

“George,” he said, “now that you are retiring, you can afford to tell the truth about the E.S.G.; it would 
be helpful to have the numbers, too—so we know all the details.” 

“Hartley,” I replied, “we’ve written reports to the C.E.P. for five years, and in most of those reports the 
students have stated their opinion of the Experimental Study Group.” 

“Yes,” said Hartley, ”but that was sort of advertising; besides we ought to have your thoughts in the 
archives about what worked and what didn’t work.” 

Well, that did it! I couldn’t resist an opportunity to write for the archives; so here goes. 

I have included excerpts from a number of papers in the main text; longer excerpts from the same 
papers are in the appendices. Where excerpts from papers are in my text, it is because the authors say 
what I would have written anyway; excerpts in appendices serve to amplify the text; and if you think you 
understand what I’m saying, they may be skipped. 

Education is a business in which different people have different opinions based on partly understood 
statistics and their own prejudices. Education will probably continue to be talked about until a true 
scientific understanding of the brain is achieved. 

The principal source of my prejudice about education are my observations that both kittens and babies 
try to learn all the time; and that children often stop trying to learn after they’ve been sent to schools. It 
is not possible to reawaken very much of his pristine wonder at the world, in a bright seventeen-year old 
who has been circumscribed and restricted most of his life by a public education system intended for the 
masses; and the E.S.G. has only partly succeeded in doing that—but at least it has succeeded a little bit. 

What Some People Think About Adolescents 

Detecting Future Technologists 

A report by S.W. Bloom [1] on the origin and early detectability of technically oriented children 
impressed me. Bloom makes the following points, among others: (a) Technically oriented children are 
bright in all subjects, and can be detected with assurance as early as the fifth grade; (b) their out-of-school 
activities are oriented toward science and they prefer non-team sports (e.g. tennis, skating); (c) there is 
a constant out-migration from the original cohort of technically oriented children, but no originally non-
technically oriented children ever join it; (d) school science clubs and counseling are ineffective in recruiting 
children into technology, but more attention paid to the fostering of out-of-school science activities might 
help. 
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So that you can get the flavor of Bloom’s thesis I’ve put a few pages from it into Appendix A, together 
with a comment of my own. 

Alienation 

A topic of common interest these days is the alienation of youth—alienation from parents, and from 
society. I shall not write much about why young birds and mammals leave home, except to point out that 
the E.S.G. freshmen seemed to find a foster home here; and that among the staff many of them seemed to 
find congenial surrogate parents. 

The effects of the Viet Nam War (more precisely the effects of the draft occasioned by that war) on 
alienating youth have been written about at length. All those effects were manifest on the M.I.T. Campus, 
and the E.S.G. had the luck to be born in the midst of the resulting unrest. 

Another cause of alienation, about which I’ve heard relatively little discussion, is the coming of industrial 
society. To be sure, industrial society itself is widely criticized, sometimes justly: sometimes from the view
points of a resurgent Romanticism, and sometimes one fears by a new generation of Luddites. But may it 
not be that, just as the majority of people who found themselves morally outraged by the Viet Nam war 
were also persons very fearful of the draft, many persons critical of industrial society are people who find 
themselves disregarded by it and therefore frightened by it? 

I am impressed by a remark made by the Concord Superintendent of Schools a few years ago. Speaking 
in defense of the “open-campus” system employed by the Concord-Carlisle High School, he said, “Modern 
society has no use for adolescents.” These words were evidently intended to shock; and they shocked me 
into reading about the history of youth in Concord. 

About a hundred years ago, in a privately printed memoir, Edward Emerson (a son of Ralph Waldo 
Emerson) wrote: 

“after the railroad came (in ∼1848)—the Town, instead of living mainly its own life, became 
largely a sleeping-place for persons who exercised their professions or business in Boston.” [2] 

He notes further on that the young men “have an amateur look their fathers never had.” [2] 

What then did those fathers do when they were boys? What did their fathers do before them? What 
did boys do at the time of the Revolution? 

They worked hard on the farm and eventually inherited it; or 
They were apprenticed to a tradesman in town or in a near-by town; or 
They left home at the early age of 14 with what little food and clothing their parents could spare; or 
They went to Harvard to become clergymen. 

It was the coming of factories and railroads that changed and enlarged the options for grown men; but 
whereas the industrial revolution took poor boys off the farms and put them into even more brutish factory 
jobs, many of the children of the new class of well-to-do commuters were left with nothing to do at all. 

The superintendent of schools was correct. There just aren’t, in an industrialized society, any jobs that 
really need to be done by adolescents. 

The cognitive character of adolescent mentality has also been explored in many books. The folk-wisdom 
of the E.S.G. is that William Perry [3] says it best. Perry’s book cannot be incapsulated into a paragraph— 
but, very roughly, he says: the immature adolescent tends to see the world in black or white terms, e.g. 
them guys vs. us guys; and he expects to be assigned worthwhile things to do. Perry and his colleagues 
regard the mature person as one who sees the world as a continuum of grays, so that good and evil are 
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not absolutes but relative positions on a gray scale; and a mature person commits himself to worth-while 
tasks. 

The emotional problems of adolescents have been extensively described; since the reader has only to 
pick up his M.I.T. phone to get a speech on the subject, no books will be cited. 

The Engineering Schools 

The Archetype 

Since M.I.T. is generally regarded as the world’s leading engineering school, it is worthwhile to explore 
its origins. According to Professor Artz of Oberlin College, [4] the first engineering school was set up in 
Paris: 

“The new school, at first called the ´ Ecole polytechnique,Ecole des travaux publics and after 1795 the ´ 

was designed to take the place of the older higher technical schools for military and civil en
gineering of all types. It opened in the Palais Bourbon, just across the Seine from the Place 
de la Concorde, in November 1794. The three hundred and eighty-six students, ranging in age 
from sixteen to twenty, had been selected by competitive examinations in algebra, geometry, 
trigonometry, and physics, held in twenty-two cities of France....” 

“Though it was really more of a mathematical and scientific university than a technical school, 
it has, nevertheless, had a far greater influence on technical education than any other school. 
It attracted international attention from its very first years; it was visited by Volta, Rumford, 
Humboldt, and the leading scientists and educators of the German and Italian States, of Eng
land, Russia, Poland, Sweden, and the United States. Only the incessant wars prevented its 
immediate influence from being more extended. The French system of organizing the highest 
technical education separate and apart from the universities has been followed everywhere. It 
is interesting to see how the details of its entrance examinations, its curriculum—always with 
a pronounced emphasis on mathematics—its laboratories and its work rooms, its textbooks, 
methods of teaching, and its examinations began to be imitated in the technical schools of every 
European state. One of its capable graduates, Crozet, who fled to the United States, brought 
its methods to West Point. There Thayer enlarged upon his methods after he had gone to the 
Virginia Military Institute at Lexington, Virginia. At the same time, Greene introduced the 
same ideas at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, New York.” 

“One interesting result of all the improvements in technical education that had been made in 
France since the time of Colbert was the fact that by the early nineteenth century France was 
the only country in the world where engineering was clearly and definitely established as a 
learned profession.” (pp. 159-161) (emphasis by G.E.V.) 

More details of the Ecole Polytechnique, strikingly similar to M.I.T. today, as it was in 1795, are given in 
Appendix B. I wrote to Professor Artz asking him about the particular sources of W.B. Rogers’ inspiration 
for M.I.T. He replied that he thought Rogers knew mostly about V.M.I. and West Point. 

Common Criticisms of Engineering Schools 

The most common attack on the form of education invented by the French Technologists of the late 
eighteenth century is that it is inhuman and amoral. A recent expositor of this view is an ex-professor of 
humanities at M.I.T., W.I. Thompson. [5] 
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Thompson sees M.I.T.’s grandiose reinforced concrete architecture from the point of view of Chicken-
Little. He uses all the cliches: “hubris,” “lust for power,” and so on. [The M.I.T. Press has published a 
funnier and more erudite criticism of our Building 10 copy of the Pantheon, and of our half-scale model 
of the Hagia Sophia at 77 Mass Avenue. [6]] When the main buildings were being designed, M.I.T. was 
fighting hard to preserve its independence of Harvard University, and it is entirely understandable that 
the M.I.T. Faculty should have wished to demonstrate the permanence of the Institute by adapting the 
then common neo-classical style of architecture (M.I.T. is not a unique example of this style in Boston; the 
Public Library in Copley Square is a close reproduction of an ancient Roman granary). 

People like Thompson, besides being afraid that the sky will fall on them, also often subscribe to a 
Bogeyman explanation of public events, i.e. that there is a cabal behind every event which happens that he 
doesn’t like. You cannot win an argument with a paranoid; and to convince some critics that engineering 
schools do not exist to create amoral zombies willing to do the unquestioned bidding of industrial Mammon 
is equally futile. I shall not therefore argue with this point of view; it is held primarily by people who 
cannot understand technology, feel lost in the modern world, and long for some earlier golden age. 

There are bad effects of this kind of criticism, however, for it tends so to inflame emotions that needed 
criticism of engineering schools is unheard. Engineering schools are not perfect. It would be surprising if 
a system so nearly unchanged for almost two hundred years had no faults (and I assume that the reader 

´ has already seen the close parallel between the Ecole Polytechnique of 1795 and M.I.T.). 

Those faults, when seen by unprejudiced and unfearful people, are certainly not faults of motivation— 
the aim of technology is to feed people and keep them well. Rather the faults of the engineering schools 
are those of ineffectiveness and inefficiency. They are ineffective in that they drive too many good students 
out of the fields of technology; and they are inefficient in that they spend too much effort doing their job. 

I believe both these faults are due to a failure to recognize that the Western World is now industrial
ized, and that the job which the Ecole Polytechnique was intended to do, has in fact been accomplished. 
Undeveloped countries may still need these places in their original form, but in the West they need to 
metamorphose. 

The Experimental Study Group was a test of such a metamorphosis. But before describing the E.S.G., 
I must give examples of those valid criticisms of effectiveness and efficiency which I’ve mentioned above. 
Here are criticisms by two great men, each the alumnus of an engineering school operated according to the 
´ Ecole Polytechnique formula. 

Criticisms of The Effectiveness of Engineering Schools 

“...at the age of 17, (in 1896) I entered the Polytechnic Institute of Zurich as a student of 
mathematics and physics. There I had excellent teachers (for example, Hurwitz, Minkowski), so 
that I really could have gotten a sound mathematical education. However, I worked most of the 
time in the physical laboratory, fascinated by the direct contact with experience. The balance 
of the time I used in the main in order to study at home the works of Kirchhoff, Helmholtz, 
Hertz, etc. The fact that I neglected mathematics to a certain extent had its cause not merely 
in my stronger interest in the natural sciences than in mathematics but also in the following 
strange experience. I saw that mathematics was split up into numerous specialities, each of 
which could easily absorb the short lifetime granted to us. Consequently I saw myself in the 
position of Buridan’s ass which was unable to decide upon any specific bundle of hay. This was 
obviously due to the fact that my intuition was not strong enough in the field of mathematics 
in order to differentiate clearly the fundamentally important, that which is really basic, from 
the rest of the more or less dispensable erudition. Beyond this, however, my interest in the 
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knowledge of nature was also unqualifiedly stronger; and it was not clear to me as a student that 
the approach to a more profound knowledge of the basic principles of physics is tied up with 
the most intricate mathematical methods. This dawned upon me only gradually after years of 
independent scientific work. True enough, physics also was divided into separate fields, each of 
which was capable of devouring a short lifetime of work without having satisfied the hunger for 
deeper knowledge. The mass of insufficiently connected experimental data was overwhelming 
here also. In this field, however, I soon learned to scent out that which was able to lead to 
fundamentals and to turn aside from everything else, from the multitude of things which clutter 
up the mind and divert it from the essential. The hitch in this was, of course, the fact that one 
had to cram all this stuff into one’s mind for the examinations, whether one liked it or not. This 
coercion had such a deterring effect [upon me] that, after I had passed the final examination, I 
found the consideration of any scientific problems distasteful to me for an entire year. In justice 
I must add, moreover, that in Switzerland we had to suffer far less under such coercion, which 
smothers every truly scientific impulse, than is the case in many another locality. There were 
altogether only two examinations; aside from these, one could just about do as one pleased. 
This was especially the case if one had a friend, as did I, who attended the lectures regularly and 
who worked over their content conscientiously. This gave one freedom in the choice of pursuits 
until a few months before the examination, a freedom which I enjoyed to a great extent and 
have gladly taken into the bargain the bad conscience connected with it as by far the lesser 
evil. It is, in fact, nothing short of a miracle that the modern methods of instruction have 
not yet entirely strangled the holy curiosity of inquiry; for this delicate little plant, aside from 
stimulation, stands mainly in need of freedom; without this it goes to wreck and ruin without 
fail. It is a very grave mistake to think that the enjoyment of seeing and searching can be 
promoted by means of coercion and a sense of duty. To the contrary, I believe that it would be 
possible to rob even a healthy beast of prey of its voraciousness, if it were possible, with the 
aid of a whip, to force the beast to devour continuously, even when not hungry, especially if 
the food, handed out under such coercion, were to be selected accordingly....” (emphasis added 
by G.E.V.) 

Some theoretical physicists, when this autobiographical statement by Albert Einstein [7] is read to 
them, casually remark that “Einstein wouldn’t have fit into any school;” then they go on ruining their 
students’ appetites for learning by answering hundreds of questions the students aren’t yet mature enough 
to ask. 

But it is a fault to put forward so much knowledge that the student gags on it. More is not better; 
and this has been recognized for a long time by those who say that “getting an education at M.I.T. is like 
getting a drink from a fire-hose.” 

In the hope of catching the attention of some of those who pump firehoses, I now quote from a book 
about a graduate of R.P.I.; an engineer M.I.T. would be proud to claim as her own. 

He was Washington A. Roebling, class of 1857 at R.P.I. and the builder of the Brooklyn Bridge. [8] 

“The work itself [i.e. at R.P.I.] was extremely difficult. Once in a letter to Charles Swan he men
tioned swimming the Hudson, but otherwise he seems to have done little else but study, which 
was not surprising, considering what was expected of him at home and what was required by 
the institution. His senior thesis was to be on Design for a Suspension Aquaduct, but in three 
years’ time he had also to master nearly a hundred different courses, including, among oth
ers, Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions, Differential and Integral Calculus, Calculus of 
Variations, Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, Determinative Minerology, Higher Geodesy 
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(the mathematical science of the size and shape of the earth), Logical and Rhetorical Criti
cism, French Composition and Literature, Orthographic and Spherical Projections, Acoustics, 
Optics, Thermotics, Geology of Mining, Paleontology, Rational Mechanics of Solids and Fluids, 
Spherical Astronomy, Kinematics, Machine Design, Hydraulic Motors, Steam Engines, Stabil
ity of Structures, Engineering and Architectural Design and Construction, and Intellectual and 
Ethical Philosophy.” 

“A century later, D.B. Steinman, a noted bridge-builder and professor of civil engineering, would 
write, ‘Under such a curriculum the average boy of today would be left reeling and staggering. 
In that earlier era, before colleges embarked upon mass production, engineering education was 
a real test and training, an intensive intellectual discipline and professional equipment for a 
most exacting life work. Only the ablest and most ambitious could stand the pace and survive 
the ordeal.’” 

“Roebling, however, would take a different view when he came to appraise the system long 
afterward. He saw no virtue whatever in what he called ‘that terrible treadmill of forcing an 
avalanche of figures and facts into young brains not qualified to assimilate them as yet.’ ‘I am 
still busy,’ he said, ‘trying to forget the heterogeneous mass of unusable knowledge that I could 
only memorize, not really digest.’” 

The remarks of Steinman about the superior strength and character of Roebling’s generation of students 
as compared to his own contemporary generation may be taken seriously by some readers. However, other 
people have made similar remarks at other times and about other people: 

“Modern Harvard, (1880) even delivered from the Greek fetiche, and with the freest election of 
studies, may be a more comfortable place for the study of the humanities. But is it a better 
school of character?” [2] 

These criticisms of “modern” education are particular examples of a more general tendency of people 
to say, in various ways, that “things ain’t what they used to be,” for instance: 

“...which of the ancients can be found to have used vermilion other wise than sparingly, like a 
drug? But today whole walls are covered with it everywhere.” [9] 

The tendency to believe that education, particularly professional education, must be harsh if it is to be 
good, is very ancient. Among the libraries of Sumeria (c. 2500 B.C.) and of Egypt (c. 1500 B.C.) there 
are many student exercises from the schools for scribes (who were the professionally educated people in 
those days—they did the accounting, wrote the laws, designed pyramids, etc.). Throughout these ancient 
schoolboy exercise books there runs a history of whipping and other corporal punishment which would 
have satisfied the worst 19th century schoolmaster. Sometimes the ancient kids resented the punishment; 
more often as elders they admire the punishment and admonish their own children: “What was good for 
me is good for you!” 

I must admit that for most of my life I thought that way, too. My views began to change while I was 
in charge of the Junior Physics Laboratory. 

When I took over the Laboratory it was a place where students were made to do things for the good 
of their souls. They were shouted at by teaching assistants whose primary interests were theoretical, not 
experimental; their reports were severely graded for errors in spelling; and most of the experiments couldn’t 
be made to give even an approximation to the expected result—some would not even work qualitatively. 
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Now I had learned by that time (1960) that in a research laboratory, if you want to get good work 
you should see to it that people are happy. I saw no reason why this rule should not apply to the Junior 
Physics Lab. So I quieted the T.A.s, limited the amount of credit to be removed for poor spelling (two 
T.A.s immediately threatened to quit over this lowering of standards) and, with the invaluable help of 
Professor Jerome Friedman, set to work making the experiments work as advertised. This took us about 
two years to accomplish. 

By this time I’d also discovered that if the relatively sophisticated apparatus in the Junior Lab was to 
work well, then I would often have to trouble-shoot it myself; so I came to spend about one day a week 
working in the lab, with students working all around me. Their remarks about the way the lab was run 
were, to my amazement, still acerbic; and, at first, my presence in their midst was resented. Later on I 
became accepted, but I do not recall ever at that time (during my third year on the job) being greeted 
with smiles. 

However my acceptance in the lab began to pay off in a totally unexpected way: at the end of the Fall 
term seven or eight students (out of 150), mostly in tears, came separately into my office to confess they’d 
bibled their lab reports because they hadn’t had time to do all the required work. I did not fail these 
students; what I did was to distribute a questionnaire to find out how much time the Junior Lab took from 
a student’s weekly schedule. The results of this questionnaire indicated that the median time was twice 
that allotted; no student said he could complete the work in the allotted time. 

I was at first unable to square this finding with another observation about student morale in the Junior 
Lab. Once a year, for about six weeks, it has always been the custom to allow each student or a group of 
students to do a project. After each project is approved, a small amount of money is appropriated for it 
and whatever help is needed, in scrounging equipment or rare materials, is given by the faculty. Students 
worked very hard and for very long hours over these projects; but while they were doing projects their 
morale was extremely high—everyone looked and acted happy. 

Fortunately at that time I was rereading some of Winston Churchill’s books, and I reread his remark 
that he considered himself never to have worked a day in his life. This then was the message, “if you like 
what you’re doing, you don’t object to getting tired while doing it for long hours.” 

So I relaxed the requirements: I required fewer experiments, gave more choice, and got the allotted 
time for the subject increased. Sure enough, there were some smiles the following year. 

But the punitive aspect of science laboratories is more general by far than the example I’ve given. It 
appears to be a common characteristic of physics laboratories that the apparatus doesn’t work. This is “to 
teach the students respect for the difficulty of physics, etc. etc.” (what it actually teaches is that physics 
professors are bastards). 

Chemistry laboratories, particularly analytical labs, are sometimes operated according to a different 
punitive principle. In one case which came to my attention while I was Undergraduate Planning Professor, 
the professor in charge of an M.I.T. lab had the idea that it was good for students to be continually 
challenged. He operated this way: students who had difficulty analyzing an unknown sample were graded 
down, as perhaps they should have been; but students who succeeded easily were given another and more 
difficult sample; and if they succeeded with that one, yet another one still more difficult. The students 
perceived this professor as having the aim of making every student have a rough time learning analytic 
chemistry. Two students told me about this laboratory; their hatred for the professor was explicit, and 
their characterization of him showed their psychiatric erudition. 
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Convergent - Divergent 

At about the time I was listening to these two chemistry students, I discovered an illuminating book 
[10] which introduced me to the ideas of “convergence” and “divergence.” Getzels and Jackson put forward 
the idea that the degree of convergence or divergence of a child’s mental activity could be estimated in 
roughly quantitative ways and that this characteristic was quite independent of IQ (which they, and I, 
believe to be a valid indicator of a person’s ability to solve problems). Getzels and Jackson tested students 
in a good private school in the Chicago area. They divided the students into High and Low IQ groups (in 
this class the “Low IQ’s” were still very substantially above the population’s norm); and into Convergent 
and Divergent groups—thereby establishing four groups in all. 

An example of a test for divergence/convergence was: “what can you do with a brick?” 

A Convergent child would answer: build a wall. 

A Divergent child would answer: hollow it out for an ash-tray; throw it at somebody; pile bricks on 
one end of a see-saw so you can ride by yourself; build a wall, etc. 

A “Convergent” person is one who thinks conventionally—(he may or may not act unconventionally: 
write poetry, smoke pot, ride a unicycle, have many lovers, etc. etc.); a “Divergent” person thinks un
conventionally (he may or may not always wear a suit and neck-tie, keep regular hours and generally act 
conventionally). 

It was the assertion of Getzels and Jackson that “divergence” is associated with “creativity” and that 
“convergence” is associated with careful painstaking plodding, although possibly at a high order of required 
intelligence. They said they had evidence that the children as well as the wives of college professors often 
had high IQ’s and were convergent; that high IQ kids who were divergent came primarily from the families 
of successful technological entrepreneurs, most of whose wives had only finished high school. Divergent 
children tended to have well developed senses of humor and to be disliked by their teachers even though 
they achieved A level grades. 

Sometime later I came upon a survey book which discusses these ideas at length. [11] Hudson’s Contrary 
Imaginations is the best book to read on divergence, etc.; he also gives a good bibliography. 

As I thought about convergence, the “fire-hose” educational process of engineering schools, Einstein’s 
experience, and the data I was beginning to accumulate on the actual workings of the M.I.T. freshman 
educational system, I slowly came to the following conclusion: If you want a relatively large number of 
people to make the minimum number of mistakes while being responsible for the welfare of very large 
numbers of other people, then you’d best select those who tend toward convergence, educate them in 

´ convergent ways, and weed out as unreliable the divergent. This, after all, is what the Ecole Polytechnique 
was started for: to make sure that only the best of the received methods would be applied to the building 
of bridges and roads; and that the mines would not flood, nor cave in. 

I also concluded that if, contrary-wise, you wanted a few people who would do previously untried things, 
then in order to get those who could do untried things you needed to select students for divergence, and 
educate them accordingly. [12] 

I doubt if there have been many societies wealthy enough to support many divergent people; and 
I doubt divergent people can at present compete against the convergent in practical affairs. Certainly 
classical Greece, where I suppose divergent personalities first appeared in numbers, supported at its best 
only a few of them; and Greece was easily conquered by the Romans who made a virtue of convergence. 
[13] But it seems to me that it is just in the post-industrial society now emerging in the West that the 
divergent personality will dominate; because in that society, if it is not still-born, one may hope for that 
freedom from those ancient apocalyptic terrors which make convergence so necessary for survival. 
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The Low Efficiency of the Engineering Schools 

Since this section is based almost entirely on information about M.I.T. it is only by extension that it 
can be said to apply to engineering schools generally. This extension is safe because M.I.T., while not their 
archetype, has certainly become the paradigm of all engineering schools. The information is based on data 
collected by Wayne Stuart and me during my tenure as Undergraduate Planning Professor,[14] charged 
to “rigorously seek to establish the facts on what the consequences of different educational measures have 
been (at M.I.T.).” 

We asked everyone we saw what he thought the M.I.T. educational process was like, made lists of the 
answers, and decided that everyone must be both right and wrong since every side of every question seemed 
to be taken by someone. We therefore counted students, took attendance by name, issued questionnaires, 
collected college board scores—we sought all the numbers we could get. We attempted to correlate these 
numbers in all reasonable ways. 

We found that the characteristics of students entering M.I.T. were consistent with the statements in 
Bloom’s thesis. [1] M.I.T.’s entering freshmen had higher mathematics and science grades than freshmen 
who enter all colleges except Cal Tech and Cooper Union; their verbal skills were higher than the freshmen 
who entered most of the Ivy League Colleges. Compared with freshmen entering schools like the Indiana 
Institute of Technology and the Clarkson College of Technology, the M.I.T. freshmen were more motivated 
toward learning for its own sake than toward being trained for a job; compared with freshmen entering the 
U.S. Coast Guard Academy, many fewer M.I.T. freshmen thought it highly important to have a full social 
life in college; compared with freshmen entering Yeshiva University significantly more M.I.T. freshmen 
were non-conformists and were rebellious toward society. 

We judged that most of the efforts of the M.I.T. Admissions Office to significantly alter the personality 
profiles of entering classes were futile—a significant waste of time and money, in some cases resulting in a 
cruel exposure of students of inadequate ability to the rigors of M.I.T. 

We found that the best predictors of freshman grades in mathematics, physics, and to a lesser extent 
chemistry were high-school (or College Board) grades in mathematics: the more advanced the mathematics 
and the higher the high school grade, the better the physics and chemistry grades at M.I.T. High school 
science grades were not good predictors of M.I.T. mathematics grades. This and other evidence caused us 
to conclude that a large amount of the testing which normally goes on at M.I.T. is wasted effort. 

We concluded that previous grades are the best predictors of future grades, given that the subject 
matter is reasonably constant. We found little evidence to support the notion that grades are meaningless 
as predictors of success after college. While it is true that there are instances of college drop-outs or near 
failures who later succeed in life, your best bet is always on the highest graded person—in spite of the fact 
that some persons who achieve high grades are professional examination-takers. 

Contrary to the folk-wisdom of teachers, we found that students who worked the longest over the 
homework assignments of a particular subject did not, on the average, achieve the highest grades. Students 
who achieve high grades take substantially less than the allotted time to do their homework, but they do 
it according to a methodical schedule. Contrary to the impressions of many faculty members the average 
freshman was not overworked. Contrary to the hopes of some faculty members, there was not much 
unrequired investigation of the subject matter by freshmen. 

As expected, we found that students who fail a subject most usually had not attended its lectures; 
we judged that the direction of the causality could not be established—there were students who stopped 
attending after they’d begun to fail. 
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Contrary to expectation we also found significant numbers of freshmen who stayed away from the 
lectures but nevertheless achieved honors grades. 

Contrary to recommendations of the Committees on Curriculum Content Planning and on Educational 
Policy, we found that in subjects where the subject matter was pitched at the level of the upper third of the 
class, remedial classes for the slower students were relatively ineffective. We judged instead that subjects 
should be pitched at the average student; and that extra and possibly more difficult material should be 
available to the best students. 

The teaching competence of a recitation instructor, as judged by other instructors, had no detectable 
effect on the average grades achieved by his classes. The principal and overwhelming reason why one 
section got higher average grades than another was because that group of students got higher average 
grades in high school. The registrar, when he schedules students to the different classes, produces non
random fluctuations in these averages (the really bright kids are usually in that section which meets at an 
unusual hour). 

We came to the conclusion that student evaluation of teachers, particularly as it is performed at Harvard 
University, has practically no effect on the teaching competence of the faculty; year after year you can read 
[15] that Professor X doesn’t know anything about Dante or that Professor Y’s voice is so hypnotic that 
even those students who want to stay awake go to sleep. 

Contrary to the belief that the principal causes for declining lecture attendance are the particular 
lecture room used, and the time of day at which the lecture is given, we found that these two causes while 
important are not the dominant cause of poor attendance. The dominant cause of poor attendance is the 
students’ judgement that the lecturer is not worth listening to. We concluded that the most objective way 
to estimate the teaching ability of one of our instructors was to take attendance in his class toward the 
end of the term. 

But when we tried to correlate attendance with grades we got no results. One thing we should have tried 
was to correlate grades with students’ opinions of the teaching ability of various instructors. Such studies 
have recently been published. Short descriptions of these papers are given in Appendix C. [16][17][18] My 
conclusion is that the last paper (Frey) is the best one; and that while it is true that the student’s own 
ability is the largest factor in determining his grade, the ability of the instructor should not be ignored. 

We judged that the principal function of the lecture-recitation system was to coerce the majority of 
the students into reading a textbook and doing homework. At the time, it seemed to us that this was an 
extravagantly expensive way to get the homework problems done. 

The drift away from science into engineering, and away from either into the verbal disciplines described 
in Bloom’s thesis [1] was very noticeable during and after the freshman year. It was as though the first 
year at M.I.T. was deliberately designed to have that effect. 

Students who entered the different disciplines had significantly different average grades. Mathematics 
and physics were always highest; architecture and management always lowest. [19] 

Students entering the different disciplines had significantly different personality profiles, [20] archi
tecture students seeming to have substantially more divergent personalities than management students; 
mathematics and physics students seemed closely grouped somewhat above the average in divergence for 
the entire class. [21] The general picture is that the personalities of engineering and management students 
tend to fit the overall adjective “convergent;” while those of science, humanities, and above all architecture, 
tend to be “divergent.” 
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A General Impression 

When it came time to plan what was to become the Experimental Study Group, my impression of 
M.I.T. was that of an enormously expensive and powerful organization trying, and often failing, in the 
rather modest task of educating freshmen: many of them were not getting a drink from the firehose, they 
were being flushed down the drain. 

The Genesis of the Experimental Study Group 

It was Howard Johnson’s idea. One day in 1967 he called me into his office. “George,” he said, “you 
ought to stop all this statistical work. What we ought to have is an experimental college in an enclave 
someplace on the campus. I’d like you to set up a student-faculty committee to plan it.” 

Wayne Stuart and I hadn’t quite finished the last two chapters of our report, [14] so I didn’t start 
working on this task right away. What really held me back, I now see in retrospect, was my own need to 
decide if I wanted to run an experimental college. 

Experimental Colleges 

Everyone of course had his own idea of what an “experimental college” was. Sarah Lawrence and 
Bennington were the most often referred to; but in fact the experimental-college concept really meant the 
kind of thing mentioned to me by President Johnson—some kind of a different system of education usually 
embedded in an otherwise orthodox campus. 

They were springing up all over the country: A Berkeley effort, led by Joseph Tussman, was simply 
called “Experimental College Program.” Time magazine asked of it: “What happens when you take one of 
Berkeley’s liberal-minded philosophy professors and give him complete freedom to fashion an experimental 
liberal-arts program that lets students talk endlessly with talented teachers?” [22] 

Other places gave fancier names to their efforts: Fordham University set up “Bensalem;” Antioch had 
its “Inner College.” Some experimental colleges were also set up independently on their own campuses, for 
instance the College of the Potomac, and Friends World College. 

All the many experimental colleges that I knew of taught some kind of liberal arts curriculum; but 
when Howard Johnson proposed that M.I.T. start one he made it clear that mathematics and science were 
to be emphasized to the extent normal at M.I.T. 

Could you adopt such extraordinary freedom of manner and spirit to a rigorous curriculum? I thought 
not, at first; so I explored the idea of adopting a rigorous curriculum to the ideas of experimental colleges— 
this seemed even less possible to me. 

Time has shown that I was wrong on both judgments: the M.I.T. Experimental Study Group is in fact, 
today, an experimental college entirely in the spirit in which Bensalem and the others were conceived; the 
curriculum is as rigorous as any at M.I.T. in the sense that hard books are mastered; but the curriculum 
is also as free and open as any of the liberal arts experimental colleges in the sense that students study 
when, where and to some degree what they like. 

How the Elder Learners and Edna Came To Be 

In all my reading about experimental colleges I found precious little hard information and even less 
guidance. However, one paper, by Joseph Axelrod, was invaluable; it gave me the idea of the “elder 
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learner” and also led to my hiring of Edna Torgerson and to my defining her job so that she could become 
the emotional and social anchor-woman of the E.S.G. [23] 

I now quote from Axelrod: 

“The structure outlined here, called Model M, is offered as a model for an experimental college 
that would be established on the large urban campus.” (San Francisco State College; p. 328) 

“Small classes or more face-to-face contact cannot, in themselves, turn students on—i.e., induce 
genuine involvement, a feeling of relevance. The only thing that can is a special teacher-learner 
relationship. It is that special relationship, as a feature which is characteristic of the climate 
of learning, rather than a happy and relatively rare accident that Model M seeks to establish.” 
(p. 329) 

“Within the primary group, as the professor takes on certain functions which traditionally are 
conceived as appropriate to ‘learners’ only, so Model M envisions the student assuming certain 
functions that are usually considered appropriate only for professors. If teaching and learning 
are to become a single process—an engagement in joint inquiry—then it follows that the pattern 
of authority and status in Model M must also differ from that typically found in the traditional 
university model. The crux of the process, as Harold Taylor puts it, is for students to learn 
‘how to teach each other and how to learn from each other, from books, from experience, from 
their teachers, or from anything.’” (p. 330) 

“The faculty aide is a new post created for Model M. His function is administrative rather than 
instructional. He is the ‘leg man’ for the staff team, and responsible for all administrative and 
record-keeping matters for the primary group to which he belongs in a given term. As a ‘trouble 
shooter,’ he facilitates communication between students and faculty in the primary group, and 
serves as the group’s liaison with student personnel services. He is the major clearinghouse for 
information regarding group movements, the message center for members of the group, morale 
builder, Mother. Probably mature in years and experience, the aide is someone holding a 
college degree or the equivalent, able to alleviate the immediate problems of a nervous student 
or anxious faculty member. The aide is not someone aspiring to become a faculty member, 
for this is a career post in its own right. His salary lies somewhere between that of a senior 
secretary or administrative assistant and instructor. 

“Women whose children are in college or beyond might well be attracted to this post. No specific 
training is needed. Office machine skills are not, strictly speaking, necessary. Many mature 
and intelligent women who currently hold secretarial posts in the academic world perform, 
with great insight, all of the duties listed here for the faculty aide, so the post is, therefore, 
not actually a new one. Model M simply recognizes and attempts to formalize a complex job 
already performed on almost every campus by many faithful secretaries.” (p. 332) 

Anyone who reads Axelrod’s paper will find many other concrete suggestions which I chose to ignore 
because I thought there was too much disparity between the intelligence of M.I.T. students and those 
taught by Axelrod and also too much disparity between the level of commitment demanded by the M.I.T. 
curriculum and that at San Francisco State. Soon after I read this paper, wild rioting broke out on the 
campus of San Francisco State College; this lasted throughout the formative years of the E.S.G. and until 
now it has not seemed helpful to emphasize that any feature of the E.S.G. was guided by experience at 
San Francisco State College. 

These good ideas however would have been of no use to us had we not been able to hire a person who 
was both understanding and resilient. Miss Torgerson’s personal qualities were exactly what was needed; 
without her the E.S.G. would never have survived its first year. 
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The European Universities 

Early in 1968 I talked with a number of M.I.T. faculty members who had attended European Univer
sities; those conversations, particularly with Professor S. Olbert and with Professor L. Trilling eventually 
put me on a path which seemed to lead somewhere. 

Almost any student can matriculate in the European universities. The professors lecture pretty much 
on whatever they please, and the students attend or don’t attend as they please. Text books are available 
but the professor usually will not recommend any of them since, as one of them was quoted as saying, 
“book? I know this subject, I don’t need a book.” Tutors are also available, usually for a fee. After the 
student thinks he’s mastered his subject he can take an examination for a degree. The drop-out rate is 
extremely high, but European Universities also tend to encourage “perpetual” students—students who stay 
in residence for decades. The level of learning is, however, very high; and the highly motivated, unusually 
able student is likely to be best educated at one of these places. 

Since M.I.T. only admits unusually able students one might expect that the freedom of the European 
University system would not result in a high drop-out rate if it were to be allowed here, especially if it 
were restricted to freshmen; or so I conjectured. Therefore I began to plan an experimental college based 
not only on brand new notions from California, but also on very ancient ideas from Padua, from Vienna, 
and from Paris. 

The Cambridge University Tradition 

I was interested in affording more students more contact with their teachers and the Oxford-Cambridge 
tradition seemed an appropriate model for that. 

In March of 1968 I spent nine days in England. Professor A.B. Pippard and his colleagues at Cavendish 
Laboratory and Professor Horlock in the Engineering Department were most generous to me. I also visited 
the Universities of Sussex, Surrey and London. 

I was quite disenchanted with Cambridge, and with the classic Oxbridge system as it was applied 
to technical education. I will not digress to explain why I was disenchanted; in Appendix D are some 
quotations from my trip report, which explain my disillusionment. 

The O.I.A. 

Immediately upon my return from England I began to put coherent thoughts together. I had the 
benefit of several conversations with Howard Johnson and Jerry Wiesner; and by the middle of April I 
had composed a document called “An Option for Intellectual Autonomy” which was satisfactory to both 
Howard and Jerry. (That document is Appendix E.) 

In May of 1968 I began recruiting a committee of students and Faculty members; the committee was 
originally named “the Experimental College Study Group.” 

The First Recruitment 

From each department head I had already received a list of his colleagues who were particularly 
interested in undergraduate education; this list of names was originally intended to be the mailing list for 
the Valley-Stuart [14] Reference Manual. Now I used it again, this time as a source of names of potential 
committee members. I did not know how many would respond, so I decided initially to send out thirty 
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copies of “An Option for Intellectual Autonomy” with a covering letter asking for comment, but saying 
nothing about any committee. I sent these as follows: fourteen to the School of Science; six to School of 
Engineering; four to the School of Humanities and Social Science; two to the School of Management; one to 
the School of Architecture; and three, in addition to Howard and Jerry, to the Administration. I received 
favorable replies as follows: from Science 55%, from Engineering 50%, from Humanities and Social Science 
100%; from Management zero; from Architecture zero; from Administration 100%. 

I chose thirty sophomores as follows: they should have highest freshman-sophomore grades combined 
with highest SAT verbal scores. I had good reason to believe that high SAT verbal scores correlate with 
“divergence;” thus I was after smart divergent sophomores. I was chiefly interested in sophomores because 
I wanted some of the student members of the committee to serve as tutors in the new enterprise, and I 
expected that it would take a year of planning and arguing before the experimental college would exist. 

Twenty-six sophomores said they would be interested; I chose several that I liked the looks of, plus 
Robert Berman who had been working in my office and on whose competence and good sense I could rely. 

During the summer of 1968 Edna Torgerson decided to leave the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
and return to Cambridge. Edna had worked with me in the Junior Physics Laboratory and I knew I could 
rely upon her to fit the role described by Axelrod. [23] There were several other professors who also had 
high opinions of Edna, and I solicited letters of recommendation for her from them; armed with these 
letters I had little trouble arranging her salary, and she became the first member of the Committee. 

The Name Is Invented, And Meetings Are Held 

Sometime also during that summer, I received a message that, since “Experimental Colleges” were 
creating noise on some campuses and arousing the disfavor of prominent citizens, it might not be a good 
idea to call it the “Experimental College Study Group.” So I erased the word “college,” thinking that the 
ambiguity in the name would be fun. Actually this ambiguity created lots of argument in the E.S.G. and for 
three years some E.S.G. people complained that the study group wasn’t experimental enough while others 
said the experimental studying wasn’t going on in a sufficiently group-like (i.e. communal) atmosphere. 

The first meeting of the Experimental Study Group was held on September 18, 1968 at 10:00 a.m. in 
Room 10-280. 

Faculty members present were: Eric Cosman VIII, A.P. French VIII, Albert Gurney XXI, President 
Johnson, Arthur Kaladin XXI, Daniel Kemp V, John King VIII, Frederick McGarry II, Walter Rosenblith 
VI, Edgar Schein XV, Arthur Steinberg XXI, Gilbert Strang XVIII, George Thomas XVIII, George Valley 
VIII; absent were: Thibaut Brian X, Henry Millon IV, and Provost Jerome Wiesner. 

Students present were: Robert Berman XVIII, Charles Friedman VIII, and William Holland IV; absent 
were: Richard Edelman XXI and James Jamieson XXI. 

President Howard Johnson opened the meeting and expressed his full support for the effort. He said 
it was necessary to keep C.E.P. and the Faculty informed of our deliberations; he also said he needed a 
report by January 1, 1969. 

From then on we met every week at 3 p.m. Jerry Wiesner and Paul Gray came to many of these 
meetings and we made minutes available to everybody. I talked with Howard Johnson periodically and I 
always had his firm support. The membership was fairly constant during the fall term of 1968. During 
that time Professor Robert Halfman asked to be included, and there was some change in the student 
membership. 
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I made no effort to push the paper called “An Option for Intellectual Autonomy” although I did see 
that all the ideas in it were well argued.1 Some of them survived and some did not. What did survive, 
however, was the idea of intellectual autonomy—everybody bought that wholeheartedly; what was harder 
to do was to figure out the method. 

The Report of January 1, 1969 

We prepared a thick report and delivered it to Howard and Jerry and sent copies to the C.E.P. (The first 
seven pages of that report are Appendix G of this report.) 

If one compares the “Objectives of the Proposed ‘Option for Intellectual Autonomy’” as stated by me 
in April 1968 (Appendix E, p. 5) with “Guiding Principles for an Experimental Program” in the January 
1 Report of the Experimental Study Group (Appendix G, p. 3), one sees that similar ideas are expressed 
from two very different points of view. 

In April 1968 I expressed such ideas as: each student should learn at his own pace; there should 
be informal exams; there should be undergraduate tutors; a freshman should use several books for each 
subject; freshmen should invent original homework problems; there should be freshman colloquia; there 
should be self-education of freshmen; “grading” should be by staff approbation; there should be a staff 
attitude of “we don’t care how he learns as long as he does learn.” 

In January of 1969 the E.S.G. report (which I drafted but which was extensively corrected by E.S.G. 
members) expressed these ideas: there should be an individualized program for each student; students 
needed guidance toward the use of freedom; students should be shown how to create their own programs; 
students should come to understand themselves; students should learn to cooperate with others; the new 
program should influence all M.I.T. education; there should be general colloquia; there should be available 
to each student self-study, concentrated study, seminars, lectures, and regular M.I.T. subjects. 

These two papers are not in opposition; they are in fact describing the same general point of view. 
However, whereas the 1968 paper represents only my own rather process-oriented views, the 1969 paper 
gives a much warmer student-oriented picture of what was proposed. 

The 1969 paper is also written in less specific terms, and perhaps one can sympathize with the convergent 
faculty member who told Malcolm Parlett, “George Valley managed to sell a contentless program.” [24] 
After rereading both these E.S.G. papers, I now see that they have a family resemblance to all those other 
experimental college descriptions which were of no help to me [e.g. the book about Hampshire College [25]] 
while I was trying to plan an experimental college. 

I believe the reason why these papers seem mysterious, vague and contentless is that they are trying 
to describe the creation of a new ambiance, a new atmosphere of learning. They are not proposing new 
subject-material because the authors are all wise enough to know that new material isn’t required. The 
difficulty really lies in the choice of art-form. Ambiance and atmosphere cannot be communicated well by 
descriptive prose; we should have written a novel—then the majority of the M.I.T. faculty would have been 
able to understand what was proposed (and it probably would have scared the hell out of most of them). 

Following our January 1, 1969 report there was a period of hooting and hollering, chiefly about money, 
but also whether or not I should direct the new program. I would like to express my appreciation to the 
many members of the M.I.T. Administration, Corporation, and Faculty who supported the new ideas at 
that time; particularly to Howard Johnson, James B. Fisk, and Edwin H. Land. 

1Some questions which the Committee members asked me about the “O.I.A.” are in Appendix F. 
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Why I Insisted on Running the E.S.G. 

(1) To a good approximation the main new ideas originated by any committee are those of one or two 
of its members. The whole committee rarely produces anything valuable (“a camel is an animal designed 
by a committee”). Committee discussion is useful and necessary chiefly for judging the value of ideas, and 
for refining ideas. 

(2) During twenty years of chairing committees I had seen ample proof that new ideas cannot be 
proposed by one group of people and then carried forward by a different group; this just doesn’t happen 
with new ideas. If something new comes out of a committee, then some of the people on that committee 
are needed to run the implementing operation. 

(3) Following Dr. Parlett’s comment that M.I.T. was elite and convergent I thought about M.I.T.’s 
eliteness for several weeks. What confused me was the large number of M.I.T. people who continually 
abjured eliteness. (Indeed at its first meeting in September, 1968 the Experimental Study Group was 
instructed not to devise an elitist society.) I finally decided that M.I.T. was indeed an elite organization; 

´ that all professional groups are elite, and that the original Ecole Polytechnique was itself elite. I came 
to the conclusion that the support of egalitarianism by many M.I.T. faculty members was only a benign 
manifestation of their puritanical upbringings and concomitant feelings of guilt; and that the speechifying 
of a few “radical” professors was empty posturing—they were as elitist as everyone else. 

(4) Some of my criticisms of M.I.T., which led to my interest in starting the Experimental Study Group, 
were very old. For instance on April 8, 1947 I wrote to Professor W.K. Lewis, Chairman of the Committee 
on Educational Survey: 

“...it is most important that, if Institute policy be aimed at adequately training the many, it 
shall not inhibit the few. Let us take care not to make ducks out of our swans.” 

“In order to teach effectively the instructor must infect the students with some of his own 
enthusiasm.” 

“Instead of being educated in science and engineering they are being well trained in solving 
problems. Instead of leaders, hacks are produced.” 

(5) As I speculated about the motivations of the people who were opposing me, and studied their 
statements, I could discern no indication that they could understand, or lead, an enterprise intended to 
emotionally support uniquely competent students. Therefore I persisted. 

I determined that my influence on the E.S.G. would be to make it fit for budding Einsteins; that what 
I was interested in was fostering students who would be courageous enough to think in new ways without 
fear of getting the wrong answer. In short, I was going to educate potential Nobel Laureates. I expected 
that the price of doing this would be that I fostered some crack-pots. 

Of course it was not at the time politic to discuss such a goal openly; nor would I do so today if I 
intended to continue operating the Experimental Study Group. I should report, however, that in 1968 and 
1969 there was evidence that some people saw where I wanted to go, and tacitly supported me. There 
may also have been some members of the original E.S.G. who were prepared to go my way—as long as we 
didn’t make fools of ourselves by talking about it. I remember one administrator who looked me in the eye 
while he said, “M.I.T. is certainly good at producing vice-presidents of industry.”“What about presidents?” 
I asked. “Hah,” he replied. 
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Recruiting Divergent Freshmen 

As soon as it was practical to do so I set about planning to attract divergent freshmen. The most immediate 
problem was space. Parlett [24] contrasts the E.S.G. space with that of another experimental program in 
this way: 

“ESG has its rooms (e.g., library, music listening room, seminar rooms, office, lab, etc.) clustered 
around a central lounge area which forms a definitive focus and communal center. Anybody 
entering ESG must go through it. It would be difficult to avoid all communication. It is easy 
to see whether people are in or not. USSP is quite unlike this. Rooms it uses are spread along 
four corridors on three floors. ‘Have you seen Harry?’ ‘No, have you seen Don?’ is an instantly 
recognizable USSP corridor encounter. While Edna Torgerson in ESG could tell you at once 
whether a particular student or faculty member was around, her counterpart in USSP would 
find it impossible. USSP is diffuse, its boundaries uncertain. It’s just sections of corridor and 
numerous little rooms. ESG is an intimate little enclave, distinct, intra-regarding, and secure. 
Its members’ descriptions reflect this: ESG is a ‘home,’ ‘a private club,’ ‘a refuge,’ ‘a type of 
commune,’ ‘a womb,’ ‘a fraternity without the artificial garbage.’ The most common metaphor 
is ‘a home’ (and, as one visitor remarked, ‘a middle class home at that’). ESG has a kitchen, 
used privately and for preparing group lunches; most of the ESG area is open 24 hours, and 
there is an extensive night life. In addition, there are organized social activities—e.g., excursions 
to the beach. In fact, ESG set out to be home-like (‘comfortable, colorful, almost child-like,’ 
ESG faculty member), providing facilities more often associated with living groups than with 
academic programs.” 

The ESG rooms were not arranged by accident. When the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory was first set 
up in 1951, my division occupied the top floor of a square building which used to be where Building 26 
now stands. We had a space about 150 ft. square, of which the periphery was lined with offices and 
a meeting-room. The entire center area, about 10,000 square feet, was open, and in it each research 
team had its own area with undeliniated boundaries which were respected by everyone. The result of this 
arrangement was that I knew everyone by name and knew what he was doing. More importantly, everyone 
knew what everyone else was doing and we didn’t need to call many meetings. But after we moved to 
the new Lexington Laboratory buildings we inhabited private offices and private laboratories branching off 
long hallways. I was immediately shut off from my colleagues; people became strangers to one another and 
we had to call frequent meetings. 

By 1968 I also knew that these ideas about space had the support of social psychologists. Therefore 
I sought a square space for the E.S.G.; the only one which was then unoccupied was the enormous lobby 
of the Bush Building. I would have liked to build seminar rooms, the kitchen and all that around the 
periphery of the Bush Building Lobby; I would have retained the central space as the E.S.G. Commons 
Room. 

Thus, when it had been decided that the E.S.G. would inhabit the penthouse atop Building 24, we 
deliberately created a big central room with smaller offices and rooms in front and behind. 

During the summer of 1968 I asked Edna Torgerson to take the scoring sheet for the Omnibus Person
ality Inventory and sort out in lists all those questions which pertained to each particular dimension of 
personality. Regardless of whether we thought this personality test had any value as such, we did know 
this about it: among its five-hundred odd questions there were some which were consistently answered 
“yes” and others which were consistently answered “no” by freshmen who ultimately majored in science, 
humanities and architecture; and opposite answers to many of these same questions were frequently given 
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by potential engineers and students of management. Thus, as a result of Edna’s sorting, I acquired a 
handy list of ideas. When I suggested to other members of the E.S.G. such ideas as: should we have a 
music room; a kitchen; a place to work with your hands which was not necessarily a laboratory; brightly 
colored walls; carpets and furniture; informal arrangement of furniture; I was inspired by this list. Those 
were questions which certain students always answered “yes” to when asked in the O.P.I. Of course not all 
ideas came from the O.P.I. list—people thought of other items by themselves. Some of my proposals were 
voted down; but I got pretty far. When it came time to prepare a descriptive paper to send to the new 
freshman class, I again read this list of O.P.I. questions, and answered many of them affirmatively in the 
first draft. Of course, much of this was edited out by other members of the E.S.G. but still, a fair amount 
was accepted.2 

The Experimental Study Group 

The First Year 

The following is a list of names of the first E.S.G. teaching staff including the upperclassmen who were 
tutors. 

Robert Berman Senior, Mathematics 
Melinda Bird Senior, Humanities 
John Compton Senior, Physics 
Rich Edelman Senior, Humanities 
Peter Elbow Assistant Professor, Humanities 
Mark Engler Instructor, Chemistry 
John Franks Instructor, Mathematics 
Anthony French Professor, Physics 
Charles Friedman Senior, Physics 
Richard Goodman Senior, Chemistry 
Robert Halfman Professor, Aeronautics 
Robert Hobbs Graduate Student, Physics 
Barry Jentz Educational Consultant 
Mark Levensky Associate Professor, Humanities 
Margaret MacVicar Instructor, Physics 
Madeleine McClure Senior, Electrical Engineering 
Alan Millner Graduate Student, Electrical Eng. 
Harold Nussbaum Junior, Political Science 
Steven Pincus Senior, Chemistry 
Elaine Savage Junior, Material Science 
Gilbert Strang Associate Professor, Mathematics 
George Valley Professor, Physics 

I will let three humanists describe the first term. 

This first 1969 prospectus is reproduced here as Appendix H. It may be compared with Appendix I, the prospectus sent 
out during the summer of 1973; these two papers show how the E.S.G. developed during four years. 
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How Professor Mark Levensky Saw It [26] 

“The freshmen who joined the ESG in the fall of 1969 were extraordinary. They were as loud, 
as wild looking, as outwardly self-confident, as anti-establishment, as raring to go as any group 
of people that I have ever run into. Most of the ESG faculty and staff couldn’t have been 
happier. Some faculty members, however, were already trying to figure out where we went 
wrong. (“Self-selection. That’s where we went wrong. We shouldn’t have let the freshmen 
choose themselves.”) Actually the joining up and selection procedures that we planned–lots of 
written information, formal and informal talks with faculty and staff, a chance to meet each 
other, a week or so to investigate the regular curriculum, no coaxing, everything very low keyed, 
self-selection–worked as well as anyone could have hoped. Out of the hundred freshmen3 who 
visited the ESG during the first two weeks of the term, only thirty-eight wanted to join and 
we took them all. Of those that joined, six later said that they made a mistake. I think that 
they were right. They should have either joined the regular curriculum or gone to another 
place. Of the thirty-two students who later said that they made the right choice when they 
joined the ESG, probably twenty-one would have been unhappy in the regular curriculum. 
More importantly, if the faculty and staff had chosen the students for the ESG on the basis 
of applications, letters, interviews, and personal intuitions, we would probably have made the 
right choice less than half the time. 

“Our getting started program was pretty much of a flop. Only a couple of people believed that 
it might work, so it didn’t. What we did was to ask each freshman to make a list of some of the 
areas, problems, or questions that he had seriously wondered about from time to time, and that 
he might be interested in finding out about now. These lists did not have to have an academic 
flavor. Any topic would do. Once these lists were made we had copies of them xeroxed and 
passed out to everyone. We then met in small groups to consider whether the lists suggested 
any areas of overlapping interests among the students, and if they did, whether these people 
might like to get together to help each other get started with some work. Some of us hoped that 
by doing this we could provide a comfortable way for freshmen to get started with something 
that interested them, to do work that they probably wouldn’t have had a chance to do in the 
regular curriculum, and to form small groups in which they could help and support each other. 
But mostly, these hopes weren’t realized. The freshmen didn’t take their lists seriously. One 
list came in on a crumpled napkin. And most of the lists were made up, in more than one 
sense, at the last minute. Consequently, the groups that met to consider these lists had a sense 
of let’s pretend about them. And at the same time that these groups were meeting, faculty 
members were putting up signs on the bulletin board saying that if anyone was interested in 
starting freshman mathematics, they should come to a meeting in the large seminar room on 
Wednesday at one o’clock. 

“In spite of our getting started program, most freshmen got started on something almost imme
diately. Most started calculus, or joined a writing or poly-water or mechanics seminar organized 
by a faculty member, or started some project of their own–reading Descartes, doing space re
search, building a helicopter–with the guidance of one or two faculty members, or started doing 
work for a course in the regular curriculum. A few students didn’t seem to get started with 
anything. They just sat around. 

“By the end of the first month, things began to change. Students stopped studying calculus, 
stopped coming to seminars, and stopped doing their individual projects. Instead, more and 

3The number who visited was actually 56, not 100. - G.E.V. 
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more students started to sit around too. They drank coffee, ate, read newspapers and magazines, 
talked, messed around. A few small groups of people did get together to do something. What 
they did was to practice yoga, read contemporary American poetry aloud, learn how to use pay 
telephones without paying, or talk about inter-personal relationships and themselves. Other 
students simply disappeared. 

“At this point the faculty and staff started to mumble to one another. Something seemed 
wrong. Most of the students had suddenly stopped doing traditional academic work and no 
one knew why. This period of general floundering–aimless activity, vacant stares, starts and 
stops, unrecognized fantasies, unpredictable forgetfulness, some non-academic work but a strong 
reluctance to do any academic work on their own or to work with other students on traditional 
academic subjects, self-deception about what they were or weren’t doing, too much sleep–lasted 
for about two months. A few students never seemed to flounder at all. They knew exactly what 
they wanted to do and more or less did it. Others never stopped floundering, and to some extent 
are floundering still. 

“We later came to understand these events in the following way. Many of the students who 
joined the ESG were not as raring to go as they first appeared to us, and to themselves, to be. 
At least they were not as anxious to begin academic work as we all thought. What some of 
them were anxious to do was figure out who, exactly, they were, how, miracle of miracles, they 
happened to be at MIT, and what, on earth, they wanted or at least were going to do now. 
Had all of these students been in the regular curriculum, they would have been permitted to 
think about such questions on their way to classes and in the last moments before sleep. In 
the ESG, they had the time, space, and permission to think about these questions constantly. 
Some did. [Emphasis added by G.E.V.] 

“Another group of students who stopped doing academic work had joined the ESG fully con
fident that there was work they wanted to do on their own and that they were prepared, 
emotionally and intellectually, to do it. But once they began this work–at MIT, not at Old 
West High–they discovered that they weren’t as fully prepared to do the work as they thought 
they were, and, then, that they weren’t all that interested in doing the work anyway. This came 
as quite a shock for some of these students. It took them a while to get over it. 

“A third group of students stopped doing academic work because they were just plain tired 
of school. They had worked very hard in school for a very long time so that finally, someday, 
they could go to another school, a school like MIT. Now they were here and it hardly seemed 
worth all the trouble. In any case, they wanted out of school for awhile. So instead of formally 
dropping out of MIT, dealing with their parents, and finding some place else to live, they took 
an informal, short-term leave of absence compliments of the ESG. 

“What we didn’t understand then and what we still don’t understand very well is how the 
faculty, staff and students in the ESG can be helpful to each other in this situation. What some 
members of the ESG have concluded is that:4 

1. Students need to come to terms with their non-academic goals before they can take the 
initiative to study academic topics effectively. 

2. Neither non-academic nor academic goals can be forced on students or even profitably 
suggested to them, but much can be done to make them aware of possible goals. 

These conclusions were more fully described in the second ESG report to the C.E.P. (Spring, 1971). 
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3. Worrying about	 ‘the student who can’t decide what he wants to do’ or ‘the possible 
unsettling effect of freedom’ is sterile; we should be supportive rather than critical or 
fearful. 

But it is still an open question for us what in particular we can do to help students come to 
terms with their non-academic goals, to suggest possible non-academic and academic goals, 
and to be as supportive as possible. One thing that seems clear is that it requires an enormous 
amount of people’s time, energy, and empathy and insight. Far more than the ESG faculty was 
prepared, at first, to offer. When the faculty signed on to this program, we all knew that we 
would be talking seriously with students about their non-academic lives. This was one of the 
reasons that we joined the program. But we simply didn’t realize what we were letting ourselves 
in for. We all had some experience advising students in the regular curriculum. But what that 
meant is that we had seen some students a couple of times of year, signed some papers for 
them, and had a short, friendly chat. In the ESG however, each of us had four or five advisees, 
and some of us saw and talked to most of them once or twice a week if they were still around, 
and had at least one long, fairly agonizing talk with each of them once every two weeks. I used 
to go home from these talks emotionally exhausted, completely certain that I had said all the 
wrong things, and amazed at the variety, complexity, and intensity of the personal problems 
that I was being asked to talk about. I also went home with the uncomfortable feeling that 
I would probably have to have another of these talks with someone before the week was out. 
Other ESG faculty members dealt with the problems of being an ESG advisor very differently. 
Some relished being a very personal, confidential counselor to their advisees, and did a good 
job of it. Others avoided their advisees, or at least their advisees’ personal problems, as much 
as they could, and they did a good job of that too. 

“An important thing that happened about the time that many of the students in the ESG 
stopped doing academic work was that various groups in the ESG began to meet together to 
talk about the program. The faculty met. The faculty, graduate assistants, and senior tutors 
met. The freshmen met. And once a week there was a general meeting open to everyone. 
At most of these meetings people complained. People complained about some administrative 
aspects of the program, about the use or misuse of some part of the ESG area, or about 
faculty in the program, or students, or each other. Suggestions were made. Proposals written. 
Committees formed. These meetings were extremely helpful. Not only did they give people 
a chance to say what was on their minds, to feel that they were part of something real, and 
to do something about changing that reality, but they also gave us all a chance to learn some 
interesting things about our program and each other. 

“One of the things that I learned at these meetings was that when the faculty and staff who 
planned the ESG agreed that, in the ESG, students could learn what they wanted to learn, they 
didn’t all mean the same thing. For example, some of them meant that in the ESG a student 
could learn what he pleased so long as what he learned was physics, chemistry, mathematics 
or some other academic subject normally studied at MIT. Others meant that a student could 
learn what he wanted to learn, period. This particular example of unexpected disagreement 
in meaning came out when some members of the faculty complained that the students weren’t 
doing anything, and continued to complain about this even after it was pointed out to them that 
many of these students were practicing yoga, reading contemporary American poetry aloud, 
learning how to use pay telephones without paying, or talking about interpersonal relationships 
and themselves. 

“Another thing that I learned was that while many of the faculty said before the program began 
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that they had no particular expectations about the kind of students who would join the program, 
or about what the students in the program would do, we all did have such expectations. Most 
of us had private expectations about who the students would be–freaks or straights, scientists 
or engineers, the very gifted or the just very bright. Many of us had private expectations 
as to how much of a group the ESG would and should become. Some wanted the ESG to 
be a personal, open community and were anxious to use encounter group techniques to help 
this happen. Others expected that soon after joining the ESG each freshman would go off on 
his own, start an independent project, and soon begin to develop the ability to make critical, 
independent judgments about his work, life, and world. We made most of our private, often 
conflicting, expectations public to the students soon after the program began. And when most 
of these expectations were not satisfied, we managed to make our private, often conflicting, 
disappointments public too. 

“A third thing that I learned at these meetings was that when the students stopped doing school 
work, the staff stopped teaching, and for the staff this was hard to take. Faculty members in the 
ESG were considered and considered themselves to be bright, knowledgable, and good teachers. 
They all were anxious to teach well. So were the graduate students and tutors. But when more 
and more of the students stopped reading textbooks, doing problems, and asking questions, and 
started reading magazines, drinking coffee, and sitting around, more and more of the faculty 
did too. Some of the faculty, like some of the students, even disappeared. It was extremely 
depressing to feel so useful but to be so useless. The senior tutors probably had it the worst. 
For many of them this was their first official teaching experience in a university and they were 
really looking forward to it. But even when the program was going well, they weren’t used 
much. Freshmen probably thought: why work with an undergraduate when there are all these 
professors around? And the tutors found it far more difficult to relate to the freshmen as fellow 
undergraduates than they had expected. 

“I suggested at this point, and at other times, that the ESG staff form an interdisciplinary 
seminar of our own and then open the seminar up to any students who might want to join. 
After all, we weren’t doing much and were bored, there were staff members from five or six-
different disciplines, and the space and time was available. What a perfect opportunity to do 
what everyone around MIT always talked about doing but seldom did–interdisciplinary work. 
And if the seminar got started and was successful, then it could serve as a valuable model to 
ESG students and to faculty in the regular curriculum. But the seminar didn’t happen. It 
didn’t happen then, or, with one small exception, at any time since in the ESG. And I think 
that I know why. In spite of what each of us often said or even believed, none of us was willing 
to learn very much about any other discipline but his own. I wasn’t willing to learn calculus 
or physics, and other folks weren’t willing to learn philosophy or history. So most of us just 
sat there drinking coffee, eating cookies, answering questions, and waiting for the students to 
make up their minds what they wanted to do. 

“One last thing that I learned from these meetings was the importance of George, Edna and the 
ESG area in keeping things together. George was amazing. Although in one sense the ESG was 
his program–he thought a lot of it up and got it going–and although he was as strong willed 
and as self-confident as anyone, he was open to any suggestion, willing to change his mind, and 
at the losing end of a number of important arguments about the policies of the program. Edna 
kept track of all the administrative details that most of us hated to deal with, knew all of the 
students, talked with students that many of us couldn’t reach, and was a constant source of 
information for everyone. The ESG area was an ESG home. It was always open and someone 
in the ESG was always there. 
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“By the end of the first term, most students in the ESG were doing some serious academic work. 
By the end of the second term–the second term ended in an Institute-wide student-faculty strike 
over our country’s invasion of Cambodia–all but four students were.”’ 

How Melinda Bird Saw It [27] 

“Passivity or non-participation was felt as threatening so pressure was brought to engage more 
people in the movement. From the tension arose the controversy between the ‘thinkies’ and the 
‘feelies.’ Those who withdrew from the group-grope were ‘cold and rational,’ ‘unfeeling,’ whereas 
those who wanted more understanding and communication between individuals were ‘anti
intellectual,’ ‘unrealistic,’ and ‘too emotional.’ Polarization rapidly cast people into extreme 
roles, and although this came to be viewed humorously, and was a stock joke for the remainder 
of the year, the conflict revealed the deep split in the ESG. 

“In the middle of November, another issue arose which dominated general meetings for some 
time. Beginning as an open debate, the discussion about credits continued in a fairly egalitarian 
manner with many active participants and much feeling. All the talking failed to come to a 
conclusion, and so before very long, the faculty took over the question and made their own 
decision. It became suddenly clear that there was a power structure with very real things to 
say: ‘all this talking and friendliness and group participation is very nice, but when it comes 
down to the nitty gritty, you are here to do some work and we are here to judge it, and the final 
decision as to how we make that judgment will always be up to us.’ The ‘big happy family’ 
collapsed before that fact.” 

What Rich Edelman Wrote in His Diary [28] 

Richard Edelman,allowed me to have his diary copied. Here is his entry for Wednesday, September 
30, 1969: (I quote exactly, misspellings included.) 

“Today I have begun to review the ‘what are you interested in doing’ questionnaires. Last week

freshmen were asked to quickly jot down on a piece of paper any questions, no matter how

vague or specific, which they would like to have answered, thru study. These were xeroxed up

and a complete listing was distributed to every member of ESG. The purpose: to get people

thinking, to see areas of overlap, to form possible groups, to see what the cognitive terrain of

the freshman is.


Comments will be made when I finnish reading them all.


I have said little about the immediate atmosphere around ESG. Right now it is about 10 o’clock

A.M., about 7 or 8 students are reading the morning paper or drinking coffee in the lounge,

quiet, sparse discussion. Students wander in, one or two at a time.


In the computer room 5 or 6 students are noisily gathered around a senior tutor who is giving

instructions for use of computer counsole.


No one in library or lab.


A few staff members wander in and out of secretaries office, cups of coffee.


2 individuals are checking the bulleten board for notices and seminar announcements.


This is the quiet part of the day.


I see that today:
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� 
10:30 Organic Chemistry 

Phil 
1:00 Contemporary 

Lit 

3:00 Calculus review 

Here are the discussion groups posted on bulliten board: 

1. Independence from Parents–In what ways, how, when? 

2. Dormitory Ethics 

3. Relationship between Prejudice and Appearence:

Jews, Blacks, Hippies, etc.


4. Why might chemists be more Conservative than

Physicists?


5. Clouds 

6. Morality for scientists 

7. Concientious Objection and the Draft 

8. Role of U. in Society 

9. Acid Rock Music 

10. What is a Phony 

11. Is there a Spiritual Revolution Occurring in

this country?


12. World Energy Sources 

13. Science and Music 

14. Post-Appollo 

15. How Does a Good Teacher Teach 

16. Should Scientists Study the Humanities 

17. Relativity 

18. Communication 

19. Yoga 

–The frequency of visits of Prof. to ESG is going down.” 

And for October 2, 1969: 

“It is 2:00 o’clock and we are having a staff meeting. Several freshman are also present, the

meeting is open.


How can we set up a mechanism to ‘keep tabs’ on freshman progress, what progress are they

making towards their goals? Advisors? Associate Advisors. Peter Elbow has a written proposal,

including a general calendar for each freshman which he formulates to indicate his general plan

of study.


The general opinion is that the freshman will meet periodically with an advisor for each subject

or field in which he is making investigations.
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It was brought up that we should have a weekly general meeting to bring up any and all 
questions by any and all individuals. This will keep the group together and will foster the 
raising of questions before the whole ESG. More bulliten boards for notices and complaints are 
also being erected to foster such general, open communication. 

So far the kitchen facilities are clean, a few freshman are working extensively to keep the physical

ESG working well.


Personal comments from staff members on their impressions of ESG, so far.


A:	 ‘things are loose, I’m somewhat uncomfortable, I will be more confident when specific areas 
of study develope’ 

B:	 ‘some students are upset because they are allowed to do anything they want to do in general, 
but there are rules and restrictions on computer use’ ‘much investigation is going on with 
the computer.’ 

C: ‘I am impressed with the speed with which study is being undertaken’ 

D:	 ‘I am impressed with how some of them are undertaking studies, some are not. I would like 
to see a study program from every freshman by next week.’ 

E:	 ‘But the plan should just be something in mind, not a rigid program. It can be changed at 
any time, but should give them an initial direction’ 

F:	 ‘In humanities it is difficult to get things going, because it is such a broad field. If freshman 
want to do independent studies, then they will have to do without seminars and tutorials. 
We can’t have 30 tutorials!’ 

One student is interested in midevil history. One is interested in teaching in a local H.S., one 
wants to write a comprehensive personal philosophy. How can we form groups, to best make 
use of our Humanities staff talents. 

Formulate a general question to which specific interests can be brought to bear for a solution? 

Many of these interests can only be fostered or evaluated by faculty outside ESG. Their interest 
will not be great. This is a problem. How can we monitor the progress of such an esoteric course 
of study. 

Freshman: ‘it is unfortunate that any judgements have to be made. Maybe its because we are 
working within the larger context of MIT’ 

G: ‘We don’t want to judge, rather we want to help a freshman to avoid wasting time’ 

Freshman: ‘There is no such thing as a waste of time’ 

H:	 ‘Not absolutely, but relatively. You can benefit by talking to someone who has been in the 
business for a long time. You might be simply missing the point’ 

It was noted that some freshman are willing to tutor other freshman. This source of education 
should be utilized. If we are to expand to a University-wide system, we can not maintain the 
high staff/student ration, it is not feasible. By making use of student talents, the need for such 
a high ratio can be eliminated or lessened. 

There is a discussion going on next door the drift of which is: we are getting over organized, 
over structured. We are having calculus, physics review sections. In chemistry there is less 
structure. People are pursuing smorgishboard interests 
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Why a list of what you are doing, even if it is changeable? Is it to relieve our sense of be 
uncomfortable and unsure? Maybe it is good for a student to flounder. 

A tutor said this (it blew my mind); they are just out of H.S., they know so little that they need 
a rigid orginization to keep them on the straight, a straight line. I don’t think the organization 
of the MIT at large is a good one. We need a better organization. 

Why this need for superstructure? 

K: Organization fosters feedback. 

L:	 The advisors who believe in the system of the outline and plan method should ask freshman 
about it. 

M:	 Prof: how can I evaluate a freshman if the first time I see him is at the end of the year 

N: Fresh: why evaluate? 

O: Don’t we have any responsibility to the freshman? What are we supposed to do? 

P: What good, then is the list? Why? It just formalizes things 

Q:	 O.K. We won’t have freshman write lists. Maybe the advisors can keep notes on the 
freshmans pursuits. 

R:	 (freshman): The lists are restrictive. I want to be free to do what I want, delve into what 
I want to delve into. I might have a list in my mind, but not on paper.” 

And for October 3, 1969: 

“Some regular meeting sessions have begun in calculus, physics.


It is late in the afternoon, and as one would expect, there is not very much action (it is Friday!).


Today there was a confrontation between students and the MIT corporation to demand


1. End to War related research 

2. End of Corporation Rule 

Several ESG students took part in the action.(freshman 2 or 3, staff 2)


Last night there was a march to the Presidents house to demand $150,000 be given to the Black

Panther Party for there free Breakfast programs, following a presentation by the Panthers at

MIT.


Perhaps 10 members of ESG attended the meeting, about 5 went on the march, including 4

freshman.


There is no doubt in my mind the ESG, if successful, will raise socialist consciousness of the

members of the group.


Aha! I now know what my second Radical Politics Presentation will be. I will talk about MIT

as an agent of Imperialism, its place in the country, and how its operation mirrors the operation

of society. Then I will take ESG as mirroring many of the aspects of decentralized socialism,

utopia.


But, I will have to show why the practices of ESG could probably not be expanded to the whole

institute or certainly not to society at large without revolution, since we oppose the interests
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of the ruling class, there can be no channeling, etc, without a rigid institution, we would not

have competitive but cooperative Cs, etc.


Point: we can exist only apart, as an elite.


How can philosophy of ESG be expanded to all of society? The small community, the commune,

direct control and democracy, maximum anarchy, control of every aspect of environment. Mu

tual trust. Knowledge related to social relevence and use. Self-criticism. Absence of authority.

Abundance of communication.


I can’t wait until I work this all out in my head, It will be much more effective than my last

talk.”


And for October 8, 1969: 

“Talked with George Valley. 

Some of the freshman are doing little reading visable work. Therefore he thought it would 
be a good idea of each advisor (prof) had an associate advisor (senior) to talk with and work 
with a given set of freshman, to help all of us understand what they are doing. It will foster 
communication. Its purpose is not to coerce students into doing anything but just to get them 
to let us know more about what they are doing, so we can help them in any way possible to 
realize the goals.” 

And for October 9, 1969: 

“—talked with George Valley again. 

—the work in the sciences is progressing well for chemistry and mathematics, but not in Physics 

—in Chemistry one prof. is working on a real, interesting problem of chemistry, analysing some 
interesting chemical prop. of some of the moon rocks. there is little known about the problem 
so that students have the feeling that they are really ‘in on something’ and that what they learn, 
they learn because it is relevant to the solution of a real problem. The ussual learning method is 
reversed. Instead of increasing knowledge and technique gradually until you are ready to solve 
real problems, you pick a real problem, then go backwards and pick up necessary techniques. 

—in math there is independent study, and groups of various ability and sophistication meet 
informally to discuss any questions which any of them may have. 

here, I am basically referring to the work in calculus, which most of the students want to learn. 
there is other independent work in other more esoteric fields of mathematics. 

—but in Physics, there are great problems in getting people into the real ‘stuff’ of physics, 
they are interested in the manipulation of high order mathematic functions and equations of 
Physics, but they do not wish to apply them to any real situation, i.e. problem of physics, or 
exercise of physics. 

they wanted to learn about Einstein but not about Newton 

generally George Valley thinks that as far as physics go their ‘heads are off in a cloud’ and that 
‘they don’t want to get their hands dirty’” 

And for October 23, 1969: 
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“Meeting of Staff —a psychologist has joined the group, brought in thru MIT administration;

some people are uptight that he is an evaluator, or an ‘arm’ of the administration.


—people wonder why we weren’t asked before the decision to appoint him was made, why the

freshman weren’t asked


—we should have had a voice in how we were to be evaluated.


—some people say: we do need to be watching how things go. But how?


—the group is displaying a sense of betrayal and invasion, intrusion


—he was asked to leave, invited to return after we can discuss the situation


—There was an insistance that we control the nature, operation of our group.


—Then he asked if he could tell us what he was about, we said no, because freshman weren’t

present; come back at general meeting


—We are now going to discuss the work and behavior of every freshman; we all have an

evaluation sheet; a copy of this will be included in this journal


—many people are simply doing nothing


—It seems that only about 30% of the students are actively engaged in a continuous process of

learning, be it yoga, physics, or poetry.


—70% of the students (including 30% above) have ‘begun something’ ‘have read a book’ or

‘been to meetings’ but they are not really into anything


—people see this as a problem


—one person says this is not the problem, that the problem is with us, that this is indicated

by our chart evaluation method, that while many are doing nothing, this is our fault and it is

not bad if they are not doing any measurable thing, that they are learning to be on their own,

responsible to themselves, not to have to answer to anyone, etc., etc.


—but are we letting the freshman delude them- selves? They think they are doing something,

but are not, perhaps?


—what does matter? : what has changed in their lives by virtue of ESG?


or


what do we think they are doing, relying on traditional ‘course of study’ concepts


—are they now ‘learning to learn?’


—one person said: ‘the question is, can we keep this ship floating until the Baby is born,’ that

what is going on now is ‘adjustment’


—a paper was written and read on what it feels like to be a freshman in independent studies,

Rich Goodman wrote it; I will get a copy and include it in this journal.


—many are demanding that they do nothing that they are not sure that they personally have

decided to do, that perhaps as a result they do nothing, because ‘to act, is to rob one of

possibilities.’”


This is the end of Rich’s Diary. 

And finally to sum up the observations of Mark, Melinda and Rich, this by Philip Wylie:[29] 
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“The point, here, is the need of young men and women for something it is harder and harder 
to find in this country: a little patience, attention and understanding—love, call it—from older 
people. Some days I almost believe the majority of Americans over age forty are scared of their 
own kids and of kids they know and literally terrified of kids who are strange to them. I almost 
believe that. Not quite. Because, if I did, America, by my definition, would have lost the ball 
completely and forever— in which case it would be stupid for me to write another word I meant 
and stupider, still, to be out at a faculty drinking-and-gladiatorial binge in a house full of the 
rich debris of banking, armor and halberds and tapestries....” 

The First Year As I Remember It 

The Students 

The students at first startled me. They seemed extraordinarily sophisticated—about sex, about 
drugs, about encounter groups, about General Relativity. Most of them wore blue-jeans, some had floppy 
leather hats, some wore buttons which said simply“HASH.” I felt I had successfully attracted tigers without 
first finding out what tigers are really like. But the other faculty members seemed unastonished, so I too 
behaved as though this was the most ordinary bunch of kids I’d ever seen. 

After the freshmen had registered, I got their admissions folders and calculated average grades, etc. I 
was very satisfied to find that not only were their science and math grades in the upper quarter of the 
freshman class, but their verbal SAT scores were also very high. Somewhat to my consternation I also 
found that their average score on the MIT Admissions Office “Personal Rating” scale was above average— 
an indication of probable mediocrity. But, after I knew the students better, I decided that their personal 
ratings were simply wrong; these were simply kids sharp enough to have fooled the Admissions Office. I 
read their letters of recommendation and these freshmen were highly regarded as all our applicants are. 
Except that an unusual number seemed to have involved themselves in helping old people or sick people, I 
saw no common characteristics, and I found this highly satisfactory: divergent people do not resemble one 
another. 

Within six weeks the students had separated into two distinct groups: about twenty students who used 
the E.S.G. as a base of operations from which they went out exploring M.I.T., using the libraries, and 
generally acting autonomously. The rest of the freshmen were around the E.S.G. rooms all the time; and 
it is this latter group of which Melinda Bird primarily writes. These are the fresh- men who eventually 
split into “feelies” and “thinkies.” There were six or seven freshmen “feelies” plus the humanities seniors; 
there were also six or seven “thinkies” plus one or two of the science seniors. There were very competent 
students among both the feelies and the thinkies; but possibly the largest number of competent students 
were in the other half of the class whom we rarely saw. 

The Faculty 

Mark Levensky has described most of the faculty attitudes—all except one, which he couldn’t 
be expected to have observed: the science and mathematics teachers were initially afraid to admit their 
ignorance to one another, or to admit that they were unable to establish a confidential relationship with 
all their advisees. One or two of us recognized this and set to work to get the faculty to relax. We had 
talked about being “elder learners” but each of us was reluctant to admit that anyone younger or with a 
less prestigious title could help him understand his own specialty. This fright slowly dissipated—largely I 
think because you couldn’t get the students into a room all to yourself. We had a rule that everyone could 
listen to anything which was going on—and so professors discovered that nothing lastingly disagreeable 
happened if they couldn’t do a problem, and another professor as well as students helped them. It was 
hard to foster this loosening-up process, since at first I was as timid as the others. 
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Feelies and Thinkies 

A different task, which I eventually learned to do well, was to supervise the teaching. This task was 
different in kind from any other in the Institute because, although I had the kind of direct contact with 
teachers which is characteristic of department heads, I had to supervise teaching not only in my own 
discipline but in three others. I did not feel equally at home in all of these; chemistry interested me the 
least, which is possibly why I did not become aware until February that the chemistry Ph.D. was spending 
all his time leading Yoga exercises and a seminar in Eastern Religion. 

The E.S.G. faculty had argued over the suitability of Yoga and after a considerable argument those of 
us who had initially opposed it had agreed it was, at worst, harmless. So Yoga was O.K. but my problem 
was that no chemistry was being taught and several reasonably competent freshmen had complained. My 
suggestions that he teach chemistry were ignored by the chemistry instructor. I therefore discussed this 
problem over lunch with those members of the E.S.G. staff who were members of the M.I.T. faculty; 
everyone seemed to agree that we had promised to teach chemistry, and we had to do it. 

About a week after this luncheon the junior staff, led by the two assistant professors in humanities, 
began to act hostilely toward me; I had acted in a “profoundly Fascist way” by not inviting the chemistry 
instructor to lunch. Thus started about two months of an unpleasant experience, since seven or eight 
freshmen got worked up (the ‘feelies’) and the whole pack of them, seniors, feelies and junior staff, jawed 
at me everytime we got together. It is this which Mark Levensky refers to when he says “at most of these 
meetings people complained.” 

It is also what Melinda Bird is referring to when she refers to the controversy between the feelies and 
the thinkies. 

I was unable to give these complaining students what they wanted—since what most of them wanted 
was to be transformed into different people. I was faced with two choices: fire the two humanities professors 
and tell the freshmen to shut up—or listen. 

While the teapot was having its tempest, another group of about seven freshmen and one or two tutors 
(mostly thinkies) would privately visit Edna or me and, after vowing loyalty, fill us in on who had said 
what to whom the night before. I was careful not to encourage these students since my aim was to get both 
the thinkies and feelies to calm down and stop shouting at one another; encouraging the thinkies would 
have led to a permanent split. 

My problem therefore was to make reason prevail without using force. I needed also to convince myself 
that I was truly in favor of what I’d called “intellectual autonomy.” It seemed to me therefore that I must 
listen. 

I had spent about twenty years working with the Air Force. Sometimes I’d been up against hostile 
audiences and committees, and I’d survived the worst that ambitious but wrong-headed men could throw 
at me. So I did not feel threatened by the jawing of a handful of freshmen and Ph.D.’s. 

The complaining E.S.G. students were almost completely irrational—usually their complaining began 
by their accusing me: “You don’t understand what I’m saying;” or “you don’t understand me;” or “you 
won’t let me tell you about me;” or “I want to talk about me”. I would listen; and by and by it would be 
time to go home. 

About a year later Professor Elbow showed me an article in Change magazine, some passages of which 
were almost perfect descriptions of what happened during the spring of 1970 in the E.S.G. [30] Here is the 
most applicable paragraph: 

“It is probably difficult for those who have not seen such programs firsthand to realize how 
fierce they can become. I have watched with a kind of sickening fascination how needs of 
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people emerge to destroy themselves and one another. Periods of heady joy and warmth and 
optimism are followed by black storms and bleak periods of spiritual numbness. Young people 
are not prepared by their home lives or schools to make decisions about themselves and often 
are nearly incapable of discovering within themselves the grounds for order, discipline, direction 
and purpose. They have dreamt of what they would do if it weren’t for the limits and demands 
imposed upon them; but when they are free they are likely to unzip and find nothing inside. If 
you believe you would be creative, industrious and productive except for external restraints you 
can retain some hold on dignity, though you feel continually frustrated. But if you discover that 
you do not in fact spontaneously create—or even read—that you are not really very interested 
in cultural or political events, in ideas, in intellectual issues, that you have little drive to achieve, 
that there is nothing in particular that you want to do with your life, and that you cannot blame 
these things you perceive as deficiencies upon some system beyond your control you are likely 
to suffer waves of guilt, self-hatred and paralysis of will. People dissapointed in themselves are 
often inclined to cut one another up in compensation. People unwilling to make commitments 
are distrustful of those who want to act. Being “open” is celebrated by most of those who enter 
experimental programs, but if it means exposing a vacuum, they feel unworthy and ashamed 
and close themselves up tighter than ever in fear of being rejected.” 

The first year was an almost unbearable experience for Edna. About half the freshmen could best be 
described as half-civilized. Edna talked constantly to these children, slowly convincing them that they 
shouldn’t fight; that they should respect one another’s opinions; that they shouldn’t shout obscene names 
at one another; that if they wanted to write on the walls it was desirable to paste a sheet of paper up 
first; that the best way to influence people was by reason, not by writing messages on the walls calling 
them names—and so on, and on, and on. It is due to Edna that a group-spirit of civilized give and take 
eventually grew and persisted in the E.S.G. This was hard work, about which she never complained. 

However, when the junior staff began to needle me, they also began to treat Edna badly. This she did 
complain about, and I did have to speak plainly to one or two of the instructors: “If Edna left the E.S.G., 
I would disband it the next day.” 

The third influence on Edna at this time was due to her sympathy for me; she saw me getting bloodied 
up, and it hurt her, too. 

But eventually Professors Strang and French began to speak publicly of their disapproval of what was 
going on; the irascible students got bored; the saner students began to be heard; and finally they all began 
to listen to what I’d been saying all along: “we shouldn’t be ‘feelies’ and we shouldn’t be ‘thinkies,’ civilized 
people should be both thoughtful and sensitive.” 

This period is also interestingly described by Parlett [24] pp. 15-18. 

The upshot was that we decided that next year’s new faculty members would be chosen by the students. 
My “fascist dictatorship” having thus been overthrown everyone quieted down. 

But then it turned out that nobody wanted to be around to interview potential members of the faculty. 
Since I’d promised to let them choose, this meant a great deal of extra work for Edna and me, in that we 
had first to assemble a group of students and then I had to convince the potential faculty member to put 
up with being interviewed by them (and me). But I managed to get this process done six or seven times 
before the invasion of Cambodia ended the term. 

The students have always been very proud of-the fact that “students choose the E.S.G. instructing 
staff.” But in fact they have never done more than choose between two people either of whom would have 
been suitable to me and both of whom were nominated by their department head. 
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The students’ judgements, when I have been able to collect enough students to form a judgement, have 
been entirely satisfactory. We have had only two disappointing instructors (in both cases people who spent 
all their time doing Yoga) but each of these was the sole appointee of his department, and no one in E.S.G. 
exercised any choice. Only twice have E.S.G. students nominated as tutors persons whom I concluded were 
unsound, and these two I refused to appoint. 

It is only fair to report that during the following year Professors Elbow, Levensky and MacVicar, each 
in his own way, apologized to me. Few young persons were entirely in control of themselves during 1969 and 
1970. Both men and women were frightened by the draft; many of them were genuinely appalled by Viet 
Nam and Kent State; and as far as young humanities professors were concerned, their elders preached that 
fomenting riot and rebellion was their proper function—that you weren’t a real humanist if you weren’t 
also subversive. 

As Levensky [26] says, at the end of the first year the instructing staff was unhappy with the performance 
of the freshmen. They hadn’t lived up to our expectations; we talked a lot about whose fault this was and 
how could we make freshmen behave the way we had expected them to behave given the advantages of the 
E.S.G. 

Actually there was quite a good deal of academic activity in the E.S.G. that year. Here is a list of the 
more enduring seminars: 

Seminars Instructor 

Writing Seminar 
Special Relativity 
Yoga 
Bhagavad Gita 
Poetry 
Quantum Mechanics 
Philosophy 
Movement 

Elbow 
Valley 
Engler 
Engler 
Levensky 
Villars 
Levensky 
Jentz 

18.02 
Linear Algebra 
Relativity Discussions 
Electricity and Magentism 

Strang and J. Franks 
Strang and J. Franks 
French 
French 

During the spring term Dr. MacVicar ably conducted a seminar in physical chemistry for those freshmen 
who had previously complained to me. Professor Halfman gave a seminar in which two freshmen studied 
advanced mechanics from Goldstein’s book. 

The writing seminar started by Professor Elbow was important in that it was the first academic enter
prise in which some freshmen did start to lead themselves, taking the initiative toward learning that we’d 
expected all the freshmen to take toward everything. But what these freshmen wrote was almost entirely 
about themselves; nevertheless some of it was very well done, perceptive and beautiful. 

The students also complained about their academic life: they all detested the General Institute Required 
Subjects; and many if not most of them wanted the E.S.G. to persist for all four years of their college careers. 

The Second Year 

The second class of freshmen to enroll seemed considerably less tense than the first. Perhaps because 
of that, perhaps because the faculty no longer regarded the E.S.G. as entirely new as it once had, the 
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atmosphere was considerably quieter. “Too quiet,” some said. 

In our report to the C.E.P. dated February 1, 1971 [31] we came to terms with freshman abilities and 
predelictions. I shall here accept Mark Levensky’s summary of our decisions about “academic goals” and 
“non-academic goals”(pages 30-31 of this report).It is also tempting to quote from the students’ assessments 
of the E.S.G. (which were attached as a long appendix to our C.E.P. report) but there are just too many 
of them (there are 62 which range from wildly enthusiastic to favorable, and three which are unfavorable). 

The Third Year 

As the third year started we nervously anticipated the investigation by Dr. Malcolm Parlett ordered by 
the C.E.P. Since Dr. Parlett had once been a visiting research associate in the Education Research Center, 
many members of the E.S.G. incorrectly supposed he would be biased against the E.S.G. Whether because 
of this worry or for other reasons, the E.S.G. visitors’ book for that year’s Freshman Orientation Week is 
full of brittle witticisms by E.S.G. students; there were other signs of low morale as well. 

Morale was lowered even more by the fact that only about a dozen freshmen wanted to join the E.S.G. 
(even by the end of the first term there were only 20 E.S.G. freshmen). The fact that the new Concourse 
program had an equally small number of freshmen made us think it was not some undesirable characteristic 
of the E.S.G. which was repelling freshmen. This low enrollment, together with the obvious demoralization 
of some of the older students, made me wonder whether the E.S.G. would last another year, or whether it 
would join the U.S.S.P. in fading away. 

The philosophy of the E.S.G. changed in only one way during the third year: we made our peace 
with the General Institute Required Subjects. We decided that they were a legitimate part of an M.I.T. 
education. This is what our third report said: [32] 

“...we definitely do not want to discourage study of the G.I.R.’s. On the contrary, we feel that 
students who are studying them, or other subjects, and encounter the problems just discussed, 
can benefit greatly from the academic support that a community can provide.” 

Several of the papers I had read mentioned the difficulty of transferring the control of Experimental 
Colleges: they seemed frequently to die when the original head left them. It seemed to me that this would 
probably happen to the E.S.G. and I now determined to try to make a genuine transfer of authority to 
the students. I felt that the E.S.G. had attained a settled and viable philosophy of education, and that its 
atmosphere of quiet attentiveness to the world had now been established. The success of E.S.G. students, 
as students, was also evident to everybody. 

In the summer of 1972 Edna and I began to tell the E.S.G. students we were going eventually to leave; 
and after they and the junior staff were convinced this statement wasn’t some new kind of a manipulative 
ploy, the students formed a governing committee called C.I.C.D.O. This committee has functioned rea
sonably well although it has required nearly continual encouragement from Edna. In my opinion, it will 
continue to need continual encouragement. 

The students also took a big hand in recruiting freshmen for our fourth year. That year we (and 
Concourse too) had our largest enrollments; for the first and only time in its existence the E.S.G. was 
oversubscribed during the winter of 1972-73, and after accepting our fifty-first freshman, we turned several 
others away. 

Our fourth report to the C.E.P. [33] was entirely composed by students, and the final drafts were written 
by two E.S.G. seniors, Herbert Lin VIII and Dana Roberts XII. The fresh invigorating style of this report 
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was approved by all its readers, and Herb and Dana received much praise.5 

Our fifth and latest report to the C.E.P. was prepared by Walt Witryol, a freshman, with the help of 
Rich Hilliard, who was then a sophomores. [34] Here is a paragraph which caught my eye: 

“The E.S.G. has reached a turning point in its development. Its long term viability as an alter
native program at M.I.T. depends not so much on one or two personalities as on the continued 
interest and involvement of students (past and present) in planning and directing E.S.G.’s fu
ture. Evaluation processes, governance and community relations are all responsibilities which 
must fall jointly to students and staff. For its part CICDO has become a more organized group, 
with elected co-chairmen, providing the necessary continuity in the E.S.G. community during 
periods of inevitable shifts in the staff.” 

Glop, Credits, Floundering, and Other Subjects Which Have Preoccupied E.S.G. Peo
ple 

These are adequately covered in the second and third E.S.G. reports to the C.E.P. [31][32] and in the 
Parlett Report, [24] and I’m tired of them. 

Discipline 

In five years there have been only a few instances of disorderly conduct that I’ve heard of. I ascribe 
the relative peace in the E.S.G. rooms at night to the calming influence of the janitorial staff. While there 
has no doubt been some experimentation with drugs during the evening hours, there does not seem to have 
been nearly as much as in some of the dormitories. 

Most bothersome have been those students who could not be convinced that phone-hacking and lock-
hacking were forms of stealing and burglary; and that the rest of us in the E.S.G. didn’t want to associate 
with burglars and thieves. Several times I’ve had to speak sternly to students about phones and locks—but 
in most cases Edna was able to convince students without my help. Although I have considered dismissing 
four students from the E.S.G. I never actually dismissed anyone. 

The E.S.G. Academic Program 

Professor Hartley Rogers stressed that I should write about those things which worked and those which 
didn’t work in the E.S.G.’s academic program. 

Before commenting on the separate disciplines I should report that the quality of teaching required by 
the E.S.G. is high; this is diametrically opposite to what I originally expected. In 1968 I expected that a 
program which emphasized self-instruction would not require good teachers. M.I.T. freshman science and 
mathematics teaching was poorly regarded at that time, so I thought I had made an ingenious combination 
of the required and the available teaching skills. I was wrong. 

I would like to single out Arlene Fingeret and Robert Halfman as two staff members who have had 
particularly good relations with students. Each of them radiated an aura of caring and sharing which made 

5Except from those faculty members who insisted on believing I’d written it! There was similar skepticism about the 
authorship of the testimonial letters in our second report. Parlett [24] quotes a department head: “Valley’s report was more 
informative because of student letters...whether objective or not we don’t know...” The report you are reading is subjective. 
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the E.S.G. a more comfortable place for many students. I shall long carry a picture in my mind of Bob 
Halfman, submarine sandwich in hand, writing his words of wisdom—often with a student looking over 
each shoulder. 

Arlene’s confrontation of the visiting Japanese professor was the funniest event I saw happen in the 
E.S.G.; probably no one remembers it but me. Thank you, Arlene. 

Chemistry has been taught in seminars, and by self-study accompanied by frequent consultations with 
a teacher. The most popular subject has been 5.41 and therefore we have usually had a teaching assistant 
in chemistry whose specialty was organic chemistry. In my view Paul Bock, who was with us in 1971 
and 1972, was an extraordinarily fine teacher. Various physicists (Professor Margaret MacVicar, Professor 
N.H. Frank) as well as the chemistry T.A. and several undergraduate tutors have jointly taught physical 
chemistry 5.60. 

Physics has not been successfully taught in either seminars or classes in the E.S.G. Students have 
successfully studied mechanics and electricity and magnetism by themselves, usually only asking for help 
when they couldn’t do a problem. The most common way of studying physics, 8.01 through 8.05 and 
including 8.20, has been via the Keller Plan. The Keller plan of self-paced study has worked very well for 
physics in the E.S.G., probably because Dr. Stanley Hirschi is an excellent teacher and theorist. While 
it was an honor to have a former head of the Physics Department join the E.S.G., it is Professor Ned 
Frank’s friendly presence and his down to earth approach to complicated problems which have comforted 
the E.S.G. “learners,” elder as well as younger. 

Mathematics: Freshman mathematics has been most often taught in classes which were partly like 
seminars, partly like recitation sections. Individual tutoring accompanying self-study has been used for 
advanced mathematics subjects like 18.100, 18.700, 18.076, 18.701. Henry Walker has been an outstanding 
teacher. 

Humanities: We’ve had literature, philosophy and history professors and they’ve taught a great variety 
of subjects. Here is the list from the 1974 C.E.P. report: Individual projects (e.g. keeping a daily diary); 
Biomedical Ethics; Minds and Machines; Psychology of Religion; Technology, Society and the Future; 
Writing Workshop. Individual teachers have not only given seminars on subjects which they teach in the 
regular curriculum but have gone outside their specialties as well. For example, here is a list of topics 
studied in the E.S.G. under Donald Bell during the last three years: Education, The Family in Industrial 
Society (21.489), Dreaming and Dream Theories, the Future of Technological Society, and Technology and 
Society. Professor Bell also held tutorials for one or two students at a time on such topics as: Contemporary 
Poetry, Appreciation of Pictures, George III and the American Revolution, Paul Goodman’s writings, 
Energy Supplies and Public Policy, Theories of American Policial Power, and Readings in French History. 
Three years ago he also led the E.S.G. organic gardening project. 

Charlotte Fishman, in my opinion, has been the humanities teacher who best succeeded in changing 
freshmen’s opinions while remaining well-liked. This is what I wrote to Professor Richard L. Cartwright, 
Head of the M.I.T. Department of Philosophy, in November, 1972. 

“If it is a proper function of a philosophy teacher to encourage students to examine their 
lives, then Charlotte is succeeding;...I think what Charlotte is doing in the Experimental Study 
Group would be valuable in any college, and would be particularly relevant for many M.I.T. 
undergraduates. I would like to express the hope, which I have already expressed to Professor 
Douglas, that either the Philosophy Department or the Humanities Department will regularly 
offer subjects similar to Miss Fishman’s ‘Minds and Machines.’” 

Other kinds of classes, usually not for credit: [34] 
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Edna’s Cooking Seminar 
Introduction to Computers 
Logic Seminar 
Discussion of Humanities at M.I.T. 
Mushroom Seminar 
What’s it like to be a mathematician, a chemist, etc. etc. 

What do they do? 

The majority of E.S.G. students elect to major in science or mathematics; another quarter of them prefer 
computer science, and there is always a strong E.S.G. contingent in the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. 
Relatively few elect to study engineering or management. Those who intend to enter medical school seem 
oriented toward psychiatry to an unusual degree. 

Four E.S.G.’ers have received National Science Foundation fellowships: 

David Gero 1972 Electrical Engineering 
James Given 1973 Physics 
Mark Davison 1974 Mathematics 
E. Michael Thomas 1974 Urban Studies 

During the academic year 1972-73, two of the three M.I.T. nominees for Danforth Teaching Fellowships 
were E.S.G. seniors; in 1973-74 two out of four M.I.T. Education Division Fellowships were awarded to 
former E.S.G. students.6 

E.S.G. students have also engaged in unusual extracurricular activities. The two that pleased me most 
were Bev Seavey’s introduction of belly-dancing to M.I.T., and Andy Rubel’s inauguration of the M.I.T. 
Unicycle Club. A complete roster of the E.S.G. since it started in 1968 is given in Appendix K. 

What the E.S.G. has meant to me 

Everyone says I’ve mellowed. Even Parlett says “George had to change.” [24] 

Here is an example of how I used to be:


Ten years ago, in 1964, the phone rang. “Hamilcar Barca, Barca Associates, Doctor.”


“Ah! Elephants?” I enquired brightly.


“Doctor Valley, we have just the job for you.”


“But Mr. Barca, I have a job, and besides I’ve just been made a member of the M.I.T. Committee on

Educational Policy—what more could a man want?” 

“Doctor, how would a gross of 75 million, net 5 million, 23% return on capital interest you?” 

“Come again,” I said, politely. 

“Doctor, I didn’t become Chairman and Chief Executive of Barca Associates without being able to offer 
good jobs to good men—that’s my business—find talent.” 

“Doctor, my client is looking for a president of his company; stock options, of course.” 

“But—” I didn’t get any further before he rushed on. 

Herbert Lin, private communication. 
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“Doc, just shoot us a page on your background—you know, all the regular stuff: children, religion, 
education, medals, honorary degrees—the works.” 

“But, Mr. Barca, you can find all that in Who’s Who In America.” 

“Doctor, Barca Associates doesn’t get its information from books—we want the straight stuff.” 

“But Mr. Barca, I wrote the paragraph about me in Who’s Who.” 

“Yeah, but Doc, that’s just advertising–just shoot us down the real truth and you’re in.” 

Well! That was the first time anyone had called me up and suggested I had knowingly published 
untruths. 

I wasn’t so mellow then; I got angry. 

“You fool!” I shouted, “get your silly ass off my phone!” and I slammed the receiver. 

You see the effect of the E.S.G. on me. Today if a man called me up and suggested I tell the truth for 
a change, I wouldn’t call him a fool—not to his face anyway. The E.S.G. has taught me how to cool the 
mark out. [35] 

June 13, 1974 
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Appendix A: Where do Technically Inclined Students Come From? 

The most convincing report I’ve seen is S.W. Bloom’s 1963 Harvard Thesis [1]. I quote: 

“The decision for science is apparently made earlier in the career of the individual than the choice 
for a non-science career. The boy who ultimately entered a scientific career made his career 
choice before high school graduation, usually during the junior high school period. The non-
science boy was more likely to make his decision after high school graduation. This difference 
in the time of decision is significant at the .001 level of confidence. Moreover, a decision not to 
attend college is decisive against entry into many careers and is irrevocable for a professional 
or even semi-professional career in science. 

An important decision point in the career development of the individual is the decision for 
college. Two factors were found to be pre-eminent in the decision for college-going: the attitude 
of the parents and the career aspiration of the individual. 

During the college years, the science boy is generally committed to science upon entry and 
remains firm in his choice of science as his vocational objective. The non-science boy, even at 
the college level, remains in the career-decision stage of development. One fact, particularly 
significant to this study and to science education, is the attrition from science. Once a decision 
is made to change out of a scientific field, the choice is usually final. Not a single individual in 
the sample changed from a non-science field into science during his college career.” (pp. xxii 
xxv) 

“One test administered in the fifth grade showed a significant difference between the college-
bound boy and the boy who did not continue into college. Differences in ability during ele
mentary school between the science and non-science subgroups were discernible at the .05 level 
of confidence. It is inferred from these test results that boys with academic promise may be 
identified as early as the elementary school. Among these identified high ability children at the 
elementary level are found the boys who ultimately enter a scientific occupation.” (pp. 329-330) 

“The choice point for science is apparently at the beginning of the ninth grade. It is the point 
where the choice between general mathematics and college algebra must be made. For many 
boys it is the choice point for college-going.” (p. 330) 

“It appears that organized science clubs and similar school experiences are not vital forces in 
career choice. If more boys are to be guided into science, methods by which out-of-school 
interests can be expanded and directed need exploration.” (p. 333) 

“A significant difference is noted between the science and non-science groups in the area of 
interests. Members of the sample were active club participants, participated in sports, musical 
organizations, and student government in about equal proportions. A different pattern appears 
in the area of out-of- school hobby interests. Members of the science group were more likely to 
have interests that were computational, manipulative, and scientific in nature; a home workshop 
or laboratory was not uncommon among members of the science group. Members of the non-
science group were likely to have cultural interests such as music, dramatics, writing, among 
others. 

This difference in interests was not reflected in the organized extra-curricular program of the 
school but was evidenced by what the boy did outside of school hours. This cluster of outside 
interests is a critical factor which distinguishes members of the subgroups and may be useful 
for prognosis of orientation toward a career in science.” (pp. 331-332) 
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“The formal guidance program, as recalled by the respondents, apparently was not an effective 
force in the decision-making process for members of the sample. As revealed by the ques
tionnaire data, the informal contacts between teachers and pupil more frequently provided the 
source of guidance conducive to a choice for college and a decision for an occupational field 
than the organized guidance program within the school.” (p. 336) 

“If there is to be an increase in the number of entrants into science, recruitment must be made 
early enough in the educational life of the boy so that appropriate choice of subject matter may 
be made. The junior high school is the apparent choice point, beyond which time the loss to 
science is generally continuous and complete.” (p. 338) 

Bloom groups physical science and engineering together, and therefore he occasionally reaches the 
wrong conclusion. I believe he is particularly in error when he concludes “that boys who entered biological 
research come from homes where the fathers functioned at higher occupational levels than the fathers 
of ‘physical scientists’”—for “physical scientists” read “engineers.” Similarly when he says “the change for 
members of the science group represents a change from lower-middle class to middle class and professional 
status,” I believe one should read “engineers” for “scientists.” These points have been discussed by Martin 
Trow1,a social scientist who is able to tell the difference between scientists and engineers. 

Martin Trow, “Some Implications of the Social Origins of Engineers,” in Scientific Manpower 1958, papers of the Seventh 
Conf. on Scientific Manpower, Symposium on Demographic and Sociological Aspects of Scientific Manpower, NSF 59-37, pp. 
67-74. 
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´ Appendix B: More About the Ecole Polytechnique [4] 

“The organization of the courses and the method of instruction with lectures and répétiteurs, who 
acted as assistants and tutors, chiefly followed the ideas of Monge, and they were modeled on usages that 
prevailed in the engineering school at Mézières and in the school of bridges and highways in Paris. The 
severe admission examinations and the laboratory and practical exercises came from the Mézières school, 
the répétiteurs from the Paris school. Instruction was given in a series of classrooms, laboratories, and 
shops from eight until two each day. This was followed by the noon meal and recreation and private study; 
instruction was then resumed from five to eight in the evening. The students were divided into groups of 
twenty for their laboratory exercises and practical work. The curriculum was planned to cover three years; 
the first-year courses were in geometry, trigonometry, physics, and the fundamentals of chemistry with 
their practical applications—which involved a good deal of drawing and some laboratory and shopwork— 
in structural and mechanical engineering. The second- and third-year courses continued the same subjects 
with the application of the theoretical work turned to the building of munitions. 

After each lecture, the répétiteur went over the lecture, questioning the student and cleaning up all 
difficulties, and giving some suggestions for the private study, the drawing, laboratory, and shopwork each 
student had to do....” 

“The teachers included some of the best scientists in France, men who under the Ancien Régime were 
´ not in the universities. Indeed, the new faculty of the Ecole polytechnique was now the most distinguished 

scientific faculty in the world. La Grange and Laplace taught mathematics; Prony, mechanics; Monge and 
Hachette, descriptive geometry and stereotomy; Delorme and Baltard, engineering design and architecture; 
Fourcroy, Vauguelin, Berthollet, Chaptal, and Gayton de Mourveau, chemistry.” (pp. 153-155) 

“...a highly selective system of admission by competitive examination, strict limitation of numbers, 
insistence upon a single course of closely integrated studies, mostly in mathematics, without any attempt 
to adapt the work to individual differences among the students, a regime of careful, thorough, and hard 
work, the use of the lecture system in teaching, supplemented by the work of rététeurs, and the courses 
combined with drawing, laboratory work, and practical exercises, emphasis on oral rather than written 
examinations, and the main lectures given by the most eminent scientists available. At the very center of 
its striking success was the prestige and ability of its great teachers and the virtual monopoly of entrance 
which it commanded to many of the best careers in the state service. Thus, from its very foundation it 
was the most sought after and the most difficult of access of all the schools in France and probably in the 
world.” 
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Appendix C: Recent Papers on Student Evaluation of Instructors 

The first of these papers asserts “students rate most highly instructors from whom they learn least.”1 

More particularly: “the partial correlation between the objective and subjective measures of teaching 
ability, with initial ability held constant, was equal to −.746.” The subject matter was elementary calculus, 
and the teachers were graduate student teaching assistants. 

Gessner2 criticises the Rodins’ paper and gives contrary results. The subject was“basic science,”given to 
medical school sophomores: the teachers were “faculty members.” The correlation between student ratings 
of instructors and average class grades on “the National Medical Board Examination” was +.77. Most 
curiously, however, the correlation between the student ratings and the college’s own internal examinations 
of the same classes was essentially zero! 

Frey3 also criticised the Rodin paper and carefully repeated it for classes of “introductory” calculus and 
“multi-dimensional” calculus. The mean final exam grade for each student was adjusted to compensate 
for his ability (i.e. his SAT scores). Class means of these adjusted grades were then correlated against a 
carefully chosen set of questions about the instructors. All correlations were positive; in one case as high 
as r = +.90. 

1Miriam Rodin and.Burton Rodin, “Student Evaluation of Teachers,” Science,Vol. 177, 29 September 1972, p. 1164. 
2Peter K. Gessner, “Evaluation of Instruction,” Science, Vol. 180, 11 May 1973, p. 566. 
3Peter W. Frey, “Student Rating of Teaching: Validity of Several Rating Factors,” Science, Vol. 182, 5 October 1973, p. 

83. 
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Appendix D: The Cambridge University Methodology of Higher Scien
tific Education 

The student of science (or engineering) has the following kinds of formal contact with the faculty: 

(a) Lectures — These are given from the lecturer’s notes, which are not, historically, available to 
the students [this is changing—at Surrey a complete text (as followed by the lecturer) is distributed, for 
instance]; nor do the students know the content of the course beforehand. The students are expected to 
take complete notes. The purpose of the lectures is therefore to communicate the substance of the course. 
Subordinate purposes are: to provide emphasis (books on the subject may be recommended for reference); 
to provide points of view; to excite enthusiasm; and to achieve other unclear objectives such as are often 
stated in this country. 

The students take notes, in the view of the faculty, because “by writing it down they are forced to think 
about it.” This opinion appeared to be most strongly held in Cambridge; to be less strongly held in Sussex, 
to be explicitly denied in Surrey; and has been, in a peripheral setting, found to be untrue by British 
educational psychologists: “Ash and Carlton, who studied the value of note taking during film learning, 
found that it appeared to set up interference with viewing, which was not wholly compensated for even 
when time was given to review notes subsequently.”1 More to the point is the response of a Cambridge 
student in engineering:2 “You should not take any notes at all during a lecture—the lecturer is supposed 
to be lecturing, not dictating his notes.” 

(b) Examples Classes — About two dozen students and several instructors spend an hour together; the 
students attempt to solve assigned problems, and when one of them is stuck he calls on an instructor who 
gets him over the hurdle. 

(c) Laboratories — These operate much as do our own, and are at about the same level. 

(d) Tutorials — Once a week the “supervisor” sits between a pair of students and reads their lecture 
notes, correcting any errors. If he finds gaps in a student’s understanding, he assigns additional reading, or 
makes up a special problem to be submitted at the following “supervision.” He also reviews the student’s 
solutions to problems which may have been distributed by the lecturer. He is the sole source of “feedback” 
to the student. Two students at a time is the preferred number at Cambridge; at Oxford, I was told, they 
stick to the old single student system. A “supervisor” may have as many as six “supervisions” per week, 
and he prepares for these ahead of time. Since his students can be in different classes, he needs to have 
several subjects at his fingertips. It is usual for a “supervisor” who operates as a member of a college, 
to also have departmental teaching duty, e.g. lecturing, serving in examples classes, etc. A “supervisor” 
is almost entirely concerned with academic performance; I was told that relatively little time is spent at 
general advising of the student. The supervisor is in charge of the student, and each of them has a split 
allegiance to their college and to their professional department. 

It is widely viewed as a desirable feature of this kind of instruction that the tutor is not also the student 
examiner, but both are on the same side; this advantage is however seen by some others as unimportant. 

Supervisors can advise students contrary to departmental policy, e.g., “labs are a waste of your time.” 

In spite of this close periodic contact with the faculty, students complain of insufficient faculty contact, 
impersonality, etc.; however, as with us, few students voluntarily approach the lecturers after class. Many 
“supervisors” are, in fact, graduate students. 

1Ruth M. Beard, “Research Into Teaching Methods in Higher Education”—the Society for Research into Higher Education 
Ltd., 2 Woburn Square, London, September 1967; she quotes from: P. Ash and Carlton, B.J. (1953) “The Value of Note Taking 
During Film Learning,” British Journal of Educational Psychology, 23, pp. 121-125. 

2From a private survey report, kindly made available to me. 
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It appears that this is an internally consistent system for driving the students to study their lessons. 
(It is also consistent with the very strict parietal rules of the Cambridge Colleges.) If syllabuses and texts 
were used, then students wouldn’t take notes; if they didn’t take notes, there wouldn’t be any notes for 
the “supervisors” to read and to criticize, etc., etc. 
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Appendix E: An Option for Intellectual Autonomy 

What it means 

It is an Option because students would volunteer for it. Intellectual Autonomy means that students 
will be encouraged to think for themselves, start to guide their own lives, and become self-motivated to 
study. It is based on the idea that “all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy” only if the work is 
externally imposed so that it becomes drudgery. Most of the world’s great men and women are usefully 
active all the time, but few of them say they are “working.” 

To whom it applies 

It is to apply to M.I.T. undergraduates, who are a uniquely qualified group. I will cite a few statistics 
in order to confirm the common opinion: 

(1) Academically, the upper half of an entering class at M.I.T. is drawn from a group comprising less 
than the highest one percent of those U.S. high school graduates who go to college; between five and ten 
percent of this elite group enter M.I.T. (depending on which College Entrance Examination Board test 
score one looks at). Stated in more commonly meaningful but less exact language, the median I.Q. of 
entering M.I.T. freshmen is about 150, and there is probably no freshman below about 130.1 

(2) Personality, the mean “Omnibus Personality Inventory” scores for entering M.I.T. freshmen differ 
from the National Averages mainly in that the M.I.T. students are significantly more given to scientifically 
oriented habits of thought. Neither the fraction of “hippies” nor the fraction of rigid conservatives is higher 
at M.I.T. than at other colleges.1 

(3) Motivation for Going to College, entering M.I.T. freshmen are more typical, in the reasons which 
they give for going to college, of those who enter liberal arts colleges rather than of those who enter 
engineering schools. A significantly larger fraction come to M.I.T. in order to become learned, than is the 
case for students entering all U.S. colleges.1 

There is no other university which has simultaneously such large numbers of gifted students comprising 
such a large fraction of its classes. Other universities have large numbers of gifted students comprising 
small fractions of their classes (e.g., Berkeley) or small numbers comprising large fractions (e.g., Caltech); 
but in most institutions there is only a tiny minority (a few percent at most) of such students. 

The problems 

M.I.T. clearly has a national responsibility therefore to lead the way towards a more flexible education 
of gifted students. (In the opinion of a sample of the M.I.T. Faculty, M.I.T.’s educational methods are 
deficient in that they inhibit curiousity, work the students too hard, and are otherwise repressive.2) 

The less important problems 

(1) Because the quality of exposition by the M.I.T. faculty is relatively high compared to that of 
teachers in other colleges, improving teaching does not seem to be a problem which requires a great deal of 
additional effort (although M.I.T. should, as a separate endeavor, maintain some kind of unit for training 
young teachers in verbal communication). 

1Cf., Sections A and B of “Reference Manual, The Freshman Year at M.I.T., Classes of 1968, 1969, 1970.”

1Cf., Sections A and B of “Reference Manual, The Freshman Year at M.I.T., Classes of 1968, 1969, 1970.”

2“What 45 Members of the M.I.T. Faculty Seem to Like or Dislike About M.I.T. Undergraduate Education.” by G. E. 

Valley, March 1, 1968. 
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(2) Because good books exist and our staff willingly continue to compose newer and better ones, this also 
is not a problem area which requires increased encouragement (although some new texts might nevertheless 
come out of the new program of education described below). Similar remarks apply to movies, programmed 
learning, etc. 

(3) Nor is there an urgent need to devise new kinds of classes in which a single teacher interacts with 
students: all combinations of discussion groups, lectures, tutorial sessions and so on have been tried already, 
and with consistently fuzzy and inconclusive results. All that can be said is that students uniformly want, 
and say they enjoy, very small classes. I shall propose therefore to utilize this enjoyment in the furtherance 
of the intellectual autonomy of the student. 

There is good reason to doubt the efficacy of recitation sections and I propose a plan which might 
eventually involve giving up recitation sections and using the space, faculty time, and other resources thus 
made available to support the new methods. In this way the cost of the new methods might be kept within 
M.I.T.’s present budget for undergraduate education. 

The following are the more important problems: 

(1) The syllabuses are too rigid, and suit neither the most able nor the least able students. At the 
present time syllabuses are devised according to someone’s conception of what a typical student ought to 
be taught. This is probably true in all schools, but only at M.I.T. is there an urgent need to more flexibly 
educate such large numbers of gifted young men and women. This proposal is based on the idea that the 
“typical student” comprises only a minority of the M.I.T. student body. 

(2) There is too much emphasis on teaching the student rather than on the student’s learning for himself. 
This means that it is the teacher who tends to be active whereas the student tends to sit passively. It is 
particularly important for highly able students to learn to be active participants in their own education. 

(3) Students tend to become “syllabus bound.” This is one of the most important problems because the 
U.S. school system habituates students to study what they are told to study when they are told to study 
it. As a result, they come to college expecting to be led by the nose, and this is what M.I.T. and most 
of the other colleges tend to do with them. In most colleges students meet for the first time teachers who 
are smarter then they are themselves; the caliber of M.I.T. students is so high that we need to modify this 
statement: M.I.T. freshmen meet for the first time teachers who are as smart as themselves. It is because 
practically all our incoming students have for all their lives been pushed around by comparative dullards, 
that we can hope to guide them into the responsible use of intellectual freedom. 

(4) Students tend to become incurious, because even if not actually overworked at M.I.T., they never
theless have so much material to absorb that they lose their appetite for more. Einstein’s famous remark 
about satiating the tiger’s appetite is relevant. 

(5) Students tend to become intimidated and afraid to express opinions, or to ask dumb questions in 
class; and they are otherwise subdues. 

(6) The well-publicized problem of the “obsolescence of engineers.” 

(7) The faculties of many colleges, including M.I.T.’s, worry that students are insufficiently “creative;” 
that they have poor taste, whether it be artistic taste or scientific “taste;” that too few students have ever 
examined their own motivations. 

Objectives of the Proposed


“Option for Intellectual Autonomy”
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The objectives are of course to solve or remedy the problems. At the present time many educators seem 
to believe that only those educational objectives are valid which can be clearly stated and whose attainment 
can be objectively assessed. This may be true for those subjects of instruction primarily concerned with 
techniques; it cannot be true for those objectives which may be highly desireable but which are inherently a 
matter for individual judgment such as “taste,” or for objectives the attainment of which can be objectively 
tested, but only years after graduation, such as “non-obsolescence.” 

The following list of objectives is ordered approximately in harmony with the above list of problems, 
and the immediately testable objectives are marked with an asterisk (*). 

(1) To allow students to learn, each at his own pace: “A” students would cover more than the normal 
syllabus; “D” students would cover less but learn it more thoroughly (*). 

(2) Students would be encouraged, even forced, to learn—they could attend lectures, take exams, etc., 
etc., or not, as they chose; but each would be examined regularly, although informally by a staff member; 
there would be seniors and graduate students to go over problem sets with each student individually. The 
idea is that the student would be given, for each subject of instruction, only a list of topics, and references 
to a few carefully chosen books of graduated difficulty (*). 

(3) Students would be referred to several texts and each student would be required to study a given 
subject from several books (*). 

(4) Students would be encouraged to formulate original homework problems and to ask questions in 
face to face contact with teachers (*). 

(5) There would be “freshmen colloquia” attended not only by freshmen but also by the student teachers 
and the staff. These would mostly be on “open-ended” subjects. Freshmen might give one or two short 
talks at each session, and then there would be general discussion. In order to encourage freshmen to speak 
up, there may need to be rules to prevent their superiors from downing them. Such a set of rules might be 
something like the following: Freshmen would be allowed to question everyone; student teachers could only 
question faculty; and faculty could only answer when asked by a student or could question one another in 
order to be invited by the students to participate (*). 

(6) By putting the emphasis on “learning” rather than on “teaching,” the student would be put into 
the habit of educating himself from the start. It is hoped that this habit once acquired would stay so that 
he would continue to consult books and attend (and give) lectures freely the rest of his life. He would 
therefore be able to avoid “obsolescence.” 

(7) “Grading” would be by faculty approbation, e.g., by smiles, cordiality, and other such marks of 
approval—as much as possible like real life. The homework tutorials would be regarded as part of a 
“weaning away from needing to be taught” (*). 

The student would learn by whatever means suited him best (including, but not limited to, lectures, 
recitations, written exams, etc.—which he might or might not attend—we wouldn’t care how he learned 
as long as he did learn) (*). 

All this, in my view, should be done in a structured rather than a permissive atmosphere—and students 
should be allowed to give up their tutorials based on their individual attitudes and progress, as informally 
assayed by the teaching staff. Such students would continue to have weekly interviews with a faculty 
member however. 

The supporting of creative impulses, the inculcation of good taste—both cultural and scientific, the 
encouragement of self-examination are all desirable objectives. 

Although I do not see how the attainment of these can be assessed, I nevertheless believe that the 
M.I.T. faculty is competent to exemplify these qualities strongly enough so that students will rub some of 
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them off. 

The overall principles behind these objectives can be summarized as follows: 

(1) M.I.T. should create an atmosphere of learning which is conducive of self-disciplined autonomous 
intellectual effort by the student. 

(2) M.I.T. should experiment with all kinds of classes (including those with more than a single teacher 
present—which has rarely been tried) in order to see if some methods suit only some kinds of student, and, 
if so, to find out how to help students discover their own best methods. 

(3) M.I.T. should show students how mature men and women behave and how they reward one another 
in the real world. 

Proposed procedure 

Phase 1: This would be a joint student-faculty study group to convene in the Fall of 1968 for the 
purpose of modifying and detailing the foregoing. 

Phase 2: This would be a fumble-stumble period, possibly starting with a few freshmen in January 
1969, for the purpose of seeing if any of the plans should be tried out more seriously on a larger scale. 

Phase 3: This might start in the Fall of 1969 with perhaps 25 entering freshmen. If successful, it might 
be continued and enlarged. 

All would be subject to periodic Administration and C.E.P. review. 

Methods, and estimated costs 

An instructor who gives two 25-student recitations per week will typically spend a total of 10-12 
hours/week on this duty—preparation, grading, and counseling included. If recitations were abolished, then 
an equivalent amount of faculty time could be utilized as follows: On the above basis he could alternatively 
interview about 10 students one hour each week (possibly seeing two students simultaneously) seeing 
any particular student at least once every four weeks for the purpose of general technical conversation, 
exposition of principles, and forming an opinion of the student’s progress and ability (problems would be 
corrected and explained by seniors or graduate students, who would meet each student each week). If 
the student took four subjects, he would have a single interview with a professor each week, seeing each 
individual professor three or four times per semester as well as informally; each week he would also have 
four one-hour tutorials with student teachers. Thus the professor would supply technical and other kinds 
of understanding and also approbation; this would require only a small amount of preparation on the part 
of the professor. 

This means that Phase 3, which would have only about 25 students, would be twice as expensive in 
faculty time per student as physics and humanities now are; if the plan were more widely used, the faculty 
load in those subjects would be about the same as now. Subjects which now employ graduate students as 
recitation instructors would be more expensive this new way. 

Incoming freshman students would be given a prospectus, and would volunteer for the experimental 
college, knowing beforehand its risks as well as its potentialities. They might sign up for a curriculum of 
their choice just as now, but could leave the standard system prior to the first hour exam or theme. 

The principal added costs would be in Phases 2 and 3 which would involve several thousand square 
feet of space, payment (if necessary) of student instructors, purchase of several hundred books (including 
autobiographies and other less technical works of great men—from Alfred Sloan and Theodore Von Karman 
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through Darwin and Poincare; there may also be need for a shelf of great novels which are also fun for 
adolescents to read. There will have to be lots of copies of about two dozen standard texts.), computer 
time (for those who find computer instruction to their taste), movie facilities, etc. It is hard to see how 
this could add up to more than the current Institute expenditure per freshman—e.g., about $100,000 for 
25 freshmen. (However during Phases 1 and 2 this would have to be additional money.) 

In principle this kind of plan can be successful economically in the long term whenever there are 
sufficient students to fully occupy the time of a professor; this is the only reason that I can see now why, if 
this works for freshmen, it can’t be extended for all students who desire it (there is a little questionnaire 
evidence that as many as half the undergraduates might want to try this). 

It is not contemplated that all undergraduates would ever be educated this way—a large fraction of 
our undergraduates are content with the present system. 

G. E. Valley 
April 17, 1968 
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Appendix F 

Here are a few of the many questions I received from members of the Committee on October 3, 1968,1 

together with my answers. 

“What sort of students will the Experiment appeal to?” 
“What sort of students will benefit the most from it?” 
Ans: It is easier to define who won’t be interested: namely, the play-it-safe type who is interested in 

making a career out of having a career. 

“How many students?”

Ans: Between 25 and 50


“Should the use of computers, films, tapes, television, etc. be emphasized?” Ans: They should be 
used when convenient and desirable, but we should not emphasize their use as a special feature of the 
Experiment. 

“How is the erratic but creative student to be handled?”“How encouraged?” Ans: By exercising patience 
and forbearance with him, I suppose. 

“Will the Experiment have an identifiable center but use the classrooms and laboratories of the Institute 
as departments do now?” Ans: It should under no circumstances use regular classrooms or seminar rooms; 
much of the teaching ought to be informal. 

“Except for Academic Programs will students in the Experiment live as other students live?” Ans: Yes; 
I am against total institutions.2 

“What system of rewards can substitute for the ‘satisfaction of a good grade?’” Ans: What is the “satis
faction of a good grade?” The student should be allowed to make a good reputation; he needs approbation 
both from his peers and from his teachers. 

“Should there be formal examinations?” Ans: Certainly not the kind we give now in which all the 
students are herded into big rooms. 

“Is the immersion of the student in an atmosphere of intellectuality, to manipulate him? If so, is this 
bad?” Ans: If manipulation means coercion then it’s bad because coercion is bad... How free can you get 
and still associate with other people?... I am against deliberate indirection, but no one can promise to be 
tactless all the time. 

“Will students’ speeches be so dull as to turn off their student audiences?” Ans: If students’ speeches 
are dull, we will show how to make interesting ones. 

“How much time can an individual faculty member give to this enterprise?” Ans: On the average no 
more than he now devotes to undergraduate instruction; however in some fields there might be more contact 
hours and fewer hours at home spent on this. 

“As residents of Boston or Cambridge, what are the responsibilities of the Experiment and of the 
students and professors to the larger communities of which they are part?” Ans: The same as they are 
now. 

“What is the name of this enterprise?” Ans: I don’t know—clearly it is an “experimental” something. 
1G.E. Valley, “88 Questions about the Experiment,” report to the members of the Experimental Study Group, October 4, 

1968. 
2Erving Gottman, “Characteristics of Total Institution,” in Report of the Symposium on Preventive and Social Psychiatry, 

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C., 15-17 April 1957. I had just finished reading this paper when I 
answered the question. 
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“For how long will it continue?” Ans: I don’t know—if it is a success, then it ought to continue 
indefinitely. 

“What sorts of things might happen outside of the Experiment in which members of the College might 
participate?” Ans: All kinds of things. 
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Appendix G 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology


Report of the Experimental Study Group 

Since September 18, 1968, the Experimental Study Group has held 13 meetings each of 2 hours 
duration, attended by 9 to 14 faculty members and 4 to 8 undergraduates. Besides these meetings, members 
have held many private discussions and exchanged many copies of interesting reports with one another. 

I. Purpose of the Study Group 

The purpose of the Study Group has been to survey the possibility of creating on the M.I.T. campus, 
an educational environment for undergraduates totally different in spirit and atmosphere from that which 
now exists. 

The Study Group concludes that: (1) it appears feasible to create such an environment, as it is described 
below; (2) an experimental pilot program should be inaugurated to test, and to modify where necessary, 
the proposals put forward herein. 

II. Considerations of the Study Group 

During our deliberations we studied a number of research reports and descriptions of college education 
at M.I.T. and at other universities, including several accounts of “experimental colleges.” 

We have been led to ask questions such as “Why change?” and “Change for whom?” 

The M.I.T. system of education has served its students well for a century, and we expect that it will 
continue to serve many students well. 

However when we asked ourselves whether all M.I.T. students are now well adjusted or adjustable to 
M.I.T.’s methods, we found ourselves dissatisfied with our answer. 

There is much that we do at M.I.T. which is superior to what is done at other places, and which is good 
for all our students; some of it is superb. Our spirit of educational innovation which has led for example, 
to the project laboratories; the enthusiastic informality which motivates freshman seminars; the superb 
preparation and delivery of our lectures — these we think worthy of high praise. Likewise we see much 
good in the several kinds of tutoring efforts which employ students as tutors; these include the informal 
tutoring carried on in the dormitories and fraternities, as well as the more formal schemes connected with 
certain subjects of instruction. 

But in view of the high motivation of our entering students, the advanced preparation of some of them, 
and the fact that contemporary students are often more mature today than were their parents at the same 
age, we are led to question the universal applicability of some current practices. 

We have asked ourselves why an interesting class discussion should be arbitrarily terminated by a bell; 
whether it is realistic to test all students’ grasp of a subject by examinations when we know some of them 
can easily pass examinations but may later fail when put to the test of the real world; whether we should 
try to teach all students in a class at the same rate when psychologists have demonstrated that each person 
learns at his own rate. 
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We found ourselves less concerned because many of our students work very hard, than with the fact 
that so many of them seem not to know why they are studying the particular topics assigned to them. 
Again we have asked ourselves “How will it be after graduation?” 

We have asked ourselves why some students cannot be encouraged to study more on their own; whether 
so many formal classes are necessary; and whether science and mathematics recitation sections are a good 
use of the faculty’s time, or of the students’.1 This has led us to wonder whether other kinds of less formal 
faculty-student contact would result in superior student counseling as well as superior teaching. We asked 
whether the student’s teachers should also be his counselors, rather than faculty members who see him 
only on special occasions; whether a student’s choice of his Course should be influenced by discussion with 
those faculty members who have actually taught him. 

When we analysed the reasons behind our high regard for freshman seminars and project laboratories, 
we concluded that their spirit seemed much like that of the graduate school; that those seminars and 
laboratories tended to treat the student as a mature person. Then we asked ourselves why all students 
must spend such a long time being instructed. We asked whether there might be some students whose 
maturity was in advance of their knowledge and calendar age; and might these be better educated if treated 
right away as mature, rather than waiting until they were writing their Ph.D. theses.2 

III. 

With affirmative answers to the foregoing questions in mind, we composed some Guiding Principles 
for an Experimental Program: 

A. Because we recognize that students are very different from one another, we propose to foster diversity 
in education: to go as far toward an individualized program for each student as we can. We desire to find 
a way of education that will help each student to develop according to his own potential. 

B. We recognize that maturing adolescents are strongly influenced by physical and emotional drives and 
that a meaningful education must take these drives into account. Entering freshmen already have many 
problems of adjustment, and it would be a large additional problem for many freshmen to adjust rapidly 
and without help to a completely free and undirected academic environment. Therefore, we believe that 
guidance toward the use of freedom should and can be given to inexperienced individuals. 

C. We believe that an excessively unstructured program could be as unwise for some students as a 
completely structured one now is for some others. But we doubt that students who continue to need to 
have their educations completely planned for them, or their freedom to learn restricted to the privilege of 
selecting from among an assortment of scheduled subjects of instruction, will find this proposed experi
mental program congenial. Thus although we believe that planning of a student’s activities is necessary, in 
the proposed experimental program we envision that the student will create (and modify) his own plan as 
much as possible. If he becomes interested in some topic, then we want to show him how to delineate his 
own ignorance about it. After interest has been awakened and ignorance recognized, we believe learning 
can proceed at a rapid rate. If each student is to set his own plan for learning, then there cannot be very 
much formal structure in the academic environment itself.3 

1See Valley and Stuart, Reference Manual (1968) Section G. 
2For the views on these questions of students who are not members of the Experimental Study Group, see Appendix A of 

this report, and also Reference Manual (1968) Section H by Valley and Stuart. 
3Appendix H. 
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IV. 

Consistent with these principles we include the following among the Goals of the Program. 

We think the student should come to understand himself as well as his associates; to join group activity, 
or not to join, depending on the group’s purpose and the student’s own understanding of his needs and his 
potential for being helpful to the group; to learn how to cooperate freely with others; to learn how to search 
out information and how to judge it wisely, neither blindly rejecting the unpalatable nor blindly accepting 
that which is attractive; and above all to learn how to educate himself, guiding himself by consultation 
with others.4 

Another goal has to do with the influence of this program upon M.I.T. education in the large. We hope 
that some of the methods and procedures developed and used successfully in this program might come to 
be adopted generally throughout M.I.T.; to be used in the education of all students. We note that this is 
the principle objective of the “Experimental College” at Tufts University.5 

V. 

We now present An Overview of the Proposed Program. Since this description of the Program neces
sarily refers only briefly to new and possibly unfamiliar features, these are explained in more detail in a 
following Section VI. 

The Program of the Experimental Study Group will not be committed to experimentation for its 
own sake. Rather it will offer a more flexible alternative to the Freshman year than is currently available. 
Specifically: if a freshman student wants to enroll in several upperclass courses such as psychology, political 
science, etc. he should not be denied this liberty. But, if he wants to enroll in Chemistry 5.01 and Physics 
8.01, then he should review his reasons for joining the Program. 

We will not define now what content the Program will have, but what it may have. We ought to plan 
to reduce the formal content of this program and let it develop naturally next September. 

The students who join the Program will participate in the M.I.T. community. They will welcome 
outside visitors to their place of work. However, students as well as faculty members will be encouraged to 
commit themselves firmly, or not at all, to the Program for at least one year. We recognize the possibility 
that students or instructors may join us shortly after the fall term begins, as word about us spreads. We 
feel, though, that the Program has more to offer than just a better way of taking courses, and that students 
who want to join us in mid-term may have missed too much to justify their leaving their regular program 
so late in the term. A natural break will occur after one term, and special cases will have to be handled as 
they arise. 

As far as “social interaction” or “group learning activities” is concerned, undoubtedly some learning is 
best done in groups, for example the humanities subjects. However, some things, such as doing mathe
matical proofs, are not. Alternatively, if every activity the Program sponsors is, in a sense, a “learning 
activity,” then the Program should sponsor group events like lecture parties, a la Course IV, teas, theater 
parties and mixers. Even physics may be contemplated in a beer party as Feynman’s article suggests.6 

4See Appendix J 
5See Appendix J 
6R.P.Feynman “The Development of the Space-Time View of Quantum Electrodynamics,” Science 153, 699 (1966). 
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Getting the Program Started 

In the spring we will ask freshmen to return a card to us indicating their interest in the Program. We 
will then ask them to write us explaining their reasons for wanting to be in the Program. We feel the 
best number for the Program is between 50 and 75 students, but we will start with a smaller number and 
let it grow. We will invite students to an “orientation” meeting some time during Residence Week. The 
purpose of the meeting will be to meet the College’s faculty and to begin to discuss “educational theory.” 
This will allow freshmen to make up their minds about the Program and their own goals as they talk 
with other freshmen and upperclass students. If they are still interested, the first meeting of the College 
on/after Registration Day will be an all-day seminar to begin the planning of curriculum and statement 
of goals. This seminar will last for as many days as is necessary to define each student’s educational goals 
and interests. It will not last more than two weeks, preferably one. Because of the group’s size, it is 
clear that it will have to split into sub-groups, each perhaps dealing with a particular area (for example, 
“mathematics”, etc.) There may have to be a “planning board” composed of faculty, tutors and freshmen. 
Because of the diversity of the sub-groups, there will be needed a daily record of the proceedings, such as 
a mimeographed news sheet. Perhaps one of the senior tutors can edit it. Each student will have a faculty 
adviser to whom he is responsible for demonstrating progress in his activities. 

A General Colloquium should be a formal weekly activity for and by the participants. It will remain 
open to any topic. There seems to be no reason why we couldn’t invite speakers to it. Accordingly, the 
mimeographed bulletin will continue perhaps in a weekly format. We anticipate that there will be many 
diversified activities and that there should be a way to publicize the members’ projects. The bulletin 
should, therefore, grow so that members can publish articles in it. 

Facilities 

Dorms and classrooms will not be in the same building, although a “student center” type lounge would 
be required (comfortable couches for napping, lots of books, etc.). A kitchenette and dining room, for 
lunches (cold cuts and bread, letting people cook on Fridays, snacks, coffee, etc.) is needed. A CTSS 
computer console is a good idea. 

Faculty and Instructors 

The faculty in the College will be informal, flexible, and involved. 

The faculty will be responsible to the College. Faculty authority derives from experience, not the 
institution. Professors are the elder learners in the College. 

The tutors will have had immediate experience with M.I.T. They will be either seniors or graduate 
students. 

We feel typical freshmen do not have enough contact with the engineering departments, therefore, we 
encourage the proposal of having faculty from the School of Engineering give seminars or lead field trips. 

Academic Programs 

We recognize five varieties of instruction: self-study, concentrated study, seminars, lectures, and Insti
tute courses. Our problem is to present a way of offering a combination of these methods of instruction to 
form a meaningful program without overburdening our resources. We believe it can be done. 
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Our practical goal is to prepare a student for a second year program. The nature of certification then 
will be like transfer credit. Our subjects will not be geared to say, “4 weeks of concentrated study equals 
12 units,” but rather “1 year equals 90 units.” 

Our ideal goal is to introduce a student to a body of learning, to show him that knowledge is made 
by men, not handed to us engraved on tablets. Therefore, we do not expect the faculty to spend much 
time preparing formal lectures with neat logically planned developments. Rather, we prefer to have faculty 
teach by talking out problems on the wing in seminars and concentrated study classes.7 Besides, there will 
already be the formal lectures for the regular freshman program. 

We believe that certain activities will be very likely — seminars, lectures and possibly concentrated 
study (with and without lab) in physics and chemistry; seminars, lectures and possibly concentrated study 
in calculus. We believe humanities would be best offered in small groups, or seminars. 

We also expect certain small, short seminars will occur naturally. (Professor X remarks, “About seven 
students have asked me about partial differential equations. Why don’t I talk about this for a while?” 
Professor Y says, “Several of the physics students have asked me about the magnitude of the electron 
and proton charges. Why don’t I help them build an experiment to show they are equal?” Professor Z 
comments, “This is an election year. Let’s study the political techniques of some of the candidates.”) Since 
there is an overlap between some parts of freshman physics, mathematics and chemistry, it will be easy to 
interrupt a physics subject for a time in order to study mathematics. 

These seminars and concentrated study activities will, hopefully, arise naturally out of our initial 
seminar. We can propose the initial programs of students for about eight weeks. After this period the 
Program should be a dynamic organism, changing its allocation of resources to fit the students needs. A 
concentrated study session may change from a group of twelve to self-study for one; a seminar may change 
to lecture, a lecture may change to self-study, and so on. A student can always drop everything for a short 
while to participate in concentrated study. 

See Section VI.J. 
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Appendix H: The First Prospectus of the ESG 

Experimental Study Group 
c/o Professor George Valley 

M.I.T. Room 13-2070 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 

August 6, 1969 

Dear Friends of the Class of 1973: 

Here is a more extensive description of the Experimental Study Group. We hope it answers most of 
your questions. 

If you remain interested in joining the ESG after you have read this paper, we would like you to write 
to us. Your letter will help us to be prepared to discuss your interests with you when you visit us during 
Residence-Orientation Week. 

Sincerely, 

George E. Valley, Jr. 
For the Experimental Study Group 

GEV:elt 
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The Educational Program of the Experimental Study Group 

The Experimental Study Group consists of upperclassmen and professors who have been studying the 
problems of college education for the past year. We have concluded that much of the formality of traditional 
educational methods (formal lectures, classes, assigned homework, exams) although entirely suitable for 
many students, is not suitable for all students. We believe that some people would learn better in a less 
formal educational environment — one in which the atmosphere in some way resembles that of a graduate 
school, a research laboratory or a community of scholars. 

Broad Principles on Which the Program is Based 

We want to emphasize guiding students to teach themselves. (Students who learn to teach themselves 
will be able to continue teaching themselves after they graduate.) 

The Program described here is not intended to appeal to every freshman; different people need to be 
educated in different ways. Nor is it an honors program. It is an approach to education which allows each 
student to study at his own speed and to concentrate on topics which interest him until he has reached 
a level of mastery which he finds satisfying. It may well involve the student in longer (but perhaps more 
enjoyable) periods of study than does the usual M.I.T. curriculum. The Experimental Study Group has 
not discovered any easy way to learn. It still has to be done the old way — chair, table, lamp, books, 
apparatus, pencil, paper, and brain. 

The Program will involve approximately 30 freshmen, about 10 upperclassmen as tutors, and about 10 
professors as “elder learners.” The Program is designed for the freshman year. Whether it can be extended 
to four years is not clear at this time. Even if it is not formally extended, the doors of the ESG will remain 
open to its former students. The ESG desires to provide a complete academic program for the freshman 
year. There is no partial membership. While we will allow, and in many cases encourage, ESG freshmen to 
take a regular Institute course, we would not expect a freshman to join the ESG and also take chemistry, 
physics, mathematics or humanities in the regular curriculum, although he might listen informally to the 
lectures. 

Independent Self-Directed Study 

The Program will emphasize independent, self-directed study. By independent study we mean that 
when the student chooses to study a particular topic (e.g. Xenophon’s description of Socrates, basic 
biochemistry, Shakespeare’s tragedies, or the orbit of the moon), he agrees that he will be able to discuss 
that topic, or otherwise demonstrate his knowledge, by a particular date — say two weeks from next 
Wednesday. In order to learn, the student may read the books used in a corresponding M.I.T. course with 
supplemental material suggested by faculty member or Senior tutor, or he may use journal articles or other 
“primary” sources. He may attend seminars organized by ESG people to discuss the subject matter, or 
he may elect to take a course in the regular MIT program. There will be people around for guidance, 
elaboration, or plain help. 

A freshman may study a number of topics at the same time, or concentrate on just one — whatever 
suits him best. He can, of course, study different subjects in different ways, i.e. his method of studying 
physics may differ from his method of studying sociology. He also may experiment with different methods 
of study in the same subject area. We will go on to describe some learning methods we have envisioned 
but we would like to emphasize that the student has complete freedom in choosing the way he learns. He 
is certainly not limited to methods outlined in this paper. Our main requirement is that he demonstrate 
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that he has learned. The laboratory and computer facilities of the Institute will be available to the same 
extent as they are available to any freshman. There will be a small lab in the ESG building itself, and also 
a computer console. The ESG freshman will have an advantage in obtaining other equipment because he 
will get to know the “ways of the Institute” quickly and to know the people to see. 

If a subject necessarily involves doing homework problems, there will be long lists of problems from 
which the student can select some which are neither too easy nor too difficult; and he will do these 
because he feels a need to do them, not because the faculty demands their solution. Upperclassmen will 
help freshmen with homework and other problems which involve the learning of skills and facts. These 
upperclassmen will also help freshmen “learn the ropes” at MIT. There will be motion pictures available to 
supplement the learning process, and we will have our own projectors so that these pictures can be viewed 
privately. 

What the Professors will Do 

The professors who are members of the ESG do not intend to limit themselves to formal “teaching.” 
They will regard themselves as “elder learners.” There will be a great deal of informal contact — coffee 
breaks, lunches, and so on — so the students and faculty can discuss serious topics in a friendly atmosphere. 
We shall endeavor to engage all freshmen as partners with us in the life of the intellect. 

The only requirement for formal contact with a professor will be that each freshman, at least every 
other week, spend an hour or so with a professor discussing his progress in the subject he is studying (but 
this does not mean that he will be talking to that professor only every other week). At this time the 
professor will discuss the deeper, perhaps more philosophical aspects of the subject. The professor will 
be able to answer questions, and will also find out what progress the freshman is making. These periodic 
interviews constitute the single requirement placed on the freshman: he will come for an interview at a 
regular time. One, or several of these professors, will eventually become the student’s “freshman advisor”, 
and the freshman himself will choose who this is. 

Getting Started in the Program 

We know that most students have spent their lives thus far attending classes and working on assign
ments that were more or less rigidly prescribed by their teachers. We know that many are not used to 
being educated in the way outlined above. We have devised methods by which freshmen can adjust to an 
environment in which they learn how to learn for themselves. 

Let us take physics as an example. We believe that if students are to derive a deep appreciation and 
understanding of physics they should find pleasure in studying it. This means to us that a student should be 
allowed to study at his most effective speed and should have some choice in the subject matter. Therefore, 
we shall first help each student to find out how fast and in what manner he should study physics, while 
also helping him to make the transition from teacher-directed study to independent study. 

We foresee that some students will find textbook study uninspiring, even on an independent basis. 
Freshmen might prefer studying science from research papers, using texts only as reference books. This 
would be a “topic oriented” (i.e. space flight) rather than “discipline oriented” (i.e. mechanics) learning 
process. The same material will be learned, and the student will gain valuable insight into how basic 
concepts are used in practice. 
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Independent Study Based on Research Papers 

Suppose a paper (or a series of papers) has to do with the lunar landing program, describing how 
the Apollo is launched, how it is placed into orbit, and how the lunar landing module is to descend to 
the surface of the moon and return. Part of freshman physics is to understand forces, momenta, and so 
on, well enough so that one can understand the various intricacies involved in launching a rocket. So, we 
would expect the student to read the first part of the paper which would have to do with the launching of 
the rocket, and to understand such questions as why the particular fuel was used, and why the rocket is 
launched in stages. This would involve an understanding of about half the regular freshman physics course, 
and the student would need to refer to texts for detailed explanations of the phenomena and principles 
involved. He would find himself working some problems to deepen his understanding of these principles, 
but he would assign these problems to himself. In addition, about half the regular calculus syllabus and 
some chemistry would have to be learned. Then he would go on to study how the vehicles are placed in 
orbit, how they maneuver, and how they get home. This would involve most of the rest of the regular 
freshman physics course: potential energy, rotating coordinate systems, gravitation, plus more calculus. 
The advantage of this procedure is not only that the student would have learned Newtonian mechanics in 
studying the paper, but he would also have learned something about one of the interesting events of our 
age. He would incidentally have become familiar with the moon and with the problems of interplanetary 
navigation. While doing this he would consult regularly with physics, math and chemistry members of 
ESG — both formally as mentioned above, and also informally. 

But perhaps the lunar landing program does not interest a particular student. Suppose a student would 
like to play with electronics. He might spend a few weeks learning the fundamentals of circuit analysis, the 
characteristics of common circuit elements, and perhaps design himself a small amplifier. In the process, 
he would learn a good bit of freshman calculus, sophomore physics, and a bit of electrical engineering. 
We will have other kinds of research papers too, and these need not be limited to things a student would 
normally encounter as a freshman. 

We shall also post, from time to time, “open-ended” problems. These are problems so broadly stated as 
to have no single correct answer. We may, for example, suggest that students criticize both the scientific 
and the literary antecedents of a novel such as “Brave New World.” 

We expect, therefore, that toward the end of the term some students would be studying physics, 
mathematics, chemistry, or humanities, not necessarily from fixed assignments, and not only from carefully 
written textbooks, but also from professional papers. 

Concentrated Study 

Suppose that a few students feel the need for more formal work in some particular subject. In this case, 
one of the professors might suggest that those interested spend say a week with him intensively studying 
that topic, whatever it might be — differential equations, relativity, or the Detroit riots. This intensive 
study would not be highly polished or carefully organized. The professor in his role of “elder learner” might 
be stumped by a student’s question, and the whole group might then spend the next two hours exploring 
all possible ways to answer it. The emphasis in this kind of learning experience would not be to transfer 
specific facts from the professor’s head to the student’s head (after all, our basic assumption is that students 
can read). What the professor would be demonstrating is how an experienced scholar finds his way out of 
intellectual difficulties. We think education should consist of learning how to think, not simply of learning 
facts and skills. Facts and skills are very necessary, but we place primary reliance on students’ ability to 
learn facts and skills by themselves, with help when needed. 
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Humanities 

Although we expect many ESG students to be interested in the natural sciences or engineering, we 
are prepared to engage ESG freshmen in non-technical areas either as a major field of study or as work 
to complement a technical concentration. We hope that there will be no sharp lines drawn between the 
disciplines, since, for example, a deep understanding of science involves understanding philosophy and 
history. We further hope that the ESG student will naturally wish to broaden his education and we will 
assist him fully in so doing. The ESG has a strong representation from the Department of Humanities. 
We also expect frequent visits from faculty and staff not formally members of the ESG, in humanities as 
well as other fields. 

Will There Be Exams? 

Of course no one likes to be judged, but it is a fact that everyone’s knowledge and ability is judged by 
those with whom he comes in contact — in school or out. Our problem is to find realistic ways of assessing 
progress which are acceptable to all people concerned. 

The ESG does not regard examinations as infallible guides to assessing the progress of students. Exams 
are at best artificial. In the real world one is not asked to put down on paper in one hour, or even in 
three hours, everything he knows about a particular topic; in the real world one is not expected to do five 
problems in fifteen minutes. Rather one is expected to agree with a superior that one might undertake to 
do a single problem in, let us say, fifteen days. 

But when the job is done, one is expected to defend his results, in any of several ways. For instance, 
one might have to make an oral report in front of an audience, explaining what had been accomplished, 
how it had been accomplished, and what further work ought to be done. Or one might write a paper to 
be published in a Journal; this might be written in formal language, complete with diagrams, data, tables, 
and so on. We expect students to have the opportunity to give talks and to write papers, and we are going 
to have our own journal. Although we shall not force anyone to talk who does not want to, students will 
find out that learning to communicate is a necessary part of an education. 

Professionals are ordinarily expected to think on their feet. We see no reason why students should wait 
until after graduation before they take part in serious conversations about serious subjects. In the ESG 
students will encounter faculty members engaged in serious arguments, each defending an opposing point 
of view. The students will express their opinions, ask questions, or criticize what is going on. They will be 
expected to partake fully in the intellectual life about them. 

Because some of us are considerably older, this does not imply that freshmen should accept everything 
we say as gospel truth; we expect to be questioned. We do not expect a student to believe everything we 
say just because we say it, and we do not expect him to believe everything he reads in books, regardless of 
who wrote them, unless he is convinced that what he has read or heard is reasonable and valid. 

His knowledge will be assessed in ways which are satisfactory to the student and, as nearly as possible, 
realistic in the sense that they are the ways in which the world outside of school would judge him. Con
sequently, unless a student prefers to have his knowledge assessed by means of formal examinations, there 
will be few of them. 

The Study Schedule and Credit 

MIT defines certain required courses which must be taken in order to graduate. They do not necessarily 
have to be taken in the freshman year, although most MIT freshmen do take them. Many ESG students 
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will want to study the subject matter of some of these required courses during their first year, because this 
is a logical place to begin a college education. We expect that by the end of the freshman year, a student 
will have demonstrated competence in the essential subject-matter of some discipline(s). For example, 
if he wants to spend his first month here studying calculus, and nothing but calculus, that’s all right; a 
freshman could easily cover a term’s work in a month that way. If he finds calculus or some other branch 
of mathematics extraordinarily interesting and wants to study it almost exclusively for a whole year, we’ll 
try to help. Of course we would anticipate pretty complete mastery in such a case. That particular student 
would probably have to spend his sophomore year studying all the rest of the things which he might 
otherwise have studied in his first year. More likely a student might want to study a particular subject 
for a while until he feels saturated by it, and then move on and study another subject. This may be a 
natural way for some people to study; others might better study several subjects simultaneously. We can 
also organize some concentrated study courses, for those with a common interest who would like to study 
more formally with a professor. 

Although the ground a student elects to cover will probably be more or less similar to that covered 
during the freshman year by students who are taking the regular Institute courses, this need not be the 
case. Moreover, we do not expect that every last topic which is taught in the regular courses will necessarily 
be studied by everyone, nor do we expect that everyone will limit himself to only those topics which are 
covered in the freshman courses. A student with advanced placement credit will be allowed to keep this 
credit. In his work in that particular field, he can just pick up where he left off in high school, or he can 
engage in a brief review assisted by one of the faculty or tutors. 

If a faculty member decides that a student has demonstrated a level of competence in a given field 
that entitles the student to credit for a general Institute requirement, he will award this credit. This 
credit in 18.01, for example, will count toward graduation just as if the student took 18.01 in the regular 
curriculum (though the Institute may require that the freshman take an examination before granting a 
freshman upperclass credit (e.g. 18.05 or 6.01) toward graduation). 

A student will get credit toward graduation for any Institute requirements he satisfies or any other 
subjects or skills he masters in the ESG. This does not imply that he has covered exactly what was covered 
in 18.01 (for example) that term, but that he has learned an equivalent amount of introductory material. 
Any courses he takes in the regular curriculum will be graded pass-fail, and we will see that he is credited 
with having taken these courses. 

The Risk To You 

It is only fair to warn you that we cannot guarantee that you will learn as much in the ESG as you 
would by taking the regular course with lectures, assigned homework, recitation classes, regular exams, 
etc. This is up to you. We hope you will learn more; however we should warn you that there is a risk 
that you might learn a great deal less. The risk lies in joining this group when it really does not suit your 
personality. Obviously we have considered the risk, and we are aware of it when we propose the program. 
Part of our planning for this new method of study has been to consider how to minimize your risk. We 
believe that one way to minimize risk is to see that you have as much information as possible before you 
begin. 

The initial piece of this information must come from you: you must now decide, if you haven’t done so 
already, just why you want to come to college; if you understand your motivation for college, you will be 
able to assess the suitability of this program for you. In order to help you, we have enclosed descriptive 
paragraphs (see last page) which describe four possible reasons why a student might want to go to college. 
None of these reasons may be entirely your own. We present these paragraphs to you so that you can start 
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thinking, not so that you can tell us which one of them you prefer. Although the results of your thinking 
are your private affair, we urge you to consider the matter carefully. 

Joining Up 

We are aware of the difficulties involved in deciding whether to join a group such as the ESG. Each 
freshman must examine himself in light of the basic educational premises upon which the ESG is based 
and determine whether he could function successfully in such a group. We hope to facilitate this decision 
by providing as much information as possible, and by organizing our own “joining-up” program beginning 
around Registration Day. 

We cannot guarantee that the final admission to the ESG will be governed entirely by the student’s 
wishes, but we are trying to avoid any sort of acceptance-rejection procedure. Our “joining-up” program 
is designed to make the freshman suited for the ESG feel right at home and to help the freshman who is 
not suited for the ESG to realize this for himself. 

We are seeking the student with an attitude toward education which would suit him for the ESG — 
not only the student with the highest I.Q., most past accomplishments, or best academic record. 

If this more detailed outline of the ESG program has further stimulated your interest, come and spend 
as much time with us (6th Floor, Building 24) as you can during Residence-Orientation Week. In this way, 
you will get to know the ESG first hand. By Registration Day, you will have to decide between starting 
classes in the regular curriculum, or attending the ESG “joining-up” program. On Registration Day you 
will formally register in the regular curriculum with other freshmen (a week later you can transfer your 
registration to the ESG, if you and we agree that it is in your best interest to do so). 

You will receive more information about this along with autobiographical sketches of the present ESG 
members early in September. If you have further questions or comments in the meantime, do not hesitate 
to write to us. 

Leaving the ESG 

We foresee two situations in which a freshman might want to leave the ESG and return to the regular 
curriculum. 

After a week of the “joining-up” program he may realize that the ESG is not for him. In this case he 
would simply continue his registration in the regular curriculum, and pick up the regular courses. One 
week’s material is not a great amount to make up at the beginning of the term. We consider this way of 
leaving “normal”; it was built into the “joining-up” program. 

A more serious problem would be encountered by a student who decided after two months that he 
wished to leave the ESG. A more natural time to join the regular curriculum would be between semesters. 
We would advise this student to spend the rest of the term in ESG, while concentrating his study on the 
material of the regular curriculum. He would rejoin the regular curriculum at intersession and get credit 
for whatever work he did in the ESG. We would like to avoid this situation and we hope that our initial 
activities will assure that everyone who starts his freshman year in the ESG will complete it in the ESG. 
We expect that all ESG freshmen will be able to prepare themselves for any of the professional upperclass 
programs that begin in the sophomore year. 
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How We Think It Will Operate 

There will be a coordinating professor who will serve as the agent of a steering committee, composed 
initially of a few upperclassmen and professors (freshmen will be added to the committee later). The steer
ing committee would decide which administrative actions needed to be taken. It would report periodically 
to general meetings at which all faculty and students in the Program would attend. At these meetings, 
which may be once a week or once every other week (depending on what we find desirable), everyone will 
have the opportunity to suggest new procedures, to suggest the buying of new books, the purchase of new 
films, and so on. 

We expect that the students will play a real part in running the place. For instance, we intend to have 
a library for our own use, and we expect that there would be a student library committee in charge of these 
books. We expect to have a number of pieces of audio-visual equipment — hi-fi, tape recorder, projectors, 
etc. Also we expect that some students will take care of this equipment — to know where they are, and to 
see that they are sent out to the appropriate repair shop if they need repairs. There are other responsible 
tasks in which we shall expect the students to interest themselves. 

We shall have available Coca Cola and coffee mornings and afternoons, and we plan to eat lunch 
together. (We hope that students will monitor the menus.) 

We are planning to operate the Program in its own suite of rooms (6th Floor, Building 24), none of 
which will be like a classroom in the usual sense. We intend that these rooms and facilities will be available 
for student use at all times, though we do not intend that students live there. Experimental Study Group 
students should expect to reside with the other undergraduates, and to participate in extracurricular 
activities with them. 

August 6, 1969 
ESG:elt 

Your Philosophy of Higher Education 

(The following was prepared by Professors Martin Trow and Burton Clark of University of California at 
Berkeley.) 

On every college or university campus, students hold a variety of attitudes about their own purposes 
and goals while at college. Such an attitude might be thought of as a personal philosophy of higher 
education. Listed below are descriptive statements of four such “personal philosophies” which, there is 
reason to believe, are quite prevalent on American college campuses. As you read the four statements, 
attempt to determine how close each comes to your philosophy of higher education. 

Philosophy A: This philosophy emphasizes education essentially as preparation for an occupational 
future. Social or purely intellectual phases of campus life are relatively less important, although certainly 
not ignored. Concern with extracurricular activities and college traditions is relatively small. Persons 
holding this philosophy are usually quite committed to particular fields of study and are in college primarily 
to obtain training for careers in their chosen fields. 

Philosophy B: This philosophy, while it does not ignore career preparation, assigns greatest importance 
to scholarly pursuit of knowledge and understanding wherever the pursuit may lead. This philosophy 
entails serious involvement in course work or independent study beyond the minimum required. Social life 
and organized extracurricular activities are relatively unimportant. Thus, while other aspects of college 
life are not to be forsaken, this philosophy attaches greatest importance to interest in ideas, pursuit of 
knowledge, and cultivation of the intellect. 
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Philosophy C: This philosophy holds that, besides occupational training and/or scholarly endeavor, an 
important part of college life exists outside the classroom, laboratory, and library. Extracurricular activ
ities, living-group functions, athletics, social life, rewarding friendships, and loyalty to college traditions 
are important elements in one’s college experience and necessary to the cultivation of the well-rounded 
person. Thus, while not excluding academic activities, this philosophy emphasizes the importance of the 
extracurricular side of college life. 

Philosophy D: This is a philosophy held by the student who either consciously rejects commonly held 
value orientations in favor of his own, or who has not really decided what is to be valued and is in a 
sense searching for meaning in life. There is often deep involvement with ideas and art forms both in 
the classroom and in sources (often highly original and individualistic) in the wider society. There is 
little interest in business or professional careers; in fact, there may be a definite rejection of this kind 
of aspiration. Many facets of the college — organized extracurricular activities, athletics, traditions, the 
college administration — are ignored or viewed with disdain. In short, this philosophy may emphasize 
individualistic interests and styles, concern for personal identity, and often contempt for many aspects of 
organized society. 
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Appendix I: The Fourth Prospectus of the ESG, sent to freshmen in the 
summer of 1973 

The Educational Program of the Experimental Study Group 

You probably have many questions about the Experimental Study Group and we will try to answer 
some of them. However, like any other living or study group at M.I.T., the E.S.G. is largely what you 
make it. We can only describe what it has been for us these past four years, and tell you about some of 
our ideas for next year. 

General Philosophy of the E.S.G. 

The E.S.G. consists of students and staff who believe that many of the traditional educational styles 
(formal lectures, classes, assigned homework, exams), although suitable for many students, are not suitable 
for all. We have found that some freshmen prefer to study in an environment which is less formal than the 
regular M.I.T. curriculum. We therefore offer you freedom of choice in methods, rates, and areas of study. 
We also encourage, but do not force the development of close relationships among teachers and students 
in our learning community. 

We have found that this environment helps many freshmen gain confidence and ability in formulating 
and pursuing their goals. We particularly emphasize interactive styles, in which a student works in a group 
or with a teacher or one or more other students, but we also recognize that some students will want to 
work more on their own. We try to help both types of students as much as we can. 

What the Members of the Teaching Staff Do 

In our community, the members of the teaching staff regard themselves as elder learners who are teaching 
themselves and each other as well as freshmen. There is a great deal of informal contact – so the students 
and faculty can discuss interesting things in a friendly atmosphere. 

Besides simply “being around”, the staff members take an active part in E.S.G. activities. They will 
start seminars on topics that they or students find interesting, give occasional talks on subjects suggested 
by students or by their own musings, and take students out to dinner; sometimes they will seek out a 
student who hasn’t been around for a while, or who seems in some way or other to be in need of assistance, 
academically or otherwise. In a number of cases, a student has found a teacher more helpful as a friend on 
a personal basis, than as someone who could solve a particular problem from a book. 

During the first week each student will choose an dvisor from the E.S.G. staff or one will be chosen for 
you. After you have become familiar with the staff members, you may change your advisor whenever and 
as often as you like. The only requirement for formal contact with an advisor will be that you meet with 
and keep your advisor informed of your progress at least every other week. 

The Study Schedule 

As an E.S.G. member, you may study a number of topics at the same time, or concentrate on just one 
— whatever suits you best. Different subjects can, of course, be studied in different ways; your personal 
approach to physics may differ from your personal approach to sociology. You may experiment with 
different ways of studying the same subject. You will have complete freedom in choosing the way you 
learn. The laboratory and computer facilities of the Institute will be available to the same extent to you 
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as they are to all freshmen. The E.S.G. also has a small workshop and a computer console of its own, and 
plenty of blackboards and study space. 

Although the ground you elect to cover will probably include much that is similar to that covered 
during the freshman year by students who are taking the regular Institute subjects, this need not be the 
case. Moreover, we do not expect that every topic which is taught in the regular subjects will necessarily 
be studied by everyone, nor do we expect that everyone will limit himself to only those topics which are 
covered in the traditional freshman subjects. If you get advanced placement credit, fine, or you can pick 
up a subject where you left off in high school, or you can engage in a brief review assisted by one of the 
teaching staff. 

Credit and Institute Requirements 

At the end of each term, each E.S.G. freshman in good standing gets 50 credits toward graduation. 
(Don’t ask what “good standing” means — there haven’t been any freshmen in “bad standing” yet.) These 
E.S.G. credits will stand as free elective credits on your record, along with a list of the completed Institute 
requirements. You can fulfill the Institute requirements by convincing an appropriate E.S.G. faculty mem
ber that you know approximately what you would have known if you’d passed the subject in the regular 
curriculum. In humanities, the freshman requirement can be satisfied by doing an appropriate amount 
of work in a non-science field, whether or not that field corresponds to anything in the regular freshman 
humanities program. 

How Students’ Work Will Be Evaluated 

Of course no one likes to be judged, but it is a fact that everyone’s knowledge and ability is judged by 
others — in school or out. There are different kinds of judgment. We feel it is important for freshmen to 
develop a capability for self-judgment, and that the staff’s judgment of students can be an important help 
to students who are learning to judge themselves. 

Unless you prefer to have your knowledge assessed by means of formal examinations, there won’t be 
any. You can show us you’ve learned physics, for instance, by any of the following ways: doing an exam 
with or without books, reading a scientific paper and writing a commentary on it to show you understand 
it, giving a speech, taking an oral exam, or any other way you suggest. Last year many freshmen elected to 
study physics with self-paced subject material furnished by E.S.G. staff members, and this will be available 
again this year. 

Because some of us are considerably older, this does not imply that freshmen should accept everything 
we say as gospel truth. We expect to be questioned. We do not expect a student to believe everything we 
say just because we say it, and we do not expect him to believe everything he reads in books, regardless of 
who wrote them, unless he is convinced that what he has read or heard is reasonable and valid. 

Getting Started in the Program 

We know that most students have spent their time at school attending classes and working on assign
ments prescribed by their teachers; many are not used to being educated in the E.S.G. pattern. We are 
trying to devise methods by which freshmen can learn how to learn for themselves. 

This year we’re planning to simply start right in with regular activities. Various people will begin 
trying out their new ideas for seminars and group work. 
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A freshman can start in any of a number of ways: join a seminar, study math with one of the staff, 
review some topic from high school, or take some time to think about his goals. We hope that anyone 
who joins a seminar will make a commitment to stay with that seminar for a while, so that the group can 
get over the initial hurdles which so often seem to be present before things begin to run smoothly. Also, 
we hope that those who wish to examine their goals and reasons for being at M.I.T. will not do so in a 
vacuum, because we have found that taking advantage of the environment of the E.S.G. can help them 
reach meaningful answers to their questions. 

Many of the questions you have may be similar to those the faculty members and upperclassmen also 
faced when they were freshmen, and you may find it helpful to hear of their experiences. Therefore, we 
believe that if you join the E.S.G., you should plan to participate often, both to get a feeling for what it 
is like to work with the others in the group and to make the process of learning how to learn, without the 
usual external pressures, an easier one. 

Governance of the E.S.G. 

An informal organization like E.S.G. does not have or need a complicated set of rules and government. 
Everyday decisions are made by a student committee meeting once or twice a week. Membership on the 
committee is open to all who are interested and all meetings are open to everyone. (General bookkeeping, 
typing, and fighting with the Registrar’s computer is handled by our administrative assistant.) Major 
decisions are referred to a General Meeting. These would include such things as staff assignments, and 
major expenditures. These meetings include students and faculty on a completely equal basis. 

Joining (and Leaving) 

The E.S.G. provides a complete academic program for the freshman year and at present it is designed 
primarily for the freshman year. (Sophomores in E.S.G. are required to take at least half their work in 
the regular curriculum.) A freshman may not join the E.S.G. and also take all of the regular freshman 
subjects in the regular curriculum, although he may listen informally to lectures and sign up for one or 
two subjects in it. For instance, a seminar, a project lab, a language or an upperclass humanities subject 
would be likely to supplement your E.S.G. work, and thus you might want to enroll in one of these. 

Since the E.S.G. does not provide a four-year academic program, its students must at some point leave 
the E.S.G. to pursue their formal upperclass course work. This doesn’t mean leaving the E.S.G. community 
— many E.S.G. Juniors and seniors meet friends, study, eat, and listen to music at E.S.G. However, they 
also attend regular classes. The reaction of E.S.G. students upon returning to the regular curriculum has 
been varied. Some have felt it’s easy, because someone else makes up your mind for you. Others have felt 
restricted by narrowly defined and required subject matter, testing procedures, and homework assignments. 
Some have taken “reading courses” to get more flexibility in what they can do. Few people have had any 
difficulty doing the work required in regular classes. 

The E.S.G. helps upperclassmen who are ready to enter a formal course in a number of ways. Most 
importantly, E.S.G. provides an atmosphere and facilities for people to work together on common problems 
or subject areas. Also, it is possible to do special projects or reading for credit with E.S.G. staff members, 
as well as with any other willing M.I.T. faculty member. 

There are two situations in which a freshman might leave the E.S.G. and return to the regular freshman 
curriculum. 

After a week or so in the program he may realize that the E.S.G. is not for him. In this case he would 
simply continue his registration in the regular curriculum and pick up the regular courses. One week’s 
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material is not a great amount to make up at the beginning of the term. We consider this way of leaving 
normal; we want to give you time to decide if the E.S.G. is for you. 

A more serious problem would be encountered by a student who decided after two months that he 
wished to leave the E.S.G. A more natural time to join the regular curriculum would be between semesters. 
We would advise this student to spend the rest of the term in E.S.G. concentrating his study on the material 
of the regular curriculum. He would rejoin the regular curriculum at intersession. 

Rewards and Risks 

We expect that all E.S.G. freshmen will be able to prepare themselves for any of the upperclass 
programs that begin in the sophomore year. However, it is only fair to warn you that we cannot guarantee 
you will learn as much formal subject matter in the E.S.G. as you would by taking regular subjects with 
assigned homework, recitation classes, regular exams, etc. This is up to you: we hope you will learn more; 
however, you might learn less. The risk lies in joining this group when it really does not suit your individual 
taste. We believe that one way to minimize this risk is to see that you have as much information as possible 
before you begin. 

On the other hand, most freshmen who accomplished less in the way of subject material than those in 
the regular curriculum have felt that their time in the E.S.G. was very well spent. Many of these felt that 
they learned why they were in school, and that they could now use their ability to learn for themselves to 
pursue their studies more effectively. Some found that M.I.T. was not the place for them, and therefore 
they went to another school or simply left school to do what they enjoyed. Briefly stated, there is much 
more to the freshman year than formal academic work and, for a number of E.S.G. students, the struggle 
for personal understanding and growth is the most important aspect of their first year. 

When you visit the E.S.G. you will be able to talk to upperclassmen who were freshmen in E.S.G. and 
they will tell you about their experiences. 

Where We Are 

We occupy most of the top (6th) floor of Building 24, which is in the middle of the main campus. There 
is an elevator, which is slow, and stairs, which are as fast as you are. During R/O Week many of us will 
be present most of the time; we look forward to talking with each of you individually then. 

How to Join E.S.G. 

1) You should register as a regular freshman. 

2) During R/O Week you do what everyone else is doing — take the tests, listen to the speeches and so 
on. You should also find enough time to visit with us. You will want to talk with several students 
and faculty members. We will have coke, coffee and cookies for you. 

3) You will initially be assigned a Faculty Advisor who is not a member of the E.S.G. You should see him 
and fill out and sign any forms he may have for you, and otherwise comport yourself as though you 
were expecting to join the regular curriculum. You should not expect your advisor to be particularly 
well informed about all the details of the Experimental Study Group. This information you will learn 
from us. Turn in your registration material just as the others do. 

4) On Monday, September 10, Registration Day, follow the normal procedure. 
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5) E.S.G. will begin its activities for the term with a general meeting of old and new staff and students 
on Registration Day at 1 P.M. If you think you wish to join, we ask that you make it to this meeting if 
at all possible. You need not make a formal decision to Join the E.S.G. until a week after Registration 
Day. 

The E.S.G. Staff 

The Staff for 1973-1974 will include the following people as well as several upperclass tutors who will 
be around to help you with math, physics, humanities, chemistry and biology. 

Donald Bell - Assistant Professor of Humanities 
Jerry Budzik - Graduate Assistant of Chemistry 
Charlotte Fishman - Instructor of Philosophy 
Nathaniel Frank - Professor of Physics 
Jerrold Grossman - Graduate Assistant of Mathematics 
Robert Halfman - Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Stanley Hirschi - D.S.R. Staff, E.S.G. Physics Instructor 
Steven Robbins - Instructor of Mathematics 
Edna Torgerson - Administrative Assistant 
George Valley - Professor of Physics 

We all hope to see you R/O Week!


elt 5-30-73
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Appendix J 

Passages from “A Portrait of Three Experiments,” by Judson Jerome in Change, July-August, 

After an initial period of euphoria, the program spi
raled into gloom. By January 1968. when I first 
met her, Elizabeth Sewell spoke of Bensalem with 
the spectral voice of one who had seen into the oth
erworldly depths of human disorganization. She had 
experienced for the first time human relationships 
with no holds barred, no protective artificialities, 
no institutional havens. It had been an encounter 
with terror and despair; she had been torn by love 
that both poisoned and sustained. And yet she was 
committed more deeply than ever to this pattern of 
education, for any other — she believed — would 
merely protect one from the knowledge which, how
ever painful, is the only rock on which a faith may be 
founded. “The vision was naive on two counts,” says 
Kenneth Freeman, who has since succeeded Miss 
Sewell as dean. “Because people are friends, it does 
not follow that they can live together compatibly. 
And it does not follow that students can be absorbed 
in a pattern of friendship. Elizabeth assumed that 
people would want to do things together — Urdu, 
creative writing — that they would come together 
and share. It doesn’t work that way at all. The 
philosophy of ‘do your own thing’ dominates every
thing.” 

Again and again I have said, and have heard other 
people say, when faced with the squalor and anguish 
of these programs which launch people into are
nas barren of the usual expectations, requirements, 
schedules and monitoring: “At least it is real!” Free
dom, when defined as absence of form, is not liber
ating; it is difficult, frightening, and savors of blood, 
sweat and tears. Survivors are generally exhausted, 
pale and shaken to the roots; but the experience is 
addictive because it gives one the sense of at last see
ing life without pretense. A little over a year later 
Elizabeth Sewell and I were comparing notes, weep
ing, as it were, in our martinis, about our experiences 
— mine at Antioch’s Inner College, hers at Bensalem 
— and wondering whether there was some Freudian 
dynamic in these little programs which created the 
necessity for killing the father (or mother, as the case 
may be). She was planning at least a temporary re

treat, to a nice little conventional college where she 
would have a light load as a distinguished scholar. 
The toll on the nervous system and body can be
come too great, and one gets ill, creates defenses, or 
flees. 

Experimental programs are always the subject of 
salacious interest and gossip because most of us 
imagine that if the restraints were removed we would 
ourselves be unbridled hedonists. A garage mechanic 
who gets his kicks beating up hippies said, “You 
think I wouldn’t like to let my hair grow and run 
around smoking dope and screwing everybody in 
sight and never holding a job? You’re damned right 
I’d like it — but that’s not reality. You got to face 
reality.” The envy of boards of trustees and pillars of 
the community is usually better disguised, but is no 
less strong. 

p. 47 

A powerful personal presence, particularly in a 
position of authority, is a great burden for a pro
gram to endure, especially if it emphasizes egalitar
ianism and self-direction. Love-hate relationships 
of great intensity develop, and problems of identi
fication with the leader and resentment of him are 
equally oppressive. It is probably well that such lead
ers move on, after they have contributed their cre
ative force. Even when the programs go well, they 
have not been truly tested until they show the ability 
to survive their initiating leadership. 

p. 48 

But inside experimental programs, lust as out
side them. there are more people miserable because 
of lack of self-fulfillment, lack of sensual gratification. 
lack of experimentation with life than are engaged in 
intemperate reveling. 

p. 48 

To be hired a faculty member has to win, as it 
were, the approval of the whole student body. He is 

J–1
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invited to do this by going around to the apartments, 
knocking on doors, and asking for an interview. “You 
are the bad guy automatically because you are get
ting paid,”one faculty member commented. Another 
went there for interviews and left inside twenty-four 
hours. “If some snotty kid can keep asking me what 
right I have to draw a salary, what right I have to 
privacy, and if getting and keeping a job depends 
on pleasing him, well, I figured, who needs it?” A 
faculty member is an advisor, not a teacher — and 
it sometimes seems that YMCA or camp counseling 
experience might be more relevant than academic 
preparation. “I can prepare to deal with about five 
students a week in tutorials; that’s my limit — and I 
have very little contact with the others. They make 
me constantly aware that I’m not doing one damned 

thing for them and keep raising the question of why 
I should draw a salary.” 

Another version of the same split separates those 
who regard community as a major goal and those 
who are more concerned about individual pursuits 
(such as academic study). During the first year this 
split the house until the community-minded people 
moved out and set up a kind of commune elsewhere. 
Consensus was the mode of governance for the first 
couple of years, and political battles were endless 
and destructive. Freeman said, “I came to see that 
consensus is one of the most inhuman ways to govern 
imaginable, as it does not permit one to disagree.” 

p. 49 

J–2
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Appendix K: People Who Have Been In E.S.G.


Joined 1969-70 as Freshmen Randall Weiss 
Carl Wieman 

Joseph Ardin 
H. Reyer Band 
Michael Button 

Joined 1970-71 as Freshmen 

Christopher Cavanagh John Ankcorn 
Michael Cedars Allen Baum 
Harold Choate Daniel Bernstein 
Paul Chu Robert Bickerton 
E. Scott Conner Richard Buirkle 
Stephen DiPietro Stephen Crane 
Jay Edelman Mark Davison 
Joseph Garza Alan Dubin 
David Gero Edwin Ferris 
Michael Greenspan Jay Flynn 
Roger Hale James Given 
John Hodges John Hakes 
Robert Horowitz Steven Harris 
Bruce Hubbard Roy Haupt 
Hobard Hudson Peter Hobbs 
Lane Hughston Holly Horton 
Kalle Kang Glenn Iba 
Richard Katz Jerry Jungster 
Donald Kollisch Henry Lieberman 
Michael Lavine Michael Linn 
Arthur Lee Stephen Mark 
David Levy Matthew Mason 
Herbert Lin Lawrence Matlow 
Glynnis Lomon William Mayhew 
Alan Luse Michael Miller 
Charles Macias Edward Murphy 
Sidney Markowitz Michael Murphy 
Raul Martinez Patricia Newbold 
David Moberly Fred Nussbaum 
Gregory Moore Richard Parker 
Michael Moritz David Polewka 
Denis Perlman James Reuss 
Claude Raifaizen Stephen Reuys 
Kevin Rhoads Leon Rivchun 
Dana Roberts Frank Rodriquez 
Robert Rolla Andrew Rubel 
Carl Rosenberg Roger Steuble 
Timothy Sammons Gary Thackwell 
Beverly Seavey E. Michael Thomas 
Dennis Solomon William Wheatley 
Judith Somberg Kui K. Yau 

K–1 
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Barry Zack 
Sondra Zemansky 
Theodore Zouros 
Susan Wilson 

Joined in 1971-72 as Freshmen 

Alan Brenner 
Ralph Chang 
Michael Charek 
David DeKanter 
Webster Dove 
Douglas Foxvog 
Terrence Gray 
John Gryl 
Stanley Jackson 
Craig Latham 
Paul Lieberman 
Cecilia Lo 
Carl Mikkelsen 
Patrick O’Keefe 
James Okun 
Sadeq Sayeed 
Andrew Shor 
Michale VanHilst 
Michael Weimer 
Arna Zucker 

Joined in 1972-73 as Freshmen 

Jeanne Abitboul 
William Anderson 
Peter Beaman 
Harry Bochner 
Michael Bookman 
Evelyn Brody 
Jeremy Broner 
David Brown 
Mark Burstein 
Michael Calvetti 
Vance Carter 
Eugene Chang 
Kwong Cheng 
John Dorgan 
Tevian Dray 
David Dreyfuss 
James Emineth 
Stephen Finneran 

Paul Fryd

Paul Gaddis

Harry Gearhart

Algird Gudaitis

Richard Hilliard

Peter Hagelstein

Bruce Ikenaga

Takayoshi Ito

Peter Johnson

Mark Keough

Lila Kobylak

Kenneth Kreischer

Arne Langsetmo

Karen Lease

Frank Lee

Reynold Lee

Michael McIlrath

William Mixon

Richard Ottolini

Kevin Peick

Robert Pyron

John Robotham

Derek Roff

James Shewbridge

Andrew Smith

Terrence Smith

Paul Spiegel

David Stork

Mang Tia

Craig Torell

Ben Williams

Kai Wong

Paul Yen

Rafal Zielinski

Roland Zito


Joined in 1973-74 as Freshmen 

Louis Bernstein

Stephen Byan

Donald Davis

James Davis

David DeBruin

Daniel Fairweather

Peter Fiekowsky

Frank George

Daniel Gibson


K–2 
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David Gissen 
Mark Goldfain 
Jonathan Goodman 
Mark Gross 
Jawaid Ismail 
Aubrey Jaffer 
Daniel Klein 
Gary Kurzban 
Spencer Love 
Gene Masters 
Douglas May 
Samuel Mela 
Douglas Milliken 
Douglas Nordstrom 
Robert Scheinman 
Michael Selig 
Mark Sherman 
Ian Smith 
John Toner 
Thomas Trobaugh 
Frederick Willey 
Walter Witryol 
Robert Wolff 
Don Wright 

1968 Original Group 

Robert Berman 
John Compton 
Eric Cosman 
Richard Edelman 
Joan Etzweiler 
Anthony French 
Charles Friedman 
Robert Halfman 
William Holland 
James Jamieson 
Arthur Kaledin 
Daniel Kemp 
John King 
Fred McGarry 
Alan Millner 
Steven Pincus 
Edgar Schein 
Arthur Steinberg 
Gilbert Strang 
George Thomas 

Edna Torgerson 
George Valley 

1969 Working Party 

Robert Berman 
John Compton 
Richard Edelman 
Peter Elbow 
Joan Etzweiler 
John Franks 
Anthony French 
Charles Friedman 
Richard Goodman 
Robert Halfman 
William Holland 
James Jamieson 
R. Kapral 
Daniel Kemp 
John King 
Mark Levensky 
Margaret MacVicar 
Harold Nussbaum 
Steven Pincus 
Gilbert Strang 
Edna Torgerson 
George Valley 

1969-70 Staff 

Robert Berman 
Melinda Bird 
John Compton 
Richard Edelman 
Peter Elbow 
Mark Engler 
John Franks 
Charles Friedman 
Anthony French 
Richard Goodman 
Robert Halfman 
Mark Levensky 
Margaret MacVicar 
Madeleine McClure 
Alan Millner 
Harold Nussbaum 

K–3 
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Steven Pincus 
Elaine Savage 
Gilbert Strang 
Edna Torgerson 
George Valley 

1970-71 Staff 

David Baltimore 
Kenneth Bauer 
Donald Bell 
Robert Berman 
Barry Blesser 
Paul Bock 
Christopher Cavanagh 
Peter Elbow 
Arlene Fingeret 
Nathaniel Frank 
Curtis Greene 
Robert Halfman 
Robert Hobbs 
Daniel Kemp 
James King 
Alan Lazarus 
Mark Levensky 
Margaret MacVicar 
James McIntyre 
Lewis Reich 
Dana Roberts 
Edna Torgerson 
George Valley 
Mark VanNote 

1971-72 Staff 

Donald Bell 
Robert Berman 
Mark Davison 
Peter Elbow 
Arlene Fingeret 
Ned Frank 
Robert Halfman 
Stanley Hirschi 
Jerry Jungster 
Donald Kollisch 
Alan Luse 
Michael Miller 
Michael Moritz 

Dana Roberts 
Gene Speer 
Edna Torgerson 
George Valley 
Paul VanEikeren 
Chris Yau 

1972-73 Staff 

Don Bell 
Jerry Budzik 
Mark Davison 
Charlotte Fishman 
Ned Frank 
Hy Greenbaum 
Bob Halfman 
Stan Hirschi 
Bob Horowitz 
Don Kollisch 
Craig Latham 
Mike Miller 
Jim Okun 
Doug Ravenel 
Dana Roberts 
Nathan Sivin 
Ed Stein 
Edna Torgerson 
George Valley 
Henry Walker 

1973-74 Staff 

Don Bell 
Dan Bernstein 
Jerry Budzik 
Mark Davison 
Tev Dray 
David Dreyfuss 
Charlotte Fishman 
Ned Frank 
Jerry Grossman 
Bob Halfman 
Rich Hilliard 
Stan Hirschi 
Glenn Iba 
Craig Latham 
Paul Lieberman 
Jim Okun 
Steve Robbins 
Dana Roberts 

K–4 
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Derek Roff George Valley

Edna Torgerson Henry Walker


K–5
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How Children Fail, John Holt 
 
 
 
Excerpts on problems with schools: pp. xiii - xv, 3 - 6, 10 - 17, 37 - 44, 48 - 49, 67 - 
69. 
 
 
 
  * "Most children in school fail."  Discuss. 
 
        (student "are afraid, bored, and confused"; stop learning, look for formulae, 
lose self-esteem) 
 
 
 
  * How much fear is there at MIT? 
 
 
  * Is fear necessary to push children? 
 
 
  * How can we reconcile that strategies come from fear of failure, but failure 
necessary for learning? 
 
        (it's consistent: fear of failure produces not-learning, as would lack of failure; 
but planned failure results in relief without learning) 
 
 
 
  * What strategies, hedges, and safe policies have you used in your education? 
 
 
  * How much do teachers' egos affect a classroom context? 
 
 
  * Do effective producers produce more right answers than effective thinkers? 
 
 
 
  * Good STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) students develop a trust in 
formulae, and in the same question producing the same answer.  Isn't that a 
strategy? 
 
 
 
  * Holt claims that children inherently enjoy learning, but school beats it out of 
them.  Is there an alternative? How is it done?; can schools be changed? 
 
 
 
  * Is liberal education worse than rote learning for how it affects 
and involves a child's ego? 
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Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, Robert Pirsig 
 
 
 
Phaedrus' Experiment in Grade-less Education: chapter 16 
 
 
 
  * Where does creativity come from? 
 
   (release of a blockage?) 
 
 
 
  * Does the grading system caution against creativity? 
 
 
 
  * Would students be hostile to the idea of eliminating grades? 
 
 
 
  * Without grades, would students work? 
 
 
 
  * Do grades make students mules? 
 
 
 
According to the unschooling movement, the process for moving from 
grade-motivated work to self-motivated work requires a down period of 
approximately one month for each year of conventional school. 
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My Years in the MIT Experimental Study Group, George Valley 
 
 
 
Appendix E, F, G of My Years in the M.I.T. Experimental Study Group: 
Some Old Facts and New Myths 
 
 
 
  * Why is there no true option (educational alternative following 
 
    this model) for MIT students? 
 
 
 
  * Are informal exams an effective way to encourage student work? 
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Education for Creativity: A Modern Myth?, ed. by Paul Heist, pp. 67 - 
78 
 
 
 
"Nurturing Talent and Creativity in the Arts" - Vittorio Giannini 
 
 
 
  * Should children receive professional (career-oriented) education? 
 
 
 
  * What role does music have for public education? 
 
 
 
  * What does it mean that students "must make of themselves 
instruments"? 
 
 
 
  * What effects would auditions, both for determining entrance and 
continuation, have on education? 
 
 
 
  * What is the importance and effects of being educated among like-
minded students? 
 
 
 
  * Why does the author want students who are "committed to a 
professional career in the arts", and what does effects does such a 
committment produce? 
 
 
 
  * The author claims that knowledge, love for students, and continued 
performance are the only needs for good education.  Discuss. 
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Wad-ja-get?: The Grading Game in American Education, Howard 
Kirschenbaum, et. al. 
 
  Chapter 1. The First Debate: The Grading of Creativity 
 
  Chapter 4. The Class Reports on the History of Grading 
 
  Chapter 12. The PTA Hears about the Research on Grades 
 
 
 
  * What are the purposes of grades? 
 
     (feedback, motivation, recommendation, comparison) 
 
 
 
  * Can creativity be graded? 
 
 
 
  * Are grades effective motivators? 
 
 
 
  * Even if grades can be given reliably, are they fair to different 
students' abilities? 
 
 
 
  * Are there alternatives to grades by which colleges can screen 
applicants? 
 
     (schools that no longer look at grades; schools take home- and 
unschoolers) 
 
 
 
  * Can grades be made objective? 
 
 
 
  * What alternative grading systems are there? 
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Maverick Colleges, L. Jackson Newell 
 
 
 
Antioch: Vision and Revision,Kerrie Naylor 
 
 
 
  Also, explore the Antioch Webage, particularly the Antiochian. 
 
 
 
  * How does education change if its purpose is to support democratic 
society? 
 
 
 
  * Should schools teach values? 
 
 
 
  * Does work-study enhance education or detract from it? 
 
 
 
  * How can education be constructed so "students are expected to reach 
beyond conventional learning--to become intelligent experimenters, 
informed risk-takers, creative thinkers, and courageous practitioners? 
 
 
 
  * What role does school community have in education? 
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Maverick Colleges, L. Jackson Newell 
 
 
 
Evergreen: Ever Green?, Zandile Nkabinde 
 
 
 
  Also, explore the Evergreen Webpage, particularly the About Section. 
 
 
 
  * What are the advantages to large-group multidisciplinary theme 
courses at the center of a school's curriculum? 
 
 
 
  * Whas is a moral curriculum? 
 
 
 
  * What good is a university without majors or grades? 
 
 
 
  * Do class contracts create non-standard class dynamics? 
 
 
 
  * Are some conventional courses still necessary at an experimental 
college? 
 
 
 
  * What role do student evaluations of faculty members have? 
 
 
 
  * How can a collective emphasize teaching without emphasizing student 
outcomes? 
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Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation, Jean Lave and 
Etienne Wenger 
 
 
 
  * Does unsituated learning, or so-called general knowledge exist? 
 
 
 
  * The reading claims "learning is an integral part of generative 
social practice in the lived-in world."  What does that mean? 
 
 
 
  * Why do the authors use the phrase "legitimate peripheral 
participation" if it can neither be illegitimate nor non-peripheral? 
 
 
 
  * If all education is legitimate peripheral partipation, what does 
classroom learning accomplish? 
 
 
 
  * How does school learning differ from learning outside of schools? 
 
 
 
  * What is the significance of the structure of apprenticeship models 
of education? Specifically, that they tend to begin with finishing 
work, and that they tend not to do any actual teaching. 
 
 
 
  * The reading notes that "engaging in practice, rather than being its 
object" is important for learning.  What does that mean? 
 
 
 
  * What is the importance of a "culture of practice" for learning? 
 
 
 
  * What stories do MIT students tell? 
 
 
 
  * What is the difference between "learning from talk" and "learning 
to talk"? 
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The Torch or the Firehouse: A Guide to Section Teaching, Arthur P. 
Mattuck 
 
 
 
  * This is a work about good pedagogy in conventional education.  Why 
discuss it in a class on alternative education? 
 
        (alternative education is a means, good education the goal) 
 
 
 
  * Is this best-practice model of education broken? 
 
 
 
  * What produces the glass wall, if neither student nor instructor 
wants it? 
 
 
 
  * Is conventional education a natural compromise in institutions 
mainly concerned with research? 
 
 
 
  * Why does evaluation of the instructor play so small a role in 
actual section teaching? 
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Mathematical Problem Solving, Alan H. Schoenfeld 
 
 
 
  * The author starts from the assumption that knowledge is solving 
ability.  Is there anything more to it? 
 
 
 
  * What role do belief systems play in the ability to solve 
mathematical problems? 
 
 
 
  * Does standard education teach belief systems?  What would education 
that does teach these be like? 
 
 
 
  * What common beliefs do people hold in the realm of mathematics? 
 
 
 
  * How much of knowledge is automatic learned mental behaviors? 
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Olin College Propaganda 
 
 
 
  * What are the advantages and disadvantages of "do-learn" education? 
 
 
 
  * What does being involved in the creation of an educational 
experiment add to its educational value? 
 
 
 
  * Does the world need a "different kind of engineer"?  What kind? 
 
 
 
  * What role do liberal arts and entrepreneuralship have in 
engineering education? 
 
 
 
  * Should introductory college courses (in math, science, and 
engineering) be integrated, at the expense of students choosing their 
own path through them? 
 
 
 
  * What role does the end-of-term Olin Expo play? 
 
 
 
  * What kinds of courses should or should not be made "project" 
courses? 
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School Improvement Research Series (SIRS): Integrated Curriculum, Kathy 
Lake 
 
 
 
  * What are the pros and cons of the integrated curriculum? 
 
 
 
  * The "real world" plays a large role in many integrated curricula, 
but most adult tasks aren't very multidisciplinary.  Discuss. 
 
 
 
  * What diagrams apply to MIT's curriculum?  What new diagrammatic 
descriptions of curriculum are possible? 
 
 
 
  * Integrated curricula are proposed as a solution to teachers having 
too much material to pack in.  How? 
 
 
 
  * Integrated studies tend to be less consistent between classes.  Can 
inconsistent classes be used in a college setting? 
 
 
 
  * Are integrated studies easier to remember? 
 
 
 
  * If integrated studies are so powerful, why aren't they pervasive? 
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Liberating Education, Zelda Gamson 
 
 
 
Creating a Lively Academic Community 
 
 
 
  * When is it appropriate to push students, rather than giving them 
full freedom? 
 
  * What is the role of faculty if the goal of education is to create 
environments where "faculty and students discover how exciting it is to 
discuss questions that matter"? 
 
  * Why use a "master learner" approach to education? 
 
  * What role does a sense of community play in education? 
 
  * Do eclectic education experiments leave their students isolated 
from more mainstream approaches? 
 
  * Why "interdisciplinary" approaches important? 
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Use Both Sides of Your Brain, Tony Buzan 
 
 
 
  * What would non-linear education, which internalizes non-linear 
communication and idea formation, be like? 
 
 
 
  * What is the educational pedagogy behind this paper? 
 
 
 
  * Time is linear, while ideas form cybernetically.  How can linear 
time be used most effectively to help form ideas? 
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My Years at The M.I.T. Experimental Study Group, George Valley 
 
 
 
  * What makes engineering education ineffective or inefficient? 
 
 
 
  * What qualities should an ESG student have? 
 
 
 
  * How can divergent students be fostered? 
 
 
 
  * What role does floundering have in education? 
 
 
 
  * What role does risk play in education? 
 
 
 
  * How has ESG changed since its creation and why? 
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Summerhill: A Radical Approach to Child Rearing, A. S. Neill 
 
 
 
  * To what extreme is it beneficial for students to be given freedom 
and choice? 
 
 
 
  * Sudbury Valley School in Massachusetts is based on similar 
principles to Summerhill-- see if you can talk to someone who went 
there. 
 
 
 
  * Does traditional education support the idea that the purpose of 
education is creating good citizens? 
 
 
 
  * Is "faith 'in the goodness of the child'" important for effective 
education? 
 
 
 
  * What does "freedom without license" mean? 
 
 
 
  * Why aren't the principles of Summerhill used everywhere? 
 
 
 
  * According to Neill, it is better to "produce a happy street cleaner 
than a neurotic scholar."  Is it? 
 
 
 
  * Getting over lesson aversion is a natural process, taking about one 
month for each year of schooling.  Is it beneficial to go through it? 
 
 
 
  * Does Summerhill prepare students for life? 
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Deschooling Our Lives, Matt Hern 
 
 
 
Sweet Land of Liberty 
 
 
 
  * Why are schools organized as dictatorships? 
 
 
 
  * Does arbitrary authority undermine good education? 
 
 
 
  * What role does authority play in schools?  In learning? 
 
 
 
The Public-School Nightmare 
 
 
 
  * Would people learn computers better (or faster), if they were 
taught in schools? 
 
 
 
  * At what ages should formal education start and end? 
 
 
 
  * Would a return to capitalist schools improve or hurt educational 
standards?  How would the free market model affect education? 
 
 
 
  * Does school teach obedience? 
 
 
 
  * What aspects of American public education fit the Prussian 
(fascist) model? 
 
 
 
  * Is over-education a threat to modern society? 
 
 
 
  * How is the public school "deliberately denying its children the 
tools of critical thinking?" 
 
 
 
Challenging the Popular Wisdom 
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  * Can children handle (have) authority?  What limits should there be 
on them? 
 
 
 
  * Do schools facilitate the asking of radical questions? 
 
 
 
  * What's the connection between schools and capitalism? 
 
 
 
  * What are the political responsibilities of the deschooling parent? 
 
 
 
  * What is the "deschooled society"?  Is it tenable? 
 
 
 
Summerhill 
 
 
 
  * Is emotion more important than academics for children?  For 
everyone? 
 
 
 
  * The paper claims "Allowing children freedom helps to develop self-
motivation".  How true is that? 
 
 
 
  * If you had personal power within your class, would you use it for 
the group's benefit? 
 
 
 
  * How would teaching change if teachers had to keep their students 
interested? 
 
 
 
  * If you could ask one question of a Summerhill staff member or 
student, what would it be? 
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Maverick Colleges, L. Jackson Newell 
 
 
 
Deep Springs: Loyalty to a Fault?, L. Jackson Newell 
 
 
 
  * Why a desert?  Why a ranch?  Why all males?  Is it worth it, or 
senseless idealism? 
 
 
 
  * At Deep Springs, students select and hire their temporary 
professors.  Are twenty-year-olds competent to run a college? 
 
 
 
  * Deep Springs is intended to educate an "elite".  Is it worthwhile 
for the elite to be educated separately and together? 
 
 
 
  * One of the most significant features of Deep Springs is its 
isolation.  Does isolation facilitate learning? 
 
 
 
  * How does such a small tight-knit sense of community affect the 
experience of Deep Springs? 
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Maverick Colleges, L. Jackson Newell 
 
 
 
Prescott: From Parson to Parsimony, E. Ann Adams 
 
 
 
  * What does interaction with one's environment have to do with a 
liberal education? 
 
 
 
  * Should an educational institution reflect certain moral values? 
 
 
 
  * What effects might the Judeo-Christian tradition have on an 
education founded in them? 
 
 
 
  * What responsibilities does a school have to its graduates? 
 
 
 
  * Is the dichotomy between the sciences and humanities useful? 
 
 
 
  * What is a holistic approach to education? 
 
 
 
  * What advantages and disadvantages might the lack of required 
courses cause? 
 
 
 
  * Should a successful educational experiment severely limit its 
enrollment? 
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The Harrad Experiment, Robert H. Rimmer 
 
 
 
  * Why doesn't Harrad college exist? 
 
 
 
  * How important a role does psychology play in education (at Harrad, 
through journals and the Human Values class)? 
 
 
 
  * Do sex and free love have an important role to play in human 
development? 
 
 
 
  * Why do other colleges not follow Harrad's model of coed roommates 
and nude physical education? 
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Education is neither straight-forward nor well-defined.  Education has been defined many 
way in many schools, and those different approaches have deep consequences for both 
the experience of learning and the quality of learning that occurs within their pedagogy. 
 
This class is always interested in two coin sides.  We consider different theories of 
education, and the experiments that have tried to make those theories manifest.  And we 
explore different methods of education that have been tried, and try to draw out the 
general lessons they have for us. 
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